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PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS.

1904.

BY F. A. CUNNINGHAM.

With the passing of another year you are again as-

sembled together to receive from those into whose hands
have been intrusted the interests of the Society a state-

ment, or resume*, of the work accomplished during the

past twelvemonth.
In presenting this statement it is with great pleasure

that I am able to announce to you that the condition of

the Society is a very satisfactory one. When we look back
on the year's programme, we must congratulate ourselves

on the steady and solid advance which has been made.
All combinations, whether of a business or of a social

nature, seem to have their periods of rapid growth, followed

again by other periods of apparent rest. These latter

are not really of rest, but rather periods during which the

accumulated energy may be resolved into an orderly
and well-considered preparation for a further advance.

So it is with us to-day. Whilst apparently we may not

have attracted your attention by an extraordinary activ-

ity, we have been conserving the interests of the Society
most carefully, and if we have been unable to accomplish
all that we could wish for, we may look back with satis-

faction, content in the knowledge that we have accom-

plished as much, if not more, than our resources would
warrant.

From a financial point of view, the statement of the

secretary will prove most interesting.

When we consider the extraordinary expense which
the society incurred during the past year, nearly one
thousand dollars being expended over and above the

usual necessities, I congratulate the Society on the pos-
session of a balance still remaining of slightly over one
thousand dollars in the treasury.
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The Society has been in possession for nearly nine

years of a most beautiful and commodious home in

which to house the fine library and numerous historical

relics, the treasures of the organization, but, like all

other things, it cannot escape the ravages of time. When
first occupied, everything was in perfect order and con-

dition. During the past year the expenditures on
account of hall have amounted to nearly eight hundred
dollars in repairs and renewals.

The whole of the exterior has been repainted, including
the roof, and in the interior, where the plastering has
been found defective, it has been removed, replastered
and repainted. A glance will show what a great im-

provement has been made. All this has been met with-

out encroaching too deeply on our resources.

The Committee on Historical Research has maintained
its high standard, and in conjunction with the Publication

Committee has regularly presented to the members the
Records of the Society.
Of their value and necessity it is unnecessary to remind

you, but we could wish for the presentation of more
original researches worthy of publication, as the drain
on our resources in the purchase of suitable articles has
to be taken into account.

The library continues to receive accessions of valuable
books and much more could be done if the funds were
available.

The social features, in the way of lectures, whilst
not so frequent, have been very enjoyable.

In this connection I would call the members' atten-
tion to the need of a larger hall or lecture room. On
many occasions the present rooms are too crowded for
comfort and many remain away on that account.

Although the accomplishment of such a desire cannot
be reached at the present time, I could not fail to point
out the necessity of it, especially as quite recently we
were compelled to engage another hall for a lecture, a
thing by no means desirable.
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The one great need is an increase in the number of

our members.
As the Society is dependent on the dues received from

its members, it cannot hope to accomplish the object for

which it is designed unless a constant accession be made
to its ranks. Can we not hope that each and every one

here present will so interest themselves in our most

worthy cause as to induce their friends to join with us

in the good work?

It were wholly useless for me to attempt to give you

any adequate presentation of the motives which should

actuate every good Catholic in taking up the work of

the American Catholic Historical Society. On many
occasions you have heard them eloquently rehearsed

to you by abler tongues than mine. I can only urge

upon you to continue the good work. Gradually, the

clouds of ignorance and prejudice are rolling away, and

Catholics no longer seem to our fellow-men the objects

of distrust they formerly were. On this point I will

quote an incident related by Monsignor Agius apropos
of the great work of the historian Abbot Gasquet, lately

a visitor to our shores, who has done so much to make
the Catholic Church known.

People have learned from his books to look on Catholics

as they ought to be looked on. There was a time when
to name a Roman Catholic was to name a bogy; they
knew nothing about a Roman Catholic, or they knew

only as much about them as they knew about fish in the

midland counties of England. Before the time when
fish was sent by express and by railroads throughout the

country, it was almost unknown in the midland counties.

On one occasion there was a fisherman going through a

midland county village with a basket of fish on his back.

A crab fell out. The villagers came out and saw the awful

thing creeping backwards and forwards. They turned

and looked and wondered, and no one could make out

what the monster was. Whereupon the schoolmaster

was called out to give his opinion.
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He looked and studied. "Yes," he said, "I can tell

you what that thing is that is a Roman Catholic!"

And the villagers were quite satisfied: they had heard*

what a Roman Catholic was and now they had seen one.

Well, the Abbot Gasquet has taught the people that

Roman Catholics were not crabs. They are something
better and can truly hold their own. For us the time of

suspicion has passed by, but we are still subject to mis-

representations and calumny, which can only be dissipated
or

'

avoided by the knowledge acquired through the

study and discernment of true Roman Catholic History.
In conclusion I have to thank my colleagues for their

great assistance in enabling the Society to present such a
favorable showing.





DR. EDMUND BAILEY O'CALI.AGHAN.
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EDMUND BAILEY O'CALLAGHAN,*
OF NEW YORK.

PHYSICIAN, HISTORIAN AND ANTIQUARIAN.

A. D. 1797-1880.

BY JAMKS J. WALSH, M.D., PH.D., LL.D.

Students who are interested in the history of New York
State and of New York City, especially the obscure and
difficult questions involved in our early colonial history,

must, I think, as a rule, be not a little surprised to find

that the man who has collected and collated most of the

original documents with regard to these trying historical

times was an Irishman, who, having lived in Canada for a

while and having got into trouble, as good Irishmen are

apt to do all over the world, wherever they may be, with

the British Government, was compelled, under a charge of

treason, to take refuge in America, as has many a com-

patriot under the same circumstances, and became one of

our most useful citizens, f

* A very curious but readily explicable mistake has occurred with regard to Dr.

O'Callaghan's middle name on some of the printed card-catalogue slips of the New York
Public Library, which are made at the Astor Library, I believe, and are distributed to a

certain number of other libraries throughout the country. With "Edmund "
as the first

name and "B" as the initial, it is easy to understand that a cataloguer who did not

actually consult some authority might conclude that the full name would be Edmund
Burke O'Callaghan instead of Edmund Bailey O'Callaghan. I have good verbal

authority for the statement that his mother's name was "Bailey," and that this was the

reason for his middle name. I have been unable to substantiate the statement, how-

ever, in any of the available works of reference.

t By an interesting though not surprising chance, since so many of the Irish coming
from Ireland have stayed in or near the city of New York, two other names of historians

of the early days in New York bore Irish names. They were Hon. Henry C. Murphy,
of Brooklyn, who, besides being editor of many documents throwing light on tht Dutch

history of New York, was author of a sketch of Hendrik Hudson, and Henry O'Rielly,

of Syracuse, who has been called the "Historian of Western New York."
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Except to the professional student of history, however,
the name and fame of Edmund Bailey O'Callaghan is not

likely to be very well known. There would almost seem
to have been a conspiracy to ignore him. Most of the

ordinary encyclopedias do not mention him at all. He
is not named even in Lamb's Encyclopedia of Biography,
nor is any mention of him made in the last edition of

the Universal (Appleton's) Encyclopedia. Appleton's

Encyclopedia of Biography has only space for a compara-
tively short paragraph. Fortunately, the English are not
so prone to neglect a man who has done good work, even

though he may happen to have been disaffected towards
the British Government. Accordingly, as he was born in

British territory, there is an excellent biography of Dr.

O'Callaghan, for he was a physician besides being a

historian, in the National Dictionary of Biography. This
is written by Mr. C. Alexander Harris, and contains all

the imporant details of his life, besides the most valuable
references for further data.

Even the Canadians have not been so ungenerous as his

adopted countrymen this side of the line, and a rather

complete sketch of O'Callaghan 's life is to be found in the
Dominion (of Canada) Annual Register* for 1880-1881,
among the obituaries. .

Perhaps one of the most striking proofs that Dr. O'Cal-

laghan has been sadly neglected is to be found in the fact
that even the recently issued anthology of Irish Literature

(in ten large octavo volumes), which gives quotations from
the writings of presumably all the Irish-born authors who
have ever distinguished themselves, contains no mention of
O 'Callaghan. There surely were passages in O 'Callaghan 's

History of New Netherlands that might very well have been
selected as an example of the work he did. There were
shorter passages, as, for instance, from his "Introduction"
to the List of Bibles published in America, that would be

* The Dominion Annual Register and Review for the fourteenth and fifteenth
years of the Canadian Union, edited by Henry J. Morgan, Keeper of the Records
Canada, Montreal. John Lovell & Son, 1882.
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of literary as well as historical merit. There are many
writers from whose works even lengthy quotations are

made who do not deserve a place in Irish anthology so

well as this exile, who came to New York, taught the New
Yorkers their own history, furnished an example to other

States how to preserve their precious original historical

documents, and how to collect and collate references

to their history even in foreign libraries.

Undoubtedly the most authentic source of details for

the life of O'Callaghan is to be found in the obituary
notice of him written by John Gilmary Shea, in the fifth

volume of the Magazine of American History.* Dr.

Shea was in the best possible position to know how much
O'Callaghan had done for the history, especially of New
York, and his tribute, therefore, in the first paragraph
of his obituary notice is his appreciation of what had
been lost by O'Callaghan 's death.

"The historical study of our country (the doctor writes) has recently

lost a patient, careful, judicious investigator, the fruit of whose labors

has long been the resource and the safe guide of many seeking to familiarize

themselves with our country's early days.

"The history of New York, from its earliest colonization by the sons

of Holland, and the studies cognate with it, formed the field in which he

labored for years with recognized ability; and besides what he committed

to writing and gave to the press, he amassed an immense fund of knowledge,
now lost, and to be recovered, if at all, only by similar sacrifices."

This year will be twenty-five years since the death of

Dr. O'Callaghan, and it seems worth while to recall atten-

tion to his career once more, with the idea of tempting
others who may know more of him and of the trying times

of his early life, as well as the useful years of his later

career, to furnish additional detail. These are gradually

being lost in various ways, as, of course, those who knew
Dr. O'Callaghan personally are passing away. He is

still well remembered in New York by many persons,
but there is considerable obscurity with regard to the

difficulty which he encountered with the municipal
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authorities of New York after he had edited and arranged

their municipal documents. Mr. Nash, who is mentioned

later as the compiler of the catalogue of O'Callaghan's

library, knew him very well and would have been the

man to state all the facts, but he also is now dead several

years.

The present sketch is intended only to be tentative, with

the possible idea that something more permanent may
yet be made of so worthy a subject.

Here in America we are not apt to realize that Canada,
in the quarter of a century before 1850, went through a

crisis in her relationship to the mother country that

brought about practically a revolution in the arrangement
of her affairs. In Upper Canada an official class held with-

in its control practically the government of the province.

As Mr. Bourinot, the clerk of the Canadian House of

Commons, who has written the story of Canada for Put-

nam's Stories of the Nations series, says:

"This class became known, in the parlance of those days, as the 'family

compact,' not quite an accurate designation, since its members had hardly

any family connection, but there was just enough ground for the term to

tickle the taste of the people for an epigrammatic phrase. The bench,

the pulpit, the banks, the public offices, were all more or less under the

influence of the 'compact.' The public lands were lavishly parceled out

among themselves and their followers. Successive governors, notably
Sir Francis Gore, Sir Peregrine Maitland and Sir Francis Bond Head,
submitted first to its influence and allowed it to have the real direction of

affairs. Among its most prominent members were John Beverly

Robinson, for some years attorney-general, and eventually an able chief-

justice and the recipient of a baronetage; William Dummer Powell, a

chief-justice; John Henry Boulton, once attorney-general; John Strachan,
the first bishop of the Episcopal Church in Upper Canada; Jonas Jones,
the Sherwoods, and other well-known names of residents of York, Niagara,

Kingston and Brockville."

The first incident that evoked opposition to this govern-
ing class was the cruel treatment of Robert Gourlay, a
Scotch land agent, who in the course of a statistical work
touched on some points which exposed the land monopoly
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and other abuses. He was declared by the governing class

to be a dangerous person, and was tried on two occasions

for libeling the government and acquitted. Then he was
accused of being seditious and dangerous, and was kept in

prison for many months without due warrant of law. He
was finally sent into exile, but his case united the opposi-
tion to the "family compact."
Another source of irritation was the

"
clergy reserves,"

which grew out of the grant to the Protestant church

in Canada of large tracts of land. The members of

the "family compact" belonged to the Church of Eng-
land and opposed every effort to dispose of these lands for

the support of education and other public purposes. The
foundation of King's College, as a strictly Episcopalian

institution, out of funds that seemed to popular sentiment

to belong rather to the whole people than to this one

churchly class, led to further friction.

One of the first politicians to organize opposition to the

"family compact
" was William Lyon Mackenzie, a Scotch-

man, who edited The Colonial Advocate, and made many
enemies by his bitter denunciation of the governing class.

A number of young men belonging to this class wrecked
his office, but he recovered damages in a court of law and
went on with his work. The governor-generals sent out
from England, far from propitiating the people, served by
their actions rather to foment the disaffection which was

becoming widespread.
With this state of affairs in Upper Canada, it is not sur-

prising to find Lower Canada during the succeeding decade
in almost a state of revolt. There were, indeed, many
good reasons for dissatisfaction with English rule. The
French Canadians had never been well satisfied with their

transfer from France to England, and instead of becoming
more satisfied, disaffection became more widespread, and
was aggravated by the disregard of their interests by the

mother country and the neglect of their protests by the

English governors. In Montreal, Papineau became a

popular political lecturer, and with him was very closely
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associated O'Callaghan. Meetings held in the Montreal

and Richelieu districts showed so much tendency to

lawlessness that the government became alarmed. Even-

tually it proved, however, that not near so many people
were ready to revolt as seemed to be at first the case.

The Roman Catholic bishops and clergy showed them-

selves opposed to anything like armed resistance, and

denounced sedition very vigorously.
An insurrection was actually begun, and a body of in-

surgents, led by Dr. Wolfred Nelson, made a determined

stand at St. Denis. The regular soldiers, however, soon

succeeded in putting down the incipient rebellion. In all

of these movements Dr. O'Callaghan was deeply inter-

ested, and when the rebels were dispersed he had to

escape from the country.
In October, 1837, Dr. O'Callaghan, in company with

Papineau, attended the meeting of the Canadian revolu-

tionary party held at St. Denis. Like Papineau himself,

O'Callaghan spoke very forcibly against any resort to

arms. He insisted on the fact that the Canadians were
not ready for any such extreme measure, and that the

revolution would surely be abortive and the cause injured
rather than benefited by any such hasty action. The

"moderates," however, who counseled the waiting policy
and passive resistance, for the time at least, until the popu-
lation would be better organized for resistance, were over-

ruled, and it became very clear that recourse to arms was
inevitable. Dr. O'Callaghan then, when the crisis came,
took the field with the others, and was in the action at

St. Denis, on November 23, where his friend and fellow-

member of Parliament, and associate editor of the Vindi-

cator, Honorable M. Ovide Perraut, was shot dead by his

side. Six days later, on November 29, there was a reward
for the apprehension of O'Callaghan as a traitor, which
must have made him feel quite Irish, especially as it was
the British Government that was after him.

O'Callaghan and Papineau suffered many things in their

escape from Canada. They had to wander through half-
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frozen swamps by night, and it was only after suffering

great hardships that they reached Albergh, on Missisquoi

Bay, whence they crossed to Swanton in Vermont. There

are many who profess to believe that it was a lack of bold-

ness on the part of Papineau and his companions that

caused them to flee while their adherents remained in

danger, but no one knew better than they how hopeless
was the appeal to arms nor how little likely were the

leaders to meet with any mercy from the British authori-

ties if they were captured. It was the discretion that is

the better part of valor rather than any cowardice that

sent them into exile. The issue of the conflict justified

their judgment in the matter and absolutely prevented
the more serious needless bloodshed that would have
occurred had their adherents had the encouragement of

their presence.

Lord Durham was sent out to Canada as governor-

general and high commissioner to inquire into and adjust

provincial difficulties. After the crushing of the rebellion

by special ordinance, he sentenced Papineau, Cartier,

O'Callaghari, Robert Nelson, and certain others who were

beyond jurisdiction, to exile, besides threatening them
with death if they returned to the country. It was at

this time that O'Callaghan settled in Albany, where he
soon made himself felt in a professional way and acquired

many friends, so that when later he might have taken

advantage of the amnesty to return to Canada he did not

care to accept the governmental courtesy.
It may be said at once that the result of the rebellion was

to bring about a great amelioration of governing condi-

tions in Canada. While the two provinces of Upper and
Lower Canada were united, the mother country recognized
the necessity for giving larger opportunities for local self-

government. It is to the measures thus taken, as a con-

sequence of the rebellion, that Canada owes her present
much more satisfactory relations to the home government
and the prosperity which has followed upon the satisfac-

tion evoked by the reform. The work, then, of O'Cal-
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laghan and of the party with which he was associated was

not in vain, and the State of New York gained by his

banishment a citizen who was to make his mark in another

way in the history of the new country to which he came.

The man who was thus forced to begin life again as an

exile had a rather varied active career.

Dr. O'Callaghan was a native of Mallow, a small town
in County Cork, Ireland, not far from the city of Cork

itself. He was born on the 29th of February, 1797, and
was the youngest of a large family. His father was able

to give all his sons a liberal education, and of at least three

others of them there are interesting records. His eldest

brother, Theodore, held a commission in the British Army.
Two other brothers, Eugene and David, became priests,

and according to Dr. Shea were distinguished for the

breadth and depth of their learning. The youngest boy,
Edmund Bailey, after graduating with the degree of Bach-
elor of Arts from an Irish college, went to the Continent
to finish his education. His mind had turned toward med-

icine, and two years were spent in Paris, chiefly in medical
studies. At the age of about twenty-five he came to this

country, settling, however, first in Canada.
It was probably the close relationship existing between

the French medical schools in Paris and those in Quebec
that sent him to complete his professional studies in this

latter city. After his graduation he settled down there in

the practice of medicine and won many friends by a lively
store of genial wit and humor, which made him sought for

in social circles. He seems to have attracted no little at-

tention for his medical skill also. Before long, however,
there came to him the realization that he would probably
succeed much better in a professional way in a city where

English was spoken more commonly than was the case in

Quebec, and accordingly he moved to Montreal. Here
his ability as a speaker and a writer soon brought him into

public notice. He became prominent in politics, and, in

1834, was selected as the editor of the Vindicator, a journal
which was intended to teach Canadians the necessity for
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patriotism with regard to their own country rather than

to the mother country, which had so far been rather a

drag upon the prosperity of the colony than a help to its

development.
While at Quebec, Dr. O'Callaghan had taken an active

part in forming the association called "The Friends of

Ireland," which was naturally looked upon with suspicion

by the English authorities. His present position, then, in

opposition to the government, while characteristically

Irish perhaps, was not likely to make him a persona grata
to the authorities. He was elected, however, by popular
vote to the provincial Parliament as the member for

Yamaska. Not long after his election he became a recog-
nized leader on the popular side and a man whose ad-

vanced views marked him out as one of the principal op-

ponents of abuses on the part of the English ruling author-

ities. He was not only active in the House itself, but his

journal, the Vindicator, came to have a wide circulation,

and was ardent in demanding such reforms as he deemed

necessary for the prosperity of the Canadian provinces.
This movement of "Canada for the Canadians" soon be-

came very widespread and aroused fears on the part of the

government. Politically, too, party feeling ran high,
and it was not long before even violence was resorted to.

Some of the danger that O'Callaghan ran in his work
of political journalistic endeavor may be realized from the

fact that finally the Tories became so much incensed with

the articles appearing in the Vindicator that, led by mem-
bers of the Tory Club, they went to its place of publication
one night, and after breaking all the windows and the door,

proceeded to smash all the presses, composing-tables and
furniture in the place, besides pitching all the type and the

files of the paper out of the window. This violence, how-

ever, far from deterring O'Callaghan and his companions
in their work, only made them more determined in their

efforts to arouse the population of Canada to a sense of

their rights with regard to the mother country and to a

declaration of their intention of submitting no longer to
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the tyrannous practices of the British officials in Canada,
nor to the ruinous financial colonial policy that was drain-

ing their resources.

In the crusade of patriotic feeling for the encouragement
of home manufactures which preceded the rebellion, O'Cal-

laghan was one of the most prominent. Mr. William

Kingsford, in his History of Canada* says that there were

many of the patriots who wore the gray homespun, or, as

it was called, Uoffe du pays, but some went to the length
of donning besides a full habit, with rough-straw hat and
beef moccasins. Dr. O'Callaghan himself was conspicuous

by his outrt appearance. There is no doubt, however, that

this very conspicuous calling of public attention to the

movement had an excellent effect in arousing many people
to think over the unfortunate economic situation of their

country to whom it would otherwise have passed un-

noticed.

Mr. Kingsford is of the opinion that O'Callaghan did

not recall with pleasure this part of his career in which he
was concerned with the Canadian insurrection. He hints

that towards the end of his life Dr. O'Callaghan preferred
not to speak of it nor have it mentioned. This state of

mind, however, must have been exhibited, if at all, only
in Canada, where O'Callaghan went subsequently to study
and collect documents for his Documentary History of New
York. New York friends who remember him well are

not of the impression that he felt ashamed of any part that
he took in the movement

; but, on the contrary, recall that
he seemed to rejoice over the fact that he once helped to
make history, not merely write it, and that the cause was a

worthy one. Dr. Shea, who wrote his obituary already
quoted from, speaks of the incidents of this time as
if he had obtained them from O'Callaghan himself, though
he says that O'Callaghan seldom spoke of them. Ill-

advised as was the appeal to arms as a finale to the move-
ment, there is no doubt that the subsequent reforms would

* See Hist, of Canada, by Kingsford, vol. x, 1898. Toronto, Rowsell & Hutchinson,
or London, Kegan Paul, Trench, Truebner & Co., 1898.
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not have been instituted so soon had it not been for the

extremes to which the colonists went in demanding them.

That the reforms were sadly needed and that more pacific

measures had been tried in vain, and for a considerable

period, in securing them, there is no doubt. The example
of Ireland languishing in the hope of similar reforms for

so long must have proved, to O'Callaghan at least, the ad-

visability of trying to gain by force what he knew it was

hopeless to secure by persuasion or petition.

After his definite sentence of exile from Canada, O'Cal-

laghan, as we have said, took up his permanent residence

in Albany and resumed once more the practice of his pro-

fession, which had been so ruthlessly interrupted by the

troublous times in Canada. There was evidently some-

thing about the man that inspired people with confidence

in him, and it was not long before he had established what

perhaps would not be called an extensive but certainly a

lucrative practice, in the sense that it assured him a good

living without demanding all his time. His mind, how-

ever, was of too inquiring a disposition to be confined

merely to medical observations, and so it was not long
before we find him editing a paper, called The Northern

Light. This was an industrial periodical, meant to en-

lighten workmen, raise the standard of wages, increase not

only the amount but the quality of manufactures, and in

general serve as a suggestive element in the development
of industrial conditions in the northern part of New York.

While doing this work, Dr. O'Callaghan became inter-

ested in the anti-rent agitation, which was then attracting
attention all over the country, but especially in New York
State. As a consequence of this, he took up the study of

the basis of the claims of the old Dutch settlers to possess
their lands. Thence followed very naturally a study of

the early days in New Netherlands. Nor was O'Callaghan
the man to be daunted by the fact that the important parts
of the history which he wished to know were as yet unpub-
lished and that the documents for this epoch in history
were all of them not only in scattered manuscript form in
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letters, deeds, declarations of councils, and the like, but

most of them were in Dutch, a language which, at that

time, O'Callaghan did not know.

With regard to this period of his life-work, Dr. Shea

says that

"When the anti-rent troubles were attracting attention, Dr. O'Callaghan

began to study the rights of the Patroons, and, acquiring a knowledge
of Dutch, examined the early Dutch records in the hands of the State

and some ancient families. Astonished at the vast amount of historical

information which had been secluded from English readers by the language

in which it was written, Dr. O'Callaghan began a systematic history of

the colony (from original sources), and produced his 'History of New
Netherlands,' in two octavo volumes. It came to the public and to

students as a revelation. It opened a new world. The history of the

Dutch colony on the Hudson, Connecticut and Delaware was known to

most people only by the satire of Washington Irving's 'Knickerbocker

History of New York.' All that had been written seriously on the subject

was vague, not a little unsatisfactory, and had been prepared by those

who never examined the Dutch records. Dr. O'Callaghan did more for

the descendants of the settlers of New Netherland than any of themselves

had ever done. He showed the colony in its origin, steady, industrious

colonists, as religious as New Englanders, without their severity; men
who could work and introduce European animals, grains, fruits, industries,

could set up church and school, organize a government with man}'' popular

features, and all this without cant, boast or hypocrisy."

In Albany, O'Callaghan seems very soon to have im-

pressed himself as a man of sterling character upon the

medical profession of the city. In 1 841 he became a licen-

tiate of the New York State Medical Society, which at

that time had the right to grant licenses for the practice of

medicine. This same year, according to the Medical An-
nals and Official Register of the Albany Medical Society,

published at Albany, 1880-1882, which contains a short

obituary notice of him, he was elected a member of the

Albany County Medical Society, while only two years
later, in 1843, he was chosen treasurer of the society, to

which position he was re-elected for two succeeding years,

resigning therefrom in 1846, for the reasons stated in his

communication to the society, that "he was about to ab-
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sent himself for some time from the city." It was evi-

dently about this time that he became so much interested

in historical work that his researches began to encroach

upon his medical practice.

During the time that he was a member of the Albany
County Medical Society there were several important reso-

lutions offered by him which show his practical, business-

like character and love of order. He found the treasurer's

accounts in disorder, mainly because certain members had

not paid their fees for several years. This seems to have

been an oversight rather than deliberate shirking of duty,
for as treasurer, O'Callaghan called the society's attention

to the fact that some of the oldest and most prominent
members of the society, men, as he himself said, who had
derived no little benefit from their connection with the

organization, were behindhand in the payment of their

fees. He asked for instructions as to what was to be done

with old accounts. The proper calling of attention to this

neglect seems to have led to its immediate correction. An-
other resolution offered by Dr. O'Callaghan, which serves

to show the trend of his character, is one in which he asks

that the librarian request members who had books out of

the library of the society to return them. Library ac-

counts were kept rather loosely and some books had been

in members' hands for prolonged periods. These ma-
terials are to be found in the Albany Medical Annals and

Biographies, by Sylvester Willard, M.D., Albany, J.

Munsell, 1864.

The appreciation in which O'Callaghan was held after

his withdrawal from the society to take up historical re-

search as his exclusive occupation may be realized from
the fact that, according to the Transactions of the Medical

Society of the County of Albany, 1851-1870 (published in

Albany in 1872), he was one of those to whom a special

invitation was extended, in 1856, to take part in the cele-

bration of the semi-centennial of the foundation of the

society. Among the others who were invited were ex-

members of the society who had resigned their member-
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ship mainly to take up teaching in medical schools in other

States or to enter the army or navy medical service of the

United States, so that it is evident that the invitation was

meant to confer honor upon the society as well as reflect

it on former members.
The records of the scientific discussions of the Albany

County Medical Society during the years when Dr. O'Cal-

laghan was a member are too meagre to enable us to find

out whether or not he took a practical interest in medicine,
and to what extent his personal observations on the diag-

nosis and treatment of disease were of value. His election

to the treasurership after only two years' membership in

the society would seem to point to the fact that he had

impressed himself favorably upon his fellow-members and
that he must have been considered one of the substantial

members of the profession in the city of Albany.

Very shortly after his arrival in Albany, Dr. O'Callaghan

appears to have been fortunate enough to acquire the

friendship of Bishop McCloskey, then ordinary of the

capital city of New York, and also afterwards being the

first cardinal, as well as archbishop of the metropolis of

that State. In New York, Cardinal McCloskey is usually
considered to have been rather a distant man, whose pre-
latial dignity kept him from having many intimate friends.

In Albany, however, he made very many close friends, and
in fact at his house there were almost regular meetings of

prominent Catholics and others, forming a sort of salon.

Among these, O'Callaghan was one of the most prominent
and most influential. Later, when he came to New York
City, his friendship with the cardinal was renewed, and
Cardinal McCloskey was able to be of no little assistance in

smoothing over some of the political difficulties which lay
in the path of historical research in New York during the

years when the "Tweed Ring" was making city politics
such an unfortunate state of affairs, and was in selfish pre-

occupation more or less necessarily hampering all such

public work as the collection of old historical documents
and their proper collation and publication.
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After his first five years in Albany, Dr. O'Callaghan de-

voted himself exclusively to historical research, while his

contributions to American history for the next fifty years
were numerous. They include the History of New Neth-

erland, or New York under the Dutch, in two volumes,
8vo (New York, 1846-49); Jesuit Relations (a descriptive

essay), (8vo, New York, 1847); the same in French

(Montreal, i8mo, 1850); Documentary History of the

State of New York, four volumes, in 4to and 8vo (Albany,

1849-51); Documents Relating to the Colonial History of

the State of New York, eleven volumes, 4to (Albany,

1855-61); Remonstrance of New Netherland, 4to (Al-

bany, 1856); Commissary Wilson's Orderly Book, 4to

(Albany, 1857); Orderly Book of Lieut.-Gen. John Bur-

goyne, 4to (Albany, 1860); Names of Persons for whom
Marriage Licenses were Issued Previous to 1784, 8vo

(Albany, 1860); Journals of the Legislative Council of

New York, 8vo (Albany, 1860); Origin of the Legislative
Assemblies of the State of New York, 4to (Albany, 1861);
A List of the Editions of the Holy Scriptures and Parts

Thereof Printed in America Previous to 1860, 8vo (Al-

bany, 1861); Woolley's Two Years' Journal in New York,
8vo (New York, 1860); The Register of New Nether-

land, 1626-1674, 8vo (Albany, 1865); Calendar to the

Land Papers, 8vo (Albany, 1864); Calendar of Dutch,

English and Revolutionary Historical Manuscripts in the

Office of the Secretary of State, four volumes, 4to (Albany,

1865-68); Journal of the Sloop Mary, 4to (Albany,

1866); Voyage of George Clarke, Esq., to America, 4to

(Albany, 1867); Voyages of the Slavers, 4to (Albany,

1870); Laws and Ordinances of New Netherland, 1638

74 (Albany, 1869); Copie de Trois Lettres escrites en

annees 1625-26 par le Rev. P. C. Lallemant, 8vo (Albany,

1870); Relation de ce qui s'est passe en la Nouvelle France

en Vannee 1626, 8vo (Albany, 1871); Lettre du Rev. P.

Lallemant, 22 Nov., 1629, 8vo (Albany, 1870); Lettre du
Pere Charles Lallemant, 1627, 8vo (Albany, 1870); De
Regione et Moribus Canadensium, Auctore Josepho Juven-
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do, 8vo (Albany, 1871); Canadica Missionis Relatio,

1611-13, 8vo (Albany, 1871); Missio Canadensis, Epistola

ex Portu-regali in Acadia a R. P. Petro Biardo, 8vo (Al-

bany, 1870); Relatio Rerum Gestarum in Nova Francica

Missione Annis 1613-14, 8vo (Albany, 1871); Relation de

la Nouvelle France (Biard), 8vo (Albany, 1871); Letters

of Isaac Bobbin, Esq., 4to (Albany, 1871); Proceedings of

the Common Council of New Amsterdam and New York,

eight volumes, 8vo (New York, 1870, printed, but never

published); New York Wills, 8vo (New York, 1871),

printed, but never published.
Besides the historical books mentioned, Dr. O'Callaghan

made many other contributions to the early history of

New York and Canada. A number of articles are men-
tioned in the New York State Library Bulletin, No. 56,

published February, 1901, and bearing the title "Bibli-

ography of New York Colonial History."* Besides these

there are short articles in the Magazine of American His-

tory, the last, in 1877, when the doctor was eighty years of

age, on David Jamison, Attorney-General of New York, and
in the American Historical Magazine. Some of these are in

reference to obscure historical questions, with regard to

which it is often said that much information is not avail-

able. It is on difficult problems in early colonial history
that O'Callaghan 's contributions are most valuable.

His History of New Netherland, far from being a source

of profit to him, actually proved money out of pocket, at

least as far as the first volume was concerned. An edition

of one thousand copies was printed, the work was exten-

sively advertised as advertising went in those days, and a

large number of copies were sent for review. Nearly every
newspaper in New York State received a copy of the work.
The result was that when O'Callaghan came to make up
his accounts with his publisher, instead of being anything
due him for his work, the publisher had a bill against him
that amounted to nearly $100. Accordingly, when he was

* This is Bibliographical Bulletin, No. 26, published at Albany by the University of

the State of New York, 1901.
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ready for the publication of the next volume, he had it

printed and published at his own expense. His experience
of the previous occasion proved to have been a valuable

lesson in publication economy. Of this second volume

only five hundred copies were printed, and when they were

all sold O'Callaghan had about $100 of profit. Later on,

when talking of the two transactions, he used to suggest to

friends who claimed to be of a mathematical turn of mind
that he would like an explanation of this problem in pub-
lication : ." If on one thousand copies of a work the loss is

about $100, how can five hundred copies of a similar work
be published and sold with a profit of a little over $100?"
Dr. O'Callaghan lived before the time when some one said,

''Now Barabbas was a publisher."
The History of New Netherland at once established Dr.

O'Callaghan 's fame as a historian and attracted attention

to his genius for this sort of work. It did more than this,

however; it called attention at a very important moment
to the necessity for the careful collection of historical ma-
terial scattered in many quarters, if original documents,

manuscripts of all kinds, were not to be hopelessly lost.

Dr. O'Callaghan himself was employed to edit a document-

ary history of New York, in which should be printed all the

documents that were at hand, together with reprints of

rare historical material of value to historians generally, yet
on account of its rarity hard for them to get. Not only

this, but as the result of Dr. O'Callaghan 's initiative, New
York State sent Mr. John R. Brodhead to England, France

and Holland to make copies of all documents relating to

American, and especially New York, history that there

might be in the archives of the governments of these

countries. Mr. Brodhead returned with a large amount of

very valuable material, and this also was handed over to

the editorial care of Dr. O'Callaghan. Many of the foreign
documents in French or Dutch were to be translated by
the indefatigable O'Callaghan. The resulting volumes,
known as the Documentary History of New York State, are

a supreme monument to O'Callaghan's ability as a histo-
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rian. Altogether eleven quarto volumes were printed,
filled with precious documents of all kinds, that are simply
invaluable to students of the colonial period, not alone for

New York State, but for all the neighboring States as well.

They form a mine of precious information, in which all suc-

ceeding historians have delved for material. Besides, the

volumes proved an example to other States of the necessity
for collecting historical documents before it was too late

and putting them in a form readily available for consulta-

tion. The importance of O'Callaghan 's work in this

respect can scarcely be exaggerated.

Perhaps the greatest benefit conferred upon modern his-

tory and the most important find for the sources of Amer-
ican colonial history made by Dr. O'Callaghan was his

realization of the value of the so-called Jesuit Relations and
his calling of general attention to them. These, as is

now well known, consisted of letters written by the Jesuit
missionaries in America to their superiors in Europe, de-

scribing the condition of their missions, but which also

included many interesting facts in regard to the country,
the character of the peoples with whom they were brought
in contact, and the history of the times. These letters,

written by men of broad education, with the definite pur-
pose of telling the story of their labors and at the same time

instructing their brethren in Europe as to the new coun-
tries and their inhabitants, were original documents of the
most precious kind. They had been published in France
in some forty little volumes, mainly with the idea that they
would prove a source of edification, because of the heroic
labors and sufferings of the missionaries which they de-

scribed,, whence the French title by which they are often

known, Lettres Edifiantes.
These letters, which Dr. O'Callaghan recognized as be-

ing precious history in the making, had been penned under
circumstances that assured their sincerity, as far as that is

humanly possible. He secured a nearly complete set of

the volumes, and read before the New York Historical

Society a review of them, in which he dwelt at some length
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on the contents of each of the volumes and on their value

for historical purposes. His paper was subsequently pub-
lished in pamphlet form and attracted widespread atten-

tion. Historians all over the world who were occupied
with the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries wished to

consult the Jesuit Relations. The volumes, however, were

very scarce. No complete set was known to be in exist-

ence even in Europe, and here in this country the Jesuits
themselves had but a few volumes, while the others were

scattered here and there in private libraries. At the time,

strange as it may seem, no public library had any of them.

Dr. O'Callaghan, in writing his review, gave a succinct

account not only of the contents of the separate volumes

themselves, but also indicated where they might be found
in this country, some few of them existing practically in

single copies in private libraries.

It was Dr. O'Callaghan who called the attention of Mr.

James Lenox to the immense value of the Jesuit Relations

as original documents of the early history of this country,
and especially of New York and Canada a friendly bit of

scholarly information that set this indefatigable collector

of Americana to the making of a collection of the Rela-

tions, with the consequence that the Lenox Library (of

New York) contains the most complete set of them in the

world nay, as it very truly may be said, the only com-

plete set of these works in their original form.* The Rela-

tion for 1676, existed only on manuscript at Lava Uni-

versity, and Dr. O'Callaghan having pointed this fact out

to Mr. Lenox, a copy of it was made. From this copy
Dr. O'Callaghan superintended the printing of a limited

edition of copies. Another almost unique volume was in

the library of Parliament at Ottawa. Mr. Lenox also

secured a copy of this, and very fortunately, for shortly

afterwards, in 1854, the Parliament buildings were burned

* For interesting details with regard to O'Callaghan's work on these rare Jesuit Rela-

tions, I have to acknowledge gratefully my obligation to Mr. Paltsits, assistant librarian

at the Lenox, New York City, who was the bibliographical editor in charge of the

edition of the Jesuit Relations in some seventy volumes, published a few years ago by
the Burrows Bros.
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down, the library was consumed, and with it the volume

in question.

Dr. O'Callaghan's pamphlet with regard to the Jesuit

Relations had one annoying unfortunate consequence for

some of the possessors of these rare volumes. Many people

applied to them for permission to consult such of the Jesuit

Relations as they had, and not always at opportune times.

As Dr. Shea has told one version of a curious episode
that occurred because of this:

"The late Albert Gallatin* possessed several of these, and was greatly

annoyed by people calling upon him and begging to see his Jesuit Rela-

tions.^ As each and all these gentlemen prefaced his request by an

allusion to Dr. O'Callaghan, the ex-secretary of the treasury came to

regard the historian as the greatest enemy of his peace, although Dr.

O'Callaghan was perfectly unconscious of the result of his paper. One

day the historian had occasion to call upon Mr. Gallatin on a matter

of business, and on being ushered in sent up his card. Mr. Gallatin

looked in amazement at the bit of pasteboard. Here was the enemy of

his peace come to beard him in his own house. He went down to the

parlor in a perfect fury, and opened on Dr. O'Callaghan a tempest of

reproaches. Dr. O'Callaghan, always punctilious and sensitive, was

taken utterly by surprise. Entirely unconscious of having given any
offense, he drew himself up and said, when he could find room to speak:
'

Mr. Gallatin, I have heard of French politeness, but I never had a sample
of it until now/ and with a bow he left "the house, to tell in after days, as

only he could tell, the story to his friends."

One of the best known of O'Callaghan's contributions

to general American history is his List of the Editions of
the Holy Scriptures and Parts Thereof Printed in America
Previous to 1860 (Albany, 1861). The suggestions for the

work evidently came from the fact that Mr. James Lenox,
the founder of the Lenox Library in New York, had been

brought into very intimate relations with O'Callaghan,

* United States Treasurer for many years, later American Minister to France, and
himself a distinguished writer of early American history, especially with regard to the
Indian tribes, the missionaries, etc.

t This Gallatin copy remains one of the precious bibliographical treasures at least

among historical works, and is still in the possession of the Gallatin family, though most
of the original collection of historical works made by the first American Gallatin have
been dispersed.
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who had seen and studied with growing .admiration Mr.

Lenox's collection of Bibles of all times and countries.

O'Callaghan's List is inscribed to Mr. Lenox, and many of

the editions described, especially the rarer and more valu-

able ones, are acknowledged as having been seen in Mr.

Lenox's library, though other collections, especially the

Livermore, were not neglected. To this List there is a

magnificent introduction, which shows what an amount of

information with regard to colonial conditions of all kinds

O'Callaghan had collected and digested. Besides being a

veritable mine of exact information, however, this intro-

duction is very interesting reading, because it gives some
idea of the difficulties under which the early printers and

publishers labored.

A better known and more popular book on this same

subject was issued about twelve years ago. Its title is

Early Bibles of America, by Rev. John Wright, D.D.,
rector of St. Paul's Church, St. Paul, Minn.* This book
has gone through three editions at least, and has been more
than doubled in size since the original edition in 1892. It

is very evident, even to the casual reader, who knows of

O'Callaghan's work along the same lines, that the basis of

Mr. Wright's book is to be found in O'Callaghan's List.

The surprise, then, is to note that while many acknowledg-
ments are made in the preface as to works consulted and
assistance obtained from living authorities on bibliog-

raphy, there is no mention of O'Callaghan's name. It is

true that O'Callaghan is mentioned a number of times in

the text of the book, but without any hint of how much
assistance his work must have been in guiding the next

historian of American Bible bibliography. Perhaps, how-

ever, if such an acknowledgment had been made, espe-

cially in the first edition of Mr. Wright's book, which was

only very small, those who consulted O'Callaghan's work
and read his magnificent introduction of some sixty large

* The first edition was issued at New York by Thomas Whitaker, 1892 ; the third in

1894.
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octavo pages would have found very little raison d'etre for

the succeeding work.

It seems worth while to remark in passing that the his-

torian of Bible literature in America belonged to that

church and was all his life a faithful member of the re-

ligious communion which is often said to ignore and dis-

courage the spread of the Bible and the reading of the

Sacred Scriptures. Within a decade after the time when
there had been a wave of bigotry that swept over this

country, in which no objection was urged more forcibly
than that of the unwillingness of the Roman Catholic

Church to have the laity read Holy Scriptures, Dr. O'Cal-

laghan spent years of time and devoted almost incalculable'

effort to secure the details of the history of Bible-printing
here in America. In fact, Dr. O'Callaghan's book is a real

scientific contribution to bibliography. His descriptions
of the various editions of the Bible, besides being very full

and complete, give an excellent idea of their condition and
of their relative value. Needless to say, due space is given
to the Catholic edition of the Scriptures, which one is

prone to doubt would not otherwise have received the

proper meed of recognition.
For those who are interested in the careers of two such

men as Lenox and O'Callaghan, each of whom, and often

in community of effort, devoted the best years of his life

to the collection and preservation of Americana, there is a

precious interleaved edition of O'Callaghan's List of Amer-
ican Bibles to be found at the Lenox Library, which con-
tains many annotations made therein by Mr. Lenox him-

self, along with the notes as to editions of the Scripture
which O'Callaghan had failed to find before publication,
but of which he sometimes sent Mr. Lenox notes for his

personal information afterwards. There is enough new
matter in it to justifiy the issue of a second edition that
would be of rare interest.

This volume contains, besides, a number of memorials of

Dr. O'Callaghan, collected with what seems loving care,

by Mr. Lenox himself, mainly in the shape of printed pam-
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phlets, announcements, etc., that I have found of frequent
service for this sketch. (Among them occurs the inscrip-

tion on the bell of the Catholic cathedral church at Albany,
which is presented further on.) I have to thank the libra-

rians at the Lenox Library for the greatest courtesy in fur-

nishing material and for kindness in making fruitful sug-

gestions with regard to probable sources of information

for the details of O'Callaghan 's life and work.

After the publication of his Documentary History of

New York, O'Callaghan was invited to New York City to

take charge of the editing and arranging of the municipal
historical documents of that city. He spent many years
at this work and succeeded in arranging, in manuscript
form, all that he considered of special importance. There

was considerable difficulty, however, with regard to the

appropriation for the work, and only after prolonged ef-

forts did he succeed in obtaining authorization to have
what he had written printed. Beyond this stage the work
never went, so far as I have been able to find out. Whether
it still exists in sheets in some store-room or other does

not seem to be known. It was never published, and so

part of what would have been an additional stone on the

O'Callaghan historical monument has never been brought
to public gaze.

Notwithstanding his continuous literary labors all his

life and the excitement of his political career as a young
man in Canada, besides the subsequent hardships of his

escape, Dr. O'Callaghan lived to a good old age. At the

age of eighty he was still not only in the full possession of

his faculties, capable of doing excellent intellectual work,
but was also reasonably active on his feet. Unfortunately,
in his eightieth year he was hurt by a car on the street in

New York City, an injury from which he never recovered.

For three years thereafter he was confined to his house,
but still interested in his favorite subjects and doing a cer-

tain amount of work. He died on the 29th of May, 1880,

just eighty-three years and three months old. His death

took place at his home, 651 Lexington avenue, New York.
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He had been for many years a member of the Xavier

Union Alumni Sodality of NewYork, the parent of the pres-

ent Catholic Club, and was buried from the cathedral.

His funeral was attended by many prominent Catholics,

and his funeral sermon was preached by his old friend

from Albany, the distinguished Father Walworth. Of

the sermon preached on the occasion, evidently the ac-

count of one who was present at the services, Dr. Shea

gives the following abstract :

"At the end of the Mass the Rev. Clarence Walworth, of Albany, for

years the pastor of Dr. O'Callaghan, ascended the pulpit, and taking as

his text, 'Every scribe instructed in the kingdom of heaven is like to a

man that is a householder which bringeth forth out of his treasure new

things and old' (St. Matthew xiii, 59), spoke eloquently and touchingly

of the departed friend who lay before him. Applying the words of his

text, he declared him a great and good man, a man of faith and truth.

As a historian, he followed no philosophy of history, marshaling and

distorting acts to suit it, but he gave the facts in all their truth, and

from these facts formed his picture of the past. Full of honesty himself,

he bore impatiently to see ignorance or want of fairness arrange historical

data so as to sanction false views. This love of truth made him accurate

in detail, and gave a value to his works which rendered them an authority,

and established the reputation which he had so long enjoyed among
scholars. A sincere Christian, he recognized and appreciated the religious

influences on our early history. He spoke of his practical life as a Catholic

Christian in his frequentation of the sacraments, and his zeal for the beauty
of God's house, shown in his gift to the St. Mary's Church in Albany, and
in his constant and liberal contributions to all calls of religion and charity.

As a friend he was a lasting as well as a most attractive and sympathetic

one, retaining to the last his attachment to early friends. But as he was

man, he was not without fault, and while we may hope that his long and

well-spent life and the sufferings which he bore like another Job may
have freed him from much of the purification hereafter, we must still pray
for him, that his release may be speedy."

A record of Dr. O'Callaghan 's close connection with the

church in Albany is to be found in the inscriptions on the
chime of bells in the cathedral of that city. A copy of these

inscriptions, in a small four-page pamphlet, evidently
printed as a memorial of the consecration of the bells, is

to be found, as already stated, in Mr. Lenox's own inter-
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leaved copy of O'Callaghan's List of Bibles, in which there

are also other loose papers of value.

On the first page of the pamphlet is the title, as follows :

Inscriptions on the Chime of Bells in the Cathedral Albany,

N. Y., 1863.

Then on the second page:

Johan (John McCloskey) : Ep : Alban : Om : Benefac :

Pax.

*
A. M. D. G.

E. P. Wadhams, Past.

.Edit:

C. L. Austin, Quaest.
E. B. O Callaghan, Sr.

M. Howe.
B. Curtid.

J. Counick.

On the third page:

S. Joseph in hora Mort:
ora pro nobis.

*
Ex Dona Praet: et Concil:

Coin: Alban.

*
S. S. Michael Angeliq:
Cust. Ad Defen: Nost:

Venite.

*
S. Patricii Laudes Sono.

On^the fourth page:

*
Domine Salv: Fac
Rempublicam

*
Laudate Pueri Dominum

*
Festa Decoro.
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On the occasion of O'Callaghan's death the New York
Historical Society adopted the following resolutions :

"Resolved, That the New York Historical Society, with deep sensibility,

adds to the list of its departed members the name of Edmund Bailey

O'Callaghan, M.D., LL.D.

"Resolved, That in recording upon its minutes the death of this devoted

historical scholar, this Society desires to renew its grateful acknowledg-
ments of indebtedness to him for the invaluable services he has rendered

his State and country in the field of America history during the past forty

years.

"'Resolved, That the sympathy of the Society be tendered to the family
of its deceased associate."

The reason that Dr. O'Callaghan's histories have
never been popular is that they never were intended for

general reading, but rather for the use of the careful stu-

dent of history and for historians looking up original
authorities for the early history of the colony. There is

no doubt at all, however, that when many of the popular
histories of the period about which he wrote will have

passed entirely out of use, and even memory, his volumes
will still continue to be consulted, and will be standard
works of reference for all who want to know the actual

facts and not the interpretation of those facts from some

particular standpoint or according to some special political

theory. No one now pretends to write anything about the

early history of New York or neighboring States without
first having carefully consulted O'Callaghan and the docu-
ments that he translated, edited and arranged, so that they
are of easy access to any who may want to use them. It is

no wonder that he received the tribute (as just recorded)
from the New York Historical Society nor the commenda-
tions of Dr. Shea, himself a historian of no little merit,
nor that the Dictionary of National Biography should call

his works "a monument of care and ability."

Almost needless to say, in the midst of his researches
Dr. O'Callaghan had collected a magnificent working
library, besides many precious books of the early days of
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printing here in America, along with some rare foreign
works. It is sad to think that this collection might now
have been preserved in some institution under his name as

a worthy memorial of a faithful worker in historic fields.

His experience with New York City politicians, the disap-

pointments of his last works, and the refusal of municipal
authorities to fulfill what were solemn obligations, though
not quite legal contracts, left his widow with no recourse

almost but to disperse his collection.

The library was accordingly sold at auction, at Bangs &
Co.'s (then on Broadway), at the beginning of December,
in 1882. It commanded very good prices and many of

the treasures of the collection then passed into hands from
which they are not likely to be transferred again. The
United States Congressional Library had an agent at the

sale who secured many early works of great value. The

Parliamentary Library of the Dominion of Canada sent an

agent to buy books with regard to Canada, and thus se-

cured some of the most precious treasures of the collection

some almost unique copies of early editions of the Jesuit
Relations and many books to replace copies of early his-

torical works lost through the disastrous fire of 1854.
The American collectors were well represented at the sale,

and the bidding on many lots was lively, the prices
obtained being quoted as standards of value often since.

The catalogue of the library compiled for the sale by
Mr. E. W. Nash, who had been a long-time friend of

O'Callaghan, shows how rich it was in rare Americana and
in works illustrative of early New York history. Among
other items, there was a Ptolemaic Geography of 1552;
Vander Donk's New Netherlands of 1655; a nrst edition

of Lagard's Le Grand Voyage du Pays des Hurons, with
a complete dictionary of the Huron language in good
preservation ;

an Eliot Bible, the first edition of the Bible

published in this country (appropriately enough in an
Indian tongue); a De Vries' Voyages of 1655; a Wytfliet
and Magin Histoire Universelle des Indes Occidentales

,

published at Douay by C. F. Fabbri, in 1607; several
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copies of Ramusio's Namgationi et Viaggi, of 1563, 1565
and 1603.
There were many copies of Fr. Hennepin's works in sev-

eral languages German, French, Dutch, English and in

varyingly complete editions. Of Champlain's Voyages
there was what is described in the catalouge as a beautiful

copy, with original map one of the best copies of this

work in existence which went, I believe, out of this country
to the Parliamentary Library of the Dominion of Canada
at Ottawa. There was also a good copy of the Historia

Canadensis of 1664, which found its way to Canada.

Cortes was represented in O'Callaghan's collection by an
editio princeps of the De Insulis nuper Inventis Ferdinandi

Cortesii 1532.
At the present time one of the most interesting sets of

works in the library would be the Darien Tracts, in eigh-
teen volumes. There are some of the rising generation
who will not realize that under the designation

" Darien"
used to be included the country now known as Panama,
with some of the adjoining territory, mainly to the north.

The English poet Keats, in his sonnet on Chapman's
translation of Homer, made a historical mistake when
he named Cortes, ''Silent upon a peak in Darien," as

discoverer of the Pacific, since it really was Balboa to

whom that honor is to be accorded. However, the

sonneteer's geography was faultless. Scotchmen, from

patriotic motives, attempted just about two centuries

ago to make a colony there, in the hope of rivaling Eng-
land's success in the East Indies. This was before the
union of the Scottish and English Parliaments, and was to

have been an important independent national Scottish en-

terprise. In spite of the fact that the moving spirit of the

enterprise was Paterson, the founder of the Bank of Eng-
land, and that any amount of money and many lives were
sacrificed in what seemed a very feasible colonization

scheme, it failed utterly. These Darien Tracts were pub-
lished in explanation of the advantages of the situation,
and later in extenuation of the failure. Dr. O'Callaghan's
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interest in the subject brought him to make his collection,

and he probably realized that the history of this territory
would yet be of world significance because of its position
as the shortest path between the oceans.

As we have said already, this year (1905) will be the

twenty-fifth anniversary of the death of Dr. O'Callaghan.

During his life the honors conferred upon him were not

very numerous. In 1 846 he was made an honorary Doctor
of Medicine by the University of St. Louis, which has in

recent years passed wholly under the control of the Jesuits,
but then, I believe, was a secular institution. After the

publication of his Documentary History of New York, Dr.

O'Callaghan received the degree of LL.D. from St. John's

College, Fordham.* Apart from this, except for the ap-

preciation of those who knew the value of his works, there

was no reward except the consciousness of labor faithfully

performed. It would be too bad if some monument to all

this work should not be raised in New York to so worthy
a citizen. Surely New York City would honor itself in

placing a tablet to the memory of Edmund Bailey O'Cal-

laghan in the new building of the New York Historical

Society, the foundation for which is now being laid.

* A curious error has crept into the sketch of Dr. O'Callaghan in the National Dic-

tionary of Biography, doubtless from the fact that the various divisions of the United
States are and, as a rule, always apparently will remain a mystery even to educated
men in England. As a consequence of this defective vision of American topography,
St. John's College at Fordham, where the biographer chronicles the fact that Dr. O'Cal-

laghan received his doctorship of laws from that institution, is said to be in "Massachu-
setts" instead of New York.



SOME NOTES ON CATHOLIC BIBLIOG-

RAPHY.

BY JAMES J. WALSH, PH.D., M.D.

The inevitable considerations forced upon any one

interested in Catholic historical records by the details

of the sale of Dr. O'Callaghan's library, not long after his

death, have suggested some data for thought with regard
to the opportunities that wealthy Catholics are missing
in the collection of books and documents relating to the

history of the Church here in America. Not seldom has

it happened that books bought for a very small price
have proved to be very valuable and have sold within a

few years at many times what was originally paid for

them. This would, however, be an extremely selfish

motive to inject into the consideration of this important

subject, and, after all, it must be remembered that, with

the development and diffusion of knowledge with regard
to the value of old books, such opportunities are growing
ever rarer and rarer. Few booksellers of any importance,
and even those of very small stocks, fail to consult

authorities as to the value of old books that come to them.
That is their business.

Then, a change is coming over the feelings of the

bibliophile, it is said, and he does not consider himself

quite justified in picking up unexpected treasures and

buying them for a mere trifle from an unsuspecting book-
vendor who, at the best, as a rule, is just about able to
make a living. It smacks a little of the "gold brick," or
seems like buying valuable treasure-troves from children
who are ready to part with them for a few pennies. I

wonder if this true moral sense will ever really develop
to any noteworthy extent in the out-and-out book col-

34
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lector, who is of all men apt to be most selfish with regard
the books he has and wants.

Some of Dr. O'Callaghan's books brought especially

good prices, yet it was not always those for which he

paid most that showed the greatest advances. He
>ssessed at his death an almost uniquely complete set

)f the Jesuit Relations, the famous letters from mis-

sionaries in America to their superiors in France, and
Iso to their brethren, telling the details of their work as

ipostolic laborers; first of all, because one title for them
Lettres Edifiantes (Edifying Letters), and one main

lea of them was that further missionary laborers might
attracted into the field, but also giving first-hand

letails of the lives, the habits, the personalities, the

ibal customs, the religious ceremonies and the history
the various Indian tribes, and supplying many scien-

ic data of geographical, botanical, geological and

)6logical import. O'Callaghan's copies of the Jesuit
delations brought high prices, yet many of them sold for

than he paid for them originally. For while never
rfiat could be called a man of means, he never hesitated

spend money freely when a historical subject in which
was interested was involved.

The copy of the catalogue of O'Callaghan's library sale,

preserved at the Lenox Library, in New York City, con-

tains the prices obtained for the various items in the

Jesuit Relations series, and also the prices originally paid
by Dr. O'Callaghan. These annotations were called to

my attention by Mr. Paltsits, assistant librarian at the

Lenox Library, who knows more of this class of books
than perhaps any one else.

Of course it was too bad that the O'Callaghan library
had thus to be distributed, for in a way this rendered, as

can be readily understood, a valuable part of his life-work

nugatory. The failure of the city of New York to pay
him at all for many years, and then inadequately, his

eventual compensation for work done many years before

being due, I understand, to the good offices and influence
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of Mr. John D. Crimmins, made necessary the sale of the

library for his widow's sake. It was too bad, then, that

some liberal-minded Catholic did not step in to keep it

together for the future Catholic historian. The names of

such benefactors to our early records will not fail to live

in the story of their good work. It is becoming ever

clearer that it is of the highest patriotism to make the

people of this country realize from what source has come

many elements of our national life and thought. Nothing
will do more than this to dispel prejudices and show how
much the so-called alien has accomplished for this

country. It is to the abolition of such prejudices that a

gradual drawing together of all the heterogeneous ele-

ments of our people in one spontaneous feeling of co-

operation for the common good will eventually be due.

Here, then, is a work that those interested in the

Catholic elements that have gone and are going to make
, up the elements of our people may apply themselves with

the assurance that there will be no waste of time or money
in their devotion to the cause. What was true for the

Irish of half a century ago is true for the Poles and Slavs

of twenty years ago and the Italians of the last decades.

Details of their gradual assimilation into our body politic,

of the organization of their churches, of their leaders in

Catholic organizations, books which reflect their life as

inhabitants of the United States, which tell of their

gradual transformation into true-hearted American citi-

zens, which tell the story of their affiliation with this

political party or that and the reasons therefore, will

all be valuable in the near future, and should be collected

by the discriminating.



ANNUAL REPORT OF THE BOARD OF MAN-
AGERS OF THE AMERICAN CATHOLIC

HISTORICAL SOCIETY
DECEMBER 20, 1904.

The Annual Report of the Board of Managers of the

American Catholic Historical Society is a very encouraging
one. As the financial condition of a society is generally
a true index as to its prosperity, then may it truly be
said that this Society is in a flourishing condition. For

despite the fact that many repairs to the building were
made during the past year, such as painting and plastering,

etc., involving the outlay of a considerable sum, yet the

balance in the treasury at this time amounts to $1,004.48.

Though, as is a matter of course in all large societies,

a few members occasionally drop out or resign for various

causes, yet others are always found to step into the

vacant places; so it may be said the membership is a

gratifying one. Not, however, but that there is ample
room in the Society to include many more and it is

hoped that love of Catholic history and interest in

Catholic research will stimulate those whose names are

already on the membership lists to set forth to others

less fortunate the great advantages to be gained by
becoming members of this truly noble organization

advantages for the individual and for the community,
especially the Catholic community of this and other

portions of the country.
The library of the Society is rich in works both in

MS. and print which cannot but be of interest to all

Catholics, especially to those seeking historical data, or

facts of a by-gone time, which are here preserved in

durable form.

37
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The records of the Society are a valuable and veritable

storehouse of narratives of important events in Catholic

history throughout the country accounts and narratives

which can be found nowhere else, and of incalculable

value to those seeking precise and definite information

concerning old-time Catholic men and women, or matters

relating to old Catholic times in America.

Accessions are being made constantly to the library,

for, in addition to the books bought, many generous
contributors give freely of their precious stores of printed
and other matter to the Society, knowing that these

donations will be thoroughly appreciated, will be well

cared for, and that, in fine, in the library of the American
Catholic Historical Society they will be doing the greatest

good to the greatest number.

The Committee on Historical Research has had a year
of most active and engrossing work, and its official report
makes the following gratifying showing for the year just
closed :

Articles received and published

"Audubon, the Naturalist."

"Letters of Rev. Dr. Francis Matignon, of Boston, to

Bishop John Carroll," gathered by Rev. E. I. Devitt, SJ.
"The Sisters of Charity of the Blessed Virgin Mary,'

by Lydia Stirling Flintham.
" A Canadian Patriot Priest of the Eighteenth Century,"

by Martin I. J. Griffin.

"Continuation of the Cheverus Letters," by Isabel M.

O'Reilly.

"Christopher Talbot," by Martin I. J. Griffin.

"Franciscan Tertiaries," by Lydia S. Flintham.

"Children's Catholic Magazine of New York," by
Martin I. J. Griffin.

"The Catholic Church in South America," by James
J. Walsh.

"A Southern Teaching Order," by a member of the
Order.
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Layton Correspondence, from the Layton family
archives.

"Reminiscences of an Old-Time Journalist."

"John D. Bryant, M.D.," by James J. and Joseph
Walsh.

"
Pastoral Visitation of Bishop Plessis."

"Early Catholic Families," by Joseph Willcox.

"E. B'. O'Callaghan," by James J. Walsh.

"John Michael Browne, M.D.," by Martin I. J. Griffin.

JOSEPH WALSH, Chairman.

ACCESSIONS TO THE LIBRARY AND
CABINET.

The accessions to the Library and Cabinet for the year were as follows :

BOOKS BOUGHT.

ThurstonV'Holy Year of Jubilee," Col. A. K. McClure's" Recollections,"

Index of "The American Ecclesiastical Review," "American Archives"

(2 vols.), "Encyclical Letters of Pope Leo XIII.," "The Irish in the

Revolution," "History of the University of Pennsylvania," "Mores Catho-

lici" (4 vols.), "Lives of the Popes" (Mann), "Catholicism," "Memoirs
of General Grant."

In addition to the books bought, the following magazines, of which the

Society has now complete sets, were bound: "Catholic Directories,"

"Messenger," "Ave Maria,"
" United States Catholic Historical Society's

Magazine," "Catholic Historical Researches," "Records of the American
Catholic Historical Society."

DONATIONS.

Signature of Archbishop Wood, framed, presented by Miss Lopez.
Souvenir of Notre Dame d'Afrique and Souvenir d'Algerie, presented by

Miss M. K. Devine.

"The Episcopate and the Catholic University." Pamphlet, presented by
the University.

Two framed pictures of St. Joseph's Church, and pedestal made of column
removed from St. Joseph's when church was altered. Presented by
Mr. P. F. Kernan.

"
Life of Archbishop Ryan," presented by Rev. J. L. Kirlin.

From the Buffalo Federation of Catholic Societies: A comprehensive cata-

logue of Catholic books in the German and English languages.
From Rev. P. R. McDevitt: "Old Times in the Colonies," by Rev. H. T.

Henry (reprint). Tenth Annual Report of the Superintendent of

Parish Schools of the Archdiocese of Philadelphia.
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From Dr. William J. Campbell: Georgetown University Catalogue.

From Very Rev. T. C. Middleton, D.D., O.S.A.: Spanish and German

prayer books. Chiniquy's Manual of Temperance, 1847. Councils of

Baltimore, 1829-1840.

From F. X. Reuss: Two copies of Sadlier's Bible. Number of magazines,

pamphlets, etc. Several prayer books.

From Peace Association of Friends: Tolstoy's letter on the Russo-Japanese
War (reprint).

From Adolph Roggenburger, through Dr. Campbell: Pastoral letters of

the Seventh Provincial, Second Plenary, First National Councils.

Pastoral letter of Bishop Hughes, 1847. Diocesan synods of Philadelphia,

1832, '42, '47, '53 and '55. Council of Baltimore, 1846. St. Vincent

dePaul, J.V. Huntington. "Education: To Whom Does It Belong?"
Rev. S. Brandi, S. J. Controversial discussion between a Catholic priest

. . .and Rev. J. S. Christmas . . . Montreal, 1827. A candid examination of

the Episcopal Church. Letter of Mr. Laval . . . upon his conversion to

the Catholic Church; also, a formal renunciation of Protestantism by
Mr. Paul Latour, Hartford, 1831. Constitution and By-laws of the

Young Catholics' Friend Society, Boston, 1848. Several other pam-

phlets.

From Miss Devine: Piece of palm blessed in St. Peter's, Rome. Also a

complete set of views of the Monastery of La Certosa, in Pavia. A photo-

graph of Pope Pius X., and several Roman newspapers.

From State Historical Society of Iowa: Vol. V, Messages of the Governors

of Iowa.

From F. X. Reuss: Souvenir sketch of St. Patrick's Church, Philadelphia.

An appeal in behalf of the University of Ottawa, Father Oswald.

Sketch of St. Scholastica's Convent in Arkansas. Kirwan Unmasked.
"The Roman Question," by E. About. Church calendars.

From Miss Eleanor C. Donnelly: Relic of the Baltimore fire. Piece of

wood from the tree under which the first Mass was said in Maryland.
From Rev. John F. Kempker: The Catholic Church in Council Bluffs, Iowa.

During the year the Society presented the following
lectures to its members :

"Religion in Shakespeare," Rev. H. T. Henry.
"St. Gregory the Great," Rt. Rev. Mgr. Loughlin.
"Christian Heroism," Rev. J. F. X. O'Conor, SJ.
"The American Indian," Rev. Dr. H. G. Ganss.

"Belgian Civilization in the Congo," Professor Sarolea,
of the University of Edinburgh.
The two latter being followed by receptions.
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FINANCIAL STATEMENT FOR THE YEAR
ENDING NOVEMBER 30, 1904.

Receipts.

Dues from active members $1,790.00

Dues from contributing members 46.00

Dues from life members 150.00
- $1,986.00

Advertisements $567.00

Subscription to "Records" 355.10

Sale of "Records" 11.90

Reprints 4.00

938.00

Sale of duplicates 6.00

Contributions to Entertainment Fund 50.00

Interest on deposits 41.58

Total receipts $3,021.58

Balance December 1, 1903 1,292.96

$4,314.54

Expenses.

Committee on Hall

Interest on mortgage $176.00

Taxes 60.00

Water rent 17.00

Coal 49.50

Gas 54.70

Repairs :

Painting $319.00

Plastering walls 40.00

Repairing roof 45.00

Repairing fence 24.81

Plumbing 6.68

435.49

Other repairs $17.55

House furnishings 15.60

Work in garden 8.00

41.15

$833.84

Committee on Publication

Printing "Records" and postage $860.73

Paper for "Records" 68.62

Half-tones 146.84

Commission . . 23.27
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Reprints $4.00

Expressage and postage 3.69

$1,107.15

Committee on Historical Research

Manuscripts 212.37

Copying registers 134.60

$1,454.12

Committee on Library and Cabinet

Books $94.81

Binding (paid out of special fund) 17.35

112.16

Secretary

Postage, stationery, printing $157.10

Salaries 480.00

Commission 6.50

Treasurer's bond 10.00

Other expenses 5.02

Assessment in Federation 29.75

Refund of overpaid dues 5.00

693.37

Special Funds

Lectures and entertainments 141.57

Annuity 75.00

$3,310.06

Balance November 30, 1904 1,004.48

$4,314.54

LIST OF EXCHANGES.

Abbey Student, Atchison, Kansas.

Agnetian Monthly, Mt. Washington, Md.

American Antiquarian Society, Proceedings of the, Worcester, Mass.

American Anti-Vivisection Society, The, Philadelphia, Pa.

American Catholic Historical Researches, Philadelphia, Pa.

American College Bulletin, Louvain, Belgium.
American Ecclesiastical Review, Philadelphia, Pa.

American Herald, The, New York, N. Y.

American Historical Magazine, Nashville, Tenn.

American Historical Review, The, New York, N. Y.

Anishinabe Enamiad, Harbor Springs, Mich.

Annals of Iowa, Des Moines, Iowa.

Annals of Our Lady of the Sacred Heart, The, Watertown, N. Y.
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Annals of the Perpetual Adoration, Philadelphia, Pa.

Annals of the Propagation of the Faith, Baltimore, Md.

Annals of St. Joseph, West De Pere, Wis.

Antiqvarisk Tidskrift for Sverige, Stockholm, Sweden.

Anzeiger fur Schweizerische Geschichte, Bern, Switzerland.

Archivio Storico Italiano, Firenze, Italy.

Armen Seelen Freund, Der, Mt. Angel, Ore.

Association of Our Blessed Lady of Victory.

Ave Maria, The, Notre Dame, Ind.

Boletin de la Real Academia de la Historia, Madrid, Spain.

Bulletin of the Arch-Confraternity of the Holy Agony, Emmitsburg, Md.

California Volksfreund, San Francisco, Cal.

Catholic Citizen, Chelsea, Mass.

Catholic Citizen, Milwaukee, Wis.

Catholic Columbian, Indianapolis, Ind.

Catholic Deaf Mute, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Catholic Fortnightly Review, The, St. Louis, Mo.

Catholic Journal of the New South, Memphis, Tenn.

Catholic Mirror, Baltimore, Md.

Catholic News, The, New York, N. Y.

Catholic Register, Toronto, Canada.

Catholic Sentinel, Portland, Ore.

Catholic Standard and Times, Philadelphia, Pa.

Catholic Sun, The, Syracuse, N. Y.

Catholic Telegraph, The, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Catholic Tidings, Los Angeles, Cal.

Catholic Truth Society Publications, Philadelphia, Pa.

Catholic Universe, Cleveland, Ohio.

Catholic World, New York, N. Y.

Champlain Educator, The, New York, N. Y.

Chicago Historical Society Publications, Chicago, 111.

Columbia, Milwaukee, Wis.

Columbiad, University Park, Ore.

Connecticut Historical Society, Publications of the, Hartford, Conn.

Current Literature, New York, N. Y.

Deaf Mute's Friend, The, St. Francis, Wis.

Dial, The, St. Mary's, Kansas.

Dolphin, The, Philadelphia, Pa.

Dominicana, San Francisco, Cal.

Donahoe's, Boston, Mass.

Drew Theological Seminary, Madison, N. J.

Essex Institute Historical Collections, Salem, Mass.

Fordham Monthly, Fordham, N. Y.

Free Library of Philadelphia Publications, Philadelphia, Pa.

Freeman's Journal, New York, N. Y.
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Gael, The, New York, N. Y.

Genealogical Quarterly Magazine, The, Boston, Mass.

Georgetown College Journal, Washington, D. C.

Globe, The, Philadelphia, Pa.

Good Counsel Magazine, The, Villanova, Pa.

Hartford Seminary Record, Hartford, Conn.

Herold des Glaubens, St. Louis, Mo.

Holy Family, The, Philadelphia, Pa.

Home Journal and News, Yonkers, N. Y.

Index, Niagara, N. Y.

Inter-Mountain Catholic, Salt Lake City, Utah.

Iowa Catholic Messenger, Davenport, Iowa.

Iowa Journal of History and Politics, Iowa City, Iowa.

Johns Hopkins University Studies, Baltimore, Md.

Josephite, The, Montgomery, Ala.

Katholischer Jugendfreund, Evanston, 111.

Katholisches Sonntagsblatt, Chicago, 111.

Kogl. Vitterhets Historic, Manadsblad, Stockholm, Sweden.

Lancaster County Historical Society Publications, Lancaster, Pa

Laurel, The, Allegany, N. Y.

Leader, The, New York, N. Y.

Manhattan Monthly, The, New York, N. Y.

Messenger, The, New York, N. Y.

Mittheilungen des Instituts fiir Oesterreichische Geschichtsforschung,

Innsbruck, Tyrol, Austria.

Monitor, The, San Francisco, Cal.

Mt. Angel Magazine, Mt. Angel, Ore.

Mt. St. Joseph's Collegian, Baltimore, Md.
New Century, The, Washington, D. C.

New Hampshire Historical Society Proceedings, Concord, N. H.
New Haven Colony Historical Society Proceedings, New Haven, Conn.

New York Genealogical and Biographical Record, The, New York, N. Y.

Notre Dame Scholastic, The, Notre Dame, Ind.

Nouvelle-France, La, Quebec, Canada.

Ohio Waisenfreund, Columbus, Ohio.

"Old Northwest" Genealogical Quarterly, The, Columbus, Ohio.

Ontario Historical Society Publications, Ontario, Canada.
Our Young People, Milwaukee, Wis.

Paradiesesfruchte, St. Meinrad, Ind.

Pennsylvania Magazine of History and Biography, Philadelphia, Pa.

Pennsylvania Society of New York, New York, N. Y.
Pilar Semanario Catolico, Zaragoza, Spain.

Portugal em Africa, Lisboa, Portugal.
Providence Visitor, Providence, R. I.

Record, The, Louisville, Ky.
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Record of C. B. L., Brooklyn, N. Y.
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LETTER FROM REV. FIDELIUS DE
GRIVEL, S.J., TO REV. JOSEPH

TRISTRAM, S.J., WORCESTER,
ENGLAND.

RELATING THE HISTORY OF ST. INIGOES, MARYLAND.

[ORIGINAL IN RIGGS LIBRARY, GEORGETOWN.]

NOTE. Rev. Joseph Tristram was a prominent member of the

Jesuits in the English Province. An account of him may be found in

Oliver's "Collections to Illustrate the Biography of the English Province,"
and in the "Life of Father Varin."

St. Inigoes' Manor, Md., loth March, 1835.

REVEREND FATHER JOSEPH,

Finally I'll pay my debt, being ashamed to have delayed
for 10 months. I received your kind letter of 18 March,

1834, with the sad news of the dimise of our good Father

Nichols Sewall. I had got his two parcels of Gobbet's

Corn. [Corn, Cash and Catholics.]
Father Jos. Carbery, our superior and procurator here,

is more partial to European fashions than many others.

It is indeed to be wondered : the Americans, a new-born

nation, are almost as tenacious of their customs as

Chineses for theirs three thousand years old. I do not

disapprove entirely of it, because every nation must have
her own features, but they go too far in many things,

especially and some pronunciations professing to conform
to Walker's Dictionary and taking in practice their own

way.
I spread as far .as I could the painful news of Father

N. Sewall's death in order to have him recommended to

the H. Sacrifices and prayers of his fellow Jesuits, friends

and relations, and I succeeded.

48
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A fortnight ago I accompanied Fr. Carbery to Matta-

pany Sewall, 16 miles north of St. Inigoes; we have
there a congregation of 600 communicants (in 1817 ,there

were only 100, and Fr. Carbery made 500 more the most

part Protestants), with a chapel better than the old one of

Stonyhurst. It is called St. Nicholas' Church. The
Sewalls are great benefactors of it.

Mattapany (an Indian name) is situated on a hill on
the south side of Patuxent rivers, about 2 miles above
the mouth in the bay of Chesapeake. Charles Calvert,

Lord Baltimore, proprietor of Maryland, grandson of

George Calvert, and son of Cecilius, had made Mattapany
his favorite residence from 1662-1682. Then he had

repaired to England, where he died in 1714 as good a

Catholic as his father and grandfather. But his son

Benedict Leonard Calvert wishing the proprietorship of

Maryland, which had been taken from his father by
William and Mary, to be restored to him, had turned a

Protestant and was a member of the English parliament.
His charter as Lord proprietor was restored to him
instead of heaven in 1715. In that meantime Mattapany
had become the propriety of the Jesuits, at what title,

I do not know, but they sold it to the Sewalls. The resi-

dence of Charles Calvert, which was a fort, also had so much

decayed, that the grand or greatgrandfather of our

Fr. Nicholas Sewall had built a fine brick house at a short

distance, and in that manor Father Nicholas Sewall was
born. Indeed I walked with delight in the place where

our good friend had played and said his prayers as a child.

I regretted he was gone, because he would have been

pleased with my details about the place of his birth and

baptism. Now he is gone and the manor belongs to

Henry Sewall, a grand cousin of our Father Nicholas;

the branch of his nephews is living at a short distance

and are very wealthy too. Now your Rev. will ask me
why I am living at St. Inigoes. Because my three years
and more of my Mastership of the Novices being elapsed

Fr. Dzierozynski was appointed in my place. Perhaps I
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behaved ill, I do not know. Anyhow I am now com-

panion to Father Jos. Carbery. The business of a mis-

sionary in Maryland is scarcely harder than that of

R Addis at Stonyhurst, except the roads are worse and
sick calls at a greater distance : but we have every comfort

of life. St. Inigoes' manor has a good brick house 100

years old, but solid and tight, with about 12 rooms. It

has about 80 negroes, that is 15 families, and 3000 acres

of good land quite flat, plenty of cattle, poultry, fish,

meat and Indian corn.

At this very farm % a mile from our house landed on
the 25th or 26th of March, 1634, Lord Cecile Baltimore

with Father Andrew White and 4 other English Jesuits
and 200 settlers, all Catholics. The first Mass celebrated

in the English colonie of North America having been
said the 25th of March on St. Clement's Island, now
Heron Island, seven miles up from our house. The name
of St. Mary's was given to the river they sailed up to land

and disembark and settle. Take a good map of Mary-
land 10 or 12 miles above the mouth of the Potomac,
and at the bay of Chesapeake lies an island called St.

George's (it belongs to our farm), sail between it and its

eastern shore, and a point east dividing the bay from
St. Mary's river. Sail up to the north 5 miles, there

landed the colony; but for a day or two on the eastern

side of the river. A fort only was built there afterwards,
with four cannon brought from England by Lord Balti-

more. Later it was abandoned, and the cannons, rusty
and useless, are now in the yard of St. Inigoes' Manor as

a curiosity. Hearing of an Indian village three miles up
St. Mary's river, Yascomoco, on the eastern side of the

river; there the colony finally settled, having purchased
from the Indians, who were extremely kind, the village
and their land. The Indians retired, in pursuance of

this agreement, to the north side of the Potomac,
Patuxent. The name of Yascomoco was changed to that
of St. Mary's town. Never had more than 60 houses;
but the settlers and now the government call town a
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place where as many houses are as there are individuals

required to make a riot; that is 20, as it is fixed by the

riot act. The seat of the Government of Maryland
having been moved to Annapolis about the year 1695,

St. Mary's town contains nothing but a Protestant church

and a parson's house. St. Inigoes' congregation has 500

communicants, a good church. The people in that

corner are very much like for faith and singleness to

Lancashir people, but not so in the whole of Maryland.

Enough of St. Mary's County. I regret very much
Mr. T. Byrne, a dear friend indeed; but Mrs. Byrne has

a good head, and I hope that Henry will not degenerate.

Pay them occasionally my best regards, and to Mrs.

Rayment, the Misses Byrne, Sophia, and but especially

to Mrs. Byrne. I said mass for her husband, as a friend

of mine, of the Society, and a benefactor. But I am
very partial to the family Rayment, do not omit to

tender them my kind regards, esteem and affection, which

the New World I am living in cannot alter. God tried

them severely with the death of Mr. Rayment 's son.

Is Rev. Mr. Rayment, the grand vicar, living? I am
sorry for Father R. Wright's bad health. God preserve
that very good Jesuit! Have no assistance of French

Fathers from Portugal. I write soon to Father P. Norris,

who certainly has written to me, being as good as his

word, but I did not receive his answer to my letter of

the 9th July, 1833, sent by Father Kenny. Our Catholic

newspapers mentioned the death Rev. Marmaduk Stone,

Fr. Philip Pain, Fathers Lawrency and Hagerty of

Wigan, the last so young and good. I am sorry indeed

for all three. R. I. P. Fr. Frs. Neal is keeping his ground;
he can say Mass, although with trembling hands, preaches
and rides in his carriage as often as he can : he does not

like to be home: always cheerful. He was a laborious

missionary indeed. He remembers your Rev. very well,

and begs of you to pray to God for his happy death.

I left to Fr. Francis Dzierzmski 12 novices Scholastic

and 7 good lay brothers. One Scholastic is a Mexican
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Priest. I think God distines him to establish the Society
at Mexico with Fr. Ildefonso de la Pena, who is at

Rome. There are some hopes from that part of the

government of Mexico. You have heard how the Presby-
terians here are fanatic and powerful ; they procured the

shameful acquittal of those who had burnt the Ursuline

Convent at Charlestown, near Boston. They are con-

tinually abusing and threatening Catholics. Their motto
is Church (viz : Presbyterian) and State. Blood must be
shed.

I recommend myself to your holy prayers and sacrifices.

Your obedient in Xist>

FID. GRIVEL, SJ.



SACRAMENTAL REGISTERS
AT

ST. JOSEPH'S CHURCH, PHILADELPHIA, PA.,

OF THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY.

FIFTH SERIES.

(Contimced from Volume xv, page 454)

BAPTISMS ADMINISTERED BY FATHERS NEALE, KEATING,
CIBOT, LARROQUE, ELLING AND ENNIS.

FROM JANUARY TO DECEMBER, 1794.

FROM THE ORIGINALS BY FRANCIS X. REUSS.

NOTE. In these Registers we find, to our regret, no longer any mention
of the old mission "stations" visited, if such still continued to be their

fashion, by the Philadelphia clergy one of the charms that previously
was greatly enjoyed in our studies of the earlier and considerably more

detailed records of this church. For the year 1794 not a place is named
in them as mission centre of the Faithful.

In fact, we are even left unaware whether the former "outside missions"

in Pennsylvania, New Jersey and Delaware, that in past years we saw

attended from St. Joseph's, were any longer in the charge of that mother-

house of the Faith in Penn's chief city on the Delaware. Likely, as very

probably was the fact, the new congregations of St. Peter's in New York

city and St. Mary's at Coffee Run, near Wilmington, that had been estab-

lished not long before with their own priests in residence, had in so far

relieved the Philadelphia clergy of their frequent and undoubtedly very
wearisome travels to their one-time distant and widely scattered petty

centres of Catholics to the north and south of that city. In these Registers

the priests named are six, as follows:

53
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Leonard Neale, who on July 13 is recorded as "Vicar-General and Pastor

of St. Mary's;" Christopher Vincent Keating; then Fathers Cibot* and

Larroque, with whom we already have made acquaintance. (See Note in

our former paper for 1793, at page 454.) Then come two others, both fresh

recruits in the ministerial field of Philadelphia church work. One was

William Elling, first named in St. Joseph's church-books as conferrer of a

baptism on June 19 of 1794, but noted chiefly in our church chronicles

during its early post-colonial period, first, as one though apparently not

ring-leader of the not infrequent and very noisy trouble-makers of that

sorrowful epoch for clergy and people, then, after six years of disturbance,

for the rest of his life as an ecclesiastic of edifying behavior and repute.

Briefly as to Father Elling we find him first mentioned in our American

church histories as being present at the First Council of Baltimore, in 1791.

(Presumably Father Elling had received holy orders in Europe.) Then,
in 1794, as appears from these Registers, assistant in parish care at St.

Joseph's. In 1796, to the great distress of Bishop Carroll, his church

superior, Father Elling took prominent part in the politico-ecclesiastical

rebellion in Philadelphia, known as the "Holy Trinity Schism," that for

several years, besides being the occasion of much grief and scandal to the

children and well-wishers of Mother Church, was the forerunner of several

similar social disorders (now, thank God, happily ended) in many parts
of the Catholic commonwealth of the United States, and even in the foreign
colonies of the time on the Gulf Coast, of which the latest development,
as well as the most serious, virulent and sorrowful for Philadelphia, was
the "Hogan Schism" of 1822 at St. Mary's.

In the year above mentioned (1796), Father Elling accepted the appoint-
ment by the trustees of Holy Trinity the mission centre near by St.

Joseph's of the Germans of Philadelphia to the assistant rectorship

thereof, under Rev. John Nepomucen Goetz, who up to this year himself

merely the assistant of Rev. Lawrence Phelan, lawful pastor of Holy
Trinity, by the appointment of Bishop Carroll, was now intruded in his

place by the said trustees, with, as remarked, Father Elling as assistant.!
Six years about mark the outward ravages of the demon of strife at

Holy Trinity. In 1802, as related in our chronicles, Father Goetz with-

drew from his care, while Father Elling, having made his peace in the

meantime with Bishop Carroll, and released from censure through the

agency of the Augustinian Carr, vicar-general for Philadelphia, was
retained by Carroll in church service and ministry at Holy Trinity until

* In our Note to the Register of 1793 (RECORDS, xv, 454) is a statement to the effect
that "the Christian name of Father Cibot was unknown." And such then was the case.
But since penning that note, we have word from Mr. Francis X. Reuss, copyist of
these registers, that in the Register of Baptisms at St. Peter's Church, Baltimore,
there is the entry of a baptism of date September 8, 1793, wherein Father Cibot's name
appears as "Adrian." Thus, then, should his name hereafter be written.

t Fuller details of this untoward and very ugly blot on the otherwise fair escutch-
eon of Philadelphian loyalty to their God-chosen rulers and guides in spirituals
may be studied in nearly all our church annals; among them. Dr. Shea's History, ii,

395; his edition of De Courcey, N. Y., 1856, p. 543, while some valuable items will be
found in Scharf and Westcott's History of Philadelphia, ii 1376.
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his death, in April, eleven years later. In the baptismal entry of Mary
E. Clement, for June 19, (in this Register for 1794,) Father Elh'ng is

named as being in charge of "the congregation of Lancaster, Pa."

The sixth and only other missionary for this period at St. Joseph's was
Rev. Michael Ennis, who during his four years' residence as assistant is

represented as a worthy churchman in all respects. Of him little else is

known than that he came from Ireland this same year and died during
the yellow fever plague in 1798. In 1794 his name appears first in the

baptism of October 29.

The only other document perhaps in the country that refers to Father

Ennis, at least by name, is a petition of the year 1796, addressed to the

Augustinian authorities in Rome, Italy, by Father Philip Crane, a member
of that order, and at the time prior of their Irish hospice in the Eternal

City, known as St. Matthew in Merulana. Therein, Father Crane, speaking
in the interest of two of the brethren of the order at that time in the

United States, Rev. Matthew Carr, of Dublin, and Rev. John Rosseter, of

New Ross (in Ireland), solicits leave for them to establish a province of

the brotherhood in the country. With their names Father Crane couples
that of Father Ennis, whom he styles an upright ecclesiastic presbytero

omnibus numeris absolute who (he says) is engaged in mission work in

this country along with the other two.* Father Ennis, as observed, died

at St. Joseph's after four years' labor.

During the year 1794, four sets of twins were baptized at St. Joseph's;

and six children who were "illegitimate." T. C. M.

BAPTISMS FOR THE YEAR 1794.

Kenny, Anna, born July, 1781, of Nicholas Kenny (Catholic) and Marianna

(not baptized), baptized Jan. 1, by Rev. Leonard Neale, sponsors
Thomas F. and Sarah Lawler.

Lawler, Sarah, born five weeks ago, of Thomas and Sarah Lawler, baptized

Jan. 1, by the same, sponsors John B. Denerez and Elizabeth Kesler.

Pey, Rebecca, born July 28, 1793, of Thomas Pey (Catholic) and Rebecca,

non-Catholic, baptized Jan. 4, by the same, sponsors Henry Pey and

Rachael Winters.

Jones, Rebecca, born Sept. 15, 1793, of Griffith Jones and his wife Rebecca,

non-Catholic, baptized Jan. 20, by the same, sponsor Phoebe Ryan.

Peters, Conrad, born Jan. 10, 1794, of John Peters and his wife Rachael,

Catholics, baptized Jan. 20, by the same, sponsors Conrad De Witter

and Anna Pringle.

, Samuel, a negro, born in Guinea [Africa], baptized Jan. 26, by the

same, sponsors John and Anna Craigh.

*From "
Petition" of Rev. Philip Crane, O.S.A., at Villanova College, Pa., with

the answer dated August 27, 1796, whereby the two Augustinians named therein were

empowered to found a province of their brotherhood under the title of Our Lady of

Good Counsel, changed, however, some years later to that of St. Thomas of Villanova.
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Smith, William, born March 17, 1793, of Thomas Smith and his wife Mary,

Catholics, baptized Jan. 27, by the same, sponsors John Climer and

Catharine Dauney.

Fitzgerald, Abigail, born Jan. 18, 1794, of John Fitzgerald and his wife

Elinor (Eleanor), Catholics, baptized Jan. 28, by the same, sponsors

James Walsh and Eleanor Green.

Deserres, Silvire, born Dec. 24, 1793, of John Baptist Deserres and his

wife Rose Commeau, baptized Jan. 28, by (Pere) Cibot, Vice-Prefect

and Cur6 of Cap. Frangais, Isle of San Domingo, sponsors Francis

Gauchier and Rose Starling.

Fally, Mary, born Jan. 28, 1794, of Michael Fally and his wife Mary, Catho-

lics, baptized Feb. 2, by Rev. C. V. Keating, sponsors Peter Carbouler

and Anna Lawler.

Mill, Julia, about 28 years old, born of Isaac Mill and Anna (Protestants),

baptized Feb. 2, by the same, sponsors James Corkrin and Mary Clark.

Norris, Charles, born ,
of Joseph Norris and Eliza (Quakers),

baptized Feb. 10, by the same, sponsors Daniel Conry and Mary
Harper.

[Here follows an entry begun by Father Cibot, but for reasons unknown left

unfinished:

"Feb. 6, 1794, by (Pere) Cibot, Vice-Prefect Apostolic and Curd of Cap.
Franc ais, Isle of San Domingo."]

, Felicitas, born Jan. 15, 1794, of Justina, a free negress, of the

Island of San Domingo, baptized Feb. 12, by Rev. L. Neale, sponsors

Langlade and Lucy Ducass.

Donnelly, Neil, born Sept. 16, 1793, of Francis Donnelly and his wife

Catharine, Catholics, baptized March 11, by Rev. C. V. Keating,

sponsors, Thomas Conway and Margaret Corr.

Drouillard, Julia Mary, born Dec. 19, 1793, of Vincent Jacques Thomas
Drouillard and his wife Mary Rose Pierre Frances Julia Chambon,
baptized Mar. 15, by Father Larroque, Vice-Prefect of the Missions

of San Domingo and Guadeloupe, sponsors John Baptist Drouillard

and Anna Mary Chambon.

Stedman, Mary, born
,

of Alexander Stedman and his

wife
, baptized Mar. 1, by Rev. L. Neale, sponsor Mrs.

"Domina" Cooke.

Carroll, John, born Dec. 7, 1793, of James Carroll and his wife Elizabeth,

Catholics, baptized Mar. 2, by the same, sponsors Michael Glisin and
Sarah Smith.

Clinton, Robert, born Dec. 24, 1792, of Matthew Clinton and his wife

Catharine, Catholics, baptized Mar. 6, by the same, sponsor Catharine

Boodin (Boudin).

Taws, John, born Feb. 28, 1794, of Charles Taws and his wife Elizabeth,

Catholics, baptized Mar. 16, by the same, sponsors Joseph and Mary
Baker, Catholics.
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Puyibit, Aloysia (probably Louisa), born Mar. 16, 1794, of James Puyibit
and Mary Balestrier, Catholics, residents of the Island of San Domingo,
baptized Mar. 22, by the same, sponsors Louis Gobert and Theresa
Balestrier.

Sweeny, Hannah, born Dec. 31, 1793, of Daniel Sweeny and his wife

Susanna, baptized Mar. 29, by the same, sponsors Patrick McKue and

Margaret Kennedy.

McCafferty, Catharine, born Mar. 29, 1794, of Daniel McCafferty and his

wife Una, Catholics, baptized Mar. 30, by the same, sponsors John
Railey and Margaret McCormick.

Waas, John, born Dec. 27, 1793, of Martha Waas, baptized Mar. 31, by
the same, sponsor Anna Powel.

Courtney, Sarah, born Mar. 9, 1794, of Paul Courtney and his wife Eliza-

beth, Catholics, baptized Mar. 31, by the same, sponsor Anna Powel.

Forrester, Susanna, born Feb. 22, 1794, of John Forrester and his wife

Elizabeth (Presbyterian), baptized Mar. 31, by Rev. C. V. Keating,

sponsors William Ustick and Hester Ellis.

Massel, Augustus, born Jan. 27, 1794, of Augustus Massel and his wife

Mary Petra Petit, Catholics, baptized Mar. 2, by the same, sponsors

John Rouse de St. Didier and Mary Catharine Mouge Petit.

Paulnot, Anna, born Jan. 31, 1794, of Nicholas Paulnot (Catholic) and

his wife Rosanna (Protestant), baptized Mar. 9, by the same, sponsors

Peter Daugard and Anna Powel.

Bauduy, Louisa Helena Alexandra, born
,
of Peter Mary

Joseph Bauduy and his wife Jeanne Julia Theresa Bretton des Chapeles,

baptized Mar. 30, by Rev. Larroque, 'Vice-Prefect of the

Missions of San Domingo and Gaudeloupe, sponsors Alexander Louis

Amelie Bauduy, represented by Anthony Nicholas Peter Provencher,

and Louisa Claudia Jacquette de Sayui.

[The above-named parties are found recorded in the church registers of

Wilmington, Del., in the eighteenth century. (See our paper thereon in

RECORDS for 1884-1886; i. 368-371.)]

Dixon, Clement, an adult, baptized Apr. 1, by Rev. L. Neale.

Wigmore, Johanna, born Jan. 2, 1794, of Joseph Anthony Wigmore and

his wife Hannah, Catholics, baptized Apr. 6, by the same, sponsor

Mary Gallagher.

O'Niell, Johanna, born Jan. 2, 1794, of Daniel O'Niell and his wife Mary,

Catholics, baptized Apr. 13, by the same, sponsors John Harvey and

Bridget Byrne.

Grannon, Mary Baptistina, born Jan. 21, 1794, of John Grannon and -his

wife Margaret, Catholics, baptized Apr. 24, by the same, sponsors

Anthony Ratshiller and Mary Grannon (widow Goffridy).

Boyle, Patrick, born Mar. 1, 1794, of Hugh Boyle and his wife Bridget,

Catholics, baptized Apr. 20, by the same, sponsors Arthur McGinnes

and Susanna Conway.
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McKeede, Anna, born Aug. 18, 1793, of John McKeede and his wife Mary,

Catholics, baptized Apr. 20, by the same, sponsors Brian Ward and

Mary Gelaspy.

Carney, Anna, born Apr. 10, 1794, of Andrew Carney and his wife Eleanor,

Catholics, baptized Apr. 20, by the same, sponsors Dennis Dowier and

Catharine Botrot [better Boudrot].

Connolly, Mary and Johanna, twins, born April 27, 1794, of
,

Norry Connolly, baptized Apr. 27, by the same, sponsor Mary Farrett.

Cox, Joshua, born Jan. 2, 1794, of James Cox (Protestant) and Amelia

(negro), baptized by Rev. C. V. Keating, Apr. 18, sponsors the priest

and Priscilla Smothers.

McCloud, Felix, born Jan. 14, 1794, of George McCloud and his wife

Bridget, Catholics, baptized Apr. 19, by the same, sponsors Bartholo-

mew Cotteret and Agnes Aelfrick.

Bidod, John Baptist, born June 16, 1792, of Stephen Bidod and his wife

Mary Maixro, Catholics, baptized May 11, by Rev. L. Neale, sponsors

John Baptist Maurauge and Catharine Soubes.

Du Crabon, Mary Sophia Frances Gertrude, born Aug. 8, 1792, of Leon
du Crabon and his wife Mary Sophia Mattein des Cloches, of the

Island of San Domingo, baptized May 13, by the same, sponsors John
Peter Rosseau and Mary Frances Gertrude Frances Mattein des

Cloches.

, Mary Louisa, born Nov. 1, 1792, of Mary Josephine, negress slave,

baptized May 13, by the same. [No sponsors named.]

Heidrecour, Elizabeth, born Apr. 29, 1794, of Louis Heidrecour and his

wife Margaret, Catholics, baptized May 14, by the same, sponsors

James McGlochlan and Catharine Botrot [better Boudrot].

Daly, Michael, born Feb. 14, 1794, of Michael Daly and his wife Hannah,
Catholics, baptized May 4, by Rev. C. V. Keating, sponsors Michael

and Mary Mennarit.

Kirby, William, born Feb. 11, 1794, of John Kirby and his wife Martha,

baptized May 4, by the same, sponsors John Wister and Sarah. Wood.

O'Donnell, Roger, born Apr. 27, 1794, of Daniel O'Donnell and his wife

Bridget, Catholics, baptized May 4, by the same, sponsors Patrick
and Margaret Kennedy.

, Peter, born May 7, 1794, of and Johanna Agnes, baptized

May 17, by the same, sponsors Peter Govin and Margaret Le Coq.
McDonnel, Richard, about six months old, of Francis McDonnel and his

wife Margaret, Catholics, baptized May 12, by the same, sponsors

James McQuade and Anna Farran.

Drouillard, Alexander Edward and Mary Antoinette, born May 6, 1794,
of John Baptist Drouillard and his wife Jeanne Lamagnere, baptized
May 24, by the same, sponsors, for the boy, John Baptist Francis
Volant and Frances Alexandrina Lamagnere; for the girl, Joseph
Anthony Mercier and Mary Josephine De Manneville Volant.
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Mclntire (Mclntyre), Anna, born May 6, 1794, of Patrick Mclntire and
his wife Margaret, Catholics, baptized May 25, by the same, sponsor
Honora Hartnett.

Bardon, Stephen, born May 8, 1794, of Luke Bardon and Mary Field

(Protestants), baptized June 2, by Rev. L. Neale, sponsor Anna Boyd.
Callvin, Samuel, born May 16, 1794, of Samuel Callvin and his wife Anna

(non-Catholics and unbaptized), baptized June 8, by the same, spon-
sors George Hoy and Mary Nowland.

,
Honorius Louis, born June 10, 1794, of and Rosa Hivere,

baptized June 12, by the same, sponsors Louis John James Violet and

Mary Catharine Bremond, widow.

Clement, Mary Elizabeth, born
,
of James Clement and his

wife Elizabeth, baptized June 19, by Rev. William Elling, of the

congregation of Lancaster, Pa., sponsor Joseph Roiny and Frances

Mondemain.

Flood, Richard, born May 27, 1794, of John Flood and his wife Lydia,

Catholics, baptized June 22, by Rev. L. Neale, sponsors Daniel

Donnel and Elizabeth Cambel.

Leatherman, Mary Susanna, born June 18, 1794, of Francis Leathman

[sic, Leatherman] and his wife Catharine, Catholics, baptized June 22,

by the same, sponsors Paul Cake and Mary Field.

Starrett, Mary Elizabeth, born May 13, 1794, of William Starrett and his

wife Catharine, baptized June 23, by the same, sponsors Daniel and

Mary Murphy, Catholics.

McKenly, Huin (?), born June 24, 1794, of and Anna McKenly,
widow, baptized June 26, by Rev. W. Elling [pastor at Lancaster, Pa.],

sponsors Michael and Mary McKanna.

Sarazin, Julia, born Feb. 19, 1790, and Eiza [probably meant for Eliza],

born Sept. 14, 1793, of Bartholomew Sarazin and his wife Mary,

Catholics, baptized by Rev. L. Neale, on June 26, sponsors, for Julia,

Peter Reffrer Relain and Mary Antoinette La Fargue, and for Eliza

[or Eiza], Simon Chaudron and Johanna Genevieve Chaudron.

McDonnell, Esther, born Feb. 10, 1793, of William McDonnell and his

wife Margaret, Catholics, baptized June 28, by Rev. W. Elling, sponsors

Claude Temulin and Margaret Somiglian.

McCue, Anna, born June 28, 1794, of Patrick McCue and his wife Anna,

Catholics, baptized June 29, by the same, sponsors Charles Murry
and Mary Sprowl.

Barry, Mary, born June 16, 1794, of James Barry and his wife Elizabeth,

Catholics, baptized June 30, by Rev. L. Neale, sponsor Catharine

Botrot [better Boudrot].

Leamy, Margaret, born Apr. 13, 1794, of John Leamy and Elizabeth

Doughty, baptized June 17, by Rev. C. V. Keating, sponsors Joseph

and his wife Matilda Gaudenes.
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Randel [sic, Randal], Philip, born June 12, 1794, of Archibald Randel and

his wife Sarah, Catholics, baptized July 3, by Rev. W. Elling, sponsors

Philip and Anna Boyle.

Gilmar, George, born July 2, 1794, of Dennis Gilmar and his wife Catharine,

Catholics, baptized July 3, by the same, sponsors Charles Myer Carr

and [blank],

Johnson, James, born June 18, 1794, of Francis Johnson and his wife

Rachael (now Catholics, formerly non-Catholics), negroes, baptized

July 5, by Rev. L. Neale, sponsors John Mulliry and Eliza Kemp.

McGloughlan, Mary, born June 26, 1794, of Luke McGloughlan and his

wife Mary, Catholics, baptized July 6, by Rev. W. Elling, sponsors

John Murphy and Uritta McGloughlan.

McCarty, Elizabeth, born June 15, 1794, of Felix McCarty and his wife

Sarah, Catholics, baptized July 6, by the same, sponsors Thomas F.

and Sarah Lawler.

McGrady, Elizabeth, born June 15, 1794, of Charles McGrady and his wife

Sarah, Catholics, baptized July 6, by the same, sponsors Daniel

Kerbery and Mary Landy.

Lafferty, John, born July 6, 1794, of Patrick Lafferty and his wife Margaret,

Catholics, baptized July 8, by Rev. L. Neale, sponsors John Lafferty

and Rose McGlouglan, Catholics.

Sweeny, Charles, born Aug., 1793, of John Sweeny and his wife Mary,

Catholics, baptized July 10, by the same, sponsors Patrick and Mary
Sweeny, Catholics.

Brown, Louisa, born June 21, 1794, of Clement Brown and his wife Catha-

rine, Catholics, baptized by the same, sponsor Mary Kapp.

Warrington, Temperance Ribo, born Oct. 11, 1793, of Joseph Warrington
and his wife Elizabeth, Catholics, baptized July 13, by Rev. W. Elling,

sponsors Thomas Hanly and Margaret Lybee [or Lybec].
De la laude Ormund, John Philip, born July 8, 1794, of Daniel Martin de

la laude Ormund, of Ingrandia, on the coast of Ligeria, in Lower

Brittainy, in France, and his wife Rosalie du Change de Beaubrin

Martin de la laude, born at Pondicherry, in Asia (India), baptized

July 13, by Rev. L. Neale, vicar-general and pastor of St. Mary's,

sponsors John Raimbate and Mary Philippa Kein Brard Bessa. [The

signatures in autograph, however, read, respectively, "Rannbau," and

"Brard Bessie."]

, Anna, born Oct. 10, 1793, of Elizabeth Conley and Daniel, a negro,

baptized July 16, by the same, sponsor Catharine Botrot.

English, Catharine, born July 1, 1794, of John English and his wife Mar-

garet, baptized July 20, by the same, sponsors Patrick Hoockey and
his wife Mary.

Grant, Bridget, born June 23, 1793, of Hugh Grant and his wife Mary,
Catholics, baptized July 20, by the same, sponsors James Hogan and
Catharine Bodrot.
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Earl, Anna, born July 4, 1794, of William Earl and Anna Bradley, baptized

July 21, by Rev. W. Elling, sponsor Eleanor Murley.

Barry, John, born June 6, 1794, of John Barry and his wife Anna, baptized

July 21, by Rev. L. Neale, sponsors Simon Barry and Hannah Wigmore.

Fordan, Joseph Julius, born July 17, 1791, of John Joseph Fordan and his

wife Mary Courisdet, both born in France, Catholics, baptized July 21,

by Rev. L. Neale, sponsors John Baptist Julius Menguy and his wife

Henrietta (Leguy).

Savoy, Susanna, born June, 1794, of James Savoy, of San Domingo, and
his wife Magdalen Brosard, of the same island, Catholics, baptized

July 22, by the same, sponsors Peter Bellot and Susanna Savoy.

McConnal, William, born Jan. 22, 1793, of James McConnal and his wife

Mary, baptized July 23, by Rev. W. Elling, sponsors Bernard and his

wife Margaret Car.

Clampsy, Lydia, born July 23, 1794, of John Clampsy and his wife Eleanor,

Catholics, baptized July 23, by Rev. L. Neale, sponsors William

Horny (represented by Father Neale) and Catharine Duffle.

Macolister [better McAlister], Margaret, born July 24, 1794, of Patrick

Macolister and his wife Catharine, Catholics, baptized July 23, by the

same, sponsors Collin Macolister and Margaret Hill.

Conner, Mary, born July, 1794, of Jerome Conner and Susanna, baptized

July 28, by Rev. W. Elling, sponsors John Gillin and Mary Crampshay.

Martin, Thomas, born July 6, 1794, of Robert Martin and his wife Mar-

garet, Catholics, baptized July 31, by Rev. L. Neale, sponsor Maritius

[Mauritius= Maurice?] Quirque (Quirk).

Starling, Margaret, born 1794, of John Starling and Martha (non-Catholics)*

baptized Aug. 1, by Rev. W. Elling, sponsor Catharine Chiffer.

Stacy, Robert, born Aug. 6, 1788, of Robert Stacy and his wife Rebecca,

Catholics, baptized Aug. 1, by Rev. Iy. Neale, sponsors Benjamin and

Bridget Dillon, Catholics.

Boyle, Edward, born July 25, 1794, of Edward Boyle and his wife Lowry
[better Laura], baptized Aug. 2, by the same, sponsors Gabriel Hungary
and Mary Rennet.

McLoughlin, Mary, born July 29, 1794, of John McLoughlin and his wife

Catharine, Catholics, baptized Aug. 2, by Rev. W. Elling, sponsors

Dennis and Magdalen Mclaughlin.

, Adeltheides, born 1793, of Laurenta [Laurentta?], a negro, of the

Island of San Domingo, baptized Aug. 3, by the same, sponsor Eleanor

Melie.

Miller, Catharine, born July 3, 1794, of John and Mary Miller, Catholics,

baptized Aug. 4, by the same, sponsors Adam and Catharine Ribble,

Catholics.
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Hungarez, Sara and William (twins), born July 28, 1794, of Gabriel

Hungarez and his wife Elizabeth, Catholics, baptized Aug. 7, by Rev.

L. Neale, sponsors, for Sarah, Daniel O'Neill and Catharine Schneider;

for William, William Hartnett, represented by Daniel O'Neill and

Elizabeth Hartnett.

Carter, by Rev. L. Neale, Aug. 9, Sarah, and her children, Rachel, Sarah

and John, sponsors for the mother and her daughters, Patrick Hurly
and Catharine Nullo, godfather for her son, James Farrell.

Cosgrove, Rosanna, born Feb. 1, 1794, of Patrick Cosgrove and his wife

Mary, Catholics, baptized Aug. 10, by the same, sponsor Catharine

Bodrot [better Boudrot].

Drum, Bridget, born July 19, 1794, of John Drum and his wife Mary,

Catholics, baptized Aug. 17, by the same, sponsors Hugh McGooldry
and Margaret Henry.

O'Rork, John, born Aug. 13, 1794, of Michael O'Rork and his wife Mary,

Catholics, baptized Aug. 17, by the same, sponsors Patrick McHugh and

Johanna Flyn.

Keldroy, James, born Feb. 8, 1794, of James Keldroy and his wife RachaeL

Catholics, baptized Aug. 17, by the same, sponsors Michael McKendry
and Anna McHugh.

Nicholas, Marianna, adult, daughter of William Nicholas (Anabaptist),

baptized Aug. 20, by the same, sponsors John Gartland and Anna
Powel.

Taylor, Lydia, twelve years old, born of Aaron Taylor and his wife

Abigail, Catholics, baptized Aug. 20, by the same, sponsors the priest

and Mary Knowlin.

Taylor, Emma, about ten years old, born of the same parents, baptized

Aug. 20, by the same, sponsors Daniel Fortune and Catharine Nowlin.

Mahagan, Eleanor, born Feb. 22, 1794, of James Mahagan (Catholic) and
his wife Elizabeth (Protestant), baptized Aug. 21, by Rev. C. V.

Keating, sponsors Barnaby McKillon and Elizabeth Hunt.

, Aug. 22, by Rev. L. Neale, John Baptist Emanuel, foundling, who
as shown by an accompanying paper was born Sept. 14, 1793. He
was adopted as his child by Edme Auguste Naudot, born in France,
his sponsors being John Baptist Ducasse and Mary Louise Caston

[or Carton].

Vander Vecke, John Israel, born Jan. 9, 1794, of John Vander Vecke, of the

Island of San Domingo, and his wife Louisa Dautron, baptized Aug.
29, by the same, sponsors Israel Brown and Louisa Arsenne Vander
Vecke.

Davis, Mary Horatius, born July 22, 1794, of Samuel Davis and his wife

Mary Anna, Catholics, baptized Aug. 30, by Rev. W. Elling, sponsors
Andrew Charles and Mary Margaret Charlotte Boin de Broche.
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Farrell, Daniel, born Dec. 15, 1793, of Joshua Farrell and his wife Mary,
Catholics, baptized Sept. 2, by Rev. C. V. Keating, sponsors Rev.
William Elling and Anna McNanny, Catholics.

Le Breton La Perriere, Celestine Louisa, born Oct. 2, 1789, at Petit St.

Luis, one of the wards ["cartier"] of Porte du Paix, in San Domingo,
of Rene Francis le Breton La Perriere and his wife Louise Sophia
Volte Brunelle, baptized Aug. 4, by Rev. L. Neale, sponsors Louis

Foucher and Felicitas Sophia le Briton [sic, but "Breton"] La Perriere,

sister of the infant baptized.

Simon, William, born Aug. 29, 1794, of Ciraco Simon and his wife Elizabeth,

Catholics, baptized Sept. 5, by Rev. W. Elling, sponsors Thomas

Betagh and his wife Margaret.

O'Handlin, Terence, born Aug. 29, 1794, of Terence O'Handlin and his

wife Mary, baptized Sept. 8, by the same, sponsor Anna Cowntray.

Hucinbottom [or Hacinbottom], Margaret, born Nov. 14, 1793, of Rudolph
Hucinbottom and his wife Angela, Catholics, baptized Sept. 8, by the

same, sponsor Michael Glison.

Hucinbottom, Charles, born Aug. 1, 1794, of William Hucinbottom and

his wife Margaret, Catholics, baptized Sept. 8, by the same, sponsor
Michael Glison.

Brown, Elizabeth, born Sept. 1, 1794, of Richard Brown (Catholic) and

his wife Mary, baptized Sept. 12, by Rev. L. Neale, sponsor Hugh
Grant.

Garnot, Louisa Caroline, born Mar. 24, 1794, of Peter Charles William

Garnot, of France, and Eliza Bauvernet, of San Domingo, baptized

Sept. 13, by the same, sponsors Stephen Arnaud Ducolombier and

Vero Marianna Victoria Troissart Elouis.

Johnson, Sarah, born this (Sept.) month, 1794, of Richard Johnson and

his wife Mary, Catholics, baptized Sept. 17, by the same, sponsors

Patrick and Mary Boyle.

Ryan, James, born Sept. 15, 1794, of Thomas Boyle (Catholic) and his

wife Phoebe, baptized Sept. 17, by the same, sponsor Catharine Ryan.

Moony [sic, Mooney], Samuel, born Mar. 19, 1793, of John Moony and his

wife Elizabeth, Catholics, baptized Sept. 17, by the same, sponsors

James Butler and Catharine Bodrot.

Mooney, Bridget, born July 14, 1794, of the same parents, baptized at the

same time, by the same, with the same sponsors.

Lescure, Julia, born May 22, 1794, of William Lescure and his wife Rosanna

Champain, Catholics, baptized Sept. 21, by Rev. C. V. Keating,

sponsor Julia Rouge.

Guerney, Mary, born May , 1792, of Joseph Guerney and unknown

mother, baptized Sept. 14, by Rev. L. Neale, sponsor Elizabeth

Schneider.
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McGloughlin, Abigail, born Feb. 2, 1794, of Bernard McGloughlin (Catholic)

and his wife Parmelia, baptized Sept. 21, by the same, sponsor Sarah

Rounsberry.

Papin, Joseph John Baptist, born Sept. 5, 1794, of John Papin and his

wife Mary Anna, Catholics, baptized Sept. 22, by Rev. W. Elling,

sponsors Joseph Papin and Joseph and Esther Philippi, Catholics.

Brancheau, Joseph, born Sept. 21, 1794, of Joseph Brancheau and his wife

Mary, Catholics, baptized Sept. 22, by the same, sponsors Gregory
Trahan and Barbara Landry, Catholics.

Coati, Eleanor, born Sept. 21, 1794, of James Coati and his wife Mary,

Catholics, baptized Sept. 23, by the same, sponsor Mathias Mara,

Catholic.

De Puy, Louisa Catharine, born Nov. 21, 1792, of John Francis Depuy and

Johanna Elizabeth, Catholics, baptized Sept. 24, by the same, sponsors

Raymund Maurice and Mary Johanna Lemasurier.

Kelly, Patrick, born June 30, 1794, of John Kelly and his wife Rosa,

Catholics, baptized Sept. 28, by Rev. L. Neale, sponsors Dugun [sic,

Dugan] and Grace Duffy.

Linahan, Morris, born Sept. 20, 1794, of Patrick Linahan and his wife

Mary, Catholics, baptized Sept. 28, by the same, sponsors John Many
and Mary Byrne, represented by the priest.

Adriani, Johanna Mary Anna, born Mar. 11, 1794, of John Adriani and his

wife Elizabeth Massey, baptized Sept. 27, by Rev. W. Elling, sponsors
Tobias Forage and Mary Anna Manerxiele [or Manertiele].

Cashman, Elizabeth, born Aug. 26, 1794, of William Cashman and his wife

Anna, Catholics, baptized Sept. 27, by the same, sponsors Patrick

Phelen (Catholic) and Sally Hall (non-Catholic).

Schneider, Martin, born Sept. 22, 1794, of John Schneider and his wife

Mary Magdalen, Catholics, baptized Sept. 29, by the same, sponsors
Patrick Lauren and Regina Schneider.

Rousseau, George Leo Adelheidie, born Dec. 20, 1792, of John Peter

Rousseau and his wife Frances Gertrude Mathein De cloches [above in

baptism for May 13, "Mattein de Cloches"], baptized Oct. 7, by the

same, sponsors Leo D abon [rest of name blotted out] and Mary
Adelhildia Armaignac D'Espinose.

Rody, John, born Sept. 30, 1794, of Neal Rody and his wife Catharine,

Catholics, baptized Oct. 8, by Rev. L. Neale, sponsors William Stewart

and Bridget Brislain.

Pascal, Louis Lazarus Noel, born Aug. 29, 1794, of James Noel Pascal and
his wife Mary Theresa Turcel, Catholics, baptized Oct. 11, by Rev.

C. V. Keating, sponsor Blancard, witness Parent.

Sweeny, Philip, born
,
of Doyle Sweeny and his wife Elizabeth,

Catholics, baptized Oct. 11, by the same, sponsor Patrick Terence

Hanlan, Catholic.
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Byrne, Mary, born Oct. 5, 1794, of Edward Byrne and his wife Anna,

Catholics, baptized Oct. 12, by the same, sponsors Michael Andrews

and Mary Carroll, Catholics.

Innu [sic, Agnew?], Rachael, born Nov. 13, 1793, of James Innu (Catholic)

and his wife Margaret (Protestant), baptized Oct. 12, by the same,

sponsors Daniel and Mary Clancy, Catholics.

Macarstay, James, born to-day, of James Macarstay and his wife Mary,

Catholics, baptized Oct. 12, by Rev. L. Neale, sponsor Sarah Garro.

Flinn [or Flirn], Michael, born this day, of Patrick Flinn and his wife

Johanna, Catholics, baptized Oct. 12, by the same, sponsors John
Fox and his wife Anna, Catholics.

Robins, Elizabeth, born Oct. 4, 1794, of Thomas Robins (Protestant) and

his wife Sarah (Catholic), baptized Oct. 15, by Rev. C. V. Keating,

sponsors Mary Anderson and the priest.

Blyth, William, born Oct. 12, 1794, of Joseph Blyth (Protestant) and his

wife Anna (Catholic), baptized Oct. 15, by the same, sponsor the

priest and Mary Barren, Catholics.

Jones, Sebastian, born Aug. 13, 1793, of Thomas Jones and his wife Eliza-

beth, Catholics, baptized Oct. 19, by the same, sponsors the priest

and Susanna Dubesis, Catholics.

Fortune, Eleanor, born Oct. 10, 1794, of Walter Fortune (Catholic) and

his wife Anna (Protestant), baptized Oct. 19, by the same, sponsors

James and Alice Whelan, Catholics.

[Then comes a blank space with the beginning of an entry, viz.: "On the

same date, by" ;
then room enough for an entry in full, which, how-

ever, was not filled out.]

Mullen, Edward, born Oct. 4, 1794, of Edward Mullen (Catholic) and his

wife Elizabeth (Protestant), baptized Oct. 28, by the same, sponsors

John Gartland and Elizabeth Camil, Catholics.

Baker, Mary Clara, born Oct. , 1794, of Stephen Baker and his wife

Anna Shepherd, Catholics, baptized Oct. 29, by Rev. Michael Ennis,

sponsors Valentine and Mary Clara Sheerling.

Lynch, James, born to-day, of James Lynch and his wife, baptized Oct. 29,

by Rev. L. Neale, sponsors James Walsh and Mary Walsh.

Gibert, Charles, born Sept. 1, 1794, of Thomas Gibert and his wife Antoi-

nette Constantia de faii, Catholics, baptized Oct. 29, by Rev. M.

Ennis, sponsors Francis Charles de Faii and Johanna Sophia Gibert,

Catholics.

Filee, Charles, born Oct. 25, 1794, of Louis Filee and his wife Margaret,

Catholics, baptized Nov. 2, by the same, sponsors John McDevet and

Anna Farren.

O' Donald, Charles, born Oct. 28, 1794, of John O'Donald and his wife

Ogidia, Catholics, baptized Nov. 2, by Rev. L. Neale, sponsors Niel

Hardy and Abigail Mundy.
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Morrison, Catharine, born Nov. 2, 1794, of Cornelius (alias Neil) Morrison

and his wife Mary, Catholics, baptized Nov. 6, by Rev. C. V. Keating,

sponsors Patrick McDivit and Margaret McCordy, Catholics.

Cake, Adam, born Oct. 27, 1794, of John Cake and his wife Anna, Catholics,

baptized Nov. 9, by the same, sponsors Henry Cake and Mary Weeny,
Catholics.

O'Bryan, Mary, born Oct. 4, 1794, of Cornelius O'Bryan (Catholic) and

his wife Margaret Worrell (Protestant), baptized Oct. 9, by Rev. M.

Ennis, sponsors James Birmingham and Catharine Buchannan [resident

in], Front street.

Dugan, Barnaby, born Oct. 29, 1794, of Patrick Dugan and his wife

Winfred, Catholics, baptized Nov. 9, by the same, sponsors Henry
Freelet and Sarah Byrne, Catholics.

McQuiger, Mary, born Oct. 8, 1794, of Nathaniel McQuiger and his wife

Catharine, Catholics, baptized Nov. 9, by the same, sponsors Charles

Johnston and Mary Gress, Catholics.

Snyder, Catharine, born Nov. 6, 1794, of William Snyder and his wife

Elizabeth, Catholics, baptized Nov. 10, by the same, sponsors Nicholas

and Catharine Esling, Catholics.

Edwards, Mary, born May 10, 1792, of Edward Edwards (slave) and Anna

Millers, baptized Nov. 10, by Rev. C. V. Keating, sponsors the priest

and Mary Clark, Catholics.

Edwards, Juliana, born June 1, 1794, of the same parents, baptized at the

same time, by the same, sponsors Thomas Clarke and Mary Byrne,
Catholics.

Myers, Benjamin Lawrence, born Nov. 13, 1794, of Benjamin Lawrence

Myers and his wife Rachael, Catholics, baptized Nov. 17, by the

same, sponsors

Hopkins, William Henry, born Nov. 5, 1794, of William Hopkins and his

wife Margaret, baptized Nov. 17, by Rev. L. Neale, sponsors Susanna
Cross and the priest.

Burns, Maurice, born Nov. 17, 1794, of Maurice Burns and his wife Eleanor,

Catholics, baptized Nov. 20, by Rev. C. V. Keating, sponsor Archibald

and Sarah Randal, Catholics. ^

Corly, George, born Nov. 2, 1794, of James Corly and his wife Margaret,

Catholics, baptized Nov. 23, by the same, sponsors Bertrand and

Margaret Laforgue, Catholics.

Feron [or Feran], Thomas, born Nov. 18, 1794, of Thomas Feron and his

wife Anna, Catholics, baptized Nov. 23, by the same, sponsors Luke
Farrell and Mary Anna Kean, Catholics.

Laroque, Louisa Mary Caroline, born Aug. 30, 1794, of Louis Claude Rossig-
nol La Chicotte Laroque and his wife Mary Caroline Rossignol du

Lagon, Catholics, baptized Nov. 24, by Rev. M. Ennis, sponsors Louis

Guy de Noalles, representing Philip de Rossignol de Gramont, relative

of Gabres Malrisq in the second degree, and Mary Michelle Rossignol
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du Lagon, wife of Monsieur ["Domi"] Duquesne, and ["Anita Bap-
tizato" words, however, not understood,] witness Rossignol Ctesse

Duqueuse [sic, Duquesne?] Rollignot Baroque, Rossignol de Grand-

mont, Le Bm d'Espinefort.

Rousselin, Mary, born Nov. 12, 1794, of Louis Roussellin and his wife

Mary Frances, Catholics, baptized Nov. 24, by the same, sponsor
Louisa Rousseliin.

Smith, Joseph, born yesterday, of Charles Smith and his wife Elizabeth.

baptized Nov. 26, by Rev. L. Neale, sponsors Joseph Eck and his wife

Catherine.

Ardins, Joseph, born
,
of Peter Ardins and his wife Mary Hood

Ardins, Catholics, baptized Nov. 30, by Rev. M. Ennis, sponsors
Paul Joseph Sontay and Anna Catharine Wiseman.

Shields, Elizabeth, born Nov. 21, 1794, of John Shields (Catholic) and his

wife Margaret (Protestant), baptized Nov. 29, by Rev. L. Neale,

sponsors Patrick McCollister and Elizabeth McCurdy.

Murray, John, born Nov. 22, 1794, of Francis Murray and Mary Poole

baptized Nov. 28, by Rev. M. Ennis, sponsors Cornelius Brady and
Catharine Cullen.

Moore, Mary, born
,
of Michael Moore and Johanna Berryi

baptized Nov. 30, by the same, sponsors Daniel Neil and Mary
Murphy.

Pincogits, John, born Nov. 8, 1794, of P. Pincogits, baptized Dec. 7, by
Rev. C. V. Keating, sponsors John Barry and Elizabeth Nile, Catholics.

Wattels, Delia, bora Nov. 28, 1794, of Henry Wattels (Protestant) and
his wife Sarah Walsh (Catholic), baptized Dec. 7, by Rev. M. Ennis,

sponsor Patrick Walsh.

Woodman, Mary Johanna Josephine, born Nov. 15, 1794, of William

Woodman (Protestant) and his wife Rosa (Catholic), baptized Dec.

9, by the same, sponsors Joseph Howe and Marianna Souchy.

Crandle, Hannah, born Nov. 27, 1794, of Elijah Crandle (Protestant) and
his wife Elizabeth (Catholic), baptized Dec. 9, by Rev. C. V. Keating,

sponsors the priest and Eugenia Byrne, Catholics.

Wautier, Charles Nicholas, bora Oct. 19, 1793, of Dominic Wautier and
his wife Mary Louisa de laitre, Catholics, baptized Dec. 11, by Rev.

M. Ennis, sponsors Nicholas Joachim le Bon d'Herbigne and Caroline

Angela de Autin.

Foy, John, born Nov. 4, 1794, of John Foy and his wife Mary, Catholics,

baptized Dec. 11, by Rev. C. V. Keating, sponsors William Smith and

Eleanor Brown.

Commil, Eleanor, born Oct. 15, 1794, of Terence Commil and his wife

Mary, Catholics, baptized Dec. 12, by the same, sponsors the priest

and Anna Powel.
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Conner, Elizabeth, born Dec. 3, 1794, of Michael Connor and his wife

Mary, Catholics, baptized Dec. 15, by Rev. L. Neale, sponsors Garrett

Cottringer and Elizabeth Cullet.

Freeman, Thomas, born Aug. 24, 1794, of Michael Freeman and

Freeman (Catholic and Protestant), baptized Dec. 21, by the same,

sponsor Bridget Freeman.

Farrell, James, born Dec. 13, 1794, of James Farrell and his wife Margaret,

Catholics, baptized Dec. 21, by the same, sponsors David Keefe and

Eleanor Crawley.

Kelly, Mary Anna, born Dec. 9, 1794, of John Kelly and his wife Elizabeth,

Catholics, baptized Dec. 23, by Rev. C. V. Keating, sponsor the priest.

, Hannah, about eight years old, of unknown parents, baptized
Dec. 23, by the same, sponsors the priest and Mary Shortall.

Reignlaut (?) [better Reignault], George, born Nov. 18, 1794, of Clere

Francis Reignlaut and his wife Mary, Catholics, baptized Dec. 25, by
the same, sponsors George Bertalut and Susanna Savyi, Catholics.

Walker, Margaret, born June 8, 1794, of Hamilton Walker (Protestant)

and Hannan Cassidy (Catholic), baptized Dec. 26, by the same,

sponsors John Kennedy and Hannah Cassidy, Catholics.

Hawkins, Thomas, born Dec. 17, 1794, of Thomas Hawkins and his wife

Eleanor, Catholics, baptized Dec. 28, by the same, sponsors Patrick

and Mary McCormick.

Cusinier, John, born Dec. 16, 1794, of Philbert [or Hubert] Cusinier and

Mary Maddison (Protestants), baptized Dec. 27, by Rev. M. Ennis,

sponsor Anna Lahee\

Scully, Mary, born Nov. 15, 1794, of Barnabas Scully and his wife Mary,

Catholics, baptized Dec. 29, by Rev. C. V. Keating, sponsors the priest

and Mary Randal, Catholics.

Falvey, John, born Nov. 7, 1794, of Timothy Falvey and his wife Judith,

Catholics, baptized Dec. 29, by the same, sponsors William Tully and

Margaret Burk, Catholics.

Tully, Francis, born
,
of William Tully (Catholic) and his wife

Barbara (Lutheran), baptized Dec. 29, by the same, sponsors the

priest and Christina Rees, Catholics.

Miller, David, born Dec. 14, 1794, of James Miller and his wife Mary,
Catholics, baptized Dec. 30, by the same, sponsors Philip and Mary
McGinnis, Catholics.

Canell, John, born Dec. 23, 1795 [sic, 1794, however, doubtless meant],
of Michael Carrell and his wife Bridget, Catholics, baptized Dec. 30,

by the same, sponsors John Fox and Bridget Carrell, Catholics.

Baptisms for the year: Males, 90; females, 93. Total, 183.
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SECOND SERIES OF LETTERS, A.D. 1823-1836.

TRANSLATED FROM THE ORIGINALS BY

ISABEL M. O'REILLY.

(Continued from Vol. XV, page 496.)

THIRTY-SEVENTH LETTER.

Fifteen days later May 3oth, 1829 there is a note,

consisting of only a few hurried lines, written at Bordeaux,
to M. and Madame de Bonneuil. It makes mention of its

predecessor of the i5th instant, forwarded by Madame

Dupavillon (?) M. Juston Belleville gives the archbishop
but a few moments in which to write, but happily there is

a letter from Add ready and he encloses it. The usual

greetings, and the brief note comes to an end.

BORDEAUX, le 30 Mai 1829.

MES CHERS ENFANS: Je vous ai crit le 15 par Me. Du-

pavillon. M. Juston Belleville ne me donne que quelques min-

utes. Heureusement je viens de recevoir cette lettre de notre

Adee toujours bonne, toujours digne de ses parens

+JEAN, Archev*. de Bordeaux.

THIRTY-EIGHTH LETTER.

There is an addition to the customary address on a

letter of October the sixth, 1829, from Bordeaux. Under

69
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the superscription is written: "Politesse de M. Juge,
Docteur en MeMecine," and beneath the seal these words:
"
I/Archeveque de Bordeaux prsente ses respects a

M. Bebian & lui recommende M. Juge." From the con-

tents of the letter itself we learn that the archbishop
has had advices from the de Bonneuils acknowledging his

note carried to them by M. Juston. Then some lines

are devoted to the young doctor, M. Juge, the bearer of

the present letter he is going to establish himself at

Pointe-a-pitre, and according to the testimony of the

Abbe* Trelissac and of all who know him he is a worthy
man and comes of a good family. . . . Ad6 has

gone with the Mesdames Duplessis to spend a few days
in the country with a respectable family, and the arch-

bishop is going to join them there on the morrow. For
three months he has been constantly traveling through
his diocese. His health continues good. He looks for

Ame*de*e on All Saints' day the young priest is coming
to live with his uncle. Dubourg will tell us more. "In
the midst of all these labors," we read [Life of Cardinal

Cheverus, Stewart's translation, pp. 228, 229], "the arch-

bishop received a new fellow-laborer, who was endeared
to him by more than one tie the Abbe* George, his

nephew, who, after having passed four years in the semi-

nary of St. Sulpice, at Paris, in the study of ecclesiastical

science and the practice of piety, had just been promoted
to the priesthood. His tenderness for him equaled that

of a father for his child
;
but still he made no concessions

in his favor to the claims of blood and friendship; he
chose that he should be simply a parish vicar, subject to

all the obligations of that office, without any distinction."

Glancing again to the archbishop's letter, we learn that

Sylphide's husband and two of her children are in France
M. Sonis is with his family, says the writer, and his health

has improved, whilst the two little children are charming;
a loving message goes to their mother from the archbishop.
Ade" is to make her home with the Mesdames Duplessis
and continue to have lessons from masters, etc. these
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ladies reside with "the good Abbe* Carle." The arch-

bishop sends his greetings to M. Bbian and recommends
M. Juge to him.

Madame de Bonneuil, we read in the separate note to

her, will find it a great pleasure to meet any one who
has seen Ade", and M. Sonis on his return to Guadeloupe
will make her feel almost that her little daughter is with

her. That gentleman will be in Bordeaux before he
starts for home, the archbishop hopes. That Madame
de Bonneuil considers herself in exile, and a bitter exile,

her friend, Monseigneur Cheverus, realizes; he too suffers

because of it, but as she remarks: "God's will be done."

Amid all his grandeur he can say he has great need of

resignation to the will of God; his own will would be

the retired life of Boston in the midst of his adopted
children.

BORDEAUX, le 6 8'bre 1829.

MON CHER FILS : Votre lettre & celle de Fe"licie recues il y a

trois semaines sont sans date. Vous m'y accusez la reception

de ma lettre par M. Juston.

La pr6sente vous sera remise par M. Juge (me'decin) qui va

s'e"tablir a la Pointe-a-pitre. M. I'abb6 de Trelissac & tons

ceux qui le connoissent font son e*loge. II appartient & une

famille honnete. . . . Kile (Adelaide) est allee avec

Mesdames Duplessis passer deux jours a la campagne dans une

famille respectable oil j'irai les joindre demain.

Depuis 3 mois je suis toujours en course dans mon diocese.

Ma sante se soutient. . . .

J'attends Ame'de'e a la Toussaint. II va venir se fixer chez

moi. MM. de Trelissac, Carle & Guilleux sont sensible a votre

souvenir & vous font leurs complimens respectueux. . . .

M. Sonis est dans sa famille. Sa sante" va mieux. Ses deux

petites sont charmantes. J'embrasse leur Maman qui je n'ai

pas le temps d'ecrire aujourd'hui.
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Les cheres Dames Duplessis . . . vont garder Ade chez

elles ou elle continuera d'avoir des maitres &c. Vous savez

qu'elles demeurent avec le bon Abbe" Carle. . . .

+JEAN, Archev*. de Bordeaux.

Je pre*sente mes respects a M. Bebian & lui recommande M.

Juge. Mes hommages a Madame Bebian.

MA CHERE FELICIE: Ce sera pour vous un plaisir de voir

quelqu'un qui a vu notre chere Adee & M. Sonis a son retour

vous la rendra presque present. J'espere . . . le voir

encore a Bordeaux avant son depart. . . .

Je concois, ma fille che'rie, que vous vous trouvez en exil &
dans un dur exil. J'en souffre moi-mme, je vous assure, mais

comme vous le dites : Que la volonte de Dieu soit faite. Je puis
dire qu'au milieu des grandeurs j'ai bien besoin de resignation
a la volonte" de Dieu. Ma volonte" seroit la vie privee de Boston

avec mes enfans autour de moi. . . .

+JEAN, Archeif. de Bordeaux.

This brings to a close the correspondence for the year

1829, and before entering upon that of the succeeding

year, we shall reproduce a letter given in the Boston

Republic in its issue of October 3, 1903. Our collection

does not contain any letter written by Archbishop
Cheverus from Paris during 1829, and therefore it is

especially agreeable to get a little glimpse of him from an
outside source during his residence at the French capital.

"A clear insight into this noble man's life during these

periods may be best obtained from a letter which has

never before been published. It is now in possession of

Mrs. Charles K. Bolton, of Brookline, who has kindly
allowed The Republic to use it. It was written from
Paris in 1829 by Samuel Topliff, a former well-known
native of Boston, Mrs. Bolton 's grandfather, to Mr.

(Samuel) Dorr and family. Describing a visit to Cheverus,
he says: 'I have also called on Bishop Cheverus, and
found him very affable and social. I had been told by
persons in Boston that, situated as the bishop now was,
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there would be a great deal of form and ceremony in

getting an introduction to him; but I found the reverse

to be the case. I found this third dignitary of the

kingdom in a small room of a house in the third story,
situated in an obscure passage, and dressed in a very
plain and simple manner. On inquiring at the door for

the archbishop of Bordeaux, a servant directed me to

follow him, and I was ushered immediately into the

presence of the bishop. The usual practice among
important personages is for a servant to announce the

name of the visitor and ascertain if the master will

allow him an audience, during which time he is obliged
to wait in an anteroom. Not so with this great man;
no pomp, parade or outward show of pride appeared, and
I was ushered into his room with as little show of ceremony
as into the presence of the most humble individual of the

kingdom. I spent an hour with this humble divine in

very familiar conversation, in which he more than once

expressed his great attachment for Boston, and that it

was the wish of his heart to have lived and died in that

city. Paris does not have two greater characters of

greater worth than Archbishop Cheverus and General

Lafayette,
* and I feel no little pride in having met them. ' "

With this charming portrait in our minds, we shall

take up the thread of our interrupted correspondence.

THIRTY-NINTH LETTER.

This is sent -via Havre from Bordeaux, where it was

indited on January the twentieth, 1830. The archbishop
tells M. de Bonneuil that Ad has written during his

absence from the city and sent New Year's gifts to the

family; she is well and just as sensible as a woman of

forty, etc., etc. His Grace's health is good, notwithstand-

ing the fact that for six months he has been traveling

*From the same source we learn that on this occasion Archbishop Cheverus gave
Mr. Topliff a letter of introduction to General de Lafayette. It also is m the posses-
sion of Mrs. Bolton.
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throughout his diocese almost continouusly, and he fears

he will be forced to go to Paris soon. The political

horizon is gloomy. Amede'e has been at Bordeaux since

All Saints' and is curate at the cathedral; he deserves

the love and admiration which are accorded him. Friendly
remembrances are sent by all the reverend gentlemen of

the archiepiscopal household MM. de Trelissac, Carle

and Guilleux. The writer hopes M. Sonis arrived at

Guadeloupe safe and sound. Letters are to be addressed

to Bordeaux. Since Christmas the weather has been

bitterly cold (a la Boston), but happily it is thawing at

the time he writes. The distress (among the poor) is

dreadful.

In the opening lines of Madame de Bonneuil's note it

is said she surely remembers their mutual New Year's

wishes given in Boston, at Mr. Boylston's little country

place (campagne). "Happy days," exclaims the man
whom the king delights to honor.

Dubourg, speaking of the visitation alluded to in the

foregoing letter, and of similar ones made by the arch-

bishop of Bordeaux at an earlier period, discourses thus :

[pp. 224, 225] "This was generally in the winter season,

a time when the people, less occupied with the labors of

the field, could most conveniently attend to religious

exercises; and the journey then became sometimes

exceedingly uncomfortable. He was obliged to expose
himself to excessive cold, enough to appall the most

intrepid courage, to face an icy wind sweeping unob-

structed over that uncultivated part of his diocese which
borders on the sea." Here the biographer introduces a

foot-note which is precisely applicable to our matter:

"In January, 1830, the archbishop traveled through the

Landes, in Gascony, when the mercury stood below zero

(Fahrenheit)." Then he goes on to say: "But no per-
sonal consideration could deter Archbishop Cheverus, or

induce him to choose a more pleasant season for his

visitation. 'That which would be most comfortable for

me,' said he, 'would be most inconvenient for the poor
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people; I must take the time that suits them best.' . . .

Yet, in the midst of the physical sufferings which the

archbishop had to endure in his journeys, he never com-

plained ;
and when others seemed to pity him, he answered

them with some good-natured pleasantry, and was always
as cheerful as if he had not suffered at all; or he turned

the conversation upon the poor, who, without fire, thinly

clad, and miserably fed, deserved, he said, all our com-

passion."

BORDEAUX, le 20 Janvier 1830.

MON CHER FILS: Notre Ade"e vous a crit & a envoye" des

e"trennes pendant que j'e"tois en tourne'e. J'envoye done celle-ci

par le Havre & nous vous e"crirons de nouveau d'ici. .

Ade*e est toute bonne & toute aimable. Kile s'ap-

plique & elle est raisonable comme une femme de 40 ans. . . .

Ma sante" se soutient. Depuis 6 mois j'ai 6te" en tourne'e dans

mon diocese presque sans interruption, et je crains d'etre bientdt

oblige" d'aller a Paris. 1,'horison politique est sombre.

Ame'de'e est avec moi depuis la Toussaint. II remplit les

fonctions de Vicaire a la Cathedrale. On 1'aime & Ton admire.

II me'rite 1'un & 1'autre. II vous offre son tendre respect. . . .

MM. de Trelissac, Carle, Guilleux vous offrent leurs voeux &
leurs respects. . . .

+JEAN, Archetf. de Bordeaux.

J'espere que M. Sonis est arrive" sain & sauf. . . . Ad-

dressez toujours vos lettres a Bordeaux. Nous avons eu depuis

Noel un froid bostonais ( ?) Heureusement il dgele. La misere

est affreuse.

MA CHERE FELICIE : II vous souvient (le coeur n'oublie point)

des souhaits de bonne anne a Boston, a la petite campagne
de M. Boylston. Heureux jours. . . .

+JEAN.

Respects a M. & Me
. Bebian.
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FORTIETH LETTER.

More than four months elapse before we again hear

from the archbishop, for the next letter in our possession

is written at Bordeaux on the thirtieth of May, 1830. He

speaks of having written on April the thirteenth, but

there is no communication of that date extant. This one

of May the thirtieth is to be carried to M. de Bonneuil by
a M. Segoud (?), who will take his departure the following

morning; it shall be left to him to tell all details of

Adelaide, as her reverend godfather begins occasionally

to call her, and of the political aspect in France. The

archbishop has met M. de Bonneuil's relative, M. Bruge-
loue (?), who goes with M. Segoud to Guadeloupe, and

who like him appears to be a fine man. The prelate's

health is good, but he would so wish to be just the
"
dear

little bishop," the dear little Papa of Boston. Honors

are indeed a heavy burden, and place one in a very

dangerous position.

There is a little minor chord struck in the admission

made to Madame de Bonneuil by the archbishop that he

is somewhat tired and hurried but he will write soon

again; and in the signature, "the little and old Papa
Jean."

BORDEAUX, le 30 Mai 1830.

MON CHER FILS: Votre derniere est celle du 25 Janvier.

J'y ai repondu le 13 Avril. M. Segoud (?) part demain matin.

. . . Je lui Iaiss6 les details sur Ad, sur notre situation en

France &c. . . . J'ai vu aussi votre parent M. Brugeloue (?)

qui part avec lui & qui paroit aussi un brave homme. . . .

Je suis inquiet de votre sante\ La mienne est bonne mais je

voudrois bien n'etre que le dear little Bishop, le cher petit Papa
de Boston. Les grandeurs sont un fardeau bien pesant & une

situation bien dangereuse. . . .

+JEAN.
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MA CHERE FELICIE: . . . Je suis un peu fatigue" &
pressed Je vous e"crirai de nouveau en peu. . . .

Le petit & vieux Papa,

4- JEAN.

FORTY-FIRST LETTER.

August the eighth of this year, that is 1830, gives us a
few lines written at Bordeaux very hurriedly, because
M. Lahens allows the archbishop but a moment. Fortu-

nately there is ready a letter from Adele a new varia-

tion of the familiar name of Add; "the parents are told

not to be uneasy on her account, nor about the arch-

bishop, for he is loved, and they (the authorities) give
him no trouble. 'Let us pray for one another,' he says.
In a few days he will write again."

BORDEAUX, le 8 AoAt 1830.

MON FILS BIEN-AIM, MA FiLLE CH&RiE: Je recus hier vos

cheres lettres du 3 Juillet. M. Lahens ne me donne qu'un
moment. Heureusement j'ai une lettre d'Adele. Soyez sans

inquietude pour ce qui la concerne, & aussi par rapport a moi.

On m'aime, & on ne me trouble pas. Prions les uns pour les

autres. . . .

+JEAN.
Je vous e"crirai de nouveau dans quelques jours.

As the above letter is the latest we have before the

stormy days of the Revolution of 1830 (we do not count
the note of August eighth, in which no reference is made
to public affairs), spoken of, as we shall see, in its suc-

cessor, we cannot refrain from introducing here an
incident in the archbishop's career given in Dubourg,
but not alluded to by our correspondent. No date is

mentioned in connection with it, but we cannot go far

astray in ascribing it approximately to this period. The

biographer [Dubourg, Life of Cardinal Cheverus (Stewart's
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translation), pp. 229 et seq.] tells of the pleasure the arch-

bishop of Bordeaux experienced in a visit from his old

school-fellow and friend at the seminary of St. Magloire,
the Abbe* Maccarthy, now a Jesuit and a celebrated

preacher, and then proceeds: "While Archbishop Che-

verus, in the retirement of his diocese, abandoned himself

with delight to the sweet intercourse 0f friendship, he
was not forgotten at court; and Charles the Tenth

delighted in giving him tokens of his esteem and confi-

dence. . . . This year, 1830, he added to this title

[that of Counselor of State, which, as we have stated

elsewhere, was bestowed upon him in November, 1828]
one of the most honorable which a king of France can

confer; he appointed him a commander of the Order of

the Holy Ghost; and this appointment, which was con-

ferred at the same time on Monseigneur de Quelen, arch-

bishop of Paris, was the last made by Charles the Tenth.

M. de Peyronnet, then minister of the interior, was com-
missioned to announce this honorable promotion to

Archbishop Cheverus, and he did it with the more pleasure
because he loved and esteemed him. More than once he
had opened to him his heart, with the most unreserved

confidence and friendship, and was always heard with
tender interest, favored with judicious counsel, and found
consolation under the severe afflictions that often wrung
his heart. Alas ! he did not then foresee all those troubles

with which the future was so soon to overwhelm him.
'The Blue Ribbon,' he said in his letter to the archbishop,
'will add nothing to your virtue and merit; but it will

prove that the king is acquainted with them, values them,
and delights to do honor to them.' The archbishop
received this notice with gratitude for the kindness of

the king, but with indifference as it regarded himself

personally. His mind was at that time wholly intent on
the storm which he saw gathering over France

;
he looked

forward with apprehension to the moment when it would
burst upon his country; and this apprehension cast a
shade of sadness over his soul which prevented him from
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giving himself up to any enjoyment.
' We have,' said he,

'fallen upon such evil days, society is in a state of such
fearful crisis, that every sentiment of charity must be
dead before we can be moved by personal interests.

Public misfortunes alone ought to affect us.'"

We shall now resume our summary of the archbishop's
letters.

FORTY-SECOND LETTER.

"I have received your letter of July the third," writes

the Archbishop Cheverus at Bordeaux on September the

eighteenth, 1830, to M. de Bonneuil. "How much has

happened since that date." Then he goes on to say he

is anxious to hear from his friend, and would give much
to know that peace reigned in the colonies. In consider-

ing what has passed, the archbishop remarks, he is

astounded at their present state of tranquillity. It is to

be hoped that the existing government will become

strengthened, for republicanism, that is to say, anarchy,
threatens. His personal safety, the writer assures his

friend, has not been compromised, nor has that of his

clergy; the authorities, etc., have shown him respect and
consideration. Tired of seeing himself lauded and kept

prominently before the public by the press, the prelate
felt himself in duty bound to publish a declaration, a

copy of which he says he encloses, although they may
have seen it in the newspapers; "it had produced a good
effect both within his diocese and elsewhere." Here we
shall take up Dubourg, and from his pages gather a

more extended view of the situation at that epoch.
"Amidst the troubles that agitated France," ... we
read [pp. 233 et seq.] . . . the archbishop of Bordeaux

first signalized his wisdom by the peace he maintained

throughout his diocese, and the perfect tranquillity which

his priests, without exception, were enabled to enjoy, as

in the most prosperous times. The new authorities estab-
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lished at Bordeaux, like the former, their predecessors,

entertaining that respect for him which was the common
sentiment with men of different opinions, as well as of

all classes, esteemed it an honor and a duty to consult

him and act in concert with him. The archbishop

responded to these manifestations of good-will by cour-

teous conduct, and endeavored to turn to the advantage
of religion the consideration and respect that were felt

for him personally. . . . Hence resulted this remark-

able consequence, that, while the rest of France was in

a state of agitation and disturbance, and in almost every

part of it the very earth seemed to tremble beneath men's

feet, the diocese of Bordeaux continued always quiet and

peaceable, its clergy honored and respected, and its arch-

bishop venerated and beloved by all. . . .

"Archbishop Cheverus was held in the same high con-

sideration at Paris as at Bordeaux; great respect was
there paid to his opinions, and his influence was powerful.
Reserved as he was, and little disposed to put himself

forward, or to mingle in affairs that were not immediately
connected with the duties of his office, he availed himself

but little of this influence; but when he did exert it, it

was almost always with success, for the good of the

Church and the benefit of religion. It is well known
that in the commencement of the revolution it was

proposed to require of priests in office, as well as of public

functionaries, the oath of fidelity to the new government.*
On the first hint of this intention that reached the arch-

bishop of Bordeaux, he hastened to write to an influential

person, convinced him that this measure was alike

impolitic and disastrous; that it would embarrass the

government, disturb the clergy, and alarm the people;
and the consequence would be a division like that of the

priests who took and those who declined taking the oath

in the time of the first revolution.
'

I will be answerable
for my clergy,

'

said he,
'

if the oath is not demanded ;
but

*This statement is repeated by M. Blavien, in Le Cardinal de Cheverus, No. 199
des Contemporains, p. 13.
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if it is, I will answer for nothing.' This letter was sub-

mitted to the inspection of the king, and was effectual.

It was immediately decreed that the oath should not be

demanded; and the archbishop of Bordeaux had the

consolation of having rendered an immense service to

the Church of France, by preventing all the evils that

would have resulted from exacting the oath.

"The high consideration in which Archbishop Cheverus

was everywhere held inspired many members of the gov-
ernment with the idea and the wish of reinstating him in

the dignity of a peer of France, and associating him with

the new order of things. It appears, even, that the

deputies of the department of the Gironde had earnestly

solicited for him the honors of office
;
and the archbishop

had every reason to fear that he should be forced from

his retreat. He had already been sounded on this subject,

and, fearing lest the manifestation of reluctance on his

part would not suffice to prevent all the designs that

might be formed in relation to him, he wished to put a

stop at once to all these attempts, and published in the

journals of the capital a solemn declaration, in which he

announced his firm determination to accept of no office

in the state, and to live and die in the midst of his flock,

aloof from the career of politics, wholly devoted to his

ministry of peace, of charity, and of union." Here the

text of the aforesaid declaration is given in a foot-note:

"Without approving the exclusion pronounced against

the peers created by Charles the Tenth, I rejoice to find

myself removed from a political career, and have firmly

resolved not to return to it, nor to accept of any situation

or office. My desire is to remain in the midst of my flock,

and there continue to exercise a ministry of charity, of

peace, and of union. I shall preach submission to the

government, and set the example of it; and my clergy

and myself will never cease to pray, with the people of

our charge, for the prosperity of our beloved country.

"'I feel more and more attached to the inhabitants of

Bordeaux; I thank them for the friendship they have
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testified towards me. It is the wish of my heart to live

and die among them; but without any other titles than

those of their archbishop and their friend.
'"

JOHN, Archbishop of Bordeaux.

"'Bordeaux, August 19, 1830.'"

The archbishop shall again tell his own story as we
were reading it in our forty-second letter. Towards the

conclusion thereof he says it is unnecessary to tell M.
de Bonneuil that if anything should happen (which he
does not at all expect), and whatever happens, he will

watch over Ade* with paternal care and tenderness. He
is always hoping that the next year will bring him the

opportunity to see his friend from Guadeloupe.

| Expressions of solicitude lest the political troubles

have extended to the colonies are found in the note to

Madame de Bonneuil; and there are a few words from
Ade* saying that she dined with the archbishop that day.
Now it is time to transcribe the original :

BORDEAUX, le 18 fbre 1830.

MON CHER FILS: J'ai recu votre lettre du 3 Juillet. Depuis
cette epoque que d'e'vene'mens ! Vous les connoissez dans ce

moment. Qu'il me tarde d'apprendre que vous etes tran-

quilles! Que ne donnerois-je pas pour avoir de vos cheres

nouvelles? . . .

En considerant ce qui s'est passe", je suis emerveille* de notre

tranquillit6 actuelle. II est bien a souhaiter que le gouvernement
actuel acquiere de la force, car la republique, c. a. d. (c'est-a-

dire), 1'anarchie nous menacent.

Ma surete" personelle, ni celle de mon clerge n'ont e"te com-

promises ici. Les autorites &c. m'ont temoigne du respect &
des egards. Fatigue de me voir prone" & mis en avant dans les

papiers publics, je crus devoir publier la declaration ci-jointe.

Elle a produit un bon effet dans, & hors de, mon diocese. Vous
1'avez peut-etre vu dans les Gazettes. . . .

Je n'ai pas besoin de vous dire que si, (ce que je ne crois pas),
il arrivoit quelque chose & quelque chose qui arrive, je veillerai
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avec une attention & une tendresse paternelle sur notre chere

Adee. J'espere toujours que 1'annie prochaine . . . je
vous serrerai dans mes bras. . . .

+ JEAN, Archev*. de Bordeaux.

"J'ai dine aujourd'hui chez notre bon grand papa. . . .

"Votre tendrefille,

DE BONNEUIL."

MA CHERE FihjciE: J'aime a croire que vous n'avez rien

dprouve" a la Guadeloupe. . . . Le Bon-Dieu veille sur

nous, il vous protegera. II me tarde bien d'avoir de vos

nouvelles. . . .

+JEAN.

FORTY-THIRD LETTER.

The words "par Victoire" are an addition to the usual

address on a letter of December the eleventh, 1830,
wherein the archbishop mentions that both he and Add
wrote two weeks before by a M. Villac, but the writer

suspects that owing to the bad weather the gentleman

may not yet have sailed. The monseigneur's letter thus

mentioned is not in our portfolio. Accounts have
reached Bordeaux that twins, named Fernand and

Felicie, have been added to the family de Bonneuil; we
learn also that Mademoiselle Duplessis was married on
October 23d last to a M. Balazue, who occupied the

position of paymaster of the treasury (payeur du tr/sor)

Sit Montauban when M. de Bonneuil was there, after-

wards at Beauvois, and finally at Toulouse, whither he

has now gone with his wife, and two children of his first

marriage; he is an estimable man, but he is in very bad
health. The archbishop reiterates the statement that

Bordeaux is peaceful enough, and he hopes it may stay

so, if there be no war, but in his episcopal city, as in the

colonies, commerce is in a state of great depression, and
there is much consequent misery. The good and vener-
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able Abb Carle continues to reside with Madame
Duplessis; he is fond of Ade and very good to her he,

MM. de Trelissac, Guilleux, Gase (?) and Ame'dee' unite

in friendly greeting to M. de Bonneuil.

We fail to discern any items of general interest in the

notes of same date as above to Madame de Bonneuil from
the archbishop and Ade*.

BORDEAUX, le n Dtcembre 1830.

MON CHER FILS: J'ai recu le 4 ce mois votre lettre du 24

7'bre. . . . Les deux jumeaux sont peut-etre destines par
la bonne Providence a etre vos batons de veillesse.

Notre Ad vous ecrivoit ainsi que moi par M. Villac il y a

quinze jours. Je doute que le mauvais temps lui ait encore

permis de mettre en mer. . . .

. . . Je vous ai desja mand que Mile (Duplessis) avoit

epouse le 23 8'bre dernier M. Balazue (?) payeur du tresor a

Montauban lorsque vous y etiez, ensuite payeur a Beauvoir &
enfin a Toulouse ou il vient de se rendre avec sa femme & les

deux enfans de sa premiere epouse. C'est un digne homme,
mais il est d'une bien mauvaise sante\ . . .

Nous sommes ici assez tranquilles & j'espere que nous con-

tinuerons de I'etre, si il y a point de guerre, mais ici comme
dans les colonies le commerce est dans un etat de grande souf-

france & il y a bien de la misere. . . .

+ JEAN, Archeif. de Bordeaux.

Le bon & venerable Abbe Carle continue de demeurer avec

Mme. Duplessis. II a beaucoup d'amitie & de bonte pour notre

aimable Ade. Lui, MM. de Tr61issac, Guilleux, Gase (?) &c.

vous presentent leurs respects. J'allois oublier Amede'e qui vous

est toujours bien attache. . . .

FORTY-FOURTH LETTER.

The brevity of a communication written on December
the twenty-fourth, 1830, is accounted for by the facts
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that the captain who is to carry it leaves the next morn-

ing, and that the archbishop is writing on Christmas Eve,
when he is necessarily much occupied. He hopes his

preceding letters have served to reassure his friend.

Up to the present time His Grace of Bordeaux has had
no trouble, and they give him the assurance that all

continues peaceable at Guadeloupe. Newspapers will

give M. de Bonneuil the news; the archbishop knows no
more than they. "We are in the hands of God," he

trustfully ejaculates. Madame Le Jariel, a sister of

Monseigneur Cheverus, died on the eleventh instant of a

stroke of apoplexy, and her son Augustin is with his

reverend uncle at Bordeaux. Amedee is going to Maine

the day after Christmas. All M. de Bonneuil's acquaint-
ances send their regards to him.

BORDEAUX, le 24 X'bre 1830.

MON FILS BIEN-AIME; & MA FILLE CHRIE :

C'est aujourd'hui la veille de Noel. Je suis bien occup6 &
le Capitaine part demain matin. . . .

Mes precedentes vous auront, je 1'espere, tranquillise. On ne

m'a point troubte jusqu'a present. On m'assure que vous

continuez d'etre tranquilles a la Guadeloupe. . . .

Les gazettes vous diront les nouvelles. Je n'en sais pas plus

qu'elles. Nous sommes entre les mains de Dieu.

Ma soeur Le Jariel est morte d'une apoplexie foudroyante le

il de ce mois. Son fils Augustin est chez moi. Amedee part

pour le Maine apres demain. Eux & ceux de nos Messieurs qui

vous connoissent vous presentent leurs respects. . . .

+ JEAN.

FORTY-FIFTH LETTER.

The year 1831 opens with a letter dated January the

sixteenth. In it Archbishop Cheverus communicates the

intelligence that he continues to enjoy good health, but
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that M. de Bonneuil can realize what a painful and
delicate position is his in present circumstances; yet he
has no personal grievance to complain of, and he thanks

heaven that he has been relieved of his peerage his

words seem to describe this loss of position in a more
forcible way he thanks heaven for having been dS-

pairisS depeered, if we may coin the word as he appears
to have done, for we do not find it in any dictionary;

yet we use debarred when we wish to say that a lawyer
is no longer permitted to practice his profession at court.

In Appleton's New American Cyclopaedia the incident is

given thus: [Art. CHEVERUS] "On the revolution of July
he lost his rank as peer of France, and declined receiving
it back at the hands of Louis Philippe." The archbishop
next asks the question, will he have the happiness to

welcome M. de Bonneuil during the course of that year?
It is impossible to foresee or be sure of anything; mon-

seigneur lives from day to day, he says, and is grateful
to God for the tranquillity that they have up to the

present time enjoyed at Bordeaux. The announcement
of Mademoiselle Duplessis' marriage to M. Belazue is

repeated, and it is said that this alliance secures her, if

not a fortune, at least a competence ; they are at Toulouse.

M. Balazue, though a worthy man, is in such ill-health

that his position of paymaster of the department is very
precarious. We hear again likewise of the death by
apoplexy of Madame Le Jariel, of whom her brother, the

archbishop, says feelingly: "She was, and I trust is, a

saint."

BORDEAUX, le 16 Janvier 1831.

MON CHER FILS I

Ma sante* se soutient. Vous concevez combien ma situation

est pe"nible & delicate. Du reste je n'ai a me plaindre d'aucune

vexation personelle & je benis le Ciel d'avoir ete dJpairise.

Vous embrasserai je cette annee-ci? On ne petit rien prevoir
ri rien assurer. Je vie au jour la join-ne'e & remercie le Bon-
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Dieu de la tranquillite dont nous jouissons jusqu'a present a

Bordeaux.

Nos prece"dentes vous ont appris le manage de Mile. Duplessis.

M. Balazue est un digne homme & ceci assure un sort a sa

femme, ou aumoins le ne"cessaire. Us sont a Toulouse. Le

pauvre Balazue est bien infirme& sa place depayeur du D6parte-
ment bien pre"caire.

Adieu, mon cher fils, mon excellent & digne ami. . . .

+ JEAN.
MA FILLE CHRIE :

Je vous ai mande le 24X'bre que le 1 1 du mememois Madame
Le Jariel ma soeur a e*te enlevee a sa famille par une apoplxie

foudroyante. C'etoit (& c'est j'espere) une Sainte.

FORTY-SIXTH LETTER.

February yth, 1831, gives us a note in which Arch-

bishop Cheverus avers that there is nothing new since he

last wrote; he knows no more of public affairs than they
can learn from the public journals. His friends, M. and

Madame de Bonneuil, he says, can understand that his

position is exceedingly painful and difficult, but such is

the will of God, and he must be submissive. Tidings

from the Guadeloupe family are looked for anxiously by
the devoted writer; that the island colony is in great

distress he knows, but is it at peace?

BORDEAUX, le 7 FZvrier 1831.

MON FILS BIEN-AIM & MA FILLE CHEIRIE : Vos dernieres sont

toujours celles du 23 7'bre & une autre sans date . . .

recues le 4 & le 8 X'bre. . . . Rien de nouveau depuis cette

6poque. . . .

Vous sentez qu'une situation comme la mienne est bien

penible & bien e"pineuse. La Providence 1'a voulu. II faut se
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soumettre. Je vous renvoye aux gazettes. Je ne sais rien que
ce qu'elles contiennent.

II me tarde bien de recevoir de vos cheres nouvelles. Vous
devez etre dans la detresse, mais aumoins etes-vous tranquilles?

-I- JEAN.

FORTY-SEVENTH LETTER.

Public events are alluded to by our archbishop in his

letter of March 8th, 1831, only to exclaim: "May God

preserve us from war ! Everybody concurs in the opinion
that the situation is most critical." Bordeaux is still

tranquil, and its metropolitan continues to be treated

with esteem. More intimate personal matters make up
the remaining substance of the pages : a recently received

letter from Guadeloupe has announced the birth of twins

to M. and Madame de Bonneuil; since the marriage of

Mademoiselle Duplessis the Abbe Carle desired to live

alone, and in consequence Madame Duplessis and Ade
are now making their home with Les Dames de la Reunion,
an arrangement which was greatly desired by these

religious and highly approved of by His Grace. Madame
Duplessis and Ade* are not subject to the rules of the

community. The fare is excellent, and they are served

in a private dining-room, having only one elderly lady at

the table with them; madame and her beloved charge
were not willing to be separated, and after Ade leaves

Madame Duplessis could not keep house. There is a

hope that M. de Bonneuil will be able to come to France

during the present year. For two months the Abbe*

George has been in Maine, but is looked for in a few days.
Messieurs de Trelissac, Guilleux and Carle desire to be
remembered to M. de Bonneuil.

BORDEAUX, le 8 Mars 1831.

MON CHER FILS: . . . Je recus aussi le 4 & le 8 X'bre
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vos lettres du 23 y'bre & celle du mois d'Octobre qui m'annon-

coit la naissance des jumeaux. . . .

Depuis le mariage de Mile. Duplessis, 1'Abbe Carle a desire"

vivre seul a son menage. Les Dames de la Reunion, commu-
naute respectable, veulent bien prendre en pension Madame

Duplessis & notre chere Ade. Biles ne sont point assujetties

a la regie de la communaute". Elles sont servies dans un salon

a part, sont tres bien nourries & n'ont a leur table qu'une vieille

dame bien respectable. J'ai (beaucoup) approuve cet arrange-

ment. Madame Duplessis & Ade"e ne vouloient se separer & apres
le depart d'Ade"e Madame Duplessis n'auroit pu tenir maison.

Je puis done esperer d'avoir le bonheur de vous serrer dans

mes bras. Veuille le Seigneur nous pre"server de la guerre!

Tous conviennent que nous sommes dans une situation bien

critique.

Bordeaux est tranquille & on n'a pas cesse de me te"moigner

des e*gards.

L'Abbe" George est dans le Maine depuis 2 mois. Je 1'attends

ici dans quelques jours. Me. Duplessis, MM. de Trelissac,

Guilleux, Carle veulent que je ne les oublie pas aupres de vous.

+JEAN.

FORTY-EIGHTH LETTER.

After the customary recapitulation of letters received

and sent, with which that of April i3th, 1831, opens,

Archbishop Cheverus continues :

" We are tranquil. Lent

passed as usual. Peace is anticipated, and the public

funds have advanced." Hence he hopes to have M.

de Bonneuil with him soon, and we have an attractive

description of the young daughter who joyfully awaits

his coming : she is worthy the love of the best of fathers
;

he will find her all that he can desire amiable, good,

with plenty of common sense and cleverness, and pos-

sessed of a charming face and figure. The desire of the

Abbe Carle to live alone, and the consequent removal of
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Madame Duplessis and Ade" to apartments at the convent

of Les Dames de la Reunion, is told again. There Ade"'s

masters will go to continue her lessons. She and Madame
Duplessis dined with the archbishop the day before that

on which he writes, and they all drank to the health of

the far-distant family. The Abbe* George has returned

from his two months' visit to Maine, and reports that all

the relations there are well. Another nephew of M.
de Cheverus, Augustin, son of his sister, Madame I^e Jariel,

who died of apoplexy on December i2th, is now at

Bordeaux, and joins with the Abbe* George, MM. de

Trelissac, Carle and Guilleux in sending kindly messages
to M. de Bonneuil. His Grace hears that Martinique is

in a state of siege, and hopes that peace reigns at Guade-

loupe, though he longs for some assurance that such is

the case. (The signature is simply his name preceded by
the cross.)

In a note to Madame de Bonneuil, bearing the same
date as the above, of which it forms a part, Monseigneur
Cheverus exclaims what happiness it would give him
could he see the mother and her eight little ones. The
ninth is with him, and ere long he will also have M.
de Bonneuil. We gather that Ade* is to go home with
her father back to Guadeloupe. The child often re-

minds the archbishop, he asserts, of Felicie as he knew
her in the' old Boston days. "Would that we were all

there still," he says in conclusion. And with the memory
of those pleasant days comes again the old-time familiar

and simple signature.

BORDEAUX, le 13 Avril 1831.

MON FILS BIEN-AIM6:

Nous sommes tranquilles. I/e careme s'est passe" comme a

1'ordinaire. On espere la paix & les fonds publics sont en

hausse. J'espere done avoir le bonheur de vous serrer bientot

dans mes bras paternels. Vous trouverez votre chere fille digne
de toute la tendresse du meilleur des peres. Elle est reellement
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tout ce qu'on pourroit desirer, aimable, bonne, beaucoup de

bon sens & d'esprit, d'une figure & d'une tournure charmantes.

Me. Duplessis en est enchante*e.

Depuis le manage de Mile. Duplessis, le cher Abbe" Carle a

desire vivre seul. Madame Duplessis d'apres mon avis a pris

un appartement chez les Dames de la Reunion (Cbmmunaute*

religieux). Biles y sont parfaitement. Elles sont servies a

part (& tres bien) avec une autre dame age*e & respectable.

Les maitres d'Ade*e continuent de venir lui donner des lecons.

Madame Duplessis & elle ont hier dine" chez moi & nous avons

bu a votre saute*.

L'Abbe" George a e*te" passer deux mois dans sa famille qu'il

a laissee en bonne saute*. Je vous ai mande* la mort de ma
soeur Le Jariel qu'une attaque d'apople*xie enleva le 12 X'bre.

Son fils Augustin est chez moi & se joint a son cousin & a MM.
de Trelissac, Carle, Guilleux pour vous presenter ses complimens

respectueux.

On nous annonce que la Martinique est en e*tat de sie"ge.

J'espere que vous serez tranquilles a la Guadeloupe. II me
tarde d'en etre assure*.

Mon excellent ami, mon cher fils, je vous presse centre mon
coeur. II est a vous.

+JEAN.

BORDEAUX, le 13 Avril 1831.

MA CHERE FuciE : Quel bonheur si je pouvois embrasser &
caresser la maman & ses huit enfans! Aumoins j'embrasse ici

la neuvieme au nom de tous & bient6t le cher Papa sera aussi

dans mes bras paternels. . . . L'espdrance de son prochain

retour & de celui de votre chere fille vous soutiendra. . . .

Elle (Adee) me rappele souvent ma Felicie de Boston. Que n'y

sommes nous encore ! . . .

+JEAN.

FORTY-NINTH LETTER.

Here, in the letter of May isth, 1831, the usual order

is reversed; the opening note is indited to Madame
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de Bonneuil, and the second, the accompanying one, to

M. de Bonneuil. This is to be accounted for by the fact

that Archbishop Cheverus supposes that the dear
" Vernou "

may be already on his way to France. Things
are peaceable enough at Bordeaux, we read, and they are

given the assurance that a like tranquil condition endures

at Guadeloupe ; nevertheless, he is not free from solicitude.

If Monsienr de Bonneuil has been obliged to defer his

voyage to France, the archbishop need not assure him,
the gentle Cheverus writes, that he will continue to care

for Ade*. It is the Archbishop of Bordeaux who signs this

letter.

M. de Bonneuil is told in his portion of the joint epistle

that Monseigneur Cheverus is longing to see him, yet he

sometimes doubts if his friend has been able to come and
if he should leave his family. Our archbishop entertains

the hope that there will not be any war, especially
not with England, which is the only one that could

interfere with free navigation and would affect the

colonies. A recapitulation of dates of letters sent and
received concludes the note.

BORDEAUX, le 15 Mai 1831.

MA CHERE FiviciE : Votre derniere & celle du cher fils sont

du 12 Janvier, recues le 5 Mars. Je suppose qu'il est en mer
& que bientot il sera dans mes bras paternels. . . .

Je sais combien cette separation doit vous couter, mais

1'espoir de le voir bient6t, de voir avec lui votre bonne &
aimable Adee vous soutiendra, je 1'espere, & je le demande au

Bon-Dieu.

Nous sommes assez tranquilles a Bordeaux & on nous assure

que vous etes tranquilles a la Guadeloupe. Je suis neanmoins

inquiet. J'esperois recevoir des lettres par differens batimens

qui sont arrives ici. N'en recevant point, je conclus que le

cher Bonneuil vient en apporter lui-meme. Je joins ici un petit

mot pour lui, dans le cas oft cette lettre le trouveroit encore a

la Guadeloupe. Si il croit devoir differer son voyage, je n'ai pas
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besoin de vous dire que Grandpapa continuera ses soins a

sa chere petite fille. . . .

+ JEAN, Archcve
. de Bordeaux.

BORDEAUX, 15 Mai 1831.

MON CHER FILS : Comme il me tarde de vous presser centre

mon coeur! Quelquefois je doute que vous veniez & que vous

puissiez laisser votre famille. J'ai espoir qu'il n'y aura pas de

guerre, surtout avec 1'Angleterre, la seule qui empecheroit la

libre navigation & affecteroit les colonies.

J'attends de vos nouvelles & surtout je vous attends avec

bien de Timpatience. . . .

+ JEAN.

FIFTIETH LETTER.

We observe that this letter, like many of its prede-

cessors, retains enough of the red wax with which it was
sealed to show that it bore no device. The date is

May 28th, 1831, and the missive is to be carried by
Captain Rabeau, an uncle of Madame Benquey, who is

counted among the archbishop's friends. The same

gentleman will bring back their answering letters. M. de

Bonneuil, we find, is not coming to Bordeaux until the

following year, which delay is much regretted by the

archbishop, though he realizes how nearly impossible it

would be for M. de Bonneuil to leave his family under

existing circumstances. His Grace will try to console

Ade for the disappointment, and is sure she will profit

of the additional time to improve in her studies. At
Bordeaux things continue to be peaceable, and church

functions, sermons, processions, go on as heretofore. The

departmental officials (Le Conseil de De*partement) have

granted M. de Cheverus a supplementary eight thousand

francs, as on preceding years, and the generous heart

needs it, for the number of the poor and the unfortunate,

he remarks, actually overwhelms him.
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We shall here turn aside for a moment from the letter,

in order to throw a side-light on the subjects alluded to

in its closing paragraph. First, anent the freedom

accorded for the practice of religion, we find the Abbe

Dubourg commenting thus:*
"

. . . Amidst the

troubles that agitated France at the commencement of

this period,! . . . the archbishop of Bordeaux first sig-

nalized his wisdom by the peace he maintained throughout
his diocese, and the perfect tranquillity which his priests,

without exception, were enabled to enjoy, as in the tnost

prosperous times. The new authorities established at

Bordeaux, like the former, entertaining that profound
respect for him which was the common sentiment with

men of different opinions, as well as of all classes, esteemed
it an honor and a duty to consult him and act in concert

with him. The archbishop responded to these manifesta-

tions of good-will by courteous conduct, and endeavored
to turn to the advantage of religion the consideration and

respect that were felt for him personally. The best

understanding subsisted, at least subsequently to 1831,
between the authorities and him, as well as among the

different authorities themselves. A more entire union,
a more perfect concurrence of views and of efforts to do

good, could not be desired; and the archbishop was the

soul of this harmony, the bond of this union, and the

centre of all hearts. Hence resulted this remarkable

consequence, that, while the rest of France was in a
state of agitation and disturbance, and in almost every
part of it the very earth seemed to tremble beneath men's

feet, the diocese of Bordeaux continued always quiet and

peaceable, its clergy honored and respected, and its

archbishop venerated and beloved by all. All measures,
even in the slightest degree important to the public good,
were adopted in concert with him. He was summoned to

deliberate upon them, and requested to preside at the

meetings. All affairs, in which any of the clergy were

* Life of Cardinal Cheverus, p. 223, Stewart's translation.

tThe Revolution of July, 1830.
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interested or involved, were referred entirely to his

decision; he was the final judge and arbiter of them; so

great was the fear of paining him by giving pain to -his

clergy, or by the adoption of any measure that might be

unpleasant to him.

"But there was one thing in Archbishop Cheverus

which commanded esteem, confidence and veneration;

namely, that a boundless charity, which embraced in the

same love men of all opinions, constituted his only

political creed. It never entered his mind that we should

love any one the less because his opinions or views were

different from our own, as if on that account he ceased to

be our brother in Jesus Christ, or were not comprehended
in the grand precept, 'Love one another as I have loved

you.' He also treated with equal kindness men of all

parties; he regarded them only as members of his diocese,

as brethren and friends; and it was his happiness to see

men of all opinions meet as brethren at his own table, or

at the house of his priests in his pastoral circuits. On
these occasions, like his exemplar, St. John, he repeated to

them his favorite maxim,
'

Let us love one another. If our

minds are divided in opinion, let all our hearts be joined
in the sentiment of mutual charity; let us be united.'

No one could help loving politics like these, derived

wholly from the Gospel; and, in reality, Archbishop
Cheverus had no other.

"
Because he had passed twenty-seven years in America,

happy and tranquil under a republican government,
which declared him one of its best citizens, many believed

him to be the partisan of liberal political institutions ;
but

Archbishop Cheverus never indulged in theories of his

own upon the best form of government; he considered

these deep social problems as placed far above the reach

of his understanding, and he professed to know nothing
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about them.* In practice, he adhered to the general

principle followed by the Church in all ages, of respecting
the government under which he lived, whatever it might
be, and of maintaining, as far as possible, friendly relations

with it,t because religion and society suffer from the

disunion of these two powers as much as they gain by
their agreement. Besides, conceiving that, as bishop, he

ought to be the pastor, the father and the friend of all,

since he was called to labor for the salvation of all, he

wished to merge his political character, that he might
appear only in that of a friend. Hence the silence always
observed at the archiepiscopal palace respecting politics;

he never spoke of them himself, nor suffered them to be

mentioned in his presence. . . .

"What the Archbishop of Bordeaux practiced so well

himself, he endeavored on all occasions to inculcate

upon his priests. 'We are permitted to regret,' he said

to them; 'we are obliged to give an account of our

affections only to God, and the heart is a sanctuary into

which men have no right to look; but we are responsible
for our actions and our words. Let us be watchful, there-

fore, that we neither do nor say anything which may be
laid hold upon. The clergy,' he went on to say, 'should

keep themselves far from all political party spirit, that

they may be in a condition to fulfill their mission of peace
and charity under any form of government whatever.

We ought not to give occasion to any existing party to

* ' '

These are his own expressions. As to the free government of the United
States, he acknowledged that he was satisfied with it; but added, at the same time,
that to attempt to introduce such a system into France, with the ideas and manners
that prevailed there, would be to introduce anarchy and confusion.

'

In France," he
said, 'they do not understand at all what liberty is; every one desires liberty for himself
and those of his own opinion, but restraint and oppression for others, and especially
for the clergy.'

"

t
' ' The observance of this principle is a striking fact in the history of the Church :

See, among other examples 1st. What is related in the History of the Galilean Church
(vol. I, book 2, year 383) concerning the conduct of the bishops of Spain and Gaul,
and of St. Martin himselt towards the tyrant Maximus. 2d. The letter of St. Ambrose
(Ep. LVII ad Eugen.) to the tyrant Eugenius, who had caused Valentinian the
younger to be assassinated, that he might reign in his stead, and especially the last

paragraph of that letter. 3d. The letter of St. Gregory the Great to Phocas (Lib. XIII,
Indict, vi; Ep. XXXI ad Phocam.), who had massacred the Emperor Maurice with
his wife and children, and what Fleury relates of the conduct of that holy Pope on
this occasion; Hist. Eccl. vol. Ill, book 36, n. 45. 4th. The Procts Verbaux of the
assemblies of the French clergy, vol. Ill, pp. 686 et seq. Ibid. Pieces Justificative*,
pp. 90, 91, where is found the remarkable reply of Gregory XIII, which has ever since
served as a rule of conduct to the Holy See.
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regard us as enemies, since we are called to save men of

all parties."

We find no allusion in the biography to the allowance
of eight thousand francs given the archbishop by the

Departmental Council, but as kindred in a way to the

subject we continue the above quotation:

"Thus did charity, united with prudence, prompt the
counsels as well as regulate the conduct of Archbishop
Cheverus; and, thanks to the wise suggestions of these

combined virtues, he was able, after 1830, the same as

before, to devote himself in peace to his love of good
works. He engaged in new ones, and neglected none

already undertaken. . . . The revolution of July had . . .

diminished his charities by depriving him of twenty-two
thousand livres annually, in consequence of the retrench-

ment made by the Chambers in the emoluments of the

clergy. Nevertheless, in order that the poor might suffer

as little as possible from this diminution of income, he
made the most rigid retrenchments in the expenses of his

household; he retained only a single servant to attend

upon him in church, on his journeys, and in his palace;
reduced the expenses of his table, already very frugal, as

much as decency would permit; and denied himself

things which seemed the most indispensable; even going
on foot over muddy roads, and defying rains and snows,

choosing to endure privations himself, rather than that

the poor should suffer."

We have wandered far indeed from our letter. Let us

now go back to it. Succeeding the sentence that caused

our ramblings into side-paths is the assurance from the

archbishop that his nephew, Ame'de'e and the other

reverend gentlemen of the episcopal household send their

respects to M. de Bonneuil and will be delighted to see

him again.

Out of the note to Madame de Bonneuil we shall cull

but two little items : the convent where Ad boards is at

ten minutes' distance from the archbishop's palace, and
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the reiterated declaration that the prelate is ever the

"Papa" of Boston.

BORDEAUX, le 28 Mai 1831.

MON CHER FILS: Nous resumes il y a 5 a 6 jours vos cheres

lettres du 21 Mars. . . . Celle-ci par la nouvelle (?), Capt.

Rabeau, oncle de Me. Benquey un de mes amis. II vous

remettra nos lettres & se chargera de vos reponses.

Je regrette bien de ne pas vous voir cette annee, mais je

concois que vous ne pouvez quitter votre famille dans les cir-

constances actuelles. Je tacherai de consoler notre chere Ade"e,

& je suis sur qu'elle mettra cette anne a profit pour perfec-

tioner son education. . . .

Nous continuons d'etre tranquilles a Bordeaux. Les offices,

les predications, les processions se font comme a 1'ordinaire.

I/e Conseil de Departement m'a alloue" un supplement de 8,000

francs comme les ann6es precedentes. J'en ai besoin les

pauvres & les malheureux m'accablent.

Amede"e & nos Messieurs me chargent de leurs complimens

respectueux. Us seroient tous heureux de vous voir. Et moi

j'espere aumoins que 1'annee prochaine. . . .

Adieu, mon cher fils, mon excellent ami. . . .

+JEAN.

BORDEAUX, le 28 Mai 1831.

MA CHERE F6uciE: Malgre mes regrets de ne pas voir le

cher fils, je sais bien qu'il ne peut vous quitter. . . . Je sais

aussi qu'il vous tarde bien de voir & d'embrasser votre aimable

fille, mais il faut se resigner. . . . je ne la gate pas. Je ne

la vois pas mme aussi frequemment que je voudrois. Elle est

a dix minutes de l'Archev^ch6, mais j'ai tous les jours de ses

nouvelles. . . .

Ma fille che'rie . . . je suis toujours le Papa de Boston.

f JEAN.
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FIFTY-FIRST LETTER.

On the fourteenth of June, 1831, we find Archbishop
Cheverus repeating the account of his financial status

and telling again of the generous supplementary income

granted him by the Department. "No matter how
keen my regret at not seeing you this year," writes

his Grace of Bordeaux, "I cannot but approve of your
decision. Let us hope for next year What may happen
between now and then, God alone knows. The dis-

tress you are experiencing in the colonies is truly appall-

ing. In France there is a great deal of misery, but not

so great as with you, and I could very well have paid
the expenses of your voyage. Nevertheless my revenues

are reduced more than one-third, although the Depart-
ment has given me as in preceding years 8000 francs

over and above the usual amount. Consequently I am
obliged to keep up almost the same style of living as for-

merly, and I am surrounded by the poor and unfortunate.

"We enjoy tranquillity at Bordeaux," he continues.

"The Corpus Christi processions took place as usual."

After a few more remarks, chiefly about his young
goddaughter, the archbishop brings his letter to a close

by lovingly greeting and blessing all the little ones of

the de Bonneuil family, and sending messages to their

father from the reverend gentlemen of the archiepiscopal
household.

In the postscriptum to Madame de Bonneuil is men-
tioned the receipt of a consignment of syrup, some of

which is to be sent to Mr. Balazue (the husband of

Mademoiselle Duplessis), whose health, the archbishop

remarks, is much improved.

BORDEAUX, le 14 Juin 1831.

MON CHER Fits:

Quelque regret que j'e*prouve de ne pas vous voir cette

annee, je ne puis m'empcher d'approuver votre de*termination.
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EspeYons pour Tann6e prochaine. Qu'arriverait-il d'ici la?

Dieu le salt.

I/tat de dtresse que vous e"prouvez aux colonies est vrai-

ment horrible. En France il y a bien de la misere, mais pas
a ce point, & j'aurois pu tres bien payer votre passage. Mes
revenues cependant sont rduits de plus d'un tiers quoique le

De"partement m'ait accorde comme les anne*es pre"cedentes

8000 francs de supplemente de traitement. Je suis oblige" en

consequence de tenir encore apeupres le mme tat de maison

& je suis entoure" de pauvres & de malheureux.

Nous sommes tranquilles a Bordeaux. Les processions de la

Fete-Dieu ont eu lieu comme a 1'ordinaire.

Mes deux neveus & tous ceux de nos Messieurs que vous con-

noissez vous pr6sentent leurs respects

+ JEAN.

Je serre dans mes bras tous les chers petits enfans pour les

embrasser & les benir.

BORDEAUX, le 14 Juin 1831.

MA CHERE F&LICIE : Aumoins vous n'avez pas a ajouter aux
mauxde votre detresse celuiplus cruel de Tabsencedu cher Man.

Je n'ai pu retirer qu'hier le panier de Sirop. Je 1'ai desuite

envoye* a Ad6e & je vais faire passer le Sirop a M. Balazue

qui au surplus va beaucoup mieux.

+ JEAN.

FIFTY-SECOND LETTER.
Three months go by before we have our next letter.

Archbishop Cheverus, under date of September 24th,

1831, writes that Ade* with Madame Duplessis has been

spending a fortnight at Re*ole where les Dames de la

Reunion have a house, but he expects her back in a

few days. She finds it very agreeable there, but is long-

ing to see her father, as does the archbishop, who ex-

presses the hope that the next spring will bring them
that pleasure and that nothing may put any obstacle to it.

The most reverend writer says that he will make no
comment on the political situation for they will learn
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from the newspapers as much as he can tell. At Bor-
deaux there is a slight disturbance about a journal, but
it has had no results and things are tranquil. Neither
the clergy nor the religious communities have had any
annoying experiences and up to the present time the

archbishop has been shown great respect and esteem.

Despite this fact, he asserts, his position is grievous
and difficult, and he is oppressed by the number of his

poor. The distress is extreme. What will it be during
the winter? Commerce is at a standstill, failures are

numberless, &c., &c. We must trust in Providence,
he adds. Even should M. de Bonneuil not have sent

the consignment of sugar, his faithful friend assures him,
Add would have lacked nothing, and the generous Mon-

seigneur is sorry that her father should have made such

great sacrifices. The archbishop asserts furthermore
that he has no debts, and would have been able to pro-
vide for his goddaughter's needs for the coming year
should M. Lahens no longer have any funds belonging
to M. de Bonneuil. Thus far he has always paid without

hesitation.

Monseigneur Cheverus has been away for several weeks

making a visitation of his diocese, and found everything

quiet throughout the country. Amede'e and Augustin,
MM. de Trelissac, Carle and Guilleux present their compli-
ments. A vessel is announced to sail shortly and the

archbishop and Ade* will write.

After recounting to Madame de Bonneuil that her

daughter is at Re*ole, among other things relative to Add
the archbishop says that she is amiable and grateful,

and perhaps as evidence of the latter good quality re-

marks that she does not forget the dear Mrs. Walley.
This lady is far from being happy, he proceeds ;

but who
is happy now? oh, for dear Boston, sighs the prelate.*

* The publication of the Cheverus Letters in these RECORDS has led to an interest-

ing correspondence between Doctor Walter Franklin Atlee, to whose courtesy we are

indebted for the valuable budget, and a grand-daughter of the Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Walley so often mentioned by the one time bishop of Boston, in writing to ms
Guadeloupe friends. We hope to share with our readers some extracts from this

recent correspondence in a subsequent number of this quarterly.
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A fresh insight is vouchsafed us of the gentle church-

man's kindness of heart by the closing paragraph of this

note. He utters an earnest wish that notwithstanding
the general distress God may preserve the Guadeloupe
family in good health, and assures them that his own is

good. If there be anything that Madame de Bonneuil

cannot procure and that his Grace can send her, she is

urged to write to him for it; it would be very extra-

ordinary if for a year to come he could find himself at

all straightened; and thereafter he trusts in the good-
ness of divine Providence. "Assuredly," the devout

writer adds, "it is not my personal fate that troubles me."
The customary tender greeting to the mother and her

numerous little ones, and the note ends.

BORDEAUX, le 24 j'bre, 1831.

MON CHER FII,S:

Notre chere Adee est a La Role avec Me. Duplessis depuis

quinze jours. Elle m'a laisse" 1'incluse avant son depart. Je
1'attends ici dans 3 ou 4 jours. J'ai eu hier de scs nouvelles.

Elle se porte a merveille. Elle est toujours bonne & aimable.

Je lui laisse les details de sa situation. Elle paroit la trou-

ver agre"able mais il lui tarde comme a moi de vous embrasser.

J'espere que ce sera le printemps prochain. Dieu veuille que
rien n'y mette obstacle !

Je ne vous dis rien de notre situation politique. Vous le

verrez dans les Gazettes & je n'en sais pas plus qu'elles. Ici

il y a line lgere meute au sujet d'un journal, mais elle n'a

pas eu de suite & nous sommes tranquilles. Ni les ecclesias-

tiques ni les communautes religieuses n'ont rien e"prouve" de

facheux & jusqu'a present on m'a temoigne* beaucoup de respect

& d'gards. Malgre la ma position est pineuse & difficile & je

suis accable de pauvres. La misere est grande. Que sera-ce

cet hyver? Le commerce est nul, des faillites sans nombre &c.,

&c. Ayons foi a la Providence. Quand vous n'auriez pas

envoye de sucre, Ade" n'auroit manque de rien & je suis fache que
vous ayez fait de si grands sacrifices. Je ne dois rien & j'aurois
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pu d'ici a un an pourvoir a ses besoins, si M. Lahens . . . plus
en de fonds a vous. Jusqu'a present il a toujours pay sans

difficulte.

J'ai t en tourne*e depuis quelques semaines. Tout est

tranquille dans les campagnes. Amde"e & Augustin MM. de

Trelissac, Carle, Guilleux vous offrent leurs respectueux compli-
mens. On annonce en peuunautre bailment. Nous vous 6crirons.

Adieu, mon tendre ami, mon fils bien-aime

+ JEAN, Archeif- de Bordeaux.

BORDEAUX, le 24 fbre 1831.

MA CHERE FEXICIE : Les Dames de la Reunion ont une maison

& la Reole & la Superieure a engage Me. Duplessis & la chere

Ade a aller y passer quelques jours. Ade vous donnera les

details dans sa prochaine lettre. Toutes les Dames de la

Reunion sont pleines d'attention pour elle. Cela n'est point
e"tonnant. Elle est aimable & reconnoissante. Kile n'oublie

point la chere Me. Walley qui est bien loin d'etre heureuse.

Qui Test aujourd'hui? Ou est le cher Boston?

Dieu veuille malgre" la misere aumoins conserver vos sante"s !

La mienne est bonne. Si il y a quelque chose que vous ne puis-

siez vous procurer & que je puisse vous envoyer, veuillez me le

mander. II faudroit des choses bien extraordinaires pour que
d'ici a un an je me trouv^sse a court. Apres cela, a la bonne

Providence. Assure"ment ce n'est pas mon sort personel qui

m'inquiette

+ JEAN, Archeif- de Bordeaux.

FIFTY-THIRD LETTER.
" There is nothing new since my last." This is the first

sentence that claims our notice in a letter dated October

the eleventh, 1831. Ad and Madame Duplessis are

dining with the archbishop of Bordeaux on that day.

They have had tidings of terrific hurricanes in the Barba-

does, at Havana, &c. and our Monseigneur asserts that

he likes to hope his Guadeloupe friends have been spared.

"God preserve us also from political storms," he ejacu-
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lates. Bordeaux is at the moment very peaceable
Amedee and Augustin are mentioned, together with

the several other reverend gentlemen of the household

who are acquainted with M. de Bonneuil, as sending
their respects they will share the archbishop's joy in

welcoming the baron when he comes. M. Balazue is

always in very delicate health; he has found that the

Carlebasse syrup benefited him, and hence good arch-

bishop Cheverus asks M. de Bonneuil to send several

bottles of it that he will have sent to the invalid at Tou-
louse. M. Guilleux visited all the archbishop's family
and left the members well M. de Bonneuil is not for-

gotten by them. And this brings us to the final words of

affection. Speaking to Madame de Bonneuil of her

daughter, the archbishop exclaims: "Would that you
could conveniently join her in France! In the times

in which we live it is well to form wishes only for heaven,
where I hope God in His goodness will reunite us all."

BORDEAUX, le n 8'bre 1831.

MON CHER

Rien de nouveau depuis mes dernieres. La chere Adee est

toujours bonne & aimable. Elle vient de diner ici avec Madame

Duplessis. Elle m'avoit envoye" les incluses il y a quelques

jours. Le batiment a e*te retarde".

On a annonce de terribles ouragons a la Barbade, a la Ha-
vanne &c. J'aime a espe"rer que vous avez e*te" preserves. Dieu

nous preserve aussi des tempetes politiques! Nous sommes
dans ce moment tres tranquilles a Bordeaux.

Ame'de'e & Augustin & tous ceux de nos Messieurs que vous

connoissez vous font leurs complimens respectueux & partage-
ront mon bonheur quand vous serez avec moi.

M. Balazue, man de Mile. Duplessis, est toujours bien in-

firme. II a trouve que le sirop de Carlebasse lui faisoit du
bien. Veuillez m'en envoyer quelques bouteilles que je lui

ferai passer a Toulouse, j
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M. Guilleux a visite toute ma famille & 1'a laissee en bonne

sante. Vous n'y etes point oublie.

Adieu, mon cher fils, mon tendre ami...... '

+ JEAN.

MA FiUvE CH&RIE : Nous venons de boire a votre saute" & a

celle de toute la famille. Celle de notre chere Adelaide est

excellente. Vous serez enchantee de votre fille. Que ne

pouvez-vous vous reunir a elle convenant en France? Dans
le temps ou nous sommes il ne faut faire des voeux que pour
le ciel. Le Bon-Dieu, je 1'espere, nous y re"unira tous. . . .

Respects M. Bebian, amities a &c. &c. &c.

+JEAN.

FIFTY-FOURTH LETTER.
October, 1831, gives us another letter. It is written

on the twenty-ninth, and its contents evince great sor-

row and solicitude because of intelligence that has come
from Guadeloupe Madame de Bonneuil has been ill,

so ill that she hovered for a time between life and death.

M. de Bonneuil's letter was dated September the first

and reached Bordeaux on October the twentieth. Apart
from this purely personal matter we find an allusion

made to political affairs in words almost identical with

those used on the same subject in preceding letters:

"We are still tranquil enough at Bordeaux, and per-

sonally I have had no disagreeable experiences, but a

position like mine is very painful and very delicate in

existing circumstances. Would that we were all at

Boston!" The friendly prelate concludes with the

assurance that his nephews and the other gentlemen
unite their prayers with his for Madame de Bonneuil's

recovery.
There is a separate letter to her under same date.

It is devoted exclusively to the expression of grief and

anxiety experienced by Ad6 and Archbishop Cheverus.

The latter says that he offers Masses and prayers for the

dear sufferer.
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BORDEAUX, le 29 S'bre 1831.

MON CHER FILS: J'ai regu le 20 votre lettre du 1'er 7'bre.

Nous 6tions impatiens & inquiets la chere Ad6e & moi mais

nous tions loin d'imaginer que F61icie fut entre la vie & la

mort. ....

Nous sommes toujours assez tranquilles & je n'ai personelle-

ment e'prouve' ricn de de"sagre"able, mais une situation comme la

mienne est bien p6nible & bien delicate dans les circonstances

actuelles. Que ne sommes nous tous a Boston!

Mes neveux & nos Messieurs vous font mille complimens &
unissent leurs prieres aux miennes pour la chere malade & pour
vous.

Mon fils bien-aime, mon excellent ami, votre coeur entend

le mien. Je ne connois point de paroles qui expriment nos

sentimens.

+JEAN.

BORDEAUX, le 29 B'bre 1831.

MA FiLLE CHICRIE:

Je dis des Messes, je prie pour vous. Daigne le Seigneur
nous exaucer! .......

+JEAN.

FIFTY-FIFTH LETTER.
The three letters which follow the above refer so ex-

clusively to Madame de Bonneuil's ill health and subse-

quent recovery, that we omit them as lacking interest

for the general reader. Their dates are respectively
October the thirtieth and December the first, 1831, and

January the thirteenth, 1832; each contains a touching
little note from Ade, and in the one of December the
first we find the statement that letters had been forwarded

by the ship Guadeloupe, and the present will be taken by
a young man who goes by La Nouvelle Ermante (?), whilst
on January the thirteenth we are told that a vessel will

sail on the morrow.
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Let us then turn our attention to a letter written by
Archbishop Cheverus from Bordeaux on May yth, 1832.
In his customary summary of letters sent and received,
we discern that two are missing from our collection,

namely those of February the twenty-seventh and March
the twenty-eighth. The communication we are now
to consider is to be sent by a Captain Messin (elsewhere

spelled Maissin) whom the archbishop had been acquaint-
ed with in Boston, a fine young man who has been only
recently married. M. de Bonneuil will know long before

he gets this letter, perhaps already knows, writes his

Grace of Bordeaux, of the ravages that are being made
by the cholera in Paris, and in the provinces too, although
not so severe there as at the capital. Up to the present
time Bordeaux has been exempt from the epidemic,
and the archbishop entertains the hope that they may
escape it. Nevertheless every precaution is being taken
to prevent its coming, or at least to mitigate the danger.
If the scourge should reach Bordeaux, Ad, or Adele as

she is here called, and Madame Duplessis will be sent to

the country, arid if Madame de Bonneuil should arrive

(this is the first intimation we get that she is contemplat-
ing a visit to France) whilst the same conditions prevail,
she and her children will join them there. The arch-

bishop trusts that a few months will see France freed

from the presence of the dread disease. Adle is well,
he says, and is not afraid of the cholera and this is of itself

a preventative. For himself, he asserts, he has no more
fear than he had of the yellow fever at Boston in 1798,
and although he was constantly with the stricken there

(as it would be his duty to be at Bordeaux, he adds),
he was not attacked, and he believes that he will likewise

escape the cholera. He will write to Guadeloupe by
every vessel leaving Bordeaux and M. de Bonneuil is

not to be uneasy, for the archbishop's health is excellent

at the present time.

Once again M. de Bonneuil is referred to the news

journals for information about politics; the archbishop
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knows nothing more than they, but his own belief is that

there will be no war.

We shall here lay aside Archbishop Cheverus' letters

for a brief space and take up his life narrative as recorded

by J. Huen-Dubourg.* The author gives us a sympa-
thetic account of the anxious time of the cholera epidemic,f
" But other events soon opened a new career to his active

benevolence," we read. "This was the period when the

cholera made such frightful ravages in Paris, and in

various other cities of France. The people were every-
where in fear of being visited by this scourge, and were

taking every precaution, that the sick might receive the

most prompt assistance in case it should arrive. With
this view, the authorities of the city of Bordeaux pro-

posed to establish a house of relief in each quarter, where
those attacked by the cholera might be received and at-

tended, until they could be transferred to the general

hospital. A suitable house had already been found in

all the different quarters, except the third, in which the

archiepiscopal palace is situated, and in which the city
authorities had in vain sought a situation. The arch-

bishop, learning this, immediately hastened to offer his

palace, declaring that he should esteem himself happy and
honored to have it converted into a hospital for his

sick brethren, and also to serve them himself as an at-

tendant in case of need. All the city authorities, deeply
affected by so generous an offer, which they accepted
with gratitude, came in a body to thank the prelate,
who had shown himself so truly the pastor and the father
of his people. Beds were carried to the archiepiscopal
palace, with whatever was necessary to the care of the

sick; and over the gate of entrance were inscribed these

words, House of Relief, A glorious inscription, and
well worthy to adorn an episcopal palace; and which,
at all times and in all places, before and after the cholera
as well as during the continuance of that scourge, at

* Stewart's translation.

t Page 246 et seq.
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Boston and at Montauban as well as at Bordeaux, might
have designated the dwelling of Archbishop Cheverus.

Thanks to the goodness of Providence, which permitted
that malady barely to appear in the city, there was no

necessity for resorting to these houses of relief. Very
few of the inhabitants were attacked, and they could

be immediately attended to at the general hospital.
Prevented from receiving them at his own residence, the

Archbishop of Bordeaux visited them almost every day,

expressed his pity for their sufferings, and addressed to

each words of kindness, interest, and consolation.

"Several having died in consequence of the malady,
an absurd report of their having been poisoned circulated

among the people; murmurs already began to be heard,
and the affrighted magistrates feared that an insur-

rection would be the consequence. In their solicitude,

they applied to the archbishop, praying him to exert his

influence to do away these odious suspicions.
' The

poor/ they said to him, 'are accustomed to listen to you;
we need your voice to aid us.

' He yielded to their request
the more readily, as the Sisters of Charity were impli-
cated in this calumny. To touch these angels of benefi-

cence was touching the apple of his eye. He immedi-

ately took his pen, and wrote a justification of them in

a pastoral letter full of power and energy.
' The daughters

of St. Vincent poison you!' said he. 'Ah! sooner would

they themselves suck the poison from your wounds, if

that were necessary to save you.' The next day, from
the pulpit of the church of St. Eulalia, he refuted all these

absurd reports, and from that day they ceased, and the

people were ashamed of having listened to or repeated
them.

"This was not the only time that the civil authorities

called the archbishop to its assistance, and experienced
the salutary effects of his influence. The cholera having
raged with violence at the poor-house, and carried off

a great number of its unfortunate inmates, those who
remained mutinied, and committed acts of violence
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in order to obtain their discharge. The magistrates

called upon the archbishop to interpose his mild, yet

potent authority, as the surest means of re-establishing

order. He went to the house, spoke to all the paupers
with kindness and power, silenced their murmurs, re-

moved their prejudices, and such was the efficacy of his

words, that, from that moment, quietness and peace

constantly prevailed in the establishment. 'If I had
not been able to pacify them,' he said, on his return from

this visit,
'

I would have brought them back with me to

my palace; I would have kept them there, and even

have taken care of them, if the diseasehad attacked them.
' '

Let us now resume our reading of the loved ecclesiastic's

letters. The portion allotted to Madame de Bonneuil

in the one of May the seventh, 1832, expresses a doubt
as to whether or not she will be at Guadeloupe to receive

it. The archbishop has already secured apartments
for her at Bordeaux quite close to his house, and she

shall have a key to his garden which adjoins her lodgings ;

she and her dear children can sit daily at his table, &c.

The absence of M. de Bonneuil is much regretted, and he
is assured that "Maxime" (whom we find later on is

left in France to be educated) shall be as his own child.

"Alas!" mourns the Monseigneur, "would that we were
all in Boston! God will protect us on earth and reunite

us in heaven, where there will be no revolutions, no

separations, no anxieties." Adele (the Ade* of old) is

spoken of as having a heart like unto her father and

mother, and the archbishop remarks that he can say
nothing, imagine nothing more in her favor. Messages
are sent to M. Bbian and to Sylphide.

BORDEAUX, le 7 Mai, 1832.

MON CHER

nous vous ecrivons par le Capitaine Messin que j'ai connu a

Boston & ici. II a vu Adele & se propose d'aller vous voir. Je
1'en ai prie. C'est un brave jeune homme nouvellement marie.



CHEVERUS IN FRANCE in

Vous saurez longtemps avant de recevoir la pre*sente & vous

savez peut-etre desja les ravages du cholera-morbus a Paris &
dans les provinces oft cependant ils sont bien moindres qu'a
Paris. Jusqu'ici nous en sommes e"xempte a Bordeaux &
j'espere qu'il ne nous atteindra pas. Nous prenons neanmoins

toutes les precautions pour prevenir ce fteau, ou du moins pour
1'adoucir. Si la maladie vient a Bordeaux j'enverrai Adele a

la campagne avec Me. Duplessis, & si la chere Felicie arrivoit

dans les memes circonstances, elle iroit les rejoindre avec ses

enfans. Mais la laisserez-vous partir? J'ai espoir que dans

quelques mois la France sera delivree de ce terrible fle'au.

Adele se porte a merveilles & n'a pas peur du cholera, ce qui

est desja un pre"servatif. Je n'en ai pas plus peur pour moi

que je n'en avois de la fievre jaune en 1 798 a Boston & quoique
constamment avec les malades (comme ce seroit mon devoir

d'y etre ici) je n'en ai pas ete" attaque & je crois que je ne le

serai pas du cholera. Je vous ecrirai par tous les batimens qui

partiront d'ici. Ne soyez point inquiet. Ma sante dans ce

moment est excellente.

Pour nos affaires politiques, je vous renvoie aux Gazettes.

Je n'en sais assurement pas plus qu'elles. Je ne crois pas a

la guerre.

Ma fille che"rie, si vous tes encore a la Guadeloupe, vous ver-

rez dans ce petit mot tout ce que papa voudroit vous dire. . . .

Je vous ai desja trouve un logement, vous serez presque chez

moi, vous aurez la clef de mon jardin dont une porte touche a

votre logement. Vous & les chers enfans pourront s'asseoir

tous les jours a ma table &c

Que son absence, mon bon fils, va nous etre pe*nible ! Vous

verrai-je aumoins I'ann6e prochaine? Votre Maxime sera mon
enfant. Helas! que ne sommes nous tous a Boston! Dieu

nous protegera sur la terre & nous reunira dans le Ciel. La
seulement plus de revolutions, plus de separations, plus d'inquie"-

tudes.

Notre Adele est toujours bonne & charmante. Elle a le

coeur de Papa & de Maman. Je ne puis ni rien dire, ni rien

imaginer de plus en sa faveur

+JEAN.
Respects a M. Bebian. J'embrasse Sylphide.
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Died October 31, 1904.
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Born April 10, 1855. Ordained January 16, 1880. Died February 25, 1895.
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Lowville, N. Y.
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REV. PAUL GILLEN, C.S.C.
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CHAPEL OF OUR LADY OF CONSOLATION
Fronting on North Lawrence (formerly Crown) St-eet,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Built in 1844 by Father O'Dwyer, O. S. A., in place of St. Augustine's Church destroyed by mob.

Torn down in 1871 to make room for present school house.
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MONSIGNOR ADRIAN J. CROQUET,
INDIAN MISSIONARY,

(1818-1902.)

AND SOME OF HIS LETTERS.

COMPILED WITH NOTES BY THE REV. J. VAN DER HEYDEN,
LOUVAIN, BELGIUM.

I.

NOTE. The publication of this sketch of Monsignor Adrian J.

Croquet, with some of his letters translated from the French, was ren-
dered possible through the valuable assistance afforded the compiler by
several friends of the deceased Prelate, especially by the Rt. Rev. Mgr.
D. Mercier and Madame Le'on Mercier, of Louvain ; by the Rev. Benedictine

Sisters, of Mount Angel, Oregon; and by the Rev. P. De Roo and Attorney
W. Foley, Esq., of Portland, Oregon to all of whom he begs to present
herewith his grateful acknowledgments.

Monsignor Adrian J. Croquet was the seventh, in order

of departure, of the apostolic men whom the American

College of Louvain, Belgium, sent to the missions of the

United States. His long apostolic career and the hard-

ships which it entailed throughout, his signal piety and
disinterested charity, entitle him to special recognition
in the annals of American Catholic history.

Adrian J. Croquet was born at Braine-l'Alleud, March

12, 1818, three years after the battle of Waterloo, which
was fought in the country neighboring on his parents'
home. He was the scion of an essentially Christian

family, who gave many sons and daughters to the Church
;

so that we need not wonder that Philip J. Croquet and
his estimable wife Emerence Gerrebos hailed with delight
the budding signs of an ecclesiastical vocation in their

eldest son. After securing for him the best preparatory

schooling his native town could afford, they sent him to

the Petit Seminaire at Mechlin, where he soon distinguished
himself above all his fellows. So brilliant and rare were
his successes that at the end of his philosophical course
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his return from school as the "first of first" was made
the occasion of a triumphant demonstration in which the

entire population of Braine-l'Alleud took part. The

streets, the houses, the church, were decorated; all the

young men who could secure a horse formed into a

cavalcade and went a distance of several miles to meet
their townsman bearing the golden crown which his

teachers in philosophy had bestowed on him as a reward

for his successful labors. On his way through the streets

to the church he was hailed by the plaudits of his fellow-

citizens who were, apparently, prouder of his laurels

than he was himself; for, according to an eye witness,*
he looked perfectly unconcerned, answering with a touching

modesty the congratulations that were showered upon
him. Led to the church by the parochial clergy, he de-

posited at the feet of the Blessed Mother's statue his

crown, the reward of his felicitous studies.

The standard which he had reached in his philosophical,
he maintained in his theological course

;
and he was there-

fore selected, after his ordination to the priesthood, in

September, 1844, by the diocesan authorities, to attend

the post-graduate divinity lectures at Louvain University.
At the end of two years of further earnest application,
he was honored with the degree of Bachelor in Theology.
Had he desired to continue, the highest awards in the gift

of the far-famed school would have become his in due
course of time; but he longed for the active ministry;

and, after a short stay at Basse-Wavre as professor of

the Petit S^minaire, he was, at his own request, ap-

pointed assistant in his native town of Braine-l'Alleud.

Except for the satisfaction of being near his own people,
the post was trying, arduous, and undesirable. The
field was a large one, as there were many scattered and
distant hamlets, then inhabited by poverty-stricken

people; for the wars for which the European nations had
made Belgium the battleground, had left traces which
time was only then beginning to obliterate.

* The Abb6 Renard: Funeral Oration of Monsignor A. J. Croquet.
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Young Croquet soon shone in the full ardor of his

apostolic zeal. Like unto the Good Shepherd he set

himself to the task of bringing the strayed sheep back to

the fold, and rejoiced when he had found it.

"Who is there among us," said the Abbe" Renard in

the funeral oration delivered in the very church where

Monsignor Croquet was baptized, received his first holy

Communion, and did his first ministerial work, "who is

there among us that does not bear the grateful recol-

lection of a friend, of a relative, of a father, of a mother,
of a grandsire, whom he brought back, helped, consoled?"

It was the poor whom he sought out by preference;
for whilst he loved poverty for himself, he was ever on the

alert to alleviate it in others. He made himself poor and
suffered the poor man's privations, to be the better able

to sympathize with want and to have larger means at his

disposal to assist those enduring its pangs.
To this day the old folks of Braine-l'Alleud tell their

children of the good curate of forty and fifty years ago
who was wont to give away whatever he had to give, and
who would, as long as he could contrive a means to hide

the straits to which his liberality might bring him, strip

himself of the very clothes he wore. It is said that

"More than once did he, even in the heart of winter, return

home shoeless and stockingless, seeking to conceal his bare feet

by covering them as well as he could with his humble priestly

robes/'*

His mother, who knew the young curate's weakness,
used to make frequent visits to his wardrobe and restock

it. We may reasonably t suppose, that, when upon such

errands, she would warn the overgenerous giver to

moderate his prodigality. If she did, her motherly warn-

ings were little heeded; for, as time went on, the spend-
thrift in sweet charity's cause changed only to become
more generous. Yea, she found it necessary in the last

years of his curateship to call on him late in the evening

* The Abbe Renard: Funeral Oration of Monsignor A. J. Croquet.
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of every recurring Holy Thursday to make sure that he

had a pair of decent socks for the next day, when for the

veneration of the Crucifix he must take off his shoes

before the assembled faithful. The good lady thought
that it would be rather embarrasing for the members of

the Croquet family to have a clergyman bearing their

name appear stockingless in the sanctuary.
When the time came for the good Vicaire to be ap-

pointed to the first-class pastorate to which his learning
and his faithful twelve years' service entitled him, he

heard of the appeal for priests made through the Rector

of the recently-founded American College of Louvain, by
the Bishops of the United States. To the prospective

pastor the voice of man in this case was the voice of God.

Without further ado he renounced preferment in his

native land, tore himself loose from all the ties that

bound him to home and country, and knocked at the door

of the American College, rue de Namur, Louvain. The

report of his worth as a priest and as a man had preceded
him there

;
so that he was received with open arms by the

then Rector, the Very Rev. Father Kindekens. After a

few months of preparation in prayer and study, especially
the study of English, he set sail at Ostend for New York,.

ma London and Liverpool, August 25, 1859, with

Canon Chapelle and his nephew, Mr. Louis Chapelle, the

late Archbishop of New Orleans and Apostolic Delegate
for Cuba. The trio arrived at New York on the nineteenth

of September, Father Croquet being met by Archbishop
Blanchet and a small host of Canadian priests and

Religious, bound like himself for far-away Oregon, who
accorded him a hearty welcome. He took a final fare-

well of his two bon voyageurs, and in company with the

Archbishop, five priests, and seven Religious sailed for

Panama, from there to San Francisco, and thence to

Oregon, arriving at Oregon City on the twenty-first of

October, 1859.*

* The Catholic Sentinel, September 27, 1894; and Father Croquet's letters to his;

parents, London, August 27, 1859; Oregon City, November 2, 1859.
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It may not be uninteresting, especially to readers of

the far South, to record here a passage from a letter to

his parents in which Father Croquet refers to his ship

touching, on the way to Panama, at the harbor of

Key West.

We put into port for a short while at the small island of Key
West .... which may have some two thousand inhabitants,

.... three hundred of whom are said to be Catholics. They
have but rarely the privilege of enjoying the presence of a

priest. At the time of our landing, they had not seen one for

six months
;

so that our passing that way was a real treat for

these good people. How touching it was to watch them running
forward to meet us, crowding around us, and escorting us to

the church where we repaired to give thanks to God for the pro-

tection with which He had thus far favored us ! We were offered

cordial hospitality at the. home of a lovely Catholic family, of

Spanish origin, with whom we had supper. After supper we
went again to the church, which was crowded this time. The

Archbishop gave an instruction, some canticles were sung, and

we heard a number of confessions. The next day at four o'clock

Holy Mass, at which many assisted, was offered up, and im-

mediately after Mass we took leave of these good folks. At half

past five the firing of cannon announced our departure, and the

same day, September 25, we passed the Tropic of Cancer and

entered the torrid zone.*

The first year of his stay in America Father Croquet

spent at Oregon City, residing there with the venerable

Archbishop and first evangelizer of Oregon, the Most Rev.

F. N. Blanchet. From Oregon City he made several

visits to the neighboring Indian missions, being initiated

into the work by a young French missionary, full of zeal

and enterprise, Father T. Mesplie. The Belgian papers
of the time published several letters written by Father

Croquet to his friends at the American College. Among
these there is onef addressed to his future co-laborer,

* Letter to his parents, Oregon City, November 2, 1859.

t Original letter in College Archives.
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Father Fierens; it is dated Oregon City, May 20,

1860, and it shows that the former curate of Braine-

1'Alleud is now in his true element; he has found his

vocation; and he revels in the happiness of it in the

happiness, namely, of being a missionary to the roaming
tribes of the western wilds. His letter makes no mention

of hardships and privations; yet, they were plentiful and
often painful. To speak of them might have appeared
like vainglory, and he was humility itself. He wished

that the good he did and the sufferings he endured be

known only to God. Men who were long acquainted
with him, judging, as men do from outward appearances,
came to believe that he had so inured himself to pri-

vations and hardships of every kind that he did not

mind them any more. How then could he have thought of

conversing or writing about them ! He longed to walk in

the footsteps of the Divine Wanderer of Nazareth, and these
were trodden on a path of poverty and humility.

We beg to offer a translation of the aforesaid letter,

which was written originally in French :

MY DEAR FRIEND FIERENS: I have just returned from an

apostolic expedition that I made with Father Mesplie* among
several Indian tribes dwelling along the banks of the Columbia

River and in the neighborhood of Mount Hood. We were

everywhere most affectionately received, the chiefs honoring
us by offering the calumet. Willy nilly we had to try the aroma

of their tobacco, making ourselves perfectly at home with

them. A certain number among them have already been

regenerated in the waters of Baptism. On this very trip we

baptized about a hundred. Two of these were very old men,
whose good dispositions deeply touched and edified us. One

especially was admirable
; for, in the very words of the holy man

Job, he said : "I feel that my body is about to return to the

dust whence it came; for the earth is my mother, and the

worms are my brothers and sisters." Many adults need only

to have a priest for a short while to instruct them and prepare
them for holy Baptism. They are all willing enough to

become Christians.
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We are now on the eve of visiting other tribes towards the

southeast, near the coast of the Pacific Ocean. It is probably
there that I shall have my permanent place of residence. I

learned that there are seven thousand Indians in the district.

The flock to be evangelized is, as you see, not a small one. In

time I hope to have a colleague to reside there with me maybe
your Reverence ! It is my heart's wish.

These Indians are confined to two reservations, from thirty

to forty miles apart. But, besides these two reservations, there

are three more in the diocese, each of which has, in round

numbers, three thousand Indians. We ought to be able to

multiply ourselves
;
for to minister to the Redskins, we are as

yet only two missionaries; the others are engaged among the

Whites. Now is the time to take possession of the missions,

as the Protestants are on the alert and they may get a foothold

before we do. Let us hope that the good God will inspire some

generous souls to come to the assistance of the poor forsaken

aborigines who call for the Black Robes and who are ready to

listen to their teachings. May the Black Robes come, therefore,

to preserve the tawny children of the forest from the poison of

error that is sure to be spread among them.

My dear friend, if you love the savages and I do not doubt

that you do hasten to make up your mind. Should you prefer,

however, to work among the Whites, there is also room left for

the exercise of your zeal among them. As for me, my heart

goes out to the savages, and to these the Bishop has vouch-

safed to send me. He told me that he had written asking you
to come here in order to share in our apostolate. It is on that

account that I write so freely to you.

Monsignor Blanchet and his brother, the Bishop of Nesqually,
have just established at Fort Vancouver, Washington Territory,
an asylum for the orphaned children of these parts. Thus will

the poor little ones, whom death has bereaved of the fostering
care of father and mother, find even here one of these havens

created by Christian European civilization for the forlorn of

tender years, a home where all the solicitude needed to make
them happy in this world and in the next will be bestowed upon
them. That its advantages might be enjoyed by the state of
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Oregon as well as by Washington Territory, said orphanage
has been located near the confines of Oregon.

If you should happen to meet persons willing to contribute

towards the maintenance of this useful foundation, and who,
in a general way, are interested in the propagation of the Gos-

pel and in the salvation of their destitute brethren, who are but

too often deprived of spiritual attendance because of the dearth

of material means, do not be ashamed to accept, and even to

solicit the gifts of their bounty, provided the American College,

which has the first place in my sympathies, is not in need

of them.

Courage, then, my dear Fierens, and hasten to come! Oh,
what blessings await those who have freed souls buried in the

sloughs of unbelief and in the darkness of death !

Present my respects to the Rev. Rector, Father De Neve,
and to my old schoolmates at the American College, and give
them the assurance of my undying attachment. May they not

forget to pray for a poor missionary to the savages ;
nor for my

poor Umpquas, Killimoocks, etc. !

Salient traits of Monsignor Croquet's character shine

forth in this letter: his zeal for the salvation of souls

especially for the salvation of the most forsaken ones

his great charity, and his attachment to his friends.

His burning zeal for souls prompted his love for the

poor Redskins. To them his large, loving heart went out
to its utmost capacity from the very outset of his coming
among them. With a love that nothing, not even in-

gratitude, ever succeeded in destroying or in the least

weakening, he loved them all through the long years of

his residence amongst them. His preference, he says,
was for the Indians; and such indeed was the case; for

his heart was overflowing with charity, and charity seeks

the most abandoned, the most depraved, the least

capable of manifesting tangible gratitude.
He who never wishes nor asks for anything for himself,

urges Father Fierens to stretch out his hand for

others, for the forsaken, the orphan wards for whom
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Bishop Blanche! has chosen especially to care. He

might have asked, if not for his own needs, for the needs

of the work that was engaging his personal attention,

and therefore claiming his first thoughts ; but, no ! it is

the work of another that he commends to the exertions

of his friend and fellow-priest. His charity is the

charity that "seeketh not her own," "that more and
more aboundeth." A man so aglow with love for the

humble, the feeble, the lowliest of God's poor; so full of

zeal for God's glory, and, therefore, of love for God,
could not be otherwise than warm-hearted, tender,

pitiful, compassionate and unselfish in his friendships,

especially towards his fellow-priests. The enduring
attachment which, in his earliest extant letter from

America to the College, he promises to his old companions
at Louvain, was not a mere polite expression on his part,

as the testimony of all who had the advantage of knowing
him will bear out. Moreover, the same real and profound
attachment he always entertained for the students he

knew at the College, he lavished on all who passed through
the institution. Even forty years after he had left it, a

meeting with one of the alumni seemed to afford him the

greatest pleasure: he at once made such alumnus feel

that he was entirely at his disposal and was ready to grant

any favor that might be^ asked of him. Although no
introduction was needed in order to be warmly received

and greeted by either Father, or Monsignor Croquet,

yet, the mention of one's hailing from the Louvain Alma
Mater acted as a powerful stimulus to his usually rather

austere and sad countenance; it made him brighten up
as if by magic, and almost grow young again. So also,

a letter addressed to him by the veriest stranger asking
for advice or information, if the writer claimed to be a

Louvain alumnus, brought the kindliest and most cordial

reply from the good missionary.
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II.

The year 1860 finds Father Croquet definitely settled

on the Grandronde* Indian Reservation, Yamhill

County, Oregon. It was then one of the world's dark

places, to which he longed to bring the light the divine

light of the Gospel. He will meet there with plenty of

hardships and trials of every description; but he who

willingly turned aside from the paths of ease and tran-

quility in his native land to tread the rough road of

endeavor in the missionary field, is not to be daunted by
difficulties, be they as high as mountains; for no weak-

ling is he, to be frightened away from the work to which

he has once set his hand no, not even by the powers of

darkness! Beyond the labors and trials and disappoint-

ments, he sees the far horizon of golden triumph in the

salvation of souls redeemed by a priceless ransom the

Blood of the God man. He can well afford, therefore,

to go on with unfaltering steps, and he does go on

through two-score years of living and self-imposed

martyrdom. When at last he lays down the burden, he is

physically exhausted and bodily wrecked. Poorer than

the poorest of his parishioners, he then goes back to his

native land to await the heavenly Master's supreme
call amid the scenes of his childhood, youth and early
manhood. A long letter, written at the end of the first

year spent on the mission, to Father S. Goens, then a

student at the Louvain College and later his colleague in

Oregon, gives us a faint idea of the mighty task that was
Father Croquet's in those early days. We may be per-
mitted to translate that letterf in full.

GRAND ROND RESERVATION,

Yamhill County, October n, 1860.

MY DEAR CONFRATER: I should begin by requesting your

indulgence for having tried your patience so long: for some

* In "Grandronde" we have adopted the spelling given in the Century Dictionary.

Father Croquet invariably wrote "Grand Rond," which, considering that the name is

French, is etymologically correct.

t The original letter is in the American College Archives.
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time past no doubt have you been awaiting news from your
former colleague, now relegated to the mountain and forest

wilds of Oregon. It was not the good will that was wanting
not at all ! But now one thing came in the way of carrying out

my good resolutions, and then again another. At last I have

put my hand to the task better late than never. I need not

tell you how much pleasure was afforded me by your letter.

Indeed, with a keen feeling of delight, do I read whatever is to

the honor of my Fatherland and especially to the honor of the

American College, whereto I am often borne in thought. Blessed

will be the day on which I shall hail the arrival here of some
of the inmates of that house, to recall with them the thrice

happy remembrances which it left engraven on our hearts
;
but

more so, that we may work together on the vast field awaiting
cultivation in far-away Oregon ! Whites and Indians call on

all sides for apostolic laborers.

I shall not enter again into the details already given in my
letters to the revered superiors of the College ; for, no doubt,

they were communicated to you. The account of an excursion

among the white settlers and the savages, in another mis-

sionary's company, will give you a fair insight into the status of

religion and into our situation here.

Last spring, owing to the absence of the Vicar General,

Monsignor Brouillet, I spent a month at Fort Vancouver, in

the home of Bishop Blanchet. April 20, I took leave of His

Lordship and of the excellent Religious who conduct there a

hospital, a boarding school, a day school, and an orphan asylum,
with some forty inmates. My objective point on leaving
Fort Vancouver was The Dalles, where I was to meet Father

Mesplie, the Rector of that mission. Together we were to

undertake an apostolic tour among the Indians of the Warm
Spring Reservation. The first part of the voyage was made by
steamer, on the Columbia River, which I ascended as far as

the little city of The Dalles. Skirting the Cascades, I admired

these steep, snow-capped mountains, whose base was bright
with variegated flowers of spring; and the peaked rocks that

looked like the impregnable walls of some mighty cities hidden

behind them. I reached The Dalles at sunset, and found
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Father Mesplie at home. Reports that came from the Indians

apprised us that they were about to leave the Reservation and

that, in all likelihood, we should find but few Redmen there.

The fishing season, just begun, had already partly scattered them,

and still more so, it was rumored, the alarm spread among them

by the fear of the "Snakes," their neighbors.* Arrows coming
from these dangerous foes had been found in the camps of the

Reservation Indians, who retaliated in kind, as may be sup-

posed. We, therefore, agreed upon the safest plan, that of

visiting the wigwams we knew we should find along the banks

of the Columbia, in the direction of the Deschutes River.

We started on Monday, 23d of April, and having traveled

eighteen miles, we reached a place called Wanouawe.f We
arrived there very opportunely to bestow the consolations of

the Christian religion on a sick woman, a Catholic, and to

administer holy Baptism to her child. Having gone the fol-

lowing morning to an Indian camp three miles to the west, we

baptized twenty-two children. The same day, continuing our

route towards The Dalles, we baptized, at about seven miles

from that city, nine children and a very old man who seemed

to be entirely forsaken by everybody, but who manifested the

noblest sentiments and who was perfectly resigned to his fate.

We reached our home late the same evening. The next day,

April 25, we crossed the Columbia, to visit Wisram, nine miles

from The Dalles, where we again conferred Holy Baptism, on

fourteen Indian children. The 26th, Father Mesplie left for the

Warm Spring Reservation with the Chief of the Wasthos, whom
we had met at our last encampment, and who told us that we
should find many Indians there. It was agreed that I should

stay over Sunday at The Dalles to hold divine service, after

which I should overtake my colleague. I left, therefore, on

the 2Qth, with an Indian whom Father Mesplie had sent to be my

* The "Snakes" who dwell in the central and the eastern part of Oregon, are yet in

a savage state They are the bugbear of all other Indians. This past summer United

States troops were sent out against them. As yet no missionaries have penetrated
into their country. Father Croquet's note.

t The name of this place is not mentioned on modern maps. The appellation must
have been lost with the disappearance of the Indians; for it is not recalled in the

neighborhood of The Dalles.
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guide. I spent the night at Tygh, thirty miles from The Dalles,

with a Canadian named Charbonneau. Being still a novice in

the horsemanship's art, I felt somewhat tired after having
covered that distance in somewhat less than half a day. The

next day I progressed only twenty miles, and stopped at Wapini-

tia, where two families of Canadian half breeds live isolated on

an immense plain, near the lands of the Indian Reserve. My
guide showed no disposition to stop in order to visit these

families. He went on towards Warm Spring, leaving me to

do the best I could. It would have been folly to risk making
the rest of the journey some thirty miles alone. To my
great regret, I was forced to there await Father Mesplie"'s return.

However, the days which I spent with these good people were

not wasted. They had several children sufficiently advanced

in years to be instructed. I kept myself engaged by teaching
them the catechism. On May 2, Father Mesplie arrived from

the Reserve, where he had regenerated forty-nine children in

the holy waters of Baptism. On the following day, after

hearing confessions, we gave Holy Communion, during the

Mass which we celebrated, to several members of the families

whose guests we were. On our way home we had again the

satisfaction at Tygh of conferring the grace of Baptism on

an Indian centenarian as well as on a child of Mr. Charbonneau,

by whom we were once more hospitably entertained. We
reached The Dalles May 4, in the evening. We have every
reason to be pleased with the way the different Indian tribes

received us and met our advances. The Waskos, whom
Father Mesplie had visited before, welcomed him with en-

thusiasm, and they made earnest entreaties to secure a resident

missionary. Among their number which reaches the

three-thousand mark there are some few who profess the

Catholic Faith; many others would, in a very short time, be

adequately prepared to be baptized if a priest could reside

there to instruct them.

We were now anxious to repair to Oregon City in order to

account to our Archbishop anent the mission just ended, and

to enter upon another in an opposite direction. But as there

were still several persons who desired to take advantage of
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our presence at The Dalles, either to attend to their religious

duties or to have their children baptized, we postponed our

departure for a few days. May 1 1, however, we left The Dalles

and spent Sunday at Fort Vancouver. On the i5th we were

at Oregon City, to celebrate the feast of the Ascension. The

following Monday, May 21, we left for our new mission, visit-

ing on the way at St. Paul and at St. Louis the Fathers who
have charge of these places. On the 23d we were at Salem,

a small town beautifully stiuated on the Willamette, and

which begins to acquire some importance. We made a short

stay there at the house of a Canadian, Mr. Cornoyer, and

spent the night fifteen miles this side of Corvallis, which we
reached on Thursday morning. It was the eve of the execu-

tion of a man sentenced to be hanged, whom we had been

instructed to prepare for death. He had already received

in his prison the visit of two Catholic missionaries. Mean-

time, unfortunately, he came under the sway of some Pro-

testant ministers who called on him daily. Certain words

of his, and the wish he expressed of being assisted to the scaf-

fold by the Methodist preacher and the Catholic priest together,

made the baleful results of Protestant guidance sufficiently

clear to us. Nevertheless, we left nothing undone to prepare
him for his last hour, and he seemed to take kindly to our

ministry. But we could not, on the conditions which he

proposed, as you may well imagine, consent to accompany
him to the gallows and give to the faithful the strange and

unheard of spectacle of a minister of the true faith side by
side with an exponent of a false worship. Finally, three

Protestant preachers led the poor unfortunate man to the

place of execution. One made a long-winded speech, and
the man to be hanged also edified the public with the recital

of his life and of what he called his conversion. Meanwhile

the hour fixed for the execution of the sentence was allowed

to slip by, and the criminal was taken back to his prison.
An express sent post haste to the Governor brought from that

official an order postponing the hanging for one month. Why
then this gallows and all these preliminaries to capital pun-
ishment? I must here acknowledge my ignorance; for I am
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not well enough posted on all the circumstances of the case,

nor on the penal and criminal code of Oregon, to explain
this fact.

I have yet to enter into a few details about our stay at

Corvallis. This little town is built on the banks of the Willa-

mette, some seventy miles south of Oregon City, in a most

charming valley dotted with a multitude of beautiful farms,

making it the most attractive spot I have laid my eyes on in

Oregon. We found there excellent Catholic families, mostly
of German origin. Words fail me to tell you with what

touching and brotherly hospitality they received us. We
boarded and roomed at the house of a Mr. Bettingen, who
was just then directing the construction of a church. We
were at Corvallis on the feast of Pentecost. When I heard

the bells of its meeting houses, what poignant feelings seized

upon my heart! Alas! said I to myself, these bells, which

in Catholic countries to-day call the faithful to take part in

the impressive ceremonial of Mother Church, herald here

the empty observances of a false worship and of preaching
which is no longer that of truth! As for us, we offered the

Divine Mysteries in a parlor which Mr. Bettingen placed at

our disposal for that purpose. Was that not a little remi-

niscent of the catacombs, minus however the hope or the fear

of martyrdom? For several days we gave instructions in this

parlor to the small flock of the local faithful. They were

very regular in their attendance, and on the last day more

than one half approached the Eucharistic Table. Thus did

our first work plainly foreshadow the abundance of good that

might be done for these well disposed souls here, if they only
had more frequent opportunity to share in the comforting
ministrations of our holy religion, of which they are now almost

totally bereft. The priest being oftener on the grounds would

undoubtedly prevent defection, and rouse the decaying faith

of some who are in great danger of straying into the by-paths
of perdition. Thanks be to God our mission at Corvallis,

barring the painful incident of the man sentenced to the gallows,

afforded us many consolations, and for many and many a day
will its remembrance linger with me !
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On Whit Monday, May 25, we proceeded to Fort Hoskins,

in Kings Valley, fifteen miles west of Corvallis. There our

brave Irish soldier boys, who furnish a large contingent to

the United States Army, showed themselves true to the tra-

ditions of their faith and to those of their devotion to the

Catholic priest. We conducted religious exercises at Fort

Hoskins for several days, the same as at Corvallis, and they
were just as sedulously attended by the soldiers and the Catholic

families settled in the neighborhood. God granted us also

to gather like fruits of grace and like consolations. We re-

gistered some thirty Communions, and calling at some Indian

tepees in the valley, we administered holy Baptism to four

children. Meeting the Agent of the Siletz Reserve, we made
him acquainted with our purpose to visit the Indians under

his care, presupposing his leave. He endorsed our plan,,

and told us that in a few days he would be back from his journey
and take pleasure in making with us the rounds of his wards..

There was good ground, however, to doubt that our visit was,

much to his taste; for he had already held out a proffer to a

minister of the Methodist church, of which he was a member,
to turn the Indians over to that denomination. Our appre-

hensions were but too fully justified by the event. The day
after our meeting with him we left for the Reserve, which is

located twenty-five miles from Fort Hoskins. The direction

we followed took us over frightful roads, which in bad weather

are all but impassable. The first Indian village we reached

rises on the prairie on the north side of the Siletz River. The
next day, which was Sunday, we offered up the Holy Sacrifice

of the Mass in the lodge of a half-breed, Louis Nasal. The

house was pack full of Indians whom we had called together,,

and who for the first time witnessed the unbloody oblation

of the august Victim Who died for their sins, and for the first

time heard the glad tidings of the Gospel announced to them.

After Mass we baptized the children, eighteen in number, who
were brought to us. This ministry accomplished, we left for

the Agent's residence, some six miles farther on. On the

way we were attended by several Indian chiefs, who also

took it upon themselves to notify the neighboring tribes of
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the missionaries' arrival. At the Agency they requested us

to put off our intercourse with the Indians until after the

Agent's return. We tarried two days, and then, on being

told that the gentleman was likely to prolong his absence, we

concluded, since we had his consent to our mission, to give up
all further delay in carrying it out. We began by calling on

the Indians, going from lodge to lodge, urging them to assemble

at a time fixed upon, in the hall that served as a school. They

eagerly responded to our invitation, coming in large numbers

to the appointed place, listening attentively to the gladsome
news we preached, and bringing us their children to be "born

again of water and the Holy Ghost." We asked if they did

not wish to have missionaries, giving them to understand that

the Catholic priest, not being encumbered with a family, would

be a father and a guide to lead them to heaven. Most of

these poor people had up to that time no knowledge of the

Catholic priest, and, nevertheless, they at once placed all their

trust in us, and they longed to keep us with them, despite the

fact that from the day of our arrival every exertion had been

made and the basest calumnies had been exploited to bias

them against us; for, among those sent to procure their well

being and to civilize them, there are not a few who take the

lead in perverting and in demoralizing them. No wonder,

therefore, that these people, who look upon us as unwelcome

censors, dread our presence and seek to keep closed against us

the avenues to the Reserve. The Agent, when he at length

returned, showed plainly his displeasure because we had gone
on with our work without awaiting his coming. He was ac-

companied by a gentleman,who, we were told, was a Protestant

preacher.

From the above you may infer that, despite the good
intentions of the American Government in the establishment

of these reservations for the Redskins, the missionaries not

unfrequently meet with obstacles in the exercise of their

ministry, not so much on the part of the Indians as on the part

of the agents and the employe's sent out from Washington.
The confidence of the Siletz Indians went out to us withal:

they called for the Catholic priest. This success we owe,
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after God, to the common sense of some of their chiefs, who
sided with us and pleaded our cause with their subjects. These

chiefs did much to clip the wings of the slanders that had been

let loose against us. Nevertheless, the wish of the Indians

notwithstanding, the founding of a mission on the Reserve

will suffer many drawbacks, so long as the present state of

things lasts. We have also learned that since the Indians

were brought here, four years ago, their number has consider-

ably decreased, either owing to the change of climate or for

other reasons. We were not able to meet them all; many
being scattered about along the seacoast, where they are

fishing. Still we baptized, besides those of whom I made
mention above, some fifty of their children.

June 6 we took leave of the Siletz Reserve to go to another,

situated in a more northern direction. On the way we stayed
a day at Fort Hoskins, and we spent a night at the house of

a settler who, we were told, owned three hundred head of

cattle and very extensive lands, but whose home was very
far from betraying his wealth. Owing to the draughts that

blew on our beds all night our eyes were much swollen when
we awoke in the morning ;

and as for the beds themselves they
could not be found fault with on the ground of oversoftness

(Us ne ptchaient pas par exces de mollesse). On the Qth we
reached the Grandronde, where we were most cordially welcomed

by the Captain and the officers of Fort Yam Hill, which

borders on the Reservation. We celebrated Mass at the

Fort, preached, and admitted to the Sacraments the soldiers,

and the members of a few Catholic families occupying land

in the neighborhood. The Indians were not forgotten; the

Agent, Mr. Miller, giving us full scope to do all the good we
could. He is a most estimable official, who takes the poor
Redmen's interest to heart, and whose sympathies are all with

the Catholic missionaries. We found only a small number
of his wards on the Reserve, most of them having gone off

fishing. Louis Nequim, an Umpquas chief, who is absolutely
devoted to us, placed his home at our disposal, to use as a

rallying place for the Indians. Father Mespli6 preached to

them, and we poured the soul-purifying waters of holy Bap-
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tism on twenty-three children, and on one adult in danger of

death.

Here our mission ended.

We had brought the consolations of religion and announced

God's word to many forsaken souls; we had procured the

benefit of the Sacraments to not a few Christians long deprived
of them

;
and we had conferred holy Baptism on three adults,

and nearly two hundred children who had not yet attained

the age of reason. Of these children some will no doubt be

taken from this earth, to become partakers of heavenly bliss

before they have lost their baptismal innocence, and as for

the others, we have good hopes of being able to raise them in

the tenets of the Christian faith. That is why we baptize
all those who have not reached the age of reason and whom
their parents bring to us. Everywhere the Indians manifested

the desire to have resident priests. May their wishes soon be

realized ! And may these poor people, for so long the victims

of the greed and the corruption of their so-called civilized

fellowmen, find at last in the priest a guide and a father to

protect them, to console them and to teach them to keep

away from the contagion of vice and bad example, that they

may enjoy, after this life of sorrows, eternal felicity.

The Indians of the Grandronde have their missionary now;
for again am I in their midst, to make my home with them
henceforth. Having come here but a short time ago, I leave

for another letter the account of my installation and of the

state of this mission. However, I feel constrained to say that

the charitable inmates of Fort Yam Hill carried their generosity
and the pains they took to help me in settling down here to

excess. I could not begin to tell you how much gratitude
I owe them.

O my dear friend, how much there remains to be done in

this country! Not to speak of the members of the Snake

tribe, who are still savages in the true sense of the word, and
who form a powerful nation inhabiting the central and the

eastern part of Oregon, there are in this diocese four more
Indian reservations, each one counting several thousand

aborigines, without a resident missionary. If, therefore,
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some of my old colleagues and friends had the happy thought
to come hither, to consecrate themselves to the work of evan-

gelizing these poor souls, they would be received with open arms.

Well, I have certainly written enough, yea, too much, con-

cerning my poor self and this country. Send me in your turn

a long budget of news as to how things are with you : you can-

not fail to interest me greatly. I cordially thank you for

the newsy letter that I received from you some time ago and
for the therewith enclosed glorious souvenir of our Alma Mater.

Write to me again about the College where I left such fast

and devoted friends, about my country, about Europe. Do
Catholics still continue to give proofs of devotion to our beloved

Pontiff, in the midst of the tribulations that encompass him?
As for us, whilst condemning in our hearts the mean outrages

heaped upon the best of fathers and shepherds, we can but

pray and await in silence the triumph of justice and the over-

throw of iniquity.

Please to convey my most respectful regards to Father

Rector, and heartfelt greetings to my old-time colleagues
and friends of the American College. Tell them not to forget

Oregon in their prayers.
I pray you to thank for me my dear friends, Messrs. Wiseman

and Russell, for the letters which they wrote me. May they
write again! Their letters will never fail to be a source of

pleasure to me. With all my heart do I invite them to spend
their holidays in your company at my parents' home, and
at my brother's, the pastor of Virginal. You cannot realize

how pleased they will be with such a visit.

Accept, dear brother and friend, the assurance of my in-

violable attachment. A. J. CROQUET.

III.

How much the qualities of Monsignor Croquet were

appreciated by those who witnessed his earliest steps in

the missionary field we gather from a letter written by
one fully competent to judge of them. We refer to the Most
Rev. Archbishop N. Blanchet, of Oregon City, who,
writing under the influence of what he saw and heard of
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Fathers Croquet and Fierens the latter also was now
in Oregon, paid a glowing tribute of praise to these

missionaries, to the Louvain American College and to

Belgium as well.

"Accept," wrote the holy Prelate to Father De Neve, "accept
as many priests as you can of the age, the experience, the

virtue, and the zeal of a Croquet and a Fierens. Tell your
candidates that there are here thousands of souls to be saved

among the Whites as well as among the Redskins. Tell those

students not yet priests to prepare themselves for this grand
and noble task in their studies, in retirement, and in the practice
of all the apostolic virtues. In this country of missions much
self-denial and trust in God are needed, yet nothing above

the strength of a good priest. There are perhaps those who,
because this province does not yet hold out all the comforts,

all the inducements that are to be found elsewhere, hesitate

to come here. But among the Belgians there are no such !

No! No! They have hearts aglow with zeal for God's glory,

the apostles whom Belgium and the L,ouvain College have

sent to us, and will, we trust, continue to send. With them
the country is ours. The Goliath of Protestantism will fall;

the young Davids will conquer. Courage, then! For to you
and to all those who by their learning and their alms are the

regenerators of the world, belong a great glory, a great reward.

If we do some good here, it is you who enable us to do it."*

The esteem in which Archbishop Blanchet held Father

Croquet in the beginning of their acquaintance did but

grow as years rolled by. In 1865, His Grace wrote to his

nephew, the Very Rev. F. X. Blanchet, at present Vicar

General of the Archdiocese of Oregon City, then stationed

at Jacksonville, Oregon, a letter replete with encomiums on
Father Croquet, whom he held up to him as a model of

apostolic zeal and priestly activity. In it he also stated

that Father Croquet was making more converts in his two
Indian missions, viz: at Grandronde and Siletz, than all

the Oregon missionaries put together, f

* Journal de Bruxdles, February 18, 1861.

,^.t Letter from Monsignor Blanchet to the author.
;
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An apostle himself who was for Oregon what St.

Boniface was for Germany, St Augustin for England,
and St. Patrick for Ireland Archbishop Blanchet enter-

tained gradually towards Father Croquet something
more than the esteem and confidence a good superior has for

a subordinate who comes up to his expectations. He felt

drawn to the zealous co-worker as to a friend, to the

dutiful priest as a father to his son. The joy which the

Prelate manifested on the rare occasions when the poor

missionary came to Portland was at once touching and
beautiful. The late Bishop Brondel who assisted at one

of these meetings when he was scarcely three months in

America, was so impressed by it that he considered it

worth relating in one of his letters to Monsignor De Neve :

"On January 2, I went to Portland on the invitation of

Father Goens. I met there Father Fierens, Father Jiinger

and Father Malo. We all took supper with the Archbishop
at the Sisters' Convent. After supper His Grace left us; but

scarcely was he out of the room when we heard such shouts

from him that we all rushed out to see what the matter was.

We beheld the saintly old man, beside himself for joy, shaking
hands with some one who was a stranger to me, but whose
name was on everybody's lips ;

so that I also hastened forward

to greet him as if he were an old acquaintance. He was no

other than the Rev. A. J. Croquet."*

Archbishop Blanchet 's successors on the archiepiscopal
see of Oregon City bestowed as warmly as he did their

esteem and friendship on the good Indian missionary,
who beheld in the chief pastor of the diocese the visible

witness and representative of the Father, the Son and
the Holy Ghost. The late Archbishop Gross spoke of

Father Croquet as a Saint, and requested Pope
Leo XIII. to make him a domestic prelate. The Most
Rev. Archbishop Christie wrote to us :

"By his simple manner and apostolic charity Father Croquet's
work among our Indians was crowned with splendid success."!

* Letter to Father De Ne.ve, Fort Vancouver, January 24, 1S66; in College Archives,

t Letter to author, Portland, Oregon, December 13, 1904.
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Even as he enjoyed to the full the esteem of his ecclesi-

astical superiors, so did the subject of this sketch have,
in a marked degree, a firm hold on the minds and hearts

of his colleagues in the ministry. They loved and
revered him and had great admiration for his virtues,

which, though he tried to hide them, shed such a luster

around him, that they could not but impress even the

most casual observer. As far back as the year 1862,
Father A. Vermeersch, a Louvain alumnus then recently
arrived in Oregon, wrote to Father De Neve :

''In a few days we intend to pay a visit to Father Croquet.
The wonders that are told of that man would make you think

that you were listening to the story of an anchorite and a

penitent of ancient Thebais."*

The Grandronde Reservation being off the ordinary
traveled route and at some distance from the neighbor-

ing missions which have resident missionaries, Father

Croquet came but seldom into contact with his brother

priests, the more so that he was a strong believer in the

law of residence, which he considered of the utmost

importance to the success of a priest entirely devoted
to the flock entrusted to his care.

"He would not profit," says Father De Roo, "of the liberal

disposition of American prelates, allowing absences or vacations

for the sake of health. At all times was he at home at the

Grandronde Reservation, and, as I could testify, his trip to his

native Belgium in 1889, after thirty years of steady labor among
his dear Indians, was forced upon him by his Archbishop,"f

Those who knew Monsignor Croquet, encountering him
so seldom, considered themselves specially favored when

opportunity was afforded them to meet him.

"It was a rare good fortune," writes my same Reverend

informant, "to meet 'the Saint of Oregon/ when important
business would cause him to call upon his Archbishop, and

the news of his presence in Portland would hurry together

* Letter to Father De Neve, Portland, Oregon, October, 1862; in College Archive*.

t Manuscript Notes on Monsignor Croquet, by Father P. De Roo.
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at the Archbishop's residence the priests of the whole neigh-

borhood: they all wished to be edified by his modesty, piety

and learning."*

When we began the compilation of these biographical

notes, friends on whose judgment we place the greatest

reliance, expressed some misgivings as to the opportune-
ness of the publication. These misgivings we communi-
cated to the Rev. Pastor of St. Joseph's German Church,

Portland, who of all the priests of Oregon, with the

exception of the venerable Monsignor F. X. Blanchet, knew
Father Croquet longer than any other. Here is part of

the encouraging answer our letter elicited :

"I feel assured that to the late Monsignore can be applied
the ancient introductory words of the history of a great Saint :|

Gloria et honor Dei viventis est merita virtutesque sanctorum

narrare, casque scriptis commendare, quatenus emula virtus

incitetur bonorum studiis et pia imitatio proroget memoriam
in (sterna s&cula To recount the merits and virtues of the

Saints is to honor and to glorify God, inasmuch as vying
with virtue is stimulated by applying oneself to the study
of the virtuous, whose memory is forever perpetuated through
a pious imitation."J

In applying this quotation to Father Croquet, it

becomes in order to state that he was in truth looked

upon as a real saint by his fellow-priests, and by the

people at large without distinction of creed who were at

all acquainted with him. Thus we read in Father
De Roo's notes:

The people of Oregon ;
that is, his fellow priests who had

the honor of his acquaintance or heard his learned and prudent
advice during a retreat which he preached to his Rev. colleagues ;

the Catholic people that came in contact with him, and the

Protestants and infidels themselves, who watched his daily
behavior all designated Father Croquet as "the saintly priest

of Oregon." I add with all sincerity that if I and my com-

* Manuscript Notes on Monsignor Croquet, by Father P. De Roo.

t St. Amelberga of Tamise.

J Father De Roo's Manuscript Notes.
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pardons should remember his direction and example, live up
to them, and perpetuate them among our successors, the clergy

of Oregon would forever be a glorious model of priestly holiness

and perfection, and a splendid monument to the memory of

saintly Father Croquet.*

It may be objected to Father Croquet's discredit, and
this has actually been done, that despite the fact of his

holiness and of his forty years of devotion to the Indians,
the fruits of his zeal and of his piety are not very apparent
at the present day. True he did not erect monumental
churches on the Grandronde and the Siletz Reservations

;

and no great modern college, equipped with the latest

and most perfect appliances, graces the ground sanctified

by his unwearying vigils, his apostolic journeys, his

watchful care over the souls of a despised race. Neither

have the tribes for whom he spent himself untiringly all

through the years of his ministry reached the acme of

Christian perfection. Does this militate against him?
Does it detract aught from his holiness that the Indians,

left, after his departure for Europe, without priestly minis-

trations, are not the model Christians which centuries of

Christianity, of civilization, of welfare, have made of

the Whites in those places where the faith and the morals
of the people have ever been jealously guarded against
the encroachments of infidelity and the destructive winds
of corruption? He brought the Indians from the depths
of paganism to the mountains of holy truth, and from the

darkness of unbelief to the light of the Gospel. He
baptized them, prepared them for Holy Communion,
caused them to give up their pagan rites, taught them
the dignity of Christian marriage, made clear to them the

eternal rewards of virtue and the everlasting punishments
of vice and crime, brought them to desire to be properly

prepared for death in a word, he instilled into them the

essentials of Christianity. He sowed the seed which,
with God's grace, has brought forth fruit, even though it

be not the fruit of the prize-garden carefully tended
* Father De ROD'S Manuscript Notes.
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through the centuries and cultivated by a succession of

gardeners, each one of whom continued the work of his

predecessor and improved upon it. If he built no

monumental churches, he erected such houses for the

divine worship as were called for by the needs and con-

dition of his flock. He also secured a school for the

Indian children, and he did not rest until he had procured

good Religious as teachers for that school. The building

may not have been up to the ultra-fastidious tastes either

of the advanced modernists in education or of archi-

tectural esthetes; but it answered the purpose for

children whose fathers roamed as savages over the

mountain wilds and desert wastes of the Pacific Coast.

We ought not to lose sight of the fact that it requires

something more than a holy priest and a willing flock to

raise temples resplendent with all the glory of archi-

tectural beauty, to build and equip schools in keeping
with these temples. Wealth, skill, art, are requisites

as essential as priestly zeal and people's faith to bring
into being those monuments which we admire wherever

Christian civilization has ascended to its zenith. Wealth,
skill and art have thus far not found a habitat among the

bronzed children of the forest, and it is no disparagement
to Father Croquet, therefore, that his zeal and ability

are not proclaimed to his successors in grand memorials
of stone and mortar. After all, holiness, virtue, are not

to be gauged by the uncommon things that one did; for,

as Cardinal Manning said, "Holiness consists in doing all

common things with an uncommon fervor. No life was
ever more full of work than the life of our Lord and His

Apostles. They were surrounded by the multitude, and
'

there were many coming and going, and they had not so

much as time to eat.'"* Yet we do not read of material

structures erected by them. Neither did the converts

whom the Apostles made, at once become paragons of all

virtues, as we know from the severe reproofs addressed

by St. Paul to the Corinthians. Because of the absence of

* The Eternal Priesthood, Ch. VII.
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great and wonderful things in Father Croquet's life, it may
not contain much that is of interest

;
but it is not on that

account without its useful lessons. On the contrary, this

very absence of great enterprises, this lack of the display

of natural talents, of which his early school triumphs gave

promise, constitute a lesson more needed than that which

is given by the much heralded successes of the privileged

few. What dignifies the priest and makes him truly great,

if not in the eyes of men, at least in the eyes of God
which after all is the only greatness that counts in the

end and forever is his spirit of faith and piety which,

fed and sustained by grace from on High, replaces the

weakness of man with the strength of God. "The life

of Jesus Christ on the Altar is a life of supreme elevation,

of supremely interior perfection, while in external ap-

pearance it is a life of the utmost simplicity; for what

could be more simple or more common than the Sacra-

mental Species by which He is veiled."* Yet who would

dare say that no lesson is contained in that life? The
lesson therein contained, viz: of humility, of patience,
of generosity, of love, of peace, of content in the

lowliest of places, Father Croquet learned, and in his

turn, he taught it to us, especially to us priests who are

called upon to do God's work in the hidden places, far

from the admiring eyes of the world. To see how he

learned the lesson from Jesus on the Altar should encour-

age and rouse us rouse us to strive ever more after the

humility that is Christ's, after the patience, the generosity

and the love that shine forth upon us every day from the

Tabernacle, after the content which brings happiness and

peace even in the most modest and the least sought after

places.

The commonplace life Father Croquet led as an

Indian missionary suggested to the Rev. P. DeRoo, to

whom I had written for some data concerning his former

brother priest, the following lines :

* Jesus Living in the Priest, Consideration I, Sec. II. The Rev. P. Millet, S. J.
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"You have undertaken, dear friend, to give to the public
an account of the achievements of saintly Father Croquet.

Well, your project is one of the most difficult ever entered

upon by a writer who desires to enlist the interest of his readers
;

because the history of your hero relates no striking incidents

of battles fought and victories won, calculated to relieve the

monotony of an admirable daily life. We might condense

the history of St. Aloysius of Gonzaga, after he was received

into the Society of Jesus, by saying that he was pure as an

angel and regular as a clock. Father Croquet grew older

than the lovely Saint, but he remained innocent and immacu-
late like him. His regularity in his daily pastoral duties

and spiritual exercises was as perfect as that of the exemplary

Religious. I can testify that, when visiting his relatives in

Belgium, a dozen years ago, he, even there, under exceptional

circumstances, found time to make his protracted evening
meditation.

In Oregon we grew accustomed to and in a certain degree,

indifferent to his practice of the manifold virtues of which he

was setting a continuous example.

It is or ought to be admitted that of clergymen there are

no more fastidious critics than their fellow clergymen. Hence
it is easily understood that, when we had the good fortune

to meet Father Croquet, we readily found fault with the shape
or color of his beggarly garments, perhaps with the lack of a

barber on his Indian Reservation, as we could find no occasion

to criticise his words or actions. It unduly amused us to see

how the good Father, with the smile of innocent childhood,

set aside all our mischievous objections. His serenity on all

such occasions was simply imperturbable; perhaps, because

he was aware that no one of his colleagues could seriously

intend to make any disparaging remark.

It would be a long story if I should attempt to describe

all the Christian virtues as reproduced in Father Croquet's

daily life. His angelic purity and keen justice would lend

me the material for a truthful story, the particulars of which

were considered as ridiculous by both the clergy and the

laity who witnessed them or heard of them.
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His piety was simply admirable, especially in regard to

the Blessed Sacrament. In the most accurate and devout

manner did he say Holy Mass, whenever his unavoidable and

wearisome rides on horseback did not deprive him of the

opportunity. In the church, with the Divine Prisoner of our

Tabernacles, more than in his modest residence, did he make
his home; if he could be found nowhere else when he was in

Portland on a visit to his hospitable Archbishop, one had but

to seek him in the church. He used to read his breviary

on his knees and his private devotions took up a considerable

part of his time. From repeated observations I learned

that he was in the habit of making at least one hour's medi-

tation every afternoon in the church, if possible.

At one of our meetings at the residence of our Most Reve-

rend Archbishop, Father Croquet happened to learn that I had

the required faculties to admit suitable persons to the Third

Order of St. Francis. He soon called me apart, and, after I

had answered his questions on the subject, he humbly requested
me to receive him as a novice, saying that he was anxious to

place himself under the tutelage of the Order of Penance and

to secure the special intercession of the thousands of its mem-
bers. He then went to take further counsel with our lamented

Vicar General, Father Fierens, also one of earth's noblemen,

and Father Croquet's devoted friend. The result was that

I had the pleasure and honor of receiving both gentlemen
as novices.

When, a dozen years ago, we both sojourned in our

native country, I had the advantage of being visited by Father

Croquet at the parsonage of the good pastor of Baerle. Here

he met with several members of the exemplary clergy of the

Ghent diocese; and when he had left, they were loud in their

admiration both of the learning and of the holiness of the

Oregon missionary priest. In fact, wherever Father Croquet

happened to be, he was an edifying 'spectacle to the world,

to angels and to men.'

Archbishop Blanchet made no mistake in his judgment
of young Croquet. He found him of such bodily, moral and

intellectual mettle, that he judged him fit for the most remote,
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the most ungrateful and the poorest of all the districts of his

immense diocese. He confided to Father Croquet the difficult

task of saving the souls of the Indians of the Grandronde

and Siletz Reservations. This mission, the hardest that any

missionary zeal could wish for, was and ever remained the

delight of the saintly priest, till the day on which his superiors,

desirous of his welfare, urged him, when in his eighty-first

year, to lay down the burden so long and so faithfully borne.

His learning and virtue fitted him for any place in our arch-

diocese. He might have been a shining light at the Cathedral

and might have won there bright and enviable laurels. The

applause of the world would certainly have been his, much
more so than it is now; for he and his true worth would have

been better known. He, however, joyfully accepted and

perseveringly fulfilled the humblest duties, and probably
did more for poor souls than any other priest could have done

under like circumstances. He dearly loved the poor waifs,

the desire for whose conversion had made him forego the

brilliant future in store for him in his native country; and he

often spoke of them in terms so laudatory, as to provoke
the smiles of his reverend colleagues, who thought more of

the exiled Europeans among whom they were laying the

foundations of Catholicity in Oregon. He loved his Indian

parishioners for the love of God, who enabled him to learn

their very difficult language, to suffer for them and to spare
neither labor nor hardship for their temporal and spiritual

welfare."*

IV.

Let us from another letter, written by our saintly
Father himself, gain a deeper insight into his character

and a better understanding of the beginnings of his

ministry among the Grandronde Indians. This letter,

penned to Father De Neve, December 29, 1862, was pub-
lished at the time in the French papers of the Belgian

capital, and also translated for the Flemish Catholic

papers.

* Father De Roo's Manuscript Notes.
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MY DEAR FATHER RECTOR: I feel that it is more than

time for me to fulfill a pious and sacred duty; namely, that

of answering your kind letter and of giving an account of the

state of my far-away missions. I must begin by sincerely

thanking you for the trouble you took in coming to our as-

sistance and in sending us two new auxiliaries, the Rev. Fathers

Dielman and Vermeersch. They have afforded me keenest

pleasure by a visit they paid me at the Grandronde. I need

not tell you how agreeable and consoling it was for me to

meet the dear colleague, Father Dielman, whom I knew at

the American College. Good Father Vermeersch spent a few

days with me, so that I had an opportunity to appreciate
his kindness and charity. I am glad for Oregon that it has

secured these promising young missionaries, and I trust that

it will be given to them to do much good here. The way is

now well paved for more to follow; we cannot have too many
of them, for, as you know, Father Rector, our needs are great

on all sides. Several places where priests have been asked

for are as yet deprived of their ministrations.

To teach the young, we have, it is true, a few up-to-date
Catholic schools conducted by Sisters; but, owing principally

to the dearth of means at our disposal, they are too few to

meet all the requirements. We are thus in the painful neces-

sity of seeing Protestants teach our children too often, alas!

at the risk of their faith, and at least, to the detriment of their

piety. May, therefore, those whom heaven has abundantly
blessed with the goods of this world, those whom God has made
the trustees of His bounty, remember that there are in

Oregon hungry souls perishing because there is no one to break

the bread of life to them, and because our poverty makes it

impossible to provide for them.

I had almost forgotten to mention a circumstance that

opens a new field to zeal and calls for a reinforcement of apostolic

laborers : namely, the war and the consequent misery which are

just now laying waste this country and have caused a multitude

of emigrants to wend their way to Oregon and its neighboring
territories. The passengers brought by the steamers during
the course of last summer have been estimated at 75,000.
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Of these several thousands have scattered throughout the

mining districts of Oregon and Washington, causing new
towns to spring up as if by magic. Others settled in the

agricultural sections. It may, therefore, be truthfully said:

Mess-is multa, operari pauci.
As for the Indian missions, only one of the five Reservations

within the Diocese has a resident missionary. The four

others, which can be visited but at rare intervals, are, for

the want of Catholic priests, on the eve of falling into the hands
of Protestant ministers, as has been the case with one lately.

Another obstacle to the success of our ministry among the

Indians is that the selection of teachers for the Reservation

schools depends entirely upon the goodwill of the Government

agents. The school on the Grandronde a boarding-school
for both sexes is conducted by an American, of I know not

what sect, whose wife teaches needlework to the girls. You
will readily understand, dear Father Rector, how difficult

it is under such conditions to rear the children in the teachings
and practice of our holy religion. We ought to have our

own schools, we ought to have Sisters, then we would accom-

plish solid and lasting good. Now you know my wishes, my
hopes ! May the merciful God soon give them realization ! How-
ever, all hindrances notwithstanding, some good is always being
done though slowly. For some time past movements favor-

able to Catholicity have been to the fore among the Indians.

They have now a 45x20 church, which His Grace the Arch-

bishop blessed early last October, dedicating it to St. Michael

the Archangel. It is my second church; the other, under
the patronage of St. Patrick, is situated eighteen miles from

there, among the white settlers.* I go there on the first

Sunday of every month. Monsignor assigned a third station

to me, which I am to visit from time to time.f There is no
church in the place yet; but there is some talk of building
one next spring, if the necessary funds can be raised.

During the year I had one hundred baptisms, of which

thirty were baptisms of adults. The latter, six excepted,

* St. Patrick's, Muddy Creek, Yamhill County,
t The Siletz Reservation.
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were sprinkled with the water of regeneration whilst danger-

ously ill and most of them died. I admitted eighteen persons
to First Holy Communion, and I heard the confessions of

about thirty. The number will appear very small indeed;

but you must remember that this is an entirely new field, and

that there is already a little advance as compared with last

year. I teach catechism, if not every day, at least very often,

to prepare catechumens for baptism and neophytes for Holy
Communion. I have every reason to be satisfied with the

good dispositions manifested by my neophytes and with

their attachment to the missionary. A remarkable thing

for savages to do is that they assist me, bringing victuals and

other things, when they know or think that I am in need.

Last Christmas I sang Midnight Mass. Early in the evening
the Indians gathered into my house, which was soon crowded.

Whilst awaiting the time for Mass, they sang canticles, re-

cited the beads, and off and on carried on a bit of conversation.

After Mass they all bundled up in their blankets and lay

down on the hard floor. Sleep did not visit me that night;

my eyes simply would not remain shut. The spectacle of

these poor savages huddled about the altar, spending the night
so close to the Sanctuary, failed not to recall to my mind that

Bethlehem stable where a few wretched flock-tenders lay pros-

trate at the foot of the crib of their newly-born Saviour !

I shall end with a word about an excursion along the sea-

coast, about twenty-five or thirty miles from here, which I

made last summer. There dwell a few Indian tribes whose

main livelihood is afforded them by the fishing of salmon,

which are very plentiful in those parts as well as in almost all

the rivers of Oregon. Among the Indians whom I visited

on the occasion of that trip, I have been able to baptize only
the children and the sick adults, having previously instructed

the latter in the essentials of the faith. The journey to that

district cannot be made at any other time than in the summer
or fall. More than one-half of the year the roads are impassable,

owing either to the heavy snow in the mountains or to the

torrential rains. Neither, as may well be imagined, does

the way thither boast of a hostelry for the wayfarer. The
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only shelters to be found are the heavenly vault and the forest

tree. A large fire built before lying down to rest serves as a

protection against the extreme chilliness of the nights, which

makes itself felt even after the warmest days. With returning

spring I intend to continue my explorations along the sea-

coast.

These are, dear Father Rector, about all the details that

I am able to give anent my mission. Experience has suffi-

ciently taught me that our labors are barren unless God makes
them fruitful. May, therefore, your prayers and those of all

the virtuous and pious pupils whom you train for the work of

the apostolate secure that blessing for my humble endeavors!

I shall not forget to join in prayer with you for the in-

tentions you are pleased to make known in your last com-

munication.

In conclusion I wish, dear Father Rector, that the year

1863 be a year rich in blessings for your own dear and precious
self first of all, and secondly, for all the dear students of the

American College the hope of our American missions.

I have the honor, etc.

From the above letter we learn that the good Belgian

missionary, in the short time thus far spent in Oregon,
had erected churches at the Grandronde and at Muddy
Creek

;
that the best of his energies were most disinterest-

edly spent for the Indians; that, in spite of the appar-

ently rather poor showing for his labors, he was not at all

disheartened, looking forward to better results in the

future, when Sisters, or at least Catholic teachers, should

have charge of the education of the young. To attain

that devoutly wished for end, lie bends henceforth, as we
shall see in subsequent letters, his utmost efforts; and
neither obstacles, nor a succession of disappointed hopes,
nor the passing years, shall make him swerve from his

purpose or doubt of ultimate success. Meantime, whilst

he is ever soliciting, praying and waiting for his Catholic

school, he does not remain idle in other directions. He is

everywhere that an Indian tepee is to be found, baptizing
the children and assisting the sick and the dying. Many,
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on the brink of the grave, are moved by the sweet per-

suasion of his words to embrace the faith which he so

beautifully and perseveringly exemplifies in his noble

charity and self-sacrificing devotion. He travels also

long distances, in all kinds of weather, at all times of the

year, to attend to the few scattered Oregon pioneer
children of the faith settled within the limits of the field

assigned to him. Much as he loves the Redmen, he is

ever ready for any exertion in favor of the Catholic Whites.

To go among the latter is for him a source of consolation

and encouragement amid the greater trials and difficulties

of the Indian apostolate. Thus he writes to his parents :

I said a while ago that on New Year's Day [1861] I was

with a German Catholic family of patriarchal habits. In

the same place eighteen miles from my residence there

are several other Catholic families Irish, German, and Ameri-

can. I say Mass there* every month. Now at the home of

one family, now in that of another, each one in turn. How

happy I am to be in the midst of these good people ! At every
home I feel as if I were one of the household. Their attentions

and uniform acts of kindness really embarrass me. After

Mass, at which everybody assists, from the gray-haired old

folks down to the children in the cradle, dinner is served for

all present. It is the same at every family's where I stay

to hold service. If, therefore, I meet with difficulties and

privations on the one hand, on the other, God gives me many
joys and consolations. f

The non-Catholic white colonizers were also the object
of his pastoral solicitude. He indeed aimed at becoming
all things to all men, that he might save all. Under date

of July 1 6, 1863, we find him writing to his dear parents,
whom he thanks for pecuniary assistance lately forwarded

to him :

"I have a place to visit some thirty miles from here, among
the Whites, where there is no church as yet, but where I

* Muddy Creek, Yamhill County.
t Letter to his parents, January 31, 1861.
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should like to build one.* Unfortunately the funds for such

an undertaking are wanting. A church would be a means

to draw the Protestants, who constitute in this country the

great majority of the civilized population. I say 'Protestants,'

although a large proportion is not affiliated to any of the

Protestant sects and not even baptized."

He appreciates and admires these so-called Protestants,

with whom he has had occasion to come into contact, for

the liberal spirit by which they are animated, a spirit that

speaks well for our Oregon separated brethren of forty
and more years ago. In justice to them and to their

credit, Father Croquet's posthumous tribute of praise
deserves to be recorded :

"I have no cause to complain of them [the Protestants].

In my peregrinations I have often been obliged to bespeak
their hospitality, and in almost every instance I have been

made perfectly welcome. Several times I have been requested

to say grace at meals. I have been asked to visit them, to

spend the night at their homes, etc."

He takes occasion to contrast the broadminded liber-

ality he experienced at the hands of the American Pro-

testants with the bigotry of those raised in the faith in

his native country :

"What must we think when we compare their [the Pro-

testants'] conduct with that of those reputed Catholics who
have less respect and regard for the ministers of the Church

than many of our separated brethren? What must we think

of those Catholics who have nothing Catholic about them

except the name, who mock at God's word and turn their

pastor's warnings into ridicule, whilst Protestants raised outside

the fold of Christ come to us, listen to our teachings, and read

with avidity the religious works we lend or give them? Yes,

dear parents, such thoughts and others akin come quite fre-

quently into my mind and then I cannot but fear for those

who grossly abuse the graces bestowed from on High."

* The place referred to is probably McMinville.
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Remembering that charity begins at home, he adds :

"May at least all the members of our dear family ever

guard themselves with the utmost care against this spirit of

the world, and show themselves ever true and devoted children

of that Church which our divine Saviour established on earth

and cemented with His Precious Blood! I beg to assure you
that it is one of the intentions I daily commend to God."

That prayer of the "Saint of Oregon," his Heavenly
Father more than heard. All the members of his family
are now, as they have always been, not only true and
devoted members of the Church, but there are those

among them whom their fatherland honors as conspic-

uously shining lights of exalted virtue and ennobling

learning, virtue and learning that are entirely at the

service of God's Church. Suffice it to name the Rt. Rev.

Monsignor D. Mercier, the eminent writer and professor
at the Louvain University, founder and president of the

great school of Thomistic philosophy which draws to old

Louvain students from all Catholic European countries

as well as from Asia and from North and South America.
The spiritual favors he begged for his near of kin he

asked also for all the parishioners of his birthplace, where
he had himself exercised the sacred ministry :

"Although I have now a new parish to claim my attention,

I do not, therefore, forget my native parish. The greatest

favor for which I daily petition Heaven in its behalf is, that

religion, piety and good morals may nourish there
;
for in these

alone will it find true felicity. I hope that the pious associa-

tions established to that end by your zealous pastor continue

to forge ahead. Would to God that they were joined in by
the most distant hamlets! I trust to be favored with good
news about the neighborhood in your next letter."*

We have grounds to believe that his parents gave good
accounts of the spiritual welfare of Braine-1'Alleud

;
for

it is to this day one of the model Christian parishes of the

* Letter to his parents, July 16, 1863.
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Archdiocese of Mechlin, comparing favorably with those

of the surrounding villages and towns.

L/et us, in a letter addressed to the Rev. Rector of the

American College at the end of the year 1863, see the

status of the parish and missions which then claimed

Father Croquet's first love and attention.

GRANDRONDE, YAMHILL COUNTY,

November 27, 1863.

REVEREND AND DEAR FATHER RECTOR : I am at last about

to discharge the debt of filial piety and gratitude that I owe

quite as much to you as to the house which is so fortunate as

to have you for Rector and Father. With unbounded joy

have I learned how, under your paternal and wise direction,

that house is on the high road to prosperity, and how it keeps
on sending new laborers into the Lord's vineyard, which,

particularly in these parts, expands from day to day in the

most wonderful manner. If the workers increase, the demands

upon them increase in proportion. The territory extending from

the Cascades to the Rocky Mountains is being settled as if by

magic. Mushroomlike, towns and villages grow wherever the

goldseekers locate new mines. By the advance of the white man
the dreaded Snakes will gradually be driven to hide back of their

mountains and in the deserts of the interior. May Divine

Providence find in the recent events an occasion to proclaim
the glad tidings of salvation to this savage tribe, till now de-

prived of that blessing! It is well known that most of the

gold mines lately discovered are within range of these savages,

and that they belong to the new Territory known as Idaho

and situated between the State of Oregon and the Rocky
Mountains. Two of our colleagues* have gone thither, and

are already engaged in constructing a church some three

or four hundred miles from here, viz: at Bannock City.f A
large field lies fallow there, a field needing not only zealous

* Fathers A. Poulin and T. Mesplie"; the first a Canadian, the other a Frenchman,

t Now called Idaho City, Bois County, Idaho.
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missionaries, but also showers of heavenly blessings, in order

that the truths of salvation may be relished by these worldly-
minded souls who are more alive to the hope of gain and the

allurements of sensual pleasures than to their eternal welfare.

Concerning my own missions, I have no marvelous oc-

currences to report. The two stations I attend among the

Whites, it is my duty to visit once every month. I preach

there, celebrate Mass, try to keep the small flocks within the

fold, and to bring back from time to time a strayed sheep,

often for years a stranger to the Sacraments. Not a few of

our separated brethren come occasionally to hear the word of

God. There is a third station, some eight miles from here,

where several Protestant families have manifested the desire

to be instructed in the tenets of the faith, and where I go at

intervals, to comply with their wishes. To the well-intentioned

Protestants I lend pious and controversial works. I must

confess that the conversion of these people is no easy task;

for to convince is not to convert, as experience has taught
me. However, I succeed in dispelling anti-Catholic prejudice ;

and who knows, perhaps the way is thus smoothed for the

conversion of some of these souls, once God's grace touches

them.

At least have I the satisfaction of reporting to you the con-

version and the return to the bosom of the true Church of

an unfortunate man sentenced to death and hanged last June.
The poor wretch was accused of killing a fellow-citizen who,
he thought, was seeking to murder him. However that may
have been, the jury's verdict was against him and he was

condemned to pay the penalty of his deed on the scaffold.

In prison he expressed a wish to see a Catholic priest, albeit

the Methodist minister of the locality had repeatedly called

on him.

Born of Protestant parents, this man had, like many others

of his class, never been baptized. I visited him several times

in his prison, as often in fact as the distance from my place

of residence rendered feasible. He prepared himself in a most

Christian-like manner for death and received holy Baptism-
on the eve of his execution. In the early morning of the fatal
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day I offered up the Holy Sacrifice of the Mass in his prison
cell. He assisted at it with great devotion and recollection,

and had the happiness to receive for the first and last time

the Bread of Life, to serve him as Viaticum on his journey
into eternity. After Mass, by virtue of a special delegation,

I administered to him the Sacrament of Confirmation, whence
he drew the strength so necessary to sustain him in the supreme

struggle that was about to begin. And, indeed, to the last

moment, he showed a calmness and resignation that excited

the wonder of the numerous spectators who witnessed the

trying ordeal.

I must say a word of my poor Indians. Death has con-

tinued to play havoc among them during the course of this

year. There are two tribes especially which go on decreasing
at an alarming rate. Most of those who fell victims to the

dread destroyer made ready for his coming by the reception
of holy Baptism. To the eyes of faith it is a great good in

itself that so many children and adults go yearly to Heaven

purified through the salutary waters of regeneration.

Although the progress of religion among these Indians is

not quite such as one would desire, it nevertheless advances

little by little. The church is frequented every Sunday by
from fifty to sixty people. The great obstacle to the accom-

plishment of lasting good is that the missionary has no control

over the schools, inasmuch as these may be called schools.

There are Government-paid teachers in them; but scarcely

any scholars. We have met with all sorts of hindrances in

treating with the local authorities for the foundation of a

Sisters' school, which is absolutely necessary to form a genera-
tion of fervent Christians in the midst of these degraded people,
to whom contact with the Whites has done more harm than

good. I hope that all obstacles will be overcome in the end;
and that prejudice and personal interest will give way before

the evidence of the inability to do anything stable and solid

for the civilization of these people, whom nothing but the

devotion and abnegation actuated by true religion can save.

The authorities at Washington are favorable to our project:
we have to overcome only local opposition and prejudice.
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May the glorious Archangel Michael, to whom this mission

is dedicated, gain for us the victory over man's arch-enemy,
whom he has vanquished from the beginning !

Of the eighty-five baptisms I had during the year, thirty-

three were baptisms of adults.

I am, Very Rev. Father Rector, etc.*

* Original letter in College Archives.



THE CHEVALIER DE LA LUZERNE.*

BY JAMES J. WALSH, M.D., PH.D., LL.D.

Few of the foreigners who helped the struggling Colo-

nies during the dark days of the Revolution deserve

better of this country than Anne Cesar de La Luzerne,
who was the Minister from France to the Colonies during
the latter part of the Revolutionary War. Yet few of

the names of those who helped in the cause of American

liberty are less known than his. It was at Philadelphia
where the seat of government was that his good services

to the American cause were most in evidence and, there-

fore, it is only with due propriety that the most significant

tribute offered to his beneficent kindliness the naming
of one of the principal counties of the State of Penn-

sylvania in his honor, was conferred on him.t This was

not, however, the only tribute of gratitude paid him by the

Americans in spite of the fact that republics are usually

*Not infrequently in histories and biographical articles in this country, de
La Luzerne is spoken of as de La Lucerne. There is, however, no good authority for
this latter spelling. None of the French biographical dictionaries nor of the original
documents in French of the period spell his name in this way. Luzern is the German
form of the Swiss name Lucerne, and it may have been considered that the French
form of spelling was more appropriate than the German with the unusual z. The
facts, however, are all against the theory in this case and the traditional spelling of
Luzerne County, as it has come down from the oldest times is the proper one. It
would seem as though the "La" of the name should always be capitalized as the true

beginning of the name. At least in practically all of the French indexes to historical
works and in biographical dictionaries the name will be found not under Luzerne, put
under La Luzerne.

fThe importance of the compliment that was intended to be offered to the
Chevalier de La Luzerne in naming the county of Luzerne after him can be better
appreciated from the fact that there were only eleven counties in the state of Penn-
sylvania at this time and the territory included in Luzerne County was very large and
has since become one of the most important parts of the State of Pennsylvania. The
original description of the county reads as follows:

Luzerne County was formed on September 26, 1786, from part of the territory of

Northumberland, bounded as follows: Beginning at the mouth of Nescopeck Creek,
and running along the south bank; thence eastward to the head of said creek, from
thence a due east course to the head branch of Lehigh Creek; thence along the east
bank of said Lehigh Creek to the head thereof ; from thence a due north course to the
northern boundary of the State; thence westward along said boundary until it crosses
the last branch of the Susquehanna, and thence along the said northern boundary
fifteen miles west of the said river Susquehanna; thence by a straight line to the head
of Towanda; thence along the ridge which divides the waters of the east branch of
the Susquehanna from those of the west branch, to a point due west from the mouth
of the Nescopeck; thence east to the olace of beginning.

Therefore, it included a mimber of modern counties, part of Bradford, all of Susque-
hanna, Wyoming, Lackawanna, part of Sullivan, Lycoming, Columbia and Carbon
Counties, a district much of which is now more thickly populated than any part of
the country except the very large cities.
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said not to be grateful, for one of the first acts of General

Washington in 1789, after the organization of the Federal

Government, was to direct the Secretary of State to send a

letter expressive of the thanks of the American people to

Chevalier de La Luzerne, who had become at that time

French Minister to England.
In spite of the merit of the Chevalier de La Luzerne as

a man and what we owe him as a nation, there has been

very little interest in his career. Personally this has

come home to me very much, because as a native of old

Luzerne County I have looked eagerly for references to

this eminent Frenchman in the hope to fill up the

scanty details of my knowledge of him. The Century Dic-

tionary of proper names does not even mention him and
most of our American encyclopedias of biographies have
no reference to him. The old Appleton American Cyclo-

pedia does not contain a biographical sketch of him, and
while the new International does, it says much of his

devotion to his own country, but very little of all that he

accomplished for the struggling colonies or of how much
his influence was worth at trying moments of the Revo-
lution. Thomas Balch, in his book on "The French in

America" from 1777 to 1783, does not mention him.

Anne de La Luzerne was born in 1741 in Paris as one

of the younger sons of an old Norman noble house. His

mother was a sister of the distinguished French writer

Malesherbes. It is not surprising then to find that the

Chevalier, like his older brothers, was distinguished
for breadth of culture and for a liberal education that

made him a favorite companion of all the intellectual

men with whom he came in contact throughout life.

He was related to many of the distinguished noble

families of France, and this helped him very materially
in his career. Before he was twenty, he became aid-

de-camp to the Duke de Broglie who was a relative

through his father. His military career seems to have

been made very easy for him, for we find that at 21 he
was a Major General of Cavalry and a little bit later a
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Colonel of the Grenadiers of France. It appears very

clear, however, that his title of Major General was not

the equivalent of our modern rank, but rather the highest

grade of major in the service just before the colonelcy.

Something of the position of his family may be gathered
from the fact that both of his older brothers had careers

quite as distinguished as his own even from their early

years. His eldest brother became a Lieutenant General

before he was thirty and then was given the post of

Governor General of the Windward Islands. Later he

was Minister of Marine just before the revolutionary
disturbances in 1789, and had to give up his portfolio
at this time. The other brother had quite as distinguished
a career in the church. He became a Bishop and one

of the leaders of every movement for the preservation
of the liberties of the Church. In 1789, he was for a

short time the president of the constituent assembly,
but soon realized to his grief that the revolutionary
movement was carrying everything before it and that

he could not in conscience continue to act. He then

lived for a time in Switzerland, and it is typical of the

goodness of heart that we shall see exemplified in his

brother with regard to the soldiers of the Revolutionary
War, that the exiled Bishop shared whatever revenues

still were his with the poor exiled priests of his diocese.

Later on he lived at Venice for a time and contracted

typhus fever while attending French soldiers stricken

with this disease in that city. After the fall of Napoleon
he became one of the most prominent supporters of the

monarchy in France, and a particular friend of Louis

XVIII., who considered him one of the props of his

throne.

Coming from a family like this, it is not surprising to

find that the Chevalier de La Luzerne was chivalrously

generous in his efforts in the cause of American liberty,

at a time, too, when whatever help could be given was
most precious, since the outlook in America was so un-

promising. At least once the Chevalier pledged his
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personal credit in order to raise money for Washington's

starving soldiers, and, on another occasion, he headed
a subscription with a donation for an amount that would

ordinarily be considered far beyond his means, in

order to encourage Americans in giving liberally for the

support of their starving soldiers. It seems too bad that

the life of this man is not better known and does not

occupy a more prominent place in the school histories

of this country, since it represents traits of character

so eminently worthy of praise and emulation.

At the age of 35, de La Luzerne came to the reali-

zation that the career of arms would not be to his liking,,

and so he was transferred to the French diplomatic
service. His family influence can be well appreciated
from the fact that even at this early age he was given
the position of Ambassador to the electorate of Bavaria,

Here he had need of all his tact and prudence, for during
his ambassadorship the reigning elector, Maximilian r

died, and there were serious developments that re-

quired a man of consummate prudence to direct properly
French influence and preserve French interests. There

seems to be no doubt that it was the ability displayed
under these difficult circumstances that obtained for

the Chevalier de La Luzerne the position of French

Minister to America. This post was not so great an

honor as might have been many of the other diplomatic

positions, but as the French Ambassador must practically

have the reins in his own hands, since communication

with his government was extremely slow, it took at

least four or five months as a rule for a letter to go and

an answer to be received, a thoroughly trustworthy

diplomatist of tried prudence and known tact and con-

servatism was required. At this time, too, the position

of Minister to America was rendered more important
than it would otherwise have been by the fact that France

and the Colonies were in an alliance, offensive and de-
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fensive, against Great Britain. This indeed constituted

the main reason for maintaining a French diplomatic rep-

resentative of high rank in this country.
De La Luzerne very soon made himself popular with

Washington and with Americans generally. He and
Benedict Arnold were for a time on very good terms.

A good idea of the importance set upon de La Luzerne

by the Colonies' enemies may be gathered from the fact

that, when Arnold attempted to betray West Point into

the hands of the British, he endeavored to make his

arrangements such that, besides the Commander-in-

Chief, Washington, the French Ambassador should be

at this post when it was presumably captured by the

British
;
indeed it was only the fortunate chance of Andre's

capture that prevented the accomplishment of this

purpose.
The details of the Chevalier's career in America seem

worth while gathering together so as to show how he

came to occupy so prominent a position among friends

and enemies.

The proceedings to welcome the new French Ambas-
sador when he came are described in the Journals of

Congress, printed each week at that time. Because

they represent a form of procedure quite different to

anything that we are accustomed to at the present day,
and are not easy to obtain in printed form, we here re-

produce them for our readers.*

"On Thursday, November n, 1779, the Continental

Congress having been informed formally that the Cheva-
lier de La Luzerne was ready to present his credentials

as Minister, the following resolutions were passed :

Resolved, That Wednesday next be assigned for giving
audience to the Honorable Chevalier de La Luzerne,
minister plenipotentiary of his Most Christian Majesty.

Congress proceeded to the election of two members to

*Journals of Congress, Philadelphia, printed by David C. Claypool, printer
to the Honorable the Congress of the United States of America. These quotations
are taken from the original edition as found in the Gordon Lester Ford collection,
presented by his sons, Worthington Chauncey Ford and Paul Leicester Ford, to the
New York Public Library, and at present kept at the Lenox Library.
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wait upon the Honorable the Chevalier de La Luzerne,
and conduct him to the audience. The members chosen,
Mr. Matthews and Mr. Morris.

Resolved, That a committee of three be appointed to

direct and superintend an entertainment to be given by
Congress to the Honorable the Chevalier de La Luzerne,
minister plenipotentiary from his Most Christian Majesty,
on Wednesday next, the day assigned for his public
audience. The members chosen, Mr. Root, Mr. Marchant
and Mr. Griffin.

Wednesday, November 17, 1779.

According to order, the Honorable Chevalier de La
Luzerne, minister plenipotentiary of his Most Christian

Majesty, was introduced to the audience by Mr. Matthews
and Mr. Morris, the two members for that purpose ap-

pointed, and being seated in the chair, the Secretary of

the embassy delivered to the President a letter from his

Most Christian Majesty, directed on the outside [original

in French but with the following translation inserted in

the proceedings of Congress] :

" To our very dear, great Friends and Allies, the President

and members of the general Congress of the United States

of North America.

"VERY DEAR, GREAT FRIENDS AND ALICES: The bad
state of health of the Sieur Gerard, our minister pleni-

potentiary to you, having laid him under the necessity
of applying for a recall, we have made choice of the

Chevalier de La Luzerne, a colonel in our service, to supply
his place. We have no doubt that he will be agreeable
to you, and that you will repose entire confidence in him.

We pray you to give full credit to all he shall say to you
on our behalf, especially when he shall assure you of the

sincerity of our wishes for your prosperity, as well as of

the constancy of our affection and of our friendship for

the United States in general and for each one of them
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in particular. We pray God to keep you, our very dear,

great Friends and Allies, in His holy protection.
Done at Versailles, the 3ist of May, 1779.

Your Friend and Ally,

[Signed] Louis.

Underneath, GRAVIER DE VERGENNES."

The Minister was then announced to the house
;
where-

upon he rose and addressed Congress in a speech which
when he had finished, the Secretary delivered in writing
to the President and is as follows [original in French
but with translation appended in the proceedings] :

GENTLEMEN: The wisdom and courage which have
founded our Republic; the prudence which presides
over your deliberations; your firmness in execution;
the skill and valor displayed by your generals and soldiers

during the course of the war, have attracted the admiration

and regard of the whole world. The King, my master,
was the first to acknowledge a liberty acquired midst

so many perils and with so much glory. Since treaties

dictated by moderation have fixed upon a permanent
base the union of France with the American Republic,
His Majesty's whole conduct must have demonstrated
howr

dearly he tenders your prosperity and his firm

resolution to maintain your independence by every
means in his power. The events which have successively
unfolded themselves show the wisdom of those measures.

A powerful ally hath acknowledged the justice of those

motives which had compelled the King to take arms,
and we may reasonably hope for the most solid success

from the operations of the united fleets. The naval

force of the enemy hath been diverted from your con-

tinent. Compelled to flee to the defense of their own

possessions, our former friends have been feeble to prevent
our troops from conquering a considerable part. The
other British Islands feared the same lot when the French

general stopped the current of his success to seek new
dangers here. In conforming to His Majesty's inten-
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tions, he has complied with his own inclinations, the

desires of the French and the request of the Americans,
which invited him to join his arms to those of your Re-

public. Events have completely answered his courage
and his efforts, but his blood and that of my countrymen,
shed in the cause so dear to us, hath cemented the base

on which the alliance is founded and impressed on it a

character as indelible as are all those by which it is already
consecrated.

That alliance, gentlemen, becomes daily more indis-

soluble and the benefits which the two nations derive

from it have given to it the most perfect confidence.

The relations of commerce between the subjects of the

King, my master, and the inhabitants of the thirteen

United States, continually multiply; and we already

perceive in spite of those obstacles which embarrass

the reciprocal communications, how natural it is, how

advantageous it will be to the two nations and allwho parti-

cipate in it, and how much the monopolizing spirit, the

jealous attention and prohibitory edicts of the enemy
to your freedom, have been prejudicial to your happiness.

It is under these circumstances, gentlemen, that the

King, my master, hath been pleased to appoint me his

minister plenipotentiary to you. You have seen in the

letter which I had just now the honor to deliver from

him, fresh assurance of his friendship. I consider as the

happiest circumstance of my life a mission in the course

of which I am certain of fulfilling my duty when I labor

for your prosperity; and I felicitate myself upon being
sent to a nation whose interests are so intimately blended

with our own, that I can be useful neither to France

nor to the American Republic without rendering myself

agreeable both to the one and to the other.

It was certainly desirable that the affairs with which

I am charged had remained in the hands of that en-

lightened minister whom I succeed and whose health

compels him to return to France. I have not his abili-

ties, but like him, I have an unbounded zeal for the wel-
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fare and success of the common cause; like him, I am
directed to concur in everything that can be useful or

agreeable to your Republic. I have the same attachment

to the people you, gentlemen, represent, and the same
admiration for their conduct. I have the most fervent

wish to give you proofs of it and I hope by these dif-

ferent titles to merit your confidence and your esteem.

LE CHE. DE LA LUZERNE.

To which the President returned the following answer :

SIR : The early attention of our good Friend and Ally
to these United States is gratefully felt by all their

virtuous citizens; and we should be unfaithful represen-
tatives if we did not warmly acknowledge every instance

of his regard and take every opportunity of expressing
the attachment of our constituents to treaties formed

upon purest motives.

His Most Christian Majesty in rendering himself pro-
tector of the rights of mankind, becomes entitled to

assistance from the friends of man. The title could

not but be recognized by a monarch whose diadem is adorn-

ed with equity and truth. That monarch, by joining arms
to those of our great ally, hath given a fatal blow to the

common enemy; and from the justness of the motives
which united the combined fleets, we expect the most
solid benefits will crown our operations; nor can we
doubt that other powers will rejoice to see that haughty
nation humbled in proportion as they have been insulted

by her presumptuous arrogance.
We well know and all the world must acknowledge

the moderation and friendship of the Most Christian

King in neglecting conquests which courted his accept-
ance for the benevolent feature of succoring his ally.

In this as in every other instance, we perceive his strict

adherence to the principles of our defensive alliance.

We are sensible of the zeal of the French general in ex-

ecuting His Majesty's orders. We esteem his courage,
we lament his wounds, and we respect that generous
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valor which hath led your countrymen to contend with
ours in the same common cause, in the same field of

glory. A noble emulation which hath poured out the

blood of the two nations and mingled it together as a

sacred pledge of perpetual union.

The consequences which have followed from the ap-

pearance of the French fleet upon our coasts, particu-

larly by disconcerting the enemy's plans of operation
and destroying a considerable part of their naval force,

demonstrated the wisdom of the measure. That they
have not been still more beneficial is to be attributed to

those incidents which in the hand of Omnipotence deter-

mine all human events
;
but our disappointment is com-

pensated by reflecting on the perfect harmony that

subsisted between the generals and the troops of the

two nations.

The prosperous course of this campaign gives the

pleasing hope that the moment of peace may soon arrive

when the reciprocation of mutual good offices shall

amply compensate our mutual labors and cares; and we
doubt not but in that moment the commerce between
the allied nations now struggling under great incon-

veniences will shoot forth with vigor and advantage,
and happily demonstrate the injuries we once suffered

from the restraints of our enemies.

While we lament, Sir, the loss of your worthy prede-
cessor, we are led from your personal character to the

pleasing expectation that you will possess that con-

fidence and esteem which he enjoyed. They are due
to the servant of our benefactor; we are happy in his

choice, and being thoroughly convinced of the intimate

connection between the interests and views of the allied

nations, we cannot but persuade ourselves that the more

attentively you shall perform your duty to your sovereign,
and the more sedulously you shall guard and promote
the welfare of your country, the more agreeable and

respectable you will render yourself to the citizens of

America."
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The Secretary of Congress delivered to the Minister

a copy of the foregoing reply, dated in Congress, Novem-
ber 17, 1779, and signed, Samuel Huntington, President.

Whereupon the minister withdrew and was conducted

home in the same manner in which he was brought to

the house.

De La Luzerne's relations to the Continental Congress
remained most cordial all during his service, and as his

diplomatic position required him to keep in touch with

all important matters and transmit them in detail to

his government, we are indebted to him for very precious
information with regard to events that have been not

too well understood because the prominent actors were

too much engaged in them to have the time to tell of

them, or too much interested to tell the story with histori-

cal impartiality.
In the Chevalier de La Luzerne's letters to the foreign

minister, which are preserved in the archives of the

French government, there is some very interesting
material for the inner history of many obscure side issues

during the war of the Revolution. There is the added

advantage that these side lights on history are from the

pen of a man who was not posing as a historian nor

trying to sum up the situation for posterity with an eye

always on the impression to be produced, but they were,

as far as it is possible for such a thing to be, the candid

relation of events that were passing under his eye, in

order to show his superiors how they should act in the

circumstances. These letters have seen the light in the

Histoire de la Participation de la France a Vetablissement

des Etats-Unis d'Amerique* by Henri Doniol.

The French archives contain besides de La Luzerne's

letters those of the Chevalier Gerard, who had been the

first French Minister accredited to this country, and de

La Luzerne's immediate predecessor. The two series of

*Published at Paris by the Imprimerie Nationale from 1886 to 1892. This
work is extremely valuable for the American historian and was undertaken with the
idea that it would be one of the prominent features of the Universal Exposition of 1889,
though it was not finished until 1892.
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letters contain the most complete reports that are in

existence of the discussions in the Colonial Congress
from the year 1778 to the adoption of the Constitution

in 1789. Not infrequently the French Minister was

actually present at debates. There was a rule that, if

French interests were at stake, he should have the priv-

ilege of being present whenever the Continental Congress
met as a committee of the whole. On other occasions

when secret sessions were deemed necessary, which

owing to the conditions was very often, he was supposed
not to be present, but according to the custom of the

diplomats of the time, he was expected by his govern-
ment to make it his business to secure trustworthy

reports of all proceedings that might be of any interest,

and especially with regard to all financial matters.

It might seem that the spirit of patriotism ruling the

country during the Revolution would have prevented
the communication of important legislative secrets

beyond the charmed circle of the legislators themselves,
but such was not the case. French gold succeeded in

finding a way to secure all the information deemed neces-

sary. Such underhand methods on the part of foreign

ministers, far from being considered dishonorable at

that time, were rather looked upon as an index of their

diplomatic abilities. As a matter of fact, we shall see,

from some of the details of the Chevalier de La Luzerne's

letters, that the veneer of patriotism on many of those

associated with the government of the Colonies and

employed in its various departments was so thin that

it was rather easy to penetrate to the selfishness

beneath.

Of the immense historical value of this correspondence
too much cannot be said. The surprise is that it should

not have been used more freely by historians, and that

even those who had access to it did not always allow

themselves to be guided by this contemporary source

of information. With regard to Franco-American af-

fairs, even Bancroft, as has been pointed out, makes
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mistakes that would not have been quite possible if he

had followed de La Luzerne's letters more carefully.

Besides Doniol's work, there is a volume of New
Materials on the History of the American Re-volution, trans-

lated from the French archives and edited by John
Durand,* which contains a number of important quota-
tions from Luzerne's letters with editorial notes that show
their historical place and value. This contains some
material not to be found in Doniol's larger work.

The most interesting of these letters of de La Luzerne's

are those which contain details as to the cabal against

Washington and the intolerance of the New England
States, or at least of their representatives in the Conti-

nental Congress. The Chevalier de La Luzerne landed

originally in Boston and had spent some time in New
England. He found the people not only very friendly
towards himself, but had learned to recognize how deeply
interested they were in the pursuance of the Revolutionary
War. He realized, too, how ready they were to make
sacrifices in this cause. Later on he paid another visit

to New England, and was especially interested in Con-

necticut which he came to consider one of the most im-

portant of the Colonies and the one in which the industrial

spirit was most highly developed. He spent considerable

time with Governor Trumbull of Connecticut, whom
he liked very much. It will be remembered that Trum-
bull was the Brother Jonathan of Washington, who
became the type in history of the characteristic American,

just as John Bull was of the English.
In fact, it was while he was on his way to a pleasant

rendezvous with his friend Governor Trumbull, that the

French Minister came so near being betrayed into the

hands of the British, at the time of the treason of Benedict

Arnold. It seems, according to a letter of the Chevalier,
that just before the capture of Andre he was approach-

ing West Point, where he intended to stop, as one of the

stages in those days on his long journey between Phila-

*Documents on the American Revolution, Durand; Henry Holt, New York, 1889.
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delphia and Connecticut. Arnold's idea was to wait

until after the Minister had reached West Point, when
the British wrere to receive a signal to attack the fort.

Arnold expected to send a messenger post haste to

General Washington, at the same time telling him of

the attack, and then, after a show of defense, to sur-

render. It was hoped that Washington would push on
ahead of the main body of his troops with a few picked
soldiers, and that these would be surprised by the British

who, through Arnold, would be thoroughly informed of

all their movements. De La Luzerne was only a day's

journey away from West Point when the capture of

Andre spoiled the treasonable plan, and instead of going
there he proceeded at once to Connecticut.

De La Luzerne did not, however, as we have said, care

so much for the Massachusetts colonists. In Philadelphia
he seems always to have found the Members of Congress
from Massachusetts exacting and obstinate regarding
the interests of their own State, and without much regard
for the rights of others. Of neither of the Adamses
did the Chevalier form a high estimation. He always
feared that John Adams' so-called diplomacy would

really prove a stumbling block in the way of French

friendship. For Samuel Adams, the French Minister

came to have a distinct dislike. It is said that it

was de La Luzerne who suggested(towards the end of

the Revolution, that the rule originally made that no

Congressman should be allowed to sit continuously in

the Continental Congress for more than three years
should be revived and enforced, in order to remove some
of the Members whose familiarity with the method of pro-

cedure enabled them to block legislation that would

be of special service to the Colonies and the army, but which

did not appeal to certain Members' regards for the rights

of their State. The over conservatism manifested,

especially by long time Members of Congress from New
England, was calculated in de La Luzerne 's opinion,
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especially towards the end of the Revolutionary War,
to do harm rather than good.
One of de La Luzerne's most important letters has

much to say with regard to the army contractors of the

time, to whom had been given the management of war

supplies. To these men were farmed out the privileges
of foraging, of supplying clothing, hospital accommo-

dations, tents, quarters and transportation. We modern
Americans are apt to think of patriotism running so

high as to preclude the possibility of these army con-

tractors taking advantage of the state of affairs in war
time to make fortunes for themselves. No matter what
the status of the war, however, the army contractor is

always a patriot last and a money-maker first. There
were altogether 9000 of these men, according to de I/a

Luzerne, in the service of the Revolutionary Army. They
received enormous salaries and devoured the subsistence

of the army. At this very time, when he complains
so bitterly in his letter to his own government with

regard to this, he had just come from a visit to Valley

Forge, where the troops were starving and where many
of them were barefooted in the snow and with scarcely

clothing enough to cover their nakedness.

This is a side of the Revolutionary War that has not

been realized. It serves to throw a lurid light on the

machinations of Washington's enemies and can scarcely
fail to rouse a sense of shame even at this distant date.

It would be interesting to know how many of the old

American families that pride themselves on their con-

nection with the Revolutionary War, how many of the

sons and daughters of the Revolution, are descended from

persons whose family fortunes were laid at this time,
and by the questionable means of taking government
contracts. We would suggest a censorship of appli-
cants for membership in these growing bodies from this

significant standpoint.
A prominent feature of these letters is the admiration

of the Chevalier for Washington and his realization of
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the General's greatness. This he evinced not only in

his letters, but by his actions with regard to Washington,

using all the influence that his position as minister gave
him to further Washington's purposes. On occasion,

too, he showed his capacity to appreciate the difficulties

of Washington's position and to divert hindrances that

might further hamper his career. For instance, at one
time the French Government gave 1,280,000 livres, a

livre being slightly less than a franc, that is, about $250,000,
a sum equal to at least thrice that much in our day,
for the refitting of the American Army. As at first de-

cided this money was to pass through Washington's
hands. De La Luzerne realized, however, with what
an opportunity this would provide Washington's enemies,
for there was sure to be some suspicion with regard to

the ultimate destination of all this money, and Wash-

ington was already loaded down with details enough
of administration. Accordingly an arrangement was made

by which a special committee appointed by Congress
was given the opportunity to take up this thorny
work.

The Chevalier's advice was often of service even in

the general conduct of war. When there was question,
not long before the expedition to Yorktown, of an at-

tempt upon Canada, and when indeed many of the

colonial patriots had come to accept this as a necessary
move for the diversion of the British forces and the

awakening of renewed hope in the hearts of the Colonists,

it was de La Luzerne who dissuaded most forcibly from
this distant expedition, and pointed out the necessity
of rescuing the southern colonies from the hands of the

British. His opinion was thought so much of that it

had no little to do with the ultimate decision to let Canada
alone and try to help the South. Accordingly when the

siege of Yorktown was decided upon, there were only
three persons to whom a knowledge of the plans were

confided. These three were Washington, the French
Admiral de Grasse, and the Chevalier de La Luzerne.
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Before this, on more than one occasion, Washington
had found that the entrusting of his plans even to those

supposed to be sworn to their duty of secrecy in the

service of the Colonists, was oftened followed by their

divulgence in one way or another. As regards Congress

itself, Washington had found very early in the war that

even though the plans were discussed in what was sup-

posed to be secret sessions, no dependence could be

placed on the secrecy. Hence the organization of this

international committee through whom the plans for

the siege of Yorktown and the expedition to Virginia
were organized. All this necessity for distrust among
what we are accustomed to think of as the patriot heroes

of the Revolution, represents important contributions to

the true history of the times that have so far not been
made use of to their proper extent by modern historians.

In a last letter to the French foreign office before his

departure from America, the Chevalier de La Luzerne
sums up Washington's character, and praises especially
his perfect willingness to become once more a simple

private citizen. He speaks of him as one ''whom his

country and century and perhaps posterity will place
in the ranks of great heroes," though he himself con-

siders him worthy neither of the envious blame of his

enemies nor yet quite so of the exaggerated praises of

his friends. He considers that his military character

was not that of a genius, but a calm persistent leader

of good judgment and all round ability. He blames
him for foolhardiness in exposing himself only too often

to great personal danger, especially at the beginning
of the war. He considers that his principal faults were
a desire for glory and too much care for popularity and
the praise of those around him. His highest quality
and the one that stamped him as a great man was in de

La Luzerne's mind the absence of every ambitious

thought and the utter unselfishness of the man as far

as his personal aggrandizement was concerned. All his

thoughts were for his country not for himself.
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The Chevalier notes, in one of his letters, the utter

injustice of some of the remarks made by one of the

Members of Congress from Massachusetts who, had pro-
claimed the danger there was of the Colonists overthrow-

ing the rule of the English King only to find that they
would have to put up with that of a Virginia farmer.

This Virginia farmer, the Chevalier considered, a born

ruler of men, worthy of every confidence that could be

placed in him, a patriot of the most precious character

and a true hero.

There were many opportunities for the exercise of

de La Luzerne's tactful qualities in the endeavor to

prevent friction between the French and American
soldiers. To those who know the state of the conti-

nental troops, ill fed, ill clothed, brave enough but sadly

lacking in discipline and in most of the other qualities

on which the French soldiery prided itself, it is rather

easy to understand how even serious friction might
arise. The French government had decided beforehand

just what position the French soldiers should occupy
and had accorded full recognition to the American officers.

Rochambeau, however, was particularly impatient of

American soldiers and officers on more than one occasion,

and it required all of de La Luzerne's diplomacy to

smooth over difficulties that, if allowed to foment
, might

have ruined the usefulness of the alliance of the two
countries by seriously hampering the concerted action

of the two armies.

One of the surprising things that we find frequently
referred to in de La Luzerne's letters to the French

Foreign Office, is the fact that the Members of the Con-

tinental Congress and their friends took advantage of

their secret advance information, and administrative

operations of various kinds, for the purpose of securing
success in various commercial speculations. This, one

is apt to think of as the birth of a more modern day.
We have given an example already of how careful the

Chevalier was to prevent any such thing with regard
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to news over which he had control, but his accounts of

the abuses of this kind practiced by Congressmen show
how much more of political trickery was rife at the time

than we are now accustomed to think.

There were some good opportunities for the exercise

of all the best qualities of de La Luzerne's diplomacy
towards the end of his term as minister, and in connection

with the signing of the treaty of peace. There had been

an agreement between the Colonies and France, at the

time of the formation of the offensive and defensive

alliance, that neither of the participants in this would

sign a treaty of peace with England unless the other was
included in the treaty. English diplomats succeeded

in having the American high commissioners sign a pre-

liminary treaty of peace without reference to France.

This of course would not, however, become a formal

treaty until after its approval by Congress. There was
considerable feeling aroused among those composing
the French government at the time lest this treaty should

be approved by Congress before France had also come
to an understanding with England. De La Luzerne's

representations to the Continental Congress and the in-

fluence that he had acquired by his thoroughgoing
sincere interest in colonial affairs, enabled him, however,
to prevent any such unfortunate contretemps at the

close of the relation between the allies.

It might be thought that there was little danger of

the signing of a treaty of peace between the Colonists

and Great Britain without the inclusion of France. As
a matter of fact, however, it is well known that every
effort was made by the British Ministry to secure a sepa-
ration between the allies in order to leave upon the minds
of the Colonists the definite impression that they owed
the favorable terms granted them, not so much to their

own prowess or their alliance with France, as to the

realization on the part of the British authorities of their

duties towards the descendants of their mother country
in America. When Sir Guy Carleton relieved Sir Henry
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Clinton as Commander-in-Chief, he was commissioned
to open negotiations with Washington for peace on con-

dition that the Colonists would give up the French
alliance. Washington, however, referred the whole matter

to Congress, and Congress, when duly prompted and
reminded of its obligations, insisted on the treaty of

peace being made between both the allies at the same
time.

A story is told of the Chevalier de La Luzerne's far-

sighted prudence when the formal announcement of the

treaty of peace in which France is now included, was

brought to him. It had come across the water on one

of the fast sailing clipper ships of those days, and was
handed to him while he was in the midst of a social

function. He read the news and realized its importance.
Little as we might think it at the present day, he foresaw

the likelihood that any exclusive knowledge of such a

precious bit of intelligence might very readily be used

for speculative purposes by some one in the secret or

by a clique of men. We are not apt to think of specu-
lation as so rife as this just at the end of the Revolutionary
War. There was a question, however, not so much
of stocks and bonds as of currency, and also of the value

of produce. American farm products towards the close

of the war commanded ruinously low prices, but it was
evident that as soon as the definite announcement of

peace came, there would be a prompt advance in price.

Instead, then, of simply making the announcement,
the Chevalier caused a number of letters to be prepared
in which the news was told briefly but definitely, and
these he sent out in such a way that they would reach

various parts of the city of Philadelphia about the same

time, and thus enable nearly all of those engaged in trade

and industry of various kinds, to reap whatever bene-

fit might be derived from it, and not allow any one set

of men to secure all the advantages. It strikes the

modern chronicler of these old time events that this is

not quite the way that the modern patriot is accustomed
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to forestall the possibility of such opportunities being
taken advantage of by his friends; in fact, the impression
is apt to be that just the opposite course of action might
be considered not improper. This French Minister,

however, was so deeply interested in the true prosperity
of American citizens as to wish that none of them should

suffer from the announcement of the peace and that all

should have equal opportunity to benefit by it.

It was no wonder at all, then, that when the Chevalier

de La Luzerne was leaving Philadelphia he was the

recipient of many expressions of gratitude on the part
of the citizens. The patriotic old Quaker, Antoine

Benezet,* said to him on the eve of his departure :

"Thy memory shall always be dear to us. Thou hast never

ceased to be a minister of peace amongst us. Thou hast spared

nothing to soften all that war holds of what is inhuman and

to enable those who do not exercise the profession of arms to

withstand its calamities."

Mr. Martin I. J. Griffin's researches into details of the

Catholic History of Philadelphia enable us to fill up
something of the picture of the French Minister's life

in what was then the American capital, especially as

regards his relations to church and churchmen of the

period. De La Luzerne was taught English after his

arrival in Philadelphia by the Reverend Robert Molyneux,
the distinguished old Jesuit rector of St. Mary's in Phila-

delphia. This fact in itself, the authority for which

is the American Catholic Historical Researches for

January, 1905, would speak volumes for the Chevalier's

relations towards the Church. There are, however,

many other indications that point to the fact that he

was a very faithful and devout Catholic, and that his

*It seems very probable that Benezet's words were addressed to the Chevalier
de La Luzerne in English. It would be only proper then that the original English
expression should be used. I have been unable, however, to find the passage in English,
and so have been compelled perforce to translate it from the French into which very
probably it was translated long ago. Any one who knows how much double trans-
lation of this kind may distort the significance of a passage will realize the propriety
of finding the original English before quoting.
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life must have been an example to the few Catholics

then in Philadelphia, and indeed a source of greatest

encouragement for the Catholics of the country gener-

ally and a great allayer of old-time prejudices on the

part of so many who still considered the Church as the

scarlet woman of Babylon and who could scarce be brought
to think that a sincere Catholic might be a very decent

fellow.

In a recent letter to the Editor of the Public Ledger,

Philadelphia, February 22, 1905, Mr. Griffin corrects

a mistake that had crept into the columns of the Ledger,
and at the same time calls attention to the fact that the

Chaplain of the French Minister was prominent in the

celebration of the victory at Yorktown.*
In honor of the victory at Yorktown, there was, as

might be expected, great rejoicing in France. We have

spoken of de La Luzerne's attendance at the solemn

singing of the Te Deum in honor of that victory at old

St. Mary's. This was only in accordance with the

French custom under such circumstances, and indeed

there seems to have been a solemn ceremonial singing
of the Te Deiim in the French camp. In France itself,

by a special order of the King, the Archbishops and

Bishops of all the French dioceses chanted the Te Deum
on a given day in honor of the victory. The royal edict

requiring this mentions the names of Washington and
other American generals as well as the French leaders

as sharing the glory of the victory.
As a matter of fact the Chevalier de La Luzerne con-

stantly associated himself with the celebration of Ameri-
can anniversaries, and always, after the fashion of the

old French nobility to which he belonged, had a church

ceremony as one of the portions of the celebration. On
the first Fourth of July after his arrival in this country
in 1779, he attended the services at St. Mary's in Phila-

*The American Catholic Historical Researcltes, April 1905:
"The Mass of thanksgiving for the victory at Yorktown was celebrated in St. Mary's,

as you state, but the sermon was by the Abb6 Bandol, the chaplain of Luzerne, the
French Minister, and not by the chaplain of Lafayette. He had no chaplain."
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delphia, and indeed it was because of his interest that

these services were made of special importance for that

occasion. The Requiem Mass for Don Juan de Miralles,

which, because of his importance as the Ambassador
from Spain, gave these services almost a national signi-

ficance, were held in May, 1780, and were attended by
the French Minister and by some of his friends.

Another interesting phase of de La Luzerne 's sojourn
in Philadelphia concerns his relations with the Friendly
Sons of St. Patrick, so prominent in that city during
the Revolution.

In Campbell's History of the Friendly Sons of St.

Patrick, it is noted that when the invitations were issued

for a special dinner to General Washington, to be given

January i, 1782, the French Minister was included among
the distinguished company invited to grace the occa-

sion. In the account of the dinner, the Chevalier's

presence is noted, though in the very democratic form
of Mr. Luzerne. The French Minister seems to have
been on good terms with many of the members of the

Friendly Sons in Philadelphia, as indeed might be ex-

pected, seeing that they were among the most ardent

patriots and included such distinguished men as Robert
Morris and General Moylan. Even the grand old Quaker,
Benezet, whom we have already mentioned as a particular
friend of the Chevalier de La Luzerne, attended their

meetings occasionally and acknowledged the influence

they had for good in helping to carry out the war.

There was a considerable party in America who, not-

withstanding the alliance with France, remained more
or less opposed to French intervention. Among the

prominent American diplomatists who represented this

party was Silas Deane, to whose "
anti-gallican man-

oeuvres," de La Luzerne refers more than once. Besides

there was a non-French party among the Colonists who
feared that the French might attempt to usurp the

authority that had been previously wielded by the

English King, or at least feared that a sort of French
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protectorate might result. We now realize that the

money spent by the French government in this war

really proved the downfall of the French finances and

prepared the way for the French Revolution. The

Colonists, however, had none of our sources of information

and there existed among them a decided anti-French

prejudice. After all it must not be forgotten that

scarcely more than half a generation before the American

Revolution, the Colonists had been engaged in the French

and Indian War, and had learned to look upon the French

as their hated enemy. The Indians who were friendly

with the Colonists utterly failed to understand the change
that had come about. One of them even asked how it

was that the English King, the father of the Colonists,

sent an army to destroy them, while the French King,
the father of their hereditary enemies, had sent an army
to help them.

Besides, there was a strong anti-Catholic spirit among
the inhabitants of most of the Colonies, and catholi-

city was impersonated for many of them by his Most

Catholic Majesty, the King of France. The assistance

of the French did not a little to dispel some of these

prejudices. Even de La Luzerne calls attention in his

letters to the fact that prayers were said in the Puritan

churches of New England for his Most Catholic Majesty.
A few years before the pious New Englanders would

almost as soon have thought of praying for his infernal

majesty. This change of attitude towards France, and

the courtesy of the French officers, as well as de La
Luzerne 's own cordial friendliness, did more than any-

thing else to prepare the way for the tolerant spirit which

at the foundation of the present government allowed

full liberty in the practice of religion. This is an im-

portant phase of this subject that deserves to be studied

much more than it has been, and which will serve to throw

great light on the revolution of mind from intolerance

to liberality which so surprisingly marks this epoch.
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Most of this very fortunate change is due to de I/a

Luzerne's personality. There has never been a minister

to this country who succeeded in making so many
close friends. His simple faithfulness to his religion,
his constant practice of having great events in the war cele-

brated by means of church services that attracted wide-

spread attention, his unobtrusiveness as regards matters of

controversy, his liberality of spirit towards all, but especi-

ally his farsighted policy and thoroughgoing recognition
of what was best for the American cause, diverted the

thoughts of our countrymen of that period from the

prejudiced attitude which they had previously been
accustomed to assume whenever Catholics were in

question. The Catholic Church in America probably
owes more to de La Luzerne than to any other single

man, with the possible exception of its great first prelate,

Bishop Carroll, or of Charles Carroll of Carrollton.



A CONTINUATION OF THE HISTORY OF
ST. PETER'S CHURCH.

COLUMBIA, LANCASTER COUNTY, PA.

Part III.

By FRANCIS X. REUSS.

In my former papers on old St Peter's Church, at

Columbia, Pa., I have given all the data belonging to

its erection and furtherance, down to the period when
the present new church and pastoral residence were

built. Since then, I have been at some trouble to secure

further facts regarding original purchases of ground for

the building of this church, and its enlargement in later

years, and also to note some of the early Catholic fami-

lies belonging to this mission. The object of these re-

searches are obvious; first, I desire to place a history
of these early churches before those interested in church

history; secondly, they must have a complete history
to be of any benefit to the future great history of the

church in America; and thirdly, there can never be

a complete history of Catholicity in America, unless

the history of the beginnings of these old churches shall

be fully written up, written even to the minutest detail.

Thus only are these records worthily preserved, and
to this end alone was our society for the chronicling
of church history founded. This must serve as my
apology, in lieu of a preface, for my serving this series

of papers on old St. Peter's, at Columbia, Pennsylvania.
In my first paper [see vol. iv, June, 1893, pp. 90-124,

of these RECORDS], I spoke of a plot of ground having
been bought, on which the church was to have been

built, but which was not, upon second consideration,

thought to be in a desirable locality, and, therefore,

this lot was used as a burying ground, and a new lot

was bought at Second and Union streets, on which the

small church was built. Now, regarding the first plot
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purchased, I have secured, after a vain search in the

office of the Recorder of Deeds, in Philadelphia, in finding
in the similar office at Lancaster, where in Book F
vol. v, p. 398, I find the following Record: that John
Lockard and his wife sell to the Rt. Rev. Henry Conwell,
Bishop of Philadelphia, for the Catholic Congregation
at Columbia, a certain piece of ground known as lot

Number 84, and being in that part of the borough plan
which was laid out by Samuel Wright, in 1795, and called
4

'Columbia Extended." This lot contained in front,
on the Lancaster and Susquehanna turnpike road, fifty

(50) feet, and extending in depth two hundred (200)

feet, more or less, to a fourteen (14) feet wide alley;
bounded in front by said turnpike; on the northwest,

by Lot No. 85; on the southwest, by said alley, and on
the remaining side by Lot No. 83. Deed dated October

2, 1826, and recorded on October 16, 1826. Lot No. 85
was purchased in 1834 as a cemetery, by the German
Lutheran Congregation. This purchase by the Bishop
lay idle until September, 1827, when the present site

was thought preferable, it being in the prettiest part of

the town, and it was bought, as is shown by the deed,
on March 29, 1828.*

In regard to the site on which the old church was
built I have stated in my first paper that it was at, or

I should say, on Union street, just above the corner

of Second street. The small church stood facing Second

street, but the entrance to the grounds was from Union
street. Let the deeds speak for themselves. If the
corner lot had been bought by others than the congre-

gation, the church front would have been built in, and

probably would have been as completely enclosed as

is St. Joseph's, in Philadelphia. In 1849, the little

brick church was thought to be too small, and the only

way to enlarge it was to buy the ground in the rear,

*The detailed history of all these grounds will be found, in all its particulars, from
the time of their purchase from Penn, in A Particular History of Columbia, Pa.; Its
Highways and By-ways; Its Streets, and Houses and Their Occupants, from 1725 to 1870;
by Francis X. Reuss. Published weekly in the Columbia Herald, 1902-1907 ( ?)-
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which was done and the church enlarged to double

its original length; this was under the pastorate of Rev.

Dr. Balfe.* Two other purchases were mstde later;

we will now examine, and give details from the deeds.

Extract from Deed:

That on August 7, 1851, John A. Hook, and Mary, his

wife, for and in consideration of the conveyance by
Robert B. Wright, and Sarah, his wife, Charles N. Wright,
Rhoda Wright and Elizabeth Wright, to Rt. Rev. Francis

Patrick Kenrick, bishop of Philadelphia, in trust for the Catho-

lic Congregation, in the Borough of Columbia, of a certain

lot of ground on the North [N. E.] corner of Union and Second

streets, in said Borough, bearing even date herewith, have

granted, conveyed, etc., etc., etc., the following parcel or

piece of ground, situated near the Catholic Chapel on an alley

leading from Second to Third streets, and bounded as follows :

on the northwest by said alley ;f on the northeast by the lot

of the Rev. Basil A. Shorb;| on the southwest by the lot of

John A. Hook; and on the southeast by the lot of Robert B.

Wright, containing in length, on said alley, twenty feet, more

or less, and extending along property of Rev. B. Shorb, one

hundred feet, more or less, to a post. It being part of a lot

of ground which Samuel Shoch and Hannah, his wife, by their

Indenture dated October 8th, 1849.1! and duly recorded in the

Recorders Office, at Lancaster, in Book O, Vol. 7, page 4632,

*See Catholic Chronicles of Lancaster County, Pa., by Francis X. Reuss; vol. ix.

p. 210, RECORDS of The American Catholic Historical Society; also Memoirs of Rev.

Joseph Balfe, D.D., ami The Balfe Family, by Francis X. Reuss, vol. ix, p. 35 to 63,
March, 1898.

tAlley formerly called Sharnigs alley, now known on the Borough plan as Alley J.
It immediately adjoins, and is the northern boundary of the present new pastoral
residence.

JThe Pastor, meaning the lot of the congregation, on which stood the church and
a small pastoral house; for biographical sketch, see Part I of this sketch.

||
In purchasing the lot on which the original church stood from the Wright estates,

it must be understood that the whole plot fronting on Second street, from the N. E.
corner of Union street, to the 14 feet wide allej', then called Sharnigs alley, and now
known as Alley J, had a frontage on Second street of somewhat more than 200 feet
and extended eastward up Union street to a plot belonging to Samuel Shoch. The
congregation bought about fifty feet fronting on Union street and extending back to
said alley. This lot left the balance of the Wright plot between them, on the west,
and Second street, which was the best street, and on the east side, the Shoch property
all running back to the alley, which opened on Second street. Now, instead of building
the church, so as to face oh Union street, it was built with its side toward the street,
and the front facing the Wright plot (westward) and, being built on elevated ground,
an entrance to the side yard (of about 15 feet) was made from Union street, and by
wooden steps, up to a narrow front yard, and so to the church door.
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conveyed to John A. Hook (party hereto) etc., etc., etc.,

. . . .
*
granted to the said Robert B. Wright, his heirs and

assigns forever. And the said John A. Hook, his heirs, etc., etc.,

. . . . or any person or persons whomsoever lawfully

claiming any part, or all thereof by, from, or under him, shall

and will warrant and forever defend.

In witness whereof the party of the first part has hereunto

set their hands and seals on this day and year first above

mentioned.

B. A. SHORE, JOHN A. HOOK. [SEAL]

SAM'L BROOKS, MARY A. HOOK. [SEAL]

Witnesses.

Acknowledged by the above-mentioned John A. Hook, and

Mary A., his wife, this day August 14, 1851......
SAM'L. BROOKS. [SEAL]

DEED.
This Indenture made August i2,f 1851, between Rt. Rev.

Francis Patrick Kenrick, bishop of Philadelphia, trustee for

the Catholic Congregation of the Borough of Columbia, of the

one part, and Robert B. Wright of the other part; whereas

the said Bishop became lawfully seized, by virtue of his office,

of a certain lot of ground, known as the Catholic Church lot,

in the Borough of Columbia, situated on the northwest side

of Union street, and bounded by property of Robert B. Wright

*John A. Hook, purchased the Shoch property, in the rear of the church, and trans-
ferred, by deed, the same to the congregation, when the church was to be enlarged
(see Paper No I), and so, the rear wall of the church was torn down, and the church
as lengthened to double its length, and a basement btiilt under this new half. Genea-
ogy of Mr. Hook may be found in Part I of these papers, p. 116.

hoch, Col. Samuel; born at Harrisburg, Pa., May 28, 1797; soldier of the War of

1812; enlisting in the Harrisburg Artillerists in 1814, to repel the attack on Baltimore;
1848, appointed aid to governor Johnson, with the rank of colonel; 1820, admitted
to the Bar; 1835, Clerk of the House of Representatives; 1839, Cashier of the Columbia
Bank. In 1842 he married Hannah Slaymaker Evans. Remained cashier of the
bank until he died, in the seventies.

tThe two deeds of transfer represent the adjustment of what might have caused
the purchase of a new church site, but which, by the generosity of Mr. Wright, gave the
congregation the whole large plot in front of the church, which now contains the Convent
and Academy, and the large terraced garden. It is tinderstood that the congregation
now owns its original site and the more recent purchase from Col. Shoch, both extending
back to the alley. Mr. Wright proposes to exchange his large plot on the street corner,
for half the distance (110(?) feet), on Second street, and about 100 feet up Union
street to the line of the church front yard, for the ground in the rear (fronting on the
alley) of the church, without any extra compensation. Thus the church would own
the whole plot down to the corner of Second street, and half the distance (110(?)
feet) across that street, and Mr. Wright would have the other half (about 110 feet),
to the alley, and his lots would extend up the alley the same depth as to the extreme
(eastern) boundary of the church property. This newly acquired front was terraced,
and made into a beauty spot of flowers and evergreens, and stood so until 1878.
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and others; And whereas said Bishop was authorized and

empowered by an Act of Assembly of Pennsylvania, approved
March 24, 1851, to convey a part of said lot to Robert B.

Wright, his heirs and assigns (for the considerations therein

named.)
Now this Indenture witnesses that the said Bishop, for

and in consideration of the conveyance to him and his

successors in office, the property named in said Act of Assembly

by the said Robert B. Wright, has granted, .... to the

said Robert B. Wright, his heirs and assigns, all that

portion of the Catholic Church lot in the Borough of Co-

lumbia northwest of a line drawn along the northwest end of

the Catholic parsonage, and extending in a straight line to

the northeast side of the Catholic lot, bounded on the north-

west by a 14 feet wide alley ;
on the southwest by the lot of

Robert B. Wright; on the southeast by the other portion

of the Catholic Church lot, and on the northeast by the lot

of John A. Hook, it being part of a lot of ground conveyeci

by James Wright, Jr., by his Indenture dated March 29, 1828,

conveyed to Rt. Rev. Henry Conwell, Bishop of Philadelphia,

in trust for the Catholic Congregation of the Borough of Co-

lumbia, Pa., .... is hereby granted to the said Robert

B. Wright ....
In witness whereof .... have hereunto set their

hand and seal, etc.

FRANCIS PATRICK KENRICK, [SEAL]

Bp. of Philadelphia.

JOHN A. HOOK

JOHN ARMS
Witnesses.*

Acknowledged August 12, 1851, .... before me.

SAM'L. BROOKS.|

Recorded at Lancaster, July 27, 1852, in Book Z, Vol. 7,

page 402.

JOHN BRADY, JUN. ^
Recorder.

*John Arms: See biographical sketch in No. I of these papers.

tSamuel Brooks, Justice of the Peace at Columbia, Pa., elected April 9, 1&50.
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DEED.
This Indenture made August 7, 1851, between Robert B.

Wright and Sarah, his wife, Charles N. Wright, Rhoda Wright
and Elizabeth Wright, all of the Borough of Columbia, of the

one part, and the Rt. Rev. Francis Patrick Kenrick, Bishop
of Philadelphia, for the use of the Catholic Congregation of

Columbia, witnesseth that the said parties of the first part,

for and in consideration of the conveyance in fee, of a certain

lot of ground in the Borough of Columbia, aforesaid, by the

Rt. Rev. Francis Patrick Kenrick, Bishop of Philadelphia,

trustee for the Catholic Congregation of Columbia, under the

authority of an Act of Assembly passed March 14, 1851, to

Robert B. Wright, have granted, sold, released, conveyed
. . . unto the party of the first part and his successors

in office forever, in trust for the Catholic Congregation of

Columbia, Pa., the following described lot of ground situated

on the north corner of Second and Union streets in said Borough,
and bounded on the northwest, by another lot of the said party
of the first part, and on the northeast by the Catholic Church

lot, containing on Second street ninety-nine feet, more or

less, from the post on the north corner of Second and Union

streets, to a post on Second street, and thence in a straight

line to the west corner of the Catholic Parsonage. It being

part of a lot conveyed by James Wright Jr. by his Indenture

dated November 30, 1816, to James Wright Sen. which was

inherited by the said party of the first part, being the heirs

and legal representatives of the said James Wright Sen. etc.,

etc., etc. This deed is signed:

RHODA WRIGHT.* [SEAL]

CHARLES N. WRIGHT. [SEAL]

ROB'T. B. WRIGHT. [SEAL]

SARAH WRIGHT [SEAL]

E. WRIGHT [SEAL]

Signed in the presence of

H. M. NORTH, f

SAM'L. BROOKS.

*Wright family 1726, John Wright, Robert Barber, and Samuel Blumston, bought
the tract on which Columbia now stands. The descendants are there to-day. For
particulars, see the History of Columbia, 1726-1870, by Francis X. Reuss.
tHugh M. North, Esq., eminent attorney; admitted to the Bar in 1849; has been

in Columbia since then and is still living.
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Acknowledged before me this August 7, 1851.

SAM'L. BROOKS. J. P.

Recorded in the Recorders Office for the County 'of Lan-

caster, Record Book B., Vol. 9, page 267, on March 21, 1861.

GEO. WHITSON,
Recorder.

The plot of ground now belonging to the estate of

Robert B. Wright lay idle for years. Mr. Wright having
died, it fell into the hands of his sisters, Elizabeth Wright
and Mrs. Dr. O. S. Mahon; the latter dying, her son

Robert Wright Mahon, and his aunt Elizabeth built

thereon a pretty cottage house wherein they lived

until 1884, when Rev. James J. Russell bought the

whole property, and, tearing away the small parochial
house attached to the old church, removed into the

newer house; built the Convent and Academy on the

site of the old house and part of the front yard; and on
the part between the newly acquired ground between
the Academy, and the new parochial house (the Mahon-

Wright Cottage), is now built the new church, larger
and much prettier than the old one, which is now used

as a parochial school. It is to be hoped that the time

may never arrive when the old brick church will be
removed in order that other use may be made of the

space it occupies. Let the old chapel stand. All my
sympathies are with it; when I last stood within its

walls, it seemed like a desecration to hear the rushing
and stamping of children's feet, the loud speech and

laugh, where for so many years the long since dead
and gone priests had admonished their old gray-headed

parishioners, and the young, who had grown gray and

aged and had been laid to rest on the hillside, and other

generations had grown old; where the reverently sung
vesper hymns had softened their hearts like a grace
and a benediction. Let the old Mission stand; how
proud were those forefathers when it stood, an accom-

plished fact, before them. It is an age of progress that
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prompts the building of vast and gorgeous churches;
are our prayers better, or more likely to be heard in

them? Is there an age of progress in piety?
To the few venerable survivors of the band of pioneer

church builders, I wish to state, that you should exert

yourselves against an}^ attempt to remove Old St. Peter's

Mission. If it be that a larger church is needed, remove
the new; pray that you may be spared from a hand
that would erase the little old brick church from sight.

This Indenture made January 26, 1857, between William

H. Van Nostrand of New York City, and Alexander Caldwell,

his Attorney in fact specially constituted by power of Attorney

bearing date April 19, 1855, and recorded in the office for

recording deeds, at Lancaster, Pa., in letter of Attorney, Book

6, page 245, and Henry W. Smith of Columbia, Pa., witnesseth

that the said party of the first part, for and in consideration

of the sum of one thousand dollars lawful money, paid by
the party of the second part .... doth release and

confirm to Henry W. Smith all that certain two story brick

house and lot of ground situate on the south side of Union

street (opposite the Church grounds), between Second and

Third Streets, in the Borough of Columbia, Pa., bounded and

described to wit: In front, by said Union street, on the

N. E. by other property of William H. Van Nostrand, party

hereto, on the N. E. by lot formerly owned by Abraham

Bruner, on the S. W. by lot of James Collins, and measur-

ing in front on said Union street, twenty-two feet, and ex-

tending in depth seventy three feet, in the rear of said lot

nineteen feet more or less. It being the same lot of ground
which Joseph W. Cottrell and Esther A., his wife by deed

dated November 14, 1853, recorded in Book E. Vol. 8, Page

62, did convey to William H. Van Nostrand .... The
lot hereby granted, is the western half of said lot mentioned

in said deed of Cottrells to Van Nostrand

Signed WILLIAM H. VAN NOSTRAND,

by his Attorney,

ALEX. CALDWELL.*

*Alexander Caldwell, Esq., attorney, left Columbia for Kansas; Member of Congress
for that State 186 ; yet living.
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Signed sealed & delivered before us

SAMUEL EVANS*
RUDOLPH WILLIAMS, f

This deed antedated the one which in the seventies

conveyed the mentioned property to Father Russell,

who bought it as a residence for the Sisters who taught
the school, and which home just preceded the building
of the new Convent and Academy.
Of all the aged Catholics at Columbia, there is but

one living who saw the beginning of the parish and church

of St. Peter in that borough Mr. John Ziegler, who is

just now entering the ninetieth year of his age. I append
a sketch of the family from the most reliable sources

of information.

I. Francis Othmar Ziegler. An Alsatian. In 1777 he

joined an expedition under Baron de Steuben, in Paris,

and came to America, where he received a commission

as Lieutenant Colonel.! The detachment of troops
with which he came, landed from the Frigate Le Fiamand,
at Portsmouth, New Hampshire, and from there came
to York, Pa., where they were mustered into the army,
and commissions given to the officers, by Congress.
After the war he came to Lancaster, Pa., where he

married.

He was born at Salzmuth, Alsace, France, November
r 7> T 75; had a brother John, who died unmarried.

At Lancaster Francis O. married Mary Frances Hook

(Huck), who was born there February 6, 1760 (see Part

I of these papers). Mr. Ziegler, leaving Lancaster, went
to Baltimore, and about 1798 (some statements give
1800 as the year), they came to Columbia, and occupied
"the fourth house north from Walnut street, on Front

*Samuel Evans, born Jan. 23. 1823, well-known historian; Evans' Histories of Lan-
caster County History of Columbia, etc. ; yet living.

tRudolph Williams, druggist, at Columbia; born March 12, 1804; died May 19, 1901;
aged 97 years.

Jit is also recoxmted that he came with Lafayette's troops, and became an aide
to Steuben while he was in service in America.
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street." Francis O. died September 17, 1800, and his

wife died on December 26, 1825; both were buried in

Columbia.

Their children were all born in Baltimore:

Catharine, born October 21, 1779; died April 5, 1783.

Anna Mary, born February i
, 1782; married Tempest

Wilson, and lived for years in Wrightsville, which was a

village just opposite Wrights Ferry, as Columbia was
then called, with the broad Susquehanna River flowing
between them. In 1797 the Wrights Ferry right was

disposed of, and sublet to Frederick Stump and Tempest
Wilson. As I have said, Wilson lived on the Wrightsville

shore, while Stump lived at Columbia, and an extensive

business was done there. Some days as many as two hun-

dred wagons were there in line awaiting their turn to be

ferried over, and in order to keep these in their order

of precedence, numbers were "chalked" on the vehicles,

which insured their "turn" on the boats. The Wilsons

later removed to Abbottstown, Adams County, where

they both died. Anna Mary died July 26, 1844. The
children are, I believe, also dead.

John (Father of the late F. X. Ziegler), born June
T 5> I 7^5\ died July 8, 1836. He was a cooper by trade.

Joseph, born January 8, 1790; died July 7, 1791,
buried at Baltimore.

Barbara, born April 7, 1792; married John Arms
(see Part II of these papers), and died August 13, 1844.

Elizabeth Frances (see Part I of these papers).

George Ziegler, the father of Mr. John Ziegler, of

whom we spoke as being the only living witness of

the days before Columbia had any Catholic Chapel,
was born August 21, 1787. He was elected Collector

of Taxes in 1822; several of his receipts for taxes are

in the writer's possession. In 1828, he was elected Assist-

ant Burgess of Columbia, and in 1832 he was one of

the managers of the Columbia Public Ground Company,
who in that year began to build the wharves along the

river shore. He died April 3, 1838. On September 3,
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1811, he married Margaret Sloat, who was later received

into the Church. His second wife was Mary Hoover,
of Lancaster, Pa.; she died September 14, 1854 (see

Part II of this paper, vol. ix, June, 1898, p. 219).

Now let us take a glimpse at old Front street as it was
in those early days of Francis Othmar Ziegler, and

George his son: At the corner of Walnut stood the

old Sorrel Horse Hotel, followed by John Arms' home;
next, Hugh Boyle's Fulton Inn (these are now covered

by the Pennsylvania Railroad stations) ;
next was Henry

Martin's tobacco store; then came the Conly property.

Now, it was about here that the elder Ziegler had his

home; above Conly 's, came the Swartz home, of logs

and frame, adjoined by a vacant lot, which divided it

from the Boude estate. Breneman's property was next,

followed by the old Gossler homestead. Next this was
the home of George Ziegler. This house had been owned

by his father down to about 1820, and the son then bought
it, and the widowed mother died here on December 26,

1825. George built his coopering shop next to his home.

To complete our view of Front street we might add,
that after George Ziegler put his shop next the house,

there were adjoining it two vacant lots, and then we
were in front of William Vicary's fine home, which stood

back from the street, a distance of over thirty feet.

McClure's old gun shop was to the west of these hand-

some grounds. The old Ferry House stood yet further

up, and the vacant lot between was later built up by
John Slack as a store. The old Stump homestead stood

above the Ferry House. From this point, Front street

ran obliquely to the right ;
we all recall the built up bend

of later years. A public road ran up to where the old

Columbia Bridge stood. Between this road and the

river was Evan Green's lumber yard, which was later

taken for the Canal Basin, when the State built the

railroad to Holidaysburg. There was a small stream

of water running through Green's lumber yard, which

came down from Lockard's Hollow arid Hinkle's Spring,
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arid on this run was a small brick warehouse used by
Evan Green as a storage place for his worked lumber.

Now wre get back to George Ziegler's home. George
learned the trade of a cooper, from Adam Otstott, in

Columbia, and here he had his shop. Previous to 1820,

his brother John had gone to housekeeping in it, and
here the late F. X. Ziegler was born; and after John
removed to Locust street, George, in 1821, moved into

it. John Ziegler, as we have seen, was born June 15,

1785, married Mary L/echler, of Lancaster, Pa., in 1816,

and lived at Columbia. In 1820 he bought a house

on Locust street just above Fourth street, into which

he moved, in 1821, from Front street, where he had
started his housekeeping. Francis X., his son, was
born in the old Ziegler homestead, on Front street, on

April 9, 1817; was married to Jane Perry Martin, on

June 14, 1838. Mrs. Ziegler died in 1902; Mr. Ziegler
died December 20, 1902. Mr. Ziegler was a cooper by
trade; later, however, he taught school, and at one time

was editor of the Columbia Herald. In 1849 he. took

charge of the Western Union Telegraph Company's
office at Columbia; in 1859 he was also the agent for the

Adams Express Company. For many years he was a

correspondent for the Philadelphia Catholic Herald,
and during the Civil War was doing the same work on

the New York Freeman's Journal. His historical articles

written and published in the local papers are full of

interest, and his Catholic controversial writings in

Catholic newspapers were many. His continuous writ-

ings on "Columbia, in Auld Lang Syne," were filled

with retrospective views of the borough in the twenties

and thirties, and form a picture of old Front street, as

it was in those olden days. He was one of the founders

of the
"
Society of the Ancients," a society formed of resi-

dents who had lived at Columbia for fifty continuous

years ;
of this society, not more than three of the original

members are at present living. His children are yet living,

one son, Joseph, was well known as a tenor singer, and a
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member of the early choir of our Cathedral at Phila-

delphia. Mr. Ziegler saw the old Chapel at Columbia

built, and also the present new church. I believe there

is but one yet living of the family of John Ziegler.

Before George had come into this house, he had lived

down Front street
,
near what was the end of town, in a house

next below what is now (1904) Abraham Bruner's lumber

office; and just here I want to remark that the errors

in the accounts of Mr. John Ziegler's celebration of his 89th

birthday are somewhat startling to one who is apace
with such data, and would only produce error if copied
for later use. In this lower Front street house was
born John Ziegler, who is the last of that generation, in

the male line; and from here they moved, in 1821, to

the home before mentioned. The children of George
Ziegler were fourteen in number :

Catharine, born July 12, 1812, became a Sister of

Charity (see Part II of these papers).
Frances (Fanny), born January 29, 1814; married

Andrew Leddy; both dead; buried in Columbia, chil-

dren living.

John (the subject of this sketch), of whom we will

speak later.

Mary Ann, born March 18, 1818; married John Brooks;
both dead; no living children.

Rosanna, born 1820; died in infancy.

Francis, born May 5, 1821; married Kate List, who
died, also one child dead; second wife was Mary Hagan,
who died, as also did her child; third wife Mary Flynn.
Francis was for many years a railroad engineer; died

at his home on Walnut street, March 31, 1884; his

widow and children yet living there.

Margaret, born March 20, 1823, the only other yet

living Ziegler of the elder line
;
she became a Nun of the

Visitation Order. Her name in religion is Sister Mary
Petronilla.

George, born November 20, 1824; learned the tailor-

ing trade with Donnelly of Lancaster, but never carried
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it on; became a Pennsylvania Railroad engineer on the

state road, ran the engine "The Governor,
" which was

blown up in June, 1855, and he was killed. He was
married in Philadelphia in 1854. A son was born

about six weeks after his death.

Michael, born September, 1826, learned his trade,

as a moulder, at the old Wolf foundry, on Front street;

went to Pittsburgh, worked at the Fort Pitt Gun Works
;

he never married; died January 8, 1864, and was buried

at Pittsburgh.

Joseph, born July 3, 1828; died October i, 1829.

Samuel F., born June 21, 1831; died October 2, 1832.

Christina, born 1833; married John Kelly, at Lan-

caster, moved to Pittsburgh. She died in 1890, both are

now dead and buried there
;
left six children.

Matilda, born 1835; died 1838.
Charles Carroll, born July 4, 1837; killed in the battle

of Gettysburg, July 3, 1863; was married; left two
children

;
his son George is or was until lately, an Auditor

for the Philadelphia and Reading Railroad Company;
the daughter Susan still lives at Lancaster. The mother
remarried and died in 1903.

I had the name of another child of George Ziegler,

named Barbara, who died in infancy, but I cannot get
data regarding her. The three last-named children

were of the second marriage.
Of John Ziegler, still living, I promised to speak at

more length. I said that he was born far down south

Front street, on February 3, 1816; learned the trade of

a cooper from his father, worked at it until the spring
of 1839, when he went to the Canal Basin, as clerk for

the Bingham line of transportation; from 1841 till 1855
he was the agent for the Bingham Line, when it was
sold out to the Pennsylvania Railroad Company. He
then went to Pittsburgh and was in the forwarding busi-

ness during 1856; was appointed agent, at Crestline,

Ohio, for the Pittsburgh, Fort Wayne and Chicago Rail-

road, in 1857, and was transferred to Pittsburgh, as Cashier
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for same road, where he remained until 1864, when he

resigned to go to Baltimore, in the hardwood business,

until 1868, when he returned to Columbia.

Mr. Ziegler married Margaret Jenkins, on July 29,

1841, and has four living children, and two dead. Of

the living are: William J., at Lancaster, Emma, Rev.

Joseph I.,SJ., and Mary. Mrs. Ziegler died April 3, 1893.



SACRAMENTAL REGISTERS
AT

ST. JOSEPH'S CHURCH, PHILADELPHIA, PA.,

OF THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY.

FIFTH SERIES.

(Continued from page 68.)

BAPTISMS ADMINISTERED BY FATHERS KEATING, NEALE,
ELLING, ENNIS, DE EARTH, PHELAN, BOUDET

AND LAROQUE.

FROM JANUARY TO DECEMBER, 1795.

FROM THE ORIGINALS BY FRANCIS X. REUSS.

NOTE. Of the clergymen named in the Baptismal Register for 1795,

six are old acquaintances since the previous year, or even earlier. They
were Fathers Christopher Vincent Keating, who in the December of this

year returned to Dublin, Ireland ;* then Leonard Neale, who in the entry for

"May 9" signs as"P. S. M.,'
' which we take as an abbreviation for "Pastor

of St. Mary's Church;" William Elling; Michael Ennis; Louis de Barth

and Anthony Joseph Laroque, of all whom we have spoken in a previous
Note.

Besides, the names of two other missionaries at least are of record as

having administered the Sacrament of Baptism this year. They are

Laurence Sylvester Phelan, at the time assistant at Holy Trinity Church

near by St. Joseph's. Of this ecclesiastic very few details are given in our

histories. Dr. Shea relates that Father Phelan was born in Ireland, (where

presumably he was educated and ordained also ;) then that he was sent

by Bishop Carroll to Westmoreland County in Southwestern Pennsylvania
to replace the turbulent Fromm, who was there misleading the Faithful;

that subsequently he was transferred first to the care of Chambersburg

mission, then to Philadelphia, where as observed he aided Father Peter

Helbron in looking after the English-speaking members of Holy Trinity

mission. f The other priest, who registers very often at St. Joseph's,

was one whose family name is written in so many varying styles as fairly

to baffle the skill of our translator. Still it may be set down as certain at

least in a way as having been "Boudet," his Christian name being Rene,

*Thus Mr. Martin I. J. Griffin in Scharf'sand Westcott's Hist, of Philadelphia, ii, 1373.

tShea: Hist, of the Cath. Church, ii, 451.
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("Renatus" in the Registers;) and so the handwriting of this missionary
has been deciphered by the late estimable chronicler of St. Joseph's,
Father Jordan, the Jesuit, in his reminiscences of that old shrine.*

'

Moreover Father Jordan notes that "Father Boudet had come to Phila-

delphia from San Domingo," a statement that is in no conflict with the

Register, wherein he himself has declared that he was "a priest from
France." (See Bapt. for "May 19.")

Other forms of Father Boudet 's name (as it appears in the Register) are

given by the translator as follows: "Proudez" or "Froudet,"once; "Prou-
det" or "Floudet," once; "Flaudet," twice; "Boudet" or "Houdet,"
four times; and "Boudet" simply eight times.

The place-names designated in the Register with the accompanying
statement of missionary visits thereto are noticeably fewer in comparison
with earlier years. The old-time mission-church of St. Joseph's seems to

have been now concentrating its energies in and in the immediate neighbor-
hood of Philadelphia. While its former out-missions (it also seems) were

getting resident clergymen of their own, or perhaps had been attached by
Bishop Carroll to other centers of the Faith.

In former Notes, it will be remembered, we have tracked our Philadelphia

apostles in many directions to even very many church "stations" through-
out Eastern Pennsylvania, New Jersey and Delaware.

During the present year (1795) only five places outside of town are named
as having been visited by city clergymen. They are four of them "old

familiar spots" to our readers: West Chester and Bucks County in Penn-

sylvania; Deerfield in New Jersey; and Wilmington (mis-written "Wilmen-

ton") in Delaware. The only new church-" station
"

for the year is

Egg Harbor in New Jersey, where on All Souls' Day (Nov. 2) Father Ennis

baptized John Dempsey, son of Bernard and his wife Mary Wier, the

god-parents of the two-months-old baby being Oliver Rhea and Catharine

Wintley, the earliest mention, if I mistake not, of Catholic residents in,

and the visit of a Catholic missionary to, that quarter of New Jersey.

Finally it may be noticed that the Register for this year (in its original

form) records the baptism of eighteen children designated as "illegitimate,"
-a stigma of dishonorable parentage however that, for reasons given

somewhat more in detail in a previous Note, is omitted in our transla-

tions here.

While of record, too, is the baptism of three sets of twins.

T. C. M.

BAPTISMS FOR THE YEAR 1795.

Lynian, Edward; born today, of John Lyman, and his wife Catharine,

Catholics; baptized Jan. 2, by Rev. Christopher V. Keating; sponsors:

James Murry, and Eleanor Short, Catholics.

*The book referred to one of small size whose precise title I have failed to record,
is in the Ridgway Library in Philadelphia. Mention of Father Boudet may be found
therein, at page 104.
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Mullen, Anna; born today, of Michael Mullen, and his wife Eugenia, Catho-

lics; baptized Jan. 4, by the same; sponsors: Father Keating, and

Eugenia McGill, Catholics.

Delaney, Catharine; born Dec. 30, 1794, of Dennis Delaney, and his wife

Catharine, Catholics; baptized Jan. 6, by Rev. Leonard Neale;

sponsors: John McDermot, and Eleanor Baxter.

Gallagher, Charles; born Dec. 13, 1794, of James Gallagher, and his wife

Anna, Catholics; baptized Jan. 6, by the same; sponsors: John and

Catharine Tagart.

McKinlis, Mary; born Jan. 4, 1795, of Eugene McKinlis, and his wife Mary
Gallagher, Catholics; baptized Jan. 7, by Rev. Michael Ennis; spon-
sors: James Gildea, and Rose Boyle.

,
Anna Mary; born Nov. 4, 1794, of unknown parents; baptized

Jan. 8, by Rev. C. V. Keating; sponsors: Mary and James Waters,
Catholics.

Moore, Catharine; born Dec. 17, 1794, of Peter Moore, and Catharine

Jackson, Catholics; baptized Jan. 11, by Rev. L. Neale; sponsors:
William and Margery Field.

Rodriguez, John ;
born Dec. 20, 1794, of Jerome Rodriguez, Catholic,

his wife Catharine, Protestant; baptized Jan. 11, by Rev. C. V.

Keating; sponsors: Jerome Rodriguez, and Anna Stephens, Catholics.

Gallinough, Alexander; born Dec. 24, 1794, of Patrick Gallinough, and his

wife Susanna Brown, Protestant; baptized Jan. 11, by Rev. M. Ennis;

sponsors: John Rogers, and Mary Boyle.

O'Curran, Mary; born Oct. 29, 1794, of Peter O'Curran, and his wife Grace

Dunn, Catholics; baptized Jan. 11, by the same; sponsors: Patrick

Gallinough, and Hannah Marcus.

Hill, Mary; born Apr. 2, 1783, of Joseph Hill, Protestant, and his wife

Catharine Dolan, Catholic; baptized Jan. 11, by the same; sponsor:
Patrick Boyle.

Field, Peter; born Jan. 9, 1795, of Joseph Field, and his wife Sarah,

Catholics; baptized Jan. 17, by Rev. C. V. Keating; sponsors: Paul

and Mary Field, Catholics.

Esling, Samuel; born Jan. 5, 1795, of Nicholas Esling, and his wife Catha-

rine, Catholics; baptized Jan. 17, by the same; sponsors: Paul

Esling, and Barbara Snyder, Catholics.

Jaudenes, Joseph Mary Didacus Hilary John Cyprian Vincent Ferrer,

born Jan. 14, 1795 (see Jan., 1796), of Joseph Jaudenes, and his wife

Matilda, Catholics; baptized Jan. 17, by the same; sponsors: Joseph
Viar, and Frances Friere, Catholics.

[The above reference points to the second entry under the following

year (1796), which is the same as above with the further declaration,

however, that the father of the baptized child was the
' '

Illustrious Spanish

Royal Minister ("Legatus") to the United States; and that its mother was
named Matilda Houghton. The sponsors were their Excellencies, Diego
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("Didacus") de Gardoqui, Knight of the Spanish Order of the Grand Cross

of Charles III.; and Joseph Ignatius Viar, Spanish Consul General in the

United States; besides Francis Hudson; Cyprian de Friere, Ambassador

("Legatus") to the United States. F. X. R.]

Golrick, Mary; born Oct. 3, 1794, of Hugh Golrick, Catholic, and Anna

Cline, Protestant; baptized Jan. 18, by thej&me; sponsors: Arthur

Rogers, and Mary Drum, Catholics.

Pratt, Elizabeth; born Dec. 9, 1794, of James Pratt, and his wife Catharine,

Catholics; baptized Jan. 24, by Rev. L. Neale; sponsors: Francis and

Marianna Mayers.

Ganvood, James; born Oct. 30, 1788, of William Garwood, Protestant,

and his wife Bridget, Catholic; baptized Jan. 24, by Rev. C. V. Keat-

ing; sponsors: John Gartland and Sarah Kelly, Catholics.

Dunn, Anna; born Dec. 27, 1794, of John Dunn, and his wife Catharine

Coffey, Catholics; baptized Feb. 1, by Rev. M. Ennis; sponsor:

Anna Bagnel.

Callaghan, Charles; born Jan. 6, 1795, of David Callaghan, and his wife

Elizabeth, Catholics; baptized Feb. 2, by Rev. C. V. Keating; sponsors:

Joseph de Santos Bello, and Margaret Telles, Catholics.

Rivel, Sarah; born Jan. 19, 1795, of Francis Rivel, and his wife Hannah,

Catholics; baptized Feb. 5, by the same; sponsors: Adam and

Catharine Rivel, Catholics.

Hartnet, Honora; born Jan. 3, 1795, of Daniel Hartnet, and his wife Sarah,

Catholics; baptized Feb. 5, by the same; sponsors: the priest, and

Catharine Sullivan, Catholics.

Bernabeu, Mary Euphemia; born Oct. 25, 1794, of John Baptist Bernabeu,

Catholic, and his wife Betshaba [sic, Bethsabee], baptized Feb. 7, by
the same; sponsors: Joseph Mary Santayana, and Theresa Mary
Sartori, Catholics.

Morphy, Felicitas; an adult, slave of Mr. Murphy, who also stood as god-

father; baptized at point of death, Feb. 6, by Rev. L. Neale.

Field, Lawrence; born June 23, 1795, of Paul Field, and his wife Mary,

Catholics; baptized Feb. 8, by the same; sponsors: Joseph and

Catharine Huniker.

Fellina, James; born Sept. 28, 1794, of John Fellina, and Mary Wagner,

Protestants; baptized Feb. 14, by Rev. M. Ennis; sponsor: Paul

Esling.

Bourne, Peter; born Jan. 28, 1795, of Peter Bourne, Catholic, and his wife

Mary, Protestant; baptized Feb. 15, by Rev. L. Neale; sponsors:

Francis and Catharine Maguire, Catholics.

, John; born Oct. 30, 1794, of Hezekiah N., and Catharine N.;

baptized Feb. 17, by Rev. C. V. Keating; sponsor: Thomas Burk,

Catholic.

Ganvood, William; born Oct. 30, 1768, of Hezekiah Garwood, and his

wife Gatry [probably Gertrude], Catholic; baptized Feb. 17, by the

same
; sponsor : Father Keating.
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Crap, Elizabeth; born Feb. 16, 1795, of Joseph Crap, and his wife Christina,

Catholics; baptized Feb. 19, by Rev. L. Neale; sponsors: John and

Margaret Brady.

Doran, Mary; born Feb. 15, 1795, of Michael Doran, and his wife Mary,

Catholics; baptized Feb. 21, by the same; sponsors: Edmund and

Mary Byrne.

O'Brien, Richard James; born Dec. 1, 1794? of Richard O'Brien, and his

wife Johanna, Catholics; baptized Feb. 22, by the same; sponsors:

James Church, and Mary McDermot.

Cole, Mary; born ,
of Richard Cole, and his wife Sarah Law-

rence, Catholics; baptized Feb. 26, by Rev. William Elling; sponsor:

Elizabeth Harnett.

Gardette, Frances Elizabeth Julia; born Sept. 26, 1794, of James Gar-

dette, and his wife Louisa Julia de Marais, Catholics; baptized Feb. 27,

by Rev. M. Ennis; sponsors: Joseph Spiritore Gardette, brother of the

baptized, and Johanna Louisa Frances Elizabeth Barbe de Frouisson,

wife of Dominic Burere, represented by Esther Gardette, sister of the

baptized.

Wiseman, Joseph Vincent Ferrer; born Feb. 25, 1795; of Joseph Wiseman,
and his wife Catharine, Catholics; baptized Mar. 1, by Rev. C. V.

Keating; sponsors: Joseph and Matilda Jaudenes, Catholics.

Scot, Lawrence; born Feb. 15, 1795, of Henry Scot, and his wife Mary,

Catholics; baptized Mar. 1, by Rev. L. Neale; sponsors: Lawrence

Sowerwalt, and Catharine Kelly.

Calnan, Catharine; born Feb. 21, 1795, of Charles Calnan, and his wife

Margaret; Catholics; baptized Mar. 1, by the same; sponsor: Cath-

arine Calnan.

Casshan, Lawrence; born Aug. 15, 1794, of Lawrence Casshan, and his

wife Esther; baptized Mar. 1, by the same; sponsors: Peter Daulan,
and Catharine Walsh.

McConnell, John; born Feb. 5, 1795, of Francis McConnell, and his wife

Frances, Catholics; baptized Mar. 3, by Rev. C. V. Keating; sponsors:

John Reily, and Margaret Lestley [probably Leslie], Catholics.

Pageot, Louisa Felicitas Margaret; born Jan. 3, 1795, of John Louis Des-

noutieres Pageot, a refugee of the Island of San Domingo, and his wife

Mary Louisa Gaspard Barrot, Catholics; baptized Mar. 12, by Rev.

L. Neale, Pastor of St. Mary's; sponsors: James Margaret Aubert,

and Felicitas Finot Fages, all refugees from San Domingo.

Johnston, Mary ;
born

, of Rosanna, a negress, and James Barry ;

baptized Mar. 9, by Rev. C. V. Keating; sponsor: Anna Powel.

Harpur [Harper?], Mary; born
,
of Christopher Harpur, and his

wife Susanna, Catholics; baptized Mar. 16, by Rev. M. Ennis;

sponsor: Mary Harpur.
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Sharagan, John ;
born Feb. 5, 1795, of William Sharagan, and his wife Hannah

Scullion, Catholic; baptized Mar. 17, by the same; sponsor: Eliza-

beth Le Beau.

McLoane, Anna; born Feb. 20, 1795, of Mary Fitzpatrick, and Landy
McLoane; baptized Mar. 17, by the same; sponsor: Elizabeth Le Beau

Russell, Julianna; born Mar. 4, 1795, of David Russell, and his wife

Catharine, Catholics; baptized Mar. 17, by Rev. C. V. Keating;

sponsors: Lawrence Craughty, and Catharine Budrot, [elsewhere

Boudrot,] Catholics.

Noble, Elizabeth; born Jan. 20, 1795, of James Noble, and his wife Mary,

Catholics; baptized Mar. 22, by the same; sponsors: William and

Mary Stealer, Catholics.

Carroll, Mary; born Feb. 28, 1795, of John Carroll, and his wife Elizabeth,

Catholics; baptized Mar. 23, by the same; sponsors: Hugh Barr,

and Mary Mullarchy, Catholics.

Storah, Samuel Charles; born Mar. 14, 1795, of Anna Storah; baptized

Mar. 24, by Rev. L. Neale; sponsor: Sophia Glapion.

Larkey, Bridget; born today; of Patrick Larkey, and his wife Anna, Catho-

lics; baptized Mar. 30, by the same; sponsors: John and Margaret

Lowrey.

Corly, Anna; born June , 1793, of Hugh Corly, Catholic, and Sophia

Alcorn, Protestant; baptized Mar. 30, by Rev. C. V. Keating;

sponsors: William Buchannan, and Anna Blakely, Catholics.

Carrell, Mary; born Mar. 4, 1795, of John Carrell, and his wife Mary
Judith, Catholics; baptized Mar. 30, by Rev. L. Neale; sponsors: James

Gallagher, and Elizabeth Cottringer.

Rote, George Lawrence, born Jan. 17, 1795, of Thomas Rote, Protestant,

and his wife Mary, Catholic; baptized Apr. 2, by Rev. C. V. Keating;

sponsors: Lawrence and Margaret Smith, Catholics.

Corkrin, John; born Sept. 6, 1783, of Edward Corkrin, and his wife Mary
Protestants; baptized Apr. 4, by the same; sponsors: James and

Mary Mahony, Catholics.

Joseph; born Oct. 27, 1794, of Azoro, and Alexandrina, negroes;

baptized Apr. 4, by Rev. M. Ennis; sponsor: Josephine Faure.

Murphoy [Murphy?], Matilda Mary Josephine; bora Mar. 31, 1795, of

Didacus Murphoy, and his wife Mary, Catholics; baptized Apr. 4,

by Rev. C. V. Keating; sponsors: Joseph and Matilda Jaudenes,
Catholics.

McDonnell, George; born Mar. 19, 1795, of George McDonnell,f[and his

wife Mary, Catholics; baptized Apr. 5, by the same; sponsors: John

Field, and Anna Holdship, Catholics.

Colle, Mary; born Jan. 7, 1795, of Daniel Colle, and his wife Bridget, Catho-

lics; baptized conditionally, Apr. 5, by Rev. L. Neale; sponsor: Patrick

Mullen.
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Neal, Mary Ann Julianna, born Oct. 8, 1794, of John Neal, and his wife

Mary, Catholics; baptized Apr. 6, by Rev. C. V. Keating; sponsors:

Rembrant Peal [sic, Peale, son of the one-time famous portrait

painter, Charles Wilson Peale,] and Julia Junton [?], Catholics.

Billiard, Lydia; born Jan. 10, 1794, of Armand Constant Billiard, and his

wife Mary Adelaide Louisa Margaret Brion, Catholics; baptized Apr.

7, by Rev. M. Ennis; sponsors: Bartholomew Alexander Le Hanache,

represented by Francis Testart, and Pauline Mary Augusta Caroline

Audelia du Poison.

Koran, William; born July 3, 1795, of Hugh Foran, Catholic, and his wife

Rebecca; baptized Apr. 8, by Rev. L. Neale; sponsors: Richard and

Elizabeth McGlouchlain.

O'Donnell, Anna; born Mar. 10, 1795, of Daniel O'Donnell, and his wife

Bridget, Catholics; baptized Apr. 11, by Rev C. V. Keating; sponsors:
William McCormick, and Mary Davanney, Catholics.

Philips, Rachael; born ,
of David Philips, non-Catholic, and Mary

Maxfield, Catholic; baptized Apr. 12, by Rev. L. Neale; sponsors:

Joseph Wigmore, and Rachael Peters.

Keith, Sarah; born Feb. 15, 1795, of John Keith, and his wife Mary, Catho-

lics; baptized Apr. 12, by the same; sponsors: Barnaby Duffy, and
Sarah Woods.

Car [should be Carr], Anna; born Apr. 5, 1795, of Bernard Car, and his

wife Margaret, Catholics; baptized Apr. 13, by the same; sponsors:
Michael Cummins, and Anna Abram.

Dougherty, James; born Feb. 25, 1795, of William Dougherty, and his

wife Margaret Grey, Catholics; baptized Apr. 12, by Rev. M. Ennis;

sponsors: Hugh and Elizabeth Maguire.

Byrne, James; born Dec. 17, 1795, of Peter Byrne and Hannah Myles;

baptized Apr. 12, by the same; sponsors: Thomas McDonough, and
Catharine Boudron.

Macminimy, Marianna; born Nov. 14, 1794, of John Macminimy, and his

wife Christina Barley, Catholics; baptized Apr. 13, by the same;

sponsors: Edward and Bridget Dougherty.

Purger, Mary Catharine Florinda; born Apr. 7, 1795, of Peter Purger,

Catholic, and his wife Florinda, Protestant; baptized Apr. 17, by Rev.

C. V. Keating; sponsors: Peter Flemin [Fleming] and Galager,
Catholics.

Corkrin, William; born Mar. 3, 1795, of James Corkrin, and his wife Mary,
Catholics; baptized Apr. 19, by the same; sponsors: Thomas Lilly

and Elizabeth Mary Carroll.

Lain, Isabella
;
born yesterday, of Timothy Lain, and Mary Reed

; baptized

Apr. 21, by Rev. L. Neale; sponsors: Isabella Gregger.

Fatty, Harriet; born Apr. 9, 1795, of Michael Fatty, and his wife Mary,

Catholics; baptized Apr. 22, by Rev C. V. Keating; sponsors: Francis

Saunders, and Anna Lorion, Catholics.
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Fitzgerald, Bridget; born Mar. 28, 1795, of Neale Fitzgerald, and his wife

Eleanor, Catholics, baptized Apr. 24, by Rev. L. Neale; sponsors:

Mathew Mahar, and Bridget Fowler.

Corkrin, William; born Mar. 3, 1795, of James Corkrin, and his wife Mary,

Catholics; baptized Apr. 24, by Rev. C. V. Keating; sponsors: Thomas

Lilly, and Elizabeth Carrell, Catholics.

Ryan, William; born June 18, 1794, of Timothy Ryan, Catholic, and his

wife Anna, Protestant; baptized Apr. 24, by the same; sponsors:

John Hocten, and Sarah Atley, Catholics.

Conway, Eleanor; born Mar. 30, 1795, of Patrick Conway, and his wife

Susanna, Catholics; baptized Apr. 26, by the same; sponsors: John

Kean, and Hannah Dixon, Catholics.

Cuneo, Mary; born Sept. 20, 1795 [sic, 1794?], of Thomas Cuneo, and his

wife Margaret, Catholics; baptized Apr. 26, by the same; sponsors:

Neil Munday, and Anna Timony, Catholics.

Boyle, Susanna; born Apr. 18, 1795, of Hugh Boyle, and Catharine, Catho-

lics; baptized Apr. 26, by the same; sponsors: Thomas Boyle, and

Margaret McCormick.

Shreiner, Charles; born
,
of Henry Shreiner, and his wife Catha-

rine Miller, Catholics; baptized at Deerfield, New Jersey, Apr. 19, by
Rev. M. Ennis; sponsors: Lawrence Miller, and Mary Howel.

Miller, William; born Mar. 12, 1795, of Lawrence Miller, and his wife

Elizabeth Saul, Catholics; baptized at same place, Apr. 19, by the

same
; sponsors: Henry Shreiner, and his wife Catharine.

Miller, Elizabeth; born of John Miller, and his wife Mary Bird, Catholics;

baptized Apr. 27, by the same
; sponsor : Mary Gress.

McCabe, Elizabeth; born Apr. 16, 1795, of Charles McCabe, and his wife

Sarah Murphy, Catholics; baptized Apr. 28, by the same; sponsor

Elizabeth Beaty.

Kelly, Edward; born Apr. 26, 1795, of John Kelly, and his wife Mary,

Catholics; baptized Apr. 29, by Rev. L. Neale; sponsors: Daniel

McGloghlain, and Mary Baker.

Smith, James Rabold; born Apr. 1, 1794, of William Smith, Catholic,

and his wife Jane; baptized Apr. 30, by the same; sponsors: John

Kennedy, and Margaret Lebeck [or Lebeek].

Bannister, Sarah; born May 1, 1795, of William Bannister, Protestant,

and his wife Elizabeth Woods, Catholic; baptized May 6, by Rev.

M. Ennis; sponsor: Elizabeth Kelly.

McGloghlain, Catharine; born Jan. 25, 1795, of Peter McGloghlain, and his

wife Mary, Catholics; baptized May 5, by Rev. L. Neale; sponsor: Susan

Coneday.

Summers, Mary; born Nov.
, 1794, of Caesar Summers, and Juda, negroes;

baptized May 8, by the same
; sponsor: Mary Gambel.

Poulard du Palais, Louisa Mary Narcissa, born Sept. 1, 1794, of Peter

Andrew Poulard du Palais, and his wife Mary Migniot, Catholics;
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baptized May 9, by the same; sponsors: Louis Baudry des Lozieres,
of San Domingo, and Louisa Catharine Milhet [or Michet, signed
"Leonard Neale, P.S.M.," i. e., Pastor of St. Mary's].

Barryer, Susanna; born Feb. 28, 1795, of Peter Barryer, and his wife

Sarah Vincent, Catholics; baptized May 10, by Rev. M. Ennis; sponsors:
Peter Laundry, and Marie de Jouille.

Alligut, William; born Mar. 28, 1795, of Thomas Alligut, and Elizabeth

Blythe; baptized May 10, by the same; sponsor: Daniel Ryan.
McGloghlain, Joseph; born Apr. 26, 1795, of Hugh McGloghlain, and his

wife Elizabeth; baptized May 10, by Rev. L. Neale; sponsors: Dennis

Christy, and Margaret Laffarty.

Burke, Henry; born Apr. 9, 1795, of David Burke, and his wife Elizabeth,

Catholics; baptized May 10, by the same; sponsors: Patrick Flin,

and Eleanor Young.
McGrane, Eleanor; born yesterday, and Margaret, born same day, twins,

of Patrick McGrane, and his wife Mary, Catholics; baptized May 13,

by the same; sponsors: Luke Farrell, represented by the priest, and
Elizabeth McMullen.

Murphy, Susan; born May 10, 1795, of John Murphy, and his wife Margaret
baptized May 17, by the same; sponsors: John McElroy, and Eliza-

beth Hartnet.

Chafer [may be Shaeffer], Christian; born May 12, 1795, of John Chafer,
and his wife Elizabeth, Catholics; baptized May 17, by the same;
sponsors: John and Mary Curts.

Dunn, Thomas; born Apr. 29, 1795, of Thomas Dunn, and his wife Mary
Ducher, Catholics; baptized May 12, by Rev. M. Ennis; sponsors:

John Cunningham and Mitchel [may be Michel] Dupont.

Whelan, Catharine
; born ,

of James Whelan, and his wife Alice

Gough, Catholics; baptized May 16, by the same; sponsor: Mari-

anna Walsh.

Dessier, Elizabeth; born Feb. 25, 1795, of Peter Dessier, and his wife

Mary Ferie, Catholics; baptized May 17, by the same; sponsors:
Andrew Peche, and Susanna Savoy.

, Mary; born Nov. 3, 1794? of unknown parents; baptized May 17,

by Rev. C. V. Keating; sponsor: the priest.

Lynsey [perhaps Lindsay], John; born Apr. 28, 1795, of John Lynsey,
and his wife Mary, Catholics; baptized May 18, by Rev. L. Neale;

sponsor: Catharine Bodrot.

Guizard, John; born Feb. 21, 1745, of Francis Guizard, and his wife

Marie Jeanne Auriot; baptized May 19, by (Rev.) Proudez [or

Froudet], priest; sponsors: Jean Desere, and Genevieve Haldegoude
Uaugarede ;

all refugees from San Domingo.

, Rachael; an adult negress; baptized, in danger of death, May 19,

by Rev. L. Neale, who also was sponsor.
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O' Brian, Mary; born May 4, 1795, of William O' Brian, and Anna Boyle,

Catholics; baptized May 24, by Rev. M Ennis; sponsors: Thomas and

Christina Day.

Phillippier, Elizabeth; born
,
of William Phillippier, and his

wife Esther Baxter, Catholics; baptized May 29, by Rev C. V. Keat-

ing; sponsors: Le ,
and Susanna Laboy.

Moran, William; born Apr. 15, 1795, of Augustine Moran, and his wife

Margaret, Catholics; baptized May 27, by Rev. L. Neale; sponsor:

Mary Frances de Muton.

Gilligan, James; born Sept. 27, 1794? of James Gilligan, Catholic, and his

wife Mary, Protestant; baptized May 30, by Rev. C. V. Keating;

sponsors: Joseph Wigmore, and Margaret Connell, Catholics.

Dogerty, Anna; born May 3, 1795, of George Dogerty, and his wife

Johanna, Catholics; baptized May 31, by Rev. Ren Flaudet; spon-

sors: Bernard Pons, and Margaret Le ceute [name blotted].

Butler, John; born Mar. 29, 1795, of James Butler, and his wife Catharine

Roache, Catholics; baptized June 1, by Rev. M. Ennis; sponsors:

Michael Butler, and Mary McLoed.

Donnelly, John; born Aug. 1, 1793, and Thomas; born Jan. 9, 1795, of

Patrick Donnelly and his wife Elizabeth, Catholics, baptized June 3,

by Rev. L. Neale; sponsors: Cornelius Leary, and Mary Renet, [or

Kenet].

Steel, John; born Apr. 1, 1795, of John Steel, and his wife Elizabeth,

Catholics; baptized June 7, by the same; sponsors: Charles and

Sarah Boaman.

McCoster, John; born Feb. 11, 1795, of John McCoster, and Margaret
McSoreleh [McSorley]; baptized June 7, by Rev. M. Ennis; sponsors:

Patrick McManimy, and Eleanor Ridge.

Lewis, John; born Jan. 14, 1793, and Martha; born Apr. 2, 1795, of Josiah

Lewis, and his wife Mary, Protestants; baptized June 9, by Rev.

R. Flaudet; sponsors: Patrick Bready, and Anna Green.

Carroll, Elizabeth; born June 4, 1795, of Patrick Carroll, and his wife

Mary, Catholics; baptized June 10, by Rev. L. Neale; sponsors: Henry
Faulkner, and Bridget Carroll

Duffy, Susanna; born Apr. 3, 1795, of Michael Duffy, and his wife Mary
Conely, Catholics; baptized June 14, by Rev. M. Ennis; sponsors:

James and Margaret Conely.

Fitzgerald, Edward; born June 10, 1795, of Thomas Fitzgerald, and his

wife Margaret; baptized June 14, by Rev. L. Neale, sponsors: Patrick

Keeve, represented by Luke Kelly, and Catharine Sullivan, represented

by M. Keeve.

Sap, Ruth; born Oct. 9, 1783, of Shedrick Sap, and his wife Anna,?non-

Catholics; baptized June 14, by the same; sponsors: John and Jo-

hanna Risdal.
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Waters, Robert; born June 6, 1793, of John Waters, and his wife Marga-
ret McDowel, Catholics; baptized June 15, by Rev. M. Ennis; sponsors:

Peter Maitland, and Anna Euny.

Galateau, William Henry; born Apr. 13, 1795, of William Henry Gala-

teau, Catholic, and his wife Sarah Baker, Protestant
; baptized June

19, by the same; sponsor: Margaret Fellis.

Champaigne, John Peter; born Apr. 7, 1795, of Stephen Champaigne, and

Elizabeth Brown; baptized June 21, by the same; sponsors: John
Peter, and Mary Magdalen Arnaud.

Sexton, Michael; born June 14, 1795, of Seth Sexton, and Catharine

Carty, Catholics; baptized June 21, by the same; sponsors: Martin

Sexton, and Anna McCreary.

Barry, Susan; born June 5, 1795, of Simon Barry, and Mary Myers; bap-
tized June 21, by the same; sponsor: Susan Leahy.

Burke, Thomas; born June 20, 1795, of Michael Burke and Anna; baptized

June 22, by the same
; sponsors: Anthony Steel and Mary Feron.

Milhau, Amy Mary Frances; born Sept. 4, 1794, of Caesar Michael Milhau,
and Mary Elizabeth de Grenon; baptized June 23, by the same;

sponsors: Francis de Breuil, Viscount [? in the text "Vice Domini"]

Loppinot de Beauport, and Anna de Grenon de Lamalite.

McFadden, Martha; born Jan. , 1792, of Henry McFadden, and Bridget

Murphy; baptized June 23, by Rev. L. Neale; sponsor: the priest.

Pouluot, John Baptist; born May 22, 1795, of Nicholas Pouluot, and

Rosanna Prince; baptized June 26, by Rev. R. Froudet [Floudet?];

sponsors: Francis Drenol, and Anna Loriol

Beatagh [ought to be Betagh], Anna; born June 20, 1795, of Thomas

Beatagh, and his wife Margaret, Catholics; baptized June 26, by Rev.

L. Neale; sponsors: John O'Hara, and Margaret Sullivan.

Jamon, Mary Adelaide; born June 12, 1795, of Augustine Jamon, and

Mary Diare, Catholics; baptized June 26, by Rev. R. Proudet [Floudet?];

sponsors: Augustine and Mary Moran.

Thompson, Edmund; born May 31, 1795, of Catharine Hartshorn, and
Enoch Thompson; baptized June 27, by Rev. M. Ennis; sponsor:
Catharine Cromley.

Hungerford, Sarah; born June 15, 1792, and Richard; born Apr. 22, 1794,
of John Hungerford, and Sarah Clynes; baptized June 28, by the

same
; sponsor : Catharine Butler.

Bready, James; born Mar. 10, 1795, of Charles Bready, and his wife Sarah,

Catholics; baptized July 1, by Rev. L. Neale; sponsor: Catharine

Bodrot.

Brown, Susan; born June 9, 1795, of John Brown, Protestant, and Frances

White, Catholic; baptized July 5, by Rev. M. Ennis; sponsor: Dorothy
Connor.
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Fox, Thomas; born July 3, 1795, of John Fox, and his wife Anna, Catho-

lics; baptized July 5, by Rev. ,. Neale ; sponsors: John Ferguson and

Elizabeth Dunlevy.

Scravendyke, Anna Mary; born June 30, 1795, of Peter Scravendyke, and
his wife Mary, Catholics; baptized July 5, by the same; sponsors:

Edward and Mary Carrell.

Dunlevy, Catharine; born Feb. 6, 1795, of Patrick Dunlevy, and Johanna
Hix; baptized July 6, by the same; sponsors: Timothy Daudet, and

Elizabeth Dunlevy.

Hartnet, William; born Apr. 13, 1795, of Thomas Hartnet, Catholic,

and his wife Anna, Protestant; baptized July 7, by the same; sponsor:

Susan Harper.

Massey, John ;
born

,
of John Massey, and Mary Forage ; bap-

tized July 6, by Rev. M. Ennis; sponsor: John Manderfield.

Connolly, Elizabeth; born June 14, 1795, of Bartholomew Connolly, and

his wife Eleanor Bacon, Catholics; baptized July 7, by the same;

sponsors: James and Johanna Bacon.

Parmentier, Johanna Antoinette; born July 4, 1795, of Charles Theodore

Francis Parmentier, and his wife Judah [probably Judith]; baptized

July 7, by Rev. L. Neale; sponsors: the priest, and Johanna Bussy.
Bonsel [sic, Bonsai?], Susan Carson; born May 22, 1775, of Nathan Bonsel,

and Hannah, Quakers; baptized July 8, by the same; sponsor: Rev.

M. Ennis.

Ducomb, Caspar; born May 27, 1795, of Vincent Duconib, and Rosa

Ribaud; baptized July 9, by Rev. M. Ennis; sponsors: Gaspar Ennis,

and Christina Ribaud.

Medous, Marianna; born Aug. 16, 1794, of Berd [probably Bernard] Medous,

Catholic, and Sarah Garragues, Quakeress; baptized July 10, by the

same
; sponsors: Nicholas de Fremey, and his wife Caroline.

Short, John; born July 1, 1795, of Hugh Short, and his wife Alice Mooney,
Catholics; baptized July 12, by the same; sponsor: Joseph Anthony
Wigmore.

Clark, Henry; born Jan. 28, 1794, of Henry Clark, and his wife Rachael,

Catholics; baptized July 13, by Rev. C. V. Keating; sponsors: John
Henry, and Anna McCurdy, Catholics.

Spieren, James; born Feb. 22, 1794, of William Spieren, and Anna Lascum;

baptized July 13, by Rev. M. Ennis; sponsor: Mary Goddin.

Russel, Catharine; born Mar. 14, 1795, of Michael Russel, Catholic, and
his wife Mary Kean, Protestant; baptized July 13, by the same;

sponsor: Catharine Butler.

Barry, Eleanor and Mary, twins; born today, of Barry, and ;

baptized July 13, by Rev. M. Neale; sponsor: \but none namcd\.

, Felicitas; born Aug. 24, 1794, in the City of Cape Francais,

San Domingo; of Rosa Frances
; baptized July 13, by Rev.

R. Boudet; sponsors: Jean Cotiiieau, and Emilia Diguoron.
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Bretton, Augustine; born today, of Augustine Bretton, and his wife

Johanna, Catholics; baptized July 13, by Rev. L. Neale; sponsors:

William Wood, and Mar)7 Bennett.

Taylor, Mary; born July 3, 1795, of Francis Taylor, and his wife Mary,

Catholics; baptized July 14, by Rev. C. V. Keating; sponsors:

William and Elizabeth Snyder, Catholics.

Mulfall, John; born June 14, 1791, of Peter Mulfall, and his wife Mary
Woods, Catholics; baptized July 14, by Rev. M. Ennis; sponsor:

Catharine McLoughlin.

Chavefil, Anna; born July 1, 1794, of Anthony Chavefil, and Anna Car-

reau; baptized July 16, by the same; sponsors: Calixto Clarense,

and his wife.

Amourouseman, Peter; born June 23, 1795, of Lawrence Amourouseman,
and Mary Newvillin; baptized July 16, by Rev. L. Neale; sponsor:

the priest.

Budwine, George and James; born today, twins, of James Budwine,
and his wife Mary Richards, Catholics; baptized July 17, by Rev.

M. Ennis; sponsors: George and Mary Yokle.

Dumphy, Thomas and Robson, twins; born Apr. 8, 1795, of James Dumphy,
Catholic, and his wife Hannah; baptized July 17, by Rev. L. Neale;

sponsors for Thomas : Jeremiah Sullivan and Elizabeth Carraher; for

Robson : Jeremiah Sullivan, and Honora Carrell.

Freeman, John; born May 1, 1795, of John Freeman, Catholic, and his wife

Phoebe; baptized July 19, by Rev. M. Ennis; sponsors: John Baptist,

and Anna Essex; all the parties negroes.

, Charlotte; born Sept. 19, 1794, of Dom. Culminie, Frenchman,
and Mary Angelica; baptized July 19, by the same; sponsors: Peter

Simon, and Charlotte, negroes.

, Joseph; born Aug. 15, 1795 [sic, 1794?], of Clement, and Rosa,

negroes; baptized July 22, by the same; sponsors: Henry Chevalier,

and Pelagic Melanie Dupingne.

Picot, Augustine ;
born Apr. 1, 1795, of Joseph Picot, and Adelaide Desable

;

baptized July 23, by Rev. [R.] Boudet [or Houdet], priest of France;

sponsor: Augustine Allard.

Sweeny, Rosa Anna; born Nov. 3, 1794, of Doyle Sweeny, and his wife

Elizabeth, Catholics; baptized July 23, by Rev. C. V. Keating;

sponsors: Isaac Hoze, and Elizabeth Sweeny, Catholics.

Field, James; born July 25, 1795, of Peter Field, and his wife Margaret,

Catholics; baptized Aug. 2, by Rev. L. Neale; sponsors: John and
Christina Field.

Shasney [or Shafny], William; born Oct. 10, 1794, of Michael Shasny, and

Esther Richardson, Presbyterians; baptized Aug. 1, by Rev. M. Ennis;

sponsor: Catharine Houston.
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Hartford, John; born Sept. 26, 1765, in Newmarket, City of Birmingham,
near Portland, in the State of New Hampshire [sic, but Maine?];

baptized Aug. 1, by the same; sponsor: M. J. .

King, Mary; born July 30, 1795, of Thomas King, and his wife Hannah,
Catholics; baptized Aug. 4, by the same; sponsor: Mary Lewis,

negroes.

Ranstead-O'Hearn, David; born July 26, 1795, of Mary O'Hearn, and

John Ranstead; baptized Aug. 4, by the same; sponsor: Catharine

Limerick.

Bray, Honora; born July 10, 1795, of James Bray, and his wife Mary,
Catholics; baptized Aug. 5, by Rev. L. Neale; sponsor: Margaret
Leslie.

Rodny, Mary Eugenia; born Dec. 22, 1793, of William Rodny, Protestant,

and his wife Elizabeth, Catholic; baptized Aug. 5, by Rev. C. V. Keat-

ing; sponsors: The priest, and Mary Felier.

Ghirardini, Margaret; born July 26, 1795, of Vincent Ghirardini, and

Elizabeth Kearny; baptized Aug. 5, by Rev. M. Ennis; sponsor: John
Talliana.

Fox, James; born Aug. 2, 1795, of James Fox, and his wife Mary Abraham,
Catholics; baptized Aug. 9, by the same; sponsors: Andrew Crotty
and Catharine Davis.

Fenny, Susan; born Aug. 7. 1795, of John Fenny, and his wife Sarah,

Catholics; baptized Aug. 9, by the same; sponsors: Simon and Elea-

nor Barry.

Farrally, William; born July 6, 1795, of Owen Farrally, and his wife

Anna Smith, Catholics; baptized Aug. 9, by the same
; sponsors: Patrick

McGuire, and Anna Ryley.

Lyons, Edward; born Oct. 12, 1793, of Francis Lyons, Catholic, and
Anna Miller, Protestant; baptized Aug. 9, by the same; sponsor:

Catharine McCurdy.

Randal, Andrew; born July [blot], 1795, of Archibald Randal, and his

wife Sarah, Catholics; baptized Aug. 9, by Rev. C. V. Keating;

sponsors: Christopher and Mary Connor, represented by James Boyle,
and Eleanor Byrne.

Carey, Elizabeth; born July 31, 1795, of Mathew Carey, and his wife

Bridget, Catholics; baptized Aug. 10, by Rev. L. Neale; sponsors:

Roger and Sarah Flahaven [sic, Flahavan].

Sury, Daniel; born today, of Manasses Sury and his wife Bridget Dun-

leavy, Catholics; baptized Aug. 10, by Rev. M. Ennis; sponsors: Darby
Dunleavy, and Hannah Bern [Byrne?].

Cottineau, Honorius; born Dec. 4, 1794, of Denis Nicholas Cottineau,

and his wife Lucia Moquet, Catholics; baptized Aug. 11, by Rev.

L. Neale; [sponsors:] Honorius Chaurand [or Chausard], Chevalier of

Nantes, and Frances, wife of Ignatius Pallyart.
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O'Neill, James; born Aug. 13, 1795, of Daniel O'Neill, and his wife Eleanor,

Catholics; baptized Aug. 16, by the same
; sponsors: Conner O'Neill,

and Anna Robin.

Carroll, Elizabeth; born today, of Edward Carroll, and his wifeTMary

Byrne, Catholics; baptized Aug. 18, by Rev. M. Ennis; sponsors: James
Byrne, and Mary Clarke.

O'Brien, Daniel Harris; born May 18, 1795, of Patrick O'Brien, Catholic,

and his wife Esther, non-Catholic; baptized Aug. 18, by Rev. L.

Neale; sponsor: Catharine Bodrot.

Brien, Mary Anna; born Aug. 12, 1795, of John Brien, and his wife Mar-

garet, Catholics; baptized Aug. 23, by the same; sponsors: Martin

McNally, and Mary Marony.

Maure, Frances; born Aug. 17, 1795, of James Maure, and his wifetAnna,

Catholics; baptized Aug. 23, by Rev. R. Boudet [or Houdet]; sponsor:
Frances Conseguigne.

Reed, Robert; born July 31, of Robert Reed, Quaker, heathen [sic,

"ethnicus"], and his wife Hannah; baptized Aug. 25, by Rev. L.

Neale; sponsor: Johanna Risdal.

Duffy, Mary; born July 24, 1795, of John Duffy, and Elizabeth Magrath;

baptized Aug. 23, by Rev. M. Ennis; sponsor: Cornelius O' Bradley.

Fielding, (Caspar) Caspar; born Mar. 18, 1792, of James Fielding, and
Grace Stableford; baptized Aug. 24, by the same; sponsor: Peter

Connor.

, Elizabeth; of unknown birth, and parentage; baptized Aug.24,

by the same
; sponsor: Mary Fitzgibbon.

Benhart, Joseph; born July 10, 1795, of Joseph Benhart, and Esther

Martin, heathens [sic, "infidelibus"]; baptized Aug. 27, by the same;

sponsor: Elizabeth Mary Carrol.

Conway, Catharine; born Aug. 21, 1795, of John Conway, and his wife

Mary; baptized Aug. 30, by Rev. L. Neale; sponsor: the priest.

Plumb, Anthony; born Aug. 19, 1795, of Peter Plumb, and his wife Mar-

garet Shriener [should be Shreiner]; baptized Aug. 30, by Rev. M.

Ennis; sponsors: Anthony Plumb, and Elizabeth Walters.

Leatherman, Catharine; born May 5, 1795, of Michael Leatherman, and

Mary Cross; baptized Aug. 30, by the same; sponsors: Peter and

Catharine Sheid.

Callahan, Johanna; born Dec. 3, 1794, of Neal Callahan, and his wife

Mary, Catholics; baptized Sept. 2, by Rev. L. Neale; sponsor:

Hugh McKinley.

Wise, John; born Aug. 12, 1794, of William Wise, and Anna Delany;

baptized [date wanting] by Rev. M. Ennis; sponsor: Hugh McKinley.

, Mary Louisa; born Aug. 1, 1795, of John Baptist, and Renee,

negroes; baptized Sept. 5, by the same; sponsor: Mary Louisa,

negress.
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Bready, Anna; born Mar. 26, 1795, of Brian Bready, Catholic, and his

wife Catharine ; baptized Sept. 6, by Rev. L. Neale
; sponsors : James

Ervin, and Martha Mulvanny.

Mulvanny, Anna; born Apr. 10, 1795, of Patrick Mulvanny, and his wife

Anna, Catholics; baptized Sept. 6, by the same; sponsor: Patrick

Bready.

Dabzac, Alexis; born Nov. 26, 1794, of John Dabzac, and his wife Catha-

rine McNab, Catholics; baptized Sept. 7, by Rev M. Ennis; sponsors:
Alexis Piquet, and Valeria Chalette.

Cain, Martin; born Sept. 5, 1795, of John Cain, and his wife Johanna,

Catholics; baptized Sept. 7, by Rev. L. Neale; sponsors: Joseph

Wigmore, and Margaret Green.

Plunket, Jeanne Genevieve Eutrope; born Sept. 3, 1794, of Jean Plunket,
and Renee Rose Gentillot, residents of San Domingo; baptized at

Wilmenton, [sic, Wilmington,] Sept. 7, by Rev. R. Boudet [or Houdet] ;

sponsors: Jean Desire Gentillot, and Marie Rose Eutrope Bocardet,

grandparents of the infant, represented by Francis Perier, and

Mary Frances Berquirer.

Morsy, Mary Magdalen Elizabeth Josephine; born Apr. 10, 1795, of Rene
Gabriel Morsy, and Mary Elizabeth Wlieght Belair; baptized Sept.

7, by the same
; sponsors : Jean Vidal, and Marie Anne Elizabeth

Lingendes.

Dauriac, Lord Marie Anne Antoinette Elizabeth Fortunie; born Apr. 24,

1791, of Anthony Balthazar Angles Dauriac, and Marie Anne Viol-

land; baptized at home, Sept. 7, by the same; sponsors: Jean Angles,
and Mary Anna Gondari, uncle and grandmother of the infant, repre-
sented by Jean Vidal, and Marie Anne Elizabeth Linguendes [sic, in

Bapt. Sept. 7, "Lingendes"].

, Elizabeth; born Mar.
, 1794, of Aubin, and Mary

Frances; baptized Sept. 10, by the same; sponsors: Louis, and

Margaret.

-, Mary Josephine; born July , 1794, of Elizabeth
; Mar. ,

baptized Sept. 11, by the same; sponsors: Jean Theodore, and Mary
Josephine.

Mathews, Martha; born Aug. 15, 1793, of George Mathews, and his wife

Elizabeth; baptized Sept. 12, by Rev. L. Neale; sponsor: Catharine

Boutrot.

Kerbey [better Kirby?], John; born Sept. 10, 1795, of Edward Kerbey,
Catholic, and his wife Esther, Protestant

; baptized Sept. 12, by the

same; sponsors: John and Martha Toban.

Hyland, John; born
, 1784, of John Hyland, Catholic, and his

wife Elizabeth Adams, Protestant; baptized Sept. 12, by Rev. M.

Ennis; sponsor: Sophia McEvers.
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McGrowerty, James; born yesterday, of Edward McGrowerty, and Catha-

rine Gillen; baptized Sept. 13, by the same; sponsors: Patrick and

Bridget McDevit.

Richard, Catharine; born Sept. 1, 1795, of Mark Richard, and his wife

Elizabeth, Catholics; baptized Sept. 13, by Rev. L. Neale; sponsors:

Michael Apt, and Catharine Miller.

Nugent, Elizabeth; born Aug. 26, 1795, of Francis Nugent, and his wife

Elizabeth; baptized Sept. 14, by the same; sponsor: John Christy.

Mooney, Hannah; born Sept. 11, 1795, of Hugh Mooney, and Johanna
Conron; baptized Sept. 13, by Rev. M. Ennis; sponsor: Richard

Williams.

McLaverty, Cecelia; born today, of James McLaverty, and Mary Boyle;

^baptized Sept. 13, by the same; sponsor: Anna Erraghty.

Michaut, Peter; born Dec. 20, 1791, of Philip Michaut, and his wife

Frances Legurie, Catholics; baptized Sept. 13, by Rev. R. Boudet;

sponsors: Peter Seguin, and Mary Theresa Margaret Josephine
Michaut.

, Mary, born
, 1781, of unknown parents; baptized

Sept. 13, by the same
; sponsor: Mary Anna Chevernet.

Hanlan, Bridget; born Sept 15, 1795, of John Hanlan, and Mary McClos-

key; baptized Sept. 19, by Rev. M. Ennis; sponsor: Grace Meighan.

Baty, John; born July 20, 1795, of Edward Baty, and Eleanor Wilson;

baptized Sept. 20, by the same; sponsors: John and Susanna Leahy.

Connor, Martin; born
,

of Martin Connor, and Sarah Anna
Shinkwin; baptized Sept. 21, 1795, by Lawrence Silv

[sic, Sylvester] Phelan; sponsors: [ahead of the following name the

Register simply puts a "G"] Patrick Garey, Timothy Desmond, Jane
Fortune and Hannah Helverson.

Keefe, Mary; born Sept. 9, 1795, of Patrick Keefe, and Mary Colbert;

baptized Sept. 21, by Rev. M. Ennis; sponsor: Patrick Keefe,

brother of the baptized.

Mollineaux, William; born Mar. 13, 1795, of James Mollineaux, and Sarah

Shingler; baptized Sept. 21, by the same; sponsor: Catharine Butler.

McCullough, Anna; born Aug. 9, 1795, of Miles McCullough, and his wife

Elizabeth Mooney; baptized Sept. 22, 1795, by the same; sponsor:
Catharine Butler.

Arnousse, Mary Charlotte; born Mar. 8, 1790, of John Arnousse, and his

wife Amelia Chaillot, Catholics; baptized Sept. 23, by Rev. R. Boudet;

sponsors: Charles De Ville, and Mary Rosa Begot, widow.

, Lucia; a negro adult, twenty-six years of age; baptized

Sept. 24, by Rev. L. Neale; sponsor: Rev. M. Ennis.

Rousseau, Louis Mary; born Aug. 11, 1795, of Joseph Rousseau, and
his wife Jeanne ["Jacoba"] Pepin, Catholics; baptized Sept. 24, by
Rev. R. Boudet; sponsors: Louis Morin, and Amelia Leonord.
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Clausy, Anna; born July 30, 1795, of Miles Clausy, and Anna; baptized

Sept. 26, by the same; sponsors: Christopher Keetin [sic, Keating]

priest, and Anna Clausy.

, Mary Louisa; born Jan. 2, 1794, of unknown parents; baptized

Sept. 29, by the same; sponsors: John and Charlotte Victor.

Terrier de Laistre [also written Laitre], Augustine Henry; born Jan. 11,

1 795, of Louis Augustine Blase Terrier de Laitre [sic], and Elizabeth

Amy Boisville; baptized Sept. 30, by Rev. M. Ennis; sponsors:

Michael Augustine Terrier de Laitre [sic], and Elizabth Bexon.

Mouth, Mary de
;
born Sept. 28, 1795, of Mathias de Mouth, and his wife

Anna, Catholics; baptized Sept. 30, by Rev. L. Neale; sponsors:

James Hoyley, and Mary de Mouth.

Duffy, John; born Aug. 16, 1795, of Charles Duffy, and his wife Dorothy;

baptized Oct. 2, by the same; sponsor: Catharine Botrot.

Dubrille [or Dubulle], Peter; born July 27, 1795, of Peter Dubrille, and

his wife Mary Hays, Catholics; baptized Oct. 2, 1795, by Rev. M.

Ennis; Sponsor: Elizabeth Magner [or Magrier].

Jackson, Margaret; born Aug. 27, 1795, of George Jackson, and his wife

Anna McCracken, Catholics; baptized Oct. 4, by the same; sponsors:

Jeremiah and Honora Gallagher

Boivin, Susan Antonia; born June 30, 1795, of John Boivin, and his wife

Margaret Antonia Puissan Deslaude; baptized Oct. 5, by Rev. R.

Boudet; sponsors: Anthony Puissan Deslaude, representing Joseph
la Morella, and Susan Boivin, representing Irene Laurent De Saxy.

, Pelagia; negress, born Dec. 4, 1794, of unknown parents; bap-
tized by the same; sponsors: Joseph La Cassa, and Mary Daumas.

McKenief, Eleanor; born Aug. 28, 1795, of Charles McKenief, and his wife

Margaret, Catholics; baptized Oct. 9, by Rev. Louis De Earth;

sponsor: Catharine Boutrot.

Donovan, Mary and Eleanor; born
,
of James Donovan, and

his wife Mary Keaff, Catholics; baptized Oct. 7, by Rev. M. Ennis;

sponsors: for Mary: Eleanor McCarty; and for Eleanor: Anna Sulli-

van.

Waltman, Samuel; born Sept. 30, 1795, of Michael Waltman, and his

wife Eva Eslin [sic, Esling], Catholics; baptized Oct. 11, 1795, by the

same; sponsors: Nicholas and Catharine Eslin.

Boyle, Catharine; born Aug. 27, 1795, of Catharine Scantlan, and Patrick

Boyle; baptized Oct. 11, by the same; sponsors: Edward Travers,

and Johanna Bourns.

McGaffee, Thomas; born Aug. 23, 1795, of Thomas McGaffee, and his

wife Catharine, Catholics; baptized Oct. 11, by Rev. L. De Barth;

sponsors: John McMenamin, and Catharine Bradley.

McGloughlain, William; born Oct. 9, 1795, of Patrick McGloughlain, and
his wife Anna, Catholics; baptized Oct. 12, by the same; sponsors:

John McGinnis, and Rebecca Kemp.
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Bauvan, Edward Peter; born Aug. 15, 1795, of Peter Bauvan, Catholic,

and his wife Elizabeth Brown, Protestant; baptized Oct. 13, by Rev.

L. Neale; sponsors: Edward Carrell, represented by the priest, and

Mary Carrell.

Hurley, Catharine; born Sept. 16, 1795, of Thomas Hurley, Catholic,

and his wife Mary, Protestant; baptized Oct. 14, by the same; spon-
sors: Philip Toner, and Anna Boyle.

[Thomas Hurley and his wife (by a second marriage) Mary Rogers, are

referred to in his Memoir on the Augustinian missionary Rev. Dr. Hurley,

by the late antiquarian Thompson Westcott. See these RECORDS for 1884-1886,

*, 173. T. C. M.]

,
Victor Joseph; a negro born about the year 1781, of unknown

parents; baptized Oct. 15, by Rev. R. Boudet; sponsors: Victor

Rodrigue, and Mary Josephine Vollan.

Brown, William; born Sept. 6, 1795, of William Brown, Protestant, and
Anna Hartnet, Catholic; baptized Oct. 15, by Rev. L. Neale; sponsor:
Honora Hartnet.

Boyle, William; born Sept. 30, 1795, of John Boyle, Catholic, and his

wife Sarah, Presbyterian; baptized Oct. 16, by the same; sponsor:

Johanna Clerk, represented by Catharine Bohannan.

La Roche, Rene Mdre Mary; born
,
of Rene La Roche, M.D.,

and his wife Mary Jeanne Condamine, both of San Domingo; baptized
Oct. 15, by Rev. [Anthony Joseph} Larroque; sponsors: Mare Michel

Sureau, and Marie Aimee Condamine, wife of M.Figogne.

Shaw, Hugh; born Oct. 5, 1795, of Archibald Shaw, and his wife Lydia,

Catholics; baptized Oct. 18, by Rev. L. Neale; sponsors: Hugh
Shaw, and Catharine Mogey.

Cassidy, Henry; born Sept. 24, 1795, of Henry Cassidy, Catholic, and
his wife Johanna; baptized Oct. 20, by the same; sponsor: Catharine

Loghlain.

Gethen, Elizabeth; born Sept. 17, 1795, of William Gethen, and his wife

Elizabeth, Catholics; baptized Oct. 23, by the same; sponsor: Eliza-

beth Hartnet.

Deeny, Daniel; born Oct. 27, 1795 [sic, 1794?], of Dennis Deeny, Catho-

lic, and Jane, Protestant; baptized Oct. 25, by Rev. R. Boudet;

sponsor: [signed] "Patrick Coyle."

Tagert, Francis; born yesterday, of John Tagert, and his wife Catharine,

Catholics; baptized Oct. 25, by Rev. L. Neale; sponsors: Redmond

Byrne, and his wife Anna.

Baker, Michael; born Sept. 28, 1795, of Michael Baker, and his wife

Hannah, Catholics; baptized Oct. 25, by the same
; sponsors: William

and Catharine Dicart.

Foreman, Mary; born Apr. 20, 1795, of Abraham Foreman, and his wife

Elizabeth, Catholics; baptized Oct. 25, by the same; sponsor: Catha-

rine Leatherman, represented by Catharine Shade.
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Boyle, Margaret and Mary; born Oct. 24, 1795, of William Boyle, and

his wife Bridget Dunlevy, Catholics; baptized Oct. 25, by Rev. M.

Ennis; sponsors: for Margaret: Daniel Boyle, and Hannah Coyle;

for Mary : Bridget Shieghan.

Dempsey, John; born Aug. 31, 1795, of Bernard Dempsey, Catholic, and

his wife Mary Wier, Protestant; baptized at Egg Harbor, N. J.,

Nov. 2, by the same
; sponsors: Oliver Rhea, and Catharine Wintley.

Mulry, John; born Oct. 17, 1795, of John Mulry, and his wife Elizabeth,

Catholics; baptized Nov. 5, by Rev. L. Neale; sponsor:
-

Sneider.

Beauvais, George Henry; born Sept. 9, 1795, of Peter Gabriel Beauvais,

and his wife Mary Elizabeth Blancard, Catholics; baptized Nov. 4,

by Rev. R. Boudet; sponsors: George Thomas, and Harriet Le Gue.

Castagnet, Paul; born Oct. 27, 1795, of Paul Castagnet, and his wife Juli-

annaO'Leary, Catholics; baptized Nov. 7, by Rev. M. Ennis; sponsor:

Anna Desmond.

Christison, Marianna; born Oct. 23, 1795, of James Christison, and his

wife Catharine Mahony, Catholics; baptized Nov. 8, by the same;

sponsors: Charles and Rachael Hagan.

Merlhye de la Grange, Elizabeth Georgina Agella Athenais; born Dec. 27,

1794, of Joseph Elizabeth George Melhye de la Grange, and Eliza-

beth Frances Ignatia Moreau; baptized Nov. 8, by the same; spon-

sors: George Merlhye de la Grange, represented by John Carteau,

and Elizabeth Torrell, represented by Margaret Merlhye de la Grange.

Greems, Elizabeth; born Sept. 6, 1795, of Daniel Greems, and his wife

Anna Mary, negroes, Catholics; baptized Nov. 8, by the same; spon-

sors: Joseph Merlhye, and Elizabeth Moreau.

Leeson, Catharine; born Nov. 2, 1795, of Dennis Leeson, and Elizabeth

Closkey; baptized Nov. 9, by the same; sponsor: Catharine McCarty.

Johnson, Mary; born Aug. 31, 1795, of Hugh Johnson, and Hannah

Sheafer; baptized Nov. 10, by the same; sponsor: Rachael Thompson.

Leonard, Mary; born about 10 months before, of John Leonard, and Mary
Wallens, Protestants; baptized Nov. 10, by Rev. L. Neale; sponsor:

Sarah Farren.

Dogherty, Thomas Hugh; born Nov. 3, 1795, of Hugh Dogherty, and

his wife Unity, Catholics; baptized Nov. 12, by the same; sponsors:

Abraham Philips, represented by the priest.

McKenzie, Alexander; born July 31, 1795, of John Martin McKenzie,
and his wife Anna Brown, Catholics; baptized Nov. 13, by Rev. M.

Ennis; sponsor: Anna Martin.

Roseter, John; born Oct. 27, 1795, of John Roseter, and his wife Theresa

Murtoney, Catholics; baptized Nov. 13, by the same; sponsor:

Alice Walsh.
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Mahony, George; born Aug. 24, 1795, of Bernard Mahony, and his wife

Marcella Logue, Catholics; baptized Nov. 14, by the same at West-

chester; sponsor: Margaret Gallagher.

Dogherty, John; born Oct. 18, 1795, of Cornelius Dogherty, and his wife

Mary Green, Catholics; baptized Nov. 15, by the same; sponsor:

Eleanor Cahel.

Murphy, Thomas; born Oct. 10, 1795, of Daniel Murphy, and his wife

Mary, Catholics; baptized Nov. 15, by Rev. L. Neale; sponsors:

William Mulcahy, and Margaret Connolly.

Bordley, Mary Elizabeth; born Nov. 6, 1795, of James Bordley, Protestant,

and his wife Mary Catharine, Catholic; baptized conditionally, Nov.

19, by the same; sponsor: Judith Parmenton.

Wallice [perhaps Wallace], Michael; born Nov. 18, 1795, of Charles Wallice,

and his wife Judith, Catholics; baptized Nov. 20, by the same;

sponsor : Catharine Haudley.

Murren, Eleanor; born today, of Patrick Murren, and his wife Eleanor,

Catholics; baptized Nov. 21, by the same; sponsor: The priest.

Seguere, Frances; born July 3, 1795, of Frances, a negress, and Louis

Seguere; baptized Nov. 23, by Rev. M. Ennis; sponsor: Frances

le Chicotte.

Dayly, James; born Nov. 28, 1795, of Dennis Dayly, and his wife Sarah,

Catholics; baptized Nov. 30, by Rev. L. Neale; sponsors: Hugh
McGorlick, and Mary Drum.

Jordan, Peter; born Nov. 17, 1795, of John Jordan, and Mary Cornudet;

baptized Nov. 29, by Rev. M. Ennis; sponsors: Peter Johnson, and

Henrietta Mary Blake.

Goodin, Joseph; born Nov. 19, 1795, of John Goodin, and his wife Mary
Roache, Catholics; baptized Nov. 30, by the same; sponsor: The

priest.

Johnson, Thomas; born Nov. 10, 1795, of John Johnson, and his wife

Johanna Curll, Catholics; baptized Nov. 30, by [name missing];

sponsors: Thomas Byrne, and Marianna McKay.
Botello, Anthony; born Feb.

, 1794, of Joseph Francis Botello, Catholic,

and Margaret; baptized Nov. 30, by Rev. R. Boudet [or Houdet];

sponsor: Anthony Botello.

Marley, John; born Aug. 10, 1795, of James Marley, and his wife Eleanor

Harold, Catholics; baptized Dec. 4, by Rev. M. Ennis, in Bucks

County; sponsors: Muredacho [may be Mordecai] Tansey, and Catha-

rine Le Fevre.

Donnelly, Margaret; born Oct. 28, 1795, of John Donnelly, and his wife

Johanna Kelly, Catholics; baptized Dec. 6, by the same; sponsors:

Henry McElleeny, and Dominic Henderson.

Garry, John; born Dec. 4, 1795, t)f William Garry, and his wife Gillma

Bona, Catholics; baptized Dec. 6, by the same; sponsor: Margaret
Green.
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Byrne, Johanna; born Nov. 3, 1795, of Thomas Byrne, and his wife Mary,

Catholics; baptized Nov. 6, by Rev. L. Neale; sponsors: Patrick

Hanlan, and Margaret Heizer.

Molliere, John; born Nov. 14, 1795, of Louis Molliere, and his wife Sarah

Brogan; baptized Dec. 7, by Rev. M. Ennis; sponsor: Catharine

Brogan.

Wigmore, Charles; bora Nov. 29, 1795, of Joseph Wigmore, and his wife

Hannah, Catholics; baptized Dec. 10, by Rev. L. Neale; sponsors:

Francis Myers, and Mary Barry.

Tays, Joseph; bora Nov. 20, 1795, of Mathew Tays, Protestant, and his

wife Elizabeth, Calvinist; baptized Dec. 13, by the same; sponsors:

Joseph and Mary Richards.

, Joseph; born Nov. 16, 1794, of Adelaide, a negress; baptized
Dec. 18, by Rev. R. Boudet [or Houdetj; sponsors: William Loise-

leur, and Theresa Olivier.

Lapere, William; born Sept. 19, 1794, of Peter Lapere, and his wife

Genevieve Olivier, Catholics; baptized Dec. 18, by the same; sponsors:

William Loiseleur, and Theresa Olivier.

, Seraphina; bom , 1784, of Rosa, a negress; baptized Dec. 18,

by the same; sponsors: William Loiseleur, and Theresa Olivier.

McCready, John; born Nov. 21, 1795, of John McCready, Protestant,

and Susanna Marianna, Catholic; baptized Dec. 19, by Rev. L. Neale;

sponsor: Johanna Conran, represented by Susanna Marianna Mc-

Cready, sister of the baptized.

Mays, Johanna; born Nov. 30, 1795, of Francis Francis Mays, and Hen-

rietta Bell Henry, Catholics; baptized Dec. 23, by Rev. R. Houdet;

sponsors: Dennis Dugan, and Margaret McCurdy.

Megay [but re-written McGee], Margaret; bora Aug. 4, 1795, of John

Megay, Protestant, and Helen Mccarty, Catholic; baptized Dec. 27,

by the same
; sponsors : Daniel Thorton and Elizabeth Mickalau.

Harpeger, Joseph; bora Nov. 28, 1795, of Henry Harpeger, Catholic,

and his wife Susanna, Protestant; baptized Dec. 27, by Rev. L.

Neale; sponsors: Christopher and Mary Harpeger [or Harpeyer].

Dunlevy, John Cormac; bora Dec. 22, 1795, of Andrew Dunlevy, and his

wife Abigail, Catholics; baptized Dec. 28, by the same; sponsors:

Michael Quigley, and Abigail Dunlevy.

Dogherty, Hannah; bom Dec. 25, 1795, of Daniel Dougherty, and Letitia;

baptized Dec. 29, by the same
; sponsor: Elizabeth Cambel.

Rus, John; born Sept. 3, 1795, of John Rus, Catholic, and Johanna
Miller, Protestant; baptized Dec. 31, by the same; sponsor: The

priest.

Baptisms for the year 299 males, 148; females, 151.



CHEVERUS IN FRANCE.

SECOND SERIES OF LETTERS, A.D. 1823-1836.

TRANSLATED FROM THE ORIGINALS BY

ISABEL M. O'REILLY.

(Continued from Vol. XVI, page in)

, FIFTY-SIXTH LETTER.

This is to go by the Europe, a vessel owned by the

Messrs. Lahens, and the preceding letters went on Cap-
tain Maissin's ship, the name of which is illegible in the

old manuscript. If Madame de Bonneuil should not

have already started from Guadeloupe, the good Captain
Maissin, so avers Archbishop Cheverus, has a splendid
vessel of four hundred tons burden, and he will surely
treat his passengers well. That Madame and her children

will lodge close by the archiepiscopal residence is reaf-

firmed. The cholera is no longer so terrible nor so wide-

spread ; they are free from it at Bordeaux and its devoted

prelate hopes, he says, that they will continue to be so,

he likewise trusts there will be no war, and prays that

God may grant them interior peace also .

' ' At Bordeaux,
' '

he continues, ''we enjoy tranquillity, and I am both

respected and esteemed. I confine myself to my ministry
of peace and charity. There is much ill feeling, much
poverty. As for me, God be thanked, I hate no one and
I am not poor, for I owe nothing." Amedee and the

other gentlemen send their respects to M. de Bonneuil.

Our archbishop fancies that Madame de Bonneuil may
be already on the sea. He states that he has written
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to Adele (Madame Blainville) by Captain Maissin, and
is much pleased to know that she is now the neighbor of

the de Bonneuil family.

The Abbe Dubourg, biographer of Cardinal Cheverus,

gives us an insight into the nature of one of these ministra-

tions of peace and charity which claimed the potent
influence of Bordeaux's esteemed archbishop at this

period.* In the paragraph following the one in which
is related the incident of the mutiny at the poorhouse,

already given to our readers, he relates:

"Another insurrection, more difficult to quell, threat-

ened to break out about the same time among the pris-
oners confined in the fortress of Ha. These wretched
men had taken it. into their heads that the revolution of

July was to be an era of liberty to them, to break their

chains, and throw open their prison; and, impatient
that the expected day of deliverance did not arrive,

they wished to take the matter into their own hands,
and to obtain their freedom by force. The sedition was
on the point of proceeding to extremity, when the arch-

bishop, whom the authorities had informed of it and

requested to interpose, arrived at the prison. He
addressed them in words of peace, gentleness, and wis-

dom; represented to these unhappy men the injury

they were about to do themselves in aggravating their

punishment by a new crime; and, in the name of God,
preached to them order, peace and resignation. The
voice of the good pastor was heard, all became sub-

missive, and religion had the glory of bringing under
control these guilty men, who would perhaps only have
offered still more resistance had force been employed."

BORDEAUX, le n Mai, 1832.

MON CHER FILS : Nous vous avons ecrit Adele & moi le 8 de

ce mois par 1'E . . (?) C' e Maissin. I/Europe batiment

dont MM. I/aliens sont armateurs va aussi partir & j'en profite

* Life of Cardinal Cheverus, J. Huen-Dubourg, Stewart's translation, pp. 249-250.
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pour vous dire de nouveau que nous avons recu le 7 de ce mois

les lettres

Si la cliere Felicie n'est pas partie, le Cap'
e Maissin qui

vous remettra nos lettres a un beau & bon batiment de 400
tonneaux & je suis sur qu'il troitera bien ses passagers. Felicie

& les chers enfans logeront tout pres de 1'Archeveche & je serai

comme le Papa de Boston. Que ne puis-je avoir aussi

mon fils !

Vous apprendrez que le Cholera Morbus n'est plus ni si ter-

rible ni si etendu. Nous en sommes & j'espere que nous en

serons exempts a Bordeaux. J'espere aussi que nous n'aurons

point la guerre. Que le Seigneur nous accorde aussi la paix
interieure !

A Bordeaiix nous sommes tranquilles, & j'y suis respecte &
aime. Je me borne a mon ministere de paix & de charite. II y
a bien des haines & de la misere. Pour moi, Dieu merci, je nc

hais personne & je ne suis pas pauvre puisque je ne dois rien.

JEAN, Archev'* de B'x .

Amedee & nos MM. vous presentent leurs respects.

Ma fille cherie, vous etes peut-etre en mer

J'ai ecrit a Adele (M
e
Blainville) par le Cap'

6 Maissin. Je
suis bien aise qu'elle soit votre voisine.

FIFTY-SEVENTH LETTER.

Two letters of which Archbishop Cheverus makes men-
tion in a note to Madame de Bonneuil, dated Bordeaux,

August 5, 1832, are not found in our collection. We
here read that they were written on June 28 and July

5. The archbishop is in daily expectation, he says,

of the arrival of M. de Bonneuil, who, when he returns to

Petit-Bourg is to take his daughter, of whom his Grace

has so long been the guardian, back to their island home.

This fact will, the most reverend writer remarks, console

Madame for the absence of her husband on this long trip

to France. Bordeaux is quiet, and although two men
have died of what was supposed to be cholera, the city
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is in good sanitary condition; Adele's health is excellent,

and his own good. All is in readiness at the archbishop's
house for the reception of M. de Bonneuil and his little

son Maxime. The Colon and another vessel have arrived

without bringing any letters, from which Monseigneur
Cheverus concludes that his friend had already left

Guadeloupe when the ships set sail. The letter ends

with expression of regards for M. Bebian, Adele and

Sylphide.

BORDEAUX, le 5 aout 1832.

MA CHERE FiSLiciE: Vos dernieres sont des 5 & u Mai. J'y

ai repondu le 28 Juin & 5 Juillet.

J'attends le cher fils & j'aime a croire qu'il vous a laissee

en meilleure sante & que le Bon-Dieu vous donnera la force

de supporter son absence. Vous vous consolerez par 1'espoir

de le revoir bientot & de revoir avec lui votre chere & aimable

fille. Elle fera votre gloire & votre consolation

Nous sommes toujours tranquilles a Bordeaux & quoiqu'il soit

mort aujourd'hui & hier deux honimes de ce qu'on suppose
etre le Cholera, la ville est saine, & notre chere Adelaide jouit

d'une excellente sante. La mienne est bonne.

Les lits sont prets pour le cher Vernou & Maxime. . . .

Le Colon & un autre batiment sont arrives sans nous apporter
de lettres. J'en conclus que le cher Vernou toit sur son d-
part.

J'espere pourvoir bientot vous annoncer son heureuse ar-

rivee

+ JEAN, Archev* de B >x
.

Respects a M. & Me. Bebian. Amities a Adele & Sylphide.

FIFTY-EIGHTH LETTER.
In the interval between the above and a note of Oc-

tober 15, 1832, the next in the budget, M. de Bonneuil

has been to Bordeaux and has now, with his young
daughter, embarked on L'Orient outward bound for

their far-away home in the colonies. After they left
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Bordeaux the archbishop had a letter from Madame
de Bonneuil telling him of a devastating storm at Guade-

loupe from the effects of which she has evidently suf-

fered greatly. He thanks God for the courage and resig-

nation she displayed in such trying circumstances, and

confesses, to his shame he says, that he has less fortitude

than she, for he is utterly overcome. The archbishop is

sending her letter and that of M. Bdbian to the Orient,

but would like to think the ship had already sailed before

any tidings of the hurricane reached her husband and

daughter.
A few words are added on the i yth relating to Madame

de Bonneuil's son Maxime, who remains in France to be

educated, he is in the country near Bazas with some
little acquaintances in order that he may become accus-

tomed to his new surroundings, and when school reopens
in November, he will have plenty of companions at play
and at study, the mother is told not to be anxious

about her boy, for as the archbishop, in his charmingly
naive manner assures her, ''Mamma-Bishop" will watch
over him as he did over his "child of Brookline." On
the 1 8th a single line closes the note: "They have come
for my letters adieu."

BORDEAUX, le 15 8'
bre

1832.

MA CHERE FisuciE: Je recois votre lettre du 25. Ouel

courage & quelle resignation ! Que Dieu qui vous 1'inspire soit

beni. Vous voyez par le lettre d'Adele & celle de son Papa

qu'elle est votre digne fille & qu'elle sait aussi braver le danger.

J'envoye votre lettre & celle de M. Bebian a L' Orient. Je
souhaite qu'on parte avant de la recevoir, si on peut partir

sans avoir appris 1'ourage. A ma honte, j'ai moins de courage

que vous. Je suis tout navre\

Voici des lettres de Maxime que je viens de recevoir. J'en-

voie a L'Orient celle pour Papa & pour Adele.

17. Le cher Maxime est a la campagne pres de Bazas chez

un digne homme avec le fils de ce Monsieur & Sarragot a tendre

des filets aux petits oiseaux. Quelques jours d'amusement
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1'accoutumerent tout-a-fait & a la rentree (a la Toussaint) il

aura bien des camarades d'amusement & d'etude. Ne soyez

point inquiette de lui. Maman Bishop veille sur lui comme
sur son enfant de Brookline.

1 8. On vient chercher mes lettres. Adieu fille cherie.

+ JEAN.

FIFTY-NINTH LETTER.

The same date that is, October 15, 1832 gives us a

note to M. de Bonneuil, from whom, as well as from

Adele, the archbishop has had letters brought back

to Bordeaux by the pilot who took out their vessel.

Maxime and young Sarragot have both written, we
are told; they are well, and Maxime is getting used to

his new environment; M. Lacroix has been with the

archbishop for several days; Madame Duplessis, being

very sad and very lonesome, has gone to Auch to visit

some of her old Montauban friends, the Misses Casteran.

The kindly archbishop fears that owing to the direction

of the wind (his eyes are ever turning towards the weather-

cock, he says, parenthetically) the travelers must have

had several days of disagreeable weather, but he tries to

persuade himself they have gone far enough on their way
by this time to have encountered fair winds and a calm sea

which God grant. Monseigneur Cheveins' nephew Louis

and "all our gentlemen
"
present their compliments to

M. de Bonneuil.
" How swiftly your short stay here

passed," mourns the archbishop, "dear son, it was a

dream and the awakening is a sad one." Sunday, i4th,

is the date given to a few lines here added, and the writer

explains that he dated the foregoing a day ahead because

he knew he would close the letter at that time. He
has had M. de Bonneuil's letter from aboard the Orient,

and knows his fears were only too well founded; he

thanks God wr

ho, despite dangers and adversity, has

given M. de Bonneuil courage and health. Twice
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does the archbishop exhort his friend to omit the title

of "Monseigneur" in addressing him and to continue

the old loving, familiar name of "Father." "Am I no

longer the dear and good Papa?" Again it is reported
that Maxime is well. La Nouvelle Ermante* will leave

during the course of the week and by it he will send

one of Adele's duplicate letters; several vessels are adver-

tised. Here Archbishop Cheverus ends for fear of miss-

ing the post, signing himself, after assurances of love, by
his Christian name only.

BORDEAUX, le 15 8'
bre

1832.

MON CHER FILS: Je recus votre petit mot & celui de la

chere Adee dont vous chargeates le pilote. . . . J'ai

cependant efface Monseigneur. Exeepte les addresses, je ne

veux etre que Papa. . . .

Maxime m'a ecrit 2 fois. II se porte bien & s'accoutume.

M. Lacroix est ici depuis quelques jours. Sarragot m'a aussi

ecrit & va bien.

Madame Duplessis est allee a Auch voir d'anciennes atnies

de Montauban (les Demoiselles Casteran.) Elle etait bien

seule & bien triste. Un petit voyage lui fera du bien.

A en juger par le vent ici (mes yeux tournoient avec la

girouette) vous devez avoir eu pendant plusieurs jours une

navigation bien desagre"able. Je tache de me persuader que
vous avez assez fait route pour avoir maintenant bon vent

& belle mer. Dieu le veuille !

Mon neveu Louis & tous nos Messieurs vous addressent

leurs respectueux complimens. Avec quelle rapidite votre

court sejour s'est ecoule! Cher fils c'est un reve & le re veil

est penible.

Dimanche 14.

Je devois finir cette lettre demain & je 1'avois datee en

consequence. Je recois la votre de UOrient. Mes craintes

n'etoient que trop bien fondees. Mon fils, encore du Mon-

seigneur. Ne suis-je plus le cher & bon papa ?

*Although this ship is spoken of several times, it is impossible to be sure of the name;
the above is as near to it as we can get; the only other guess that seems at all plausible

is "Emirne."
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Dieu soit beni qui malgre les dangers & les contradictions

vous donne courage & sante !

La Nouvelle Ermanee (?) derive demain & partira 'dans le

courant de la semaine. J'enverrai un des duplicata d'Adele.

. . . Plusieurs batimens sont avertis.

Mon cher fils, je crains de manquer la poste

+ JEAN.

SIXTIETH LETTER.

There are two more notes intervening between the

above and the one we are about to summarize, but as

they are of the same date as several we have read, viz:

the fifteenth of October, and of precisely similar import,
we shall pass on to one dated at Bordeaux the first of

November, 1832. It is addressed to "Madame Felicie

de Bonneuil, au Petit-Bourg, Aux soins de MM. Hart,
Ranee (or Ranee) & Carron, Ne"gocians, a la Pointe-a-

pitre, Guadeloupe." On the back of the folded paper
is written in an unfamiliar handwriting :

"
Achemine'e

par vos respectueux serviteurs. H.R.C." The arch-

bishop sends the duplicate of a letter from Adele, the

first having gone by the Nouvelle Ermanee. Maxime
and young Sarragot are well; that Madame Duplessis
has gone to visit the Misses Casteran at Auch is again
told. Madame Duplessis' daughter, Madame V'e Bal-

azue, recently passed through Bordeaux accompanied
by her brother-in-law and the two children of her late

husband. They are all going to reside at Toul in Lor-

raine, where M. Balazue's sister and her husband are

already settled. Madame Balazue expressed regret at

not finding M. de Bonneuil and Adele still at Bordeaux.
The archbishop expects his nephew, Ame*de"e, in a few

days; Louis Cheverus is still with the archbishop. There
have been no cases of cholera at Bordeaux for several

days ; they got off lightly. Monseigneur remarks that he
will be absent for a fortnight on his diocesan visitation,

after which he will write again .
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BORDEAUX, le i'er 9'^
MA CHERE FLICIE : Void le duplicata d'une lettre d'Adele.

La premiere est partie par La Nouvelle Ermanee
Votre cher petit Maxime est bien & s'accoutume. . . .Le

jeune Sarragot est aussi en bonne sante. Me
. Duplessis est

alle a Auch voir de ses amis de Montauban les Demoiselles

Casteran. Sa fille Madame V' e Balazue a passe" par ici accom-

pagnee de son beau frere & des 2 enfans de son mari. Us vont

tous habiter Toul en Lorraine ou sont etablis la soeur de

M. Balazue & son mari qui est venu les chercher. Me Balazue

a exprime" son regret de ne pas trouver ici le cher fils & Adele.

J'attends mon neveu Amedee dans quelques jours. Louis

Cheverus est toujours ici.

Depuis quelques jours il n'y a eu a Bordeaux aucun cas de

Cholera. Nous en avons ete quittes a bon marche.

D'ici a quinze jours je vais etre en course dans le Diocese.

J'ecrirai a mon retour

+ JEAN.
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REV. JOSEPH LAUER, C.SS.R.

Born in Baltimore, Md., Nov. 10, 1869. Ordained June 14, 1894. Died February 28, 1905.
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REV. CAJETAN F. MARIANI,

Philadelphia.

Born in Italy, February 3, 1800. Ordained March 8, 1823. Died March 8, 1866.
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VERY REV. JOHN E. BARRY,

Concord, N. H.

Horn in Eastport, Me., August 11, 1830. Ordained June 29, 1864. Died November 14, 1000.
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REV. JOHN B. NAGLE, S. J.

Born in Philadelphia, July 26, 1843. Ordained December 12, 1873. Died April 19, 1905.
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REV. LEOPOLD VAN GORP, S. J.

Born in Belgium, June 11, 1834. Ordained June 29, 1865. Died April 7, 1905.
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VERY REV. ANACLETUS DE ANGEUS, O. F. M.

Born in Italy June 3, 1837. Ordained June 29, 1863. Died June 2, 1905
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VERY REV. MICHAEL McCABE, V. G.,

Providence, R. I.

Ordained June 11, 1854. Died December 14, 1893.
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REV. EDWARD A. DAILEY, O. S. A.

Born in Ireland, June 9, 1839 Ordained December 21, 1862. Died March 2, 1901.
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RT. REV. FRANCIS MORA, D.D.

Fourth Bishop of Monterey, California
Born in Spain November 27, 1827. Ordained March 19, 1856. Consecrated August 3, 1873.

Died at Barcelona, Spain, August, 1905.



DOCTOR JEDEDIAH VINCENT HUNTINGTON
AND

THE OXFORD MOVEMENT IN AMERICA.

BY JAMES J. WALSH M.D., Ph.D., LL.D.

I. TO THE TIME OF HIS CONVERSION.

There is probably no movement of American religious
life that is of more interest than that which occurred in

this country about the time of the Oxford movement in

England. It has, therefore, been spoken of very appro-

priately as the Oxford movement in America by Father

Clarence Waiworth in his well known book, which, how-

ever, consists mainly, as he says in the sub-title, of

Glimpses of Life in an Anglican Seminary, the seminary

being the General Theological Seminary of New York

City. This volume is concerned almost exclusively with

clergymen, though of course some laymen, James Mac-

Master, for instance, are given a place. The American
Oxford movement, however, was much wider than this

would seem to indicate, and included such leading literary
men as Dr. John Delavau Bryant, a sketch of whose life

by Dr. Joseph Walsh and myself was published in the

September number of the AMERICAN CATHOLIC HISTORI-

CAL RECORDS, 1904, and Dr. Jedediah V. Huntington,.
the subject of our present sketch.

Huntington and Bryant came into the Catholic Church

during the same decade of the last century, the fourth,

though Bryant came at the beginning and Huntington
only at the very end. At the time of his conversion, Hunt-

ington was looked upon as one of the most distinguished

literary men in America. His sonnet sequence on the

Coronation of Queen Victoria, of 1837, had been pub-
lished in Blackwood's Magazine, an honor indeed for

an American writer at that time and on such an occasion.

His novels always attracted attention on the other side

of the Atlantic and each one of them was given a very
full review by the London Atheneum, then, as now, the
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leading critical literary magazine of England. Besides, the

North British Review and several of the English religious

magazines gave considerable space to a criticism ofhis books.
Nor was Huntingtori neglected by his own countrymen,

for the representative literary magazine of the time, the

North American Review, devoted many pages, usually
more than ten, to a review of each of his earlier novels at

least as they appeared, and the Southern Literary Mes-

senger and the American Whig Review each gave him such

space as to indicate that the publication of one of his

books was looked upon as an event in the literary life of

the time. A number of the religious magazines, with

literary departments, also gave extended reviews of his

various works as they came out.

If it will be remembered that this was the period when
Lowell was tempted to write his famous essay "On a

Certain Condescension in Foreigners," and when nearly

every American literary man was complaining of the

utter neglect of American writers in England, it will be

understood that Huntington must have been considered

to occupy an exalted place in the literary firmament, so

that his light illumined all the English-speaking people.
With regard to the first of his novels, Lady Alice, the

American publishing house, Appleton & Company, took

care to make it clear that in England the book had been

accepted as written by an Englishman and criticised very

favorably from that standpoint. On the other hand,

many of the American literary men of the time were

lamenting that even our own American journals were not

always ready to acknowledge American merit, and the

lengthy reviews given to Huntington 's early work show
that he was looked upon as a literary giant since he had no

difficulty in securing such good notices. Not all of these

were favorable, however, and especially was there a bit-

terness of tone about them after the announcement of

Huntington 's conversion to Catholicity. Somehow it

seemed to be thought proper, in spite of a certain intoler-

ance of spirit, to devote the space to discussion of his
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works. It is manifest that this was because readers de-

manded it, and not from editorial partiality, since con-

demnation was the rule.

Jedediah Vincent Huntington was descended from

distinguished American ancestry. He was the son of

Benjamin Huntington, born in 1777, died in 1850, who
was a broker in New York City, and his mother, also a

Huntington, was the daughter of General Jedediah Hunt-

ington of Revolutionary fame. His paternal grand-
father was Benjamin Huntington, a distinguished jurist
of the colonial period in America, who was born at Nor-
wich in Connecticut, in 1736, and died in 1800. During
the years from 1784 to 1796, this Benjamin Huntington
had been Mayor of Norwich, at that time a much more

important city than at present.
On his mother's side Dr. Huntington's ancestry was

even more noteworthy, for his grandfather, General

Huntington, born in 1743, had joined the Revolutionary
army under Washington at Cambridge in April, 1 775. He
was among the first to help to raise a regiment in Con-

necticut, and became a captain in it. He rose through
all the then existing military grades until at the end of

the Revolution he was a brigadier-general. After the

Revolution, he was made by General Washington Col-

lector of the Port of New London, and at that time the

city, now known only for the annual college regatta, was
a rather important port of entry.

General Huntington maintained a position of influence

throughout his life. After the Revolutionary War, when
officers of the Army wished to perpetuate the memory of

their long years of hardship and the friendships thus

made by some sort of veteran association, General Hunt-

ington was one of a committee of four appointed by them
to draft a plan of organization. From the suggestions made
in the report of this committee came the Society of the Cin-

cinnati, the union of aristocratic elements in the political
life of the post Revolutionary period destined to have its

democratic antitype in the Tammany Society of New York.
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General Huntington 's home in New London was always
a favorite stopping place for old Revolutionary officers

when they traveled in New Engand, and he was noted
for his hospitality. He entertained Lafayette on his

visits to this country, and also Baron Steuben, the Ger-

man Revolutionary hero, and Pulaski, the Polish patriot,

during the period they remained in this country after the

Revolution. He was one of the first members of the

Board of Foreign Missions in this country and a zealous

supporter of charitable institutions. His first wife was

Faith, one of the daughters of Governor Trumbull of

Connecticut, Washington's friend, the brother Jonathan
of his letters, the typical Yankee of all time. His second

wife was a sister of Bishop Moore, of Virginia.
The Huntington families, all of whom are descended

from the same stock, were distinguished in many ways
during these early days, and Dr. Huntington, the

subject of our sketch, was very pardonably proud of his

family record. Related more or less closely to him was
another family of Huntingtons in Norwich that achieved

some distinction, and not far away, at Windham, lived

Samuel Huntington, the signer of the Declaration of

Independence from Connecticut. This family moved
later to Ohio, where one of the grandsons of the signer,

also named Samuel, became Governor of the State.*

J. V. Huntington was born in New York City, January
20, 1815. He was educated partly at home, partly at an

Episcopalian private school, and entered the University
of New York when he was about sixteen. He graduated
in 1835, when he was just past twenty. He then resolved

to study medicine, and, as the University of Pennsylvania
had the reputation of being one of the best medical schools

in the country, he took his courses there. He received

his diploma as a physician in 1838. It seems, however,
that he never practiced his profession. During the sum-

*For some references enabling me to trace the genealogy of the Huntington family
I have to thank the Reverend Mr. William S. Huntington, D.D., rector of Grace Church,
New York City, who is of a collateral branch of the same family, though the original
relationship is distant in time.
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mer after his graduation he was offered, through the in-

fluence of some friends, the professorship of mental phil-

osophy in St. Paul's Episcopal School, near Flushing, L. I.

Here he continued to teach for the next three years.
The reason for his abandonment of a medical career

becomes clearer in the light of his next important step
in life. During his term as Professor of Philosophy at

St. Paul's he took up the study of divinity, and at the

end of the third year, that is, in 1841, he was ordained
a minister in the Protestant Episcopal Church. He then

resigned his professorship in order to take up the active

work of the ministry. For the next five years he was
rector of the Episcopal church at Middlebury, Vermont.
Doubts about his religious position began to assail him.
He resigned his rectorship to go to Europe. Most of the
three years which followed were spent in Rome, though
there seems to have been during the first year an interval

which he passed among friends in England. It is easy
to understand that a man who had begun to have doubts
about his religious position would not have them settled

at that time in England without considerable mental un-

rest. The Oxford movement was at its height; Cardinal

Newman had just come over to the Catholic Church, and

many prominent Anglicans were following him. For a
time it looked as if there were going to be almost innu-

merable desertions from among the most prominent
leaders in thought in the Anglican Church.

Huntington seems to have gone no further than the ma
media before leaving England. He had come to that

union of the ways where the Anglicans were ready to

admit the authority of the Roman Church, but not its

exclusive authority, and insisted that at least in the
British dominions the Anglican Church must be looked

up to and obeyed. With these impressions he went to

Rome and, as we shall see, his book, Lady Alice, was
written while he was in this state of mind. In its pages
he set forth very clearly that peculiar religious condition,
described by Cardinal Newman in one of his lectures, in
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which, while in England, the individual was an Anglican,
but as soon as he reached the Continent considered him-

self within the pale of the authority of the Sovereign
Pontiff, and even insisted that he had a right to receive

the sacraments of the Church, and especially the sacra-

ment of Penance. Indeed, it is said that some of the

ma medianists went so far as to make a regular quarterly

trip over to Belgium in order to go to confession, when-
ever they happened to live in Anglican parishes where
the rector considered it an effete Roman superstition to

provide opportunity for auricular confession.

Practically, during all of Dr. Huntington's stay in Rome
he was in intimate association with his brother, the

artist, Mr. Daniel Huntington, who had a studio on the Via
Babuino. The trip to Rome proved to the Doctor, as to

many another intelligent Protestant of the time, a step
Romeward in religious matters, too. It was not long before

Huntington became persuaded that genuine satisfaction

and peace of mind would be found in the bosom of

the Roman Church. Accordingly, though he knew that

it might cost him the friendship of many of those whom
he held near and dear, and would make the future much
more difficult for him, he prepared to become a Catholic.

He had been married some time before, during his oc-

cupancy of the rectorship in Vermont, to a cousin, a Miss

Huntington, who was very dear to him, all the more so,

perhaps, because she was completely wrapt up in him
and his career. It looked as though one of the serious

difficulties of his conversion might be the mental and

spiritual chasm that would be created between them.

When he was thoroughty convinced himself, he one day
broached the matter to her, and was surprised to find

that she had come to exactly the same state of mind as

himself, and was ready to be admitted into the Church.

The story of husband and wife thus independently

finding their way to conversion, though living together
under the happiest of domestic circumstances and in the

closest intimacy, without either party knowing anything-
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of what was going on in the mind of the other, seems not

to have been unusual in the conversions that took place
about the middle of the nineteenth century. Whether
there was an unconscious influence in these cases or not,

and whether hints were dropped without recognition of

their significance, yet with increasing effectiveness as

time went on, cannot well be determined/

Mrs. Huntington was to prove a loyal helpmate to him
in the trials which were to come in his life as a convert.

She outlived him by nearly forty years, and remained

to the end an intensely faithful Catholic. She died at

St. Regis House, New York City, September 14, 1899.

She was then a woman well beyond ninety years of age,
but retained the full possession of her senses and en-

joyed good general health to the very last day of her life.

She never tired of talking of her dead husband, whose

genius she considered had never been properly appreci-
ated. This was one of the humiliations, however, that

she thought a special Providence in order to make him
more other-worldly and less inclined to seek the consola-

tions of this world. She had prayed often hat she might
die without being a trouble to anyone. On a certain

day, shortly after her evening meal, to which she had
been downstairs as usual, she was found unconscious,
and died within a few hours. Her spiritual motto for

the day had been, as the Mother Superior at St. Regis
House recalls very vividly, "Whatever you shall ask the

heavenly Father in My name, you shall receive."

Huntington realized very well what difficulties lay ahead
of him after his conversion. Only a few years after he

became a convert, in an address made before the Confer-

ence of St. Vincent de Paul in New York, he called par-
ticular attention to the needs of converts and especially
of converted ministers. He suggested, among other thing,
that the alleviation of such needs would make an excel-

lent and very suitable field for the best efforts of members
of the St. Vincent de Paul Society. His address contains

a number of other practical thoughts, and at my suggestion
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it was published, as far as the manuscript was at hand,
in the St. Vincent de Paul Quarterly for May, 1905. It

contains the proposition that a Mont de Piett, or public

pawnshop, should be organized for the benefit of the poor,
so that they might not be fleeced by money lenders, a

misfortune to which they were much more liable then

than now, owing to defective legislation. Dr. Hunting-
ton's idea has come to fruition in certain charitable or-

ganizations in New York City, in recent years, in a way
that shows how practically far-sighted he was.

The portion of his address which relates more particu-

larly to converts and their trials, and which has in a sense,

therefore, an autobiographic significance, seems to de-

serve reproduction here, in order to bring out the hardships
that converts knew they were about to face in coming
over to the Church. Nothing can make us realize better

how much self-sacrifice and utter devotion to an over-

ruling religious idea must have secured possession of their

minds before they could bring themselves to the sacrifices

required of them.
*

' '

I allude," said Doctor Huntington,
' '

(and many of you know
how likely I am to be well acquainted with the extent of the

distress which I would remedy) to the case of the converts from

Protestantism to the Catholic Church, and especially of those

who, like myself, were formerly ministers of some Protestant

denomination, but who, unlike myself, have no other occupa-
tion or employment or means of subsistence on which they
can fall back, on quitting the Protestant ministry. Such per-

sons look starvation in the face when they become Catholics;

and the consequence is that out of the hundreds, I was going to

say the thousands, who are perfectly convinced of the truths

of our religion, those only avow the conviction who have either

some other means of subsistence or else a power from above

equivalent to the grace of martyrdom. I could tell you case

upon case to draw tears from your eyes. These ministers are

generally men of education, men frequently of singular talent,

of high and honorable feelings, accustomed only to literary
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labor and to high social rank. The Catholic Church offers no

resource for such men. They are generally married, hence

they cannot enter the priesthood. They might teach,- but edu-

cation is with us almost exclusively in the hands of the religious

orders. I have known a clergyman who left a comfortable

country rectory with a salary of $1000 a year with perquisites,

accept (he was a married man with a young family) a situation

as schoolmaster at $200 per annum. They might edit papers
or write for them or even write books, and some of them are

quite competent, but, to our shame be it spoken, we have not

a sufficient Catholic reading public ;
I never heard of a Catholic

editor receiving a salary large enough to support a married

man, except in one solitary case and that was myself when I

was at Saint Louis, and I think the exception proves the rule.

He might deliver lectures, but I can tell you something about

that, too. To deliver a Catholic lecture is only a decent way
of asking alms of the clergy and our rich Catholic friends who

buy tickets which they never use, and at the end of your lec-

ture, when you have had, as the concert people say, a hundred

dollars in the house, you find yourself with two hundred in the

pocket ! Besides this is a resource only for a very few those

who have the talent to lecture agreeably or the vanity to think

they have it and what are so many poor, poor fellows of Pro-

testant ministers to do, who have neither the popular talent

nor the requisite assurance, not to use a stronger word, to go

upon the rostrum hat in hand (for it amounts to that) asking
for quarters of those who, to do them justice, are always willing

to give their quarters when the honor of their religion is at stake.

It appears to me, brethren, that this is a case which falls

exactly within the scope of our Society's labors. We might
do something, I think, in our united capacity, to diminish the

extreme pressure of necessity which is at first felt by many
converts, and under which many suffer till the last, and by this

means we may at once relieve a poverty which has as honorable

a cause as ever any had or can have, remove a great scandal,

and with it the obstacle to many conversions. It is reasonable

that persons who are summoned by divine grace to leave all

for Christ, should have a prospect of poverty before them
;
but
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it is too much to expect of poor, human nature that it will not

recoil before what looks not like a mere sacrifice, but an act of

desperation. And that is all that, with our best endeavors,

we shall be able to do, namely, to diminish the difficulties to

which such converts as I have described are exposed by their

conversion.

You will, perhaps, ask, how is this to be done? I will answer

promptly that it is not to be done, as we relieve our poor pro-

teges by charitable contributions. The persons who are

placed in the situations I describe have proud and delicate

feelings; but that is not the only nor the chief reason why
simple pecuniary relief, in the way of charity, is no way of

meeting the case. Catholics are perhaps too ready, as I have

observed, with this kind of sympathy. It is not charity that

they want or that we ought to furnish, but an employment
suited to their education and talents. It is our inability to

find such employment for such men, that constitutes our stand-

ing reproach. I do not think that money is what we ought to

furnish in this instance, for we cannot afford it; nor will the

persons whose case I mention be willing to accept it at our

hands; but we can adopt their peculiar hardships and neces-

sities as an interest of our association, and by a united action,

without any pecuniary contribution at all, we may put such

persons, I say, in the way of earning a decent living by the

exercise of such talents as God may have bestowed upon them.

Such is the latent power of this association that in a work of

charity of this description, it would be irresistible
;
and whether

it were by obtaining for one a commercial situation; for an-

other pupils, or a school, or a professorship; for another a place

as editor or translator, I believe that we could not only accom-

plish everything that it is desirable to accomplish in behalf of

the converted ministers, but give an immense impulse to the

conversion of our countrymen in general, who are undoubtedly
scandalized by the humiliating position of converts and the

cruel necessities with which they are left to struggle almost

without any effectual aid, and almost without common sym-

pathy."
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Dr. Huntington's brother, Daniel Huntington, the

distinguished painter, is still alive in New York,* and

quite vigorous though over ninety years of age, and I was
able to glean some interesting details with regard to Dr.

Huntington's early life from him.

According to him his brother Jedediah, or as he pre-
ferred to be called in later life, Vincent, the name which

he took in baptism, was always of a deeply religious

nature. As soon as he began to think for himself, he

assumed distinctly High Church tendencies, though the

rest of the family were rather interested in Low Church
formularies. There was a certain poetic vein that early
asserted itself in Vincent Huntington, though the poetic

thoughts mainly concerned themselves with religious

feelings. It was with Daniel Huntington, who had a

camp in the Adirondacks, that Dr. Huntington passed
a considerable period and obtained the groundwork for

his novel, The Forest.

A younger brother of the Huntingtons became a clergy-
man in the Episcopal Church, but rather of Low Church

tendencies, and after Dr. Huntington's conversion there

were not infrequent religious discussions between these

brothers. They met as a rule at Daniel Huntington's
house at 49 East Twentieth Street, where the old artist

it still living and painting. This house, by the way,

belonged originally to the Reverend Mr. Forbes, the

Anglican clergyman, whose conversion to the Catholic

Church created such a sensation, and whose later return

to the Anglican was the source of no little misunderstand-

ing arid bitterness. Forbes had been a great friend of

Dr. Huntington's and, indeed, had had no little influence

in leading his thoughts towards Catholicity. His rever-

sion to Anglicanism, however, did not affect Huntington,
who had found the solution of all his doubts in the Catholic

Church.

Before his conversion, Huntington had passed a con-

siderable period at Rome with his brother Daniel Hunt-
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ington, who was working as an artist in the Papal City.

In those days it used sometimes to be said, that for an Angli-
can who had a religious tendency Romeward, the best

possible antidote was a journey to the city of Rome itself,

the fountainhead of Roman error, for there foreigners,

members of the sects, were likely to see among the re-

ligious features of the Papal City many things rather

difficult for them to understand. Not a few, however,
of the more intelligent converts of this period had made
their visit to Rome, and had come away more convinced

than ever of the necessity to become members of the

Church. This was the case with Huntington, as it was
also with Dr. Bryant, as may be seen in the sketch of

his career which appeared, as already noted, in the

RECORDS OF THE AMERICAN CATHOLIC HISTORICAL
SOCIETY for September, 1904.

Dr. Huntington 's first publication was a small volume
of poems, published in New York in 1843. The preface
of this book contains some rather interesting biographical
material. He explains the origin and the circumstances

of many of the poems, and states that after he became
a candidate for holy orders in the Episcopal Church in

December, 1839, the poems took a more religious tinge,

though he did not consider himself obliged to suppress

poems written before this time, notwithstanding the fact

that they at times treated of subjects that ill accorded

with his present state of life. This expression evidently
has reference to some of the translations from the Greek

female poets, of which one portion of the book is made up.
This little volume of poems serves to reflect the develop-

ing character of the man, and thus furnishes data for the

appreciation of his gradual approach to the Catholic

Church. It is for this reason, as well as for its biographi-
cal value, that it seems advisable to consider it somewhat
at length.

Practically none of the poems had been published

previously except the series of four sonnets on the Corona-

tion of Queen Victoria. These had appeared in 1837,
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the coronation year, in Black-wood's Magazine (Edinburgh).
Before they were published in this volume, these sonnets

had been recomposed, so as to be in certain respects quite
unlike their original form, though it is doubtful if they
were improved by the changes made. Besides this, there

are some notes added on sonnet forms, with regard to

which Dr. Huntington's views seem to have changed

quite a little in the interval between the two treatments

of these sonnets.

Perhaps the most interesting thing in the volume is a

series of poems relating to New York City, which he calls
" Manhatta." There are in them further reminders, than

the mere use of this name, of some of Walt Whitman's
works. In fact, I doubt not that a severer critic of Whit-
manese would find much in some of the lines that must
have been suggestive to Whitman. One of the poems is

entitled "Delicia Novi Eboraci," June 2, 1839 (Pleasures
of New York), which begins as follows:

"With much the soul that fetters and degrades,
In thee, Manhatta ! yet are some things seen

That lift to joy and love thy citizens;

Refreshing as a dream of forest glades,

Not seldom meets his eye when business jades
In the brick desert of an oasis green."

One of the books into which the volume of poems is

divided begins with a "Sonnet Dedicatory" to D. Hunt-

ington, N.A., and bears the date September 12, 1842.*

*This D. Huntington, mentioned several times already, deserves a special notice since

he is the distinguished painter, who was for so long President of the National Academy.
How much aesthetic genius ran in the family can be gathered from the place that this

painter-brother made for himself in the annals of American art. Many of his portraits

occupy prominent places in collections. Perhaps the best known is that of President

Lincoln at the Union League Club, New York. Another is that of Van Buren in the

State Library, Albany. There are several of his portraits of prominent Englishmen
in the National Gallery in London. His "Mercy's Dream," in the Corcoran Gallery
at Washington, always attracts a great deal of attention from visitors, and as Americans
have the habit of going to Washington, it is probably the best known of his pictures
in this country. Huntington was made a member of the National Academy in 1840,

and was elected President of that body in 1862 and again in 1869. Afterwards he held

that office continuously from 1877 to 1889.
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This sonnet of dedication to his brother runs as follows:

"
I could not dedicate to any other

The work of those brief days of light and power
\Vhen visible nature was the muse's dower,

Nor was the inspiration from another

By me derived than from that genial mother,
When far from running streams and leafy bower
I gazed on sweetest landscape by the hour;

Which in thy darkened studio, my brother,
Grew on the accustomed sight, nor then refused

This tribute of affection : we were mated
In childhood's innocent sports; the sacred muse

Of both the early manhood consecrated,
Whence both have won what life shall never lose

Imagination pure and elevated."

One is not apt to think much of the poetic taste of a

time that would consider as poetry lines like some of the

last ones in this so-called sonnet. Perhaps it will prove a

mitigation of our critical judgment, however, to recall

that even Cardinal Newman, in some verses to his brother

Frank, has left on record verse-making in which there

was not much of poetry. Mayhap brotherly affection is

too lacking in ardor to be quite capable of inspiring great

poetry.
There are many interesting passages in the volume we

are considering, but they derive their interest rather from
the historical material they contain and their atmosphere
of old New York than from any heights of poetic feeling

they attain. Here are lines, for instance, that give some
idea of the poetic content of local strains :

"With step that times the pulses languid beats,

Forth to the Battery at the cool of day,
Forth to the wave-washed Battery we stray,

Glad to exchange the city's central heats

And scorching pavements of unshaded streets
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For lawn and graveled walks where children play,

And the pure breeze, fresh blowing from the bay,

Rifles the perfumed bosom of its sweets."

The conclusion of this sonnet sequence to Manhatta is

as follows :

" Amid the bustle of the crowded mart,

Where the polluting streams of Mammon roll,

The lonely poet keeps a stainless soul,

From common passions keeps himself apart
And purifies with love and joy his heart."

One of the really taking bits of poetry in the volume

follows this sonnet sequence, and is entitled ''To a Bird

Warbling on the Battery."
The seventh and last part of the volume of poems, as

Dr. Huntington himself says in the preface, consists chiefly

of sacred pieces, some of which are translated from ancient

Latin hymns belonging to the same class as the "Veni

Creator Spiritus" in our ordinal, and taken from the same

source, the Roman Breviary.
" The austere beauty of the

devotional compositions," he adds, "can scarcely fail of

being appreciated even in the translation. Nearly all

the poems in this part were written at St. Paul's College

(Flushing, L. !.)> .where I then resided as a professor in

that institution." Evidently the poetic side of religion

had a supreme attraction for the doctor, and the literary

beauties of the old Latin hymns could not but attract

him as they did so many other religious minds outside of

the Church at that time.*

Dr. Huntington's first ambitious adventure in litera-

ture, Lady Alice, was published in England, and indeed

was for a time considered over there and by a certain

number of the critics on this side of the water, to be an

*The volume from which I succeeded in obtaining these notes is itself of interest,

since it belongs to the Ford collection in the Astor Library, New York, which was the

gift of the late lamented Paul Leicester Ford, the novelist, and his brother, Chauncey
Worthington Ford. The collection consists of books brought together by their father.
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English product. It attracted considerable attention,
and was reviewed in a number of the prominent English

literary and critical journals. Huntington's name had
been somewhat familiar to English readers because of

the publication of certain of his poems in Black-wood's

Magazine, published in Edinburgh. The fact of his being
noticed so favorably in England served as a bait for re-

viewers in this country, and, as we shall see, Huntington,
at least, could not complain of being neglected by Ameri-
can reviewers, though he must not have found very much
consolation in the tone of their reviews. For this he,

himself, was not a little to blame, for Lady Alice, even at

the present time, is not the sort of book that is put out

for general circulation, and at least two libraries have it

among their reserved books in what used to be called in

older days the Hell of the Library.
The North American Review, at that time the most im-

portant literary magazine in America, gave twelve pages
to the discussion of Dr. Huntington's novel, Lady Alice*
It was the custom in those times to consider that criti-

cism as a rule meant fault finding, and the article in the

North American certainly justifies this opinion. The con-

clusion of it is somewhat as follows: "We have extended
our jurisdiction over it, not for its worth, but for its pre-

tending worthlessness, and to enter our solemn protest

against the intrusion upon English literature under the

garb of religious purism of the vilest forms and worst

features of modern French fiction, of which the flood that

has of late set in upon us is just beginning to ebb. The

Lady Alice is a new Una. In the name of decency, let

her remain Una and be the Prima to no successor of her

kith and kin."

The Southern Literary Messenger, which for many years

had been considered one of the oracles in American

literature, and represented some of the best literary

criticisms of the country, devoted over nine of its large

* North American Review, vol. Ixx, p. 225, 1850.
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pages to Dr. Huntington's Lady Alice.* The review

partook of the usual bitterness with which Dr. Hunting-
ton's book was generally received by American writers,

who seemed somewhat to have resented his conversion

to Catholicity. It concludes with the following striking
sentences : "We will, however, dismiss this book by saying
that as a theological exposition it is a slanderous carica-

ture of Catholic Christianity. As a moral treatise it is

licentious and corrupting in the extreme. As a work of

art, professedly upholding a theory, it is a wretched failure.

The reverend author and his friends will doubtless meet
these censures by the assertion that the work has created

a sensation and procured notoriety for its author. We
can only answer that the same thing may be said of Judas
Iscariot and a host of kindred spirits and their works."
As can be readily understood, Protestant religious feel-

ing ran high against what members of the sect would be
sure to consider as little better than temporizing with

idolatry and surely approaching Rome. Accordingly
most of the reviews reflect this state of mind that may be
best appreciated from the intolerance still displayed

against High Church practices by out-and-out followers

of Low Church tendencies. Huntington had attracted

too much attention as a writer, especially in England, to

be entirely ignored, but the notices betrayed the prejudices
of the reviewers. The ma media was of course anathema
to all adherents of the so-called reform doctrines, and so

we find a passage like the following in the Boston Living

Age:\ "The tailoring of the story is a sublimation of

Stultz and the religion is Puseyism run mad."
The most interesting thing about Lady Alice is that it

contains a very frank statement of a peculiar state of

mind which many Anglicans, taken by the tendency to-

wards Rome, affected at this time. The story was writ-

ten, it must not be forgotten, very shortly after Newman
*In its first edition, the book was described: Lady Alice, a Novel in two volumes,

New York, D. Appleton & Co., 200 Broadway. Philadelphia, Geo. S. Appleton. lf>4

Chestnut Street. 1849.

tVol. xxi, p. 409.
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came into the Church, at a time when many members of

the Anglican Church found it not a little difficult to keep
from following him. Some of these people believed, or

at least pretended (in the French sense of the word and
without prejudice) to believe that they were already
members of the Catholic Church, meaning by that that

they acknowledged the jurisdiction of the Roman Church
in certain parts of the world, though for them the British

Church must remain the Mother Church wherever the

British government had jurisdiction. It was a curious

expression of compromise and represented a practical
ma media which not a few people trod. Such individuals

when on the Continent were accustomed to attend ser-

vices and even to go to confession and receive Communion
in what they were pleased to call the Roman Catholic

Church. Such practices they considered would be highly

unjustifiable in the British dominions. This would be
true even as regards the deck of a British ship in Italian

waters.

Lady Alice, in Dr. Huntington's story, is one of these

Anglican Catholics who affiliate themselves with the Ro-
man Church when on the Continent. A curious expres-
sion of her confessor in Rome seems worth noting. He
said (we quote Dr. Huntington), "She was a sincere

Catholic in all respects saving a prejudice as to the jurisdic-
tion of the Anglican Church, which in her case he believed

was really invincible and by a special grace of the Virgin
interfered with neither faith nor charity."

It is not so surprising, then, that at her marriage in Eng-
land there should have been a display of those rites and
ceremonies which are usually considered by those with
Protestant tendencies to be heinously Roman, but which
so delight the heart of the High Church Anglican. Un-

doubtedly the description of the details was introduced

because of the well-known interest of feminine novel

readers, the larger portion of the novel reading public,
but they have a curious historical interest now to the

student of religious ideas and ceremonials of that time.
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One of the most prominent acts of Huntington's life as

a writer, after his return to America, was to engage in

the discussion which was just then beginning to be ardent

on both sides of the Atlantic, about the necessity for an
international copyright, at least as regards this country
and England. Huntington, perhaps, more than any
other American writer, felt the necessity for legal reci-

procity in this matter. His novels were very much read

in England ; indeed, it may be said that the stories written

before he became a convert had more vogue in the British

Isles than in his native country. He was in an excellent

position, then, to realize the injustice that was being done
to English writers by the sale of their works in this country
without any remuneration to them. After expressing
his opinion on several occasions in American publications,
he wrote to the London Times, and as this communica-
tion sums up an American point of view of an important
phase of literary progress in America, and has never before

been published in this country, it seems worth while pro-

ducing it here. It is all the more interesting at the pres-
ent time because it contains some rather bitter character-

izations of our people made more than half a century

ago by so acute an observer as Huntington. The epithets

applied are such as we have become familiar with in re-

cent years, especially in what has been so well designated
as the literature of exposure, and we are not usually ready
to credit the fact that they have a heritage of traditional

usage among sociological critics extending well back
into the first half of the nineteenth century.

To the Editor of the Times:

SIR: As an American deeply interested in the question of

International Copyright, and struck by the fallacies of some
of the speakers at a recent meeting of authors and publishers

reported in your columns, may I beg of your courtesy a little

space to point them out.

Let me begin with the distinguished chairman, Sir Edward
Bulwer Lytton. No man living has a better right, perhaps,
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than he, to complain of my countrymen, to whose mental

pleasures and moral instruction he has so solidly contributed

ever since I was a boy, out of the hard labor of his own brains,

besides helping to enrich our publishers and booksellers, and

to stimulate all the trades connected with bookmaking, vivify-

ing the circulation of magazines and newspapers and what not,

for all which he has never received a penny from us "not the

first red cent," as the phrase of my country is. And the same

may be said of Dickens, whose works are as familiar to us as

to you, and whose vivid, original characters have become part
of our stock of ideas, and a ready source of perspicuous illus-

tration. And when we consider the pathetic, humanizing in-

terest of his works, the sympathy with the humble and lowly,

the meek and good in common life, the suffering and the injured,

the trampled on and the cast-offs of the world, which they

breathe, there is really no estimating how much that one man
has done for us dollar-hunting, mammon-worshipping, boast-

ful and enterprising race that we are, with all our natural sym-

pathies so strongly setting in favour of worldly splendour and

success. And yet Charles Dickens has never received a penny
from us although we insulted our unpaid creditor for so much

salutary pleasure, when he visited us, by asking him to Boz

balls and dinners, on a scale of splendour which plainly showed

how well we could afford to discharge our debt if we had been

honest enough to admit it. How degrading how incongruous
is it for a great nation such as we are, to be thus the intellec-

tual beggars of England, enjoying what we don't pay for! An
American would scorn to be fed or clothed gratis; he would

"stand treat" with the world; yet he lets an Englishman (of

all men) gratuitously amuse his leisure, satisfy his thirst for

knowledge and clothe the nakedness of his mind. If Sir Ed-

ward Bulwer or Dickens were to offer to pay for a pair of

trowsers for Brother Jonathan, he would knock him down; or

if Miss Bell, or whoever wrote Jane Eyre, and her sisters, pre-

tended to make him up a dozen fine shirts as a charity, I think

he would go out of his senses
;
he would rather go shirtless and

breechless to the end of his days, to the manifest detriment of

morals and decency, than owe such an obligation to any he or
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she Briton in existence; but what are such favours to those

which he unblushingly accepts, year after year, from Sir Ed-

ward Bulwer and Miss Bell?

An injury, Sir, lias been done to the cause of copyright, by
the attempt to rest the author's claim on false abstract grounds.

If a man has, as Johnson says, a right to his book merely be-

cause he has produced it, your law is as unjust and piratical

as ours, in fixing a term to copyright ;
for why should you take

away a man's property after he has enjoyed it for a certain

number of years? On the contrary, one would suppose that

the longer he has enjoyed it, the more perfect his right, and

the more unjust to deprive him of it. Time converts even

what has been unjustly acquired into a legitimate possession;

how much more that which the owner has actually created? I

put the matter on simpler, concrete grounds, which every man
can appreciate. The production of books is an element of

civilization by the common consent of nations. They cannot

be produced unless in some way they procure their authors a

subsistence. In former times when readers were scarce as

copies were costly, the rich, or the sovereigns, supported authors

directly, by pensions and otherwise. It is now conceded that

the best mode is by allowing them a copyright in their works,

and all civilized nations do it. But this mode being established,

every author, foreigner or native, has "as much right to his

book as he has to his baggage." I mean he ought to be fairly

paid, according to usage, by those who enjoy it, for what he

has produced at a great expenditure of time, money and soul-

wearing labour. "The labourer is worthy of his hire" this is

a simple and universal principle of justice, and whoever violates

it will sooner or later reap the curse denounced against those

by whom that hire is "by fraud kept back." A country which

refuses a fair copyright to authors, whether native or foreign,

is in a state of violence and barbarism.

Moreover, to refuse copyright to any class of authors (such

as foreigners) is to refuse it in part to all. The native author

is robbed of his just hire by such a law, as much as the foreigner.

7 am compelled by the existing law of American copyright, to

part with my books for a sum which is under their natural price
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and which is not a remunerating price, because I am undersold

by reprints of foreign books for which the authors are paid

nothing. Look the fact in the face, ye readers of cheap reprints,

who are unwilling to abandon an unjust discrimination which

affords you so much pleasure at so low a rate. I have written

a book; I have spent years in writing it; perhaps I could do

nothing else. My health or my mental peculiarities ; say, the

influence of the literary atmosphere in which those who
read the English language are compelled to live, acting on my
special organization, has made literary production a necessary,

a sole resource. It is the same as if I were a poor shirt-maker,

over whose sorrows a Hood has taught us to weep. Yet be-

cause you can refuse to pay foreign authors for books of the

same kind, you oblige me to take a nominal price for mine a

price for which it could not be produced, and less than it would

command, if you honestly paid for such labour in other instances.

You have beaten me down most unfairly. I consider it so
;
and

if every one of the 10 or 12,000 buyers of the cheap edition of

Lady Alice were to send me a "quarter" by mail, I should re-

gard it as a simple restitution
;
nor would the sum total cover

my expenses while I was writing it.

So far then, Sir, Sir Edward and myself (if it is not too great

presumption in me to join myself and him) cordially agree.

And further that it is a most nonsensical and absurd policy for

a country thus to swamp its native literature and depress the

whole class of native writers. No nation, as I have said else-

where, can afford to let foreigners write for it; it would be as

unwise as to let them fight its battles. To illustrate by my
own case the operation of these things ;

it was despair of obtain-

ing anything like a fair copyright for an American book, that

led me to lay aside one which I had projected, and try my hand

at what I meant to be an English novel in imitation of Bulwer

and D' Israeli. With a half-sarcastic aim at first, I exaggerated
their peculiarities, until I became interested in my own charac-

ters, a serious purpose developed itself, and so on
;
and thus I

produced (this is not so irrelevant as it seems) an intensely

American picture of English life, such as no Englishman could

have written; bearing (shall I say?) the same relation to the
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reality, which a modern historical novel does to the feudal

times, and which was received in England, consequently, as

Ivanhoe would have been, I suppose, by the knights and dames

of chivalry, with more surprise than sympathy; but which in

America, greatly to my surprise, burst all the bounds of clique,

clearing off a very large, dear edition in a few weeks, and a

much larger of the half-pirated stereotype in as many months,
while in spite of the strong and not altogether unfounded pre-

judice against its moral, political and religious tenets, the book

extorted the involuntary sympathy of the majority of its tens

of thousands readers, and from not a few that enthusiastic

admiration which is the author's dearest reward. If copy-

right had been protected, as it ought, I should have been re-

imbursed at least for what it cost me to write it
;
but as it was,

even so successful a book paid me less than a day labourer

could liave earned in the same time in any part of the States.

But now I wish Sir Edward Lytton and Mr. Colburn to tell

me what good it is going to do English authors and publishers

for you to imitate in this respect the injustice and folly of your
transatlantic cousins. Because "literature is in a depressed

state," which Sir E. claims to be a fact, and Mr. Colburn can-

not afford to give ,100 for a book, for which he would once

have given ,1000, they propose, if I understand them, having
recourse to an unlimited pirating of American literature. I

should think the true remedy would be, if they are injured by
the reprints, to give a stringent copyright to American authors.

Pray, which injured most the English book-market Mr. Col-

burn's publication of a few hundreds of Lady Alice at a guinea
and a half, or Mr. Bohn's of as many thousands of Mayo's Ka-
loolah at a shilling? Or do they think, as Sir E. Bulwer seems

to imply, that since Irving and Cooper, we have no more authors,

whose works are readable in Britain? Types and the Scarlet

Letter, and the Reveries of a Bachelor, and the two works above

mentioned, tell a different story. Who can deny the genius
of Hawthorne? And if Ik Marvel falls much behind Geoffrey

Crayon, we, their countrymen, at least, are no judges. Or is

it supposed that we shall cease producing if the possibility of

English copyright is withdrawn? That would be a great rnis-
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take. Men who have a vocation for it will write if they starve,

as London garrets can testify. And there is no danger of our

starving absolutely. Successful books in America pay their

authors, not adequately, but enough to keep body and soul

together. In light literature, which pays here as well as else-

where, there is a distinct demand for native works, which all

the competition of the cheap pamphlet novels of the Harpers
cannot wholly extinguish, and it is by the feeble but real aid

of this national taste that we exist. For my part I feel a sort

of Coriolanus pride in having got nothing (as I may say) for a

book which had an unprecedented run, and if my countrymen

object to its principles, I tell them fairly that "beggars must not

be choosers." I can live, thank Heaven, in many ways. I

can keep school. I can invest what remains of my patrimony
in wild land, till it for my bread, and write a tale every winter,

in defiance of those buccaneering Harpers of whom it has been

wittily, though perhaps too hardly said by some aggrieved

author, that they ought to write an S before their name as well

as after.

But suppose that we continue to write (as we shall, depend

upon it), and our impracticable Congress, from the difficulty

of getting it to look at any question but "Who is to be next

President," or from the general apathy in regard to the injuries

of authors, will not or does not pass an International Copyright
Law ever, what sense, or what honesty will there be in your

strangling yourself meanwhile by permitting Mr. Bohn his

black flag reprisals? Whom do you injure by this species of

Elizabethan retaliation? First your own literary manufacturers,

by flooding the market with condemned American and other

foreign prizes, i.e., books; and next, your friends on this side of

the water. What does our government or our people care that

our native authors, even of the highest ability, earn less than

common stevedores? Not a rush. Do they enjoy our works

the less because we have coined our brains and hearts in com-

posing them, for bread and patched elbows? You retaliate,

gentlemen, by injuring those whose sufferings (greater than

yours) are already disregarded by the power you would influ-

ence. You also thus do what you can to depress and extinguish
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the only class of Americans that has a direct interest in getting

you what you want, and which is already as eager to obtain

it, as men usually are to protect themselves from ruinous com-

petition. I don't know what you expect from such a method,
unless you think that our government, which has no pity on

its native men of letters, will be touched by the distresses of

yours.

Believe me further, that it is the most unlikely way to suc-

ceed with the American people, to offer them an International

Copyright as a matter of bargain. They immediately suspect
a design of obtaining an advantage for you, without any real

equivalent to themselves. Show them, by granting a free and

perfect copyright to all the world on the same terms as to your
own subjects, that you regard such a course as the true policy
of every state, (which it is,) and you will be much more likely

to gain a hearing. I see nothing in this movement against

foreigners getting copyright, but selfishness overreaching itself.

The American people are obtuse, sometimes, to appeals to

their justice, when they have an immediate interest in repudi-

ating the claim. I admit it with shame and regret, but in fact

it cannot be denied. They do not know how to relinquish the

present advantage of a cheap, pirated literature, forgetting
that the endless reading of cheap books is a vice, and that this

deluge of foreign under-priced novels and magazines is washing

away every manly national taste. But on the other hand, you
are too grasping. Why should you so eagerly clutch at a foreign
sale for your works, as to sacrifice what you can secure free-

dom from injurious competition at home? For my own part

(and I am sure I speak the sentiments of every American writer

of respectability) give me on this side of the Atlantic, what you
may have on yours at pleasure, a fair chance, without being
underbid by pirated reprints, and / ask no more; I will cheer-

fully relinquish all the advantage to be drawn from an English
sale. Without vanity (justly as we are charged with it) or

boasting (which is said to be our national infirmity goodness
knows we came honestly by it!) all we want is "a fair field"

at home, "and no favour," and we will write books, if not in-

trinsically so good as those of English authors, yet more con-
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genial to the tastes, and better suited to the intellectual wants

of our countrymen.
To conclude, although the Americans are sometimes obtuse,

as I have said, on the question of justice, and take, as in this

instance, a "mighty narrow" view of expediency, they are

very open to an appeal to their generosity. Present a bill to

Brother Jonathan, and he may dispute it, or turn his back on

you with all the coolness imaginable, but offer to contribute

your sovereign for those poor devils of authors, and he is up
to the gentlemanly thing he will cover your subscription with

an eagle. I should be very glad to persuade him to do justice

under the idea that it was a sort of charity, convinced as I am,
that as soon as he had done it, he would see the true nature of

the transaction, and blush to have ever stood out about so

plain a thing. The upshot, then, of what I have to suggest is,

that if you get Lord Campbell's decision reversed, (you had

better establish it by act of Parliament, if necessary,) you will

injure your own writers more than ours, while you rob us of one

of our strongest arguments.
I remain, Sir,

Very respectfully yours,

The Author of Lady Alice.

New York, July 22, 1851.

It is interesting to realize that almost the first public

expression of Huntington after his conversion should

have been devoted to the attempt to undo the great moral

wrong that was being perpetuated in the absence of in-

ternational copyright. Some of the grounds on which he

urged it will not appeal very forcibly, perhaps, to a later

generation. After all, it was the simple question of right
and wrong that constituted the true basis of the need for

international reciprocity in the matter. It will not be

forgotten that it was nearly half a century after this letter,

however, before international copyright became a fact.

Individuals may see the right and wrong, but as communi-
ties and nations they appear to move slowly enough to-

wards its accomplishment whenever there are even a
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few interested parties who hinder the progress of negotia-

tions and prevent the righting of the moral wrong. The
delicate conscience of a man who had just sacrificed nearly

everything of material prosperity for the sake of following

the dictates of his conscience was to prove the originator

of the first serious warning in the matter from this side of

the Atlantic.

(To be continued.)
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The next of Father Croquet's letters that we are

fortunate enough to possess is dated some ten months
later. Like the preceding one, it was addressed to

Father De Neve, and it contained a grateful acknowl-

edgment of the receipt of certain church regalia which
the Rev. S. Goens, subsequently one of Father Croquet's
staunchest friends, took over from Belgium to the Grand-
ronde missions. It also dwells again upon the longings
for an Indian school directed by Sisters, and tells of a

'

journey made with a brother missionary, the Rev. J.

F. Malo, who died in June, 1904, at Elbow Woods,
North Dakota.

GRANDRONDE, Sept. 22, 1864.

REV. DEAR FATHER RECTOR: I am much beholden to you
for the kindness and the uncommon interest with which you
favor my poor Indian missions. Thanks to you my church

is about relieved from its extreme penury. I am also deeply

grateful to all the charitable persons who responded to your

appeal in my behalf and who show a willingness to give me
yet further proofs of their generosity. Their gifts, enumerated

in your letter, were duly handed me. Secondly, I must not

forget to express my gratitude for the encouragement and

consoling words your letter of last spring brought me. One
feels at times the need of some such stimulus. My greatest
troubles here do not come so much from the Indians for a

large number of these show the best of dispositions as from
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other sources. The schools for Indian children which the

Government maintains on this reservation are still ,in the

hands of Protestants. Notwithstanding a sanction secured

from Washington more than a year ago for the erection of

Catholic schools and a promise of the funds needed to that end,

the local authorities have paid but little heed to our entreaties.

After putting us off under various pretexts, they finally met

our requests with a flat refusal. For all that, we are not yet

minded to allow ourselves to be disheartened, but remain

bent on knocking and asking at every door until we secure a

favorable hearing and the grant we ask for. The day cannot

fail to dawa, sooner or later, when God will vouchsafe to hear

the prayers of the good religious who long so ardently to

devote themselves to the task of instructing and saving the

poor savages of this reserve.

But let us pass on to more consoling subjects. I believe,

dear Father Rector, that it will please you to get an account

of an excursion I undertook last summer with Father Malo, a

fellow priest, among the Indians who dwell on the Siletz Reser-

vation, at Alsea, and other places along the coast of the Pacific

Ocean. On July the i3th, we started off together from the

Grandronde, where the Father had joined me; and, after a

march of some thirty miles, over the forest-covered mountains

that border on the sea, we spent our first night near the mouth

of the Salmon River. The next day, following the sea-shore,

we kept on in a southerly direction. A ten mile ride brought

us to the bay into which the waters of the Siletz empty.
There we began the exercise of our holy ministry by baptizing

the children, and any sick adults we found in danger of death,

among the savages dwelling around the bay. The conferring

of the sacrament of regeneration among these savages deprived

of all religious notion was, as you may well think, preceded

by an instruction on the existence of God, the creation and

the fall of man, the Redemption, and the necessity of baptism
to escape the chastisement that awaits sin in the next world

and to attain the blessedness of Heaven. The fruits of this

first day were twenty-eight baptisms. Proceeding on our

journey to the other side of the bay, we sometimes traveled
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on the beach, then again over winding forest and mountain

paths, wearisome to horses and riders, and whick were bordered

with precipices. A majestic though appalling spectacle struck

our eyes, when, from one of the summits, we beheld at our

feet the sea waves breaking against the rocks, several hundred

feet below. Mirabiles elationes maris, mirabilis in altis Domi-

nus \ We unfortunately strayed off the beaten path, and

soon found ourselves wandering about amid the trees and the

thick undergrowth, amid ferns as tall as our horses and, owing
to the previous wet weather, heavily laden with dripping
water. At length the cravings of hunger seizing upon us,

and not knowing how to extricate ourselves from our entangle-

ment, we sat down to gather some strength first of all, and,

secondly to collect our thoughts as to what we should best

do next. Our provisions consisted of raw ham and a little

flour, some butter, and a few onions. Having no time to

waste in the preparation of our dinner, we partook of the ham
as it was, flavoring it with the butter and the onions. However
coarse this kind of fare may appear, I assure you that our

palates were not the least inclined to revolt. It happened
to be Friday; but I wean that the casuists are sufficiently

indulgent to allow the use of flesh meat in a predicament such

as was ours. After this rustic meal, taken hurriedly, we
must needs find our road, and so we did

;
but not until we had

spent hours in the search. We reached Yaquima Bay towards

evening, July i5th. On our way from the mouth of the

Siletz we had come upon the wigwams of only three Indian

families; but here we found quite an encampment. After

enjoying a savory supper, which consisted of fish furnished

us by the Indians, we lay down in the gleam of a good fire,

under the spreading branches of a large pine-tree, to rest

from the fatigues of the day. Such also had been our resting

place the night before.

Yaquima Bay, owing to its rich oyster beds, is an objective

point for both Indians and Whites. Its bivalves are exported
in large quantities to San Francisco, and, in course of time,

it may become a sea port, which would indeed be very advan-

tageous for the Valley of the Willamette and for Central Oregon.
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As we were in a hurry to reach Alsea before Sunday, in the

hope of being able to say Mass there, we left the next morning,

postponing the baptism of the Indian children until our return.

Still we baptized fourteen members of an Indian tribe we met

on the way. Saturday afternoon, July 16, we arrived at the

Alsea Agency, which occupies a beautiful site facing the ocean

and at the foot of a hill. We were welcomed and treated

very considerately by the American official who at the time

replaced the absent agent. But in spite of our desire to offer

up the Holy Sacrifice the next day, we had to resign ourselves

to the deprivation of that happiness. My dear colleague

and traveling companion, Father Malo, started off the same

morning for Siuslaw, an Indian village forty miles from Alsea,

in order to take advantage of the company of a halfbreed

who was going in that direction and who agreed to be his

guide over the difficult roads that lay before him. With

Siuslaw as his headquarters, he intended to call on the Catholic

families scattered along the ocean shore and throughout the in-

terior. These families enjoy a priest's visit just once every year.

For my part I continued my mission among the Indians, and

that same Sunday morning, having for the first time preached
the happy tidings of salvation to those of Alsea, I administered

the sacrament of regeneration to twenty-one children and

sick adults. Then I partook of some dinner, and retraced

my steps to the mouth of the Alsea river, pursuing the work

of my ministry to within twelve miles of the Agency. Night
had spread the mantle of darkness over the country before I

was able to prepare a couch for myself. I acknowledge that

I felt the need of repose, for that Sunday had been anything
but a day of rest. To go from cabin to cabin, to instruct and

baptize, to travel on horseback, by canoe and on foot, had

been my occupation the livelong day. In the Indian camps
scattered all along the river, I performed nineteen baptisms.

'

Monday afternoon I was back at Yaquima Bay. There

and in the neighborhood I had the happiness to add, through

baptism, twenty-one children to the Church. The following

day, July 19, I left the sea-shore to repair to the last place

on my tour, the Siletz Reservation. I was heartily welcomed
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at the Agency and at the Military Post, where I took up quarters

for the next two days, improving my time by making the

rounds of the Indian tepees dotting the valleys about the

post, baptizing, instructing, and preparing the sick for death.

However, many of the redskins being absent, fishing or hunting,

my work was greatly shortened, although I still succeeded

in administering forty-four baptisms. The sum total of

baptisms performed during this apostolic excursion was there-

fore 146, to which have to be added twenty-two more conferred

by Father Malo, after our parting, at Siuslaw and in its environs.

The following Saturday I was again with my dear Indians

of the Grandronde, having made a journey of two hundred

miles since leaving them.

Such are, dear Rev. Father Rector, the principal details

I desired to communicate to you in order to elicit the assistance

of your prayers for myself and for my work. Yes, dear Rev.

Father, pray the I/ord to hasten to the aid of the many souls

here sitting in the shadow of death, to send to them zealous

missionaries, as well as some of those devoted Sisters who
are the guardian angels of youth; pray to Him to remove

all obstacles, to enlighten and render favorable those who

govern us, that they may cease to thwart, through ignorance
of course, our plans for the Christian education of Indian

youth.
I cannot bring this letter to a close, dear Father Rector,

without asking you to convey to my dear brothers of the

American College the assurance of the interest and attachment

I feel for them all. I beg to add thereto my sincerest wishes

for the prosperity of the house, which is so useful and so neces-

sary for this country.
I am etc.*

The zeal of which the above letters bear testimony
was displayed by Father Croquet not only on the

missionary expeditions he describes, but also, and as

a matter of course, at home. The children whom, he

baptized away from the Grandronde he hoped to see

*Original in College Archives.
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taken care of and brought up in the faith to which,

through him, they were born, by the accession of, new
missionaries for whom he was continually longing.
As for himself he neglected no means to teach the ele-

ments of religion to the Indians of the Reservation

that had been especially confided to his spiritual guardian-

ship. Those whom he had converted and regenerated

through the holy waters of baptism were the object
of his constant solicitude, that they might be models

and examples for the others, missionaries in their turn,

missionaries who by the beauty of their works would
draw to the tenets of the Church that inspired these

works those of their brethren who having ears had not

yet heard, and having eyes had not yet seen.

To what extent, after some ten years of labor, success

had attended the good missionary's endeavors, a cor-

respondence that appeared in The Catholic Sentinel of

Portland, Oregon, bears testimony:

"We passed Sunday," says the correspondent, "at Grand-

ronde and attended High Mass at ten o'clock. The church

was crowded with devout worshippers, mostly Indians. Some
of the aborigines came to receive Holy Communion. After

church, I noticed how decorously they retired. It is easy
to see that their good and zealous missioner, Rev. Father

Croquet, has succeeded in impressing their mind with the

true spirit of religion. What good would not have been

realized if the good father had been seconded in his generous
efforts years ago !"*

In this remark, made in 1872, may be found an answer
to those who have asserted that the success of Monsignor
Croquet as an Indian missionary fell far below the great

promise of his brilliant beginnings; neither before the

year 1872 nor after it was he sufficiently seconded in

his undertakings. The gigantic task of converting
heathens to Christianity and of civilizing savages was

*The Catholic Sentinel, Portlairl, Oregon, August, 1872.
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practically left to the unaided efforts of one man. Mis-

sionaries were not sent to co-operate with him, neither

was pecuniary aid furnished to build and maintain
the churches and schools necessary for the progress
of the work. There was so much to be done in Oregon to

meet all the demands made upon Church and clergy
at a time when Catholicity was only in its cradle there,

that the poor Indian missionary was, as it were, left

to shift for himself as best he could. Later, when parishes
were organized, pastors still found all their resources

drained by the claims made upon them to put their

churches in proper shape, to bring their schools up to

the standard of ever improving conditions, to erect

hospitals, etc. All the priests who could be obtained

had enough to engage their zeal in keeping the whites

from falling away from the faith. It is all very well,

indeed, to convert savages to Christianity; but it is not

better than to keep the children of the faith within

the fold. The white man's soul is as valuable as the

red man's. In the natural gradation of charity it is

our duty to see to our own before we see to strangers.
Had more missionaries found their way to Oregon, and
to the West generally, in the days when the influx of

immigrants made the building of new churches in different

sections of the country imperative; had there been

means on hand to support the priests whom the poor
and newly established communities could not have

supported; there would have been found those to take

up with Father Croquet the task which he could but

partly accomplish single-handed. If, therefore, the

hypercritical discover that all the Indians who inhabit

the Siletz and the Grandronde reservations are not Catho-

lics, even after all the years of Monsignor Croquet's

presence there, let them not blame the missionary, but

ratHer the unavoidable circumstances which necessitated

his doing alone a work that to be entirely successful

should have been shared by many.
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Howmany pastors ,
even in comparatively small parishes ,

have all they can do to keep alive the faith and to maintain

good morals among parishioners in whom flows the

Catholic blood of centuries! Is it to be wondered at,

therefore, that Monsignor Croquet, saintly man though
he was, did not raise to the standard of civilization

and Christianity all the Indians whom he baptized?
It is credit enough to him that he converted them, and
that he strove with regard to those whom he converted

to attain the best results possible, since perfection was
unattainable in their case, as it often is in the case of

others. When he took charge of the forlorn portion
of the Lord's vineyard assigned to him, and began to

baptize the dying and the children of the tribe to add
them to the fold of Christ's Church, he reckoned on the

arrival, in due course of time, of other missionaries to

follow in his footsteps and carry on the work with him
and after him, of missionaries who would reap where
he was sowing. As time went on he saw his hopes
frustrated; his prospects of assistance getting fainter

from year to year; his own work often thwarted by the

inroads of sectarian preachers, checked by the want of

indispensable means to carry it out properly, and by
indifference, aye, even opposition on the part of those

to whom he had looked for aid. Yet he did not lose

heart, but worked on and on, until physically powerless
to work longer. Despite an unbroken chain of disap-

pointments, he remained serenely confident in the

power of a merciful and all-seeing God, who could not

fail, in His own good time, to give the hoped-for increase

to the seed planted with so much ardent zeal and tended

with such loving care.

V.

In the Grandronde missionary's next letter, the writer,

as is his wont in every communication addressed to the

American College, gives expression to his deep love

for the home where he spent a year in preparing himself
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for the missions, to the attachment that bound him
to all connected with the house, and to the hopes on
which he did not cease to build for the future of the

Church in Oregon. Although he does not enter into

details, this letter shows also that he is suffering, owing
to the fact that much of his own work is foiled by the

shortsightedness or malice of the Indian agents with

whom he has to deal, and to whom he attributes

the ill success of his efforts in securing appropriations
for a Catholic Indian school. Yea, the permission to

open a school at all was at one time refused him; for,

in the early sixties, the Sisters of the Most Holy Name
volunteered to give their services free of charge for the

cause of religion and philanthropy; but the agent not

only would not entertain their request, but emphatically
declared that as long as he held office, no Sister should

set foot on the Reservation. This same agent did his

utmost, in various other ways, to embitter Father

Croquet's life at Grandronde. For instance, an old

school-house that had been turned over to him to use

as a dwelling, he was obliged to surrender in part so as

to accommodate a Methodist preacher and his wife

who had been graciously called thither by the

agent. The first occupant was allowed to keep but a

single room.* If Father Croquet had been one of

those whom disappointments, molestations, opposition,

discourage, he would have given up his ungrateful and

unpromising task then and there; but, the temptation
to leave one's post, which often comes in insidious ways,
if it ever came to him, was never alluded to in any
of his extant letters or known utterances. On the

contrary, whilst he mentions without bitterness always,
because in his charitable and loving heart there was
no place for even a tinge of such unchristian feeling
the opposition of the agents to his projects for the Chris-

tian education of the Indians, and whilst he bewails the

consequent drawbacks to their thorough conversion

*The Caikclif Sentinel, Portland, Oregon, September 27, 1894; Benedictine Sisters.
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and civilization, there is never a word implying discour-

agement on his part. He remains full of hope always,
and works on as best he can under the adverse circum-

stances. Relying on the efficacy of prayer, he prays
and asks others to pray, that God may intervene to bring
about the changes that lie closest to his heart. For
himself he asks nothing. Indeed, it does not seem to

occur to him that he has any needs; all his prayers, all

his thoughts, all his wishes, are for the welfare, especially
the eternal welfare, of his tawny-skinned charges. If,

for want of outside help, the work of the conversion

of his beloved Indians does not progress as he would

wish, he consoles himself with the thought of the souls

whom a merciful God calls to Him after they have
been regenerated with the holy waters of Baptism.
Those souls at least are snatched from the powers of

darkness and sent to the realms of light and bliss. But
for him they would have been forever lost. His strong,

touching faith, the thorough conviction of the infinite

value of even one soul, satisfied him, whatever the world

might think of his success, that his labors and trials

were not in vain, so long as it was given him to pour
occasionally the waters of regeneration upon a dying
member of the forsaken race to which he had consecrated

himself. All of which the following letter bears out:

GRANDRONDE, March 29, 1866.

VERY REV. FATHER RECTOR: Unavoidable circumstances

prevented me from acknowledging, as soon as I should have

liked to do, the kindness with which you condescended to

honor us, and from thanking you for the interest which you
continue to take in the Oregon missions. Your letter of last

October duly reached me. In it I read with the greatest

satisfaction that God uninterruptedly showers His blessings

on the American College, and that, under your wise direction,

it prospers ever more and more. Though far away from that

house, which is to us like our father's home, we do not cease

to think of it with love and gratitude. It is cheering and
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encouraging to know that we have sincere friends there, friends

bound to us by unity of sentiments, who pray for us and with

us, and who will soon come to share our labors and to aid us

in bringing souls to Jesus. Let them arm themselves with

courage! For, if consolations await them here, crosses will

not be wanting to them either. At least that is my personal

daily experience. This experience, however, is good to remind

us for we might forget it that "we have not here a lasting

city but seek one that is to come." My greatest cross is to

see, in spite of all efforts with the Agents and the United

States officials, my Indians without a Catholic school, which

is so much needed for the Christian education and the regene-
ration of these people. The Agent's favors are all for a Pro-

testant school teacher, who, with his wife, is paid by the

Government, which makes an appropriation of $4000 a year
for this school. It is far from being prosperous; but, notwith-

standing the poor attendance, it continues to exist, thanks

to the Government's aid, and to prejudice, etc. Meantime

the Christian education of the children suffers, and I have no

remedy but patience and hope for the future. Moreover,
the Catholic missionary has no longer the influence with these

Indians that he would have upon still savage tribes; they
have come and come yet too much in contact with men who,
if not hostile, are at least indifferent to the Catholic religion ;

and they seem to have contracted a fair dose of these men's

religious indifference. I am none the less hopeful ;
men change;

and if we had an impartial agent here, one free from all those

prejudices that, as it is, have fortunately already disappeared
to some extent, we should be advantageously situated to

establish a good day school and even a boarding school, and
to keep, with the Government's aid, a goodly number of

children. May God hear and grant our prayer!

If, on the one hand, the present state of things is far from

being satisfactory, there is nevertheless some consolation to

the eyes of faith
;

it is to see Heaven annually opened to many
souls who ascend thither in their baptismal innocence, and

pray for their kith and kin who are still held in the thralls

of paganism.
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Last summer I made two excursions along the sea-coast and

through the Siletz Reservation, visiting several Indian tribes

never before visited by a missionary. On those journeys,

which were enlivened by various incidents some not agree-

able ones, I administered holy baptism to not a few children

and to several adults in danger of death. Sometimes I had

to climb steep and rocky mountains
;
at others I had to ferry,

in a frail canoe, across some bay or river whilst the wind

blew great gales, threatening to bury me and my companion
beneath the waves. On my last trip, whilst still in the moun-

tains whereon I was forced to camp several nights, sheltering

myself as best I could, I was overtaken by the rainy season.

The last night I spent almost entirely in stirring and keeping

up my camp fire, which the steadily falling rain, against

which I had no protection myself, kept drowning out. All

around me the violence of the hurricane rooted up the forest

trees, bringing them down with ominous crashes. With joy
I hailed the dawn, for it allowed me to continue my journey.
Towards evening I reached the home of one of my Catholic

families, excellent people, Germans by birth, whose kind

welcome and warm hospitality made me soon forget the fatigues

of the preceding day and night. They belong to St. Patrick's

mission, which has a church dedicated to that Saint, twenty
miles from the Grandronde. Ten miles farther is the village

of La Fayette, which has no Catholic church as yet, but where

I may build one in the course of next summer. Our means

are, it is true, very limited
;
but we reckon on the co-operation of

Protestants, many of whom show themselves very favorably

disposed towards our project and willing to assist us. May
they some day be united with us in the same fold ! I trust that

some of them will be so soon.

An occasion of much good for the two above named missions

was the recent jubilee. Several who had been away from the

sacraments for years returned to their duties. Two men, fathers

of families, who had joined the Methodists were reconciled to

the Church. I also conferred holy baptism on two young
Americans, members of Protestant churches. On the whole,

religious fervor received a new impetus, and the majority of
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the faithful were enrolled in the Association for the Propaga-
tion of the Faith. Although the progress of religion through-
out the State has not thus far come up to our expectations,

nevertheless, the Church is gaining ground every day. Our
Sisters have won the esteem of enlightened and impartial

Protestants, who confide their children to them rather than

to any other teachers. Their influence brings about conver-

sions
;
but they could accomplish much more good if they were

not so short of means and of subjects.

The field of our apostolate grows from day to day and it calls

steadily for new help. Two Indian reservations have recently
been added to those already in existence. They are for the

Snakes and the Klamats, who until recently had scarcely

come into contact with the Whites, and to whom the Gospel
was never preached. Rogate Dominum messis ut mittat opera-

rios in messem suam.

During the year 1865 I had 135 baptisms, thirty-one of

these were of adults, mostly in danger of death.

I beg, etc.*

In the fall of the year 1866 Father Croquet received

the news of his mother's death, whereupon he wrote to

Mr. Charlier, his stepfather, a long letter, from which
we cull the following passages as showing the writer's

deep filial piety, his holy submission to God's will, and
his attachment to him who had years ago taken a father's

place and who still held a father's place in his heart.

GRANDRONDE, Nov. n, 1866.

MY VERY DEAR FATHER : The letter from my dear brother,

the worthy pastor of Virginal, has just informed me of the

sad loss you and all of us have sustained through the death

of our very dear mother, your wife. I was far from anticipating

the fatal blow that was to separate us so soon from a mother

whom we justly revered and loved, who left to her children

only such examples as command admiration and imitation,

and who deserves therefore to live on forever in their hearts.

*Original in College Archives.
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You especially, dear Father, must have deeply felt the parting
from her who was your consolation in the midst of the trials

and the crosses that were not wanting to you in bygone years.

But why, dear Father, address you in such human language,

when you have already made to God the sacrifice of her who
was dearer to you than anything on earth? God who gave

you a heart capable of bearing everything for love of Him,
will know how to reward you as you deserve for all your sacri-

fices. As for the dear departed, the good God must have

found her ripe for Heaven, and she exchanged, let us hope,

the sorrows and the burdens of this life for an eternal felicity.

May we all meet her some day in that abode of the saints

where there will be neither tears, nor mourning, nor affliction,

but a never-ending and never-varying happiness!"

The same letter contains affectionate remembrances
for several members of the family, and for the clergy and
the religious of Braine-rAlleud whose ministry he had
once shared and in whose work he remained deeply inter-

ested. It ends with a modest reference to an incident of

his latest apostolic journey. That incident may not be
overlooked in these pages; for it is one of the few ex-

periences of his missionary life recorded by himself, and
one whence we may judge what the life of the Oregon
pioneer priest must have been and to what perils he
was often exposed in his unceasing quest after souls.

"On my last journey, I, with the Indian that accompanied me,
lost my way, and, coming to a very steep place in the mountains,

my horse unfortunately slipped I had just taken the precau-
tion to dismount and it was hurled down into an abyss of

which we could not, from where we stood, see the bottom.

I was thus forced to make the remainder of my journey on

foot, mostly across mountainous and very fatiguing roads.

When, after a four days' march, I reached home, I felt so

weak and exhausted that three weeks passed before I was myself

again. At present I enjoy perfect health, thanks be to God."*

*Letter to A. Charlier in possession of his son, Dr. L. Charlier.
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In the letter that follows, written some four years

later, good Father Croquet, without expressing himself

very enthusiastically about them, speaks of the hopes
of seeing better times for his mission, because he has

good reasons to believe that he is on the eve of securing
a Catholic school for his Indians.

"GRANDRONDE, July 30, 1870.

VERY REV. FATHER RECTOR: I am ashamed to have

made it appear by my long silence tnat I had forgotten you.

Nothing of the kind is true; for the interest I take in you
and in the institution you so worthily direct has not suffered

in the least, albeit I acknowledge that by delaying to write

I acted somewhat like the sinner who postpones his conversion

from day to day. I hope that in the future I shall never

again expose myself to merit a like reproach. I am deeply

affected by, and grateful for, all the kindnesses you have

bestowed upon me and also for the interest you take in the

well-being of our diocese. Continue to increase the favors

for which we are beholden to you; for our needs are as yet

very great, and many are the souls who call for spiritual

ministrations. There is so much yet to be done for the educa-

tion of the young, of the boys especially. All enlightened

people, even the non-Catholics, duly appreciate the Sisters'

noble efforts in favor of the girls. Would to God that their

brothers fared as well.

I am on the eve of leaving for an excursion along the

Pacific Coast to visit its Indian tribes and a few scattered

white Catholic settlers. Upon my return I hope to be able

to open a boys' school, and I trust to secure ere long some

Sisters to teach the girls. The Agent we have on the Reserva-

tion now is more liberal towards Catholics than was his prede-

cessor. I am on good terms with him; and, God willing, the

future shall be more consoling than was the past.

The renowned and zealous missionary, Father Weninger,

preached a mission not long ago in my church of St. Patrick,

Yamhill Co., twenty-two miles from here. This mission,
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attended by people from a distance of from ten to fifteen miles,

brought abundant fruits, for there were scores of conversions

that may be called miraculous."

The letter ends with a request for information con-

cerning the power to enroll in the Archconfraternity of

the Scapular of Our Lady of Mount Carmel; for Mon-

signor De Neve, as is well-known to the old students,
used to bestow, through the powers granted to him by
the Holy See, certain faculties relating to the scapular,
the blessing of beads, etc.

The boys' school to which Father Croquet refers in

the above letter opened in the fall of 1870 and was
conducted by a lay teacher. It had from the start

some fifty pupils, and gave much consolation to him
who had so long and so perseveringly worked to secure

it. However, the joy was not of long duration; for,

in the presence of Catholic success, some Methodist

bigots set to work not only to oust the teacher from
the school but to drive Father Croquet from the Reserva-

tion. In this move a certain Mr. Brunot, a special

agent in the employ of the Indian Department, seems
to have acted as the cat's-paw for the Methodists; but

he did no harm. Father Croquet had at the time a

stirring friend in Washington and an influential one,
the Rev. Toussaint Mesplie, who was favorably known
to President Grant and to General Sheridan, having
cultivated their acquaintance when they were doing

duty in Oregon as subaltern officers. To this friend

his own sponsor in the Indian missionary field Father

Croquet addressed the letter we translate below. What
steps his correspondent took in response to that appeal
we do not know; but we do know that Mr. Brunot's

plotting was foiled and that from that time on the prospects
of the Grandronde mission loomed up brighter than
ever before. The Catholic teacher for boys was soon

followed by Sisters who taught the girls, and Mr. Sinnott,
the Catholic agent after whose scalp the bigots had also
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taken the field, remained in charge from 1872 till 1886.

In him the mission always found a generous patron and
an out-and-out supporter, working hand in hand with

Father Croquet for the material and moral uplifting
of the despised Indian.

"GRANDRONDE, Aug. 30, 1872.

The Rev. Toussaint Mesplie, Washington, D. C.

MY DEAR AND REVEREND COLLEAGUE: In the hope that

this letter will find you yet at Washington, I continue to have

recourse to you for the sake of my dear Indian missions. I

have been delighted to learn that the energy and zeal

with which you defended the rights of Catholics have met with

success, and that the Government has done you justice at last.

I dare hope that the Administration will continue what it has

begun and return to us the other Reservations to which we
are plainly entitled. The Siletz Reserve, the Warm Springs'

Reserve, and others ought to be ours. Instead of that, it

seems that our enemies are not yet satisfied
;

for I have just

learned that they are renewing their efforts to get hold again
of the Grandronde. After years of trial, almost of discourage-

ment, I was at last enjoying peace and consolation
;
and now

comes this new threat like a thunderbolt out of a clear sky.

Why? Our Catholic school is flourishing, and some fifty

children are proving by their good behaviour and their progress

the splendid results of the new regime. The school attendance

is daily increasing. My church is more than crowded every

vSunday, and there is even a movement on foot to enlarge it

that we may be able to seat all the people who assist at the

services. Strangers who are present at Mass on Sundays

highly praise the devout and reverential behaviour of the

Indians in the church. What reasons are there then just

now to take away this Reserve from the Catholics in order

to turn it over to the Methodists ? What have the Methodists

done here? The great majority of the Indians are Catholics,

and those who are not are on the eve of becoming such. It

would, therefore, be a crying injustice if the Administration
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lent a favorable ear to the unwarrantable pretensions of a

sect that does not have the shadow of a right in these parts.

It appears that some of its zealots have lodged complaints

at Washington against the Agent, Mr. Sinnott. I have even

heard it said that he would soon be replaced by another Agent.

I think that I am in a position to bear testimony to the integrity

of Mr. Sinnott. He works for the Indians' best interests.

He may have hurt the susceptibilities of certain individuals

who were balked in their scheme to make hay for themselves

at the expense of the general good. Is that a reason to remove

him? He does not fear an investigation. On the contrary;

for an investigation would give him an opportunity to justify

himself and to show the futility of the charges trumped up

against him.

Moreover, I must tell you that I have been notified from

Washington that Mr. Brunot, on his return from the visit he

made to the Indian Reservations, had spoken disparagingly

of the Grandronde Reserve, stating at a meeting of the Com-

missioners that there was a Catholic church on the Reservation

but no other sign of life or of progress. If Mr. Brunot would

take the trouble to look into the matter himself and not put

faith in the reports of biased and interested individuals; if

he would with his own eyes see my church filled every Sunday
with devout and attentive worshippers; if he would satisfy

himself personally concerning the status with regard to the

pupils' proficiency and to their number of the school since

it has been in the hands of Catholics, I am fully convinced

that he would not speak as they say he spoke.

Have you any knowledge of these facts? Could you not

try to find out at the Secretary of the Interior's or at the Indian

Commissioners' Department about Mr. Brunot and what is

being plotted against our Agent of the Grandronde, Mr. Sinnott?

I beg of you to communicate everything you can get hold of

to the Most Rev. Archbishop. Help me, my dear and zealous

confrere, to thwart the intrigues of the enemies of our beloved

Indian missions. You are the only one I know of to whom I

can address myself. Shall I yet see intruders amidst my flock !

Shall I yet be deprived of the fruits of twelve years of labor
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and harrowing trials! I trust in God's mercy that this will

not be. But, whilst calling upon Heaven to take up our cause,

we may be able to give our people, clerical and lay, to under-

stand that it is time to unite more closely than ever in the

defense of our rights if -we do not wish them to be trodden

upon longer by a fanatical sect !

Please to convey my hearty thanks to the courageous
PMitor of the Irish Republican for the zeal he has displayed
in asserting our rights. May he go on enlightening the public
and especially the Indian Department as to our claims and
our grievances ! I make bold to commend to him my mission

at the Grandronde.

"I pray you, Rev. and dear Colleague, to pardon my im-

portunities and the troubles I cause you ; but it is the eternal

salvation of my poor Indians that is at stake. They will

pray for their benefactors, and you shall have a large share

in these prayers as well as in my own."

The year after the above letter was written, viz: in

1873, the Rev. Father Leopold Dieleman journeyed to

Europe from Oregon, and whilst in Belgium, tried to

secure Sisters for the Grandronde Indian Reservation.

He wrote to Father Croquet that he was on the eve of

succeeding in his efforts. His letter filled the good
priest with exceeding great joy; for here is what he

penned in answering his friend's letter: 'fit will be one
of the happiest days of my life to see you return to

Oregon with these good and devoted Sisters." ''The

good and devoted Sisters" whom Father Dieleman

hoped to induce to accompany him to Oregon were mem-
bers of the community of the Sacred Hearts of Jesus
and Mary, whose mother-house is at Virginal-Saumme,
Diocese of Mechlin, where Father Croquet's brother,
the Rev. A. Croquet, was pastor. Whatever happened,
these Sisters, much to their disappointment and that

of their pastor, did not go to the Grandronde, which,

however, did not remain much longer without its Sister-

hood, for three members of the Sisters of the Holy
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Names, from Portland, Oregon, took charge of both

the boys' and the girls' schools there, April 16, 1874.*
The following June, Father Croquet wrote to his

reverend brother at Virginal-Saumme :

' '

I am grieved to think of the keen disappointment you and

your good Sisters must have felt in seeing for ever dashed

the fond hopes you had entertained of sending me members

of your community to share in the evangelization of my dear

Redskins. However, that cross has not remained without its

solace ;
aid has come to me from another quarter. The same

religious congregation that conducts several houses in Oregon
has at last seen its way to accept of this mission, and it has sent

me three Sisters. They have had their school in running order

but a short time, and already do the Indians love them. His

Grace wrote all about it to Father Dieleman, so I felt sure

that you also were posted. To welcome here the Sisters you
had destined for me would have been a consolation indeed.

Fortunately, however, those I have, who are also very good
and devoted, make up for my loss. They have under their

care some forty children, boys anti girls, whom they teach in

separate rooms. The boys give no more trouble than the

girls; all are equally docile, and all, considering the short

space of time the Sisters have been with them, show wonderful

improvement. Outside of class hours the girls do household

work, whilst their brothers are busy gardening or performing
other outdoor labor.

This year, for the first time in the history of the mission,

we held the Corpus Christi procession. The Indians, for whom
it was an altogether novel spectacle, showed a praiseworthy

eagerness in assisting us to celebrate worthily this touching

solemnity. What a change, dear brother, from a few years

ago ! Such celebrations were then out of the question, for

Protestantism had full sway even over the education of our

Indian children. Thanks be to God, justice has been done us!

The Agent named by the Government to administer the

affairs of this Reservation is himself a Catholic. The teaching

*Annals of the Sisters oi the Holy Names.
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of the young is entirely in our hands, without any opposition
whatever. God be praised for it ! Let us pray Him to confirm

what He has begun."*

VI.

In Father Croquet's letter, already quoted in the

preceding chapter, we found the following postscriptum :

"As you offer to bring me anything else I may want,
I would be very thankful to you if you would get from
the Association for Poor Churches an ostensorium,
as I have none yet. Still this is only in case it does

not give you too much trouble."

Those few lines reveal to us not only the poverty of

the Grandronde mission, after thirteen years of work,
but likewise a precious trait of its missionary's character,

namely, his great humility. He was the most considerate

of men, because he was so humble that he could not

bring himself to lay any claim to the attention of others.

Here we see him express a wish to secure an ostensorium.

Pious, and devoted to Je*sus in the adorable Sacrament
of the Altar with the devotion of the saints, his wish

no doubt was intense; but he fears to give trouble to

his friend. He makes his request hesitatingly, as it

were, as if he thought himself so insignificant as not

to be worthy that any kind of trouble should be taken

on his account. This humility shone in his every day
life and in all his intercourse with his fellow men. "So
humble and so mortified was he," wrote Monsignor F. X.

Blanchet, "that he would never open his lips about his

hardships and privations."! No; he would not have

anybody know about his austerities or even about his

poverty, for fear, no doubt, of being praised and extolled

on account of them. Thus, on one occasion, Father

Malo and Father White went to the Grandronde to pay
*Letter to R.ev. A. Croquet, June 7, 1874.

to the compiler.
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im a visit. Arriving at the house late in the evening,

icy saw by the light of the candle that glimmered
rithin, that the good Father was at his supper. As he

nothing but a single bowl before him on the table,

ie visitors stopped, wondering what the supper con-

sisted of. They could not make out, and they were about

rap, when the master of the house, who had probably
loticed the shadow outside, quickly hid away the bowl

under the corner of his mattress. The visitors' curiosity

was the more aroused by this proceeding ;
so they walked

in with the resolve to unravel the mystery. Father

Croquet unwittingly furnished them the occasion to do

so; for, after the usual salutations and a flood of polite

excuses at the scantiness of his larder, he begged to be

allowed to go over to the Agent's house in order to

procure something palatable for his unexpected guests
to eat. They said that they were quite willing he

should go; and in his absence they took out the

hidden bowl and found it to contain some flour and
cold water mixed together. They then searched the

house and found no other article of food but the sack

of flour that had supplied this dish. When their host

returned with an ample provision of eatables from the

Agent's house, he was dumbfounded at the discovery
made by his friends.*

Notwithstanding his profound learning, his years of

service, and the title of Monsignor that was conferred

upon him when he celebrated his golden jubilee, our

saint, to the last day of his stay in Oregon, looked upon
himself as the least among his brethren. Thus wrote

Father De Roo: "Though respected by us all, he ever

behaved as the least among us, and he took the seat of

honor at our Archbishop's table simply because he was
ordered to do so. Although extremely courteous, he

spoke but little, and it would have taken a sharp news-

paper reporter to learn anything from him about himself

or his doings. Reporters did sometimes try their skill

*Told by Mgr. F. X. Blanche!, Father P De Roo and the Benedictine Sisters.
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with the humble priest, only to be ingloriously routed

by him. When his golden jubilee was celebrated in

Portland in the year 1894, the widest attention was
drawn to him, as he was the first priest west of the

Missouri to be made a Domestic Prelate; so, naturally,
the local papers, the Oregonian and the Evening Telegram,
sent their best and sharpest reporters to interview the

new Monsignore. They candidly acknowledged defeat

in their published accounts of the interviews. One
wrote thus:

"The new Prelate is equipped with a full measure of priestly

reticence and it was no easy matter, yesterday, to get him to

discuss his work. He did say, however, that his relations

with the Indian agents have been pleasant as a rule, after

they began to appreciate his prerogatives and methods. From
it could easily be inferred that so long as the priest's work did not

clash with the labor of the laymen there was no friction. And
the meek countenance and gentle tones of the venerable

clergyman led to the further inference that if there ever was any

unpleasantness it was not of his creation, unless his clerical

dignity or duty were inadvertently assailed.

When a taciturn is also possessed of much modesty he

presents a double barrier to the interviewer. Such a man is

Monsignore Croquet. When asked if he had experienced any

exciting adventures during his long residence among the Indians,

he smiled and nodded affirmatively ;
but neither direct question-

ing nor diplomatic suasion succeeded in bringing out a single

reminiscence. The oral tilt did, however, develop the informa-

tion that the Monsignore is seventy-six years of age and has

lived in Oregon since 1859. His first year in this State was

spent at Oregon City, thence he went to the Grandronde

Reservation and built the Mission which he has occupied
ever since. At one time his jurisdiction extended over all

the Indians on the seaboard and in those days he did a great
deal of traveling over primitive roads, and in Indian canoes;

but his duties have been gradually lightened until now they
are confined to the reservation upon which he lives, in Polk
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Co. His charges are the remnants of several tribes Chinooks,

Molallas, Clackamas, Yamhills, Clatsops and others whom
the Government bundled together and placed upon a reserva-

tion that offered them exceptional facilities for their self-support.

They are a docile lot of aborigines, and the good priest has

never had any trouble with them."*

In spite of what the reporter is pleased to attribute

to taciturnity and modesty combined, the new Mon-

signore revealed himself and what was uppermost in

his mind and heart. In the first place, his great Christian

charity prompted him to withhold his blame of the

agents, some of whom had caused him anguish enough,

doing all in their power to add to the hardships and the

difficulty of his position by thwarting as long as they
could all his plans for the Christian civilization of the

Indians, by bringing to the Reservation sectarian teachers

to set up against him and his teachings. Perhaps

they hoped by these and other like vexations to make
the Catholic priest throw up the sponge and to get him
off the Reserve. Father Croquet might have recounted

the incidents of the open and the covert war waged
against his stay and against his long and weary toil in

what, viewed from a human standpoint, was an ungrateful
cause. He might have exalted in the victories he had
won over foes who had come and gone, leaving him whom
they had hoped to drive from his stronghold more power-

fully intrenched therein with every change of adminis-

tration. To recall the past sorrows provoked by hostile

and unscrupulous servants of the Government would,
to the heart suffused through and through with Christian

love, have been unworthy of 'a minister of the God of

charity. To exult over his success in holding out and

sticking to his guns, all undue interference, want of

co-operation, and antagonism to the contrary, would
have been little in accordance with the humility character-

istic of the man, a humility that did not escape the

*The Oregonian. Portland. Oregon, September 21, 1894.
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interviewer's perspicacity. And so it came to pass that

the reporter learned nothing of the trials occasioned

by those who should have been the missionary's most
ardent helpers and supporters. But we, who know
better, are privileged to admire in the result of the

interview the Christ-like charity and the humility of

our hero. The Christian love he displayed in answering
the questions concerning the prevaricating Indian Agents,
he must have shown even more evidently in discussing
the Indians themselves; for the reporter's "They are

a docile lot of aborigines and the good priest has never
had any trouble with them," can be but the expression
of what Father Croquet gave the interlocutor to believe

anent the bronzed parishioners of the Grandronde.
He sincerely loved the Indians and would have others

to love them; so that when questioned with regard
to them, he conveyed the impression that they were

deserving of a great deal more credit than they usually

received; that they were underestimated and that the

faults attributed to them were greatly exaggerated.
If he could be made to acknowledge that there were
bad Indians on other reservations, it was not so easy
to make him admit that the Indians he had to deal with
were bad. It was a real trial for him to hear any one

speak disparagingly of his beloved Indians. He saw
so much good in them that he could not comprehend
why others could not see it too.* His regard for the

Indians, his indulgence to their faults, were no doubt
effects of the poor opinion he entertained of himself; for,

after the example of the saints, he put himself entirely
out of sight and believed in his own nothingness. He
who thus thinks little of'himself is apt to think more
of those with whom he lives and associates, and for

such the precept of the Apostle, "In lowliness of mind,
let each esteem others better than himself," is not diffi-

cult of realization. When feeble and broken down by
age and hardships, Monsignor Croquet came back to

*Benedictine Sisters' Notes.
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spend the last days of his life among his relatives in his

native town of Braine-l'Alleud. Naturally, friends of

the distant past and friends of the family often sought
the honor and the privilege of a chat with the venerable

townsman who had returned to them after an absence

of forty years, from, say, another world, the New World
at that. Not knowing, these good people would some-
times refer to the quondam spiritual children of their

friend as "savages." This invariably called forth an

indignant reply. It was absolutely more than the

usually meek and quiet Monsignore could stand; and,
on one occasion, he even declared with emphasis that

the Indians of the Grandronde were, in the matter of

civilization, fully the equals of the inhabitants of Braine-

l'Alleud and thereabouts.* After that day, more caution

was used when the red children of the forest were the

subject of conversation. Father Croquet was not talk-

ative; but when his Indians were attacked he knew
how to speak in their defense and he did so with vim
and energy. t His fellow priests in Oregon knew this,

as they knew also that he was a staunch stickler for

sound principles in philosophy and theology; so, to get

him to talk, they would either launch into the subject

of Indians or raise some philosophical or theological

controversy. At once his taciturnity would give way,
and he became, as if touched by a secret spring, an

interested, lively, and even fluent speaker. He would

especially warm up when some unsound theological

opinion was advanced and honestly but earnestly defended.

It was when his steel struck flint that the sparks flew

most merrily. The arguments that the opponent had,

in preparation for the kindly fray, often collected care-

fully, went down like a house of cards on impact with

his ever ready knowledge; for his habit of meditation,

founded on a previous solid scholastic training, made

*Mgr. D. Mercier.

t Father L. Metayer.
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him the full man who could tap himself at will. Father
De Roo is responsible for the following:

"On more than one occasion, through sheer mischief, some
one of Father Croquet's colleagues would cause him to become

lively and even excited, if not indignant, by holding forth

some proposition or thesis that smacked of liberalism, or, as

we would say nowadays, of Americanism, or that might offend

pious ears. On such occasions all his quiet humility seemed

to be lost, and original quotations from the Bible, from Decrees,

from St. Alphonsus Liguori and St. Thomas Aquinas, would

abundantly establish the fact that he had duly earned the

academic degrees with which the famous University of Louvain

had honored him in youth."*

Again, Father Croquet would seemingly forget the

low opinion he had of himself whenever a companion
would apply to him for advice or direction. He always

prefaced the solution of difficult matters with an humble

introduction, but his decision was unequivocal and

firm; it always bore the hall-mark of true learning

stamped upon it; "and it was generally accepted,"

says Father De Roo, "in those good pioneer days, as a

safe guidance for the Oregonian clergy." It is easily

presumed that whenever occasion offered, Father Croquet
was eagerly sought as a spiritual adviser by his reverend

colleagues, who, it is within bounds to say, regarded
him as the most solid theologian and the most saintly

priest within the limits of the diocese.

"Knowledge puffeth up; but charity edifieth," says
the Apostle. Father Croquet was very far from being

puffed up by his knowledge. Had he been, he would
not have been looked upon as a saint; but he edified

by his charity. In 1883, when he was building his

new church at the Grandronde, he drove to McMinville

with an Indian, to secure a few thousand bricks for

the construction. On crossing the railroad track with

*Father P. De Roo's Manuscript Notes.
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the load, the Indian driver's carelessness caused all

the bricks to be spilled between the rails. Of course,

the obstruction had to be removed at once, and the

Father started to set the pace to the Indian by going
to work with a will in reloading the wagon; but the

proud native was not in a mood for exertion; he sat

himself quietly down on the near-by sidewalk, giving
his spiritual guide an occasion to practice a trio of virtues

at once humility, patience and charitable forbear-

ance.*

(To be continued.)

*The Rev. Father L. Metayer.



DR. JOHN MICHAEL BROWNE, THE ALLEGED
PRIEST OF COLONIAL PHILADELPHIA DR.

THADDEUS MURPHY, HIS BROTHER-IN-LAW,
ALSO A REPUTED PRIEST.

BY MARTIN I. J. GRIFFIN.

In the abandoned graveyard of the former church of

St. Stephen, on Lycoming Street, west of Broad, Phila-

delphia, lie the remains of Dr. John Michael Browne and
his brother-in-law, Dr. Thaddeus Murphy. Dr. Browne
died in 1750 and Dr. Murphy prior to 1758.

They were not, at their deaths, interred where their

dust and bones now lie, and over which is erected the

original headstone placed at the grave where they were

first buried, in Dr. Browne's orchard, at (now) Second
Street and Rising Sun Lane.

On February 21, 1848, the remains were removed
to their present resting-place in the now forlorn and
desecrated burial ground. The old church of St. Stephen,

adjoining the ground, has been removed, and a new edi-

fice erected at the corner of Broad and Butler Streets.

In this contribution to early Catholic American his-

tory a relation of the career of Dr. Browne, who was an

important figure in Philadelphia's Catholic history, will

be given, and also a brief account of Dr. Murphy.
Who was Dr. Browne? As far as current Catholic

history is concerned this extract from De Courcy-Shea's

History of the Catholic Church, edition of 1856, pp. 209-

210, will tell.

"We know, too, that in 1729 a Catholic chapel existed at

a short distance from Philadelphia, on the road from Nicetown

to Frankfort, and that it was built by Miss Elizabeth Mc-

Gawley, a young Irish lady, who had settled in that part with

a number of her tenants. It is probable that this chapel was

considered as forming part of Miss McGawley's house, which

enabled the Catholics to meet there under the protection of a

private house. Watson [the annalist] remarks that in a field
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near the site of this ancient chapel, a marble tombstone bears

a cross with the inscription 'John Michael Browne ob. 15 Dec.

A.D. 1790. [Error for 1750.] R.I. P.' This was the- priest

attached to the mission, and his tomb did not escape the fury
of the fanatics who, in 1844, set fire to two of the Catholic

churches in Philadelphia. The gravestone was broken by these

miscreants, who sought to glut on the memory of the dead
their hatred of the living."

So it is Catholic history that John Michael Browne
was a priest.

The site of the ancient "chapel," however, is a mile

or more from the field where Dr. Browne was buried. All

about the breaking of the gravestone may be dismissed

as untrue. It is yet in the new and last resting-place
in St. Stephen's cemetery.
Yet J. Michael Browne as he signed was not a priest

but a physician of bodies, not of souls. The following
is a narration of the facts discovered concerning him.
He was the son of Bartholomew Browne and Mary,

eldest daughter of John Bermingham, merchant of Gal-

way, and Jean Bermingham, alias Bodkin, widow-relict

of John Bermingham, late of Bellagady, County Galway,
Ireland. By an agreement made September 16, 1702,-

they were to contract marriage on or before November i
,

1702, and in consideration thereof Bartholomew Browne
was to receive a marriage portion of ,250 which was to

be expended upon the lands as stated in the agreement.
As far as now known, John Michael, Mary, Bridget and
Anastatia were the children born of this marriage. It

is presumed that John Michael was the first-born. He
graduated as a doctor of medicine in the Antonian School
of Medicine, at Rheims, December 2, 1729. The purport
of his diploma may be thus given :

DIPLOMA OF JOHN MICHAEL BROWNE, A.D., 1729.
In the Name of Jesus Christ. Amen.
We Simon Hedouin in the cherished Academy of the archi-

episcopal city of Rheims Doctor of Medicine, Antonian Professor,
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Councillor Physician of the King and Dean, &c., attest, &c., that

whereas John Michael Browne a native of Tuam in Ireland,

skilled in medicine, having received the degree of bachelorship,

was empowered to teach and practise medicine everywhere,
therefore the said faculty has awarded him the degree of

Licentiate,

Moreover in the presence and with the unanimous consent

of all the Doctors of the said faculty, Dr. Peter Josnet, president

of the Board of Examiners, declares that John Michael Browne

in reward of his labors and merits is worthy of the insignia of

doctorship the doctor's Cap, the girdle, the golden ring, &c. &c.,

which consequently are now conferred upon him.

Wherefore these letters attesting his Doctorship, sealed with

the Great Seal of the Faculty, are issued at Rheims in the

Antonian School of Medicine, A.D. 1729, December 2,

[Signed] "HEDOUIN Dean," [and by another, whose name
is illegible] as "Colleague."

[Hutton Papers.]

Dr. Browne is next found in the Island of Barbadoes,

though it is not known when he departed therefrom. It

is probable it was in 1742. By an agreement made at

Barbadoes, December i, 1741, between John Michael

Browne and Sarah his wife, of the parish of St. Michael's,

and Andrew Murray, of the parish of St. Philip's, for the

consideration of five shillings for the
' '

conveying, settling

and assuring of the negro slaves," Browne and wife did

"grant, bargain, alien, remise, release, enfeoffe and con-

firm to Andrew Murray all these several negro slaves,

viz: Isaac, a man; Betty, Hanna, Chilida, women, Tom
Thum, a boy and Margetta and Balas, girls," and the

reversion to "Andrew Murray for the use and behoof of

John Michael Browne and Sarah his wife during their

joint lives and life of the longest liver of them and to the

use and behoof of the longest lived of the said John Michael

Browne and his wife Sarah."

This agreement was acknowledged December 2, 1741,

before the Chief Judge John Maycock. Two of these
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slaves, "Hanna" and "Tom Thum," and perhaps the

others came to Philadelphia with Dr. Browne. These
two are named in the inventory of his estate.

That Dr. Browne was in Philadelphia in 1742 is shown

by this record :

1742 OCT. 30TH. PRO. & Ex. Deed Ralph Asheton and

Susanna his wife James Humphrey's and Susanna his wife the

Daughter of the said Ralph Asheton in consideration of ,850
to John Michael Brown. Reciting the deed from Griffith Jones
to Joseph Jones, the Deed from Joseph Jones to Robert Ashe-

ton, the Death of Robert Asheton the Will of Rachel Monkton
and the Deed from Jane Elizabeth Cummings et al to Ralph
Asheton. Whereby there was granted unto the said John
Michael Brown in fee the last described premises of 293^ acres.

Under the proportionable part of the Quit Rent. And a

mortgage to Asheton of ^450.

Duly Executed Acknowledged October 3Oth, 1742. Recorded

March i, 1 743, in Deed Book G, Vol. 4, page 100, &c.

[Mortgage recorded in G 4, p. 86.]

A portion of the ground thus purchased 41 acres

and 112 perches is now part of the New Cathedral

Cemetery of Philadelphia.
In the Baptismal Register of Father Schneider of

Goshenhoppen, for 1744, appears this record: ''Chris-

tina, an adult negress slave (or servant) of Dr. Browne in

whose house she was baptized; sponsors the same Dr.

Browne and his wife."*

This entry is not dated, but the time was about May
i, as appears from the context. The words "in whose
house" are significant as showing religious ceremonies

were performed in the dwelling of Dr. Browne.
The Gazette of January i, 1745, contained the follow-

ing advertisement :

''About 15 months ago came to Dr. Browne's plantation

in the Northern Liberties of Philadelphia, a little black mare

*RECORDS A. C. H. S., ii, p. 322.
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with two white feet. The owner describing particular marks
and paying the charges is desired to take her away."

On November 13, 1746, Dr. Browne advertised in

the Pennsylvania Gazette, as for sale

"A tract of land in the Northern liberties containing about

200 acres and upwards about four miles from Philadelphia, ten

from Germantown and two from Frankford. To be disposed of

the whole or in parcels."

The purchaser of one "parcel" consisting of yj acres

was Father Joseph Greaton, founder of the Faith in

Philadelphia, and builder and pastor of Old St. Joseph's.
On May 2, 1747, he made the purchase and also made a

Declaration of Trust, certifying that it was the real pro-

perty of Paul Miller. Father Greaton on June 2, 1747,
executed a mortgage to Dr Browne for .46.10 one half

the purchase money, .92. In the mortgage the land

is described as being on the "road leading from Frank-
ford to Germantown," now known as Nicetown Lane
the land is at Eighth Street, north side. The deed of

trust and the mortgage are among the archives of Old
St. Joseph's, though the deed from Dr. Browne to Father
Greaton is not on record at office of Recorder of Deeds.

Another question is: Where did Doctor John Michael

Browne live? The answer: On that part of his 293^
acres, now the New Cathedral Cemetery, at Second and
Butler Streets, comprising 41 acres and 112^ perches.
The proof of this is in the Brief of Title of the cemetery
land. It may be summarized thus : On October 30, 1742,

"Ralph Asheton and Susanna his wife, James Hum-
phreys and Susanna his wife, the daughter of the said

Ralph Asheton, in consideration of .850 conveyed the

land to John Michael Browne Reciting the deed from
Griffith Jones to Joseph Jones; the Deed from Joseph
Jones to Robert Asheton; the Death of Robert Asheton;
the Will of Rachel Monkton and the Deed from Jane
Elizabeth Cummings et al. to Ralph Asheton. Whereby
there was granted unto the said John Michael Browne
in fee the last described premises, consisting of 293 acres.
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Under the proportionable part of the Quit Rent, and a

Mortgage to Asheton of .450.

Duly Executed Acknowledged Oct. 30, 1742, Record-

ed March i, 1742 in Deed Book G, Vol. 4, page 100 &c."

[Mortgage recorded in G 4, p. 86.]

1750, DEC. 5, EX-RECORD. Will of the said John
Michael Browne wherein and whereby he gave devised

and bequeathed his real and personal estate situate and

being in the Province of Pennsylvania and County of

Philadelphia to two of his sisters, viz. Elleanor Murphy
and Anastatia Dillon.

Duly proved the igth December, 1750, and registered
in Book of Wills, I, p. 332.
On February n, 1754 deed of Edmond Dillon and

Annustatia, his wife, to Thady Murphy. Reciting the

will of Dr. Browne "also that the said Thady Murphy
was in the actual possession of the said real estate of Dr.

Browne containing 230 acres and was at considerable

expenses in obtaining and recovering such possession but
the perfect inheritance of the said premises had descended
and come by will to the said Ellinor Murphy and Annus-
tatia Dillon, subject to the said debts, whereby in con-

sideration of five shillings and natural love and affection

the said premises were conveyed to Thady Murphy. Exe-
cuted September 5, 1755; Recorded September 12, 1755.
Deed Book H, Vol. 6, p. 452."
On September i, 1760, Samuel Morris, Sheriff, to

John Reily conveyed one equal half part of a messuage
plantation and tract of land containing 237J acres. Taken
and sold as of the estate which was of Thady Murphy,
deceased, of Caponaigne, in the hands and custody of

Daniel Swan and Eleanor his wife, administrators of the

said Thady Murphy at the suit of Edmund Dillon, of

Mehanugh, County Galway. Ack. in Court C. P.,

December 3, 1760. Recorded October 12, 1763. Deed
Book H, Vol. 18, p. 351.
On September 2, 1760, John Reily acknowledged his

name was used by nomination and appointment of Elinor
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Swan, wife of Daniel Swan, coachmaker, and in trust

for her that the .600, the purchase money of the last re-

cited deed poll was the proper, peculiar and private money
of the said Elinor Swan

;
that in furtherance of the trust

in him the said John Reily, he conveyed the said equal
half part of the premises to Elinor Swan, her heirs and

assigns. Executed November 21,1 760. Recorded October

12, 1763. Deed Book H, Vol. 18, p. 353.

On May 12, 1772, Daniel Swan and Elinor his wife,

in consideration of 700, conveyed to Patrick Byrne,
the said messuage, plantation and tract of land of 23 7J

acres, excepting 18 acres, Swan and wife had sold

William Sturgeon. Executed and acknowledged May
14, 1772. Recorded July 20, 1785, in Deed Book No. 13,

p. 326.
On December 6, 1774, Patrick Byrne for 1600 con-

veyed to John Dickinson. Ex. and ack. December 7,

1778.
Recorded July 29, 1776. Deed Book D. B. I., No. 15,

p. 522. John Dickinson became owner of two tracts of

76 acres and 23 7J acres. He died in 1802.

On January 31, 1803, John Dickinson's will bequeathed
to his daughter, Sally Norris Dickinson, the 80 acres

which Edw. Rickey and wife and Land Office Trustees

had conveyed to Isaac Norris, and also another adjoining
tract of about 220 acres which Patrick Byrne and wife

conveyed to Dickinson, and both now in the tenure of

Yost Yunker. Will proved March 21, 1808. Wills, No.

2, p. 266.

In October, 1855, Sally Norris Dickinson died. Lewis
H. Redner, And. D. Cash and Charles H. Murr, George
H. Thompson were appointed apportioners of the estate.

They apportioned to Samuel Betton No. i, grand-nephew
of Sally Norris Dickinson, 41 acres, ii2 TVo perches of the

estate. Ack. November 29, 1861. Recorded February
i, 1862, in A. C. H., No. 28, p. no.
On August 10, 1863, Samuel Betton made a deed of trust

to Samuel B. Henry, George Jackson and Lewis H. Redner.
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On December 12, 1865, Lewis H. Redner, the remain-

ing trustee, conveyed to Charles Richardson all the real

estate of Samuel Betton. Ack. and recorded January 24,

L. R. B., No. 154, p. 53.

On December 15, Richardson conveyed to Lewis H.

Redner, Thomas F. Betton and Peter Jauretche. (Ibid.)

The same day they made declaration of trust as holding

the property for Samuel Betton,

January 8, 1866, trustees discharged.

April i, 1867, Samuel Betton and his wife for $40,000

conveyed the 41 acres ii2ffo perches to Right Rever-

end James F. Wood, D.D., Bishop of Philadelphia. Ack.

same day, recorded April 5, 1867, J. T. O., No. 31, p.

258-
Thus it is shown that the part of the estate of Sally

Norris Dickinson, which had come to her from her father,

who had held Dr. Browne's land, was apportioned 41

acres ii2 T
5
o
9
<r perches to the son of her niece, Mrs.

Betton, of Maryland. That he sold these acres to Bishop
Wood. It now is the New Cathedral Cemetery at Second

and Butler Streets and Nicetown Lane.

Having shown what became of Dr. Browne's land, let

us discover if he lived on this part, now the Catholic

Cemetery. The records show that upon these 41 acres

H2/VV perches, now the cemetery, there was "a

messuage, tenement or farm house," or "buildings and

improvements thereon.
' '

Patrick Kennelly, the present foreman of the cemetery,
affirms that Mass was said in the house after the dedica-

tion of the cemetery in 1868, and until St. Veronica's

church was built at Second and Butler Streets; that the

house was, say 30 by 50 feet, had three rooms on each side

on first floor; on second floor a less number, while the

third story was an attic. On the northeast of the house,

on sections M and N and across avenue A was the barn,

and still further to the northeast, across Front Street,

was a stone barn. To the southwest from the mansion

was the ice house on [now] Section J, on the lot of
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Charles Judge, in which was interred on January 25, 1888,
Rev. M. L. Mulligan. On this section of the cemetery
were the residence and outhouses of Dr. Browne. So
after many years the home of the Catholic doctor, whose
house was a sanctuary of the Lord and an abiding place
for his minister, became the property of the Catholic

Church of Philadelphia. By his will he had set apart a por-
tion of his estate as a burial ground for himself and others.

Now we may regret that the house was torn down and
not preserved. But the space it occupied was valuable

for graves. So the house was destroyed, let us hope,
without knowing its antiquity or sacredness or the charac-

ter of its early Catholic occupant.
But that Dr. Browne was a priest and officiated at this

chapel became secular "history," as it had entered into

Catholic history. In a descriptive circular, issued in 1872,

by the "Argonauta Harbinger Co-operative Land Sale,"
of ''lots of land in the 25th Ward, North Philadelphia, on

Philip, Second Street, Covenant Avenue and Hancock

Street," which was issued by the "International Autoc-

thone Argonaut Migratory Reconstructed Catholics or

Covenanters," of which the celebrated John Sidney Jones
was the Grand Sachem, said of the Indians from whom
the title to the land descended :

" Father Browne was the

first Catholic priest to pioneer on the line of the Shacka-
maxon Covenant. He was a great favorite with the In-

dians. According to the traditions of the Logan family,

shortly after his burial, adjoining these lands, a deputa-
tion of Catholic Indians visited his grave before leaving
for the West, and placed many totems in position around
his burial place. It has been suggested that these totems

corresponded to the cardinal points, in harmony with

which Moses mapped out the encampments of the children

of Israel. . . . William Penn and compeers con-

tracted with the Indians on the line of
'

Let us have peace/
while the sun shines and the grass grows. A portion of

these Indians placed the totems around Father Browne's

grave."
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Jones wanted the "historical societies of Great Britain

and France in concert with other nations," to "sift out

the exact position of these totems as they were placed
around the grave of Father Browne."
While Dr. Browne had, up to his death, "the vest-

ments and one chalice" at his house as his personal pro-

perty it is unlikely that from May, 1747, when Father

Greaton bought the 7! acres, until Dr. Browne's death,
December 15, 1750, that these were carried a mile to and
from the chapel on "the road from Rising Sun." As Dr.

Browne offered his estate for sale in 1 746-47, it is probable
that Father Greaton bought these 7f acres westward from
the residence of Dr. Browne one mile, so as to build, if he
did build, this chapel.
While Dr. Browne was in Philadelphia his mother lived

at Santalla, County Galway, Ireland. On April 6, 1750,
she made her will. Her bequests were :

Out of a mortgage of ,350 sterling due her out of lands

at Santalla and Clumbo she gave

1. 20 to Ignatius French of Carronveagh due him by bond
and mortgage.

2. To her son-in-law Thady Murphy and his wife, her daugh-
ter 60.

3. To daughter Bridget Kelly ,60 with all the corn and

potatoes in ground or over the ground and all the household

furniture.

4. To son-in-law, Edmond Dillon ,55.

5. To grandchild, Gate Mannin, ;io.

6. To son-in-law Anthony Browne, i shilling.

To daughter, Joan Hannan (?)* i shilling

To Andrew Lynch of Grage 5 shillings

To James Barry 5 shillings,

To the poor of the parish 10 shillings

The remainder of the 350 after burial expenses "to

my son, John Browne, if he comes to the Kingdom, other-

wise to be distributed amongst Thady Murphy, Bridget
* Called "Joan Brown, alias Maning

"
in Dr. Browne's will, see p. 306. Probably

the mother of "
Gate Mannin "

mentioned in her grandmother's will. ED.
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Kelly and Edmond Dillon." The executors were Thomas
Browne, of New Towne, and Ignatius French, of Carron-

veaghe. The witnesses John Hyne, John Coine, Mathew
Hale.

Dr. Browne did not live out the year in which his

mother named him as a beneficiary, in case he returned

to Ireland. He died at his home, on his farm, in the

Northern Liberties of Philadelphia, December 15, 1750.
His will reads :

In the name of God Amen. I John Michael Brown late of

the West Indies, but now of the Province of Pennsylvania,
Doctor of Physick, being weak and infirm in Body but of sound

mind and memory, do make this my Last Will & Testament

in manner and form following: First, I bequeath my soul to

Almighty God who gave it, in sure and certain hope of the

resurection to Eternal Life and my Body to the Earth to be

interred in as private a manner as Possible in the orchard on

my Plantation in the County of Philad.a & Province of Penn-

sylvania, if I die in that Place, at the Discretion of my Execu-

tors hereafter to be named, or such of them as shall then reside

in the said County, on which Ground I order a Burying Place,

or Grave yard to be Erected for the use of my Family and Kins-

folks as may Die in the Neighborhood of Said Place, viz. an

enclosure of one Pole in Length, and one in Breadth, made with

a Lime and Stone Wall of common Thickness & six feet High,
and that round my Grave there Shall be built a Lime and Stone

Wall two feet high & covered with the same. Also that the

bones of my Child, if they may be found be interred with my
Body Item I Will that there be remitted unto Mr. Dominick

Blake formerly of Bleagh in the Kingdom of Ireland Thirty
Pounds that Currency, and unto the said Dominick Blake fifteen

Pounds Irish Currency for two Notes, the one Pass'd to the

said Dominick Blake and the other to Mr. Mark Darcy of

Ardoure in S.
d
Kingdom of Ireland. Item I encumber my Land

of Shantalla and Clumbo in Ireland unto my Eldest Sister Mary
Brown five Pounds Irish Currency, and to her son John Brown

Twenty Pounds, and to my Sister Joan Brown, alias Maning,
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hundred and fifty Pounds, and to my sister Bridget Brown alias

Kelley hundred and fifty Pounds) but my Mother is to have

the use of this money during her Life. Item I give and bequeath
unto my beloved Sisters Eleanor Murphy and Anastasia Dillon

all my real & Personal Estate, Situate and being in the County
of Philadelphia afores.

d to be Equally Divided between them

Share and Share alike for them their Heirs & Assigns for Ever

and in Particular I give unto my sister Eleanor Murphy all my
Plate except what belongs to the Church Vestments & to Thadee

Murphy her Husband I give all my Books and Drugs and to

my sister Anastasia Dillon my Church Vestments, and my two

Negros Hanna and Thorn, and all my Household Goods Item

I give & bequeath unto my Godson Samuel Lynch son to An-

thony Lynch of Barbados my Negro fellow Cato, to him, his

Heirs and Assigns for ever & to Robert Kirwan of Bonnatoblor

the sum of Ten Pounds Irish money to be Laid out for Masses

and to my much esteemed Friend Edward Luther Eq.
r the

sum of Ten Pounds to be Laid out in the Purchase of a mourn-

ing ring. Item I give unto my Friend Robert Meade Ten
Pounds and unto Mr. Theadore Schneider and George Meade

Twenty Pounds each : all these Legacies and all my just Debts

are to be paid out of my Personal Estate, or if that proves

Short, and not Sufficient Then they are to be paid out of my
real Estate in Ireland and that here in Pennsylvania Share and

Share alike
; but if any Thing out of my Personal Estate shall

be left, whereof I have not Disposed yet, it Shall also Equally
be Divided amongst my two Sisters Eleanor Murphy and Anas-

tasia Dillon. I also Nominate, Constitute, ordain and appoint
the above Named Edward Luther Esq.

r
of Montserrat & the

Revd Theodore Schneider above mentioned & Robert Meade
of Philadelphia merch. 1 to be Executors of this my Last Will

and Testament declaring, allowing and Professing this to be

my Last Will and Testament hereby revoking & renouncing all

former Wills by me at any Time made. In testimony wherof I

have hereunto Set myhand and seal this fifth Day of December in

the year of our Lord God oneThousand Seven hundred and Fifty.

J. MICH.
L BROWNE: [Seal:]
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Signed Sealed Pronounced Published and Declared by the

Said John Mich. 1 Brown as his Last Will & Testament in the

presence of Paul Miiller, John Michael Sommers.

Philad.a 1 9th day of December 1750. Then personally ap-

peared Paul Miller and John Michael Sommers the Witnesses to

the foregoing Will & on oath did declare they saw and heard

John Mich. 1 Browne the Testator therein named Sign Seal Pub-

lish and declare the Same Will for and as his Last Will and

Testament and that at the doing thereof he was of Sound mind

memory and understanding to the best of their knowledge,

WM. PLUMSTED REG. T GEN. L

Coram
Be it Remembered that on the i9th day of December 1750

the Last will & Testament of John Mich. 1 Browne Deced., was

Proved in due form of Law & Probate & Lres Testamentary
were granted to Rob*. Meade & Theodore Schneider, (

l

y
other

abs.
1

) being first Legally Sworn well and truly to administer

the Said Deceas'dts
Estate & to bring an Inventory thereof

into the Reg
1

. Gen. 1

'

3
office at Philad.a at or before the igth

day of January next & render a true account when thereunto

lawfully required.

WM. PLUMSTED, REG. T GEN. L

ENDORSED.

John Michael Browne's

Will

Prob. i9
th December 1750

Inventy ret. 19
th

Jan
ry

following

Ace1 when reg.

Execud
Jurat

[Wills Book I, p. 332, No. 213.]

A partial appraisement of the estate reads :

January Y. 29th 1750 [1751]

An Apraisement of the Estate real & personal of de-

ceas'd John Michael Brown Esq
r taken this day by us.
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Benjamin Mason & Griffitt Griffits of such part thereof

as is at the plantation Viz1
.

The plantation C r
1

223 Acres a 5! acre 1115.
, T f woman called Hanah 30

2 Negroes \ , ^
[boy Tom 35

i Stove 3
i pair Kitchen hand Irons

i Shovel & Tongues
i fire Shovel
i tea Ketle 5

i Iron pot

pot racks 10

3 pot hooks
i Sauce pan of tin 1

i brass Candle Stick

i Grid Iron

1 flesh fork

2 Small hatchets 1

5 flat Irons

1 Tub }

1 1 earthen ware plates
|

2 Course earth pans J

i oldbedSt'd
i old Saddle

5 old pictures

4 picture frames 4
i Gaurd devine with Elleven bottles 12

i Small brass bell i

i fowling piece i . 10

2.6

1187.18.6

In Testimoney of the above appraisement, wee have
hereunto affixed our names the day and year above
written BENJAMIN MASON

GRIFFITH GRIFFITH
Witness PETER WOODLEY.
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Jan.
ry

3oth 1750 [1751]
Valuation of John Michael Brown Esq

r
part of his

Estate; by Doctor Harmar & Anthony Morris, Jun: this

day, viz*.

a Pcele of Druggs 6 .

a marble pestle & Mortar
an Iron morter

a Search
a marble Stone

8 1 oz. & i q
n of an ounce plate a 8 /

per ounce 32 . 10

1 1 penny wt. & 1 1 grains of gold 5/6 a

penyw 3. 3
i Sword Silver hilt 3

hanger 7 7

Church Vestment )

Silver Chalice
J

Curkle for a Girdle 1

pr buttons

Globe 05

body Coat & Jack
1 2 pr breeches

Supposed to be an Alapeen
i black paduosoy Jacket 10

i close body broad cloth coat i

brocade Jacket green i 10

green Jack
1 & blue breeches 15

Scarlet satteen Jack
1
, lind wlh

Skins i

Silver Watch 6

great Coat i

i hatt i 10

i Saddle & furniture i

i Case pistols i

1 warming pan 12

3 Large Glasses 6

2 Gold rings wlh 6 peny wt. 22 gr a i 13
i flow'd Silk Caniein i 10
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2 Stone rings i

1 fan & Case 5

a pcell of books 12

2 Chints gowns for a woman i

i Silk gown & petticote red & body
of a gown i

i Suit do blew i 5

a Silk umbrella & an old Velvet hat 6

i Sute of Callico Curtains (Short) 115
1 field bed Callico Curtains 10

2 old Callico night gowns 5

i do Canian "
5

i pair worn bootes

4 pewter dishes 1

5 plates
|

wu 26* a 8d 17 4
1

"
BedpariJ

2 pair Skeals

2 Iron Candle Sticks
J

3 black Shagreen Cases wth instru- 1

mts

|

i 10

2 Scales i common rule J

7 Lin n Shirts

6 do "
f old

13 old Stocks
j

14 Capps 10

1 Cravat J

7 Dimettee white Jackets old i 5

3 old White Lin n
Aprons 5

1 8 pair of old Linnin drawers 12

4 old table Cloths i

15 Knapkins old, & i do. 16

6 Sheets old 1

x IQ
2 White Counterpans J

5 old pillow Cases

4 towels

12 pair Sundry old Stokings thread

3 old hand Kershifsl

8 girdles & ribbons
j
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1 pair old blankets 10

2 Negro blankets 5

3 Small trunks old
]

i Chest

i do

3 old wigs i brush & a Lock 7
i decanter 4
i Escrutore i 5
i dn Knives & forks 7

i old arm chair & a pan for the chair 5
i Screen
i tea Chest with 2 Canisters

i feather bed & bolster wth no
i do bed. bolster & 2 pillows 80

190 a i2d 9 10

The above annexed Sundry articles

were in the room of the third story

136 10 4
In the back parlour Viz*

i tea Chest wth 2 Canisters in it 5

i Screen 4
In the front parlour Viz1

i nest of boxes with Sundry drugs 4

15 4

RICHD FFARMAR
Bxhd

4 ffeb ANTHONY MORRIS JR
1750*

It is to be noted that this inventory shows no articles

of household furniture for the second story nor for the first

other than the two parlors.
The will has no mention of his wife. Was she dead?

*The above inventories are dated as of "1750." That dating, at the time, was
correct for all dates prior to March 25 when the legal year began. I have inserted

[1751] to conform with modern reckoning.
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Perhaps so. Why, then, no inventory of female apparel or

bed room appurtenances? Perhaps the inventory was
made but has not been preserved among the records.

This is probable, as the above inventory aggregates but

,144, while the complete inventory with which the Exe-
cutors charge themselves is ,1332.

(To be continued.)



SACRAMENTAL REGISTERS
AT

ST. JOSEPH'S CHURCH, PHILADELPHIA, PA.,

OF THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY.

FIFTH SERIES.

(Continued from vol. xvi, p. 223.)

BAPTISMS ADMINISTERED BY FATHERS ENNIS, HOUDET,
DE EARTH, NEALE, CARR AND WHELAN.

FROM JANUARY TO DECEMBER, 1796.

FROM THE ORIGINALS BY FRANCIS X. REUSS.

NOTE. As in former studies we gave an analysis of the Registers for

earlier years here is the one for 1796.

Herein are recorded the names of six clergymen, the registration of

whose services (at baptism), however, has in most instances been made

by others' hand the various styles of writing attest this as over one-

half of the entries, as may be seen at a glance, are not autographic of

the missionaries named.

Oftentimes the entries by some person, maybe a clerk, whose hand
is not recognized, seem to have been copied or set down in the Registers,

not right away after the completion of the ceremony, as required by ritual,

but in bulk or lots, as their several memoranda of baptisms conferred

were handed over to the clerk from time to time by the fathers in resi-

dence at St. Joseph's.

The six clergymen are as follows: (1) Fathers Michael Ennis; (2)

Rent or "Renatus," as sometimes he puts it in Latin, Houdet or Boudet;*

* In the register for 1796, this father clearly writes his family name "Houdet," as
the copyist very positively assures us, -another form perhaps of "Boudet" and its

variants as treated of in our Note for 1795.

In the Note referred to (p. 202) is the statement that one of the clergymen at St.

Joseph's in 1795, whose name is given in the registers for that year under various forms,
was preferably to be known as ''Boudet," an error, however, as we have just been
informed.
The late antiquarian Finotti, to whose work our attention has been called, in his

Bibliographia Catholica (N. Y., 1872), p. 174, gives the title of a book composed by
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(3) Louis DeBarth, and (4) Leonard Neale, whose acquaintance was made
in former notes. Then come two, strangers heretofore, (5) Fathers

Matthew Carr, an Augustinian doctor of theology, who had studied in

France, and was referred to briefly in our Note for 1795, in connection

with Fathers Ennis and Rosseter; and (6) Charles Whelan, of the Capuchin

Order, a "worthy priest," as styled by Dr. Shea in his history,* during
his twenty-two years of apostolic labor in the country.

Dr. Carr's first registration at St. Joseph's, the church whereat appar-

ently he first ministered to the Faithful in the United States, is dated

"April 24." He had come from Ireland but a short time before, as appears
from the following letter a testimonial of his priestly character and
worth that he brought with him from Dublin, from the archbishop
of that see. It reads thus:

ARCHBISHOP JOHN TROY OF DUBLIN TO BISHOP JOHN
CARROLL OF BALTIMORE.

"DUBLIN, February 15, 1796.f

"I cannot miss the opportunity of Revd. Mr. Carr's departure for

America to acknowledge . . . your favour of December 14th.
"

I can add but little to the details of [recent and present public affairs],

and nothing to the information of the Bearer who is fully acquainted
with them.

"Mr. Carr the bearer of this letter is an Augustinian, & in the last

Provincial Chapter of that Order t was chosen Superior of its honored

Father Houdet, thus:
' HOUDET. A Treatise on Morality: chiefly designed for the

Instruction of Youth etc. By the Reverend Ren6 Houdet, Philadelphia: . . . 1796,
pp. vi and 120. 12mo." Houdet then not "Boudet" was the name of this missionary.

Again, the copyist (of these registers) wishes also a correction to be made in the
entries for 1795, as therein the entry of the baptism of ""William Corkrin" (p. 208) will
be encountered again on the next page. These two entries, as will be observed, refer
to one and the same party, a very vexatious form of repetition, that similarly, he
says, will be noticed more or less frequently in subsequent registrations even years
after. These duplications, which hereafter the reader will himself have to detect, the
copyist explains by the easy and rather natural suggestion that in those olden days
missionaries through necessity were wont to keep their memoranda of sacraments
administered on slips or scraps of paper, and the like, which on return to their mother
church they copied duly in the appropriate books of registry, a practice moreover that
even now is followed by our itinerant clergymen in jotting down details of their

missionary trips. But, and herein lies the pith of the copyist's remarks, these same
slips instead of being canceled after using, thus doing away with all danger of their

being re-copied, were allowed perhaps to fall into others' hands, with the result that
they were again unknowingly, however, re-entered in the registries, a step that while
undoubtedly a witness to missionary caution is also to our regret as obvious a source
of confusion for posterity.

* See Shea History of the Catholic Church, New York, 1888, ii, 323.

t From the date of the above letter in "1796," which marks the year of departure
for the United States of Dr. Carr, it is clear that both Mr. Thompson Westcott in his
Memoirs on Very Rev. Michael Hurley, D.D., O. S.A. (printed in these RECORDS for

1884-1886, i, 166), and Dr. Shea in his History of the Catholic Church (ut supra, ii, 425),
are wrong in antedating the arrival of Carr by a year a fault, however, of which they
are mainly blameless, as therein they only followed the data supplied by the writer of
these lines, who on that occasion at least, if not at other jtimes, was himself though
unconsciously also a blunderer.

+ Reference by the archbishop to the chapter of the Augustinians of Ireland held in

Dublin, June 17, 1795, when "
Very Rev. Matthew Carr

" was elected Prior of Dublin
convent for four years, being succeeded therein at the next provincial chapter in 1799
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house in this city. I am acquainted with him these many years*

past & can safely certify his uniform regular conduct, & zealous exertions

in the ministry, which justly entitle him to my esteem & regard. His

departure from hence when the harvest is very abundant, at a time we
are threatened with a scarcity of labourers, is regretted by his superiors
here & me. We have acquiesced in it as it appears to arise from an impulse
of zeal commended by the General of his order & his Council."

"JOHN TROY"

That Bishop Carroll had occasion to be pleased with Dr. Carr's promising
conduct in his new mission field in the United States appears from a

second letter written by Archbishop Troy a few months later, wherein

he congratulates his fellow-American prelate on his new recruit. Here

merely an extract therefrom:

SAME TO SAME.

(Letter dated "Dublin, August 13, 1796.")

"It gives me pleasure to find that Rev. Mr. Carr corresponds to the

character I gave him, & I confidently hope he will continue to merit it."

In the meantime Dr. Carr on the recommendation of Bishop Carroll

had settled in Philadelphia, where he was put in care of the two churches

of St. Joseph and St. Mary, as the central point of the new mission province
of his Order which he was empowered by a very lengthy document from

Rome issued that very same year to establish.!

In virtue of the same document we read that the doctor was empowered
in detail to erect convents, nunneries, novice houses, and confraternities

of the Girdle everywhere in the United States, his title to be "Prior of

St. Augustine's of Philadelphia," "Superior of all the Augustinians in

the United States," "President of the Missions" of his Order therein,

and "Vicar General" of the new province.

In 1796 we find that even before his receipt of formal authority from

abroad, Dr. Carr purchased landj in what at the time were the outskirts

of the city, on Fourth Street near Vine, whereon to erect the new church

of St. Augustine, besides opening subscription lists for the same. In

September of that year (1796) the new building was begun. The doctor,

however, continued in residence at St. Joseph's, until 1801, when he

removed thence to the mission house for the fathers adjoining the new

by "Very Rev. Father Francis Hickey." From A History of., .the Hermits of St.

Augustine in Ireland, Dublin, 1856, p. 76: After "1799" Carr's name is no longer met
with among the members of Dublin community. His office as "prior" had doubtless
on his departure for America in 1796 been filled by a vicar.

* "A History (as above, p. 75) names "Rev. Martin" [error for Matthew] "Carr, (who
founded," lit says] "St. Augustine's Convent in Philadelphia)," as one of the conventuals
in Dublin, first, on November 5, 1778, then in successive house-lists of the same convent
down to 1799.

f The warrant of foundation of the Augustinians in the United States, where
their province was entitled "Our Lady of Good Counsel," is dated from Rome, August
27, 1796. (The original of this instrument one of the very few papers rescued from
the burning of St. Augustine's church, convent and schools, in Philadelphia in 1844
is preserved at Villanova College.)

% For some details regarding this purchase, see RECORDS for 1894, v, 24.
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church on Crown (now North Lawrence) Street. Very few details of

positive character relating to this period in the doctor's life are extant.

As marking the date of his exodus from St. Joseph's house for his Crown
Street residence we give extracts of two letters written by him to Bishop
Carroll.

DR. CARR TO BISHOP CARROLL.

"PHILADELPHIA, March 23, 1801.

. . . The time approaches when our new church will require

attendance, people generally expect it about Easter, but it cannot be

so soon."

The second letter (without however any date) relates that

SAME TO SAME.
"
It is now about ten days since I removed to our new dwelling adjoining

St. Austin's* the arrival of my only sister and indeed the best of women
determined this step somewhat sooner than I intended, the affairs of St.

Mary's cannot be in better hands than in Mr. Rosseter's."f
Then comes the reference to Rev. John Rosseter, who was at one time

on the mission in Delaware, afterwards in Philadelphia.

While in the city directory (for Philadelphia) for 1801, the name of

Dr. Carr ceases to appear, the one for the subsequent year gives his address

as "Rev. Matthew Carr,' near 39 Crown St."

About 1799, the precise date is not known, Bishop Carroll appointed
the doctor one of his vicars general (for the Philadelphia district). While

several years later in reference to this post of trust and honor, we find

the doctor writing to the bishop to say among other things:
"

. . . I have been your vicar for some years."
This letter, dated "Philadelphia, April 16, 1809," as well as the pre-

ceding, are in the diocesan archives at Baltimore.

Altogether Dr. Carr spent the last twenty-four years of his life in this

country chiefly in Philadelphia, where he died September 29, 1820. For

a while he seems to have lived at Conewago in Southern Pennsylvania.
As regards Father Whelan we summarize the main facts of his life in

this country from Dr. Shea's history. J

He arrived in New York in 1784, having formerly served as chaplain
in De Grasse's fleet, and then apparently returned to Ireland, whence

his voyage to this country in the above year. There he first engaged in

aiding Father Farmer, a Jesuit missionary in care of the Faithful; then

*The Sacramental Registers of Baptisms and Marriages of St. Augustine's Church,
which were opened of record in October of 1801, seem to show that the doctor remained
at St. Joseph's some months even after his letter of March 23 of that year. (See
Registers published in these RECORDS for 1902.)

t Dr. Carr's
"
only sister" was the

"
Bridget Carr" of the Baptismal Registers of St.

A-.igustine's, who subsequently married John Soran, their child James being baptized
April 3, 1804. (RECORDS for 1902, xiii, 348.) James Soran was brother to Edward
Sounn, afterwards secular priest, then Jesuit, who changed the spelling of his family
name at the suggestion of Father Dubois of Mt. St. Mary's College, Emmettsburg.

J See Shea, Hist, (ut supra), ii, for references in the Index.
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acted as chaplain to a Portuguese merchant, probably Don Jose Ruiz

Silva. In 1785, he was one of the first trustees of the Catholic congrega-
tion in New York, for which he secured the land on Barclay Street, whereon

the first Catholic church building was erected.

Through the machinations of a clique the trustees themselves being

parties to the scheme led by "a wolf in sheep's clothing," a suspended

priest, one Andrew Nugent, a member of Father Whelan's own Order

the first instance, too, in the United States of schismatic character, of

resistance to lawful authority, this "worthy priest" was forced by them,

strongly against Bishop Carroll's endeavors, to leave that city, whence

successively he migrated to Johnstown in New York, where for a time

in 1790 he served the Church with zeal; thence to Maryland; then to

Kentucky, where he resided for a while among the pioneers of the Faith

at Pottinger's Creek the cradle of Catholicity in that State. Finally,

he returned to the East, where warmly welcomed by Carroll, he was assigned

to the charge of St. Mary's mission at Coffee Run, in Mill Creek Hundred,
in Delaware a log chapel that had been founded in 1772 by the Jesuit

Father Matthias (though Dr. Shea names him "Matthew") Sittensperger,

or Manners, as known according to a fashion of the day.

From Coffee Run as a center during his five years' stay at that mission

Father Whelan gave the comforts of religion to his flocks of believers at

Willcox's manor-house (now Ivy Mills), West Chester, and O'Neill's

in Pennsylvania, and Jenkins in Delaware, dying (presumably at Coffee

Run) March 21, 1806. It is likely that during his pastorship at Coffee Run
Father Whelan paid his flying visit to Philadelphia, where we find him

only once named in the registers for 1796. (Baptism of June 12.)

In the registers, as observed in our Note for the previous year, the

place-names are getting fewer and fewer. In 1796 only one "station"

outside of town appears "Egg Harbour," N. J., which was visited by
Father Ennis the year before, and once again this year on August 10,

when he baptized David Scull, thirty-five years of age.

Concerning the abbreviations encountered in these old records, most

of them of common use among church registrars, we notice (on the assur-

ance thereof of our copyist) that Father Ennis designates the state and

religion of the parties named therein by the letters "CC.", if married;

"PP." for sponsors or God-parents, Patrini in Latin; then "Cath." or "C."

for Catholic; then variously "Pr." "Prot." "PPr." for Protestant. In

many instances too, after the names of parents, Father Ennis uses the

appellative "infidelibus"= infidels, heathens, whereby he doubtless

meant that the parties were not baptized, were lacking in brief that

absolute and exclusive sign of salvation for the life to come that had

been ordained therefore by our Lord.

While Dr. Carr for non-Catholic, employs the letters "Ace." Acatholicus,

which applies to every one not Catholic, be he baptized (outside the

Church) or heathen.
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Father Houdet, when registering in Latin, employs the letters "PP."
the same as Father Ennis; when in French the words "Parain" and

"Maraine."

In conclusion we find that for 1796 six (6) sets of twins were baptized;

and sixteen (16) "illegitimates."

T. C. M.

BAPTISMS FOR THE YEAR 1796.

Wilson, Hannah; born June 5, 1794, of Andrew Wilson and Margaret
Tenneck (negroes); baptized Jan. 4, by Rev. M. Ennis; sponsor:

Catharine Botler (maybe Butler).

Jaudanes \Jaudenes], Joseph Mary Didacus Hilary John Cyprian Vincent-

Ferrer, son of Joseph Jaudanes, Royal of Spain, to the United States.

[This entry is referred back to January 17, 1795, where it will be

found. F. X. R.]

D'Herbisse, Lucy; born Oct. 29, 1795, of Vettong (or Ettong) D'Herbisse,

and Jeanne Sire; baptized same day by Rev. R. Houdet;

sponsors: Florent Babile, and Delle hue Moiquet, wife of Cottineau.

Mclntire, Francis; born Jan. 2, 1796, of Patrick Mclntire, and Anna

Kennedy; baptized Jan. 6, by Rev. M. Ennis; sponsor: Morgan

Tansey.

Sweeny, Daniel; born Jan. 4, 1796, of John Sweeny, and Eleanor Hanlon;

baptized Jan. 9, by the same; sponsors: Patrick Ware, and Bridget

Sheedy.

Dignum, Sarah; born 1792, of Michael Dignum, and Mary Bess; baptized

Jan. 11, by Rev. Louis DeBarth; sponsors: Joseph Bolger, and

Margery Marr.

Mclnulty, Charles; born Jan. 6, 1796, of Charles Mclnulty (or Mclnally),

and his wife Eleanor, Catholics; baptized Jan. 10, by Rev. Leonard

Neale; sponsors: James Boyle, and Margery McCary.

Shnider (better Schneider), Henrietta; born Jan. 1, 1796, of Joseph Shnider,

and his wife Barbara, Catholics; baptized Jan. 10, 1796, by the

same; sponsors: Adam Shnider, and Mary Hyre.

Connolly, Catharine ;
born Dec. 27, 1795, of Anna Davis, and John Connolly;

baptized Jan. 10, by the same; sponsor: Andrew Dunlevy.

O'Donnell, James; born Jan. 12, 1796, of John O'Donnell, and his wife

Lydia Calolius (maybe Cablius) ; baptized Jan. 17, by Rev. L. DeBarth;

sponsors: John Nicholson, and Margaret Monday.

Gallinough, Alexander; born Jan. 11, 1796, of Patrick Gallinough, and

his wife Susanna, Protestant; baptized Jan. 18, by Rev. L. Neale;

sponsors: William Harkin, and Mary Gallinough.

Hopkins, Henry; born Dec. 6, 1795, of William Hopkins, and his wife

Margaret Brown, Protestant; baptized Jan. 19, by Rev. M. Ennis;

sponsor: Catharine Bottrot (Botrot).
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Fortune, Eleanor; born Jan. 12, 1796, of Walter Fortune, and his wife

Anna Perry, Catholics; baptized Jan. 21, by the same; sponsor:

Father Ennis.

,
Martha Justina; born Mar. 15, 1795, of Genevieve; baptized

Jan. 21, by Rev. R. Houdet; sponsors: Edmund Douvert, and

Martha Meison.

Sheigan, William; born Nov. 14, 1795, of Michael Sheigan, Catholic,

and his wife Elizabeth Gouger, Protestant; baptized Jan. 24, by
Rev. M. Ennis; sponsors: Lawrence Hays, and Eleanor Crowley.

Quin, Elizabeth; born Jan. 12, 1796, of Andrew Quin, Catholic, and

Phoebe Watson, Protestant; baptized Jan. 24, by the same; sponsor:

Mary Waggoner.

O'Niell, Charles; born Jan. 21, 1796, of Bernard O'Niell, and his wife

Deborah, Catholics; baptized Jan. 25, by Rev. L. Neale; sponsors:

James Cellar, and Dorothy O'Connor.

Walker, Eleanor; born Jan. 12, 1796, of Hamilton Walker, Protestant,

and his wife Margaret Fitzpatrick, Catholic; baptized Jan. 27, by
Rev. M. Ennis; sponsor: Catharine Mclntee.

Monday, Mary; born' Jan. 24, 1796, of Francis Monday, and his wife

Mary, Catholics; baptized Jan. 29, by Rev. L. Neale; sponsors:

Barnaby Muhan (Mahan), and Eleanor Wright.

Boyle, John; born Jan. 25, 1796, of Cornelius Boyle, and his wife Catharine,

Catholics; baptized Jan. 30, by Rev. M. Ennis; sponsors: John
Tobin, and Mary Dixon.

Stuart, Margaret; born Jan. 25, 1796, of Francis Stuart, and his wife

Letitia Platt, Protestant; baptized Jan. 30, by the same; sponsors:

Philip and Isabella Magennis.

Haggerty, Mary; born Jan. 25, 1796, of Dennis Haggerty, and his wife

Eleanor, Catholics; baptized Jan. 31, by Rev. L. Neale; sponsors:

Amico LeBriton, and Eleanor Walsh.

Anderson, Thomas; born Jan. 1, 1796, of James Anderson, Protestant,

and his wife Eleanor Miller, Catholic; baptized Jan. 31, by Rev. M.

Ennis; sponsor: Mary Miller.

Lindsay, Elizabeth; born Oct. 5, 1795, of John Lindsay, and his wife

Elizabeth Laweler (Lawler), Catholics; baptized Feb. 3, by the

same; sponsors: Dunnagen, and Mary Lort.

Brookman, Anna; born Nov. 17, 1795, of Christian Brookman, Protestant,

and his wife Margaret, Catholic; baptized Feb. 6, by Rev. L. Neale;

sponsors: James Tierney, and Margaret Megill.

Shaw, Elizabeth; born Jan. 26, 1795, of Hugh Shaw, and Anna, Protes-

tants; baptized Feb. 6, by the same; sponsor: Elizabeth Fox.

Schoolley, John; born Jan. 25, 1796, of John Schoolley, and his wife

Elizabeth, Catholics; baptized (ceremonies supplied), Feb. 7, by
the same; sponsors: the Priest, and Catharine Day.
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Daude-Hughs, Mary; born Aug. 23, 1795, of Rebecca Hughs, and John
Daude; baptized Feb. 8, by the same; sponsor: Catharine, Botrot.

Grant, Robert; born this year, of John Grant, and Mary Dogherty; bap-
tized Feb. 11, by Rev. M. Ennis; sponsor: Elizabeth Sleeth.

Gough, Anna; born Jan. 8, 1796, of Thomas Gough, and his wife Elizabeth

Kilfoy, Catholics; baptized Feb. 13, by the same; sponsors: John

Connolly, and Mary Young.

Cavenaugh, James; Feb. 2, 1796, of Thomes Cavenaugh, and his wife

Catharine; baptized Feb. 14, by Rev. L. Neale; sponsors: Morgan
Tansey, and Catharine Botrot.

French, Catharine; born Jan. 31, 1796, of Anna Clancy, and William

French; baptized Feb. 15, by Rev. M. Ennis; sponsor: Christina

Christy.

Bradley, Charles; born yesterday, of David Bradley, and his wife Margaret

Devenny, Catholics; baptized Feb 16, by the same; sponsors:

William and Mary Devenny.

Duffy, William; born yesterday, of John Duffy, and his wife Catharine,

Catholics; baptized Feb. 16, by Rev. L. Neale; sponsor: the Priest.

Maddin, Thomas; born Feb. 13, 1796, of Fergus Maddin, Catholic, and

Grace, Protestant; baptized Feb. 17, by the same; sponsors: John
McDermott, and Mary Neagle.

Mestrezat, John James; born Oct. 8, 1795, of Charles Alexander Mestrezat,

and Louisa Dufresne; baptized Feb. 17, by Rev. R. Houdet; sponsors:

John Ehzemberg, and Catharine Briexn.

McCarron, Sarah; born yesterday, of Bernard McCarron, and his wife

Eleanor Kean, Catholics; baptized Feb. 21, 1794, by Rev. M. Ennis;

sponsors: John Gillen, and Rose McLoughlin.
Thus the entry, one apparently for two years pre~aous.

Green, Mary; born Nov. 22, 1795, of John Green and his wife Sarah

Lone, Catholics; baptized Feb. 21, by the same; sponsors: Louis

Loranger, and Hannah Donnelly.

McCarther (perhaps McArthur), Samuel; born yesterday, of Daniel

McCarther, and his wife Lydia, Catholics; baptized Feb. 21, by
Rev. L. Neale; sponsors: John McGrigger, and his wife Mary.

Caignet, Josephine Mary Adelaide de; born Jan. 30, 1796, of John Baptist

Armand de Caignet, and his wife Mary Elizabeth Prieur, born in

France, Catholics; baptized Feb. 24, by the same; sponsors: Joseph

Ignatius Viar, and Mary Adelaide Gernon.

McGowen, Thomas; born yesterday, of Edward McGowen, and his wife

Eleanor Munroe, Catholics; baptized Feb. 24, by Rev. M. Ennis;

sponsor: Mary Devenny.

Berry, Anna; born Feb. 16, 1796, of James Berry, and his wife Elizabeth,

Catholics; baptized Feb. 29, by Rev. L. Neale; sponsors: John

Christy, and Anna Adams.
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O'Niell, Catharine; born Feb. 25, 1796, of Daniel O'Niell, and his wife

Mary, Catholics; baptized Mar. 1, by the same; sponsor: Catharine

Gillen.

Watson, William Keith; born Feb. 16, 1796, of Thomas Watson, Catholic,

and his wife Anna Moore, Protestant; baptized Mar. 6, by Rev.
M. Ennis; sponsors: John Keith, and his wife Mary.

Slouck (perhaps Houck), Anna; born Feb. 7, 1796, of Joseph Slouck,

Catholic, and his wife Mary Gaynor, Protestant; baptized Mar. 7,

by the same; sponsors: Paul Eslin (Esling), and Eva Waltman.

Connor, Mary; born Mar. 5, 1796, of Peter Connor, and his wife Elizabeth

Robinson, Catholics; baptized Mar. 10, by the same; sponsor: Mary
Bishop.

Kearny, Mary; born Mar. 4, 1796, of Arthur Kearny, Catholic, and
Catharine McOwen; baptized Mar. 10, by the same; sponsor: Eliza-

beth Lebeau.

Saunders, Elizabeth; born Feb. 8, 1796, of William Saunders, and Sarah

Wiley, Catholics; baptized Mar. 10, by the same; sponsor: Eleanor

Murrin.

William; of unknown parents; baptized Mar. 10, by the same.

John; born Aug., 1795, of unknown parents; baptized Mar. 13, by Rev.

R. Houdet; sponsors: John Beauvais, and Johanna Sophia Desbordes.

Massol, Mary Frances; born Nov. 11, 1795, of Augustus Massol, and
his wife Mary Perrine Petit; baptized Mar. 13, 1795, by the same;

sponsors: Francis Lambert, and Mary Jeanne Boucher.

Richards, Mary; Mar. 10, 1796, of John Richards, and his wife Elizabeth

Highly, Catholics; baptized Mar. 13, by Rev. M. Ennis; sponsor:

Mary Youchle.

McLoughlin, John; born Nov. 4, 1795, of Daniel McLoughlin, and his

wife Mary Wilson, Catholics; baptized Mar. 14, by the same; sponsors:
Patrick and Anna Barr.

Miller, Margaret; born Mar. 6, 1796, of James Miller, and his wife Mary
Collins, Catholics; baptized Mar. 14, by the same; sponsors: Neil

McGinniss, and Margaret Mackey.

Rickey, Charles; born Nov. 11, 1790, of John Rickey, and his wife Margaret

Ott, Catholics; baptized Mar. 16, by the same; sponsor: Gerald

Stockdale.

Hunnicker, Charles Michael; born Mar. 12, 1796, of Joseph Hunnicker,
and his wife Catharine Field, Catholics; baptized Mar. 17, by the

same; sponsor: Susan Field.

Kilroy, Anna; born Feb. 28, 1796, of James Kilroy, Catholic, and his

wife Rachael Slebron (or Hebron), Protestant; baptized Mar. 19,

by the same; sponsor: Catharine Duffy.

Meigny, James; born Mar. 16, 1795, of Louisa, negress, and Domino

Meigny, French; baptized Mar. 20, 1795, by the same; sponsors:

Morgan Tansey, and Mary Lewis.
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Frederick, John; born Mar. 7, 1796, of John Frederick, and his wife

Mary; baptized Mar. 21, by Rev. L. Neale; sponsor: Catharine

Botrot.

Kelly, Mary; born today, of Daniel Kelly, and his wife Mary McCleane,

Catholics; baptized Mar. 21, by Rev. M. Ennis; sponsors: John
Tobin, and Hannah Kelly.

Courtnay, Joseph; born Mar. 20, 1796, of Paul Courtnay, and his wife

Elizabeth Friley, Catholics; baptized Mar. 26, by the same; sponsor:

Elizabeth Lebeau.

Park, Michael Benjamin; born Apr. 24, 1784, of James Park, and his

wife Johanna Stuart, Protestants; baptized Mar. 26, by Rev. L.

Neale; sponsor: Rev. M. Ennis.

Dorat, John; born Nov. 25, 1795, of John Dorat, and his wife Mary
Magill, Catholics; baptized Mar. 26, by Rev. M. Ennis; sponsor:

Elizabeth Meyler.

McGill, James; born Mar. 14, 1796, of James McGill, and his wife Mary
Mclniny, Catholics; baptized Mar. 27, by the same; sponsor:

Cornelius Gallinagh.

Diven, James; born Feb. 29, 1796, of Mathew Diven, and Margaret

Mclniny; baptized Mar. 27, by the same; sponsor: Margaret Gallagher.

Poth, John; born June 1, 1795, of Adam Poth, and his wife Catharine

Friend, Catholics; baptized Mar. 27, by the same; sponsors: John

Rudolph, and Hannah Martin.

Gallagher, Henry; born Mar. 27, 1796, of Robert Gallagher, and Margaret

Lesley; baptized Mar. 30, by the same; sponsor: Hannah Wigmore.

Chamay, Margaret; negress, born
,
of Louisa, negress, and John

Chamay; baptized Mar. 31, by the same; sponsor: Sophia, negress.

Mulvey, Peter; born Mar. 29, 1796, of Charles Mulvey, and his wife

Johanna, Catholics; baptized Apr. 1, by Rev. L. Neale; sponsors:

Martin Bernard, and Mary Diamond.

Dumont, John Louis; born Nov. 4, 1795, of Joharna Mary, negress, and

Joseph Dumont; baptized Mar. 31, by Rev. M. Ennis; sponsors:

Louis Chamajoie, and Anna Constantia, negroes.

Brown, Mary; born Feb. 5, 1796, of John Brown, Protestant, and his

wife Lucia Bates, Catholic; baptized Apr. 3, by the same; sponsor:

Catharine Shepherd.

Balbaud, Peter; born Feb. 8, 1796, of Joseph Balbaud, and his wife

Adelaide Guibert, Catholics; baptized Apr. 4, by Rev. R. Houdet;

sponsors: Pierre Guibert, and Anne Groleau Guibert, grandparents
of the infant.

Bedford, Mary Ann; born May 9, 1795, of John Bedford, Protestant,

and his wife Mary, Catholic; baptized Apr. 4, by Rev. L. Neale;

sponsor: Catharine Botrot.
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McCoy, John; born Apr. 9, 1796, of Alexander McCoy, and his wife Mary
Moore, Catholics; baptized Apr. 6, by Rev. M. Ennis; sponsor:

Morgan Tansey.

McPherson, Elizabeth; born Mar. 27, 1796, of William McPherson, and

Christina Hutchinson, Protestants; baptized Apr. 6, by the same;

sponsor: Elizabeth Courtnay.

Hughy, Robert; born Mar. 4, 1796, of Samuel Hughy, and Catharine

McPullin, Catholics, clandestinely married; baptized Apr. 7, by
the same; sponsors: James Dogherty, and Anna McQuillan.

Baker, Elizabeth; born Mar. 25, 1796, of Bartholomew Baker, and his

wife Theresa, Catholics; baptized Apr. 6, by Rev. L. Neale; sponsors:

James and Elizabeth Meade.

Blythe, Francis; born Mar. 23, 1796, of Joseph Blythe, Protestant, and

his wife Anna, Catholic; baptized Apr. 10, by the same; sponsor:

Mary Ribot.

McCurdy, James; born Mar. 31, 1796, of Bernard McCurdy, and his wife

Catharine Sharpless, Catholics; baptized Apr. 10, by Rev. M. Ennis;

sponsor: Elizabeth Collins.

Kelly, John; born Dec. 12, 1795, of John Kelly, and his wife Mary, Catho-

lics; baptized Apr. 13, by Rev. L. Neale; sponsors: Michael Hays,
for John Hays, and Mary Swanwick, for Anna Kelly.

Lawless, Elizabeth; born Apr. 12, 1796, of John Lawless, Protestant,

and his wife Mary, Catholic; baptized Apr. 14, by the same; sponsors:

William Lawless, and Mabel Devitt.

Dwyer, John; born Apr. 16, 1796, of Dennis Dwyer, Catholic, and his

wife Mary; baptized Apr. 17, by the same; sponsor: Susan Leahy.

Murphy, Catharine; born Jan. 22, 1796, of Michael Murphy, and his wife

Catharine Condon, Catholics; baptized Apr. 18, by Rev. M. Ennis;

sponsors: Joseph 'Bray, and Catharine Murphy.

Simon, John; born Apr. 4, 1796, of Soiach Simon, Protestant, and his

wife Elizabeth Archdekin (Archdeacon); baptized Apr. 18, by the

same; sponsors: Michael Tobin, and Margaret Betagh.

Duffy, Margaret; born Oct. 20, 1794, of Bridget, and Petrillo [sic] Duffy;

baptized Apr. 21, by the same; sponsors: Morgan Tansey, and Catha-

rine Scanlon.

Cotter, Margaret; born Apr. 2, 1796, of Michael Cotter, and Jane Ahern,

Catholics; baptized Apr. 23, by Rev. R. Houdet; sponsors: Neil

McGinnis, and Catharine Murphy.

Farrel, David; born Apr. 12, 1796, of James Farrel, and his wife Margaret

Abraham, Catholics; baptized Apr. 24, 1796, by Rev. M. Ennis;

sponsors: James and Mary Fox.

Doyle, James; born Mar. 27, 1796, of William Doyle, and his wife Anna

Hall, Catholics; baptized Apr. 24, by the same; sponsors: James

Hall, and Anna Cushman.
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Buriat, Anne Magdaleine Antoinette; born Mar. 4, 1796, of James Philip

Buriat, and Adelaide Lamoureux, Catholics; baptized Apr. 24, by
Rev. R. Houdet; sponsors: Anthony Vigne, and Anne Magdalen
Chastant.

McCarty, Daniel; born Apr. 14, 1796, of Daniel McCarty, and his wife

Una (Unity), Catholics; baptized Apr. 24, by Rev. L. Neale; sponsors:
Lawrence Former, and Margaret Lesley.

Byrne, John; born Apr. 3, 1796, of Anthony Byrne, Catholic, and his

wife Margaret Stephenson, Protestant; baptized Apr. 24, by Rev.
Mathew Carr, [O.S. A.]; sponsor: Morgan Tansey.

Magrath, Elizabeth; born July 22, 1793, and James; born Jan. 2, 1796,
of Maurice Magrath, and his wife Frances Kelly, Catholics; baptized

Apr. 25, by Rev. M. Ennis; sponsor: Morgan Tansey.

Cottringer, Caroline; born Apr. 3, 1796, of Gerald Cottringer, and his

wife Bridget Cullen, Catholics; baptized Apr. 26, by the same;

sponsor: Elizabeth Cullen.

Sneider (Schneider), Elizabeth; born Mar. 27, 1796, of John Sneider,
and his wife Mary Rowe, Catholics; baptized May 1, by the same;

sponsors: George and Eliza Lechler.

Boyle, John; born Dec. 13, 1795, of Hugh Boyle, and his wife Bridget,

Catholics; baptized May 1, by the same; sponsors: McGunnigill,
and Bridget Dogherty.

Connor, James and Joseph, twins; born Mar. 18, 1796, of John Connor,

Catholic, and Lydia Curtis, unbeliever; baptized May 1, by the same;

sponsors: Patrick Nowlan, and his wife.

, Josephine Louisa, negress; born Mar., 1773, of London and

Phyllis, negroes; baptized May 1, by Rev. L. Neale; sponsors:

Josephine Marquis, for Dorothy Henderson.

Lyons, William; born Apr. 9, 1796, of James Lyons, and his wife Anna;

baptized May 2, by the same; sponsor: Catharine Botrot.

, Rachael; born Mar. 17, 1789, of Margaret Felia (better Ophelia),
and Phanice (probably Phoenix), negroes, unbelievers; baptized

May 2, by Rev. M. Ennis; sponsor: Joseph Wigmore.

-, Louis, negro; aged about 6 months, born of John Louis, and

Ophelia, negroes; baptized May 6, by Rev. R. Houdet; sponsors:
Maurice John, and Margaret Elizabeth.

McCluskey, Michael; born Apr. 7, 1796, of Michael McCluskey, and his

wife Elizabeth, Catholics; baptized May 8, by Rev. M. Ennis; sponsors:

Morgan Tansey, and Eleanor Cole.

Sowerwalt (ought to read Sauerwalt), John; born Apr. 15, 1796, of Lawrence

Sowerwalt, and his wife Catharine, Catholics; baptized May 8, by
Rev. L. Neale; sponsors: John and Margaret Sowerwalt.

Groves, James; born
,
of Sarah Lounsberry, and so-named Antony

Groves; baptized May 8, by the same; sponsor: Barbara Groves.
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, Mary Lucia, negress; born Dec. 19, 1795, of James Clement,
and Elizabeth Johanna, negroes; baptized May 9, by Rev. R. Houdet;

sponsors: Mary Elizabeth and Francis Grandpre.

Dunn, Elizabeth; born Apr. 30, 1796, of Patrick Dunn, and his wife

Mary Kelly, Catholics; baptized May 9, by Rev. M. Ennis; sponsor:

Mary Murphy.

McColly, Anna; born Jan. 21, 1796, of Charles McColly, and his wife

Sarah, Catholics; baptized May 10, by Rev. L. Neale; sponsors:

Bartholomew Mahony, and Anna Cannon.

Howe, Margaret Mary; born Dec. 25, 1795, of Joseph Howe, and his

wife Margaret le Coq; baptized May 16, by Rev. R. Houdet; sponsors:

Bertrand La Lande, and Margaret Bertrand.

Corley, Elizabeth; born May 5, 1796, of James Corley, and his wife Mar-

garet Ward, Catholics; baptized May 16, by Rev. M. Ennis; sponsors:

Bertrand La Lande, and Mary Ward.

Nugent, John; born Mar. 21, 1796, of Henry Nugent, and his wife Eleanor

Collier, Catholics; baptized May 16, by the same; sponsor: Eleanor

Magennis.

Dougherty, John; born Jan. 11, 1796, of Dennis Dougherty, and his

wife Eleanor, Catholics; baptized May 16, by Rev. L. Neale; sponsors:

Dennis Dady, and Bridget Boyle.

Snyder, John; born May 8, 1796, of William Snyder, and his wife Eliza-

beth, Catholics; baptized May 17, by the same; sponsors: John
and Mary Snyder.

Ward, Catharine; born yesterday, of Patrick Ward, and his wife Anna,

Catholics; baptized May 18, by the same; sponsors: Francis Carr,

and Eleanor Nugent.

O'Donnell, Eleanor; born May 14, 1796, of Hugh O'Donnell, and his

wife Anna, Catholics; baptized May 19, by the same; sponsors:

John Dogherty, and Honora Hartnet.

Lennard (Leonard), Sarah; born Apr. 14, 1796, of Terence Lennard,

and his wife Mary Cassidy, Catholics; baptized May 21, by Rev. M.

Ennis; sponsor: Morgan Tansey.

Laverty, Mary; born May 20, 1796, of Patrick Laverty, and his wife

Margaret Harrington, Catholics; baptized May 22, by the same;

sponsors: James Raferty, and Catharine Callaghan.

Gribben, Thomas; born May 7, 1796; of Patrick Gribben, Catholic, and

his wife Johanna, Presbyterian ; baptized May 22, by Rev. L. Neale
;

sponsor: Susan Leahy.

Shepherd, Mary; born June 20, 1763, of Cyprian and Susan Shepherd,

Protestants; baptized May 28, by Rev. M. Ennis; sponsor: the Priest.

Donnelly, Elizabeth; born Dec. 10, 1795, of Patrick Donnelly, and his

wife Anna Brogan, Catholics; baptized May 28, by the same; sponsors:

Charles O'Hagan, and Mary Nowlan.
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Mclntyre, Mary; born Feb. 20, 1796, of Patrick Mclntyre, and his wife

Margaret, Catholics; baptized May 29, by Rev. L. Neale; sponsors:
William Fallon, and Alice Lalor.

Pelson, Jacob; born Apr. 25, 1796, of Mathew Pelson, Catholic, and his

wife Veronica Wilt, Protestant; baptized May 30, by the same;
sponsor: Lazarus Callion.

Gillespy, Lucia; born May 3, 1796, of Patrick Gillespy, and his wife Mary
McMullin, Catholics; baptized June 1, by Rev. M. Ennis; sponsor:
Anna Connell.

Herron, Mary; born Apr. 5, 1795, of Mathew Herron, and his wife Deborah
Shaver (perhaps Shaeffer), Catholics; baptized June 1, by the same;

sponsor: Thomas Flanagan.

Castan, Susan; born Apr. 18, 1795, of Francis Castan, and his wife Mary
Louisa Bluet; baptized June 1, by Rev. R. Houdet; sponsors: Jean
Louis Trucket, and Susan Castan.

Moubrun, Pierrine (or Perrine) Antoinette Adelaide Eleanor; born June
20, 1795, of Jean Girard Moubrun, and his wife Eleanor McMullen;

baptized June 1, by the same; sponsors: Charles Francis Sellers,

and Catharine Adelaide De*ret, wife of Joseph Hilary Goubert.

Lennan, Elizabeth; born Mar. 13, 1796, of James Lennan, Catholic, and
his wife Margaret Davidson, Protestant; baptized June 5, by Rev.

M. Ennis; sponsor: Michael Butler.

Shade, Mary Anna; born Mar. 13, 1796, of James Shade, Jr., Catholic,

and his wife Susan, Lutheran; baptized June 5, by Rev. L. Neale;

sponsors: Peter Shade, Sr., and Mary Catharine Shade.

,
Peter Anthony; born Feb. 20 [1796?], of Rosalie, a negress;

baptized June 6, by Rev. R. Houdet; sponsors: John Casbou, .and

Mary Rosalie Diblejacques.

Johnson, Benjamin; born Aug. 1, 1795, of Rubel [perhaps Reuben] Johnson,
and Mary Kean, negroes, and unbelievers; baptized June 6, by Rev.

M. Ennis; sponsor: [blank].

McPhadeen[McFadden?], James; born Nov. 30, 1795, of Henry McPhad-

deen, and his wife Bridget Murphy, Catholics; baptized June 7, by
the same; sponsor: Morgan Tansey.

Dillon, Catharine; born Jan. 24, 1796, of John Dillon, Catholic, and his

wife Margaret Watkins, Protestant; baptized June 9, by the same;

sponsor: Daniel Fullan.

, Clementine; born Mar. 24, 1796, of Mary Magdalen, negress;

baptized June 10, by Rev. R. Houdet; sponsors: John Baptist

Lesco, and Hermina [Hermione?} Dugue.

, Mary Elizabeth; born Feb. 3, 1796, of Gertrude, negress; baptized

June 10, by the same; sponsors: John Roux, and Mary Elizabeth

["Beinquet," according to her autograph signature}.
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, Mary Frances; born Feb. 18, 1793, of Rosalie, negress; baptized

June 10, by the same; sponsors: Louis Chassaint, and Mary Elizabeth

[Beinquet, though Father Houdet writes it "Benquet"].

Keatly, James; born
,
of James Keatly, and his wife Anna, Catholics;

baptized June 11, by Rev. M. Carr; sponsor: Rosa Hughs.

Stephenson, Mary Johanna; born Mar. 29, 1796; of John Stephenson,

Catholic, and his wife Susan Boyde, Protestant; baptized June 11,

by Rev. M. Ennis; sponsor: Morgan Tansey.

Chrysty (better Christy), Vincent Robert; born Feb. 9, 1796, of Dennis

Chrysty, and his wife Margaret McMullen, Catholics; baptized

June 12, by the same; sponsors: Michael Deakin, and Anna O'Hara.

Morris, James; born June, 1795, of James Morris, and his wife Lydia,

Catholics; baptized June 12, by Rev. Charles Whelan; sponsors:

Morgan Tansey, and Eleanor Cahil.

O'Hara, Sarah Ann; born Apr. 20, 1796, of Margaret O'Hara, Catholic;

baptized June 15, by Rev. M. C. (sic, i. e., Mathew Carr); sponsor:

Morgan Tansey.

Barry, John; born Oct. 24, 1795, of Andrew, and Hannah Barry, non-

Catholics; baptized June 16, by Rev. M. Carr; sponsor: Barry.

Hawthorn, Elizabeth; born Dec. 18, 1791, of Hugh Hawthorn, and his

wife Hannah, non-Catholics; baptized June 16, by the same; sponsor:

Barry.

Joyeux, Josephine de; born July 3, 1790, of William Hamon de Joyeux,
of San Domingo, and Mary Louisa Filette

; baptized June 18, by Rev.

R. Houdet; sponsors: John Joseph Leitel, and Marianna Anna
Constance.

Walnut, Thomas; born Oct., 1795, of Jerome (Jeroboam) Walnut, and
his wife Mary, Catholics; baptized June 19, by Rev. M. Carr; sponsor:
Rachael Specher.

McNeil, Archibald; born June 10, 1796, of Patrick McNeil, and his wife

Anna Lort, Catholics; baptized June 19, by Rev. M. Ennis; sponsor:

Elizabeth Graiswold (perhaps Griswold).

Murrin, Thomas; born June 11, 1796, of Patrick Murrin, and his wife

Elizabeth Orr; baptized June 19, by the same; sponsor: Morgan
Tansey.

Sanders, John; born Jan. 31, 1796, of John Sanders, and his wife Eliza-

beth, Protestants; baptized June 19, by Rev. L. Neale; sponsors:

John Richards, and Anna Dermouth.

Piper, Mary; born Nov. 25, 1795, of John Piper, Protestant, and his wife

Johanna Cahil, Catholic; baptized June 19, by Rev. M. Ennis; sponsor:

Morgan Tansey.

McLoughlin, John; born Apr. 1, 1796, of John McLoughlin, and his wife

Catharine, Catholics; baptized June 19, by the same; sponsor:

James McLoughlin.
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, Paul; born June 4, 1796, of Mary Louisa, negress; baptized

June 21, by Rev. R. Houdet; sponsors: Paul Ademar, and Mary
LeRoy Maneville.

Enew [ought to be Eneu], Samuel; born June 14, 1796, of James Enew,
and his wife Margaret, Catholics; baptized June 22, by Rev. L.

Neale; sponsors: James and Catharine Rivel.

Micannah (better McKenna), Michael; born June 7, 1796, of Michael

Micannah, and his wife Mary, Catholics; baptized June 22, by the

same; sponsor: Edward Reiley.

Hall, James; born Mar. 11, 1793, of Edward Hall, and his wife Marianna

Sullivan, Catholics; baptized June 24, by Rev. M. Ennis; sponsor:
Catharine Decompte.

Murray, Mary; born May 25, 1796, of Michael Murray, and his wife Mary,
Catholics; baptized June 26, by Rev. M. Carr; sponsors: Patrick

Ryan, and Mary Mahony.

Duffy, John; born Dec. 2, 1794, of Edward Duffy, and his wife Mary
Kearney, Catholics; baptized June 27, by Rev. M. Ennis; sponsors:
Peter Duffy, and Bridget Curry.

Steel, Elizabeth; born June 19, 1796, of Anthony Steel, and his wife

Elizabeth, Catholics; baptized June 26, by Rev. L. Neale; sponsor:
Sarah Beard [Baird?].

Gregory, Henrietta; born Feb. 3, 1795, of James Gregory, Quaker, and
his wife Mary, Presbyterian; baptized June 27, by Rev. L. Neale;

sponsor: the Priest.

Jaudenes [though the entry has it"Qa.uda.nes"*], Vincent Ferrer Joseph Mary
Gervase Protase; born yesterday, of Joseph Gaudanes [sic Jaudenes],
and his wife Matilda Stoughton, Catholics; baptized June 20, by
the same; sponsors: Joseph Ignatius Viar, and Catharine Lynch
Stoughton.

Dennyson, Mary; born Mar. 8, 1796, of John Dennyson, Catholic, and

Sarah, Protestant; baptized June 28, by the same; sponsors: Joseph

Crap, and Elizabeth Pierce.

Jones, Sarah; born Feb. 16, 1792, of Griffith Jones, and Rebecca Morgan,

Protestants; baptized June 29, by Rev. M. Ennis; sponsor: Joseph

Wigmore.
Able, William; born Sept. 17, 1795, of John Able, Catholic, and his wife

Mary, Presbyterian; baptized June 29, by Rev. L. Neale; sponsor:
the Priest.

>illus, James; born Mar. 12, 1792, of Arthur Sillus, Presbyterian, and

his wife Anna; baptized June 30, by the same; sponsors: Joseph

Wigmore, and Elizabeth Johnston.

Follier, Mathew; born Feb. 22, 1796, of John Follier, Presbyterian, and

his wife Anna, Catholic; baptized June 30, by the same; sponsors:

Joseph Wigmore, and Honora Hartnet.

* Don Jose" Jaudenes was Spanish Minister to the United States. EDITOR.
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Edwards, Joseph; born June 22, 1796, of Elizabeth Edwards, the father

named Santayana, the religion of neither being known; baptized

June 30, by Rev. M. Carr; sponsors: Thomas and Mary Cornudet,
Catholics.

Barry, Peter Du; born Nov. 30, 1795, of John DuBarry, and Anna Beek-

man; baptized June 28, by Rev. R. Houdet; sponsor: John Baptist
Armand Cornet, represented by Peter Chatart.

Gerin, Adelaide Henrietta; born Mar. 30, 1795, of Nicholas Gerin, and
Anna Desiderata Guibert; baptized June 30, by the same; sponsors:

Peter and Henrietta Guibert.

Galvalda, Nicholas John; born Mar. 2, 1796, of Dionisia Galvalda; bap-
tized July 1, by the same; sponsors: John Reveillhas, and Delphina
Chavague.

Patterson, William; born Nov. 29, 1795, of William Patterson, Protestant,

and his wife Anna Hart, Catholic; baptized July 1, by Rev. M.

Ennis; sponsor: Morgan Tansey.

Glisson, Catharine; born Sept. 26, 1795, of Michael Glisson, Catholic,

and Catharine, Lutheran ; baptized July 3, by Rev. L. Neale
; sponsor :

Elizabeth Cooke.

Coggin, Mary; born today of Michael Coggin, and his wife Margaret

Murphy, Catholics; baptized July 4, by Rev. M. Ennis; sponsor:

James McDaniel.

Clarey, William; born Sept. 28, 1795, of Michael Clarey, Catholic, and

non-Catholic wife; baptized July 4, by Rev. M. Carr; sponsors:

Michael Rice, and Eleanor Crawley.

Cummins, Matilda Josephine Salvadora de la Conceptione; born June 18,

1796, of Paul Cummins, and his wife Catharine Anna, Catholics;

baptized July 4, by Rev. L. Neale; sponsors: Philip Ryan, and

Elizabeth Bussy.

Marly, Margaret; born May 26, 1796, of William Marly, and his wife

Mary Heagerty (but should read Haggerty), Catholics; baptized

July 5, by Rev. M. Ennis; sponsor: Patrick Gillen.

Leamy, John Anthony; born June 13, 1796, of John Leamy, and his

wife Elizabeth, Catholics; baptized July 5, by Rev. L. Neale; spon-

sors: John Andrew Poey, represented by John Power, and Catharine

Stoughton.

Lowney, John; born May 9, 1796, of John Lowney, and his wife Catharine

Barry, Catholics; baptized July 7, by Rev. M. Ennis; sponsor:

Abigail Stokes.

, James; negro, born July 8, 1786, of Saul, and Fener, negroes;

baptized July 8, by the same; sponsor: Mary Josephine, negress.

, Johanna Elizabeth; aged about 6 months, of unknown parents;

baptized July 8, by Rev. R. Houdet; sponsor: Johanna Mary Flaud-

llier (?). [While a signature below, seems to be "Gaudier."]
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McCoole, Margaret; born June 30, 1796, of John McCoole, Catholic, and
his wife Anna, Presbyterian; baptized July 9, by Rev. L. Neale;

sponsor: the Priest.

Taws, Mary; born yesterday, -of Charles Taws, and his wife, Catholics;

baptized July 10, by the same; sponsor: Catharine de Count.

Peters, Margaret Matilda; born July 3, 1796, of John Peters, and Rachael;

baptized July 10, by Rev. M. Carr; sponsor: Margaret Brown.

Doran, Marianna; born July 7, 1796, of Michael Doran, and his wife

Sarah Diamond, Catholics; baptized July 10, by Rev. M. Ennis;

sponsor: Sarah Mooney.

Ariette [(?) possibly Evriette], Anthony Joseph; born June 26, 1796, of

Joseph Anthony Ariette, Catholic, and Anna Saucouert, Protestant;

baptized July 10, by Rev. R. Houdet; sponsors: Joseph le Choux,
and Mary Tizel.

Liotier, Thomas; born Oct. 18, 1795, of Lawrence Liotier, and his wife

Lillian, Catholics; baptized July 10, by Rev. L. Neale; sponsor:
Mrs. Mariana Snyder.

, Mauritia Elizabeth; born July 1, 1795, of Julia, negress; baptized

July 13, by the same; sponsors: Maurice Chane (or Chave), formerly
in business "ex Negotiators," at San Domingo, and Genevieve de

Raulin, wife of Petray.

Johnson, Mabel; born Aug. 16, 1795, and Samuel; born Aug. 1, 1798,

[sic, but evident error for year unknown, J of Robert Johnson,

Protestant, and Arabella Dogherty, Catholic; baptized July 14, by
Rev. M. Ennis; sponsor: Mary Bell.

Philips, Sarah; born Aug. 29, 1796 [sic, 1795?], of William Philips, Mary
Wolfenden; baptized July 15, by Rev. L. Neale; sponsor: Dennis

Delainey.

Dillon, Sophia; born June 13, 1796, of Patrick Dillon, and his wife Bridget

Aylmer, Catholics; baptized July 17, by Rev. M. Ennis; sponsor:

Johanna Lawlor.

Chew, Mary; born Oct. 4, 1794, of Michael Chew, Presbyterian, and his

wife Judith, Catholic; baptized July 18, by Rev. L. Neale; sponsor:

Elizabeth McDermott.

Traha (or Traher), Charles; born July 16, 1796, of Gregory Traha, and

Margaret Burc [Burke?], Catholics; baptized July 18, by Rev. R.

Houdet; sponsors: Louis Lorenger, and Mary Guinneteux.

Neal, Henry; born July 11, 1796, of John Neal, and Anna Schot, Catholics;

baptized July 18, by the same; sponsor: William Kelton [but written:

"William Giullelmus Kelton et"].

Abel, Michael; born Jan. 5, 1794, of John Abel, and Mary Shaffner,

Protestants; baptized July 19, by Rev. M. Ennis; sponsor: Mary
Lesley.
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Leger, Rosa Eulalia; born Mar. 25, 1796, of John Leger, and Mary Clara

Eulalia, Catholics; baptized July 23, by Rev. R. Houdet; sponsors:

Augustus, and Mary Rosa.

Vanedron, John Baptist Mary; born Sept. 26, 1794, of - Vanedron,
and Frances; baptized July 23, by the same; sponsors: John Pore*e,

and Mary Bavague Belleackley.

McCabe, Thomas; born Sept. 13, 1795, of John McCabe, and his wife

Mary Elgin, Catholics; baptized July 23, by Rev. M. Ennis; sponsor:

Morgan Tansey.

Simson, James; born Aug. 3, 1794, of James Simson, and his wife Mary
Crosdale, Catholics; baptized July 23, by the same

; sponsor: Catharine

Botler [perhaps Butler].

Greenlies, Sarah; born July 1, 1796, of William Greenlies, and Elizabeth,

Catholics; baptized July 24, by Rev. L. Neale; sponsor: Hannah
Baldwin.

Janeau, Anna; born July 22, 1796, of William Janeau, and Anna Porier,

Catholics; baptized July 24, by Rev. R. Houdet; sponsors: John
Eliot, and Julia Porier.

Philipier, Joseph; born July 22, 1796, of William Philipier, and Esther

Baster, Catholics; baptized July 24, by the same; sponsors: Joseph

Gueneteau, and Margaret Baster.

McNeil, Margaret Hays; born June 17, 1796, of Michael, and his wife

Sarah McNeil, Catholic and Protestant; baptized July 24, by Rev.

M. Carr; sponsors: Archibald and Sarah Randal.

Quinlan, Charlotte; born July 8, 1796, of John Quinlan and his wife

Anna, Catholics; baptized July 25, by Rev. L. Neale; sponsor:

Bridget Kenedy.

Hayes, John Barry; born July 8, 1796, of Patrick Hayes, Catholic, and

his wife Elizabeth Keen, Protestant; baptized July 25, by Rev. M.

Ennis; sponsor: John Barry.-

Roxberry, James; born May 17, 1796, of John Roxberry, Presbyterian,

and his wife Bridget; baptized July 25, by Rev. L. Neale; sponsor:

Morgan Tansey.

Roberts, Charles Reynolds; born July 22, 1796, of Peter Roberts, Catholic,

and his wife Charlotte, non-Catholic; baptized July 28, by Rev. M.

Carr; sponsor: Agnes Helfrey.

Dogherty, Elizabeth; born July 15, 1796, of James Dogherty, and his

wife Anna McMiertagh, Catholics; baptized July 29, by Rev. M.

Ennis; sponsor: Eleanor Mclnulty.

Farrell, William; born [the Latin abbreviation "huj" is used only,

which may mean, this date, month, and year] of Patrick Farrell, and his

wife Margaret, Catholics; baptized July 28, by Rev. L. Neale; spon-

sors: William Gallagher, and Catharine Stafford.
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Stalubert, John Mathew; born Sept. 21, 1795, of John Stalubert, and

Claudia Marot; baptized July 29, by Rev. R. Houdet; sponsors:

John Duperron, and Margaret Ausaille.

Darragh, William; born Dec. 27, 1794, of Susan Polloney, and William

Darragh; baptized July 30, by Rev. M. Ennis; sponsor: Morgan

Tansey.

Brann, Anna; born May 15, 1795, of Peter Brann, and Elizabeth Salmon;

baptized July 31, by Rev. R. Houdet; sponsors: Joseph Daubagna,
and Anna Asselin.

Stocdal [ought to be Stockdale], Anna; born Oct. 10, 1793, and John;
born June 21, 1796, of Gerald Stocdal, and his wife Mary; baptized

July 31, by Rev. L. Neale; sponsors for Anna: John McGregger,
and Catharine Lymon; for John: John Lymon, and Mary McGregger.

Carpenter, Joseph; born July 28, 1796, of William Carpenter and Rebecca

Beacks; baptized July 31, by Rev. R. Houdet; sponsors: Joseph

Gos, and Deborah Beacks.

Mekinley (McKinley\ John; born July 23, 1796, of John MeKinley,
and his wife Mary, Catholics; baptized Aug. 2, by Rev. L. Neale;

sponsors: Hugh O'Niel, and Frances Boyle.

Melly, William; born Aug. 1, 1796, of Timothy Melly, and his wife Margaret,

Catholics; baptized Aug. 2, by the same; sponsors: William Melly,

and Margaret Sweeny.

Meginnis, Anna; born June 2, 1795, of Cornelius Meginnis, and his wife

Sarah, Catholics; baptized Aug. 5, by the same; sponsor: Morgan

Tansey.

McMullen, Elizabeth; born today, of Michael McMullen, and his wife

Frances Kavenagh, Catholics; baptized Aug. 4, by Rev. M. Ennis;

sponsors: Miles Bourke, and Lydia Flood.

Finiels, John Nicholas; born Apr. 10, 1796, of Nicholas Finiels, and

Mary Anna Riviere, Catholics; baptized Aug. 6, by Rev. R. Houdet;

sponsors: Peter John Riviere, and Mary Anna Lamy.
Rollet (the signature reads "Rolet"), Andre Jacques, born June 5, 1796,

of Francis Rollet, and his wife Eleanor Kellay (Kelly?}; baptized

Aug. 7, by the same; sponsors: Andrew Seguier, and Marianna

Elizabeth Ry {or Ely?].

Carr, Elizabeth; born July 11, 1796, of Patrick Carr, Catholic, and Mary
Hogan; baptized Aug. 7, by Rev. L. Neale; sponsors: B. Barry,
and Mary Barry.

Myers, Caroline; born July 16, 1796, of George Myers, Catholic, and
his wife Sophia Rush, Protestant; baptized Aug. 7, by Rev. M.

Ennis; sponsor: David Caplus.

Jeffers, Eleanor; born Mar. 14, 1796, of John Jeffers, Catholic, and Rachae.

Boyle, Quaker; baptized Aug. 8, by the same
; sponsor: Anna Cannonl
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Camel [better Campbell?], James; born Mar., 1796, of William Camel,
and his wife Sarah; baptized Aug. 8, by Rev. L. Neale; sponsors:
William and Mary McKeever.

Farry, Margaret; born today, of William Farry, and his wife Martha

Boyle, Catholics; baptized Aug. 9, by Rev. M. Ennis; sponsor:
Hannah Kelly.

Fouche, Elizabeth; born July 15, 1796, of Caleb Fouche, and Margaret

Cullen; baptized Aug. 8, by Rev. R. Houdet; sponsors: Garrett

Cothringer [ought to be Cottringer], and Elizabeth Cullen.

O'Brien, Priscilla Frances; born July 20, 1796, of Patrick O'Brien, and
his wife Beney [may it not mean Winnie ?] ; baptized Aug. 10, by Rev.

L. Neale; sponsor: Catharine Botrot.

Hannegan, Mary Logan; born July 12, 1796, of James Hannegan, and
his wife Rosa, Catholics; baptized Aug. 10, by Rev. M. Carr; sponsor:

Hugh McManus.

Reah, Mary; born July 18, 1796, of Oliver Reah, and Martha; baptized

conditionally, Aug. 11, by Rev. L. Neale; sponsor: Adam Smith.

Scull, David; born Oct., 1761, of John Scull, and Eliza Evans, Anabaptist;

baptized at "Egg Harbour," [N. /.], Aug. 10, by Rev. M. Ennis;

sponsor: Edmund Scantlin.

McEvin, Sarah Donagighue (Donoghue?); born May 13, 1796, of Peter

McEvin, and his wife Sarah, Catholics; baptized Aug. 13, by Rev.

M. Carr; sponsor: Patrick Flynn.

Germain, Eleanor Tobin; born July 4, 1796, of David Germain, and his

wife Sophia, Catholics; baptized Aug. 14, by the same; sponsor:

Eleanor Walsh.

Barr, Anna Mary; born Aug. 20, 1796 [error of month or year], of Hugh
Barr, and his wife Mary, Catholics; baptized Aug. 14, by Rev. M.

Ennis; sponsors: John and Elizabeth Carlon.

O'Hagan, Eleanor; born Apr. 14, 1796, of Charles O'Hagan, and his wife

Sarah Aspey, Catholics; baptized Aug. 14, by the same; sponsors:

John O'Regan, and Margaret Green.

Fougeray, Joseph; born July 10, 1796, of Ren Fougeray, and Mary
Fudge; baptized Aug. 14, by Rev. R. Houdet; sponsors: Joseph

Cyprien, and Catharine Delarue (de la Rue?}.

Lennard, Thomas; born May 18, 1795, of Thomas Lennard, and his

wife Anna Mulherran; baptized Aug. 15, by Rev. M. Ennis; sponsors:

James, and Eleanor O'Neil.

Dughan (Dugan?), James Duffy; born Aug. 14, 1796, of William Dughan,
and his wife Grace, Catholics; baptized Aug. 16, by Rev. M. Carr;

sponsors: .

Harris, Joseph; born Dec. 25, ,
of Emisio [sic] and Lia Harris, non-

Catholics; baptized Aug. 21, by the same; sponsor: Catharine

Boudreau [Botrot].
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Mills, William Williams; born Aug. 6, 1796, of Christopher Mills, and his

wife Elizabeth, Catholics; baptized Aug. 24, by the same; sponsor:

Bridget McClosty.

Gillen, Mary; born Aug. 13, 1796, of William Gillen, and his wife Anna

Dillon, Catholics; baptized Aug. 21, by Rev. M. Ennis; sponsors:

Edward Reily, and Mary Grant.

McFarlen, George; born Aug. 5, 1796, of George McFarlen, Protestant,

and his wife Margaret; baptized Aug. 21, by Rev. L. Neale; sponsors:

Maurice Byrne, and Sarah Knox.

Meginnity, Dennis; born today, of Charles Meginnity, and his wife Catha-

rine, Catholics; baptized Aug. 21, by the same; sponsors: .

Griffith, Margaret; born Aug. 18, 1796, of William Griffith, Protestant,

and his wife Eleanor, Catholic; baptized Aug. 21, by the same;

sponsors: James Gildea, and Margaret Betagh.

Meade, James Patrick; born
, ,

of Meade, and his

wife, Catholics; baptized Aug. 21, by the same; sponsors: Dennis

Lalor, and Anna Powel.

McCully, James and Henry; twins, born Aug. 20, 1796, of Henry McCully,
and Joanula Mellon; baptized Aug. 22, by Rev. M. Ennis; sponsor:

Eleanor Farrell.

Michaut, Mary Frances; born June 18, 1796, of Philip Michaut, and his

wife Frances Ligouri; baptized Aug. 22, by Rev. R. Houdet; spon-

sors: Andrew Seguin, and Mary Michelle Michaut, sister of the

baptized child.

Sullivan, Lory; born this year, of John Lory (or O'Lory) Sullivan, mother

dead, father absent; baptized Aug. 28, by Rev. M. Carr; sponsor:

Morgan Tanzey (sic).

Crotty, Eleanor; born Aug. 13, 1796, of Andrew Crotty, and his wife

Catharine Butler, Catholics; baptized Aug. 28, by Rev. M. Ennis;

sponsors : Robert Russel, and Mary Fox.

McKenna, William; born Aug. 21, 1796, of Philip McKenna, and his

wife Bridget Donnelly, Catholics; baptized Aug. 28, by the same;

sponsors: Patrick Edwards, and Grace Currin.

Dermid, Anna; born Aug. 23, 1796, of Michael Dermid, and Anna Quinn,

Catholics; baptized Aug. 28, by Rev. R. Houdet; sponsors: Mathew

Dermod (sic), and Anna Goedvin (perhaps Goodwin).

Redmond, Benjamin John, and James, twins; born Aug. 29, 1796, of

John Redmond, Protestant, and his wife Margaret, Catholic; baptized

Aug. 31, 1796, by Rev. L. Neale; sponsor: Margaret Legnards [better

Leonards].

Farel (Farrell?), James; born Aug. 21, 1796, of Owen Farel, and his

wife Anna Smith; baptized Sept. 1, 1796, by Rev. L. DeBarth;

sponsors: Patrick Halfpenny, and Anna Ryan.
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Burn, John; born Aug. 20, 1796, of Maurice Burn, and his wife Eleanor,

Catholics; baptized Sept. 1, 1796, by Rev. L. Neale; sponsors:

John and Anna Cashin.

Williams, William; adult, who made his profession of Faith, and being
admitted to the Catholic Church, was baptized conditionally Aug. 1,

1796, by the same, before witnesses: Rev. Michael Ennis, Rev.

Mathew Carr, and Rev. Louis DeBarth.

Scottun, Sarah; born Aug. 15, 1796, of James Scottun, Protestant, and

Mary Lawn, Catholic; baptized Sept. 4, by Rev. M. Ennis; sponsor:

Mclnnulty.

Byrne, John; born Aug. 19, 1796, of Peter Byrne, Catholic, and Hannah

Miley, unbeliever; baptized Sept. 4, by the same; sponsors: Conrad

and Hannah Cooper.

Fisher, Bridget; born Apr. 30, 1796, of Daniel Fisher, and his wife Eleanor

Devine, Catholics; baptized Sept. 5, by the same; sponsor: Catharine

O'Hara.

Dupay, Anna Elizabeth; born Apr. 7, 1796, of Peter Stephen Dupay,
and his wife Anna Elizabeth Berger; baptized Sept. 5, by Rev. R.

Houdet; sponsors: Caesar Gueirroird, and Aime Giubert [Guibert?].

McPhadin (McFadden?), James; born July 31, 1796, of Cornelius Mc-

Phaddin, and his wife Grace McGinnilly (McGinley?}, Catholics;

baptized Sept. 5, by Rev. M. Ennis; sponsors: James McCafferty,
and Margaret McPhaddin.

LeDran, Augusta Elizabeth; born Apr. 2, 1796, of Nicholas LeDran,
and Mary Frances Augusta Pressial, his wife; baptized Sept. 10,

by Rev. R. Houdet; sponsors: John William Bertelon, represented

by John Boissier, and Monica Augusta Silvy.

Riley, John Murphy; born Aug. 1, 1796, of James and Sarah Riley;

baptized Sept. 11, by Rev. M. Carr; sponsor: Morgan Tanzey.

, Mary Frances; negress, born Jan. 19, 1796, of Felicite Dugage;

baptized Sept. 15, by Rev. R. Houdet; sponsors: John Brugeille,

and Mary Frances Grandpr6.

Coll, John; born Sept. 9, 1796, of Daniel Coll, and his wife Bridget Mc-

Closkey, Catholics; baptized Sept. 17, by Rev. M. Ennis; sponsors:

Maurice McCloskey, and Eleanor Coll.

Dobbin, Anna Mary Gillan; born May 18, 1796, of Patrick Dobbin, and

his wife Margaret, Catholics; baptized Sept. 19, by Rev. M. Carr;

sponsor: Mary Clarke.

Collet, Stephen, and Mary, twins; born May 25, 1796, of Johanna Collet:

negress; baptized Sept. 20, by Rev. R. Houdet; sponsors: for Stephen,

Stephen Nouge" (or Roug), and Adelaide Baronbois. Fontaine; for

Mary: Mary Catharine Baronbois Fontaine.

LaChaise, Mary Stanislaus; born Dec. 4, 1793, of Peter LaChaise, and

, negroes; baptized Sept. 22, by the same; sponsors: Stanislaus

Foucher, and Mary Chantaullin.
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Byrne, Edward; born Sept. 24, 1795, of John Byrne, Catholic, and Hannah,
unbaptized Quakeress; baptized Sept. 22, by Rev. L. Neale; sponsors:
Florence and Margaret Sullivan.

Walsh, Bridget; born Aug. 13, 1796, of Michael Walsh, and his wife

Catharine, Catholics; baptized Sept. 25, by the same; sponsor:

Dorothy Kennedy.

Roger, Anna; born Aug. 13, 1796, of John Roger, Catholic, and Catharine

Lewess (Lewis'}; baptized Sept. 25, by Rev. R. Houdet; sponsors:

Raymund Jeucas, and Susanna Savoye (Sa-voie).

Marshal, Anna; born Aug. 20, 1796, of Anthony Marshal, Protestant,
and his wife Mary, Catholic; baptized Sept. 27, by Rev. L. Neale;

sponsors: Maurice and Eleanor Burn.

Ryan, Daniel Desmond; born July 13, 1796, of Timothy Ryan, and his

wife Anna, Catholics; baptized Sept. , by Rev. M. Carr; sponsors:

Morgan Tanzey, and Jacob Ryan.

McPhily, John; born Sept. 21, 1796, of Bernard McPhily, and his wife

Catharine, Catholics; baptized Sept. 30, by Rev. L. Neale; sponsor:
the Priest.

Cake, Catharine; born Sept. 28, 1796, of John Cake, Catholic, and his

wife Anna, Protestant; baptized Oct. 2, by the same; sponsors:

Henry Cake, and Catharine Leatherman.

Lynch, Francis Spence; born Sept. 7, 1796, of James Lynch, and his

wife Rebecca, Catholics; baptized Oct. 5, by the same; sponsors:

John Walsh, and Johanna Lawless.

Magennis, Henry; born today, of Arthur Magennis, and his wife Martha

Gill, Catholics; baptized Oct. 6, by Rev. M. Ennis; sponsor: Abigail

Taylor.

Gardette, Elizabeth Frances Jeanne Julia; born
,
of Jacques

Gardette, and his wife Louisa Julia Demarais; baptized Oct. 6, by
Rev. R. Houdet; sponsors: St. John Baptist Raymond de Barbarin,

and Elizabeth Jeanne Foueson Riviere.

Linau, John de; born Apr. 9, 1796, of Mary Charlotte, and John de Linau,

baptized Sept. 7, by Rev. M. Ennis; sponrors: John Baptist Noel,

and Susette Fleur de Lis.

Boyle, Daniel; born Sept. 24, 1796, of Richard Boyle, and his wife Frances

McLoughlin, Catholics; baptized Oct. 8, by the same; sponsors:

Patrick McLoughlin, and Sarah McCauley.

Gallagher, John ;
born this day, of Patrick Gallagher, and his wife Martha

Boyle, Catholics; baptized Oct. 9, by the same; sponsors: Dennis

Farry, and Catharine Busy [should read Bussey].

Byrne, Patrick; born Sept. 24, 1796, of James Byrne, and his wife Sarah

Dogherty, Catholics; baptized Oct. 9, by the same; sponsors: Patrick

O'Dougan, and Catharine McKenna.
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Dupallais, Perrine [Pierrine?] Mary Sophia; born Aug. 12, 1796, of Andrew
Poulard Dupallais, and his wife Mary Mineau; baptized Oct. 11, by
Rev. R. Houdet; sponsors: Jean Marie Pasquier, and Mary Sophia

Hidoux, wife of Sammel Paquet (Pasquier}.

Bell, Charles Boyle; born this day, of Daniel, Catholic, and his wife

Johanna; baptized Oct. 12, by Rev. M. Carr; sponsor: the Priest.

MaConnegly, Grace Begly; born Oct. 10, 1796, of Michael MaConnegly,
and his wife Sophia, Catholics; baptized Oct. 12, by the same; spon-
sor: Mary Toland.

Perrodin, Mary Frances Angelica; born Sept. 7, 1796, of Louis Serrand

Perrodin, and Mary Frances Lapelain; baptized Oct. 13, by Rev. R.

Houdet; sponsors: John James ("Jean Jacques"} Lapelain, and

Angelica Rossignol, former residents of the district of Liartibonite,

in San Domingo.

Guirey, William; born Sept. 15, 1796, of Daniel Guirey, Catholic, and

Rosa Lintz, Lutheran; baptized Oct. 15, by Rev. M. Ennis; sponsor:

James Norbeck.

Trole, Bernard; born Oct. 14, 1796, of Edward Trole, and his wife Eliza-

beth, Catholics; baptized Oct. 16, by Rev. L. Neale; sponsor: Anna

Schully [sic Scully?].

Brunellau, Louis Bartholomew; born Apr. 20, 1796, of Peter Brunellau,

and his wife Sophia Blanc, Catholics; baptized Oct. 16, by Rev.

M. Ennis; sponsors: Louis Bartholomew Blanc, and his wife Mary.

Butcher, John; born yesterday, of John Butcher, [and his wife] Gerhusey

[sic Jerusha?] Smith, Catholics; baptized Oct. 17, by the same;

sponsor: Catharine Butcher. '

Clark, Abijah; baptized conditionally, and received into the Church, on

Oct. 19, by Rev. L. Neale; sponsors: [blank].

Brown, William; born Oct. 20, 1796, of Daniel Brown, and Catharine

Lynch, unbelievers; baptized Oct. 22, 1796, by Rev. M. Ennis ;

sponsor: Morgan Tansey.

Baker, Stephen; born Oct. 5, 1796, of Stephen Baker, and his wife Anna

Shepherd, Catholics; baptized Oct. 23, 1796, by the same; sponsors:

Anthony and Marianna Snyder.

Murray, Sarah; born Oct. 17, 1796, of William Murray, and his wife

Mary, Calvinist; baptized Oct. 23, 1796, by Rev. R. Houdet; spon-
sors: Thomas and Margaret Betagh.

Fahy, James Power; born Feb. 29, 1796, of John Fahy, non-Catholio

and Anna, Catholic; baptized Oct. 23, 1796, by Rev. M. Carr; sponsor:

Edward Kelly.

Roebuck, Charlotte; born Oct. 9, 1796, of John Stewart Roebuck, non-

Catholic, and his wife Abigail, Catholic; baptized Oct. 23, by Rev.

L. Neale; sponsor: Abigail Taylor.
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Farrel, Margery; born this day, of John Farrel, and his wife Mary, Catho-

lics; baptized Oct. 24, by the same; sponsors: Patrick Kelly, and
Elizabeth Maguire.

Wats (Watts), George Michael Crap; born Oct. 12, 17.96, of Joseph Wats,
and his wife Christina, Catholics; baptized Oct. 25, by Rev. M. Carr;

sponsors: Michael Butler, and Bridget Byrne.

McPhardin, Cornelius McGinnely; born Oct. 5, 1796, of Neale McPhardin,
and his wife Mary, Catholics; baptized Oct. 30, by the same; sponsor:
Dennis Kelly.

Keating (or Heating), Marianna; born Oct. 25, 1796, of William Keating,
and his wife Bridget Bartley, Catholics; baptized Oct. 30, by Rev.

M. Ennis; sponsors: John O'Regan, and Eleanor Keany (or Heany).

Delany, John; born Oct. 26, 1796, of Patrick Delany, and his wife Johanna,

Catholics; baptized Oct. 30, by Rev. L. Neale; sponsors: John
and Christina Field.

, Cecelia; born Sept. 15, 1796, of Mary, negress; baptized Nov. 2,

by Rev. R. Houdet; sponsors: John Bernard Duporte", and Cecelia

Saint Martin.

Lubeck, Barbara; born yesterday, of Anthony Lubeck, and his wife

Margaret Ward, Catholics; baptized Nov. 2, by Rev. M. Ennis;

sponsor: Lucia Ward.

Parmentere [Parmentier?], Elizabeth Wilhelmina; born Oct. 13, 1796,

of Charles Parmentere and his wife Judah [probably Judith], Catholics;

baptized Nov. 2, 1796, by Rev. R. Houdet; sponsors: the Priest,

and Elizabeth Newenn [Newill].

Magennis, Elizabeth; born Oct. 25, 1796, of Philip Magennis, and his

wife Isabella Platt, Catholics; baptized Nov. 4, by Rev. M. Ennis;

sponsors: James, and Mary Miller.

Keirnon, Bridget; born Oct. 31, 1796, of Hugh Keirnon, and his wife

Catharine Reily, Catholics; baptized Nov. 5, by the same; sponsor:

Bridget Kiernon. [Both "Keirnon," and "Kiernon," -written by
Father Ennis.]

McCoy, Daniel; born Oct. 29, 1796, of Roger McCoy, Catholic, and Catha-

rine Kinley, Protestant; baptized Nov. 5, by the same; sponsor:

Isabella White.

Vallee, Eliza; born Oct. 4, 1796, of Francis Dominic Vallee, and his wife

Elizabeth, Catholics; baptized Nov. 6, by Rev. L. Neale; sponsors:

James, and Elizabeth Butler.

Dixon, Archibald; born Oct. 20, 1796, of Patrick Dixon, Protestant,

and his wife Mary, Catholic; baptized Nov. 6, by the same; sponsors:

James Long, and Mary Kehoe.

, Mary Frances; born Nov., 1795, of Johanna, negress; baptized

Nov. 7, by Rev. R. Houdet; sponsors: John, and Mary
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Belgarde, Josephine; born Sept. 28, 1795, of Angelica Belgarde, negress;

baptized Oct. 7, by the same; sponsors: John Mary, and Catharine

Sophia.

Lalande, Francis; born Oct. 31, 1796, of Bertrand Lalande, and

Ward, Catholics; baptized Nov. 11, by the same; sponsors: Patrick

Ward, and Margaret Lalande.

Hartnet, Eleanor, and Johanna, twins; born Oct. 18, 1796, of Thomas

Hartnet, Catholic, and Anna Christy, Protestant; baptized Nov. 11,

by Rev. M. Ennis; sponsors: for Eleanor, Morgan Tansey; for Johanna,
Elizabeth McMullin.

McBride, John; born July 27, 1796, of James McBride, and his wife

Elizabeth, Presbyterians; baptized Nov. 12, by Rev. L. Neale;

sponsors: Charles and Sarah O'Hagan.
Fee (or possibly Tree), William; born Sept. 26, 1796, of Patrick Fee,

and his wife Margaret Magovbrich (or Magoobuck), Catholics; bap-
tized Nov. 14, by Rev. M. Ennis; sponsors: Hugh Harkins, and
M. Taws.

Brown, Catharine; born Oct. 18, 1796, of Patrick Brown, Catholic, and
his wife Johanna, Presbyterian; baptized Nov. 15, by Rev. L. Neale;

sponsor: Catharine Botrot.

McGinnely, John; born Nov. 1, 1796, of Niel McGinnely, and his wife

Catharine Magee, Catholics; baptized Nov. 16, by Rev. M. Ennis;

sponsor: Mary Mahoney.
Maisoneuf, Mary Elizabeth; born Dec. 13, 1795, of Elizabeth, negress,

and John Maisoneuf, French; baptized Nov. 17, by the same; sponsor:

Mary Elizabeth Mongis.

Burns, Robert; born in Aug., 1796, of John Burns, unbaptized, and

Anna; baptized Nov. 17, by Rev. L. Neale; sponsor: Johanna Duffy.

Lucia; born Oct. 29, 1796, of Adelaide, negress; baptized Nov. 18, by
Rev. R. Houdet; sponsors: John Peter, and Lucia.

Chauvet, Mary John James Anthony; born May 3, 1795, of John James
("Jean Jacques") Maurice Chauvet, and his wife Mary Lucia Fortune*e

Lapeyre; baptized Nov. 18, by the same; sponsors: Marie John
Peter Poncignon, and Vincent Antoinette Graffard Coupigny.

McLaughlin, William Borland; born Aug., 1796, of John McLaughlin,
and his wife Margaret, Catholics; baptized Nov. 20, of Rev. M. Carr;

sponsor: Anna Robertson.

Traynor, Charles; born this day, of Felix Traynor, and his wife Rose

Hughes, Catholics; baptized Nov. 21, by Rev. M. Ennis; sponsor:

Morgan Tansey.

, Mary Martha; born Oct. 23, 1796, of Simon, negro; baptized

Nov. 21, by Rev. R. Houdet; sponsors: Henry Victor, and Martha.

Quigley, Margaret; born Oct. 23, 1795, of Frederick Quigley, Catholic,

and his wife Mary Anderson, Protestant; baptized Nov. 25, by Rev.

M. Ennis; sponsor: Morgan Tanzey.
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Long, James; born Nov. 10, 1796, of James Long, and his wife Bridget

Clancy, Catholics; [name of baptizer and date omitted}; sponsors:

Patrick, and Mary Leneghan.

Dunn, Daniel; born Nov. 2, 1796, of Daniel Dunn, and his wife Mary,

Catholics; baptized Nov. 27, -by Rev. M. Carr; sponsors: Thomas,
and Catharine Gallagher.

Dougherty, Mary; born Oct. 31, 1796, of William Dougherty, Catholic,

and his wife Johanna Lindsey, non-Catholic; baptized by the same

[date wanting] ; sponsor : John Dougherty.

Lisle, Charles Louis De; born Nov. 10, 1796, of Louis Gasshet [Gaschet?]

De Lisle, and his wife Elizabeth Reine Laurent; baptized Nov. 28,

by Rev. R. Houdet; sponsors: Charles Marie Laurent, and

Cotineau, represented by Catharine Laurent.

, Margaret; born ,
of

; baptized by Rev. M. Carr,

Dec. 4.

Dougherty, Esther McCurdy; bora Nov. 29, 1796, of Archibald Dougherty,
and his wife Sarah, Catholics; baptized Dec. 4, by Rev. (probably

"M. Carr"?); sponsor: Anna McLaughlin.

, Henry; born Aug. 4, 1795, of Eleanor, and Peter, negroes; bap-

tized Dec. 4, by Rev. M. Ennis; sponsors: Stanislaus, and Mary

Angelica, negroes.

Wood, Hannah; aged 20 years, and 11 months, a Quakeress; baptized

Dec. 5, by Rev. L. Neale; sponsor: Anna Barbara Groves.

McClossey, John Griffin; bora Nov. 28, 1796, of John McClossey, and

his wife Mary, Catholics; baptized Dec. 5, by Rev. M. Carr; sponsor:

Edward Coyle.

FitzGerald, Thomas; baptized conditionally, and received into the Church,

on Dec. 6, by Rev. L. Neale
; sponsor : .

McDaniel, Eleanor Bell; bora Nov. 24, 1796, of Samuel McDaniel, and

his wife Elizabeth, Catholics; baptized Dec. 9, by (probably

Rev. M. Carr); sponsor: Eleanor Leonard.

Snyder, Mary Anna; bom Dec. 4, 1796, of Anthony Snyder, and his wife

Mary Anna, Catholics; baptized Dec. 11, by Rev. L. Neale; sponsors:

Adam Snyder, and Mary Taylor.

dn, James; bora Oct. 11, 1796, of James Cain, and his wife Anna, Catho-

lics; baptized Dec. 11, by the same; sponsors: Adam Snyder, and

Catharine Burn.

Mullanphy, Catharine; bora Dec. 2, 1796, of John Mullanphy, and his

wife Elizabeth, Catholics; baptized Dec. 11, by the same; sponsors:

John and Johanna Delany.

Shelter, Mary Kinsetagh; bora Nov. 1, 1796, of Moses Shelter, Catholic,

and Elizabeth, non-Catholic; baptized Dec. 11 (?), by Rev. M. Carr;

sponsor: Joseph Wigmore.
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Martin, Edward; born Sept. 15, 1796, of Edward Martin, and his wife

Johanna Nowlan, Catholics; baptized Dec. 11, by Rev. M. Ennis;

sponsors: John Regan, and Margaret Lennard (probably Leonard).

, John; born Nov. 10, 1794, of Rosa, negress; baptized Dec. 12,

by Rev. R. Houdet; sponsors: John Douezi, and Johanna Berger.

Musnaut, Charlotte Elizabeth; born Apr. 14, 1789, of Alexander Musnaut,
and Mary Smith; baptized Nov. 28, by the same; (entered among
the December baptisms}; sponsors: Charles Alexander Mestrezat,

Louisa Elizabeth Mestrezat.

McGitty, Anna McGee; born yesterday, of Thomas McGitty, and his

wife Mary, Catholics; baptized Dec. 13, by Rev. M. Carr; sponsor:
Honora Carrol.

McCarthy, Elizabeth Keleher; born Sept. 30, 1796, of Edmund McCarthy,
and his wife Catharine, Catholics; baptized Dec. 15, by Rev. L.

Neale; sponsors: James Fennel, and Mary Lenaghan.

Donnelly, Charles; born Nov. 23, 1796, of Francis Donnelly, and his wife

Catharine, Catholics; baptized Dec. 16, by the same; sponsors:
Peter McGurke, and Margaret Cor.

Peter; born
,
of Zoline, negro; baptized Dec. 17, by Rev. R. Houdet;

sponsors: Peter, and Mary Clara.

Harkins, Rachael; born Nov. 19, 1796, of John Harkins, and his wife

Johanna Moore, Catholics; baptized Dec. 18, by Rev. M. Ennis;

sponsor: Daniel Boyle.

Mauranget [or Mauranges], Eleanor Caroline Louisa; born Nov. 5, 1796,

of John Baptist Mauranget, and his wife Anna Marchaiseau, Catholics;

baptized Dec. 18, by the same; sponsors: Louis Charles Hogwitz,
and Caroline Seneuf La Valliere.

Cunningham, John and Anna, twins; born this day, of John Cunningham,
Catholic, and his wife Anna, Protestant; baptized Dec. 18, by Rev.

L. Neale; sponsor: the Priest.

Coltof-Vallon, Sarah; born Nov. 16, 1794, of Louis Coltof-Vallon, and

his wife Catharine Erker, Catholics; baptized Dec. 21, by the same;

sponsor: the Priest.

Coltof-Vallon, Robert; born Sept. 14, 1796, of the same; baptized Dec.

21, by the same; sponsor: the Priest.

McLaughlin, Edward Dougherty; born Nov. 28, 1761, of Edward Mc-

Laughlin, and his wife Sarah, Catholics; baptized Dec. 21, by Rev.

M. Carr; sponsors: Charles and Margaret Sweeny.

Fitzgerald, Sarah Pratt; born Dec. 9, 1796, of Thomas Fitzgerald, and

his wife Margaret, Catholics; baptized Dec. 25, by Rev. L. Neale;

sponsor: John Kean.

O'Connor, John; born Dec. 17, 1796, of Christopher O'Connor, and his

wife Mary Clancy, Catholics; baptized Dec. 26, by Rev. M. Ennis;

sponsors: Archibald, and Sarah Randal.
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Humes, Mary White; born June 10, 1796, of James Humes, and his

wife Elizabeth, non-Catholic; baptized [supposedly Dec. 26, no date

being entered], by Rev. M. Carr; sponsor: Anna Dunleavy [whose
name appearing in the following entry seems to determine the date above}.

Dunleavy, Dennis Fox; born Dec. 2, 1796, of John Dunleavy, and his

wife Anna, Catholics; baptized Dec. 26, by Rev. M. Ennis; sponsors:
Andrew Bartley, and Rosanna Munday.

McNamara, John; born Dec. 7, 1796, of Patrick McNamara, and his

wife Elizabeth Mophet, Catholics; baptized Dec. 27, by the same;

sponsor: Michael Green.

Rivel, John; born Dec. 11, 1796, of Francis Rivel, and his wife Hannah

Sorney, Catholics; baptized Dec. 27, by the same; sponsors: Adam
and Catharine Rivel.

, Mary Lucia Cato; born Dec., 1795, of Cato, and Sophia, negroes;

baptized Dec. 27, by Rev. M. Carr; sponsor: the Priest.

Carey, Susanna; born Nov. 18, 1796, of Mathew Carey, and his wife

Bridget, Catholics; baptized Dec. 29, by Rev. L. Neale; sponsors:

Patrick and Mary Byrne.

, Delphine; born Nov. , 1796 (?), of Margaret, negress, Catholic;

baptized Dec. 30, by the same; sponsors: Joseph Desix, and Charlotte

Antoinette Tovette (or Fovette).

Baptisms for the year: 357 males, 184; females, 173.



CHEVERUS IN FRANCE.

SECOND SERIES OF LETTERS, A.D. 1823-1836.

TRANSLATED FROM THE ORIGINALS BY

ISABEL M. O'REILLY.

(Continued from Vol. XVI, page 232)

SIXTY-FIRST LETTER.

Archbishop Cheverus, having returned to Bordeaux
for a day, writes, before resuming his diocesan visitation,

a combined letter to M. and Madame de Bonneuil. The
letter is consigned to the care of the same firm as some
of the preceding, namely, "Messrs. Hart, Ranee &
Carron, Merchants, Pointe-a-pitre, Guadeloupe." He
mentions that he wrote by La Nouvelle Ermanee(?),

again by another vessel which sailed later, and the pres-

ent letter goes by Le Solide which leaves on Sunday.
The archbishop says he can write but a line, as he is

overwhelmed by visits and business affairs. He leaves

it to good Captain Benquey to tell them all details of

little Maxime and his companion who are well and
contented. M. Lafitte prays the archbishop to present
his respects to M. de Bonneuil and to say he has been

paid by M. Claveau Carder both capital and interest

for the assignment in favor of M. Bebian.
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BORDEAUX, le 9 9
>bre

1832.

MES ENFANS BIEN-AIM^S: J'arrive a Bordeaux & j'en

repars demain matin pour faire de nouvelles visiles episco-

pales. J'ai ecrit par La Nouvelle Ermanee, & par un autre

batiment parti depuis. Celle-ci ira par Le Solide qui part
dimanche. Accable d'affaires & de visites je ne puis ecrire

qu'un mot

Le bon Cap'
6
Benquey vous donne, mon cher fils, des details

sur notre petit Maxime & son compagnon. Us sont bien &
bien accoutume"s. M. Lafitte me pria de vous presenter ses

civilites en vous informant qu'il a e"te paye" de M. Claveau

Cartier capital & interet pour la delegation en faveur de

M. Be"bian

+ JEAN.

SIXTY-SECOND LETTER.
A few lines this, written on December the fifth, 1832,

to Madame de Bonneuil. Speaking of his loneliness

and sadness, the archbishop goes on to say that it would
be a consolation to him to have Maxime near him at

Bordeaux, but this arrangement would not be so good
for the boy as to be where he is. Captain Benquey
will tell Madame de Bonneuil of the maternal attentions

shown Maxime by a Madame Descornes, of Bazas, who
has a son at the same college, and Madame de Bon-

neuil is asked by the archbishop to say something nice

about this kind lady and her husband in her letters to

Maxime this will gratify them.

BORDEAUX, le 5 X'bre
1832.

MA CHERE FijuciE: J'ai confiance que dans ce moment
vous etes heureuse & j'ai besoin de le croire pour adoucir un

peu mes ennuis & ma tristesse. Si j'avois Maxime pres de

moi, ce seroit une consolation, mais il ne pourrait y etre aussi

bien qu'ou il est. Le bon Cap'
6
Benquey vous parle des at-

tentions maternelles de M' e Descornes de Bazas qui a un fils

au College. Dites quelque chose pour elle & son mari dans

vos lettres a Maxime. Us en seront flattes

+ JEAN.
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SIXTY-THIRD AND SIXTY-FOURTH LETTERS.

December of the year 1832 furnishes us with two
more communications, one a tiny note of the sixteenth

which is to be handed M. de Bonneuil by a Madame
Castets, the other written on the last day of the year,

consigned to the care of the Pointe-a-pitre mercantile

firm of "Hart, Ranee & Carron." His friends can

judge, the archbishop says, that on this day he has not

a minute to himself. The contents of the note are en-

tirely devoted to. New Year's greetings, to lamentations

over the writer's loneliness, and to longing sighs for

Boston. "Nothing is left to me;" he exclaims,
" but

you are all reunited and you think of the Papa of Boston

and love him, so he should be consoled." Maxime writes

by the same vessel and so does Captain Benquey ;
Madame

Duplessis asks the archbishop to act as the interpreter
of her sentiments.

The address is "Monsieur Vernou de Bonneuil, a la

Guadeloupe, Politesse de Madame la Baronne de Castets."

BORDEAUX, le 16 X'bre
1832.

MES ENFANS BIEN-AIMS : . . . Je vous 6crivis avant hier.

Madame Castets veut encore que je lui donne un petit mot

pour vous. Mon pauvre coeur n'a qu'une chose a vous repeter

& qui est desja gravee dans vos coeurs, c'est que je vous aime,

..... que je me trouve malheureux d'etre eloign6

de vous. Ce sera aumoins une consolation d'apprendre que
vous etes reunis & heureux......

BORDEAUX, le 31 X'tre 1832.

MES ENFANS BIEN-AIM^S: Je vous ai crit il y a quinze

jours. Vous jugez bien qu'aujourd'hui je n'ai pas une minute

a moi...... Boston!!! Rien ne me reste, mais

vous etes reunis, vous pensez au Papa de Boston, vous 1'aimez.

II doit se consoler......
_j_

T AN

Le cher Maxime ecrit par cette occasion, ainsi que le bon

Cap'
6

Benquey. Madame Duplessis me charge d'etre son

interprete......
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SIXTY-FIFTH LETTER.

Written on the eighteenth of January, 1833, reopened
on the twenty-fifth, our next letter, bearing no out-

ward address, is, however, to the "dear son." Arch-

bishop Cheverus has just heard that La Revanche (the

ship that carried M. de Bonneuil and his daughter to

Guadeloupe) arrived safely after a short voyage, and
this intelligence has lifted a load off his heart. He
will write to Maxime to tell him the good news and has

already sent Constant to Madame Duplessis. It appears
that La Revanche reached port as soon as did La Nouvelle

Ermanee. Maxime is well and is getting along nicely; the

archbishop encloses M. Lacroix's latest letters and Cap-
tain Benquey is sending the reports. The house prospers,

having one hundred and nineteen boarders.

M. Lahens will carry the present letter, and he assures the

archbishop that he ought to come back to Bordeaux soon.

The archbishop next devotes a paragraph to a family
matter : he announces that there is some talk of a marriage
between his nephew, Louis Cheverus, and a young lady
who lives with her parents in the country fifteen miles

from Bordeaux, an only daughter, twenty-five years

old, not pretty, it is said, but tall and a good figure.

Her parents have land worth four hundred thousand

francs. Louis visited them the previous week and the

affair is nearly settled; he wanted a fortune and should

be satisfied; a priest made the match. M. and Madame
Cheverus appear to be content. God grant that it be

for the happiness of all! If everything goes well the

marriage will take place after Easter, and Louis' mother
and father and the Abbe George's sister Fanny will come
to Bordeaux for the ceremony. The Abbe George, Louis,

and all the reverend gentlemen send their compliments;
the Monseigneur desires his to be given to M. Sarragot;
a letter from the latter 's son, Charles, is enclosed, it

evinces goodwill and M. de Bonneuil is to communicate

to the father as much of the contents as he thinks proper.
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M. Soupre, ecclesiastical-econome and vice rector

(1'ecclesiastique-e'cononie & sous-directeur) of the College
of Bazas has just left the archbishop (January 24); and

gives favorable report of Maxime. The archbishop is

sending another budget of letters, he tells his friends,
which Captain Benquey will forward with his

;
the present

letter will be carried by M. Lahens. After which, the

customary affectionate closing.

BORDEAUX, le 18 Janvier 1833.

Je cachette la lettre le 25.

MON CHER FILS : L'armateur & le bon Cap e Benquey
viennent de m'annoncer que La Revanche est arrivee a bon

port apres un court passage. Us n'ont point d'autres details.

C'est un poids de moins sur mon pauvre coeur

Je vais ecrire a notre petit Maxime & lui annoncer ce que je

viens d'apprendre. J'ai envoye* sur le champ Constant chez

Madame Duplessis. II paroit que vous etes arrives aussit6t

que La Nouvelle Erman^e, ce qui aura epargne bien des in-

quietudes a Felicie & a vos chers enfans

Maxime va bien & se porte bien. Je joins ici la derniere

lettre de M. Lacroix & le Cap'6 Benquey vous envoye les

bulletins. La maison prospere. II y a 119 pensionnaires.

C'est M. Lahens qui se charge de la presente & il doit, dit-il,

bientot revenir a Bordeaux.

II est question d'un mariage pour mon neveu Louis Cheverus.

La demoiselle demeure avec ses parens a 15 lieues d'ici dans le

diocese a la campagne. Elle est fille unique. Ses parens ont

en terres plus de quatre cent mille francs. La future a 25 ans

& dit-on n'est pas jolie, mais elle est grande & bien faite.

Louis a rendu visite la semaine derniere & 1'affaire est apeu-

pres conclus. II soupiroit apres la fortune. II doit etre

satisfait. C'est un pretre qui a mis de lui-meme cette

affaire en train. M. & Me
. Cheverus paroissent satisfaits.

Dieu veuille que ce soit pour le bonheur de tous ! A moins de

quelque obstacle le mariage se fera apres Basques, mon frere &
sa femme se rendront ici avec Fanny soeur de 1'Abbe George.

Lui & Louis me chargeut de leurs complimens ainsi que tous

nos Messieurs.
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Mes complimens a M. Sarragot. La lettre ci-jointe de

Charle fait voir de la bonne volonte\ Vous communiquerez au

Pere ce que vous jugerez a propos.

M. Soupre I'ecclesiastique-econome & sous-directeur du

College de Bazas sort d'ici (24 Janvier), le cher Maxime est

en bon sant, & va bien.

Je vous envoye un autre paquet, c.a.d. une lettre pour Feli-

cie, une pour Adele dont le C'e Benquey se charge & met avec

les siennes. Celle-ci vous sera remis par M. Lahens

+JEAN.

SIXTY-SIXTH LETTER.
On the twenty-fifth of January, 1833, the devoted

Archbishop of Bordeaux writes to Madame de Bonneuil

in a plaintive strain: he knows of the safe arrival of

La Revanche, but that is all; which does seem hard

when we recall that four months have passed since his

friends sailed away from Bordeaux. Adele claims a

portion of the letter "she will be to you a docile child,

a tender sister, and a second mother to the children;"

he misses her more than he can express; parting from

her recalled the parting of April, 1817 ;
it was the twenty-

sixth of September, 1823, that he tore himself away
from his Boston friends and it was on the twenty-sixth
of September, 1832, that M. de Bonneuil and Adele

were obliged to leave the paternally loving archbishop.

No friends like them are left to him he is indeed alone !

We read also again of the regret it causes Monseigneur
Cheverus to have Maxime away from him, but it is better

that he should not be at Bordeaux, and he is treated,

the archbishop is sure, as his mother would wish him

to be. His Grace has written to Madame Descornes

to thank her for her attentions to Maxime, of which

Captain Benquey has given them the particulars. The

archbishop casually remarks that his own health con-

tinues to be good. A few lines are added to M. de Bon-

neuil of a like tenor, and in which the names of M. Lahens

and Captain Benquey are mentioned.
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BORDEAUX, le 25 Janvier 1833.

MA FiLkE CHIJRIE: Je sais que La Revanche est arrivee,

mais j'ignore si depuis le 20 7
>bre date de votre derniere lettre

votre sante est meilleure & si la joie de la reunion a te sans

inquietudes a cet e"gard. II me tarde bien de 1'apprendre.

Comme votre coeur maternel a tressailli en revoyant la chere

Adele! Elle sera pour vous une fille docile,

une tendre soeur, une seconde maman pour les enfans.

Je regrette que Maxime soit eloigne" de moi, mais il est

mieux qu'il n'auroit .ete a Bordeaux, & je suis sur qu'il est

traite comme sa maman desire qu'il le soit. J'ai ecrit a M e

Descornes pour la remercier de ses attentions pour lui. I^e

Cap'
6
[Benquey] vous a donne les details.

Ma sante se soutient. Je ne puis vous dire jusqu'a quel

point Adele me manque. Ses adieux ont renouvelle ceux

de 1817 en Avril. Ce fut le 26 7
>bre 1823 que je m'arrachai

a mes amis de Boston & c'est le 26 7
>bre 1832 que Vernou &

Adele ont ete obliges de s'arracher de mes bras paternels. II

ne me reste plus d'amis comme vous. Je suis bien seul.

Adieu, + JEAN.

J'embrasse tons vos chers enfans.

BORDEAUX, 25 Janvier 1833.

MON CHER FILS : Je viens de remettre pour vous une lettre

a M. Lahens qui paroissoit bien-aise d'en etre charge. Je
vous y renvoye pour les details. Le bon Capitaine Benquey
veut aussi avoir des depeches & va expedier avec ses lettres,

ce petit mot & les lettres ci-jointes. Que vous dire, que vous

re*peter, si non qu'il est dur pour moi d'etre loin de vous & des

vdtres, mais que mon coeur est toujours pres du votre. . . .

PAPA + JEAN.

(To be continued.}
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REV. FRANCIS XAVIER DI MARIA, S.J.

Born in Italy May 13, 1808 Ordained December 15, 1837

Died at Philadelphia July 24, 1871.
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REV. PATRICK F. SHERIDAN
Philadelphia, Pa.

Born in Ireland 1811. Ordained November 4, 1841. Died July 9, 1879.
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REV. THOMAS L. KINKEAD
Peekskill, N. Y.

Born in Ireland April 4, 1855. Ordained December 16, 1886.

Died at Peekskill, N. Y., July 26, 1905
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Born in Germany June 4, 1851. Ordained July 14, 1875. Died at Pittsburgh June 29 1897.
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Born in Ireland in 1818. Ordained August 15, 1844. Died December 20, 1868.
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REV. FIDELIS M. VOIGT, O.M.C.
Born at Jeffersonville, Ind., February 21, 1855. Ordained 1879.

Died at Trenton, N. J., December 26, 1900.
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REV. MICHAEL McALEER
New York, N. Y.

Born in Ireland March 4, 1811. Ordained November 23, 1837. Died February 22, 1881.
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HIS EXCELLENCY MOST REV. PLACIDE LOUIS CHAPELLE, D.D.
Born in France, Aug. 28, 1842. Ordained June 29, 1865. Consecrated Nov. i, 1891.

Appointed Delegate to Cuba and Porto Rico, Oct. 12, 1898; to the Philippines, Sept. 25, 1899.

Died Aug. 9, 1905.



SACRAMENTAL REGISTERS
AT

ST. JOSEPH'S CHURCH, PHILADELPHIA, PA.,

OF THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY.

FIFTH SERIES.

(Continued from vol. xvi, p. 343.)

BAPTISMS ADMINISTERED BY FATHERS NEALE, ENNIS,
HOUDET, CARR, ROSSETER, HELBRON, LAGRANGE,

BARTH AND BORNIOL.

FROM JANUARY TO DECEMBER, 1797.

FROM THE ORIGINALS BY FRANCIS X. REUSS

NOTE. The clergymen named in the Baptismal Register of 1797 num-
ber nine, of whom the reader has already made the acquaintance of five,

namely, Fathers Leonard Neale;* Michael Ennis; Rene Houdet; Matthew

Carr, the Augustinian, and Louis de Earth, the latter signing once (in

baptismal entry of July 3) "Lud. Earth," i. e., Ludovicus = Louis.

The other four clergymen, however, have hitherto been strangers to St.

Joseph's, though two of them were well enough known in their earlier

missions of Goshenhoppen (now Bally) in Berks County, and our Lady of

Coffee Run in Delaware.

They are Fathers Peter Helbron and John Rosseter, another Augustinian;
then Fathers Merthie de Lagrangc and Bernard De Borniol, who are of

record for the first time this year as having officiated for the Faithful in

care of St. Joseph's. Father Helbron, who baptized several times, first

on March 12, was the priest in charge of the nearby church of Holy Trin-

ity, whither he was transferred six years before from Goshenhoppen to aid

his brother John in parish care. Father Peter remained at Holy Trinity
until 1799, when he was sent to the Westmoreland county missions in the

interior of Pennsylvania.f
* In the entry for December 27, Father Neale signs "Leond. Neale Past. S e

. M,"
*'. c., Pastor of St. Mary's Church.)

t For further data relating to Rev. Peter and John Baptist Charles Helbron, see
the Note on Goshenhoppen Registers in RECORDS for 1897, viii, 330-344.
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The name of Father Rosseter, a virtuous and zealous priest, who first

appears in the records on February 2, is associated (as said) with St.

Mary's mission in Delaware, whence he was transferred a few years later

than our Register to St. Joseph's. In the title deed of St. Augustine's

church, July 11, 1796, (mentioned in our preceding Note,} Father Rosseter

is set down as resident "of New Castle county of Delaware." Of him

Bishop Carroll, in a letter to George Meade, of Philadelphia, wrote that he

was "a most worthy, religious man, [who] has adopted a system of paying
no visit of ceremony, or of dining abroad, conceiving that all his moments
should be devoted to the discharge of his parochial functions, instruction

of the poor," etc.*

Fathers Helbron and Rosseter, as well as the two that follow, were

merely visiting clergy at St. Joseph's in 1797.

Of Father Lagrange, who signs but once and then "Lagrange Pretre,'*

(Bapt. April 12,) registers frequently. In the entry for April 21, his name
is given as "Merthie de la Grange," beyond which further information is

lacking in chronicles of the day. Nor is anything more known of the

fourth visiting clergyman, Father De Borniol, whose name is encountered

once only, in the baptism of December 27, where we are told that he had

been a "Canon of the Cathedral Church, Vicar General of the diocese, and

prior 'prieur' of
" some place not decipherable by our copyist. Neither

of these two latter-named missionaries is as much as referred to by the

keen-searching Dr. Shea.

The "Michael Hurley," occasionally mis-written "Hurly," who appears

frequently in the register as godfather, it may be observed, is "no other"

than the one known to a later generation of Philadelphia Catholics as the

learned, eloquent and pious rector of the neighboring mission of St.

Augustine's, from about 1803 until his death'thirty-four years after,f

In this year (1797) we find Michael acting as godparent at the

baptism of his baby half-brother John. (Bapt. for November 18.)

With this brief digression return we to our register for 1797, wherein

as far as place-names are concerned an utter dearth only is noticeable. In

our Note for the year ahead we remarked the already very apparent fact

that the clergy of St. Joseph's were year by year being called upon less

frequently for out-of-town services, whereas in former registers we have

seen them at their sacramental ministrations in far-away missions, some of

them even many days distant from town.

In 1796 but one outside "station" was mentioned, Egg Harbor in New

Jersey, that had been visited also the year before by Father Ennis.

This year (1797) no mission nor "station" whatever is named in the

register. Did the priests of St. Joseph's then no longer visit the Faithful

beyond the immediate city neighborhood? So it seems. Or rather did

* Letter of Bishop Carroll to George Meade, Esq., January 11, 1805, in lAmer. Cath.

Hist. Researches for 1887, iii, 90. 91.

t For the genealogy of "Rev. Michael Hurley, D.D., O.S.A.," see the Memoir by the

late Mr. Thompson Westcott. in RECORDS for 1884-1386. i. especially p. 173.
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they fail contrary, however, to what appears their hitherto uniform

custom to make due entry thereof of sacraments conferred abroad?

Of places, however, otherwise mentioned in the register of former or

even at the time present homes of the parties in interest, as "San

Domingo," which occurs very often, or "Bucks County," that if not mis-

taken I have encountered only once, one only here seems noteworthy, the

first time, too, it is of record at St. Joseph's "Cape Henlopen" many
miles to the southward of Philadelphia, that may be found in the entry for

"June 9" the baptism by Father Ennis of a young woman, "Tabitha

Reddin [of] Cape Henlopen." Finally, as usual, it is to be observed that in

this register the baptisms are recorded of two (2) sets of twins, as well as

of seventeen (17) "illegitimates."

CORRECTION. In the Note preliminary to the Sacrum. Registers in the previous issue

(p. 318) is the statement based on Dr. Shea's Hist, (see references) that Rev. Charles
Whelan "presumably" died at Coffee Run in Delaware.

Since then we have received the following extract from the old church
registers

of

Bohemia, in colonial days a mission-centre of the Faithful in that quarter of Maryland.
The extract reads thus: "1806. March 21. Died at the Head of Little Bohemia, the
Rev. Charles Whelan, of the Order of St. Francis, formerly Chaplain in the French Navy,
and lately Rector of White Clay Creek," [in Delaware.} Fr. Whelan then died at
Bohemia, at the age of about 65 years, where his remains were interred, (according to
our informant) near those of Rev. Stephen Faure close to the east end of Bohemia
church. (Inform, of Rev. E. I. Devitt, S. J., through courtesy of Mr. Joseph Willcox.)

Villanova College, Pa. T. C. M.

BAPTISMS FOR THE YEAR 1797.

Shroeder, January the 1st, by Rev. L. Neale, Mary Susan; born Nov.

30, 1796, of Ignatius Shroeder, and his wife Catharine, Catholics; spon-
sors: Peter Field, and Mary Sterehart.

McCarrah, the 5th, by Rev. M. Ennis, Cornelius; born Dec. 20, 1796, of

John McCarrah, and his wife Anna; sponsor: Catharine McCurdy.

Schulley [Sculley], the 8th, by Rev. L. Neale, Catharine; born Nov. 18,

1796, of Barnaby Schulley, Catholic, and his wife Mary, Protestant;

sponsors: Edward Tool, and Anna O'Niell.

Smyth, the 7th, by Rev. M. Ennis, Elizabeth; born 3d, of Charles Smyth,
and his wife Elizabeth Hunnicker; sponsor: Elizabeth Cassin.

Bogar, the 9th, by the same, William; born Dec. 3, 1787, of Louis Bogar,

Presbyterian, and Mary Wilkinson, Quakeress; sponsor: Anna Baldwin.

delaRue, the 9th, by Rev. R. Houdet, Joseph; born Dec. 20, 1796, of

Stephen de la Rue, and Anna Margaret Blanck; sponsors: Louis Andril-

lon, and Anna Borgio.

Thomas, thellth, by Rev. M. Ennis, Richard ;
born Dec. 14, 1796, ofWilliam

Thomas, Protestant, and his wife Mary Hunt, Catholic; sponsor:

Morgan Tansey.

Goforth, the 14th, by the same, Rachael; born Mar. 31, 1775, of William

Goforth, and Rebecca Roberts, Protestants; sponsor: Father Ennis.

Lynem [elsewheres "Lynum"], same date, by Rev. L. Neale, John; born

4th, of John Lynem, and his wife Catharine, Catholics; sponsors:

John Tiernan, and Dorothy Henderson.
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Regan, the 15th, by the same, James Cooper; born Oct. 14, 1796, of William

Regan, Catholic, and his wife -Abigail, Protestant; sponsor: Morgan

Tanzey.

Ledwige, same date, by the same, Lucia; born 5th, of James Ledwige, and

his wife Lucia, Catholics; sponsor: Morgan Tanzey.

Scot [Scott], same date, by the same, John; born 2d, of Henry Scot, and

his wife Mary, Catholics; sponsors: Bernard Faires [Fearis the right

way to spell it], and Eleanor Hawkins.

Flood, same date, by Rev. M. Carr, Mary; born Dec. 9, 1796, of John Shaw,
and his wife Lydia Shaw, Catholics; sponsors: Michael and Mary
Durney.

Sunderlane, the 16th, by Rev. M. Ennis, Eleanor; born Nov. 17, 1796, of

Joseph Sunderlane, Catholic, and his wife Mary Bucks, Lutheran;

sponsor: Father Ennis.

Cassin, the 17th, by the same, Marianna Mullens; born Dec. 4, 1796, of

James Cassin, Catholic, and his wife Elizabeth Arbuckle, Presbyterian;

sponsors: James Burke, and Anna O'Hara.

Day, same date, by the same, John; born Dec. 23, 1796, of Andrew Day,
and his wife Bridget Collins, Catholics; sponsor: Morgan Tansey.

Lindor, same date, by Rev. M. Carr, John Baptist; born Jan., 1796, of John
and Mary Josephine, negroes; sponsor: Michael Hurly [ought to have

been Hurley. (See Note.}]

Cain, the 18th, by Rev. M. Ennis, Anna; born this day, of Henry Cain, and

Eleanor Galvin, Catholics; sponsors: Thomas Haughy, and Anna

McLaughlin.

Redmond, the 22d, by the same, Catharine; born 16th, of James Redmond,
and his wife Mary Neil, Catholics; sponsors: Michael Clary, and Eliza-

beth Tierny.

Esling, same date, by Rev. L. Neale, Mary; born same date, of Nicholas

Esling, and his wife Catharine, Catholics; sponsors: Paul Esling, and

Barbara Shnyder [sic, Schneider].

Sinerly, the 24th, by Rev. M. Carr, Elizabeth; born 12th, of George, and

his wife Catharine Morony, Catholics; sponsors: Adam Snyder, and

Catharine Hookey.

Mellony, by Rev. L. Neale, Sarah; baptized conditionally and received into

the Church.

Sweeny, the 28th, by Rev. M. Carr, Hannah; born 24th, of John Sweeny,

and his wife Eleanor Hanlon; sponsors: James Gallagher, and Eliza-

beth Sheeran.

Connegan, the 28th, by the same, Edward; born 24th, of Hugh Connegan,

and his wife Anna McCue; sponsors: Charles McDevitt, and Margaret

Sprowl.

Kelly, the 29th, by the same, Anna; born 8th, of John Kelly and his wife

Rosa McBride; sponsor: Manasses Boyd.

Comely, the 29th, by the same, Mary Anna; born Oct. 20, 1796, of Jacob

Comely, and his wife Margaret Sowerwalt; sponsor: Mary Baker.
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McPlean, the 31st, Anna, by the same; bora Dec. 30, 1796, of Michael

McPlean, non-Catholic, and his wife Mary Brady, Catholic; sponsor:

Morgan Tanzey.

McGuire, February 1, by the same; John McGuire, born yesterday, of

Michael White, and his wife Mary McGinley, Catholics; sponsors:

Catharine Kelly, and Rev. M. Carr.

Murphy, the 1st, by same; Charles, born 30th of last month, of John

Murphy, and his wife Margaret Carey, Catholics; sponsor: Dorothy

Kennedy.

Lescure, the 2d, by Rev. John Rosseter, Peter Edward; born Nov. 16,

1796, of William Lescure, and his wife Rosanna Champigne, Catho-

lics; sponsor: Peter Lambert.

Euston, the 3d, by Rev. L. Neale, Susanna; born Oct. 30, 1796, of William

Euston, and his wife Esther, Catholics; sponsors: John and Mary

Reiley.

Webb, the 4th, by Rev. M. Carr, John; born Sept. 14, 1794, of Robert

Webb, non-Catholic, and his wife Sabina Wilcocks [Willcox],

Catholic; sponsors: James Burk, and Anna Cassin.

Webb, same date, by the same, Louis; born Oct. 3, 1796, of same parents;

sponsors: the same.

Jackson, the 5th, by the same, Peter; bora Sept. 1, 1796, of Anthony

Jackson, and his wife Sarah Albisson, Catholics; sponsor: Louisa Berg.

Sexton, the 5th, by the same
; Martin, bom Dec. 19, 1796, of Lothaire Sex-

ton, and his wife Catharine McCarthy, Catholics; sponsor: Mary

Geyough.

Cashen, the 5th, by Rev. L. Neale, Sarah, born Dec. 10, 1796, of Lawrence

Cashen, and his wife Esther, Catholics; sponsors: Michael Walsh,

and Bridget Quigley.

Scravendike, the 5th, by the same, Anna Mary, born Jan. 13, of Peter

Scravendike, and his wife Mary, Catholics; sponsors: Thomas Lilly

and Mary Carroll.

Maillard, the 5th, by Rev. R. Houdet, Jeanne Frances, bora Aug. 4, 1795,

of Francis Maillard, and his wife Victoria Sauverezy; sponsors: John
Andrew Feraud, and Jeanne Frances Chovot.

Craft, the 5th, by Rev. M. Carr, John; bora on the 1st, of John Craft, Pro-

testant, and his wife Catharine Sowerwalt, Catholic; sponsor: Mary
Ann Fielding.

Lmsey, same date, by same, Johanna, adult; sponsor: Rev. M. Carr.

McCawley, the 7th, by Rev. L. Neale, Mary, bora on the 6th, of George

McCawley, and his wife Hannah Gibbins [Gibbons], Catholics; sponsors:

James and Mary Divenny.

Ennis, the 8th, by the same, Mary, bora Jan. 31, of John Ennis, and his

wife Sarah, Catholics; sponsors: Thomas Murphy and his wife Mary.

Lightle [Lytle?], the 8th, by the same, John, bora of William Lightle, and

Elizabeth Betterige, sponsor: Eleanor Carroll.
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Ranquet, the 12th, by the same, Henrietta Hamilton, born Jan. 7, of John

Ranquet, Catholic, and Anna Hamilton, Protestant; sponsor: Michael

Hurley.

McCorriston, same date, by the same, Sarah, born Jan. 26, of Patrick

McCorriston, and his wife Rachael, Catholics; sponsors: William and

Mary Devenny.

Ward, same date, by Rev. M. Carr, James, born Jan. 18, of John Ward, and

his wife Mary Campbell, Catholics; sponsor: Rebecca Ferguson.

Mahon, the 18th, by the same, Michael, born Jan. 26, of John Mahon, and

his wife Margaret Hoy, Catholics, sponsors: Patrick Nowlan, and Anna

Barbara Groves.

Kelly, same date, by the same, John, born 15th, of Dennis Kelly and his

wife Margaret Ferry, Catholics: sponsor: Michael Hurley.

McBride, same date, by the same, Marcella, born on the 8th, of Michael

McBride, and his wife Gelina [SelinaJ] Boyd, Catholics, sponsor: Mar-

cella Boyle.

Gallagher, the 19th, by Rev. L. Neale, Henry, born on the 9th, of Michael

Gallagher, and his wife Margaret, Catholics; sponsors: James Carr, and

Catharine Russel.

McNamara, same date, by the same, Mary, born Jan. 27, of Thomas

McNamara, and his wife Johanna, Catholics, sponsors: Daniel Car-

berry, and Mabel Divet.

Byrne, the 20th, by Rev. M. Carr, Walter, born the 6th, of Stephen Byrne,

and his wife Rosa Dillon, Catholics, sponsors: Patrick Brady, and

Dorothy Kennedye [sic, but Kennedy.]

McGonigel, same date, by Rev. L. Neale, Sarah, born Oct. 1, 1796, of,

Francis McGonigel, and his wife Margaret McCormicffc], Catholics

sponsors: John Dunlevi [Dunlevy], and Catharine Darien.

Thompson, the 23d, by the same, baptized conditionally, and received

into the Church, Margaret, adult.

Preston, the 24th, by Rev. M. Carr, James, born Jan. 5, of Patrick Preston,

deceased, and Abigail White, Catholics, sponsor: Catharine Bouderot

[elsewhere "Boudrot," (perhaps the right form) and "Botrot."]

Betterige, the 25th, by Rev. L. Neale, Elizabeth, adult, convert.

Borguer, the 26th, by the same, Paul Francis George, born thismonth of Peter

Borguer, Catholic, and his wife Florence, non-Catholic, sponsors:
Francis Borguer, represented by the priest, and Mary Camilla Saa-

thonas [or Saethonas.]

O'Neil, same date, by Rev. M. Carr, Margaret, born on the 19th, of Cor-

nelius O'Neil, Catholic, and Barbara McCoy, non-Catholic, sponsor:
Catharine O'Neil.

Blake, same date, by the same, Elizabeth, born the 18th, of Michael Blake

non-Catholic, and his wrife Anna Daly, Catholic, sponsor: Catharine

Monaghan
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McCormick, same date, by the same, John, born June 1, 1796, of Patrick

McCormick, and his wife Jean, [in the register "Jeanna,"] Catholics,

sponsors: John Johnson, and Catharine McCurdy.

Quinlan, same date, by the same, Maurice, born July 29, 1796, of Maurice

Quinlan, and his wife Anna McConnel, Catholics, sponsor: Arthur

McConnel.

Dugue, on March 2, by Rev. R. Houdet, Louisa Gabrielle Euphrosyne,
born Jan. 29, of Hermene [Hermionel] Dugue, sponsors: Pierre Gau-

vain, and Desiree Digueron, wife [formerly?] of Bercy Segue.

Viola [or Hiola], same date, by Rev. M. Carr, Peter, born Jan. 21, of Julian

Viola, and his wife Jane [in the register "Jeanna"] Devonshire, Catho-

lics, sponsors: Peter Bonneuil, and Susanna Savoie, [elsewhere Savoy.]

Coigne, same date, by the same, Francis Andrew, born June 19, 1796, of

Peter Coigne, and his wife Lydia Abraham, Catholics, sponsors

Francis Roux, and Anna de Lisle Benoit.

Devlin, the 5th, by the same, Sarah, born Jan. 5th, of Patrick Devlin,

Catholic, and his wife Anna Bradley, non-Catholic, sponsor: Mary Loat.

Powel, same date, by the same, Mary, born Oct. 2, 1796, of John Powel,

Catholic, and his wife Margaret Conel, non-Catholic, sponsor: Michael

McKiernan.

McFaal [McFall], same date, by Rev. L. Neale, Mary, born Jan. 11, of Peter

McFaal, and his wife Mary, Catholics, sponsor: Rosa Reed.

Glynn, the 6th, by the same, James, born Dec. 17, 1796, of James Glynn

Catholic, and Margaret Morrison, Quakeress, sponsors: William Steiner

and Martha McCullough.
Killfoil? [Guilfoyle], the 8th, by the same, Mary, born Feb. 16, of Thomas

Killfoil, and his wife Bridget Linnan, Catholics, sponsors: Bridget

Cunningham.

Gray, same date, by Rev. M. Carr, Samuel, born Jan. 20, of William Gray,
and his wife Sarah Norton, non-Catholics, sponsor: Michael Hurley.

McDonald, the 10th, by Rev. L. Neale, Eliza, born Apr. 30, 1796, of Mai-

chum [sic Malcolm] McDonald, Presbyterian, and his wife Elizabeth

Owen, Catholic, sponsor: Catharine Dogherty.

Cosgrove, the llth, by the same, Mary, born on the 9th, of James Cosgrove,

and his wife Elizabeth Marnuc, Catholics, sponsors: Edward Duffy,

and Mary Brown.

Kthn[meant perhaps for Kane, or Kuhn?] the 12th, by Rev. Peter Helbron,

John, born today, of John Kehn, and his wife Mary Schenngir, Catho-

lics, sponsor: Mathias Grebell, and his wife Mary.

Copia, same date, by Rev. L. Neale, Johanna Sophia, born Dec. 4, 1796, of

James Copia, and his wife Catharine, non-Catholics, sponsors: Charles

Muloy, and his wife Johanna Sophia.

,
the 14th, in extreme necessity, by a laywoman, ["laica,"] Elizabeth

born today of James Hay, and his wife Hannah.

,
the 15th, by Rev. M. Carr, Liberius, born the llth, of Adelaide,

negress, sponsor, Father Carr.
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Gallagher, same date, by the same, John, born the llth, of William Galla-

gher, and his wife Mary Ferral, Catholics, sponsor: Catharine Ferral.

Dyer, the 16th, by Rev. L. Neale, Elizabeth, born Nov. 27, 1793, of Walter

Dyer, Catholic, and his wife Anna, Presbyterian.

Dyer, same date, by the same, Sarah, born Oct. 13, 1796, of same parents,

sponsor for both: Catharine Botrot.

Miller, same date, by Rev. M. Carr, Mathias, born Feb. 23, of Simeon

Miller, and his wife Hannah Hover, Catholics, sponsor: Catharine

Kitsoner.

McCawley, same date, by Rev. M. Ennis, Thos. Emerson Ewen, born Feb.

16, of John McCawley, Catholic, and his wife Mary Taylor, Protestant,

sponsor: Morgan Tanzey.

McCormic, the 18th, by Rev. L. Neale, Mary, born the 16th, of John
McCormic, Catholic, and Elizabeth McGonigen, Presbyterian, sponsor:

Rosanna Gnash [Nash?].

Rogers, the 19th, by the same, Hugh, born the 2d, of Cornelius Rogers,
and his wife Catharine, sponsors: Hugh Rogers, and Rosa Munday.

Field, same date, by the same, George, born the 1st, of George Field, Catho-

lic, and his wife Sarah, Lutheran, sponsors: John and Catharine

Stephens

McGrady, same date, by the same, Catharine, born Nov. 1, [1796?], of

Charles McGrady, and his wife Sarah, Catholics, sponsor: Daniel Car-

bry.

Guisard, same date, by Rev. R. Houdet, Anthony, born Feb. 1st, of Francis

Guisard, and his wife Mary Jeanne Auriol, sponsors: Anthony Lizon

and Adelaide Burieat. [Note The entry however is signed "Guizard."]

Stokes, the 21st, by Rev. M. Ennis, Richard Ebenezer, born the 9th, of

Richard Stokes, Protestant, and his wife Abigail Ferry, Catholic, spon-
sors: James and Mary Miller.

Rementer, alias Hiney, the 26th, baptized conditionally, by Rev. M. Carr,

Mary, adult, received into the Church, sponsor: Father Ennis.

Baronfield, same date, by the same, Jemima, adult, baptized conditionally,

and received into the Church, the same sponsor.

Murrony, same date, by Rev. L. Neale, Charles; born the llth, of Peter

Murrony, and his wife Sarah, Catholics; sponsors: James Dogherty,
and Abetha [meant perhaps for Tabitha ?] Dunlevy.

Jeanroy, same date, by Rev. M. Ennis, Louisa Caroline Zoe, born Feb. 27,

1794, of Nicholas Charles Joseph Jeanroy, advocate of the Parlia-

ments of Nancy, [in France] and Louisa Mathea Descloches, of San

Domingo, Catholics; sponsor: Louis B. de Sermeize.

Scott, the 29th, by Rev. M. Carr, Mary, born 25th, of Robert Scott, non-

Catholic, and his wife Anna McCurdy, Catholic; sponsor: Joseph

Wigmore.
BalBo ["Balbaud" however according to the signature], same date, by Rev. R.

Houdet, Modeste Rose, born Feb. 3, of Joseph Balbaud, and his wife
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Adelaide Guibert; sponsors: Pierre La Combe, and Rose Cellas [or

Celles].

Anderson, April the 2d, by Rev. M. Carr, conditionally, and received into

the Church, Anna, adult; sponsor: Father Carr.

Friel, same date, by the same, John, born of Edmund Friel, and his wife

Mary McAllister, non-Catholics; sponsor: Daniel Doran.

Keane, the 3d, by the same, Johanna, born Mar. 4, of Charles Keane, and

his wife Anna; sponsor: Anna McLoughlin.

, Mariana, the [but between the 3d, and 5th], by Rev. M. Ennis, born

the 3d, of and Mary Leary, sponsor: Johanna Martin.

,
the 5th, by Rev. R. Houdet, Joseph Simon; born 4th, of Cecelia

Euphrosyne; sponsors: Joseph Doucas, and Rosa Lementounoir

Short, the 9th, by Rev. M. Carr, Mary; born Mar. 25, of Hugh Short, and

his wife Eleanor Mooney, Catholics; sponsor: Catharine Stewel.

Reed, same date, by the same, Mary; born Sept. 5, 1796, of Andrew Reed,
and his wife Margaret McGleeson, Catholics; sponsor: Hugh Short.

Carroll, same date, by Rev. M. Ennis, Margaret; born Nov. 13, 1796, of

Thomas Carroll, and Mary Hackett, Catholics; sponsors: John Kelly
and Margaret Rogers.

Shaw, the 10th, by Rev. L. Neale, Priscilla Mary, wife of Philip Shaw, adult,

received into the Church.

Catherell, same date, by Rev. M. Carr, Charles; born the 7th, of Joseph

Catherell, non-Catholic and his wife Catharine McCabe, Catholic; spon-

sors: Hugh Davet, and Anna Magan.

Hynes, the llth, by the same, Benjamin; born Mar. 28, of unknown father,

and Judith Hynes; sponsor: Juliana Ann Mathews.

Sweeny, same date, by Rev. R. Houdet, Anna Sarah Cooper; born Dec. 7,

1796, of Morgan Sweeny, Catholic, and Martha Philips; sponsors:

Henry McDermott, and Elizabeth Caraghere.

Roddy, the 12th, by Rev. M. Carr, Nicholas; born 10th, of Neale Roddy, and

Catharine Breslin, Catholics; sponsors: Michael Foy, and Johanna

Conroy.

Marette, same date, by Rev. La Grange ( ?) ,
Adelaide Pierre Eulalie ;

born

Sept. 23, 1796, of Rose Gautier, and Louis Marette, officer of the ad-

ministration of San Domingo; sponsors: Pierre Ducoing, ''negotiant,"

and Dame Magdalen Dupre Montroux.

[The foregoing entry bears the folio-wing attestations, thus: "Signe" "Du-

coing" "P. . . Marette." "Lagrange Pretre;" the name of Father "La-

grange," presumably autographic, being in a different hand from that

employed in the entry itself..]

Mooning [perhaps Mooney], the 13th, by Rev. P. Helbron, Daniel, born Mar.

3, of Michael Mooning, and his wife Christina, Catholics, sponsors
Daniel Worbeef [or Worbeek] and his wife Margaret, Catholics.

McDermod, the 15th, by Rev. M. Ennis, Margaret, born Mar. 21, of Christo-

pher McDermod, and his wife Catharine Lynch, Catholics, sponsor

Morgan Tanzey.
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Place, the 16th, by Rev. R. Houdet, Catharine, born Feb. 13, of Andre

Place, and his wife Jeanne Luvinier, sponsors, John Eliot, and Anna
Catharine de la Rue.

Fileona, same date, by Rev. L. Neale, Mary, born the 2d, of John Fileona,

Catholic, and his wife Mary, non-Catholic, sponsors: Anthony and
Marianna Schneider.

Letherman, same date, by Rev. M. Ennis, Maty, born Mar. 27th, of Andrew

Letherman, and his wife Anna Cake, Catholics, sponsors Joseph and

Mary Hoffman.

McCaffry, on the 18th, by the same, Edmund, born Dec. 21, 1794, of Eugene
McCaffry, Catholic, and Anna Foster, unbaptized, sponsors Anthony
Snyder and Hannah Wigmore.

Caignet, on the 21st, at the home of his parents, by Rev. Merthie de la

Grange; Jacques Marie Henri Ferdinand, born Mar. 15, of Jean Bap-
tiste Armand Caignet, Captain in Service of His Most Christian Majesty

[in the Register the letters "S.M.A.C."] in the Royal Regiment of Au-

vergne, and his wife Dame Marie Elizabeth Prieue, sponsors Jacques

Philippe Rossignol de Grandmont, Councillor of the Parliament of

Paris, and Dame Magdalen Henrietta Rossignol de Belleause [the auto-

graph signature however reading "Belle-ause."]*

Elizabeth, on the 22d, by Rev. M. Ennis, born Mar. 8th, of Meza, and Nar-

cisse, negroes, sponsor Sylvia, negress.

Sarrazin, [ought to be Sarazin; no date,] by Rev. M. Carr, Henrietta.

Vitry, on the 22d, by Rev. R. Houdet, James Francis, born May 22, 1796,

of Anthony Vitri [sic], and Angelique, sponsors James Julian Robert

Malenfaut, and Frances Barbier.

Vitry, same date, by the same, Jeanne, born Feb. 28, 1794, of the same

parents, sponsors James Regnier, and Jeanne Sicard.

Lynch, on the 23d, by Rev. M. Carr, Mary, born Dec. 10, 1792, of William

Lynch, Protestant, and Teresa, negress, sponsor William Kilton.

White, on the 24th, received into the Church, by Rev. L. Neale, Sarah, fif-

teen years of age, born of William White, and his wife Elizabeth, Pro-

testants.

Painter, on the 26th, received into the Church, by the same, Esther, adult,

twenty-seven years of age, formerly Methodist.

Wearing, same date, by the same, Mathew, born Jan. 6, of Mathew Wearing,
and Susan Wider, both unbaptized, sponsor Margaret Macky.

Alphonse Timoleon, on the 29th, by Rev. R. Houdet, born Oct. 20,

["1797," sic, but error of year], of unknown parents, sponsors, Jules

Minguy, and Henrietta le Gay, wife of Jean Minguy.

Loksly [Locksley], on the 30th, by Rev. L. Neale, John, born Mar. 28th, of

John Loksly, and his wife Mary, sponsor Susan McDowell.

* The name of "Rossignol de Grandmonl" appears three times in the Registers of St.

Augustine's Church, (publ. in these RECORDS for 1902, xiii, 175, 356.) one of them
"James Philip," the ''Jacques Philippe" of the Text. T. C. M.
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St. Germain, on the 30th, by Rev. R. Houdet, Jacques, born Aug. 26 of this

year [sic], of "Doctr" Antoine Kezlo Veri de St. Germain, and Victoria

Maunory de Prenesnil [?] sponsors Jacques Goujon, and Elizabeth

Barbier (widow) Maret.

Le Breton, same date, by the same, Julie Anne, born on 29th, of Aime Le

Breton, and his wife Catharine Walsh, sponsors John Risdal, and Elea-

nor Walsh.

Berauld, same date, conditionally, by Rev. (de} Lagrange, Eutrope

Victor, born in Port-au-Prince, Mar. 16, 1793, of Pierre Berauld("nego-
tiant" at Port-au-Prince, Province of San Domingo), and Marie Breton,

sponsors Eutrope Berauld, of San Domingo, and Victoria Bourgeois of

the same place.

Fletcher, on May 2d, by Rev. M. Ennis, John, born Apr. 21st, of James
Fletcher, and Anna Bell, Protestants, sponsor Morgan Tanzey.

Springer, on the 3d, conditionally and received into the Church, by Rev. L.

Neale, Mary, adult.

Burke, on the 4th, by Rev. M. Ennis, John, born Apr. 13th, of Michael

Burke, Catholic, and his wife Anna, Protestant, sponsors: Thomas
Shortal and Alice Lawler.

O'Neill, same date, by Rev. M. Carr, Johanna, born Apr. 29th, of James
O'Neill, and his wife Eleanor Mulcaren, Catholics, sponsors William

Allingham, and Eleanor Boyle.

,
on the 7th, by Rev. R. Houdet, Peter, born Mar. 1797, of Mary,

negress, sponsors Peter and Genevieve.

Carr, same date, by Rev. M. Ennis, John, born of Hugh Carr, Catholic, and

Anna Davis, Quakeress, sponsors John O'Regan, and Catharine Rebel.

Barel, on the 8th, by Rev. R. Houdet, John, born on the 2d, of Peter Barel,

and his wife Cecelia Vincent, Catholics, sponsors Peter Robin, and

Charles Des Jarlois.

Marie, same date, by the same, Mary, born Mar. 14th, of Laurence Marie,

and his wife Mary Margaret le Maire, sponsors Riter Greffin, and his

wife Mary Constance.

,
on the 12th, by the same, John, negro, born Jan., 1797, of Johanna,

sponsors Ferdinand Bekey, and Margaret.

,
on the 13th, by the same, Anna Mary, born Feb. 27, 1796, of Mary

Teresa, sponsors Peter John Mary Alphonse De Cazeaux, and Anna
Constance.

Azor, on the 14th, by the same, John Francis, negro, born Dec., 1796, of

Peter Azor, and his wife Sophia, sponsors John Francis Suid, and Mary
Catharine.

Keith, same date, by Rev. L. Neale, William Harrington, born 5th, of John
Keith, and his wife Mary, Catholics, sponsors John and Johanna Risdal.

,
same date, by the same, Francis, ceremonies supplied.

Labatu, on the 16th, by Rev. R. Houdet, Sophie Euphrasie, born Aug. 4,

1795, of Benjamin Lebatu [or Labatie], and his wife Lucia Belleisle,

sponsors Pierre la Chaise, and Sophie Najoc.
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Bedford, same date, by Rev. L. Neale, James, born Apr. 5th, of John Bed-

ford, Protestant, and his wife Mary, Catholic, sponsor : Catharine Bodrot.

,
on the 17th, by Rev. R. Houdet, John Charles, born of Adelaide,

negress, in Nov., 1795, sponsors Charles Alcide, and Mary Juliana.

Curren, on the 18th, by Rev. M. Carr, Anna, born May 8th, of Peter Curren,

and his wife Grace Dodd, sponsors, John Kennedy and Eleanor Mc-

*Cau [sic].

Morcelle [perhaps Moselle], on the 19th, by the same, John, born Feb. 19th,

of John, and Seraphina Loretti, sponsor Johanna Lallier.

Boyle, same date, received into the Church by Rev. L. Neale, Anna, aged

twenty-five years.

McCan, on the 20th, by the same, Anna, born May 15th, of Darby ["Der-

bitio"} McCan, and his wife Catharine McCormick, Catholics, sponsors
Patrick and Eleanor McLaughlin.

Farrel, on the 21st, by the same, Henry, born May 17th, of James Farrel,

and his wife Margaret Abram, Catholics, sponsor Susan Leahy.

King, on the 22d, by Rev. M. Ennis, Joseph, negro, born May llth, of

Joseph and Hannah King, Catholics, sponsor Mary Lewis.

Murry, same date, by Rev. L. Neale, Michael, born May 3d, of Martin

Murry, Catholic, and his wife Abigail, non-Catholic, sponsors Michael

Power, and Catharine Botrot.

Chardounet, on the 24th, by Rev. R. Houdet, Peter, negro, born Mar. 14,

of William Chardounet, and Mary Anna, sponsors Peter Mareil, and

Mary Rosa.

Moss, on the 25th, by Rev. L. Neale, Susan, born Dec. 22, 1796, of George
W. Moss, unbaptized, and Anna brought up a Catholic, sponsor: Eliza-

beth Magner.

,
on the 26th, by Rev. R. Houdet, Margaret, negress, born Sept. 6,

[in the register after the date, the letters "h. a." = hujus anni = same

year; but evidently a mistake,] of Victoria, sponsors Jerome Chardounet,
and Margaret Olivia.

Denny, on the 27th, by Rev. M. Ennis, Sarah, born Jan. 28th, of Daniel

Denny, and his wife Mary Kane, Catholics, sponsor Morgan Tanzey.

Murry [Murray], same date, by Rev. L. Neale, Martin, born Mar. llth, of

Martin Murry, Catholic, and Margaret Crethers, Protestant, sponsor
Elizabeth Hughes.

McSweeny, on the 28th, by Rev. M. Carr, Mordecai ["Mordocus"], born the

24th, of Dennis McSweeny, and Angelina Boyne, sponsors Mary and
Neale McGinley.

Fox, same date, by Rev. L. Neale, David, born on the 21st, of James Fox,
and his wife Mary, Catholics, sponsors Cornelius and Eleanor Crawley.

Murlo [or Mario], same date, by the same, Francis, born Apr. 22d, of Fran-

cis Murlo, Catholic, and his wife Hannah, Baptist, sponsors: Jeremiah
Sullivan and Honora Carrell.
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Dumphy, same date, by the same, John, born on the 19th, of James Dum-

phy, Catholic, and Hannah Marll, Quakeress, sponsors Thomas and his

wife Elizabeth Carracher.

Dumphy, same date, by the same, Hannah, born on the 19th, of same

parents, sponsors, the same.

,
same date, by Rev. M. Ennis, Mary Catharine, born Jan. 1st, of

Sophia and de la Violette, negroes, sponsor, Stanislaus, negro.

McCloskey, same date, by the same, Thomas, born Apr. 17th, of Patrick

McCloskey, Catholic, and his wife Barbara Gravel, Lutheran, sponsor

Bridget Byrne.

Laveau-Joubert, on the 29th, by Rev. R. Houdet, Joseph, born May 22,

1796, of Laveau, and Jeanne Joubert, sponsors Paul Siemen,

and Aramanda [Amanda] Barrabbe.

[Note. In the original the above entry is among the Baptisms for June.]

Miller, on the 31st, by the same, Eliza, born Dec. 18, 1791, of John Miller,

and Mary Textor, Protestants, sponsors John Miller, and his wife Mary.

Stackhouse, on June 1st, by Rev. L. Neale, Joseph, aged twelve years, born

of John and his wife Mary Stackhouse, unbaptized, sponsor Charles

O'Hagan.

Starton, same date, by Rev. M. Carr, Elizabeth, born Sept. 11 of last year
of Thomas Starton, non-Catholic, and his wife Mary, Catholic, sponsor

Margaret Rudolph.

Ricard, on the 4th, by Rev. M. Ennis, Mary, born Apr. 13th, of Francis

Ricard and his wife Mary Floy, Catholics, sponsor Mary Martha Michau

Renal.

Waters, same date, by the same, Mary, born May 18, of John Waters, Catho-

lic, his wife Martha McDowel, Presbyterian, sponsors John and Martha

Tobin.

Freman [Freeman], on the 5th, by the same, William, born May 25, of John,

and Phoebe Freeman, his wife, Catholics, negroes, sponsor Father

Ennis.

Sarazin, same date, by the same, Mary, born May 16, of Martin Sarazin, and

his wife Catharine le Roux, Catholics, sponsors John Pellelier, and Mary
Gerin.

Peeler, same date, baptized conditionally, and received into the Church, by
Rev. L. Neale, Hannah, fourteen years old, of Henry Peeler, Lutheran,

and his wife, Catharine, Protestant,

du Bessy, same date, by Rev. M. Ennis, Stephen Joseph, born May 15, of

John du Bessy, and his wife Susan Welcome, Catholics, sponsors

Stephen Simonet, and his wife Eugenia Susan Magniaut.

Shaw, on the 7th, by the same, Mary, born Nov. 7, 1789, of Hugh Shaw and

Mary Shepherd, Quakers, sponsor Margaret Sproule.

Hermouth, same date, by the same, Mary, born Jan. 1, 1796, of Leonard

Hermouth, Presbyterian, and his wife Mary Wissingna, Catholic,

sponsor Johanna Kane.
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Reddin, on the 9th, by the same, conditionally, Tabitha, born July 4, 1773,

of James and Matilda Reddin [of] Cape Henlopen, sponsor Father Ennis.

Abel, same date, by the same, George, born May 8th, of John Abel, and his

wife Mary Shafney, Presbyterians, sponsor Joseph Wigmore.

Norman, same date, by the same, Belisarius, born Oct, 1, 1796, of Mary
Catharine, negress, and Peter Norman, Frenchman, sponsor Francis

Victor, negro.

McDeade, on the 10th, by the same, Michael, born yesterday, of Patrick

McDeade, and his wife Bridget Dogherty, Catholics, sponsors Hugh
Boyle, and Mary Magill.

LeVent, same date, by the same, Armentaire, born Sept. 2, 1796, of John

Baptist Le Vent, and his wife Mary Sophia Lapointe, Catholics, spon-
sors John Armentaire Monges and his wife Claudia Bernardau.

Fournier Marchand Bijoubies, on the llth, by Rev. Lagrange, Alex-

ander Jules Marc, born Dec. 25, 1796, of Alexander Fournier Marchand

Bijoubies, arid Marie Constance Herit, heretofore natives of San Dom-

ingo, sponsors Jules Marie Margueron and his wife Narcisse de Ange-

lique Victoire Petit, of San Domingo.

Margueron, same date, by the same, Isabella Alexandrine, born Mar. 20,

of Jules Marie Margueron, and his wife Angelique Victoire Petit, of San

Domingo, sponsors Alexander Fournier, and his wife Mary Constance

Herit, of San Domingo.

Haughey, same date, by Rev. M. Carr, Thomas, born Dec. 25, 1796, of John

Haughey, Catholic, and his wife Elizabeth Reynolds, non-Catholic,

sponsor: Morgan Tanzey.
Amourousmauo [?], on the 12th, by Rev. M. Ennis, Lawrence, born May

19, of Lawrence Amourousmauo [or mano], Catholic, and Mary New-

ling, Presbyterian, sponsor Catharine Botroupt [sic, Boudrot.]

McGolrick, same date, by the same, William, born Apr. 6, of Hugh McGol-

rick, and his wife Anna Kelly, Catholics, sponsors, James Kelly and

Anna Boyle.

Higgins, on the 12th, by the same, Sarah, born Feb. 23, 1794, and John,
born Mar. 8, 1796, of John Higgins, Catholic, and his wife Elivia [Oli-

via?] Laurens, Presbyterian, sponsor Mary Grant.

Bray, same date, by Rev. L. Neale, Thomas, born Feb. llth, of Joseph Bray
and his wife Catharine, Catholics, sponsors Michael Leahy and Mary
Murphy.

Ryan, same date, by the same, Catharine, born on the 2d, of James Ryan,

Catholic, and his wife Lydia, Quakeress, sponsors Michael and Susan

Leahy.

Lennard [Leonard], on the 13th, by Rev. M. Ennis, Anna, born June 6, of

Thomas Lennard, and his wife Hannah Mulhern, Catholics, sponsors

Anthony Meneely, and Isabella Mclntire.

Wise, same date, by the same, Mary, born June 1, 1779, of George and Rose

Wise, Presbyterians, sponsor Father Ennis.
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Frexo, on the 14, by Rev. M. Carr, Mary Magdalen, born Aug. 25, 1796, of

Nicholas Frexo, and Magdalen Adelaide Duranton, Catholics, sponsors

John Henry, Baron de Chevigny, and Mary Magdalen Chambey.
Carteret, same date, by the same, Peter, born Aug. 28, 1796, of Peter Carter-

et, and Anna, sponsors Peter Pouble, and Josephine Dinematin.

Reynolds, on the 15, by Rev. M. Ennis, born May 25, of Thomas Reynolds,
and his wife Rebecca Magrath, Catholics, sponsors Thomas McClean,
and Catharine Dunn.

McKeown, on the 16, by the same, Joannula, born on the 7th, of Henry
McKeown, and his wife Joannula [sic, "Little Jenny?"] O'Neil, Catho-

lics, sponsors Patrick McGrowgan, and Margaret Reily.

Wilson, on the 17th, by Rev. L. Neale, James, born yesterday, of James
Wilson, Presbyterian, and his wife Mary, Catholic, sponsor Catharine

McCarty.

Gillaspy (Gillespie), same date, by Rev. M. Ennis, Eleanor, born Feb. 10, of

James Gillaspy, Protestant, and Anna Ashby, Quakeress, sponsor Mary
O'Rourke.

Serjent, on the 18th, baptized and received into the Church, by Rev. M.

Carr, Eleanor, adult, sponsor Catharine Stafford.

McGettegan, same date, by Rev. L. Neale, James, born May 12th, of Hugh
McGettigan, Catholic, and Anna Boen, Presbyterian, sponsors Edward
and Anna McFily.

Doyle, on the 19th, by Rev. M. Ennis, James, born Apr. 15, of George Doyle,

Catholic, and his wife Rebecca Kerby, Protestant, sponsor Christina

Doyle.

Cashman, same date, by the same, Mary, born 10th, of William Cashman,
arid his wife Anna Alpin, Catholics, ,sponsors_Aime LeBreton, and Mary
Vanderankin.

Flahavest, [but Flahavan], same date, by Rev. L. Neale, Margaret, born 16th,

of Roger Flahaven, and his wife Sarah, Catholics, sponsor Anna Corry.

, on the 27th, by Rev. M. Carr, Elizabeth, born Feb. 4, of unknown

parents, sponsor, Father Carr.

Rouvert, on the 18th, by Rev. Lagrange baptized in the house ["Mai-
son de la Compagnie de Ms

. Lavenir," probably the office of the firm of

M s
. Lavenir;] Marthe Aimee Louise Rouvert, born Apr. 20th, of Ed-

mond Rouvert, and his wife Jeanne Laugeay, sponsors Aime" Lavenir,
and Marthe Meisson.

Leckey, on the 22d, by Rev. M. Ennis, Mary, bora 10th, of James Lecky,

Catholic, and his wife Margaret Moirell, Presbyterian, sponsors Stephen
and Rachael O'Hagan.

Breslau, on the 23, by the same, Sarah, bora Jan. 31, of James Breslau,

Catholic, and Eleanor Murphy, Quakeress, sponsor Philip Craner.

Askins, on the 24th, by the same, Edward, born Dec. 6, 1776, of Archibald

Askins, Presbyterian, and Ruth Creazy, Anabaptist, sponsor Father

Ennis.
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Ratschiller, on the 21st, by Rev. LaGrange, Mary Sarah, born May 9,

of Anthony Ratschiller, and his wife Mary Jeanne Grandu, sponsor
Peter Francis Relviel, and Mary Apert, wife of Dupuy.

Madin [Madden?], on the 23d, by Rev. L. Neale, James, born 12th, of Arthur

Madin, Catholic, and his wife Margaret, Presbyterian, sponsor Philip

Creaner.

Field, on the 25th, by the same, Stephen, born 3d, of Paul Field, and his

wife Mary, Catholics, sponsor, Claude Stephen Boisbran.

McLoughlin, same date, by Rev. M. Ennis, Mary, born yesterday, of James
McLoughlin, and his wife Bridget Loughery, Catholics, sponsors Nicho-

las Doyle, and Anna Loughery.

Davers, on the 26th, by Rev. L. Barth, James, born 13th ["July," sic, June?],
of Hugh [in the text "hug"], and Bridget Davers, sponsor Mary Boyle.

,
on the 27th, by Rev. M. Carr, Sylva [Syhanus?] Louis, born 15th, of

Mary Teresa, negress, sponsor Morgan Tanzey.

,
same date, by Rev. M. Ennis, Susan, born Feb. 1, 1796, of Sarah,

negress, and unknown father, "M. E. Quigley, Bettering House,"

[sic; "bettering house" was old name for the city "almshouse" or ''poor-

house"}

Tessier, same date, by Rev. L. Neale, Francis, born May 26, of Peter Tes-

sier, and his wife Mary Ferry, Catholics, sponsors Father Neale, Charles

Bugnaire.

Douglas, on July 2, 1797, by Rev. L. Barth, William, born June 20, of Cant-

well Douglas, and his wife Anna Foster, sponsors Daniel Roserty,
Sarah Bennet.

Dixon, on the 3d, by Rev. M. Ennis. Anthony, born Oct. 6, 1795, of Clement

Dixon, and his wife Martha \Vaas, Catholics, sponsor Anna Barbara

Groves.

Randal, same date, by the same, Archibald, born May 24, of Archibald

Randal, and his wife Sarah Campbel, Catholics, sponsors Christopher
and Mary O'Connor.

Harfager, same date, by Rev. L. Neale, Anna Catharine, born today of

Christopher Harfager, deceased, and his wife Susan, Catholics, sponsors
Peter Field and Anna Catharine Ecke {earlier form was Eck.]

Ernes [?], same date, by Rev. L. Barth, Elizabeth, born on the 2d, of

George and Elizabeth Ernes, sponsor, Father Barth.

Travers, on the 4th, by Rev. M. Ennis, Hannah, born June 4, of Patrick

Travers, and his wife Hannah Dent, Catholics, sponsors Thomas Len-

nard, and Catharine Maguire.

M'armee, same date, by Rev. L. Barth, James, born
,
of James M'ar-

mee, and his wife Anna, sponsors David and Bridget Dougherty.

Richebaery [?], same date, by Rev. L. Barth, Mary Ursula Catharine Mar-

garet, born Sept. 8, 1779 [?], of Augustine Richebaery [?], and his

wife An [Anna? remainder illegible as weu as family name, which seems

to read in part somewhat like
"

emmonin"] resident in [illegible] spon-
sors John Baptist Dalivier [or D'Olivier] de Belzun, and Mary Louisa
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Pauline de Cockburn D'Artis, who signed with me. [Signatures :]

"Cockburn D'artis;" [the second name illegible, but looks like the god-

father's "Dalivier de Belzun;"] "Lud. Earth."

Dumphy, on the 7th, by Rev. L. Neale, Mary, and Charlotte, twins, born

Jan. 3, of Fergus Dumphy, Protestant, and his wife Sarah, Catholic,

sponsor Father Neale.

O'Neil, on the 9th, by the same, Catharine, born the 3d, of Bernard O'Neil,

and his wife Deborah Ryan, Catholics, sponsor Bridget Keating.

Duffy, same date, by the same, Eleanor, born the 4th, of Edward Duffy,
and his wife Mary Kearney, sponsors Luke Connolly and Elizabeth

Cosgrove.

Snyder, same date, by the same, Henrietta Christiana, born 2d, of Joseph Sny-

der, and his wife Barbara, Catholics, sponsors Charles Taws, and his

wife Barbara.

Digot, same date, by Rev. M. Carr, Johanna, born 2d, of George Digot,
and his wife Eleanor Toomey, Catholics, sponsor Margaret Metland

[Maitland?]

Dogherty, same date, by Rev. L. Neale, William, born June 28, of Roger
Dogherty and his wife Theresa Murrony, Catholics, sponsors Michael

Butler, and Eleanor Walsh.

Cunningham, on the llth, by Rev. M. Carr, Hannah, born June 12, of

Daniel Cunningham, and his wife SarahWalker, sponsor, Morgan Tanzey.
Marley, same date, by Rev. M. Ennis, Catharine, born Jan. 29, of James

Marley, and his wife Eleanor Harold, Catholics, sponsors Catharine

Boitrop [Botrot] of Bucks County.

Bready, on the 13th, ceremonies supplied, by Rev. L. Neale, Johanna, bap-
tized by her own father, born Apr. 19, of Charles Bready and his wife

Sarah, Catholics.

Hallet, on the 15th, by the same, Stephen, born Feb. 17th, of J. Hallet,

Frenchman, sponsor Mary Alsmennin.

Barrett, on the 14th, by Rev. M. Ennis, Elizabeth, born Dec. 10, 1795, of

Tobias Barrett, Catholic, and Elizabeth Hilburn, Quakeress, sponsor

Mary Murphy.
Morris, on the 16th, by the same, James, born Feb. 10, of James Morris,

and his wife Gillina [Angelina?] McLoughlin, Catholics, sponsors Rich-

ard Sheridan, and Mary Johnson.

Dunlevy, same date, by the same, Andrew, born on the 7th, of Andrew Dun-

levy, and his wife Abigail Munday, Catholics, sponsor Michael Cummins,
and Rosa Munday.

,
on the 17th, by Rev. Lagrange, "Caty" [sic, Catharine?], born

Sept. 23, 1796, of Rebecca Lock, and unknown father, sponsors "Caty"

Carr, representing Savoie [?] M. Eutrope Berauld, citizen of San Dom-

ingo, and Elizabeth Moreau-DeLagrangp.

McGrath, on the 22d, by Rev. L. Neale, Francis, born Mar. 10, 1793, of

James McGrath, Catholic, and Sarah, Presbyterian, [then a word or two

unreadable] sponsor John Scully.
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Boyde, same date, by Rev. M. Ennis, Anna, born Sept. 17, 1796, of Catha-

rine Mooney and Andrew Boyde, sponsor Rachael Peters.

Magrath, same date, by the same, John, born May 10, 1795, and Thomas

July 1, of James Magrath, Catholic, and his wife Sarah Wilson, Presby-
terian, sponsors Thomas McClean, and Rosa Parker.

Laurence [Laurenst], same date, by the same, conditionally, Olivia, born

July 25, 1776, of Samuel Laurence, and Anna Knowles, sponsor Law-
rence Keenan.

Carroll, same date, by Rev. M. Carr, Margaret, born the 14th, of John Car-

roll, and his wife Elizabeth, Catholics, sponsors Patrick McDay and

Bridget Dougherty.

O'Donnel, on the 23d, by the same, James, born the 20th, of Daniel O'Don-

nel, and his wife Bridget Boyle, sponsor Morgan Tanzey.
Whelan, same date, by Rev. M. Ennis, James, born the 2d, of James Whe-

lan, and his wife Alice Gough, Catholics, sponsors Charles and Chris-

tina Callaghan.

Mulloney, same date, by the same, Anna, born the 10th, of Thomas Mul-

loney and his wife Mary Ramsey, Catholics, sponsors William Guery,
and Elizabeth Maguire.

McGowen, on the 24th, by Rev. L. Neale, William, born the 19th, of Ed-
ward McGowen, Catholic, and Eleanor Munroe, Presbyterian, sponsors
William Devinny, and Catharine McManis.

,
same date, by Rev. R. Houdet, Adelaide, born May 4th, of Sophia

Amelia, sponsors Peter Pelain, and Adelaide Rivasseau.

Kemp-Caine, same date, by the same, Francis, born Dec. 15, 1796, of Mat-
hew Caine and Celestine Robin, sponsors Augustine Guy, and Frances

Couzay.

[NOTE. A reference to a memorandum at the bottom of the page of the

Register, -which reads thus: "Note by Rev. P. Kenny. 24 July, a baptism
of that date, the French names are illspelled, Mathew Caine should

have been written Mathew Kemp, and Augustine Guy, should have
been Guigue."]

, same date, by the same, Francis, born Mar. 11, 1796, of Sophia

Amelia, sponsors Augustine Guy [Guigue] and Frances Couzay. [See
Note above.]

, the 25th, by the same, Elizabeth, born Jan. 7, of Mary Magdalen,

sponsors John Baptist, and Elizabeth.

Hynds, the 28th, received into the Church, by Rev. L. Neale, Sarah, adult

aged twenty-eight years, born Jan. 9, of Sylvester Hynds, and his wife

Catharine, non-Catholics, sponsor Anna Kearns.

Reily, same date, baptized conditionally, and received into the Church,

by the same, Eleanor, born July 5, 1770, wife of Edward Reiley, non-

Catholics.

Rose, the 30, by the same, Susan, born on the 16th, of Peter Rose, Lutheran,
and his wife Mary Boyer, Catholic, sponsors Peter Moore and Lydia
Green.
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Traynor, same date, by Rev. M. Carr, Anna, born on 10th, of Patrick Tray-
nor [Trainor] and his wife Elizabeth, Catholics, sponsors Hugh McGo-

lick, and Margaret Corr.

Barry, same date, by Rev. L. Neale, Catharine, born the 26th, of Sifnon B.

Barry, and his wife Mary, Catholics, sponsors David Barry, and Sarah

Finney.

Mellony, same date, by the same, John, born the 2d, of Peter Mellony and
his wife Eleanor, sponsors John Mellony and Catharine Doran.

Cashman, the 31st, by Rev. M. Ennis, Thomas, bora May 23d, of Timothy
Cashman, Catholic, and Mary Bell, Protestant, sponsors James Kelly,

and Kitty Sywood.
Newill, the 31st, by the same, Mary Bussy, born the 21st, of Andrew Newill,

Protestant, and his wife Elizabeth Bussy, Catholic, sponsors John
Barry, and Judith Parmenter. [Parmentier?]

Daly, same date, by Rev. M. Carr, Michael, bora today, of Dennis Daly,
and his wife Sarah Doyle, Catholics, sponsor Mary McGee.

McDeede, August 1, 1797, by Rev. M. Ennis, Philip, bora Feb. 1, 1796, of

and Patrick McDeede, sponsor Hannah Cawley.

Hurley, the 2d, by the same, Thomas, bora May 28, of John Hurley and
his wife Anna Schuyler, Protestants, sponsors Michael Hurley and

Catharine Byrne.

Thouin, the 3d, by Rev. R. Houdet, Elizabeth Clotilde, bora July 28, of

Claude Thouin, and Mary Elizabeth Tostain, sponsors Louis Marie

Francis Dunau, M.D. ["Medecin"] and Mary Elizabeth Pauline De
Raussanne Bois Martin.

Dickson, the 4th, by Rev. M. Ennis, Caroline, born Oct. 4, 1795, of John
Dickson, Catholic, and his wife Mary Parker, Protestant, sponsors

John Risdal and wife Johanna.

Kempton, the 5th, by Rev. L. Neale, John, bora July llth, of Benjamin
Kempton, and his wife Margaret, sponsors Miles Rorke, and Mary
Farran.

Donath, the 6th, by Rev. R. Houdet, Joseph, bora July 29th, of Joseph

Donath, and Rosalia Janke, sponsors James John Mazurie, and Mary
Louisa Frecour.

Mullen, the 7th, by Rev. M. Ennis, Mary, born the 2d, of George Mullen,

Catholic, and Mary Thompson, Protestant, sponsor Catharine Butler.

Reily, same date, by Rev. L. Neale, Sarah, born June 10, of Edward Reily,

and his wife Eleanor, Catholics, sponsor Anna Bateman.

, the 9th, by Rev. R. Houdet, Josephine, adult negro, parents un-

known, sponsors Mary Terrier, and Mannette Terrier.

Cochran, the llth, by Rev. M. Carr, Hannah, bora Mar. 30, of Edward

Cochran, Catholic, and Margaret Wert, Protestant, sponsor Morgan
Tanzey.

Dogherty, the 13th, by Rev. M. Ennis, Francis, bora Dec. 25, 1795, of Wil-

liam Dogherty, and Mary Shaughnessy, sponsors Martin and Margaret
Tobin.
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Murrin, same date, by the same, Mary, born July 19, of Patrick Murrin,

Catholic, and Elizabeth Hore, Protestant, sponsor, Morgan Tanzey.

Kane, same date, by Rev. M. Carr, Eleanor, born the 5th, of James Kane,

and his wife Jennie, Protestants, sponsors, Patrick and Anna Adair.

Williams, the 14th, by Rev. M. Ennis, Richard, born of Patrick Williams,

and his wife Hannah Hawton, sponsor Rosanna Maguire.

Traven, the 15th, by Rev. M. Carr, Hannah, born July 13, of Edward Tra-

ven, Catholic and Margaret Ford, non-Catholic, sponsors John Con-

nolly and Catharine Roddy.

Burke, the 16th, by Rev. L. Neale, Hugh, born July 13th, of Theobald

Burke, Catholic, and his wife Agnes Ballintine, Protestant, sponsors

Michael Burke, and Alice Lalor.

Lindort, same date, by Rev. M. Carr, John Joseph, negro, born Dec. ,

1796, of negro parents, sponsor Morgan Tanzey.

Bo}-d, the 17th, by the same, Anna, bora the 14th, of James Boyd, and his

wife Margaret Kelly, Catholics, sponsors Patrick O' Kelly, and Susan

McPhadden.

Glissan, same date, by Rev. L. Neale, Elizabeth, adult, born Oct. 16, 1778,

of James Glissan and his wife Susan, Catholics.

McCleode, the 18th, by Rev. M. Ennis, George, born June 19th, of Bridget

Breslan, and George McCleode, sponsor Thomas Farmer.

,
the 19th, by Rev. R. Houdet, Peter, negro, born on the 14th, of

Elizabeth , sponsor Peter and Magdalen.

Cousquet, the 20th, by the same, Louisa Josephine Adelaide, born May 29,

of Augustine Cousquet, and Mary Reine Eugenia Renaud, sponsors

Jean Testart, and Mary Aimee Testart.

Cousquet, same date, by the same, John Francis Augustine Gaston,

July 21, of same parents, sponsors Francis St. Guily, and Desiree

Bercy. [No year given in the Register for the two Cousquet children.]

Curry, same date, by Rev. L. Neale, Anna, adult, formerly Quakeress,

received into the Church, sponsor Anna Barbara Groves.

Boyle, same date, by Rev. M. Ennis, Patrick, born today of Edward Boyl
and his wife Mary McNulty, Catholics, sponsor Anna McNulty.

McGowen, same date, by Rev. M. Carr, Eleanor, adult, who is received inl

the Church, and baptized conditionally, sponsor Father Carr.

Gallagher, same date, by the same, John, born 1795, baptized conditional!]

and received into the Church, sponsor Father Carr.

,
same date, by Rev. R. Houdet, Mary, negress, born of unknowi

parents, sponsor Mary Jenson.

Matson, same date, by Rev. L. Neale, Anna, adult, formerly Anabapti

baptized conditionally, and received into the Church.

Mathews, the 21st, by Rev. M. Ennis, John, born Oct. 15, 1796, of Johi

Mathews, Catholic, and his wife Mary Shell, Protestant, sponsor Re-

becca Ferguson.
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Faucampt, same date, by the same, William Bernard, born July 29. of

Bernard Laurence Faucampt, and his wife Alidera Ferscore, Catho-

lics, sponsor Father Ennis.

Comius, [the signature however reads "Conneyus"], on the 21st, by Re"v. R.

Houdet, Charles Joseph Assumption, born June 28, of Paul Cataline

Comius, and Pauline Ryan, sponsors Charles Mulvey, and Pauline

Ryan.

Murphy, same date, by Rev. M. Ennis, Michael, born July 24, of Michael

Murphy, and his wife Catharine Condon, Catholics, sponsors Francis

Murphy and Johanna Cotter.

Greaghan, the 22d, by the same, conditionally, Catharine, aged twenty-
nine years, born of James Greaghan, and Bridget Byrne, sponsor
Father Ennis.

Chausset, same date, by the same, Joseph, born June 12, of Jeremiah

Chausset, Catholic, and his wife Sarah Boston, Lutheran, sponsor Mor-

gan Tanzey.

Joyce, the 24th, by the same, John, born on the 18th, of John Joyce, and

his wife Sarah Dogherty, Catholics, sponsors James Dever, and Han-

nah Dogherty.

Bateman, the 25th, baptized conditionally and received into the Church,

by Rev. L. Neale, Anna, widow, forty years of age, born of John Gross

and his wife Hester, Protestants.

Hunter, the same date, baptized conditionally, and received into the Church,

by the same, Juliana Catharine Copia, nineteen years of age, born of

John Hunter, and his wife Mary, non-Catholics.

Fortune, the 27th, by Rev. M. Ennis, James, born on the 10th, of Walter

Fortune, and his wife Anna Perry, Catholics, sponsors George and Mar-

garet Fortune.

Fitzpatrick, same date, by Rev. M. Carr, Mary, born June 2, 1796, of Nicho-

las Fitzpatrick, Catholic, and his wife Mary Spotswood, non-Catholic,

sponsors Luke Connolly and Gilina [for Angelina?] Geary,

igan, same date, by Rev. M. Ennis, James, born the 3d, of Patrick Dugan,
and his wife Winifred Dougherty, Catholics, sponsors James Murtaugh,
and Rosa Maguire.

McMullen, same date, by Rev. M. Carr, Charles, bom on the 18th, of Neale

McMullen, Catholic, and his wife Mary Tremble, non-Catholic, sponsor

Mary Johnston.

Mellon, the 29th, by Rev. M. Ennis, Mary, born on the 23d, of Bernard Mel-

lon, and his wife Sarah Bradelty [probably Bradley], sponsor Eleanor

Kennedy.
Drum, September 3d, by Rev. M. Carr, Barbara, born Aug. 26, of Peter

Drum, and his wife Margaret Shreiner, Catholics, sponsors, Anne Shrei-

ner and Henry Cake.

McCan [Canri], same date, by the same, Catharine, born Aug. 7, of Thomas

McCan, and his wife Margaret Quigley, Catholics, sponsor Catharine

Rivel.
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Rourke, same date, by Rev. M. Ennis, Mary, born Dec. 28, 1796, of Michael

Rourke, and his wife Grennan, Catholics, sponsor Elizabeth!* Hun-

gayry.

,
the 4th, by Rev. R. Houdet, John Baptist, born July 12, of Mary

Frances Moissau, sponsors John Baptist Caemouin [the signature reads

"Caemoin"], and Anna Frances Guyot.

Taws, same date, by Rev. M. Carr, Joseph, born the 2d, of Charles Taws,
and his wife Elizabeth Butcher, Catholics, sponsor Catharine Butcher.

Endureau, same date, by Rev. R. Houdet, John, born Mar. 29, 1792, of

Francis Endureau, and Frances Ortigue, sponsors John Reynolds, and

Mary Charlotte Maureau.

Babin, same date, by the same, Susan, born Oct. 28, 1797, [sic, 1796?]
of John Baptist Babin, and his wife Anna Wandever [probably Vander

Veer, or Vander Ver], sponsors George and Anna Trahan.

,
the 5th, by the same, Mary Louisa, negress, born in May, of For-

tunata, sponsors John Henry, and Mary Louisa.

Roulin, the 8th, by Rev. Lagrange, John Francis, born Aug. 14, of

Louis Roulin, health officer, ["officier de Santt"] and Mary Martha,

sponsors John Reaud [the signature reads "Reaus"], "negotiant," and
Frances Chovot.

,
the 10th, by Rev. R. Houdet, John, born 1794, of Mary Louisa,

negress, sponsors John and Mary.

,
same date, by the same, Elizabeth, born in August, of Mary, .

negress, sponsors John and Elizabeth.

Sowerwalt, same date, by Rev. L. Neale, Lawrence, born the 2d, of John
Sowerwalt, and his wife Margaret, Catholics, sponsors Lawrence Sower-

wait, and his wife Catharine.

Barry, same date, by the same, Edward, born Aug. 20, of James Barry,

Catholic, and his wife Mary, Protestant, sponsors Simon Barry, and his

wife Mary.

Christeesen, the llth, by Rev. R. Houdet, born May 24, of James Christee-

son, and his wife Catharine Mahonien, Catholics, sponsor Anna Sulion

[Sullivan?].

Hynes, same date, by Rev. L. Neale, Anna, born Aug. 27, of John Hynes,
and Mary, sponsor Mary McGrigger.

Roger, same date, by Rev. R. Houdet, John Louis, born Aug. 25, of Jacques
Roger, and his wife Mary Elizabeth Bahon, [the signature however reads

"Boyin,"] sponsors John Joseph Jarret, and Mary Ursula Ravin.

Hell, the 13th, by Rev. M. Carr, George, born July 19, of James Hell, non-

Catholic, and his wife Mary McNeale, Catholic, sponsor Mary Johnston.

McDevit, the 17th, by the same, Cornelius, bora the llth, of James McDevit
and his wife Bridget Gallagher, Catholics, sponsor Mary Johnston.

Hopkins, the 18th, by Rev. M. Ennis, Bartholomew Philip, born the 16th,
of William Hopkins, and his wife Margaret Brown, Catholics, sponsor
Catharine Boitrop [Botrot].
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Marchand, the 17th, by Rev. Lagrange, Peter Frederick, born June

1, of Anthony Plotter Marchand, and his wife Magdalen Dauphin,
citizens of San Domingo, sponsors Peter Petiton, and his wife Sophia

Bailly [or Dailly.]

Moret, same date, by the same, Jean Baptiste Michel, born Mar. 20, of Jean

Moret, and his wife Anne Marie Josephine Paquet, citizens of San Dom-

ingo, sponsors Jean Baptiste Michel Paquet, represented by John
William Bertheson Deaud, [the signature reads "Beaud,"] of San Dom-

ingo and Anna Elizabeth Lafargue Paquet, widow.

McGrane, the 19th, by Rev. M. Ennis, Mathew, born the 14th, of Patrick

McGrane, and his wife Mary, Catholics, sponsor Abigail Dougherty.

Smith, the 20th, by the same, Mary, born the 16th, %of Philip Smith, and his

wife Margaret Carroll, Catholics, sponsor Anna Feran.

Mahoney, the 21st, by the same, Dennis, born the 9th, of Michael Mahoney,
and his wife Mary Foley, Catholics, sponsors Patrick Roache, and

Eleanor Donovan.

Britton, same date, by Rev. L. Neale, George, aged forty-five years, born

of Christian Britton, and his wife Catharine, Catholics.

Pranga, the 24th, by the same, Andrew, born the 15th, of Andrew Pranga,
and his wife Eleanor, Catholics, sponsor, Mary Murphy, represented

by Father Neale.

Caron, same date, by Rev. R. Houdet, Mary Rose, born Jan. 23, of Peter

Nicholas Caron, [the signature however reads "Caroiy"] and his wife

Rose Duranton, sponsors Benjamin Tibaut, and Mary Anna Henry.

Ward, same date, by Rev. M. Ennis, Catharine, born Aug. 22, of Charles

Ward, Catholic, and his wife Elizabeth Taggert, Protestant, sponsor

Mary Taylor.

Meyere, same date, by Rev. Lagrange, Louisa Mary Charlotte Celine

Meyere, born Aug. 21, of John Baptist Joseph Michael Canum [?] Mey-
ere, and Mary Charlotte Dubortz, sponsors Mederic Louis Maryr

Nar-

cisse Moreau de St. Mery, and Magdalen Charlotte Caroline Mary
Meyere represented by Mary Amelia Eleanor Baudry Deslozieres.

Charles, the 26th, by Rev. M. Ennis, Benjamin, born the 14th, of Isard

Charles, and his wife Hannah Carter, Protestants, sponsor Francis

Boyle.

Lindsey, same date, by the same, Elizabeth, born the 13th, of Andrew Lind-

sey, and his wife Elizabeth McCauley, Protestants, sponsor Elizabeth

Williams.

Boyle, the 27th, by the same, Catharine, born the 18th, of Daniel Boyle, and

his wife Mary Shepherd, Catholics, sponsors John Boyle, and Abigail

Monday [Munday].

Livingston, the 30th, by the same, Mary, born Dec. 2, 1776, of Michael

Livingston, and his wife Magdalen, Presbyterians, sponsor Father

Ennis.

,
same date, by Rev. R. Houdet, Catharine, negress, born the 7th, of

Adelaide, sponsors Poussau, and Sophia.
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Feinour, October 2d, by Rev. L. Neale, Joseph, born Sept. 29, of Joseph
Feinour, and his wife Mary, sponsor Mary Anna Sneider.

Boyce, same date, by Rev. M. Ennis, Elizabeth, born Mar. 5, of Joseph

Boyce, Protestant, and his wife Catharine Coffey, Catholic, sponsor

Mary Johnson.

McLoughlin, same date, by the same, Bridget, born Sept. 29, of John
McLoughlin, and his wife Catharine, Catholics, sponsors Christopher
and Elizabeth Williams.

Bruce, same date, by the same, Elizabeth, Ijorn July 15, of Henry Bruce,
and Mary, Protestants, sponsor Morgan Tanzey.

Murry, same date, by the same, John, born yesterday, of Francis Murry,
and his wife Mary Toland, Catholics, sponsors Daniel and Catharine

Dogherty.

Boyde, the 3d, by Rev. L. Neale, Peter, born May 31, of John Boyde,
and Margaret Thompson, sponsor Catharine Botrot.

Kelly, same date, by the same, Margaret, born Sept. 18, of John Kelly, and

his wife Mary, Catholics, sponsors Joseph Wigmore and his wife Han-

nah.

Crevin, the 5th, ceremonies supplied by Rev. Lagrange, Victorine, born

Dec. 31, 1796, of Francis Crevin, and Mary Josephine Selvotte, of San

Domingo, sponsors Louis Mary Francis Dunau, M.D., and Victorine

Domas.
McBrid [McBride], the 3d, by Rev. R. Houdet, Elizabeth, born July 19, of

William McBrid, Catholic, and Rachael Whiteby ; sponsors Joseph Mary
Thomas, and Amy Autier.

Ward, the 6th, by Rev. L. Neale, Catharine, born yesterday, of Patrick

Ward, and his wife Bridget, Catholics, sponsors Father Neale, and

Eleanor Sweeny.

Gregory, same date, by the same, Mary, aged five years, born of Thomas

Gregory, and his wife Mary, sponsor John Henry Fisher.

McCauley, the 8th, by Rev. M. Carr, Mary, born Sept. 23, of Charles McCau-

ley, and his wife Sarah McLaughlin, Catholics, sponsors Patrick Har-

kins, and Catharine Kelly.

Kain, same date, by Rev. M. Ennis, George, born Sept. 27, of Daniel Kain,
and his wife Sophia Farrel, Catholics; sponsors William Bonner, and

Christina Dorrin.

Anthony, the 9th, by Rev. L. Neale, Mary, born Sept. 10, of Jonas

Anthony, and his wife Mary, Catholics, sponsor Catharine Botrot.

George, same date, by Rev. M. Ennis, John, negro, of Zachariah George,
and Syra Chase; sponsor Mary Kane.

Meyere, the 13th, by Rev. R. Houdet, Julia, born this day, of Sardou, and

his wife Theresa Meyere; sponsors Louis Anastase Tarascon, and Julia

Bertrand representing Peter Picard, and Jeanne la Marque.

Kelty, the 15th, by Rev. M. Ennis, Sarah, born the 12th, of James Kelty,
and his wife Anna Lennan, Catholics, sponsor Anna Mooney.
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,
the 13th, by the same, Mary, conditionally; born Oct. 15, 1781, of

{remainder blank.]

Delany, the 15th, by Rev. L. Neale, Dennis, born Sept. 25, of Dennis and
Catharine Delany, sponsors Eugene Loge [Loguel], and Eleanor Baxter.

Mullen, the 9th, in danger of death, by Rev. L. Neale, Mary, adult, bap-
tized conditionally, and received into the Church.

Johnston, the 15th, by Rev. M. Carr, Augustus, born Sept. 24, of Richard

Johnston, and his wife Mary Toy, Catholics, sponsors Terence Murphy,
and Elizabeth Fournier.

,
same date, by Rev. R. Houdet, Peter, adult negro, of unknown

parents; sponsors Peter La Chaise, and Catharine Bounot.

Burk, same date, by the same, James, born Sept. 15, of David Burk, and
his wife Elizabeth Gavet, Catholics; sponsors William Long, and
Christiana Boggs.

Miller, the 16th, by Rev. M. Ennis, Francis, born the 3d, of James Miller,

and his wife Mary Collins, Catholics; sponsors Jeremiah O'Sullivan,
and Abigail Stokes.

Salles [or Salle], the 17th, by Rev. R. Houdet, Louis Frederick, born yester-

day, of Louis Peter Salles, and his wife Rose Angelica Roland; sponsors
Peter Toussaint Augustine Salles, and Louisa Caroline Salles, brother

and sister of the infant.

Coyle, the 18th, by Rev. M. Ennis, Catharine, born the 16th, of Edward

Coyle, and his wife Margaret Sweeney, Catholics; sponsor Gilina

[Angelina!] Begley.

Duffey, the 19th, by Rev. M. Carr, Mary, born the 16th, of William Duffey,
and his wife Grace Dugan, Catholics; sponsors Michael Waters, and

Elizabeth McNulty.

Brown, same date, on her sick bed, by Rev. L. Neale, Charlotte, Protestant,

adult, baptized and received into the Church.

Decouin, the 22d, by Rev. R. Houdet, Andrew Present, born Aug. 6, of

John Decouin, and his wife Sarah Buckley; sponsors Andrew Balan

[or Calan], and Elizabeth Tobb [perhaps Todd].

Finny, same date, by Rev. M. Ennis, Mary, born the llth, of John Finny,
and his wife Sarah Badger, Catholics; sponsors Simon and Mary Barry.

,
same date, by Rev. R. Houdet, Peter, negro, born Dec.

, 1796, of

Lucia; sponsors Peter, and Milania [Melanialf]

,
the 23d, by the same, Mary Louisa, negress, born in June, 1797, of

Mary Theresa; sponsors John and Louisa.

Barry, the 26th, by Rev. L. Neale, Richard, born the 16th, of John Barry,
and his wife Anna, Catholics; sponsor John Curtain.

McNulty, the 29th, by Rev. M. Ennis, Sarah, born Sept. 29, of James Mc-

Nulty, and his wife Bridget Cannon, Catholics; sponsors William Bon-

ner, and Catharine Dorney [Durney ?]

McFeely, same date, by the same, John, born the 15th, of John McFeely,
and his wife Catharine Flanagan, Catholics; sponsor Daniel McNulty.

Clark, same date, by the same, Johanna, born Jan. 29, 1796, of Abijah
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Clark, Catholic, and his wife Mary Williams, Protestant; sponsors

Daniel Conry, and Mary Catharine Diamond.

Mullen, same date, by the same, Patrick, born the 27th, of James Mullen,

and his wife Johanna McCloskey, Catholics; sponsors John McCloskey,
and Bridget Coll.

Macoy [McCoy], same date, by the same, Margaret, born the 5th, of Alex-

ander Macoy, and his wife Mary Moore, Catholics; sponsor Johanna
McGill.

,
same date, by Rev. R. Houdet, Henry, negro, born Oct. , 1797, of

Johanna; sponsors John Baptist, and Martha.

,
same date, by Rev. L. Neale, Rebecca, born 4th, of unknown par-

ents; sponsor Margaret Wade.

-, the 30th, by Rev. R. Houdet, Mary Frances, born June , 1796, of

Calipso [Calypso]; sponsors Peter Bertrand, and Mary Frances Adel

[Adelaide] Nerac.

Talaveyra, same date, by the same, Mary Catharine Amelia, born the 12th,

of Talaveyra, and Mary Claudia; sponsors George de Bois St.

Lys, and Mary Amelia Menier.

McLaughlain, the 31st, by Rev. L. Neale, Eleanor, born the 16th, of Michael

McLaughlain, and his wife Mary, Catholics; sponsor Mary Johnson.

Present, November 1st, by Rev. R. Houdet, Henry John Baptist, born this

day, of John Baptist Dejoannis Present, and his wife Sophia Celeste

Eleanor Sapinaud de la Rairie
; sponsors John Baptist de Helle, grand

uncle to the infant, represented by Frederic Cuisso, and Aimee Hen-

riette Frances le Sapinaud de la Rairie, aunt to the infant, represented

by Mary Louisa Frederic le Tuisso.

Green, the 2d, by Rev. M. Carr, John Joseph, born Sept. 7th, of John Joseph

Green, Catholic, and his wife Susan Herse
; sponsor Lambert Ladent

[or Sadent].

,
same date, and received into the Church, by the same, Rachael

Alice, adult; sponsor Father Carr.

Present, the 5th, by Rev. R. Houdet, Elizabeth Mary Georget Virginia, born

Feb. 19, 1796, of Genty Lavaud Present, and his wife Mary Martha

Elizabeth Le Fontaine; sponsors Robert Peter Branu, and Mary
Georget Marcet. Robert de Bellevue.

[NOTE. The signatures are:

"Murat Robert de Bellevue" "Robert Pierre Branu"
' 'Le Chev . Volient'

' "Defontaine Gty Lavaud'
'

"Aime Ard . Lavaud" "G. T. Lavaud-Defontaine"

"Gentille Lavaud" "Sully Lavaud"

"Nancy"
Curry, same date, by Rev. L. Neale, Mary, thirty-one years of age, born of

John and Margaret Curry, Baptists; sponsor Mary Lloyd.

Richards, same date, by the same, and received into the Church, Mary, sev-

enteen years of age in May, born of Thomas Richards, and Catharine,

Protestants; sponsor Anna Barbara Groves.
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,
same date, by the same, baptized conditionally, and received into

the Church, Peter Bachman, a lad about nine years of age, previously

Presbyterian.

Bradley, same date, by Rev. M. Ennis, Rosanna, born Oct. 12th, of James
Bradley, Catholic, and his wife Mary Bent, Protestant; sponsors Rob-
ert O'Brien, and Sarah Farrel or Harold.

Brian, same date, by Rev. M. Carr, Grace, born Oct. 29th, of John Brian,

and his wife Margaret Driscol, Catholics; sponsor Grace Hanley.

Herot, the 7th, by Rev. R. Houdet, Adelaide, born Apr. llth, of Louis

Herot, and his wife Elizabeth LaGarde; sponsors Augustine Thomas

Herot, and Aimee Adelaide Herot.

LeRoux, same date, by Rev. L. Neale, Anna, born Sept. 25, of Joseph

LeRoux, and his wife Mary, Catholics; sponsor Mary Johnston.

Gaschet de Lisle, the 9th, by Rev. R. Houdet, Josephine Desiree, born Oct.

18, of Louis Gaschet de Lisle, and his wife Elizabeth Reyne Laurent;

sponsors Joseph Gaschet de Lisle, represented by Aimable Brazier;

and Desiree Gaschet, represented by Angelique Maday.

[NOTE. Referring to some of the parties named in the above is an entry
in the Registers of Goshenhoppen Church, (published in RECORDS for

1897, viii, 340.) Therein are named "Joseph Louis Gaschet de

Lisle
" and his wife

"
Elizabeth Regina Laurence."]

Duffy, the 13th, by Rev. L. Neale, Sarah, born May 22, of John Duffy and

Elizabeth; sponsors Hugh and Anna Carr.

Myers, same date, by Rev. M. Ennis, Sarah, born Oct. 29, of George Myers,

Catholic, and his wife Sophia Bush, Lutheran; sponsor Elizabeth

Kipples.

Mulloy, same date, by the same, Catharine, born the 9th, of Patrick Mulloy,
and his wife Eleanor Kane, Catholics; sponsors John McEhvaine, and

Sarah Macauley.

Noble, same date, by the same, George, born Aug. 25, of James Noble,

Lutheran, and his wife Mary Wade, Catholic; sponsor William Staylor?

[perhaps Haylor or Taylor].

Romeo, the 16th, by Rev. R. Houdet, Charles, born the llth, of Joachim

Anthony Carmelo Romeo, and his wife Rose Lubrano; sponsor Louis

Andrillon, and Julia Poirier.

Mooney, same date, by Rev. M. Ennis, Rachael, born Oct. 30, of Hugh
Mooney, and his wife Johanna Conrad, Catholics; sponsors John Gart-

land, and Mary Nowlan.

Linehan, same date, by Rev. L. Neale, Dennis, born Oct. 30, of Patrick

Linehan, and his wife Mary, Catholics; sponsors Louis Ryan, and

Catharine Green.

McDonald, the 17th, by Rev. M. Ennis, Henry, born Oct. 31, of Malcolm

McDonald, Presbyterian, and his wife Elizabeth Owens, Catholic;

sponsor Father Ennis.

Hurly, [but Hurley] the 18th, by the same, John, born the 6th, of Thomas

Hurley, Catholic, and his wife Catharine Rogers, Protestant
; sponsors
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Michael Hurly, and Margaret Byrne. [See Note in front for "Michael

Hurley."]

,
the 19th, by Rev. R. Houdet, Joseph, negro, born Oct. 26, 1796, of

Rosa; sponsors Joseph Mathew Cerrier [or Serrier], and Cecilia Eu-

phrosyne Lambert.

Gerbier, the 23d, by the same, Jeanne Charlotte Frances, born Sept. 5, 1795,

of Aime John Gerbier, and his wife Claudia Frances Chausse; sponsors

John Reter Rousseau, and Charlotte Susan De Mourseau.

Goster, the 26th, by Rev. L. Neale, William, born Oct. 13, of Richard Goster,

and his wife Mary, non-Catholics; sponsor John Kennidy, [Kennedy.]

Morera, [sic, but Moreira], same date, by Rev. R. Houdet, Louis, born Oct.

21, of Louis Morera, and Margaret Foulou; sponsor Louis Alonzo.

[In RECORDS for 1893, reference to "Ludovic" Moreira and wife. See

iv, 178.]

Bartholemi, the 27th, by the same, Anna, born June 18, of John Baptist

Bartholemi, and his wife Frances La Garde; sponsors John Reveillhac,

and Mary Anna Cafabon [or Casabon].

McFeely, same date, by Rev. M. Ennis, Mary, born the 26th, of Edward

McFeely, and his wife Anna Greswell, Catholics; sponsors Patrick Barr

and Elizabeth Sarah Greswell.

Collin, December 1st, by Rev. M. Ennis, Tobias, negro, born Jan. 5, 1775,

of Tobias Collin, and Elizabeth, negroes; sponsor Francis Maguire.

Marshall, the 2d, by Rev. M. Carr, Francis, born Nov. 10, of Francis Mar-

shall, and his wife Mary, Catholics; sponsor David Keplus.

McCandry, the 3d, by Rev. L. Neale, John, born Nov. 13, of John McCan-

dry, and his wife Catharine, Catholics, sponsors John Murphy and

Mary Taylor.

Myers, same date, by the same, John, born Nov. 25, of Lawrence Meyers,
and his wife Rachael, Catholics; sponsors Nicholas Esling, and his

wife Catharine.

Daugherty, same date, by the same, Catharine, born Nov. 12, of Eugene
Daugherty, Catholic, and his wife Margaret, Presbyterian; sponsors
Brian and Margaret McCurdy.

Graham, same date, by the same, John, born of John Graham, Catholic, and
his wife Mary, Presbyterian; sponsors Patrick Brady, and Bridget

Byrne.

Gough, same date, by the same, Elizabeth, born Oct. 7, of Thomas Gough..

Catholic, and his wife Elizabeth, Protestant; sponsor Susan Reinard.

Louvrier Ste -

Mary, the 7th, by Rev. R. Houdet, Mary Louisa Elizabeth

Clarissa, born Aug. 15, of Francis Louvrier Ste -

Mary, and his wife

Elizabeth Rousseau St. Philippe ; sponsors Andrew Fassy, and Louisa

Rousseau St. Philippe.

Parmenteer [Parmentier], the 8th, by Rev. M. Ennis, Mariana, born Nov.20,
of Charles Theodore Francis Parmenteer, and his wife Judith Busee,

[elsewhere frequently Bussy, and Bussey,] Catholics
; sponsors : Anthony

and Barbara Groves.
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Audige, the 10th, by Rev. R. Houdet, Richard Leopold, born Aug. 31, of

Paul Louis Mary Audige, a resident of the Gonaives quarter in San

Domingo, and his wife Elizabeth Bernardine O'Shiell; sponsors Rich-

ard Gernon, and Lucia Moquet fe [let] Cotineau.

Chambers, same date, by Rev. M. Ennis, [name wanting], born June 10, of

William Chambers, Protestant, and his wife Eleanor McOwen, Catholic;

sponsors Oliver Crossen, and Margaret Ward.

Fitzgerald, same date, by the same, Michael, born the 4th, of John Fitz-

gerald, and his wife Eleanor Walsh, Catholics; sponsors Thomas Flinn,

and Bridget Cunningham.

McCauley, same date, by Rev. M. Carr, John, born the 7th, of Patrick

McCauley, and his wife Elizabeth. Molloy, Catholics; sponsor Mary
Askins.

Ward, same date, received into the Church, by Rev. L. Neale, Margaret,

adult.

Callahan, same date, by the same, Elizabeth, born Oct. 1, of David Calla-

han, and his wife Elizabeth, Catholics; sponsors Christopher and Mary
Connor.

Carragher, same date, by Rev. M. Ennis, Philip, born the 8th, of Thomas

Carragher, and his wife Elizabeth Sullivan, Catholics; sponsors Jere-

miah Sullivan, and Catharine Gallagher.

Murry, the 13th, as soon as born baptized in danger of death by mid-wife,

Mary, born of John Murry, and his wife Mary Keefe, Catholics.

Tagart, [Taggart], the 16th, by Rev. L. Neale, Redmond, born the 8th, of

John Tagart, and his wife Anna Byrne, Catholics; sponsors Edmund
and Mary Byrne.

Moore, the 17th, by Rev. M. Carr, Mary Anna, born July 13, of Samuel

Moore, Catholic, and his wife Margaret Campbell, non-Catholic; spon-

sor Mary Johnston.

Mackertire [Mclntyre], same date, by Rev. R. Houdet, Mary, born the 2d,

of Patrick Mackertire, and Anna Canady [Kennedy I
1

], Catholics; spon-

sors, Rody, and Donlavy.

Waltman, same date, by Rev. M. Carr, Catharine, born the 7th, of Michael

Waltman, non-Catholic, and his wife Eva Eslin, Catholic; sponsors

Nicholas, and Catharine Eslin.

[NOTE. In both cases "Eslin" should be Esling.]

Drane, same date, by the same, Sarah, born June 1, of Patrick Drane, non-

Catholic, and his wife Margaret McNally, Catholic; sponsors Hugh
Culloghen, and Anna McKew.

,
the 18th, by Rev. R. Houdet, Josephine, negress of unknown par-

entage; sponsors Ren6 Derouillerez, and Mary Josephine.

Christy, same date, by Rev. L. Neale, Mary, born Oct. 17th, of Hugh Christy

and his wife Hannah Wood, Catholics; sponsors Father Neale, and

Anna Barbara Groves.

Deviny, same date, by the same, William, born Nov. 15, of William Dev-
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iny, and his wife Mary McGilloway, Catholics; sponsors James Hag-

gerty, and Catharine Crelly.

Flinn, the 21st, by the same, Mary, born Sept. 14, of John Flinn, and his

wife Catharine, Catholics; sponsors Dominic Cornyn and Margaret
McGinnes.

Brown, the 24th, by the same, John, born the 16th, of John Brown, non-

Catholic, and Mary Dogherty, Catholic; sponsor Catharine Christy.

Russel, the 27th, by Rev. M. Ennis, James, born the 24th, of David Russel,

and his wife Catharine Connor, Catholics; sponsor Margaret Gallagher.

Wigmore, same date, by the same, Joseph Francis, born the 17th, of Joseph

Wigmore, and his wife Hannah Coty, Catholics; sponsors Michael But-

ler, and Bridget Byrne.

Turnbull, the 29th, by the same, Johanna, born Nov. 1, of James Turnbull,

and his wife Rosa Reily, Catholics; sponsor Mary Johnston.

Ruse, the 30th, by Rev. R. Houdet, Mary Henrietta, born Sept. 3, of Fran-

cis Ruse, and Susanna Pepin; sponsors Anthony Maggi, and Judith

Pepin.

Rodney, the 23d, in danger of death, by Rev. L. Neale, John Rodney.

[NOTE. The following entry is among the baptisms for 1798.]

Barbarin, December 27, 1797, with permission of the pastor of St. Mary's,

in Philadelphia, I, Bernard De Borniol, priest, Canon of the Cathedral

Church, Vicar General of the diocese, and Prior of [remainder unread-

able] supply the ceremonies of Baptism over Charles Louis John

James Alexander Benjamin, born Sept. 10, 1795, of John Baptist

Reynaud de Barbarin, one-time Officer of Dragoons, native of the city

of Bordeaux in France, and Margaret Charlotte Daquin, native of

San Domingo; sponsors Peter Mary Charles Benjamin Bisoton, chev

[Che-vallier] one-time Mousquetaire of the King of France, represented

by Jacques Philip Rossignol de Grandmont Ch'er, Councillor of the

Parliament of Paris [unreadable] dated the 24th Feb. 1797, and Mary
Frances Louisa Alexandra Dhanache, the present ceremony taking

place in the house of Reynaud de Barbarin, attended by the cure of the

church (Catholic). [Signed] "Leond . Neale Past. Sae . Mae ." i.e.

Pastor St. Mary's.

Total Baptisms for the year 440 males, 214; females, 226.



DR. JOHN MICHAEL BROWNE, THE ALLEGED
PRIEST OF COLONIAL PHILADELPHIA DR.

THADDEUS MURPHY, HIS BROTHER-IN-LAW,
ALSO A REPUTED PRIEST.

BY MARTIN I. J. GRIFFIN.

(Continued from page 296.)

The account of Robert Meade, Executor, November 15, 1751,

shows the estate of Dr. Browne to have been :

Feb To goods, chattels, rights and

4th credits in Inventory ,1332.13.10
1 750 To interest balance of an

[i.e. 1750-1] account, 6. 2 6

To goods sold as vendue for

more than appraisement 48 . 8 io

May 4th 1750 [1751]

To cash from Paul Miller 10
"

Kettle and 2 pots of sugar 5
" Cash of Paul Miller 30
" Cash for Hannah's work 2.10. 6
" A bond payable by Paul Miller and

Andrew Liburts for ,69.9.

Balance due thereon 28 . 9

Note of John Hestor i . 10 . 6

Rents supposed due by Paul Miller 4 19 6

1509-15.3

The credits claimed by the Executor included :

Dec. 1 5th 1750. Funeral expenses 25.12.16.

Jany 29, 1751 Mr Harding* for his at-

tendance 2.11

For a tomb-stone & letters 1 1

For the mason's work at the grave 7 5

*Thts was Father Harding.
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For hauling stone & carpenter work at

the grave 5. 8. 9

For smith work for grave 9 6

We have seen by Dr. Browne's will that he bequeathed
his "church vestments" to his sister, Anastatia.

She appears not to have ever been in this country, but
remained in Ireland. "The vestment" was retained by
her sister Elinor, who allowed by her will in 1768, ;io to

Anastatia though the executors had valued them at

^15. As Elinor had been given "all the plate, except
what belonged to the church vestments" it seems Dr.

Browne intended the chalice to go with the "vestments"
to his sister Anastatia.

Robert Meade also reported that among the appraise-
ment made were :

Plantation, ,1115; a negro, Hannah 30, a negro boy
Tom ,35; Paul Miller, balance of bond 23.9; John
Kestor's* note .1.10.6; Paul Miller for Rent due ,15.
Balance in hands of Robert Meade 28.4.3 making 1509,

I3-3- 1

ACCOUNT OF FATHER SCHNEIDER AGAINST ESTATE OF DR. BROWNE.

Dr.

The Estate of Doctr John Michael Brown Deed To Theodre

Schneider.

1752

Aug 3d To Cash paid Mr Thady Murphy
Heir of said Doctr Brown

To an order Assigned him for 8.15 o

To my commissns 617.7

75-13-5

June 3 By Cash Rec'd from Paul Miller in

part of Rents and bond 25 o o

*Given above as Hestor.

tHutton Papers.
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By Do 35. o o

By an order from sd Miller on the

present Tenant for 8.150

68.15.10
To Ballance due from sd Estate 617. 7

75.I3-5
Philada Febry the 2d 1753

Errrs Exceptd

THEODORE SCHNEIDER

[ENDORSED] One of the Exectrs Jurat
Acct

of Theodore Schneider

Agst ye Estate late of

John Michl Brown deed.

Exhitd 5th Febry 1753.

The Accompt of Robert Meade the only acting Executor
of the Last Will & Testament of John Michael Browne
Deed as well of all & singulai the Goods Chattells

Rights & Credits which were of the said Deed which
Came to the hands of the said Accompant as of his

Several payments & Disbursements out of the same
which are as follows Vizt. :

Imprimis Dr.

1 750 The Said Accomptant Charges himself

with all and Singular the Goods

Chattells rights & Credits which

were of Said Deed, as mentioned

Feb. 4th in an Inventory thereof Exhibited

into & remaining in the Reg. Genls

Office at Philada Amot to ,1332 . 13 . 10

The Said Accompt. Charges himself

with a ball, of an acct due by him to

ye Deced. 6. 2. 6
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To ye advance for what ye goods sold

for more at Vendue thent ap-

praisemt. 48. 8.io

May 4 The accompt Charges himself with

Sundry Sums of money reed. &
Bonds reed. & due by y. following

persons and not included in the Sd.

Inventry to wit

of Paul Miller y. sum of 40
Cash for a Kettle & 2 pels

Sugar 5

Oct. 4 ditto of Paul Miller 30
ditto for Hannah's worke 2.10.6

77.10. 6

i Bond payd by Paul Mil-

ler & Andrew Libwits* for

69.9 Ball, thereon due

is 28.9
i note of hand due by Jos.

Kester 1.10.6

rent supposed to be due by
P. Miller 15

44.19.6

1509-15-3

Philada I5th November 1751

Errors Excepted

per Robt. Mead

Item

The said accompt prays allowance for his

Several Payments & Disbursements out of the

same which are as follows Vizt :

1750 * d

Decemr 1 5 By Cash paid funeral Expences as

per bill of parti. 25.12. i

*Elsewhere Liburts.
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By y' sum of .11.1.3 due to this

accompt for his Commn on

; 1 05. 1 2. 7 received of Thos.

Campbell & Ship'd to Antigua

by Order of y' Deced when
alive ii. i . 3

Jany. 19 By Cash pd for Probate of y'
Will & fil. Inventory i . i

By do pd porterage of drugs 5

By do pd for a Jacket & breeches

for a Negro boy i . 10 . 1 1

By do pd for a Shirt for do 5

By do pd for advertising Sale 5

22 By do pd John Ellis his acct per
rect 7.13. 4

By do pd for Washing Cloaths 7 6

29 By do pd Sundry Expences at y
'

Appraismt of y
'

Estate 3 . 9 .6
By do pd at appraising y

' Goods
in Town 1.12. 6

Feb. 12 By do pd Griffith Griffiths per
rect 15. 6

By do pd Sundry Expences in

settling with Mr Campbell 3 .

By do pd John Reardons acct

per rect 3- 2. 9

By do pd Horse hier 2 days for a

man at y
'

funeral 5

By do pd Mr Harding for his

attendance 2.14

By do pd Poor Tax 5

Mar 5 By do pd Thos. Campbell in full 7.9 2

By do pd for Duplicate of y
'

Will

sent to Ireland 10

1751

April 2 By do pd for Tomb Stone &
Letters 1 1
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* d

By do pd for its Carriage 7

4 By do pd the masons worke about

ye Grave 7 5

By do pd for bawling Stones & for

Carprl work for do 5.89
By do pd for Smiths worke for do 9-6
By do pd for Oznabrig's for

Tombe 9 . 1 1

10 By do pd for advertising ye Ven-

due at ye accompts house 10

By do pd for sorting books &
Goods for ye Vendue 7 . 6

By do pd Jno. Cottringers and

proved 9.12

16 By do paid horse hier to ye Planta-

tion 1 5

22 By do pd for puting up advertise-

nit 5

By do pd porterage & other

Expences at Vendue i n 9

By do for storage of y' goods
from 2/th Sept last to this day i

By do pd Expences with y.

Carpenters about y. barn 5 6

110 14 5

Dr The Accompts of Robert Meade acting Executor of y'

Last Will & Testament of Jo. Michl. Brown dec Cr

s. d

May i By Cash pd ye County Tax 2 8

By do pd for board & hawling 211 6

4 By do pd Paul Miller per accot. 13 13 5

By do pd for 8 Ib Nails 6 8

By do pd Doct. Farmars bill 109 5

7 By do for nails 7 6

By do pd Mr. Schnyders Legacy 20
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By do pd George Mead Do 20

By do pd Robert Mead do. 10

By do pd for Iron work 8/4 &
Carps ditto 512 4

By do pd for 2 pr Trowsers for ye

negro 7

By do pd horse hier to y
'

Plantation 5

June 27 By do pd John Ellis for pointing i

By do pd for fraight of 2 pots of

Sugar & i Ib Tea 19

By do pd heir to ye Plantation 5 6

By do pd for Duplicate of ye Will

to send to Antigua 8 6

By do pd for drawg power of att'y

3/t horse hier 3/ 6

Sepr. 6 By do pd for another Duplicate of

ye Will Certified 10

By do pd for proving ye Power of

Att'y & Seal &c. 8 6

By do pd for drawing of powers 1 5

By do pd for Greatons, Mortgage
to Mr. Brogdan 14 8

By do pd for a pr of Shoes for

Negro Tom 6

By do for a Coat & breeches for do 115
By do for Sundry writings &c 15

By do at ye Office for making up ye
audt 17 6

Nov. 15 By diet & Lodging for Tom ye

Negro for n mo. 9 12

By Commissns for leicing 278.13.2$ a

5 per 13. 18.7$

Do for payt ,203.2.7

A 5 per C 10.3.1! 24
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*

The said accomptant pray allow-

ance for ye amot of ye real Estate

& such part of ye personal as remain

on hands unsold to wit

The Plantation as per Ap-

praismt .1115
a Negro woman named
Hannah 30

a Negro Boy named Tom 35
a sword & hanger 4 . 7

a Vestment & Chalice 1 5

1199. 7

The accompt prays allowance for ye

following sums of money due by
ye following persons, as charg'd
to him on ye debit side of this

accot Viz.

By Paul Miller's ballance

of a Bond .28. 9

By Jno Kesters note of

hand i 10 6

By Paul Miller for rent

due 15

44 19

^1481.10.10
Ballance in hands of ye sd Accompt 28 4 5

15 3

(Endorsed]

213/1750

Accompt
Will

of ye Estate late of

ye M. Brown deed

Exhibited i9th Nov. 1751

Accompts Sur
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1751 Dr The Estate of John Michael Brown Deceased,
to Robert Meade

s d

Novemr 20 To Cash paid Horse Hire &
Expences going to the

plantation o. 7. 4

26 To 3^ yards lining to make &
mend Shirts for Tom o . 7.0

To mending and making o. 3. o

28 To Cash paid for a Cap for

Negro Tom o . 1.6
Decemr 9 To Ditto paid Horse Hire &c 0.4.0

Do To ditto paid for a Warrant &
Constible for Hannah o . 1.9

Do To ditto paid for a Blankett to

Hannah 0.12. o

23 To ditto paid 2 Weeks Lodg-

ing for Hannah o . 1 6 . o

27 To Expences going after An-

drew Fry that Rented the

Field i. o. 6

28 To Expences paid paul Miller's

Slay, going to Seize Frys
Goods o . 1 6 . i

1752

January 6 To Cash paid for two Weeks

Lodging for Hannah o . 1 6 . o

j 7 To Cash paid for i pair Stock-

ings for Tom 0.3.6
5, 8. 8

To 2 Weeks and 4 days Lodg-

ing of Hannah i . o . o

To a Coffin and Grave digging
as per Receipt 0.17. o

To Cash paid for Rum, Sugar,

Candles & a Sheet 0.12. 4
To Cash paid doctor Matthew's

Negro for laying her out 0.5.0
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s d
To Cash paid for a Slay to

carry her to her Grave o. 5. o

Janry 26 To Cash paid John Reardon

for Shoes for Tom o. 8. o

27 To Cash paid for a Shirt to

Negro Tom o . 7.6
Febry 24 To Cash paid Doctor Smith

for Drugs & attendance for

Hannah 9-i7- o

March 7 To Cash paid Mr Lawrence
Nihell of the Island of

Antigua for proving a power
of Attorney 0.14. 3

9 To Cash paid for Horse Hire 0.2.6
April 3 To ditto paid for Ditto &

Expences o. 4. o

To ditto paid Hussy and Fitz-

gerald their Account for

Work done for Tom i . 4.6^

7- 7- i

23 To my Expences going to the

Country o. 6. o

May 10 To Horse hire and Charges

going for ye Rent 0.5.0
19 To my Expences in letting the

plantation to Mr Siers o . 10 . o

June 2 To horse hire 0.3.0
i. 4. o

3 To Cash, the Reverd Mr.

Theodore Snider Kept in his

hands 25. o. o

15 To Horse hire &c going with

the Glaizer & Plasterer 0.9.4
June 17 To 2800 Shingles at 6o/p. M. 8. 8. o

To James White 38 Pound of

Single Tens and 10 Pound
of Double Tens at 8 per Ib 1.12.0
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s d

To Cash paid for a Man to

Load o. 3. o

20 To Cash Mr Reily for drawing
the Lease 0.7.6

To ditto paid at Signing the

said Lease o. 4. o

22 To ditto paid James White for

1 ooo Shingles 3.0.0
Do To Horse hire & Expences

going with Mr Tomlinson to

the Plantation o. 6. 6

25 To Cash paid for 500 Laths o . 5.0
24 To ditto paid for 6 Pound of

Lath Nails from Captn

Lloyd o. 7. 6

Do To Horse hire and Expences 0.4.9
To Cash paid for 30 Bushels of

Lime @ 1 1 p Bushel 1.7.6
27 To Cash paid Captn Elves for

25 Ib Nails at 8 per o . 1 7 . 8

Do To Horse hire and Expences 0.4.6
Do To Cash paid for a Wheel-

barrow at Vendue o . o . 7

29 To Cash paid John Mifflin for

25 Ib of Sing-Tens @ 8 per o . 16 . 8

To Cash paid Horse hire 0.2.6
30 To Cash paid Mr Ross Lawyer i . o . o

Do To Cash paid John Mifflin for

2 5 Ib Nails at 8 per 0.16.8
- 20. 4. 4^

July i To Cash paid Michael Sisk 0.7.6
Do To Cash James White for 500

Shingles i.io. o

To Cash paid Benjamin Mason

3 To Cash paid John Mifflin for

25 Ib of Nails 0.16. 8

Do To Horse hire & charges 0.4.6
3.18. 8
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1752 s d

July 6 To Cash paid Michael Sisk o . 3.4^
Do To do paid for Wyds Ozna-

brigs to make Shirts &
Trowsers for Tom o . 1 6 . 6

To Cash paid for making them o . 5.0
9 To do paid for Horse and

Chair with Mr Murphy o . 7.6
10 To do paid Michael Sisk 0.7.6
14 To do paid Ditto 1.2.6
1 6 To do paid for Horse hire and

Kxpences going with Mr

Murphy to settle with the

Workmen o. 9. o

To Mr Tomlinson's Bill

Answered 11.12. 6

To Cash paid Michael Sisks &
Thos. Carrol's Bills 2 . 14 . i

To Benjamin Masons Bill 2.11. i

To James Hills Bill 10. o. o

2 1 To my Expences with Mr Ross

and Doctr Murphy o. 3. o

To Cash paid for 286 feet of

Boards 1.3.0
Augt i To do paid Michael Sisk in full

for painting the House and

mending the Well o . 1 1 . o

5 To Cash paid Expence setling

with Paul 0.6.0
To Cash paid Doctor Murphy

at sundry Payments 5. 2. 6

To Thady Murphy for what

you Received from Edward

Luther, Esqr of Montserratt 16. 8. 8

Novemr 19 By Ballance due as setled in

the office 28. 4. 5
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s d

30 By Cash received from Paul

Miller 20. o. o

1752

Janry 13 By do for Robert Brown's bill

on Mr. Redfead 53 . o . o

June 3 By Cash from Paul Miller 25. o. o

By Cash reed, from Andrew

Fry for the Field 8.0.0

July 7 By a Receipt received from

Montserratt, past by Thady

Murphy to Edward Luther

Esqr 16. 8. 8

1 6 By Neat Proceeds of 2 Hogs-
heads Rum received from

Mr Luther per Captain
Fournall 28.16. 7

Augt 5 By an Order on Messrs Siers

and Brooks 1 8 . o . o

[ENDORSED.]

2131/1750
Will

An Additional Accompt of Robt. Meade acting Exr.

of the Last will and Testament of John Michael Brown
Deced as well of all and singular the goods Chatties

Rights and Credt. which were of the sd Deced Jand which

came to the hands of the said accompt as of his several

paymts and Disbursemts. out of the same which are as

Follows Viz

Imprimis Dr

1752 The said accompt Charges himself

Nov 1 5 with Ballance of an acct Exhibited

into and Remain in the Regt Genls

Office at Philadelphia amot to 28. 4, 5
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The said accompt further

Charges himself with sun-

dry Cash &c. Reed of the

Following persons since

rendering the said acct. to

wit of

Do 30 Paul Miller ,20

Jany 13 Robt. Browns bill on Mr
Redhead 53

And . Fry for the Field 8

Mr Luther by N' proceeds
of 2 hhds Rum by Capt
Tournal 28.16. 7

Order on Mess Seirs & Brooks 8 ,127.16. 7

1753 To Cash Reed by the accompt for Heston

Jan 28 Note i 10 6

Feb. 10 Do Reed, of Mr Lawrence Vendue Master

for the Sale of the Negro Tom 5 1

The Accompt Charges himself with

the sum ,25 charged to this

Estate pd to Theodore Snider

which he the Accompt disclaims

as the sd Snider has made upon
acct in the Office and charged the

sd sum 25.

To the sum of .1 6. 8.8 which Mr Luther

Paid Doct. Murphy at Monserat as per
Rect Remitted 16. 8. 8

250 o 2

Ballance Due to the sd Accompt 80 2 3

330

1752 Item

Nov. 20 The said Accompt prays allowance for his

sevl paymts and Disbursemts and

Disbursemts made out of the same

which are as Follows Viz.
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Nov. 20 By Cash paid horse hire and

Expences going to the

Plantation 7. 4

Do For three and a half

yards Linen to make and

mend Shirts for Tom 7 .

Do pd for making and mend.

Do 3

28 Do pd for a Capp for Do i . 6

Do pd for horse hire &c 4 .

Dec 9 Do pd for a Warrant & Con-

stable for Hanna 1 . 9

Do pd for a Blanket for Do 1 2 .

Do pd for 2 Weeks Lodging
for Do .16

27 Do pd Sundry Expences att

Renting the Field to

Andw Fry 1.0.6
Do pd for a Slay in going

to Seize Fry's goods .16. i

1752

Jany 6 Do pd for 2 Weeks Lodging
for Hanna 16

17 Do pd for i pair of Stock-

ings for Tom 3 . 6

*5- 8. 8

Do pd for 2 Weeks and 4 days

Lodging for Hanna 5.0.0
Do pd for a Coffin, Grave

Digging and per Rect 1 7

Do pd for Rum Sugr Candles

and a Sheet 2. 4

Do pd for Laying her out 5

Do pd for a Slay to carry her

to the Grave 5

Do pd for Shoes for Tom 8

27 Do pd for a Shirt for Do 7 6
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Feb 24 Do pd Doctr Smiths bill for

Medicine 7 .

March 7 Do pd Lawce Nihill of Antiqua
for proving a Will 4 . 3

9 Do Paid for horse hire 2 . 6

Apl 3 Do pd for Do and Expences 4
Do pd for Work done for

Tom to Hussey & Fitz-

gerald 4. 6

7- 7-

23 Do pd Expences to the County 6 .

May 10 Do pd horse hire &c in

going after the Rent 5

Do pd Expences in Leting
the Plant to Mr Siers 10 .

Do pd horse hire 3

2. 4

June 3 Do pd the Rev. Theodore Sneider 25 .

15 Do pd horse hire going with Glaiser

& Plaster 9. 4

17 Do pd for 2800 Shingles @ 60

perM. ^8. 8

Do pd for 38 Single Ten & 10

Duble Do @ S 1.50
Do pd for a man to Load &

Reily for Draw. Lease 10 . 6

Do pd for 1000 Shingles 60 per

Expences Signing Do 3 . 4
Do pd horse hire to the Plantn

&c 6|6 for 500 laths 5 1 1 . 6

Do pd Do & Expences 4] 9 and

600 Lath Nails 7J6 13. 6

Do pd for 30 Bus Lime 27(6

& 25 Nails i7|8d 2. 5. 2^
Do pd horse hire & Expences

4] 6 & Wheel Barrow 7d 5.1
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Do pd Do 2\6 and 25 Nails @
8s i6|8 19. 2

Do pd Mr Ross the Lawyer 2 .

Do pd for 25 Ib Nails 16 . 8

20. 4. 4

59

July i Do pd Michl Sisk 7-6
Do pd for 500 Shingles i . 10

Do pd for 500 Ib Nails 16 8

Do pd for Horse hire &
Expences 4 . 6

July 6 Do pd Michl Sisk 3 . 4

Do pd for ii yds Ozen to

make Shirts & Trowsers for

Tom i6|6 and for making
the same 5]

i . i . 6

Do pd for Chair Hire with Mr

Murphy 7 . 6

1. 12. 4

July 10 By Cash pd Michl Sisk o. 7. 6

14 Do pd Do 1.2.6
1 6 Do pd horse hire & Ex-

pences going wth Mr Mur

phy to settle With the

Workmen 9 . o

Do pd Mr Tomlinsons bill for

Carpentering 11.12. 6

Do pd Michl Sisk & Thos

Carrol's Bill 2.14. i

Do pd Benj. Masons Bill 2.11

Do pd James Hills Bill 10

Do pd Expences with Mr Ross

& Murphy 3

Do pd for 286 Feet of Boards i. 3
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Aug 5 Do pd Michl Sisk in full for

pointing the house and

Mending the Well 15

5 Do pd Expences in Settling

with Paul 6

Do pd Doct. Murphy at Sun-

dry Faymt 5.2.6

36. 2. 3

Do pd Do per Rect 3.19
Do pd Do at Monseratt by Mr Luther 1 6 . 8 . 8

Aug. 6 Do pd Mr Brown for Writing 7 . 6

Do pd Fitzgerald & Hussey for a Coat

& Bretches for Tom 2.0. 7

Do pd Doctr Mathews Bill for Hana 1.15

31 Do pd horse hire going to the Plantn 2 . 6

Sepr 30 Do pd Expences with Andw Lybire and

Doctor Murphy on acct. of the mtgage 3

Oct 2 Do paid the Charges at Signers will of

Doctr and arbitrator S . 10

3 Do pd Do on acct. of Do 2

29 Do pd Jno Reardon for i pair of Shoes

for Tom 7

Do pd for the advice of Lawyers &c 3 .

Dec 1 5 Do pd for one years Diet of Tom @ 4 per
Week 10. 8

By the accompt. attendance and Trouble

in Looking after the Plantn for 2 years

@ 10 per ann 20

By Cash paid for a Warrt & Constable

for Custore i 9
Feb. 10 By Do pd at Biddies for Charges on Sale

of Tom 4 6

By do pd the Vendue Master for selling

Tom 211

By Do pd for Tom's Doct from i5th Dec

to Febrv loth 8 Weeks i 12
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By the Following Legacy to be paid by
the Decedts Will which I Retain in my
hands for the use of the Legatees to

Wit-

To Domm Blake of Ireland 30

To Do for 2 Notes passed 1 5

To Robt Kerwan 10

55

1753 Irish a 67 per 6 91. 7

By Commissions for paying & Receiv-

ing at .429.7 and to be paid being no

more than what is Requisite and

Necessary to be paid a 5 per c. 21 9 10

By Cash Ret Mr Lawrence for so much
I Reed of him for the Sale of the

Negro Tom as I coud not make a

Title for him was obliged to Ret.

the money 51

March 15 By Cash paid at the Office for making

up this acct fair Copy Swearing &c 76

330- 2. 5

[Endorsed]

213/1750 Will

addl deed of ye Estate

late of Jno Michl Brown
deced.

Exhibt 1 7th March 1753

Philadelphia 27th day
of March 1753

Errors Excepted
Robt Meade
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DR. THADY MURPHY.

Dr. Thady Murphy was, in March 1752, at Montserrat,
in West Indies. He left there and returned to Tuam, in

Ireland. He returned to Philadelphia in accordance with

the request contained in the annexed letter.*

PHILADELPHIA gth JUNE 1753.

Doctr Thady Morphy
Sir Your favour Dated last March at Montserratt I reed

wherein I am sorry to find that you have not reed any benefitt

by Mr Schnyders Power of Attorney & am of opinion you'll

find as flemish an account of that money as the rest that gott

into the hands of the Execcutor, for Mr Meade intends immedi-

ately for Barbadoes, from thence to Montserratt, in order to

receive al a:: he can come att, belonging to the Estate of

Doctr Browne Mr Schnyder has taken advice to know if he

could oblige him to give Security, which by the Deficiency
of the Laws of the Province he could not effect. So that we
cant hinder him from going where he pleases he sold Tom
Thumb at Vendue for forty one pounds but the buyer being

an honest man when he found how the affair stood returned

him tho he thought him a Great Bargain. Your Tennant Seer

refused paying me the rent untill he had taken advice who to

pay it to with Safety, a few Days afterwards Mr Meade told

me that he had positively reed it upon which I arrested Seer

the issue of which is not yet determined but as he has not got

the Money yet I am resolved to Spend it (if need be) at Law
rather than he shall thereby get possession of the plantation

which he threatens to sell part of to reimburse himself Eighty
two pounds which he says is still Due to him from the Estate,

both Mr Francis & Mr Molan are your Strict Friends & will

goe any length to Serve you they only want your presence with

good attestations & living witnesses to justifye you & the

Heirs as to the personal Estate I believe you need expect but

little good of.

* Copied from the original in possession of Dr. Murphy's only living grandchild, Mrs.

Mary Augusta Hutton, of The Woodlands, Clopper, Maryland.
"
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Capt Bennett Keene by whom you have this is bound to

Corke believes he is to return which will be a good opportunity
for you to come back which I would advise you to as soon as

possible. My wife & Poll joyn in complyments to you &
Family I am

Dr Doctr your Sincere Friend & Humble Servt

MORT QUIN.
Addressed

To MR THADY MORPHY
att TUAM

via Dublin CORK: FREE
forwarded CORKE JULY 17 1753

PAT & ALBERT CURRY

Dr. Murphy died about 1758 and was buried in the

grave with Dr. Browne. His widow married Daniel

Swan, one of the managers of St. Mary's Church.
From his marriage with Mrs. Murphy, Daniel Swan, a

coachmaker, by permission of his wife, had taken "all the

emoluments and reaped all the advantages of the estate"

left by Dr. Browne to his sister, Mrs. Murphy.
So "that by debts and misfortune in life" he was "not

able to render an account" and in consideration of ,50
paid him by Rev. William Sturgeon for eighteen acres

of said land "he relinquished all claim on the estate"

under agreement signed November 4, 1766.
Mrs. Swan, in 1763, gave 2 towards the erection of

St. Mary's . Church. She made will October 25, 1768,
in which she states that her husband had on November

4, 1 766, made a quit claim to her estate vested in her by
Dr. Browne; that Swan had expended about ,1000 of

the estate within ten years and had become insolvent, and
took the benefit of Insolvent Act. She bequeathed 30
to her sister, Anastatia Dillon, of Cloonboe, Ireland, ;io
of which "

I include as a compensation for certain church

vestments which did of right belong to her;" 200 to

her son James on attainment of age or one year after her

death, and after his full age of twenty-one. All the resi-
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due of her estate to her daughter Mary, whom she made
executrix together with James Byrne, executor, brother

of Patrick Byrne whom Mary married on May 30, 1770.
Their children were : Mary, who married Edward Carrell,

Elinor, James, Henry Lawrence, James Murphy, Ellen A.,

Maria, John, Patrick John, Henry Boyle, Ann Jane
(mother of Mary Augusta Hutton of the Woodlands,

Clopper, Md., to whom, through Mr. Joseph Willcox, of

Philadelphia, credit is due for the use of original papers
owned by her and used in compilation of this article).

Three died young. Only three married. Ellen A.,

born in Philadelphia, April 2, 1783, married Pierce Maher.
Ann Jane married Francis Cassat Clopper, May 8, 1811.

Removed to Maryland in 1812. Elinor Byrne died there

March 27, 1858.
In an account of Henry Lynch, of Barbadoes, against

Dr. Browne, dated April 5, 1750, during the life of Dr.

Browne, appears these charges :

1749 November 3. To Captain Washington for i

ham w1 ii J Ib. @ 15 p. 14.04
December 9. To George Washington for i ham w1

10 Ib. @ 15 p. 12.6

George Washington, of Virginia, made a voyage to the

Barbadoes with his brother, Lawrence, but not until 1751.
Who was this Captain Washington, this George Washing-
ton?

At this time Dominick and Anthony Lynch resided at

Bridgetown, Barbadoes. They were nephews- of Randall

McDonnell, merchant of that city, who by will made in

Dublin, Ireland, tenth June, 1748, bequeathed to them
.20 sterling in trust "for the uses I have directed them
to be appropriated in Philadelphia." The will is now in

Georgetown College.
William Lowry made complaint against Robert Meade,

Father Theodore Schneider and Edward Luther, execu-

tors of Dr. Browne, declaring that on ninth of September,

1745, at Philadelphia, as well as in the parish of St. An-

thony, Island of Montserrat, Dr. Browne had promised
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him 125 a year in lawful money of Philadelphia to "as-

sist him as one skilled in pharmacy and so known and

approved for his skill by Dr. Browne to attend to his

business of Physic and in the care and management of

his household affairs as long as convenient for each;"
that he did so in Dr. Browne's lifetime for "five years
and some little time over." So he claimed 625 from

the estate, declaring that Dr. Browne had acknowledged
the obligation, and had paid him .23.14.2^., that on

November 12, 1750, he had received ,20, and nothing
more had been paid by Dr. Browne or the executor. He
claimed ,601.5.9!.* No record appears to show the

result of this action.

Dr. William Shippen, of Philadelphia, writing to his

brother at Lancaster, Pa., March 8, 1756, says:

"I went to Peter Chevalier's farm where I met with

young Hopkins with a few scions from Point-no-Point, of

Priest Apple. He says it is a fine apple to look at, and

that the trees grow very handsomely, but that the apple
wont keep, and for that reason they have cut all the trees

down save one."f
Point-no-Point on the Delaware River is the present

Richmond towards the Southeast from Dr. Browne's

plantation. These scions of the
"
priest apple

"
may have

been from Dr. Browne's orchard. If so, it indicates that

within five years of his death he was spoken of as the

"priest."
Dr. Browne, as we have seen, by his will directed that

he should be buried in his orchard, and gave direction

concerning the memorial stones to be erected around his

grave, as well as the plot of ground he assigned for burial

purposes.
Where was that orchard situated? Can its position be

indicated to-day? Miss Henrietta A. Hassinger, an aged

lady, residing at Cedar Lawn, Sixth Street and Rising

Sun Lane, the ground of which was once part of Dr.

*Hutton Papers.
tShippen Papers, p. 52.
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Browne's estate, well remembers the "Priest's Lot" at

Second and Rising Sun Lane in the ground opposite to

Greenmount Cemetery, which adjoins the ground upon
which the new Municipal Hospital is being built, and
which adjoins the New Cathedral Cemetery. She, with

other youthful companions often went on picnics to
' ' The

Priest's Lot," as it was called. She remembers the head-

stone upon which the children often cracked nuts.

Rev. Michael O'Connor, President of St. Charles Bor-

romeo's Seminary, in the report of collections for that

institution in 1840, said: "The tomb may still be seen

though in a dilapidated state." So up to that time Wat-
son's statement that Browne was a priest was believed

by the public, and even by the Catholic clergy. Whatever
occurred in 1844 to prompt Bishop Kenrick to remove
the remains of the supposed priest to a churchyard does

not appear, but on January 27, 1845, he wrote Col. B. U.

Campbell, the then Catholic historical writer, saying:

"The owner of the ground notified me that I might have

the remains removed to a cemetery, which I hesitated

to do in the uncertainty of the fact. I shall probably
venture to transfer the relics to the Nicetown church,

which is not far from the spot where Brown's grave is

marked."*

The remains of Dr. Browne, and no doubt, those of Dr.

Murphy as well, remained in the Priest's Lot for several

years longer. In January, 1 848, Father McLaughlin, of St.

Ann's, Richmond, and Father O'Kane, of Frankford, with

a dozen or so of men, assembled at Dr. Browne's grave
to remove the remains to St. Stephen's graveyard, Nice-

town. No preparations had, however, been made for

the work, and it was not until February 21, 1848, that

the removal was finally accomplished. This was related

to me in 1887 by Mr. Peyton, one of those present on both

occasions.

*Shea MS. Collection, Georgetown College.
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At the head of the grave in St. Stephen's ground is an
oldtime headstone with this inscription :

THADEUS MURPHY

t
JOHN MICHAEL BROWNE OBIT

DECEMBER ANNO DOMINI

1750
R. I. P.

It proves that Dr. Murphy died in Philadelphia, and
was buried in the grave with Dr. Browne, and that his

name was cut on the stone after that of Dr. Browne.

There, unknown, forgotten, and his grave covered with

brambles, lie the remains of Dr. John Michael Browne,
one who more than a century and a half ago gave a shelter

and an abiding place to the priests of the early Church of

Philadelphia, and whose home was the sanctuary of the

Most High f

May they rest in peace.



DOCTOR JEDEDIAH VINCENT HUNTINGTON
AND

THE OXFORD MOVEMENT IN AMERICA.

BY JAMES J. WALSH M.D., Ph.D., LL.D.

II. AFTER HIS CONVERSION.

Dr. Huntington found, as did many another convert

to Catholicity, especially during the fifth and sixth

decades of the nineteenth century, that peace of mind
in religious matters was obtained only at the price of

material difficulties of the severest and most trying kind.

In an address delivered before the Conference of St.

Vincent de Paul, in New York,* some years after his

conversion, he called attention particularly to the fact

of how much might be done in a very practical way by
the members of the Conference, for converts to the

Church; not that converts want charity, far from it,

for they are almost sure to resent its offer, but that

opportunities might be obtained for them to make a

living. In his address, found in manuscript among
some papers of Dr. Huntington 's which had been faith-

fully preserved by Mrs. Huntington, and, after her death,

at her request, was deposited with the editor of the

Catholic World,,f there are certain interesting details of

the trials of a convert's life which show that conditions

have not improved much even during the half century
that has elapsed since his time. Dr. Huntington said

that the practice of having lectures did not help converts

very much after all, since many, even of the most intelli-

gent of them, were not suited for popular public speaking,
and besides the subjects they were likely to treat were

usually such as did not attract popular attention. The

consequence was that the lecturer came to the platform
to find only a very slim audience, and left it with the

* Quoted in our preceding paper.
t Fr. Burke, the present editor, and Fr. Doyle, his predecessor, under whom the papers

came to the World, were both kind enough to allow every facility in the consultation
and publication of these.
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feeling that for anything that he had accomplished,
the money he might be paid for lecturing was really only

charity under another form, since people came not so

much because of the subject as because of the advertise-

ment of the lecturer who as* a convert must be encouraged
not only morally but materially. Indeed, as Dr. Hunt-

ington says, many bought tickets because of the charitable

object but did not bother about using them.

Dr. Huntington himself was much more favorably
situated than most converts, and especially clergymen
converts, who with their families felt the necessity for

material resources more than others. His pen still

enabled him to make his livelihood as before, and he

continued to write novels. A few years after his return

from Rome he was offered the editorship of the Metropoli-
tan Magazine, a Catholic periodical published by Murphy
in Baltimore. The Catholics of this country, however,
were not ready as yet, indeed were not, generally speak-

ing, sufficiently educated to appreciate the type of

literary magazine along Catholic lines which Huntington

attempted to create. The magazine had, we believe,

only a short-lived existence, and after two years we find

Mr. Huntington removed from Baltimore to St. Louis,

where he has become active in a literary way in what
was then the southwest. At St. Louis he was the editor of

The Leader, which was at first a Catholic weekly, but a little

later became a political daily with Catholic tendencies,

and then, after loading its patron, Mr. Hunt, with debts,

ignobly expired.

Archbishop Ryan recalls Dr. Huntington very well

during the time he spent in St. Louis, and kindly consented

to allow his recollections to be drawn upon to fill out

some intimate details of his life there. While Huntington
was a strong character and had a mind of a distinctly

philosophic bent, there was something rather effeminate

about his manner and some strikingly feminine mental

qualities. These were particularly exhibited in the

tendency of his novels to give ultimate details of feminine
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dress, and a clerical friend once said that Dr. Huntington
would never think of introducing a young woman into one
of his stories until he had told just the number and kind
of flounces that she wore not only on her outer, but also

on her under garments.
It is not difficult to understand that 'with this ultra

delicacy of feeling, Dr. Huntington was not well pleased
at the lack of external refinement which he encountered

so much oftener in the west than would have been the case

in the east. As a matter of fact, one of the most serious

set-backs that the journal for which he wrote suffered

from, was due to certain remarks of his about the want of

elegance that he found among the women of Missouri

during the course of a trip through the State, under-

taken for political purposes. He capped the climax of

tactlessness, and succeeded in producing unquenchable
resentment in the minds of loyal Missourians, when he

dared to tell how shocked he had been to find that some
of the Missouri women in the backwoods districts had the

lack of delicacy or the carelessness to present themselves

at the receptions held at the political meetings with their

necks not quite clean. This had been a supreme shock

to Dr. Huntington's sensibilities. When this criticism

appeared in The Leader, the storm of indignation it

occasioned knew no bounds and this practically sealed

the fate of the paper's influence. These letters of Hunt-

ington, however, had always proven a source of harm,
since his was not a character to appreciate the rough and

ready yet sterling qualities of the western frontiersmen

and their wives and families.

Dr. Huntington had not the kind of ability that would
make a successful newspaper editor. The ruder ways
of those earlier days in western newspaperdom only made
him more out of place. One of his politically opposed
brother editors suggested that the initials J. V. (the first

name particularly Dr. Huntington never wrote in full

because he disliked it) stood for Judaeus Vagrans (Wander-

ing Jew) in reference to Huntington's English, New York,
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Baltimore and St. Louis experiences. The joke "caught
on" in St. Louis, and Huntington never quite got over it

whilst there.

Dr. Huntington devoted himself with great assiduity
to his literary work immediately after his conversion. It

is to the first half decade after his entrance into the

Church that we owe most of his novels. The year after

his conversion Alban, or the History of a Young Puritan,
was published, first in London and then in New York.
I understand that there are some marked differences

between the first edition and the second, which was

published in 1853, but the only copy of the book that I

have been able to consult is that at the Congressional

Library in Washington the 3-volume English edition,

published in 1850. Alban has been pronounced by many
of those who knew his works best the most effective of

Huntington's novels, and it certainly has the most interest

for us at the present time, because of its broad discussion

of certain problems in education and conduct at the

great universities about the end of the first quarter of

the nineteenth century.
Alban is practically the story of Huntington's own life.

The scene is set at Yale, but it is evident that much of

the material was derived from his experience at the

University of the City of New York, and that the location

was changed merely in order to make it appear less a

transcript of actual experiences. The story was evidently

forming itself in Dr. Huntington's mind during the time

when he was preparing to become a convert, for it was

published not long after he received baptism. The book
attracted a great deal of attention and was very widely
discussed in the literary and religious press of the day.
Some of the criticisms reflect the temper of the times so

well that it has seemed worth while to gather them

together, rather with the idea of showing what was the

feeling then prevailing with regard to conversions to

Catholicity than because of their critical value in help-

ing us to appreciate Dr. Huntington's writing.
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In The American Whig Review for December, 1851,*
there is a notice of Dr. Huntington's novel, Alban, or

the History of a Young Puritan, which shows how seriously
the Doctor's work was taken by the critics. The review

is some six pages long,f considerable space for a single

novel, and the general tone of the article is rather bitter.

Alban Atherton, whose relatives bear such names as

DeGroot, Brevoort and Stuyvesant, was the scion of one

of the old families of New England and New York, and the

scene of the story is laid in New York and New Haven.

Mary DeGroot, who becomes the bride of young
Atherton, and who is also a convert to the Church, is

evidently the ideal young woman of Huntington's imagi-
nation. As The Whig Review says, she is also his ideal of

a beautiful and perfect change from Protestant error to

the blissful and unmarred serenity enjoyed by the

faithful of the Romish Church.

At the period when this novel was published spiritualism
was creating a great sensation and attracting the attention

of many members of all creeds. Accordingly there is a

spiritualistic episode introduced into the novel. Ather-

ton, after his conversion, is spending some time at the

house of a Protestant clergyman, but is unable to join

with the family in evening prayers because of the feeling

that by so doing he would belittle his own religious

opinion. While he is seated in the sitting room he hears

a crash of crockery, and rushes to the room where the

family is at prayers only to find that most of the tea

things have been destroyed by being thrown to the floor.

When he returns to the parlor, he finds there a scene of

* This magazine used to be called the American Review and Whig Magazine, and
the criticism is to be found in vol. xiv of the whole series, p. 488.

fit is somewhat sxirprising to find that notwithstanding the very liberal notices of
Dr. Huntington's books in the Literary Reviews, English as well as American, at the
time they appeared, and in spite of the fact that at least one of them Rosemary
has continued to be published in successive editions down to the present time, he
does not receive very much attention at the hands of editors of American collections
of literature and literary histories generally. Even Stedman and Hutchinson in their

Library of American Literature, though they devote three volumes to the period 1835
to 1860 in which they mention and quote from hundreds of authors, many of whom
were so obscure as scarcely to be heard of beyond a narrow circle of friends, make no
mention of Huntington. This is all the more astonishing considering his European
reputation and the fact that the English reviews had taken him so seriously as a
representative American writer.
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confusion. All the chairs have been upset, the contents

of the table scattered over the floor and the table itself

overturned. Such things have happened before in the

house at times of family prayer, and Dr. Huntington

goes so far as to suggest a possible connection between

the prayers and the happenings, and they cause a confirma-

tion of the new convert's change of belief. This seems

a rather far-fetched way of introducing testimony in

favor of Catholicity.
It must not be forgotten, however, that about this time

a number of very queer incidents, supposed to be due to

spiritual agencies, were reported as occurring in various

New England homes, and that, far from the houses of

ministers being spared, they were even more frequently
than others the scenes of supposed spiritistic interferences

with mundane things. It is evidently these incidents

that Dr. Huntington is referring to, while at the same

time he cannot refrain from suggesting the possibility of

connection between malicious, or at least mischievous,

spirits and the religion which he had learned to consider

as crippling some of the best aspirations of men's minds

and tying them down in the expression of their God-

given imaginative faculties.

The conclusion of the book contains some passages
about the abuses of copyright in Dr. Huntington 's time,

which form a chapter in the history of the copyright
movement and show how bitter was the feeling of the

literary people on this side of the Atlantic as well as in

England with regard to the abuse of authors' rights.

And yet how long this state of affairs was allowed to

continue before its eventual correction came by the

copyright laws of the last decade of the nineteenth

century, almost fifty years after Huntington's vigorous

protestations !

In the last installment of Dr. Huntington's biography,
his letter to the London Times on the subject of inter-

national copyright w
ras given. It was evidently composed

about the time that he was writing or at least thinking out
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this latter part of Alban, though the letter may indeed

have been the occasion for the insertion into the novel

of his views on this absorbing subject. At least it is only
fair to recall that he was one of those who first called

public attention to the evil that was being done, and
started the public conscience so that after a few decades

it at last awoke to a realization of its duties in the matter.

Alban is a book of enduring interest, because it gives a

vivid picture of life at an American college, the supposed
scene is Yale, during the thirties of the nineteenth

century. Those who talk about the greater seriousness

of university life a generation or two ago will not find

substantiation for their roseate picture of the college

days of the olden times in Huntington's work. Hazing
was evidently carried on in quite the same spirit and with

something of the same results as in most of the colleges
at the present time

; especially do we find the usual soph-
omore and freshman row and the opportunity afforded the

young freshman to make himself distinguished by prov-

ing his mettle on an occasion of that kind.

Another very interesting phase of college life concerns

the lack of religious conviction which characterized the

college students of the time. One of the students says
to Alban in this book: "There's not a man in the senior

class in fact, except you and Henry and the charities"

(evidently the charity students), "that does not dissi-

pate."
A little bit later, there is the remark: "All the intel-

lectual fellows of the senior class are infidels."

It is not so very long ago that a western woman shocked

the newspaper world by announcing that she would as

soon send her boy to hell as to Yale. Something of the

unsavory character of the college reputation crops out

here and there even in Huntington's description of college

life seventy-five years ago. One of the characters says:
"
Every other man in the class, that is a man, except the

charities, and the future theologue, is either dissipated
or in love with some New Haven girl." As showing the
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spirit of the time, Dr. Huntington introduces a description
of a meeting of one of the Yale literary societies in which
the principal paper of the evening consisted of an apprecia-
tive criticism of Don Juan.

There are other interesting phases of college life that

come in for their share of attention. For instance, there

is a description of a debate in one of the college debating

societies, the subject of which was Does the probable
increase of the Roman Catholic religion in the United

States by conversion and immigration threaten the liberties

of America? The debate as reported gives a very good
idea of how bitter were the feelings with regard to Catholics

at the time, though the decision is in the negative mainly,
because it is considered impossible that there should ever

be such an increase of Roman Catholics in this country
as to make them an important factor among our citizens.

There is no doubt of Huntington 's own views in the

matter, though he wrote at a time when it must have

been sufficiently difficult to anticipate the growth of

Roman Catholicism that has since come.

Considering Huntington's delicate sensibilities in the

matter of refinement, and his reverence for good breeding
and blood, it is not a little surprising to find how much he

appreciated the influence of the Catholic servant girl

upon the old families in whose service she was employed.
The character that he introduces in this respect is a

German, but it is clear that he was giving the result of

personal experiences when he tells how much more
delicate was the sense of purity of the Catholic servant

than that of the native who belonged to one of the sects.

In this he was anticipating and expressing one of the

great truths that became manifest in the following decade,

the influence of the Irish servant girl's purity of character,

her unswerving devotion to her religion and its practices,

and her unselfish readiness to make sacrifices for it, which

set so many people of the classes above her thinking

seriously about a religion which could accomplish all this,
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though the stories that had been told them of it painted
it so differently.

Alban was followed by The Pretty Plate. This little

Sunday School story, though signed by Dr. Huntington,
was, according to tradition, mainly written by Mrs.

Huntington. It was a very popular story for children

three or four decades ago. I remember it very distinctly
as one of the books oftenest called for at the little parochial

library in Wilkesbarre, Pa., about the mid-seventies.

A large number of editions of it have appeared, and I

believe its popularity is not yet exhausted. The story
of the growing desire for possession of the Pretty Plate,
that the child had seen in the store window, which

finally culminates in its stealing it, and then the impossi-

bility of doing anything with it, the fear of exposure and
the consequent remorse are very well worked up, and the

whole story is very naturally told.

The Pretty Plate was followed by The Forest, in 1853.
This bears as its secondary title, the words, "A sequel to

Lady Alice." Its scene is in the Adirondacks, of which
it serves to convey a very vivid impression. Huntington
deeply loved the woods, and put the breath of them into

his writings. It has, however, many of the objections
that were urged against the preceding volume, Lady
Alice. The heroine, disguised in man's clothes, camps
for a time with her lover in the north woods, and the

author does not seem to realize that the situation thus

created, while apparently supposed to be accepted by
the reader without any arriere pensee as to the offense

against the conventionalities, can scarcely be accepted so

simply by the majority of mankind. The book was
rather severely condemned by the critics for this as well

as other defects, and not without good reason.

As a matter of fact, Huntington lacked something of

the sense of quod decet as regards the situations in which
he placed his women characters. There are outre situa-

tions in which the most intimate association of hero and
heroine are pictured, and it would almost seem as though
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human passion were in abeyance, and that therefore

everything was perfectly right. An old friend of the

Doctor's said that something of this lack of a true sense of

the proprieties was due to Huntington's own super-
refined and overdelicate nature. He lacked many of the

virile qualities, and seems to have been deficient as well

in certain of the passional associations. Something of

his failure to realize ordinary impropriety undoubtedly
was due to his practice of reading French novels, to which
he devoted the greater portion of his spare time. He was

constantly supplied with the latest editions from the

Paris presses, and, while he did not introduce the objec-
tionable features of French passionistic literature, some
of the situations depended on to produce effects in his

own novel writing were consciously or unconsciously
borrowed from them. Some of the critics called atten-

tion to the similarity between his and certain French
stories and bewailed the fact that this form of literature

should find its way into English.
Of The Forest, the sequel to Lady Alice, the London

Atheneum said in the volume for 1853, p. 13, that "the

picture of American scenery is painted in bright and
vivid colors. The sports, the adventures, the perils of

an Indian hunting ground are put before the reader's

mind with the sympathetic atmosphere, the humor and
the breadth of real life." English critics as a rule were

very kind to Dr. Huntington, in glaring contrast with

his fellow countrymen. *

Of his poems, the London Atheneum had said in 1844,

pp. 7 and 8: "He is classical and Wordsworthian.

He, too (like Longfellow), is deeply religious and his

poems have a sober hue, but they are so carefully chiselled

as to defy critical censure." As we have said already,
this volume of poems contained one book of translations

from the Greek. With regard to these the Atheneum said :

' ' A considerable portion of this volume is occupied with

fragments and inscriptions from the Greek. They are in

general faithfully and elegantly done."
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One of Huntington's little known works is his America

Discovered, a poem delivered before the Association of

Alumni of the University of the City of New York, at

their anniversary celebration, June 29, 1852, and pub-
lished at their request. In the preface to the poem,
which is dedicated to the Association of Alumni of the

University, Dr. Huntington says that the poem, which
he has the honor to lay at the feet of their Alma Mater,
is in form the first canto of an epic on a subject no less

vast than the discovery of America by Columbus. He
adds, however, that it is really only the form in which
he has chosen to treat another and more manageable
subject, viz: the design of Providence in bringing to

light the continent in which it is our happy lot to

dwell. The poem contains some 73 stanzas of eight
lines each, and closes with the anticipated prospect of Colon

(Columbus) finding at length that help from Queen
Isabella which was to enable him eventually to reach

the American shores.

While engaged at what might be called the hack work
of literature, Dr. Huntington translated Franchere's

narrative of his voyage to the northwest coast of America
in 1811-1814. This was then of especial interest to

Americans, and also to the English reading public,
because the treaty that determined the northwestern

boundary of the United States and limited it from
Canada was negotiated about that time. Very little had
been published with regard ^o the western coast of

America, and Franchere's narrative is at once interesting
and full of details of personal observation. This trans-

lation is well known, and in its first edition, I believe,

constitutes somewhat of a bibliographic treasure, com-

manding good prices at sales of Americana.

At about this same period Huntington made an

excellent translation of Segur's Short and Familiar

Answers to Objections Against Religion. It is his trans-

lation of this little book, now so well known in this

country, that is still reprinted, though his name has long
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since ceased to be mentioned on the title page. This
little book was especially timely in its appearance, for

the wave of knownothingism that had broken over the

country and in certain portions had not yet entirely

receded, was the source of no little bigotry and petty

persecution. There were very few books that were avail-

able to stem the tide of ignorance and incredulity as to the

rational foundation of Catholic doctrines. In making the

translation, then, Huntington was doing an excellent

work for the Catholic Church in America, while at the

same time he was doubtless securing more remuneration
than usually falls to the lot of translators from a foreign

language. At least it is to be hoped that this is the case/

though, as we shall see, from some expressions used by
him in a conference before the Society of St. Vincent de

Paul, in New York, Catholic literature was, if possible,
even more miserably unremunerative than it is at the

present time, and his own experience had not been

especially fortunate.

Rosemary* Dr. Huntington 's last and best known
work, appeared serially and seems to have been produced
at considerable pressure. Like many another writer,

Huntington put off his literary wofk until the editor

was actually crying for copy. He would then sit up late

and work long hours continuously in order to produce
the stipulated amount. All his life Huntington had been

a sufferer from a tendency to pulmonary tuberculosis.

Work at high pressure, and especially with insufficient

sleep, was the worst possible regime for him. The result

was that his health was very much broken down when

* Dr. Huntington's Rosemary appeared first serially in the New York Tablet, which
takes a page of Brownson's Quarterly Advertiser for I860 to announce the fact that
the story was written expressly for its columns. In the light of recent events it seems
not out of place to note one of the features of the advertisement of TJie Tablet on this

same page. It says: "The most careful supervision [italics are theirs] is extended
even to its advertising columns, which are kept clear of quack medicine and sensation

paper advertisements, the presence of which unfits journals otherwise highly respect-
able for introduction into the family circle." To a physician, it seems as though the

position thus taken by The Tablet is eminently commendable. Unfortunately,
most of the many Catholic weekly newspapers that have arisen to take the place of T-h*
Tablet do not seem to consider it advisable for them to be bound by this very wise
regulation of their advertising department. It is sometimes thought that this problem
of supervision of advertisements is a new one. Here it is, however, demanding care
and attention half a century ago.
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his novel was completed. It was at this time that he

went to Pau. Here at first, according to his brother,
he recovered very materially and began to feel that life

would still have many possibilities for him. His recovery,

however, was only one of those dreams of hope that so

often come with advanced tuberculosis, and before long
he began to sink again and this time irretrievably.
The picture of him made by his brother, when both of

them were young men, scarcely more than twenty, shows
a rather thin young man with something of the hectic

flush so often seen on the cheeks of those who are destined

to succumb to tuberculosis. As a matter of fact, Hunt-

ington lived much of his early life out of doors, and this

must have contributed not a little to keep his tuberculosis

tendencies in abeyance and, perhaps, even to cause the

effectual walling off of tubercle bacilli until, with the

advance of years, a running down in health gave them an

opportunity to become active once more. Shortly after

the conclusion of Rosemary he had to give up active

work and seek health in change of climate. Pau, in the

southwest of France, had, half a century ago, and indeed

still maintains, a reputation as a health resort for those

arBicted with pulmonary tuberculosis, and thither Dr.

Huntingdon went. He did not, however, live very long.
It would be a rather difficult matter to make the present

generation appreciate how much attention Dr. Hunt-

ington's novel of Rosemary attracted at the time of its

series of publication. Most educated Catholics read it,

and I venture to say that no novel written by a Catholic

has ever drawn such widespread notice in this country.
It was widely discussed, and was supposed to be a picture
of the times such as only an observant genius could have
made. All of the Catholic magazines reviewed it at

considerable length and the Catholic newspapers gave it

long notices. No one, at least in Catholic circles, wished

to confess that he or she had not read Rosemary, and it

went through many editions. A good idea of its initial

popularity and its supposed significance of the Catholic
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literature of the time may be obtained from the space
devoted to it by Dr. Brownson in his review, and his

insistence on its representative character as a work of

American Catholic literature. He writes :

"We could dwell on the merits of this last and best of Dr.

Huntingdon's novels, but our space will not permit us
;
we will

only say to those who have been prejudiced against him by
unfavorable criticisms that they may read Rosemary without

fear of having their modesty or their prudery shocked. The
work is every way unexceptionable and presents a fair oppor-

tunity to sustain a native American literature in harmony with

Catholic faith and morals. The author of Rosemary is one of

the first literary men of the country, and decidedly the first

purely literary man Catholics in the United States can boast.

Let us see if we have literary taste and American feeling

enough to sustain him
;
for it is only through a common language

and a genuine American literature that the variety of races

and nationalities of which our Catholic population is composed
can be moulded into a uniform whole, with common sympathies
and true brotherly feelings as a people. If Rosemary does not

meet a wide circulation and become popular with our

Catholic public, we shall despair of a Catholic American litera-

ture and advise our literary men who have the misfortune to

be born of American parents, grandsons or great grandsons of

the men who won our independence, and made us a nation,

and set apart our land as an asylum for the oppressed of all

nations, parties and creeds, to throw down the pen, and take

up the shovel and the hoe. Rosemary has all to recommend it

to the Catholic public that any purely literary work by a

Catholic American can have, and on its success or non success

we rest the decision of the question whether it is worth while

for Catholic American literary men or women to attempt the

creation of a popular literature for the people of their own
faith. Hitherto no literary work from an American pen has

met with what can be called a moderate success in our Catholic

community. Even our Review, which does not appeal primarily

to the literary tastes of the public, could hardly have lived to

its present age if it had depended on Catholic support alone.
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Our booksellers drive a fair business in Bibles, Prayer-Books,
and school books, but scarcely a book of any other description

no purely literary work, pays, and yet our population is as

large as the population of Holland or Denmark, and wealthy

enough to build grand cathedrals, such as Catholics in the Old

World hardly attempted till the Church had existed for a

thousand years. With this indifference to intellectual and

literary culture how are we to meet the objections every day

brought against our holy religion."

Dr. Brownson, of course, cannot refrain from having
his fling at some of the social evils of the time while

commenting upon the satirical features of Dr. Hunting-
ton's work and pointing out its social significance. In

this matter, both Dr. Huntington's novel and Dr. Brown-
son's review, form an unexpected commentary on certain

social evils that are supposed to be especial features of

our own day rather than of the good old times more than
half a century ago. I pointed out something of the

same tendency in Dr. Bryant's novels in the sketch

published in the RECORDS some two years since. Long ago
when Horace said, with a good-humored twinkle in his

eye, that the old man was likely to be a laudator temporis

acti, it is evident that he realized that this praise was only
a gentle fiction to be accepted in order not to hurt the

old man's feelings. Dr. Brownson says :

"The first two or three chapters of this work hardly promises
as much as the reader will find as he proceeds. The interest

of the work steadily increases to the last page, and we think

few will read it and not agree with us, that it is the production
of real genius, and genius of a higher order and more varied

character than was indicated by any of the author's previous

productions. Its tone is healthier and is better sustained

throughout. It is really an admirable novel, and without

having a moral tacked on to the end, like one of Esop's Fables,

has an eminently moral influence. The moral, as it should,

comes out of the incidents of the story, and in the silent influ-

ence it exerts on the reader. The scene is laid in New York
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and Brooklyn, and the author does not spare our fashionable

society. Some of the characters and several incidents, slightly

disguised, are taken from real life, and perhaps more than our

scanty knowledge of New York society enables us to detect;

yet we are not aware that the author has in any instance

transgressed the legitimate bounds of the novelist, or betrayed
the confidence of private life. As far as our knowledge goes,

his picture of New York fashionable society is just, and his

satire none too severe. Its vices, its crimes, its immorality
are by no means exaggerated ;

or its flunkyism and vulgarity.
There is good society in New York, composed of old families of

birth, breeding and intelligence; but it is overlaid, as in most

modern commercial cities, by families that have become sudden-

ly rich, too recently from the gutter to have education, refine-

ment, manners, or anything in their favor, but wealth acquired

by a patent medicine or a lucky speculation. It is the mis-

fortune of society in our democratic States that it is always

composed of new people, risen from nothing, with nothing but

money to recommend them. Old families are constantly

disappearing, and our commercial fluctuations and convulsions,

and the speculating mania which afflicts the mass of our

countrymen, every day topple down those that had risen, and

throw up a new class from the bottom, so that with wealth and

luxury, and lavish expenditure unsurpassed if not unequalled
even in Great Britain, the tone of our society and manners is

lowered at each successive revolution, and is upon the whole,

below that of any civilized nation in the world. All honor to

the memory of the noble Fennimore Cooper, who sacrificed his

reputation and almost his life in his efforts to teach his country-

men the elements of manners and morals."

It is curiously interesting to find in Dr. Brownson's

review of Rosemary, how many things that we are apt to

think of as the typical social evils of the end, rather than

of the middle, of the nineteenth century, were supposed
to be depicted so faithfully as to have a due satiric effect

upon the readers. The important social aspects of the

book for Dr. Brownson were that the people who had
become suddenly rich and who, as a consequence, allowed
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themselves to make a loud display of their recently

acquired fortune, might now, by seeing the mirror held

up to nature, reform some of the qualities that made them
so conspicuously offensive. Another shaft of satire was

supposed to depict the speculation so rife at the middle

of the century, and that desire for wealth above all things,
which drew people away from the solider enjoyment of

many opportunities for the real pleasures of life that lay
almost at their feet, while they were grasping for things

beyond their reach. Verily, the good old times, so much

bepraised by the passing generation, do not seem to have
been so different from the present, except in the aureole

of goodness that memory has so speciously lent them.

Some time during the decade between 1850 and 1860,

but very probably towards the end of it, and shortly
before he himself wrote his most popularly successful

novel, Rosemary, Dr. Huntington discussed that extreme-

ly interesting question which is still a subject for debate

in Catholic literary circles, namely, whether there can

be a distinctly Catholic fiction, and, if there can, what its

character should be. Dr. Huntington's paper treats the

subject practically from the same standpoint from
which it is not infrequently discussed at the present time,

and accordingly it has seemed worth while to reproduce
at least the important portions of the paper. Though it

was written and nearly completed, it is evident that it

was never prepared for the printer, since there are certain

omissions that Dr. Huntington deliberately left to be

filled in at subsequent reading. On the first page of the

manuscript the name of a distinguished Catholic novelist

in France at the middle of the nineteenth century is

concealed in the phrase "so does M - write Catholic

novels, and very amusing, too." It is evident from the

general condition of the manuscript as found among Dr.

Huntington's papers, at the Catholic World office, that

this is the first draft of his essay, which was meant to be

also a review of Gerald Griffin's works. There is scarcely
an erasure in the manuscript, and it is written in a very
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firm, legible hand, though in a cursive style that would
seem to indicate rather rapid writing.
There are some mistakes that evidently were slips of

the pen, and Newman's Callista, is spelled with a K,
instead of as its author wrote it. Father Faber, the

Oratorian, is quoted as the author of a novel, a space

being left for the title, but as, so far as I am aware,
Father Faber never wrote a novel, it is evident that if

there had been a second reading of the manuscript this

part would have been entirely eliminated. The general

style of this essay gives a better idea of Dr. Huntington's
prose than any critical appreciation of it could possibly
furnish. He is always simple and straightforward, saying
what he had to say without waste of words and without
the use of many epithets. His adjectives always mean
something and are never introduced in the stereotyped

way that, as we saw in the study of Dr. Bryant's novels,

was much commoner in the middle of the nineteenth

century than it is at the present time. Dr. Huntington
was ahead of his times in this.

'The question of Catholic fiction is agitated at the present

time. To use the language of the day, it is one of the living

questions. In America, in France, in England, in Germany,
in Italy even, wherever modern literature and Catholic

faith exist side by side the question is put: Can romantic

fiction be imbued with Catholic faith and morality, so as to

serve the interests of religion? Where this question is resolved

in the negative, another arises : Can Catholics write romantic

fiction as a simple art-creation? In other words, if Romance
cannot be Catholicised, is it lawful for Christians? M. Eugene
de Margerie in France contends stoutly for the Catholic Novel

;

he writes Catholic novels; so does M.
"

(here a blank is

left evidently for the later insertion of the name that escaped
him at the moment) "and very amusing too; in Italy,

besides the immortal Promessi Sposi of Manzoni, we have the

Jew of Verona, written by a Jesuit and published at Rome,
under the very eye of the Holy Father, and with his presumed

approbation; in England, Cardinal Wiseman, Dr. Newman
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and Dr. Faber have written exceedingly clever Catholic novels

for-Fabiola and Kallista are nothing but novels; I say

nothing of Lady Bird, Ellen Middleton and Grantly Manor,
because Lady G. Fullerton is no authority; in America,
but here we are getting on ticklish ground : it would scarcely

be possible to enumerate so scrupulously as not, by an unlucky

omission, to wound the susceptibility of someone who has

thought fit to favor the world with a Catholic novel. But,
with so many and so high examples, it would seem that the

question of the possibility of Catholic fiction obtains the

famous solution of the Greek philosopher: Soluitur ambulando.

From esse to posse is an irrefragable argument. Catholic

fictions are written, therefore they are possible. Yet the

adversaries are not satisfied
; they entrench themselves behind

an obstinate theory; they open a well-directed fire of facts

upon the Romantic position; admitting that in a certain

sense the Catholic novel exists, they deny its legitimacy as a

species, and allege its mishcievous tendencies or at least its

total inutility. Let us therefore fall back upon first principles.

Is fiction legitimate at all? Are novels permissible and

lawful writing and reading, in any case? To state this question
is to answer it. To rule out of court the whole class of romantic

fiction is so monstrous, that to argue with anyone who would

wish to do it, would be absurd. The love of fiction is a universal

passion. Being the imitation of human life, fiction belongs to

the great class of the poetic arts : it is impossible to deny its

legitimacy without at the same time impugning that of sculp-

ture, painting, music and poetry ;
of the wonders of architecture

even, the glories of the drama; and of what is akin to the

drama, in its method, the actual representation of the divine

mysteries, which has been sacramentalized by the Spirit of God.

Being a poetic art, Fiction has necessarily two aspects; one

looking toward the visible and natural world, the other towards

the invisible and supernatural. Human life passes in these

two spheres, so must its mimic representation. And, as in the

other poetic arts, so the more nearly fiction touches on the

supernatural sphere of humanity, the nobler and loftier it is,

the more moral, and the more universally popular it becomes.
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Hence the abiding popularity of those works of fiction which

contain a well-marked supernatural element; but note, that in

fiction, by the supernatural, we mean the praetematural,

mythology, witchcraft, diablerie of all sorts, the ghost, the

fairy, the demon, the magician, the more than natural powers
and agents over which our imagination possesses rightful

control: for as to the truly higher and divine Powers, the

rule obtains which was well known even to the Pagans: Nee

Deus intersit, nisi dignus vindice nodus.

Again, as there is no such thing as natural society, stripped

of every supernatural element, it follows that fiction, which is

the imitation of human life, can never be purely natural,

and as human society and human life derive their greatest

dignity and their profoundest interest from the supernatural

destiny of man, and from his supernatural relations even in this

passing existence, it follows that the loftiest and most interesting

fiction must be that which reflects this element most faithfully

and vividly: in other words, the Catholic novel, ideally con-

sidered, is the highest, truest and most beautiful species of

romantic fiction, and that it ought to commend itself as such

not only to Catholics, but to all other readers.

For here comes in another most pregnant observation to be

made by our aesthetic philosopher, which is, that those are not

necessarily the best Catholic novels, which are written by
Catholics who set out with the intention of writing novels of a

Catholic kind; and that, on the contrary, some of the best

Catholic novels (in our sense of the word) have been written

by non-Catholics, or at least without any design on the part of

the writers of doing what they did. The novels of Walter Scott,

in spite of his ignorance and prejudice and unfair animus

towards the Church, are of this description. They have really

a decided Catholic tendency ; they contributed notably to that

revival of Catholic sympathy in Great Britain which culminated

in the Oxford movement, and of which we have not yet seen the

end. I define a Catholic novel as one that represents human

life, in the present or in past ages, as interpenetrated by the

supernatural element imparted to it by the Catholic faith.

This is the way Scott came to be, in effect, a Catholic fictionist :
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he described human life as it was in the ages of faith, in the

ages when Europe was Catholic, when society rested on the

supernatural basis of Christianity ;
and being learned in antiqui-

ties and at the same time an appreciative artist, he could not

but describe it on the whole truly ;
and describing it truly, his

work was unconsciously Catholic; relatively to a Protestant

public, to a fallen society, he rendered a fascinating picture of

a Catholic age, the more effectual because unintended and

unsuspected.
The modern controversial Catholic novel belongs to an entirely

different species, and is liable to the fatal objection of mixing

things in themselves heterogeneous and incompatible. Fiction

is one of the poetic arts
;
its method is to delight ;

its immediate

end is to charm by the beautiful, by the imitation of what is

regarded as real. It is inconsistent with this scope to introduce

a proof of +he reality of what is imitated, or to make the repre-

sentation itself an argument of that reality. To act in this

way is neither to construct a good argument, nor a delightful

fiction. The point of view of the controversial novel is essen-

tially inartistic. Its failure does not arise at all from the want
of charm in modern Catholic life, which is, on the contrary,

the most beautiful thing that exists, and the only thing that is

divinely beautiful and thoroughly pathetic ;
the most successful

fictions, even of the present days, like Evangeline, are imbued
with its beauty ;

and the failure, we repeat of the controversial

novel arises from not confining itself to its proper sphere,

which is to create the beautiful imitation of real human life,

not to convince, not to refute even the most real and the most

lamentable errors.

We do not say that a work of fiction constructed on the most

just principle may not fail of immediate popularity, from a

great variety of causes, among which may be the prejudices of a

Protestant public ;
but we do say that there is nothing in the

idea of a Catholic novel, properly understood, which should

interfere with its universal popularity, and we will even add that

in our judgment a Catholic fictionist could not adopt a safer

practical criterion of the artistic legitimacy of his work, than its

utter freedom from all controversial character, however well
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concealed, and its adaptedness to charm alike all classes of

readers, independently of their religious prejudices."

Just at the present time there is a revival of interest in

Gerald Griffin, and so the latter portion of this unpublished
essay of Dr. Huntington's will be a contribution to a very
worthy cause. There is a tradition that Gerald Griffin

at one time spent some months at least in this country,
and certain it is that very near relatives of his lived not

far from Friendsville in northeastern Pennsylvania.
Indeed I believe they are living there even yet. Any-
thing, then, that will add to our appreciation of the Irish

novelist, who gave up fame and the prospects of reputation
in a literary career for the humble work of a Christian

brother, and who is now, in spite of his untimely death,

receiving the reward of being one of the moving spirits
in the modern work of education in Ireland, can scarcely
fail to merit a place in the records of the American
Catholic Historical Society.

Dr. Huntington's critical appreciation is all the more

interesting because it contradicts so emphatically the

usually accepted notion that authors, especially those pur-

suing literature along the same lines, are not likely to see

one another in a very favorable light. Dr. Huntington
never fails to appreciate the merits of Gerald Griffin's work,
and to point out how much may be expected from the

literary genius of a man who had made so magnificent a

beginning. Besides, Huntington himself was generally
considered to be, at the time that he wrote this, one of

the most prominent of living Catholic novelists. His

criticism is that of a contemporary, but one who had been

brought up in an entirely different environment to that

of Gerald Griffin, and without even the racial sympathies
that most of the Catholic critics of the time would be sure

to have.

"These remarks" (with regard to Catholic fiction) "we have

thought fit to make by way of introduction to a review of the
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works of Gerald Griffin, for the reason that we regard Griffin as

being in this sense a writer of Catholic fiction. Except in the

Duke of Monmouth, which is a failure, he describes in his works

a Catholic society and he does it with the great advantage
of being himself a Catholic; to which he added another which,
in our opinion, was not slight, viz., that he wrote for the non-

Catholic public, a circumstance which, paradoxical as it may
seem, will render his works of more lasting interest to Catholics

themselves. For the interest attaching to controversy is, we

hope, to be transitory ;
and it is no mean argument against

controversial literature, that should that ever happen which we
all pray and hope for, and England and America be converted,

such a literature would become obsolete. In that case, the

uncontroversial, the simply artistic picture of a Catholic

society, would be as attractive as ever.

The complete Works of Gerald Griffin, with his Life, form

about a dozen volumes duodecimo, of between four and five

hundred pages each. Let us see what they are: The Col-

legians, with which he led off, and which thousands in America
have read without knowing who wrote it

;
Tales of the Munster

Festivals, among which, Card Drawing, a capital story, The

Half Sir, Suit Dhuv, The Coiner, one of his very best, The Rivals

and Tracy's Ambition, the former unequalled for its pictures
of Irish character; then, Holland-Tide, another series among
which most characteristic are The Barber of Bantry and The
Rock of the Candle, which last leaves a strong impression on

the imagination ; next, The Duke of Monmouth, an elaborate

historical novel, about as good as some of the poorest of Scott's ;

The Tales of the Jury Room, a most original and felicitous

idea, admirably carried out in thirteen very perfect little takes,

species of composition for which Gerald's genius was more

especially suited; his poetical works, including the Tragedy

of Gysippis, written when he was 20, and most successfully

played at Drury Lane ;
Tales of the Five Senses, written near

the close of his literary career when already Griffin was throwing
off the literary cocoon which hides the religious; lastly, The

Invasion, a regular Irish historical novel, the most ambitious

of Gerald Griffin's works, and the last. Here is a very tolerable
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literary fecundity for a man who quitted letters at 35 ;
besides

which you are to consider that Gerald gained his bread and

butter all the while by writing incessantly for London maga-

zines, who, like their craft everywhere, treated the man of

genius shabbily. The struggles of the Irish boy, adventuring

himself in the great world of London, with a MS. tragedy for his

capital, genius for his reliance, and the hope of 'rivalling

Shakes). :are and Scott
'

for his incentive and consolation, are

related with pious minuteness in the Memoir which accom-

panies the American edition. A little more vigor and con-

densation would not have been amiss in this literary biography ;

the trials of our Gerald not being greater than those of nearly

all literary adventurers, nor at all peculiar to him; as indeed

there is little that is peculiar in his life, but its purity, and

nothing that is salient, except that renunciation of the world

with which it concludes.

Now here is at once discovered a feature in this lettered

career which renders it a task of some difficulty to appreciate

the rank of our author. It is almost always a thousand pities

when a genius rushes too early into print. Griffin was only

four and twenty when Holland-Tide, his first series of prose

tales, was published; Gysippus was written, as we have ob-

served, before he was out of his teens, and the interval between

them had been filled up with incessant and exhausting labor, as a

contributor to periodicals, writer of book notices, reviser of

MSS. for publication, in short, as a literary hack. Think of all

the virgin freshness of a young genius being used up in this

barren toil. Without doubt, Gerald gained in point of facility,

but he lost in point of concentration. Moreover, he wasted his

treasures as fast as nature and observation supplied them. He
worked his genius as a Western farmer works the rich soil of a

virgin prairie, raising crop after crop, without giving anything

back, neither manuring nor deep-ploughing, until the surface

(and he never gets below the surface) has lost all its plastic

material, and nothing short of a course of guano and clam

shells will restore its perished fertility. Now and then there is

a genius so consummate, or so precocious in its maturity, that

from the very first start it dashes into renown and keeps its
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place to the last. Phenomena like Paul Morphy occur now
and then, to form the exception to all rules. But then this

sort of superiority makes itself felt at once, or else Providence

gives it a vantage-ground that dispenses with the exhausting
labor by which alone ordinary genius attains to Eminence.

When the hill of fame has to be slowly ascended, by the mere

force of intellectual toil, the aspirant should wait till his powers
are ripe, till he has acquired the rugged vigor of manhood.

The novel-writer, especially, needs a profound experience, a

steady hand, an artistic calm in his heart, such as time alone

can add to the native glow of the imagination and the genial

thrill of the creative passions. Scott was near forty when he

published Waverly. Shakespeare, Milton, Dante, Homer,

sang their Divine poems in the maturity of manhood. It is

evident to anyone experienced in the gentle craft of story-

writing, that Gerald Griffin's novels are all more or less in the

nature of a scholar's attempts, rather than of a master's per-

formances: a brilliant scholar, no doubt, but a scholar still.

This is also perhaps the true reason why his genius succumbed

at last under the weight of his laborious endeavors, and of his

immense aspirations. He aimed too high to succeed so young,

supposing that he could have succeeded at all (i. e., in rivalling

Shakespeare and surpassing Scott). Some people think that

to write a good novel or play is a slight thing : at least, that

it requires nothing but genius. Fatal mistake! It requires

three things: genius (sine qua won), knowledge and art.

Now genius is bestowed by nature but knowledge and art

are acquired. Scott was laying up from childhood the informa-

tion he possessed in regard to the manners and picturesque trails

of the middle ages, and his vast acquirements in the lore of

chivalrie, tradition and Scottish history. He never set him-

self down to read up the affair of '45, in order to write Waverly;
still less had he to acquire at the same time the principles of art

which apply to the construction of an historical novel
;

but

when he wrote The Invasion, Gerald Griffin evidently had to

do both. Hence the story is overloaded with his recent and

unassimilated Irish learning ;
'tis a treatise on antiquities in the

form of a fictitious narrative
;
and although there is, to do Gerald
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Griffin justice, a really admirable plot, though there are a

number of characters too that are finely conceived, yet on the

whole it cannot be called a finished work of art, or a first-

rate historical novel, or even a satisfactory national story.

In fact, of his three longer and more serious works, viz. : The

Duke of Monmouth, The Invasion and The Collegians, the last

(which as Griffin used to say, wrote itself) is the only one that

can be pronounced a decided success.

We insist upon this more strongly, because we wish to point
out that the moderate degree of fame which Gerald Griffin has

acquired is not at all owing to the circumstance of his being a

Catholic, or an Irishman; it is proportioned pretty exactly
to his real rank as a writer of imaginative fiction. He was a

genius, but in a cheue, at least in the highest walks to which

his ambition aspired. He did not rival Shakespeare as a

dramatist. He did not even surpass Scott as a novelist a

task of infinitely inferior difficulty; it is hard to rank him

exactly, because he really had so much genius, and because

from his youth, and its being overworked at first, it never had

fair play, and we do not know what he might have been had the

res augusta domi permitted him to defer a few years longer his

entrance upon the struggle for the bread of the author, or had

fortune granted him to use literature (according to Scott's

expression) as a 'staff and not as a crutch.'

At the time of Gerald Griffin's first appearance as a writer,

the taste for what is called 'reality' had come in. To suit this

taste, a novelist is required to describe things exactly as they

really are in life, with all the minute detail of the more recent

daguerreotype, an instrument or process which seems to have

been providentially invented in order to satirize the school

of 'reality.' The newest field which had been explored by the

artists of the real school, was Ireland, to which the novels of

Banim had given a marked popularity. Gerald, who was

intimate with the gifted author of the 'O'Hara' tales, struck

into this path and displayed a truly wonderful power of

describing Irish scenes and characters."
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Dr. Huntington's personal character was most lovable.

Practically every one who came in contact with him was
charmed by his courtesy and kindness, his extreme

delicacy of feeling and gentleness, his unfailing sense of

obligation towards others, and his utter conscientiousness.

Judge Bakewell, of St. Louis, to whom, through the

Reverend John Conway, S.J., of St. Louis University,
I am indebted for some personal details of Dr. Hunting-
ton's life in St. Louis, says, "I knew Huntington well,

and loved him." All those who came in contact with
him seemed to have had something of the same feeling
with regard to the man. He did not make many friends

because he was of rathe'r a retiring disposition, but
those whom he did make were bound to him as with

"hoops of steel." The obituaries of him, written shortly
after his death, emphasize this point of his character.

We quote one of them which will serve as a sample of

what was said by most of the Catholic journals throughout
the country when the sad news of his death in a foreign
land was publicly announced.
The writer of his obituary in the New York Tablet

said: "With all his rare mental gifts, Dr. Huntington
had the meekness and humility of a child and had in a

most uncommon degree the art of endearing himself to all

with whom he came in contact. In him we saw combined
the fine gentleman and the accomplished scholar, the

humble, sincere, practical Christian; as a husband, as a

brother, as a friend, as a citizen, Dr. Huntington was all

that man ought to be, while as an author he has left a

distinguished name among American writers. His death

leaves a void in the ranks of American literature that will

be long and severely felt."



THE "LEO HOUSE" FOR IMMIGRANTS
A Departure in Organized Catholic Charity

From the early ages of Christianity the Catholic

Church has given unceasing evidence of her limitless

charity towards her needy children. The poor, the out-

cast, the sick, the afflicted of every kind, have ever

found in her motherly love succor and solace. The
means she employed in her ministrations varied with
the diversity of the claims made upon her, a variation

which kept pace with the difference of time, of customs,
of nationality. Previous to the so-called Reformation
monasteries which formed a home for the impoverished,
a shelter for the wayfarer, were numerous in every part
of Christendom. Altered circumstances brought about
new conditions, and in the lapsing centuries the Church
has demonstrated the instinct of her maternal wisdom

by her readiness to adapt her eleemosynary works to

cotemporary requirements and resources. The epoch
when men and women of noble and royal blood vied

with one another in munificently endowing religious
and charitable institutions has gone by. At present,

especially in the United States and among Catholics,

gifts that would entirely support large institutions de-

voted to benevolent work are the exception rather than
the rule. The majority of our projects for the amelio-

ration of the condition of the needy must perforce begin
in a humble way and depend for their continuance upon
appeals to the faithful for financial support. Usually,
too, these institutions are devoted to the demands of

local charities, each town and city possessing its orphan
asylum, its charity hospital, its home for the aged, and
others of a kindred nature. But now and then our

thoughts are attracted to an enterprise that has a wider

scope, a broader field of endeavor for its activity, one
whose beneficent efforts extend to an ever-widening
circle of claimants for its moral and pecuniary aid.

Among these vaster fields for the active manifestation

of Catholic benevolence there is one which at the present
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time occupies a prominent place. It is that which had
its origin in the needs of Catholic immigrants.

It is not necessary to be a student of sociology in order
to understand the multitudinous perils that exist for

the strangers who are arriving in countless numbers,
weekly, nay daily, in America from diverse countries
of the old world. Many of them have had numerous
difficulties to contend with in their native land, op-
pression, poverty, persecution, one or all*perhaps. Fresh

difficulties, new dangers, await them here, but of such a
different order that for the most part the immigrant comes

woefully unprepared to contend against them. The
majority of these aliens are simple folk, hailing from the

agricultural districts or from small towns and villages, and
hence are unarmed by either knowledge or experience
for self-defense against the vultures in human guise
that are here eagerly watching to swoop down upon and
victimize them.

It is without question, therefore, a manifest duty of

Christian charity to aid such immigrants to counteract the

dangers, in the temporal and spiritual order, that beset

their path. The obligations of this important duty are

more clearly recognizable in the light of the fact thai

numbers of our American citizens have had personal ex

perience of similar difficulties and dangers, have had the

same obstacles to overcome, were forced to make the
same uphill start in life, and are united to the newcomers

by the strong bond of a common faith.

It is for the purpose of systematically exercising this

duty of brotherly love in a judicious and effectual way
that organizations for the protection of Catholic

immigrants were called into life. The various national-

ities have at present their representatives in the city of

New York, who, under the auspices of the Archdiocesan

authorities, exercise assiduous care and vigilance in be-

half of strangers coming from their respective countries.

An Irishman landing in New York will have, as a rule,

no difficulty in making his way, not only by reason of
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his native intelligence and pluck, but also because the

grea' metropolis is so largely made up of his fellow-

countrymen that he soon recognizes himself safely

lodged among friends or friendly neighbors. But for other

foreigners, especially for women and young girls, who come
without the protection of relatives or well-known friends

from the old country, it is different. They need the protec-
tion of some authority that understands their position
and inspires confidence. To protect and guide safely

against moral as well as social dangers such female immi-

grants has been for years the purpose of the Mission of

Our Lady of the Rosary for the Protection of Irish Immi-

grant Girls. Similar protection and direction is accorded

to French immigrants through the Jeanne $Arc Home
for French Immigrant Girls, managed by the Sisters of

Divine Providence; also, in a very effective way, for the

Italians, through St. Raphael's Home for Italian Immi-

grants. For the Slav population which now flocks to

these shores in such large numbers there exists likewise

a Catholic Immigration Bureau under the name of St.

Joseph's Home for Polish and Lithuanian Immigrants.
Our special purpose here, however, is to direct at-

tention, by a brief historical account, to the activity of

the German Catholics who have for a number of years
maintained a refuge for immigrants from Germany,
under the auspices of the St. Raphael's Society, an inter-

national union established for the purpose of safeguarding
the interests of Catholic immigrants from the continent

of Europe. The originator of this society was the much
misunderstood Mr. Cahensly, a zealous and disinterested

business man who gave his wealth and efforts to the

furthering of these aims in behalf of emigrating strangers

from across seas. The particular institution which looks

after the German strangers that come to the United

States is known as the Leo House for German Immigrants.
Its vigorous activity has lately directed attention to its

methods and prospects of enlarging its influence as an

agency for promoting Catholic social and religious life
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among the children of its own nationality. It is for this

reason that we record its brief history and the scope of

its work here, so far as they can be learned from the data

and statistics furnished us for the purpose.
The New York branch of the St. Raphael Society was

organized in 1883. During the autumn of that year Mr.

Cahensley, having had the satisfaction of seeing the

Verein established in Europe on a permanent and satis-

factory basis, came to America. That he might have

personal experience of the hardships and dangers to

which poor immigrants are exposed, he crossed the ocean

as a steerage passenger and upon reaching New York

put up at various lodging houses for this class of travelers.*

It was in response to his eloquent appeal, made subse-

quently at a meeting of German clerics and laymen, that

the first off-shoot of the St. Raphael Society was at once

inaugurated, with the late Right Reverend W. M. Wigger,
D.D., Bishop of Newark, New Jersey, as its president.
The work of the Society, however, did not become thor-

oughly effective until the year 1885, when, at the request
of the New York branch, the German Society of St.

Raphael sent, at its own expense, a priest to assume con-

trol of its bureau in America. This priest was the Rev-

erend John Reuland. t

On his arrival in July, 1885, Father Reuland at once

rented an office at No. 15 State Street, J a locality which

was convenient to Castle Garden, at that time the land-

ing-place for immigrants. It was not until March 5, 1886,

that the commissioners of Castle Garden were induced

to recognize officially the function of Father Reuland,
and from this recognition of its representative by the

* The account that follows is in the main condensed from an article published in the
Historical Records and Studies of the United States Historical Society, 1899. The
authors of the paper, Mr. Joseph Schaefer and Prof. Charles G. Herbermann, Ph.D.,
LL.D., in turn acknowledge their indebtedness to the Rev. A. B. Schwenniger's pam-
phlet, entitled Katholikentag, Central Verein, Raphael's Verein, Leo-Haus, New York,
Cincinnati and Chicago, 1890. Other matter has been added in order to bring informa-
tion on the subject up to recent date.

t We cordially acknowledge our indebtedness to the Reverend Urban C. Nageleisen,
Rector of the Leo House, New York, for the accompanying portrait of Father Reu-
land, as also for the other photographs used in illustrating this paper. A portrait of

Bishop Wigger has already appeared in these pages, vol. xii, 1.

J The office was transferred in 1887 to No. 6 State Street.
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Board of Emigration dates the success of the St. Raphael
Society in the United States.

Notwithstanding this success, it was soon realized

that the work of the Society was incomplete so long as a

hospice was lacking wherein the immigrant could be given
shelter, at least temporarily. In fact, as early as the

year 1868 the Rev. A. B. Schwenniger had urged the ad-

visability of establishing such a hospice in New York,
but despite his zealous efforts in behalf of the project, noth-

ing practical was effected until 1887, the year of the

golden jubilee of Our Holy Father, Leo XIII. At a con-
vention of German-American priests held at Chicago in

that year the Rev. William Faerber of St. Louis, who
had already written on the subject in his Pastoral-Blatt,

vigorously advocated the establishment of a hospice in

New York for German immigrants, and suggested that it

be called the Leo House in honor of the Sovereign Pontiff.

The proposal met with an enthusiastic reception; the

Rev. Messrs. Goller of St. Louis, Fischer of Chicago and
Robbers of Covington were appointed a committee to

take the necessary steps for its accomplishment. Father
Goller 's appeal in behalf of the Leo House was so suc-

cessful that at the Catholic Congress which met at Chi-

cago on September 6th of the same year (1887) Vicar

General Miihlsiepen of St. Louis made the gratifying
announcement that $10,000 had already been suscribed.

The zeal aroused by Mgr. Miihlsiepen 's announcement led

to renewed and vigorous efforts. He himself took the

lead in the movement and collected about $45,000 for

the fund. He labored chiefly in the West; the East was
far less generous in its contributions. Still there were not

wanting zealous workers, and the late Monsignor May,
Vicar General for the Germans of the diocese of Brook-

lyn, was especially successful in his collections. A new

impulse was given to the cause at the Catholic Congress
held at Cincinnati in 1888. There Mr. Joseph Schaefer

of New York announced that $50,000 had already been

paid in, and expressed the hope that before the end of the
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year the entire sum needed to purchase a suitable build-

ing would be collected.

These hopes were realized. In February, 1889, Bishop

Wigger purchased in his own name the lots and houses

extending from No. 6 State Street to No. 18 Pearl Street,

for the sum of $76,000. Immediately thereafter a corpora-
tion was formed consisting of fifteen members, partly lay,

partly clerical, under the title of the "Leo House." The
charter members were the Most Rev. M. A. Corrigan, D.D.,

permanent honorary president; Rt. Rev. W. M. Wigger,

D.D., Bishop of Newark;Very Rev. M. May, V.G. of Brook-

lyn; Very Rev. H. Miihlsiepen, V.G. of St. Louis; Rev. F.

Goller, of St. Louis; Rev. A. Tonner, of New York; Rev. A.

Arnold, of Brooklyn; Rev. W. Tappert, of Covington, Ky. ;

and Messrs. W. Schickel, H. Amy, J. R. Wigger, Peter Klein,

H. Huebner, and Joseph Schaefer, of New York. The deeds

of the newly acquired property were transferred to this cor-

poration. The board of direction of the Leo House was

organized by the election of Bishop Wigger as president,
of Mr. W. Schickel as vice-president, of Mr. Joseph Schaefer

as secretary and treasurer, and of Rev. J. Reuland and
Messrs. Klein and Huebner as trustees.

The corporation of the Leo House is, therefore, a body
distinct from the society of St. Raphael. The former

is a chartered institution of the State of New York, the

latter is not incorporated. Withal, the objects of both
are the same, and the members of the Leo House Associa-

tion are also members of the Society of St. Raphael. To

simplify the relations of the two bodies it was agreed that

the board of directors of the Leo House should also be
the governing board of the Society of St. Raphael. One
of the chief objects, therefore, of the latter society is by its

contributions to supply the needs of the immigrants'
home in New York. It is a gratifying fact that the volun-

tary subscriptions from the St. Raphael's Society and
the income from the house have been so generous and so

wisely and economically administered that, according to

a statement in the report of 1899, not only were the ex.
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penses of maintenance met, but the purchase price of the

property, as well as the cost of its alterations and the

outlay for furniture, were paid almost in full.

The Leo House was ready for occupancy at the close

of the year 1889. Extensive alterations had been made,
a chapel was provided and decorated, the necessary ap-
pointments for what was practically a hotel were secured,

together with the city license for managing the institu-

tion as a public lodging house. All this had caused con-

siderable delay. Moreover, the organization had to be

completed. This was done by appointing the Rev. John
Reuland missionary, and obtaining from Fond du Lac,

Wisconsin, five nuns belonging to the community of the

Sisters of St. Agnes, who were to take charge of the do-

mestic affairs of the institution. These various prepar-
ations being completed, Bishop Wigger dedicated the

new immigrant home, which was formally opened on
December 7, 1889.
The Leo House, although modest and simple in design

and construction, strikes the eye by a certain dignified
contrast to its immediate surroundings. The reader can
form an estimate of its general appearance from the pic-
ture we give of its facade. The basement is utilized for

kitchen, laundry, and storerooms. On the first floor

there is a hall leading into a large room which serves as

a parlor or waiting-room, and also as a general dining-
hall. This room connects with the chapel at its rear by
folding doors, that upon occasion can be thrown open,

thereby enlarging the chapel which thus becomes capable
of accommodating a goodly number of worshipers. There

are also on this floor offices for the missionary and for the

Sisters, a private reception room, a meeting-room for the

board of directors, and a sacristy. The waiting-room,
which serves as a refectory and is therefore supplied with

large tables, is likewise a reading room where the prin-

cipal Catholic newspapers are placed at the disposition of

the guests, and books may be obtained from the library,

which is in the Rector's office.
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The little chapel, decorated in Gothic style throughout,
is quite attractive. All its furniture, the altar, the con-

fessionals, the baptismal font, the stations of the cross,

etc., were donated by friends of the institution. In this

chapel the immigrants upon their arrival in America can

attenH Mass and have opportunity to receive the sacra-

ments, thus preparing and strengthening themselves for

their work in the New World. .

The second story of the Leo House contains the resi-

dence of the Sisters and a number of dormitories. It was
found that many of the better situated immigrants, and
in fact many Catholic travelers, preferred to stay at the

Leo House rather than go to a hotel. Therefore a

number of small, modestly furnished rooms were pre-

pared for occupation by these, and they have also a sep-
arate dining-room which looks out upon the street. There

is, of course, a proportionate, but moderate charge made
for such service, whilst, it is needless to say, destitute

immigrants are entertained without charge. Nor is there

any danger that the Leo House will be turned into a hotel

for the accommodation of these guests of larger means.

Their wishes are allowed in nowise to interfere with the

attention to be given to the principal guests, namely, the

needy immigrants. The board of management never

loses sight of the fact that for these the Leo House was
founded and that their rights are paramount. When,
for a time, the flow of immigration from Germany les-

sened, whilst the ordinary expenses for the maintenance
of the house were not materially reduced, the opening of

the house to Catholic travelers generally proved an ex-

pedient which assured the continued prosperity of the

institution.

It is necessary to say a word in detail of the work done
for the immigrant through the Leo House. Its connec-

tion with the St. Raphael Society in Germany enables the

Leo House to protect and guide the immigrant from the

moment he sets forth to leave the Old World, not only at

the port of embarkation, but even at his home. A
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"Guide Book" in his own language, directing him what to

do there, and how to act on his arrival in New York, is

furnished him by the society. In this useful booklet he
finds also a clear and brief explanation of the immigrant
laws and customs in the United States. The safe-guard-

ing of the immigrant before he reaches New York in-

volves, as may readily be surmised, no little correspondence
and expense, yet it is an important matter. When the

immigrant arrives in New York the agents of the Leo
House are ready to receive him on Ellis Island. If he

wishes to stay in New York temporarily, the Leo House is

open to him; if he does not, the agents aid him to secure,
without the intervention of "sharpers," his railroad tickets,

looks after the safe keeping and transfer of his baggage,
enables him, without loss, to change foreign moneys or

to cash bills of exchange. If the immigrant prefers to re-

main in the Leo House, assistance is given him in the search

after relatives or acquaintances whom he may have in

America. If the sojourner desire it, he may without
risk leave all his belongings in the safe of the Leo House
until he has secured a home for himself. In some cases

employment is found for the immigrants, especially for

young girls desirous of entering family service
;

it is stated

that thousands of positions have been secured for these

and for laborers through the efforts of the Rector and the

Sisters in charge. Impecunious immigrants are harbored

gratis until they can leave for their place of destination;

others are charged a trifling sum simply to cover the out-

lay for entertaining them.

The managers of the Leo House strive to remain in

touch with its proteges even after their departure, and

frequently great benefits result from this method of cor-

respondence by reason of the useful information it fur-

nishes for the direction of future comers. At the Leo

House, too, the immigrant learns what parts of the country
are best suited for the various class of farmers, mechanics,

and the like. Above all, the newcomers are instructed

as to their religious duties, and are often saved from being
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led away into parts of the United States where they
would find the practice of their religion impossible. Our
readers can readily understand that all this involves no
little outlay, and yet it must be admitted that it is pro-
ductive of the richest fruit for the material and moral ad-

vantages of the immigrant. The results as published in

the periodical reports of the Corporation of the Leo House

amply attest this fact. From these we glean the fol-

lowing general statistics.
,

We learn that in the first year of its existence,

from November, 1889, to November, 1890, the Leo
House harbored and assisted 3970 immigrants and was

patronized by 241 guests, and during the same period
furnished 2493 free meals and 845 free lodgings. The
items for each succeeding year show equally satisfactory
results. The grand total for the fifteen years is 43,846

immigrants harbored, 19,139 guests as patrons, 46,047
free meals and 14,927 free lodgings furnished. Another

phase of the work of the Leo House is presented by the

statement that since its establishment 913 couples have
been married there, 48 baptisms conferre^, and that an-

nually about 1500 confessions are heard and many more
than that number of Holy Communions distributed. An
insight into one section of labor entailed is found in the

assertion that each year nearly eight thousand letters,

post cards and telegrams are received and answered.

A very important feature of the Leo House as pres-

ently constituted is the fact that it affords accommoda-
tions for priests and members of religious orders

en route to or from Europe. Nuns especially find it very

uncongenial, to say the least, to stay over night at the

ordinary hotel or boarding-house, whereas at the Leo
House they can obtain safe and comfortable quarters
and be spared much of the troublesome details of their

prospective journey by sea or land.

We have already mentioned the appointment of the

Reverend John Reuland as the first director of the Leo
House. The tact and zeal which he had manifested as
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representative of the St. Raphael Society, were displayed
no less markedly in his new position. He was an in-

defatigable worker for the benefit of the Leo House, and we
have recently been assured by competent authority that

the present reassuring financial status of the Leo House
is in great measure due to his efforts. He retained the

chaplaincy of the hospice for two years, at the expiration
of which he was called to take charge of Trinity Church,

Syracuse, New York. Father Reuland's office as Mis-

sionary of the Leo House has been successively filled by
able and efficient priests, each well fitted to advance in

some special way the interests of the institution over

which he presided, and the present incumbent, the Rev.

Urban C. Nageleisen, continues the best traditions of his

predecessors in office.

It is easy to form even from these meagre data, some
idea of the vast amount of good that has been accom-

plished, both from a religious and secular standpoint, by
the practical charity of the Leo House.

We are not surprised to learn that the institution has

outgrown its present quarters. From circulars and letters

recently issued by the Corporation, with the appro-
bation of the Most Rev. John M. Farley, D.D.,

President of the Board, we gather that it is pro-

posed to purchase a site and build a new Leo House

that will meet existing requirements. "The present

unincumbered property of the Leo House," we read,

"which is too far down town in the commercial district of

New York city, has a salable value of $150,000. As this

location is too valuable to erect on it a new building for

this purpose, a more central site will be selected, one more

accessible to and from all railroad stations and steamship

piers. Guides will be employed to accompany vis-

itors free of charge to any part of the city, to

assist in adjusting their baggage for further trans-

portation and procuring tickets for railroad and

steamship service at the lowest prices. An additional

$150,000 is needed to carry out the project of the
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managers." It is hoped to secure this sum by an ex-

cellent plan which should be rich in results, although it

makes small demands on any one individual. Fifteen

thousand certificates have been issued at $10 each, total

value $150,000. These certificates are made transferable

and redeemable, that is to say, the Leo House Corporation
reserves the option to redeem these certificates, or any
part thereof, either by meals or lodgings in the new Leo

House, or by cash without interest on and after January i
,

1910, or at any previous time, when the improved Leo
House is once in operation. The Corporation pledges
itself to refund the money without interest to

the holders of certificates should the managers
fail to raise the required sum for the building and

equipment of the House by January i, 1910. The

original purchaser may transfer the certificate to another,
should he be disposed to do so. The certificate is fully

worth the ten dollars to any visitor to New York City. A
quick sale of the certificates will insure an early hospice.
The sooner the Leo House is ready for occupancy, the

earlier the purchaser can redeem his certificate. As the

institution is a charitable one it is hoped that many patrons
will respond to this plan of co-operation and thus enable

the Corporation to bring to realization at an early date

the only such institution in the United States.* Any
person who wishes to become a purchaser of these cer-

* Quite recently a movement similar to the establishment of the Leo House was
organized for the protection of immigrants arriving at Southern ports. The following
facts, lately published, are of sufficient historical interest to deserve mention in

connection with the subject here. The German Catholic societies of Texas are about
to establish an institution to serve as a shelter and house of refuge for immigrants at
the port of Galveston. The movement is in charge of the Texas Staatsverband, and
is heartily favored by the Rt. Rev. N. A. Gallagher, Bishop of Galveston. who has
placed at the disposal of the society a city lot contiguous to the wharves and railway
depot.
At a recent meeting of the Executive Committee of the Staatsverband. held in San

Antonio, the announcement of Bishop Gallagher's generous action was received with
great enthusiasm, and the sum of $300 was raised on the spot for the purchase of

another lot, adjoining the one donated by the bishop. It is hoped that in time sufficient

funds will, be raised to build not only a shelter for immigrants but also a sailors' home.
For the purpose of obtaining a charter an organization was effected with the follow-

ing charter members: Rev. Christoph Precker, president; Rev, B. Held, O.S.B., secre-

tary and treasurer, and Messrs. H. Dittlinger of New Braunfels, J. G. Bockholt of

Westphalia, and J. C. Dielman and Jos. Courand of San Antonio, directors.
For the present the Staatsyerband will content itself with appointing a reliable

agent to receive Catholic immigrants on their arrival in Galveston and assist them in

every way possible. This work will be carried on in harmony with the St. Raphael's
Verein of Germany.
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tificates, and thus to further the work of this most worthy
organization, can secure them by addressing the Rector
of the Leo House, at 6 State Street, New York, N. Y.

It is proposed to have in the new Leo House l large

chapel with a sufficient number of altars on which the

reverend clergy, before going abroad or after their return,

may offer the Holy Sacrifice of the Mass. Any priest

visiting such a large city as New York must needs see

the necessity and usefulness of such an institution, where

a priest, in addition to the above-mentioned boon, may
feel at home, enjoying at the same time the privileges of

his own rectory and the freedom of an inn, where proper
food and lodging will be provided.

It is consoling to learn that any surplus income of the

house is applied to the assistance of needy travelers,

such, for instance, as members of the religious orders

exiled from France.

All these details are of interest because of their intrinsic

merit and philanthropic aspects. But quite apart from

these, the institution of the Leo House has a distinctive

historical value as marking an important step in the de-

velopment of organized charity in the United States.

I. M. O'R.



MONSIGNOR ADRIAN J. CROQUET,
INDIAN MISSIONARY,

(1812-1902.)

AND SOME OF HIS LETTERS.

COMPILED WITH NOTES BY THE REV. J. VAN DER HEYDEN,

LOUVAIN, BELGIUM.

(Continued from p. 295.)

VII.

In 1876 Father Croquet undertook to procure better

lodgings for the Sisters and their Indian boarders. This
was no easy matter; for, apart from the lumber, with
which the agency furnished him gratis, and the aid in

work given by the Indians, the poor missionary had no
means at his disposal. The Sisters were so miserably
quartered that their position was unendurable; and
their superiors, responsible for the health of their subjects,
considered it the part of duty and wisdom to give Father

Croquet timely warning that they would be compelled
to recall his faithful co-workers if the latter were not

given a home which would at least shelter them from
the inclemency of the Oregon weather. The good priest,
of course, showed prompt readiness to comply with the

Sisters' modest and altogether reasonable request and
to make every conceivable sacrifice to that end.

He himself lives in a shanty where wind, rain, and
snow have all but full play; but he cares not; for he is

a man, and a man of God, to whom privations of even
the necessaries of life are welcome means to conform
one's life to the life of Him who had not a stone where-
on to lay His head. Moreover, years of destitution

and of exposure have inured him to hardships which

others, however willing, could not bear. Lastly, his

bodily constitution is that of a giant, and neither hunger,
nor thirst, nor cold, nor fatigue seem to be able to

impair or even to affect it. In bringing the Sisters
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to a house a shade better than his own, yet hardly
more commodious than an Indian tepee, Father Croquet
forgot, as he forgot in his own case, that a home
must protect against at least the fury of the winds
and storms. We need not wonder, therefore, that he
needed to have his attention called to the Sisters' dis-

tress, and when this was done he tarried not in seeking
to remedy the situation. He repaired to Portland and
interviewed the Archbishop ;

but the wants His Grace had
to meet at the time were so pressing and so varied,
the funds to meet them so inadequate, that he could

not come to the rescue of the sorely pressed priest,

much as he would have liked to do so. However, if

the Archbishop's treasury was empty, his credit was

good; and so, magnanimous Father Croquet begged His

Grace to borrow for him a sum equivalent to double

the amount of the allowance made every year by the

Archdiocese for the personal needs of the Grandronde

missionary, who pledged himself in return to renounce

said donation during the next two years.* To this

the Archbishop agreed; and thus was a loan of two
hundred dollars secured. Thereupon Father Croquet

engaged a contractor to make a beginning of the building,

and he appealed to his friends in Belgium and the United

States for aid. One of those to whom he addressed himself

was the Rev. S. Goens, a former colleague in Oregon, at

this time vice-rector at the American College, Louvain.

After some warm thanks for church vestments that

Father Goens had procured in Europe for the Grandronde

church, we find, in a letter written December 22, 1876,

the following anent the building that was under way:

"The construction of the convent which I have been forced

to undertake at my own risk and expense, will cost me some-

thing like a thousand dollars in cash. I do not expect much
aid from our poor Oregon. What it will contribute will not

be worth speaking of; but I hope that little Belgium, always

*Letters from Father Croquet to Father Goens, in College Archives.
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so generous to foreign missions, will not see me become a bank-

rupt."

Father Goens was not very well placed to secure

much help for his old-time neighbor. As vice-rector of

the American College his first care must naturally be
for the institution in whose direction he shared, and
which, though prosperous at the time, greatly depended
as yet on Belgian charity. It was a case of a poor man
assisting another still poorer. Not an uncommon thing
to be sure; for, who better than he who has known want
realizes the pangs of want? Surely, on the other hand,
no one knew more about the mission of the Grandronde
and its missionary than did Father Goens; for during
the eight years of the latter 's pastorate at Salem (1864-
1872), he had been Father Croquet's confessor and a
witness of the superhuman and disinterested labors

of the man who now relied on his intercession with the

generous-hearted Belgians that these labors might not
be in vain. Father Goens did his best to come to his

friend's rescue, as several letters written subsequently
to him by Father Croquet, and kept in the College Archives,

amply testify. One of these dated May, 1877, says:

"I thank you very much for all your acts of kindness and
for your charity to me, and I beg you at the same time to be

the interpreter of my sincere gratitude to all the benefactors

of my mission. The six hundred francs you lately sent were

given to me in greenbacks; but I did not lose anything on

exchanging them for silver. Although this sum is far from

equal to the debt necessity has compelled me to make, it has

nevertheless been a precious help in my most pressing needs."

Among those to whom the good Indian missionary's

plight was exposed by Father Goens was the latter 's

predecessor at the College, the then Bishop of Tournai,
the late Monsignor Dumont. He it was who saved
the Grandronde mission in 1878 by paying its debts,
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thus "lifting a heavy burden" from Father Croquet's
heart. In February, 1878, the latter wrote to Father
Goens :

"I am still in debt. It is true my liabilities haver been
reduced from $1200 to $700; but that is very much for me.

I have nothing to expect here; in Canada, where I made an

appeal, I was not permitted to collect; the Catholic Indian

Missionary Association, established by Father Brouillet, has

not given me anything.*
I have just written to the Abbe Spiessens and to Canon De

Pauw, exposing to them the distress whereinto I have been

thrown by what I have undertaken, through sheer necessity,

for the sake of the Sisters and of their pupils. If I could but

obtain part of the sum I owe! It is hard for me to write so

often to you on this subject ;
but you will forgive me, I know."

Whether or not Father Goens communicated that sad

letter to Bishop Dumont we are not aware; but at all

events he made good use of it
;
for here is what his needy

correspondent wrote some months later:

"Your last letter brought tidings that were for me the

source of exceeding great joy and consolation. Thanks be

to God, a heavy burden has been lifted from my heart ! How
can I adequately thank the good Monsignor Dumont and the

charitable person who bestowed this generous present upon

me?f Let us thank Heaven; for it is from there that it all

came ! To you, too, my dear Friend, I beg to extend my
hearty acknowledgments. To Monsignor Dumont I'll write

shortly. In the meantime please to tell him, if occasion

affords, how profoundly touched I have been by his great

kindness to me The sum of four thousand francs

converted into dollars gave me $757 and a few cents."J

*An Auxiliary to the Catholic Indian Bureau, organized at Washington, D. C.,

October, 1875.

tit is more than likely that the charitable person and Monsignor Dumont were one
and the same.

JLetter to Father Goens. September 3, 1878.
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That paid the debts Father Croquet had contracted

for the building of the Sisters' home, and relieved him
of anxiety on that head; but there were other sources of

anxiety no doubt, as the sequel of the letter leaves one
to surmise :

"As to the monstrance you offer to send me, I already

wrote you that I had one; so you need not send it. But I

shall gratefully accept any money gifts that may be proffered ;

for this is the second year that 1 nave been without any salary

from His Grace. In this way I refund the money he borrowed

to enable me to pay the first costs of the construction I under-

took. Fortunately, the Sisters board me; but, for my other

expenses, I must continue to rely on the alms of the charitably

disposed. My parishioners being mostly Indians I have to

assist them instead of being assisted by them.

I have a humeral veil; but it begins to look soiled. If the

Association for Poor Churches would favor me with one I

should accept it most gratefully; but as the need is not very

pressing, do not go to any trouble on that account. What I

ask of you and of others, above all things, are spiritual

favors, prayers for myself and for the welfare of this mission,

for the conversion of the people whose salvation has been

entrusted to me
;
the Spirit of Evil is not idle in working to keep

them under his sway."

The delicacy that makes Father Croquet decline on
the one hand the monstrance offered him, and with

which, on the other, he asks for a humeral veil and for

pecuniary alms, is evidence that nothing but extreme

want could bring him to have recourse to the charity
of others. The sacrifices he must have made during
the two years that he was paying by the surrender of

his salary for the first costs of the school just erected,

are known to Him for whose sake he sacrificed every-

thing. In Heaven the good and faithful servant's

share of glory is the greater no doubt for the privations
of those years; and his soul, forever secure in the enjoy-
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ment of heavenly bliss, has no regret now for having
courageously borne with the passing trials of earth,
and for having in the midst of them continued to rely
on God's Providence, "seeking refuge in the merciful
Heart of the divine Master."*

What must have made the privation of the small

salary with which the Archbishop of Oregon had hitherto
assisted his faithful co-operator of the Grandronde

doubly hard, was the quasi impossibility in which it

placed the latter to relieve the needy members of his

copper-colored flock; for his practice of the corporal,
as well as of the spiritual, works of mercy, which had
gained him an enviable reputation when mcaire at

Braine-l'Alleud, had not suffered for want of exercise

whilst he was an Indian missionary. We shall see

later to what extent he carried his generosity towards
his Oregon charges. The check placed upon that gener-

osity by the cutting off of the main source of supply was,
we believe, the only reason that made Father Croquet
regret the loss of his yearly allowance from the Arch-

bishop. He had his board from the Sisters, and, as for

the matter of clothes, he was content to wear what his

brother priests gave him. How chary he was with

regard to himself and how poor, at that time, we know
from a letter of Father V. Capelle to Father Goens:

"All of Father Croquet's furniture," it tells us, "consists

of a table and a broken chair. . . . His house ought
to be repaired by all means. No man but Father Cro-

quet could live in it."t But although he spent nothing
on himself, in 1879 he was again in debt, and it is within

bounds to suppose, even if he does not say so, that the

debts were contracted for the sake of rescuing some

poverty-stricken Indians, who knew but too well his

inability to refuse them anything. Once more he appealed
to his banker at the American College, the Rev. S. Goens :

*Letter to Father S. Goens. May. 1877.

fThe Rev. V. Capelle, a Louvain missionary in Oregon, to Father S. Goeos. vice

rector of the American College, June 29. 1879.
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"I am still $200 in debt plus the interest at 12 per cent, per

annum," the writer asserts. "The longer I put off paying that

sum, the more of course the interest accumulates. I hardly
know where to turn for aid. If I could but be free from care

on that head, I could then better bear with the mental worry
caused by the status of this mission. Do you believe that

good Father Thibau* would assist me by collecting some alms

among his friends in Belgium? He knows our situation here

and the needs of this mission and, provided the state of his

health is not an obstacle to his shouldering this charitable

undertaking, I feel reasonably sure that he will lend a helping
hand. Would you be kind enough to make my request known
to him, showing him my letter, if you think proper. But I

fear I am becoming troublesome I turn my cause

over to Divine Providence/'f

It was not in vain that he advised with Father Goens;

for, whether through Father Thibau or not, the vice-

rector forwarded the cash to settle the debt that weighed

upon the poor missionary's shoulders. Wherefore,
Father Croquet thanks his Louvain silent partner by
letter of September 16, 1879: "It was truly a relief for

me to receive the unlooked-for help I owe to your good-
ness. You never fail me. Accept, therefore, dear

friend, the thanks I address to you with all my heart."

Some five months later, viz., January, 1880, Father

Goens forwarded another contribution, which elicited

the following answer: "You have added another claim

to my gratitude. Had I not had my Belgian friends

to stand by me, Oregon would not have saved me from

bankruptcy; for whenever there is question of Indians

it is not to the people here one need look for support."}

(To be continued.)

*A Louvain missionary who left for the Oregon missions in 1866 and died in 1892.
He was on a visit to Belgium in 1879.

tFather Croquet to Father Goens, January 20, 1879.

JFather Croquet to Father Goens, January 31, 1880.
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(Continued from page 350)

SIXTY-SEVENTH LETTER.

Less restricted in interest for the general reader than
the preceding is a letter to M. de Bonneuil, dated Feb-

ruary the third, 1833, several items of which treat of

public affairs. However, we are glad to know that at

last the anxiety of the archbishop's loyal heart has been

set at rest by receipt of letters from his friends at Gaude-

loupe, written on September the eighteenth, the day
after their arrival so it is set down, but it must mean
November. It was Captain Benquey who carried the

welcome letters to the archbishop and the latter for-

warded them at once to Madame Duplessis and Madame

Courty, whom he will see before sealing the present
communication. M. Lahens, to whom the archbishop

gave the preceding letter, must, the archbishop thinks,

be yet down the river, as during three days they have

been experiencing a fearful storm at Bordeaux.

In the next paragraph the prelate informs his cor-

respondents: "They have taken away our Prefect:

he is very generally regretted and by no one more than by
me, for in existing circumstances I found in him a valu-

able support. His successor has not yet come." Then
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the reverend writer goes on to say that peace reigns
at Bordeaux and likewise at Blaye. "The health of

the princess," he proceeds, "no longer gives occasion

for anxiety. You must have seen in the newspapers
that they would not allow me to see her. She desired

that I might be admitted." We should like to know
more about this affair it seems such an inexcusable

cruelty to the unfortunate Duchess of Berry to deprive
her of the consolation of a visit from the gentle, pious

Cheverus, but even the usually prolix biographer of our

Cardinal is unilluminative and disappointing in the

present instance. This is all he has to say of the in-

cident:* "During the captivity of the Duchess of

Berry in the citadel of Blaye, he [Archbishop Cheverus]
had asked permission to visit her, and offer her the con-

solations of his ministry.". . . . Unsatisfied, we
have to turn again to the letter, which here resumes its

more personal vein: Maxime is doing well, we read, both

as to conduct and health; Sarragot has been a trifle

negligent but promises to do better; the archbishop
sends his compliments to the youth's father, and then

speaks of how hard it is that 1500 miles should separate
him and his Guadeloupe friends and asserts that amid
so many people, so many occupations, etc., his isolation

is worse than that of M. de Bonneuil, who, being a

loving husband and father, must have many compen-
sations. The archbishop has still the consolation of

being able to do some good, but he no longer finds even

among those who are dear to him the enthusiasm of the

old friendships; no longer can he feel the same lack of

restraint and confidence as he did with his children of

America. None can take their place. Next he men-
tions that he is in receipt of a letter from the reverend

Mr. Byrne of Boston, written on December the twenty-

seventh, which tells that the Walley family is in good
health, and that Madame Stoughton has lost her daughter
Louisa (Mrs. Watson).

*J. Huen-Dubourg: Life of Cardinal Cheverus. Translated by E. Stewart. Boston:
James Munroe & Co. 1839. Page 237.
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A postscript is added on February the sixth to say
that owing to the bad weather the vessel bearing M.
Lahens will still be the one to carry the present letter

as well as the preceding ones; and that the departure
of the other ship is indefinitely postponed.

BORDEAUX, le 3 FeVrier 1833.

MON CHER FILS : On m'avait desja assure que Le Revanche
e*toit arrivee a bon port, mais il me falloit une lettre de vous pour
que je fasse tranquille. J'ai eu aujourd'hui le bonheur de
recevoir la votre du 18 y'bre (9 'bre?) lendemain de votre

arrived, & celles de Felicie & d'Adele C'est le

bon Cap'
6
Benquey qui m'a apporte ces precieuses depeches

& j'ai envoye de suite les lettres a Me -

Duplessis & a Me
Courty.

Je les verrai avant de cachetter la presente. M. Lahens par

qui je vous ai ecrit doit etre encore au bas de la Riviere. Nous
avons ici depuis trois jours une tempete epouvantable.
On vient de nous enlever notre Prefat. II est generalement

regrette & par personne plus que par moi qui trouvois en lui un

appuy bien precieux dans les circonstances actuelles. Son suc-

cesseur n'est point encore arrive. Tout est tranquille a Bor-

deaux & meme a Blaye. La sante de la Princesse ne donne plus

d'inquietude. Vous avez du voir dans les Gazettes qu'on ne m'a

pas permis de la voir. Elle desiroit que je puisse etre admis.

Je viens d'ecrire un mot a Maxime en lui envoyant la lettre de

sa Maman. II se conduit & se porte bien. II a ecrit par le

batiment qui porte M. Lahens. Sarragot a ete un peu negli-

gent, mais il promet de faire mieux. II se porte bien. Mes

complimens a M. son Pere.

Sans doute, mon ami, il est dur que 1500 lieues nous separent

Au milieu de bien des gens, de bien des affaires

&c. mon isolement est pire que le v6tre. Vous etes tendre

epoux & bon pere. L& on trouve des douceurs. J'ai encore

la consolation de faire quelque bien, mais je ne le retrouve

plus meme parmi les personnes qui me sont cheres la fraicheur &
la vivacite des anciennes amities. Je ne puis plus avoir le

meme abandon, ni la meme confiance qu'avec mes enfans

d'Ame*rique. Rien ne peut les remplacer. Une lettre de
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M. Byrne du 27 Decembre me dit que la famille Walley est en

bonne sante & que Me -

Stoughton a perdu sa fille Louisa (Mrs.

Watson).
6 Fevrier le mauvais temps fait que c'est encore le ba-

timent qui porte M. Lahens qui vous portera la presente ainsi

que mes precedentes. Le depart de 1'autre batiment est

ajourne indefmiment. J'en profiterai, & j'espere recevoir

d'autres lettres avant son depart

+JEAN.

SIXTY-EIGHTH LETTER.

February, 1833, gives us another letter. It is written
on the twenty-second and consigned to the care of the
firm of "Messrs. Hart, Ranee & Carron, at Point-a-pitre,

Guadeloupe." The archbishop, after mentioning the

receipt and forwarding of various letters, says M. Lacroix
tells him that Maxime is not only well but is growing
stout and has acquired a rosy complexion; both he and

Sarragot are doing nicely; the winter has been very
favorable for them, as it has been cold enough to make
ice during two or three nights only and then not of

great thickness. It has been impossible to procure a

supply of ice,
" which is not a great misfortune," comments

his Grace.

Nothing new has occurred since his last, he writes;

things are quiet enough at Bordeaux. He is grieved
over the removal of M. de Puissac(P); the new Prefect

has arrived, and the hope is expressed that the new
incumbent will show as much moderation as did his

predecessor.

Notwithstanding the above assertion, viz., that there is

no news, we here have an item that we find interesting:
it asserts that Monseigneur Dubourg, (whose American
career was a strenuous one, we recall,) has been nominated

archbishop of Besancon and "the dear Abbe Trelissac,"

bishop of Montauban. The latter refuses the honor,
we are informed, and elects to remain with his friend
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Archbishop Cheverus; we shall learn later on, however,
that the Abbe's remonstrances were unavailing.
Madame Duplessis seems to be getting used to her

solitary life, writes the archbishop in continuation;
his nephews and all "our gentlemen" present their re-

spects to the Guadeloupe family. Only now has the

archbishop learnt of the departure of the Talura\ he is

very much occupied, so ends his letter at once with
tender greetings to all.

BORDEAUX, le 22 Fevrier 1833.

MES ENFANS BIEN-AIMS: J'etis enfin le bonheur le 3 de

ce mois d'apprendre par vos cheres lettres que vous etiez

runies

M. Lacroix me dit que Maxime est bien, engraisse & a main-

tenant un teint couleur de rose. Lui & Sarragot vont bien.

L'hyver leur a ete bien favorable. II n'a gele (& cela tres

legerement) que quelques nuits. Aussi on n'a pu faire pro-

vision de glace, ce qui n'est pas un grand malheur.

Rien de nouveau depuis mes dernieres. Nous sommes

toujours assez tranquilles ici. J'ai vu avec peine qu'on nous

a enleve M. de Puissac (?). Le nouveau Prefet est arrive".

J'espere qu'il sera aussi modere que son predecesseur.

Mgr< Dubourg vient d'etre nomme Archev6 - de Besancon & le

cher Abbe de Trelissac eveque de Montauban, mais il refuse &
reste avec moi.

Madame Duplessis se porte bien & paroit s'accoutumer a

sa solitude

Mes neveux & tous nos Messieurs vous offrent leurs respects.

Je ne fais qu'apprendre le depart du Talura. Je suis tres

occupe

+JEAN.

SIXTY-NINTH LETTER.

We omit any summary of two letters, one of April

the fourth, the other of April the twenty-fourth, which

follow the above, because they are for the most part

duplicating its contents. The only exception is that
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in a postscriptum of the later letter the names are men-
tioned of M. de Trelissac (who, the archbishop repeats,
has declined to accept the see of Montauban) Messrs.

George, Cheverus, Carle, Morel and Guilleux, all as de-

siring to be remembered to M. de Bonneuil. Passing

on, therefore, to the succeeding letter, bearing date of

June the eighth, 1833, addressed to M. de Bonneuil,
we read that the archbishop's brother and Madame
Cheverus, and Fanny George, the Abbe George's sister,

are the archbishop's guests, and it is expected that

the marriage of Louis Cheverus will take place in the

early part of July. It is also mentioned that the Jubilee
was begun (at the cathedral?) at Pentecost and will

end on Sunday, the sixteenth. M. 1'Abbe Deguerry(?)
is staying with the archbishop and preaches every day
during the Jubilee. Adele has heard him (preach).
The seal of this letter is broken on the ninth of June

in order that the archbishop may say that several letters

from the members of the Guadeloupe family have been

brought to him by Captain Benquey. Vespers are

about to begin, and after Vespers there will be a pro-
cession of the Blessed Sacrament, so the archbishop

merely sets down a few additional words of affection,

then, as a final thought, says that M. le M (Marquis)
de Gourgue (?), who is at the archbishop's, wishes to send

his regards to M. de Bonneuil and to Adele.

Postscript of note dated Bordeaux le 24 Avril 1833 :

M. de Trelissac qui a refuse 1'eveche de Montauban, MM.

George, Cheverus, Carle, Morel, Guilleux, &c., &c. me chargent
de leurs respects.

BORDEAUX, le 8 Juin 1833.

MA FiLLE CHRIE: Je recils hier votre aimable lettre du 15

Mars que m'apporta le Cap
e
Benquey

Je vous mandois que j'avois ici mon frere, sa femme & Fanny

George soeur de 1'Abbe. Le mariage de Louis Cheverus mon
neveu paroit fixe" aux premiers jours de Juillet. Tous les

membres de ma famille me prient de faire leurs complimens
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au cher Vernou, a vous et a Adele, & nos Messieurs en font

autant.

Nous avons commence ici le Jubile" le jour de la Pentec6te.

II sera termini le Dimanche 16. M. 1'Abbe Deguerry (?) est

chez moi & preche tous les jours pendant le Jubile. Adele 1'a

entCndU
+ JEAN.

9 Juin.

Je decachette ma lettre que le Capitaine Benquey me rap-

porte avec celles de mon bon fils du 26Avril.

Vepres sonnent & apres la Procession du St. Sacrement. Je ne

puis qu'ajouter

M. le Ms. de Gourgue ( ?) qui est chez moi veut que je fasse

ses complimens au cher Vernou & a Adele

On attend ma lettre.

SEVENTIETH LETTER.
The first portion of our next letter, of June twenty-

first, 1833, is devoted to dates of letters sent and received,

and to Maxime, in relation to whom we find the name
of M. Lacroix mentioned. He has been in Bordeaux
a week previously. Then comes a repetition of the

statement already made that besides his two nephews
who were there when M. de Bonneuil left, the archbishop
has had with him since the seventh of May, M. and Madame
Cheverus and Mademoiselle Fanny George; they will

return to Maine after the marriage of Louis, which will

take place in about two weeks. The bride and groom
are to reside fifteen miles from Bordeaux in the aron-

dissement of Reole in a commune called Soussac(?)', and
once more we are told that the future wife is an only

daughter who .will have at least four hundred thousand

francs in fine lands. She is said to be a very good person.
The next paragraph contains the information that

Abbe de Trelissac, who refused the bishopric of Mon-

tauban, has been obliged to accept it in order to prevent
the immediate suppression of that see. The Abbe is
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now at Paris, but is expected to return the next week.

Monseigneur Cheveins will consecrate him at Bordeaux,
he says, and will afterwards accompany him to Montauban

;

it may be three months before all this will be over. The

archbishop asserts that he is losing in M. Trelissac a

very devoted friend. M. Guilleux is titular canon in place

of the dear Abbe Gasq (name undecipherable) ,
who died

in April.
The processions on Corpus Christi took place without

disturbance and in an edifying manner, the archbishop
writes. Things are tranquil. May God grant peace
to the mother country and to the colonies, he ejaculates

fervently.
Unlike Monseigneur Cheverus' recent custom his signa-

ture in this instance gives his title as well as his name.

An accompanying note of same date to Madame de

Bonneuil, after some comments on her health, her chil-

dren, and so forth, says the archbishop hopes they have

been given a new cure at Petit-Bourg; the conduct of

the last in regard to Adele is (next word illegible, pre-

sumably
"
inexcusable"). As for the rest, Madame can

profit of her visits to Pointe-a-pitre to attend to her

devotions. The Jubilee, which was a great success,

is finished, the archbishop tells his correspondent, and

he seems to find consolation in the fact that there are

still, thanks be to God, many devout souls.

Then he goes on to give his latest budget of news from

Boston "our dear Boston," he calls it he hears from

there from time to time: the dear Walley family is in

trouble. . . . &c., c. : he has written to the poor
mother. Madame Stoughton is living, her daughter
Louisa died in October last, leaving four children. Boston

increases in size and beauty all the time. "If we were

only there," says its quondam first bishop.

BORDEAUX, le 21 Juin 1833.

MONCHERFILS: ......
J'ai vu ici M. Lacroix il y a huit jours . . . ....

Vous devez desja savoir par mes precedentes
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qu'outre mes deux neveu que vous avez laisses chez moi

j'ai depuis le 7 Mai M. & Me Cheverus & M lle

Fanny George.
Tous vous font mille complimens. Je crois que le mariage
de Louis Cheverus aura lieu apeupres dans 15 jours, & alors

ses parens & Fanny retourneront dans le Maine. Louis & sa

femme demeureront a 15 lieues d'ici dans 1'arrondissement

de la Reole dans une commune appelee Soussae [or Soussac].
II epouse une fille unique qui aura aumoins quatre cent mille

francs en bien fonds. On 1'a dit tres bonne personne.

Le cher Abbe Trelissac qui avoit refuse rEveche" de Montau-

ban s'est trouve oblige d'accepter pour empecher la suppres-

sion immediate de ce Siege. II est a Paris. Je 1'attends la

semaine prochaine. Je le sacrerai ici, & 1'accompagnerai a

Montauban. Avant que tout soit termine, il s'ecoulera aumoins

trois mois. C'est un ami bien devoue qu'on m'arrache. M.

Guilleux est chanoine titulaire a la place du cher Abbe

Gasq ( ?), qui est mort en Avril.

Nous avons fait les processions de la Fete Dieu paisiblement

& d'une maniere edifiante. Nous sommes tranquilles. Dieu

veuille accorder la paix a la mere patrie & aux colonies ! . . .

+ JEAN, Ae de B x
.

BORDEAUX, le 21 Juin 1833.

MA CHERE FEXICIE : . . . .

J'espere qu'on vous a donne un nouveau Cure au Petit -

Bourg. La conduite du dernier a 1'egard d'Adele est (in-

excusable). Au surplus vous pourrez profiter de vos sejours

a la Pointe-a-pitre pour y faire vos devotions. Nous venons

de terminer le Jubile qui s'est tres bien passe. II y a encore,

grace a Dieu, bien des ames pieuses.

Je recois de temps de temps des nouvelles de notre cher

Boston. La chere famille Walley (est) dans la detresse . . .

&c., &c. J'ai ecrit a la pauvre mere. Me -

Stoughton vit,

sa fille Louisa morte en 8'
bre dernier & laissant 4 enfans. Du

reste Boston s'accroissant & s'embelissant tons les jours. Que

n'y sommes-nous? .....
+JEAN.
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REV. ALEXANDER L. HITZELBERGER, S.J.

Born Oct. 3, 1805. Ordained May 25, 1830.

Died Jan. 7, 1875.
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REV. JAMES FITTON
Born in Boston, 1803. Ordained Dec. 23, 1827. Died in Boston, Sept. 15, 1881.
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RKV. PATRICK CRONIN, LL.D., D.D.
Born in County Limerick, Ireland, March i, 1835. Ordained in St. Louis, Mo., Dec., 1862.

Died at North Tonawanda, N. Y., Dec. 12, 1905.
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REV. LOUIS EDWARD GREEN, SJ.
Born at Wigan, England, Nov. 12, 1866.

Entered the Society of Jesus, at St. Louis, Mo., Nov. 4, 1882. Ordained at Montreal, July 2, 1898.

Died at New Orleans, Sept. 10, 1005.
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REV. THOMAS J. MOONEY
Born in England, 1824. Ordained Jan. 28, 1853. Died in New York, Sept. 13, 1877.
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REV. MAURICE JOvSEPH MURPHY, O.S.A.
Born in Ireland, Feb. IQ, 1844. Ordained at Germantown, Pa., July 19, 1875.

Died at Lowell, Mass., Dec. 20, 1905.
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REV. PETER CRANE, O.S.A.

Born in Ireland, July 20, 1834. Ordained at Villanova, Pa., Nov. i. 1857.

Died at Lawrence, Mass
,
Feb. 24, 1904.
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REV. PETER W. BRANNAN
Born in Newark, N. J., Nov. 19, 1853. Ordained at Overbrook, Pa., Jan. 24, 1878.

Died Oct. n, 1886.
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